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New Beauty
MILD-SOAP DIET!

His Eyes with

90 on the CAMAY

!

This thrilling beauty care, based

on skin

specialists' advice,

is

praised by lovely brides!

A

MOONLIT

night
sweet music
you two dancing! Does he have eyes
for you alone? Do you hear him whisper,
.

.

.

.

.

"You're so lovely"?
If

romantic words like that don't

come your way, perhaps your skin care
is to blame. Without realizing it, you
may be letting improper cleansing dull
your complexion— or you may be using
a

soap

that's

not mild enough for skin as

But here's a promise.
the Mild-Soap
Diet. Thrilling compliments— new complexion beauty— may soon be yours!
delicate as yours.

Change

to

Camay and

Proved Milder by Actual Tests
You know,

skin specialists themselves

advise a regular cleansing routine— with
a fine mild soap.

mild— it's

And Camay

is

not just

actually milder than the doz-

ens of other popular beauty soaps
tested.

we

No wonder the Camay Mild-Soap

Diet has helped lovely Mrs. Aldridge—
and thousands of other happy, enchanting

Camay

brides.

Follow the Camay Mild-Soap Diet
faithfully night and morning for 30 days.

The first time, yom skin will feel fresher!
But continue— your dreams of new
beauty may soon come true!

CO ON THE

MILD-SOAP DIET

TONIGHT
This lovely bride, Mrs. John F. Aldr
of Arlington, Va., says: "Soon af

Jr.,

fa

Camay Mild-Soap Diet, I b
compliments about my comple:
wouldn't use any soap but Camay n

started the
to get
I

Every night, work Camay's lather over your
paying special attention to nose, base of
nostrils, chin. Rinse wirh warm water and follow with 30 seconds of cold splashings.
skin,

While you sleep, the

tiny pore openings can

function for natural beauty. In the

morning-

one more quick session with milder Camay
and your skin is ready for make-up.

FOR 30 SAYS... LET NO OTHER SOAP TOUCH YOUR SKIN!

all

hearts respond to a radiant smile!

Make your smile the passport to new
it bright and
and Massage.

happiness! Help keep
sparkling with Ipana

GLANCE ABOUT YOU, plain girl! Who
are the bright stars of your
special intimate world?

own

Are they

all

If

may

up the plainest face—give
charm and a warmth no eyes can

smile can light
it

a

resist.

Make your

is

your tooth brush shows a tinge of

test?

course not! But the chances are

For Ipana not only cleans teeth to

Never ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"pink"— see your

Of

and massage."
sparkling brilliance but, with massage,

beautiful— all candidates for a screen

their smiles are bright. For a sparkling

tion, like so many dentists, may be "the
helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste

remember, a bright, sparkling smile depends largely on firm, healthy gums.
Play safe— if your tooth brush "shows
pink," heed its warning.

not

dentist right away. It

mean anything

serious,

but get

his decision.
It's

very likely

he'll tell

gums have become

you that your

sensitive

because

they've been denied natural exercise by
today's soft,

creamy

foods.

His sugges-

designed to aid the health of the gums
time you brush your teeth,

as well. Ever)'

massage a little extra Ipana onto your
gums. Circulation is increased in the
gums, helping them to a hardier, healthier firmness.

Today adopt the modern dental routine of Ipana and massage and help
yourself to have brighter teeth, firmer
gums, a more radiant, sparkling smile.

smile the real you/- But,

Start today with
Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA and MASSAGE
SCREENLAND
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The greatest

this space

star of the

Published

every month

screen

Paul Hunter, Publisher
Delight Evans, Editor

I

Our Department of Curious Statistics
informs us that "Mrs. Miniver" has
hung up the Lost Kerchief record.

*

Elizabeth Wilson,

*

It seems that more handkerchiefs were
left in the seats than in the case of any

previous duct-draining cinema.

Marion Martone,

.
A more solid statistic about this M-G-M
is that from all indications
"Mrs. Miniver" will play to more people
than any other single film ever released.

masterpiece

*

,.**
"Mrs. Miniver"
more
a message of
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Delight Evans

Betty Grable Writes a Letter to the Boys

Are

Women

And Red

That

confection called "Whistling in Dixie", the
ultimate in gaiety since "Whistling in

the Dark".
ye

*

Red's maternal parent might be called

Rudy

Vallee's

New

Gene

in

Romayne

22

.Jack Holland

24

Mook

26

May Mann

30

Dennis Sprague

34

.

S. R.

Love Quest

Blonde! Marjorie Reynolds..

Autry's Advice to Youth

in

War

Time

"The Pied Piper." Complete Fictionization

Advice to Wives from Rosalind

.

.

Russell

.

!9

Dora Albert

38

Petersen

42

Maude Cheatham

45

.Elizabeth

B.

Whistler's Mother.

*
Perhaps the best music since such things
began will be Judy Garland in "For
Me and My Gal". Watch as well Gene
Kelly of "Pal Joey" fame.

*

*
And

the most

effective looking morsel

ever to be shot by a photographer is
Hedy Lamarr as Tondelayo in "White

*

Cargo".

SPECIAL PICTURE PAGES:
Gable's Last Love Scene for the Duration, "There's Something About a
Soldier,"

"Hunk of Man's"

Final

Fling,

Washington Secretary Sees

Hollywood, Dynamic Davis, Judy Garland,

Gene

Madeleine LeBeau, Lynn

Mary

Bari,

Richard Ney,

Frances Rafferty, Kathryn Grayson,

Joan

Leslie,

Beauty

In

Mapy

Kelly,

Ann Sheridan,

Martin, Betty Hutfon,

Cortes, Burnu Acquanetta,

Distress.

DEPARTMENTS:
Hot from Hollywood
Your Guide to Current
Fans'

6
Films

Delight Evans

8

Betty Boone

14

Forum

Inside the Star's

12

Homes.

Virginia O'Brien

Honor Page
Recent Films Reviewed

16
In

60

a Flash

Weston

Here's Hollywood

East

62

Cover Portrait of DOROTHY LAMOUR, co-starring with Bob Hope
in Samuel Goldwyn's forthcoming comedy, "They Got Me Covered"
Paul Hunter. President

Homer Rockwell, Vice President and Advertising Manager

We're pretty
4

effective

mm

20

Service

Danger of Losing Their Femininity?.

The House of Morgan. Dennis Morgan

new comic

in

Lana Turner X-Rayed!

"Seven Sweethearts"
the charmer which brings out so many
talented new faces, led by Kathryn
Grayson, Van Heflin and Marsha Hunt.
for instance

The

mum

mini

A FEATURE

EVERY STORY

"The War Against Mrs.

Skelton's

mm

'niimnnmnni

November, 1942

motion picture that's timely, topical
and top-notch, we'll get on to lighter
aspects of shadow life!

As

1

i

mi

are sounding too

Hadley"— another"Mrs."— and another

*
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terribly in earnest. If you'll promise to
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Assistant Editor

than a movie.

is

Western Representative

too— Tonde-Leo

D. H. Lapham, Secretary and Treasurer
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imparts a lovely color to the skin

l...it

2... it creates

a satin-smooth make-up

3... it clings perfectly

— really stays

on

Blondes,brunettes,brownettes,redheads..

you can add loveliness

to your looks with

your Color Harmony shade of this famous

powder

The

very

first

created by

Max Factor Hollywood.

time you make up with

this

remarkable face

powder you'll note how the Color Harmony shade created
for

you accents

all

the beauty of your type. You'll note that

your skin looks more youthful, more
marvel

how

how

this

powder

satin-smooth your make-up appears

powder

your Color

attractive.

clings perfectly

and

Harmony shade of Max

today... make a

new

You'll
...

and

really stays on.

Try

Factor Hollywood face

beauty discover)'.

One

dollar.

-K COMPLETE your
make-up in Color Har-

mony with Max Factor
Hollywood Rouge and
Tru-Color Lipstick.
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This

was

HOLLYWOOD

tampon
your idea

really

Ah,

there,

Costello,

Romeo!

right,

Lou

gives

ro-

mance a

build-up in this
huddle with Louise Allbritton, who appears with

him

in

"Who Done

It?",

and

proves he's a tall,
powerful he-man. Below,
betrayed by the camera-

man, who shot a fulllength and exposed Romeo Costello's big secret.

Hollywood knows
NOW
why Henry Fonda
has been refusing

all

so-

Quietly he
went about getting his afcial invitations.

fairs in order.
cials couldn't

Women have always longed for the

kind

makes

of freedom internal

protection

possible today. That's

why tampons were

made. But it was because modernminded women like you wanted a foerter tampon that Meds were made. Yes,
this tampon was your idea because
first

Navy

offi-

have been

more surprised when they
saw Hank waiting in line
with other registrants. Unsolicited and unheralded,
he signed up as an apprentice

wood

is

seaman. Hollyproud of him.

—

.

You wanted

.

.

real

protection!

FRIENDS

notice quite a change in Barbara Hutton since she married Cary
Grant. The Wool worth heiress used to be
shy of people, especially the press. Cary
gets along with everyone because he's met
all kinds and has something in common
with each. Barbara is rapidly developing
the same technique. Cary isn't going to
accept any movie commitments right away.
He's waiting for word from Uncle Sam
and hopes it will be soon. To put it in
Cary's own words, "I'm willing to do any-

That means quick, sure absorption! So
Meds designed an exclusive "safety center" feature

— to

make

—

absorption fast

and sure! Meds made of finest, pure
cotton hold more than 300% of their

—

weight in moisture

...combined with comfort!
Meds were
woman's
hardly

scientifically designed

doctor.

thing."

— by a

Norma Shearer married Martin
WHEN
Arrouge
Church
Good

So comfortable, you

at the

know you're wearing them. Meds

Shepherd

eliminate bulges, pins, odor, chafing. Each
Meds comes in an individual applicator
—so sanitary, so easy to use!

...at no extra cost!
Meds cost iess than any other tampons
in

individual

applicators!

So,

try

Meds — the tampon designed for you!
BOX OF

10

— 25£

•

BOX OF 50

— 98p

"THEY'

say the Spencer Tracys have
separated. "They" say that Spence has
taken a hotel room in Beverly Hills. Spence
says he hasn't separated from his wife.
Spence says he has taken a hotel room in
I

Beverly Hills. Says he always has one when
he works, because it's too far to drive back
and forth to his ranch in the valley. In the
meantime he continues to do awfully good
work, playing opposite Katharine Hepburn
in "Keeper of the Flame."

LAMARR'S friends have given
HEDY
up trying to reach her on the phone.

The Modess Tampon

6

Every week Hedy has a new number.
Somehow George Montgomery manages to
get it and starts calling her up. But apparently if there's one thing Hedy definitely
doesn't want, it's a conversation with
George, her ex-boy friend.

SCREENLAND

of the

Beverly Hills, Greer Garson
caught Norma's wedding bouquet. Richard
Ney, who is studying to be an officer at the
United States Naval Reserve in Indiana, is
now sending Greer on an average of three
letters a da}-. So you can draw your own
conclusions
Speaking of Norma Shearer,
Hollywood can't get over how much her
new husband resembles the late Irving
Thalberg. Norma is still wearing Irving's
wedding ring. It's encased in the new one
given to her by her adoring ski instructor.
in

!

IIFE

really begins
for
Cornel Wilde
I— out 20th Century-Fox way. And not at
eight-thirty. When Cornel appeared with
Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier in their
stage play, "Romeo and Juliet," Hollywood producers stepped on each other getting at him. Not much happened until
Zanuck gave Cornel the lead opposite Ida
Lupino in "Life Begins at Eight Thirty."
The same day he received the news, Cornel
also learned there was going to be a little
Wilde in the family. Both he and the Missus
are hoping and praying for twins

A Paramount Picture with

Rita Johnson
Directed

ASK.

•

Robert Benchley

by BIILY WILDER

•

Written

•

Diana Lynn

by Charles Brackett and

YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT
SCREENLAND

HIT

IS

Billy

Wilder

COMING

fj

—

— ——

—
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Safe New Way in Feminine Hygiene
Gives Continuous Action for Hours
• It is every wife's right to know certain facts.
Her greatest happiness, her physical and

WAKE

mental well-being may be at stake. She cannot go by what others tell; she must know.

More

Otherwise in feminine hygiene, she may resort
to over-strong solutions of acids, which can
burn, scar and desensitize delicate tissue.
Today thousands of informed women have
turned to Zonitors the safe, new way in
feminine hygiene. These dainty, snow-white
suppositories kill germs instantly at contact.
Deodorize not by temporarily masking
but by destroying odors. Spread greaseless,

than

Island"

is

I

S LA N D

Paramount

motion picture, "Wake
freedom to which every
With utter honesty and com-

just another
a battle-cry of

American must

listen.

of any Hollywood touch, this stirring
screen drama of the Marines' heroic stand, tiased upon
actual records, will move and thrill you as it sweeps
to its terrific climax the "defeat" of a handful of
gallant men which was really a triumph of fighting
courage.
superb cast proves worthy of its high asplete absence

—

—

—

A

protective coating to cleanse antiseptically
and give continuous medication for hours.
Yet! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.
yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.
Powerful
Even help promote gentle healing. No apparatus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

signment

:

Brian Donlevy and William Bendix

best.

—

^

^
b
^ktame
pe
o

l

\

veaue

to
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NOW, VOYAGER Warners
Best Bette Davis number in a long time! Women
will be the best customers of this drama of suppressed
desires, in which the inhibited daughter of a domineering mother fights for the freedom to live her own life
and wins, though not without sufficient scenes of suffering to bring out the hanky brigade. Star's emotional
acrobatics as she throws off family shackles to devote
her life to her lover's little daughter will satisfy her
fans. Paul Henreid, as her lover, Cl?ude Rains, as her
doctor, and Gladys Cooper are tops in a fine cast.

•

ZitB

THE FOREST RANGERS—Paramount
the story of a Forest Ranger (Fred MacMurray) who tries to find those guilty of setting fires
in Picayune Canyon. The two girls in his life are a
society girl wife (Paulette Goddard) and a tomboy
mill operator (Susan Hayward), whose attempts to
show up the wife as unfit for forest life are very
funny. The spectacular forest fires and a parade in
Frontier Day style, to the tune of Jingle, Jangle,
Jingle, are thrilling sights filmed in Technicolor.
Albert Dekker in cast. All performances good. See it.
This

00{>
offfour
favorite Pfiofo

SOMEWHERE

5x7

inclto

ENLARGEMENT—

Your Original Returned
Just to get acquainted, we will
make and send you FREE a
beautiful PROFESSIONAL
Hollywood Studio Enlargement
of any snapshot, photo, kodak
picture
print or negative
to
5x7 inch size. Please include
color of eyes, hair and clothing
ferjwX for prompt information on a
fc£//\J^ natural, life-like colorenlargement in a Free Frame to
set on table or dresser. Your

—

—

.

A

original returned with

NOW

Henie)

tries

flirtation

Calif.

type, but

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDflOS, Dept. 466*
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Here is picture or negative for my Free Hollywood Enlargement.

the

C~] I

am enclosing

Hair

r

uling. Offer

good oniy

in

U.S.

Addresi

Town

_

8

is

Mm

(Sonja

fin, whose
everything to "land" Corp.
taken seriously. He's not the marrying

weak

story.

Among

the sparkling, exquisitely cos-

tumed skating numbers are a hula on ice. John Payne
Oakie on skates
is fine as the handsome Marine. Jack
Marines'
is a howl. Has catchy, new tunes and the
stirring song. Sammy Kaye and orchestra supply music.
Turn to page 10 for More Reviews

Clothing

.

10c for retain

M-G-M

Katina skates right into his heart. The iceskating sequences with Sonja at her best make up for

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Color Eyea

YOU

ICELAND 20th Century-Fox
The Marines land in Iceland and Katina

FILM STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 466, Hollywood,
Santa Monica
Blvd.,

FIND

your

FREE PROFESSIONAL

Enlargement. Act quickly—
lOcfor
with coupon below.
return mailing. Mail photo
offer limited. Please enclose

7021

I'LL

Clark Gable's final film before he enlisted in the Air
Corps presents him at his best. The role of a dynamic
war correspondent is tailored to his lusty talents, and
with gorgeous Lana Turner as the girl whom he
alternately browbeats and embraces it's a field-day for
Gable fans. Call the story hokum, but you'll have to
admit you enjoy its melodramatic escapes and rescues
the way from Indo-China to the Philippines.
all
Timely, tense, and tough, it's a fitting so-long-for-theduration for the great Gable. We'll be missing him.

Send Any Photo For
Beautiful

is

SCREENLAND

the best
I of.

WARNER
present their

BROS.

new dramatic triumph

BETTE DAVIS
PAUL HENREID
more

exciting,

more radiant than ever— with her new co-star

v

A

story tbat surpasses

'Stella Dallas',

by Us

aulbor, Olive Wiggins Vrouty

A HAL B. WALLIS
PRODUCTION
GLADYS COOPER

•

with

CLAUDE RAINS

BONITA GRANVILLE

-

ILKA

CHASE

•

Directed by

IRVING RAPPER

SCREENLAND

——
———

BIG PICTURE

ORCHESTRA WIVES

20th Century-Fox

Treat for jitterbug and jukebox addicts, this filmusical
has the colorful background of a touring "name'' band

human

plus the

interest of the trials

and

tribulations of

a trumpeter's wife, with Glenn Miller and his merry
men to provide authentic atmosphere. George Montgomery and Ann Rutherford as the young couple trying to make their marriage go on one-night bandstands, Cesar Romero as a suave pianist, Lynn Bari as
a singing siren turn in good performances. Good tunes
to whistle are: Gal in Kalamazoo, Serenade in Blue.

HERE

WE GO AGAIN

will be

Radio fans

happy

RKO-Radlo

to find so

many

stars of the

one film. It has Fibber McGee and Molly, Edgar
Bergen, Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd, Ray
Noble, Ginny Simms. The stars, appearing as themselves and as characters they portray on the radio, stop
deal
at a lodge where McGee gets involved in a shady
which accidently turns out okay and makes him rich.
Not much of a story and most sequences are separate
is_ doubtskits. Definitely aimed at radio public and it

air in

ful

others will find

if

it

good screen entertainment.

FOOTLIGHT SERENADE

20th Century-Fox

It's a
If you like filmusicals, here's one you must see.
pugilist
lavishly produced song and dance show about a
(Victor Mature), star of a musical show, who likes a
chorine (Betty Grable), makes her a star, then learns
Its a
she's married to another actor (John Payne).
merry mixture of singing, dancing and comedy—the
Fine
kind of gay entertainment we need these days.

No drama
saga

oi

bravery, can com-

with

pare

courage, no

of

tribute to Uncle Sam's
ing,

who
the

lighting

risked

their

all

Phil

stars.

Cast has

Silvers,

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE VOICE OF TERROR—

Hy-

20th Century-Fox
Sherlock
the first of a series. It brings
Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famous detective,
saboteurs,
out of retirement to combat activities of
mystery stadirected by "the voice of terror," over a
Rathbone, as
tion broadcasting from Germany. Basil
Watson,
Sherlock, and Nigel Bruce as his pal, Dr.
expose a
follow hunches and pursue clues until they

daredevils,

death-ridden

its

Gleason,

Lang.

mighty

this

Jane Wyman, James
Cobina Wright, Jr., June
Catchy tunes and spectacular dance routines.

work by

This

in

Orient!

is

and
Nazi posing as a Council member. Has mystery

suspense.

Men who

are tired of musicals will like

PARDON MY SARONG

it.

Universal

m

.

this
Costello
screwball antics of Abbott and
wil have you rollburlesque on life in the South Seas
matter that the gags are old
in- in the aisles. It won't
(wearing

The

laugh all right! Bud and Lou
on an island, who
saronos) plav bus drivers stranded
jewels from the
become heroes by saving the natives'
blended_ with lots of hipvillains The tomfoolery is
Bruce, Robert
by sarong-clad etities. Virginia
Toe, colored
Pate Na^i Wynn, in cast. Tip, Tap,
Four Ink Spots sing.
"dancers, do fancy steps;
--you'll

IwaW

CARROLL

•

THE BIG STREET RKO-Radio
bus boy,
Runyon's sentimental tale about a
night-club entertainer
LitUe Pinks, who worships a
good

LEE

Damon

interest,
only herself, has human
characters, and RunyonBroadway
typical
by
comedy
story. No one
it's an unconvincing
tvpe
P dialogue, but
"Her Highnes
out
by
dished
abuse
the
tall
wo uld
Fonda, as the faitheven after she is paralyzed. Henry
Ball, the girl, make the most
Lucille
and
bus
bov
ful
Eugene
Cast has Barton MacLane,orchestra.
of their r61es
Nelson's
Ozzie
Moorehead,
Agnes
Pallette,

who

An

KELLY
GORDON JONES
MAE CLARKE
SH

I

i

self

bruce

she gets from

SaS

•
Air Corps daily
risk their lives for you— keep

vi cing

'em flying with War Bonds
and Stamps

suspense

It
is

"O^&gf

has a few laughs, lots of
stunning
good. Virginia wears

Films Reviewed
Turn to page 60 for "Recent

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
10

espionage drama which concerns

information
T boys she gives them
whose dad is a naval
her bov friend (James Ellison)
the spies.
They redeem themselves by catching
officei
to make it conThe entire cast works hard, but fails

RLEY

The American

It's

Ce^ry-Fox
CAREFUL-SOFT SHOULDERS-20r/,
v*h the

America. Virginia
activities of Nazi agents in
Washington girl who becomes infs cast as a flighty
them to be Uncle
volved with a spy ring. Believing

PAU L

BILL

loves

SCREENLAND

in

clothes.

a Flash"

!

.

"I

Hot from Hollywood

may
-I

Continued from page 6

Work Overtime

as well

never Have a Date!"

quietlv and without fanfare, Merle
VERY
Oberon. Al Jolson, Allen Jenkins. Frank

McHugh
Atlantic

and Patricia Morison flew the
and arrived in England. Merle
is to
States troops in Ireland
and let them know we are

organized the troupe. Their purpose
entertain United

and England
back of them

the way.

all

THEN

along came "Bill" and Michele
Morgan's whole life changed. The Bill
former
in this case is Bill Marshall, the
I

orchestra

who

leader,

"Four Horsemen"

in

played one of the

Warner

Bros'.

"Knute

Rockne." He also figured in the news when
he almost married Helen Gilbert. When Bill
lived with Peter Ashley, the boys had one of
the most popular bachelor establishments in
town. But from now on. Bill (who looks
like a blond Fred MacMurray) is giving it

up for home and Michele. Isn't
that she won't have to change the
grams on her linens and silver!
all

it

nice

mono-

time Ruth Hussey was supposed
ALLto this
be engaged to a childhood sweetk

At least Hollywood took it for
granted that she was. Come to think of it,
Ruth never did admit it. So that's why her
marriage to C. Robert Longnecker, her
agent, came as a complete surprise. Bob will
soon be losing the girl who gets "ninety percent of his salary." He's due for the Army.

heart.

THE YANKEES"

"P)RIDE OF

".
so run along, Terry. Keep your
date with dark and handsome! I'd just as
soon stay and work as sit at home alone!"

Susie:

Terry: "Susie!

a dull night life for a

What

.

pretty girl! If I told

you what dims your

glamor— you'd have

scads of dates!"

was

Hollywood's first dim-out premiere.
Gaire Trevor arrived on the arm of Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. Hedy Lamarr. looking like
a red flame, with John Pierre Aumont;
Gail Patrick with Freeman Gosden (watch
of course Lana and her
this romance)
Lieutenant Ronald
Stevie (arriving late
Reagan and his Janie got the greatest ovation from the thirty-five hundred spectators.
Jack Benny wept unashamed over Gary
Cooper's poignant scenes. Proceeds for the
evening went to the Xaval Aid Auxiliary.
It was a great night for a great cause.
;

;

)

;

Susie:
I

"An underarm odor girl— me! Why,

Terry:

why

"But

bath to last all day!

"Pretty clothes and hair-dos don't mean
if underarm odor steals the show!
Resolved: Each day it's a bath for past per-

much

bathe every day."
expect your morning
play safe, with Mum!"

I

spiration—Mum

to

guard the future!

'

A
AS wait

rule most European actors can't
to lose their accent completely.
It's different with Charles Boyer. They say

the actor concentrates on giving a French
pronunciation to certain English words.
Figures it's part of his charm, no doubt.
It certainly makes a hit with the ladies and
they're the ones who line up at the box
office when a Boyer picture comes to town.

A HOUSE-WARMING is in order for
'A Claudette Colbert. When her doctorhusband enlisted, Claudette moved into an
apartment and put her house up for sale.
But these days no one is taking on added

was about to put
when she learned that

responsibilities. Claudette

up a

for rent sign

Dr. Pressman was being stationed somewhere close on the Pacific Coast. This
means he can have an occasional leave and
see his beautiful wife. She's now keeping
the Beverly Hills home-fires burning.

want
advantages popular
Mum HASdeodorant!
Takes only 30

She wanted

the role of the "bad girl in "The Edge
of Darkness." She knew she could play it
Her agent said she was wrong for the part.
Xancy went right to director Lewis Milestone.
So convincingly did she plead,
Milestone said she deserved a test. The little Coleman, whom Charlie Chaplin thinks
is

one of Hollywood's finest actresses,

now

playing the part.

Good

luck,

is

Xancy

Speed!

onds. Safety!
after

HATS off to Nancy Coleman.

girls

the

in a

sec-

risks to sensitive skin, even
shaving; won't harm clothes.

No

underarm

Mum

clinches bath freshness, not by
stopping perspiration, but by preventing odor
charm
for a whole day or evening. Guard your
at your druggist's today!
—get
Certainty!

Mum

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

- Gentleness, safety, dependability
For Sanitary Napkins
ideal for this important purpose, too.
—make

Mum

Screen land

Product of Bristol-Myers
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WANT TO BE THE
KIND OF A WOMAN
MEN FLOCK AROUND?

ans' Forum
like to have that "something" that draws,
like a flower does bees? Any woman or girl <ff
ordinary intelligence, beautiful or plain, can learn to be

Would you

men

attractive to men.

£

i

It's the way she dressses— and the cyfte way she
The eager and interesting way safe talKs and
the poised and graceful way she walks/ Txw her en-

—

smiles.

thusiastic manner and gay personality— Sndit's always
so easy and pleasant to be with her. Every- little thing
counts— and it all adds up to cast thSat spell, that
-'\
v..'
"something" called CHARM!
YOU can develop that magic charm \ yOTJ can make
yourself attractive, interesting and desirable.
IS LIKE A BEAUTIFUL DRESS! It can be acquired
and put on. Learn how in amazing, new book, BETTER

—

FIRST PRIZE LETTER

CHARM

$10.00

THAN BEAUTY— "A

were given an opportunity to do with
Hollywood exactly as I'd like for just one
month and I had authority to command
everybody including stars, executives, etc.,
this is/what I would do
First of all, I'd donate a "booby" prize to
"Twin Beds" for being the worst picture

Guide To Charm" by Helen Valentine and Alice Thompson (famous beauty, fashion
and personality authorities). This complete book covers

If I

EVERYTHING —the

beauty aids, the clothes, the
grooming, the etiquette, the personal manner and - the
active mind— which all together give you that

-

CHARM!
Take the Kinks Out of Your

called

Appearance and Personality!

of the year. Then I'd demand that gossip
columnists stop referring to Betty Grable's
figure as the best in Hollywood. I'd request
Joan Fontaine to give some of her charm to
her sister, Olivia. I'd ask Ann Sothern to
stop robbing the cradle where Robert Ster-

—

you have a large nose, small eyes, short neck if you
tall, fat or thin, or have any other physical
lault this book tells you EXACTLY what to do. If your
Rothes never look well if you don't know what to talk
about if not sure of your manners if you are moody
f you have rasping voice or giggling laugh
or troubled
oy any problem this complete book will guide and help
fou to minimize or correct every difficulty or fault!
[f

are short,

—

—

—

—

—

—

ling

How

to add beauty and allure to your face and figure
Care of skin and complexion;
professional make-up
Secrets of smart hair-styling
Se ect ng most becom ng
clothes and accessories for
every type figure
How to meet and make new
»
friends; become liked and
popular
iv. An 8 page
Table of
everyday foods —a grand help
in watching your diet, to lose
or put on weight.
>

i

<

fpfP
ff llfL
F
Over 100

pages

When you

I

i

order

"Better Than Beauty"

A Book

of

772

pages
49 ill ustrations

of Exciting Facts on

HOW TO CHARM

wonderful
information

WITH COLOR

Josephine,

DuBarry

power

HOW

COLOR—ABSOLUTELY FREE

I

SEN© HO MONEY!
will mean

Tf "Better Than Beauty" does what we claim, it
When it armore to you than any book you've ever read.postman
only
rives (with your FREE BOOK), de-posit with

98c plus postage, under our MONEY
Be sure to mail the coupon Now!

BACK GUARANTEE.

S

HERALD PUBLISHING CO., Dept. C-186,
St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me "BETTER THAN BEAUTY" <wlth
arrive I will pay postFREE BOOK). "When the booksshipping
charges. I will
plus few cents
only
98c
man
examine the book with the understanding that if for
satisfied, I may return
completely
not
any reason I am

5

you (including free book) and you will immedi-

ately refund

my money

ADDRESS

8

CITY

!

——

Savings Stamps prizes which will start
you on your next War Bond purchase
and help you do your patriotic duty.
Prizes:

NOTHING

5

I

first,

second,

$10.00;

Other producer-made stars are Gene
Tierney, the Great Stone Face; Linda
Darnell, lovely but completely uninspired;

SCREENLAND

Savings

Stamps.

SCREENLAND'S FANS' FORUM, 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.
Victor Mature (he just

than

$5.00;

payable in
Closing date,

five prizes of $1.00 each, all

kills

HIM!)

.

.

.

seems endless.
No, Mr. Producer, we don't make the
have
stars. In nine out of ten cases,
decided, even before their first pictures have
here is
been released, that lo and behold
A Star. And that, Mr. Producer, is that!
MISS MARIE CHURCHILL, Wayne, Mich.

the

has more of absolutely
anyone on the screen today

*

...........................s

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ample is Joan Leslie, who is being pushed
toward stardom at a rapid pace, and who

5

Check here if you are enclosing SI. 00 with order,
in which case WE pay the postage. Same Money Back
Guarantee, of course.

12

S
3

;

STATE.

V......-.-—

-

in full.

NAME
J

»

—

—

list

YOU
!

—

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS

—

26 East 17th

it to

PAUL ZELLER,

the subject.
Take a case in point that of Veronica
Lake. The only emotion she arouses in an
audience is one of irritation. If the producers were to ask the public its opinion of
her work, ninety percent would voice adverse criticism. Still, she was vaulted to
stardom after one picture! Another ex-

JUST MAIL COUPON AND GET BOTH BOOKS
:
•

—

can have your say in print so go to it.
You don't have to be a professional
fancy words won't mean
letter-writer
a thing just say what you're thinking
in your own words. And remember,
if your letter is judged one of the seven
best, you'll be awarded one of the War

War

For years, we movie-goers have heard
producers give us the credit for making the
stars. "The public alone," they have said,
indulgently, "makes the stars. We producers simply follow the will of the majority." As an average movie fan, I have
long wanted to publicly air my views on

CHARM WITH

FANS!

25th of month.
Please address letters to

$5.00

the RIGHT colors. Now you can get
the scientific facts about colors, all the
questions,
personal
your
answers
to
whether blonde, brunette or redhead;
TO
you can learn

IT,

In less than a week I'd probably get shot,
but it would be fun even with death as the

SECOND PRIZE LETTER

of

TO

picks.

MRS.

— instinc-

tively understood the enchanting

make Hollywood

Carroll. I'd

penalty.

Do you know why girls who wear white
more readily receive proposals of marriage than those who wear red? Did you
know that colors have for ages been used
as a means of enhancing sexual attractiveness? The glamour girls of history
Cleopatra.

John

bosses stop starring Rita Hayworth as a
singing star when she can't sing a note. I'd
command Robert Taylor to do the acting
for the family and let Barbara Stanwyck
stay at home and darn his socks.
I'd forbid John Payne to sit under the
apple tree with anyone else but me. I'd give
Margaret Lindsay a good leading role for
she deserves a break. I'd make all Hollywood female stars gain some weight so that
our husbands and boy friends wouldn't expect us to keep looking as slim as tooth-

;

i

concerned.
I'd give a few of the Gable type

roles to

I

I

is

Next

PART OF CONTENTS

GO

you are not a regular contributor
to this Forum, it's high time you joined
in the fun. You've probably been dying
to tell certain screen stars what you
think of them and their performances
(good and bad) and here's where you
If

$1.00 Each

Who

wants soul-stirring and
hard luck pictures anyway ?
The world is so full of misery and pain
that certainly no one wants to be "entertained" (if you can call it that) with other

Oh

pooh!

troubles. Especially when these
people no longer exist or are fiction.
The movies are a wonderful entertainment, and can either make you laugh or
make you cry; but we've had too many
tear-jerking pictures lately and I'm all for
laughing awhile. How about it M-G-M,

people's

20th Century and the rest of you? Give us
something to make us happy for a change.

Hooray! for Hollywood and
comedians.

glamor

Down

all

bring you Four Aids to

I

fine

its

with those gooey, slushy,

stars.

RUTH DUCETTE,

Chicago,

111.

Beauty

in

One Single Cream!

dazed and confused don't blame it on me blame it on the
fact that I've been "conked on the bean"
with so darn many Hollywood "MoonIf this letter

sounds a

bit

—

Beams" I can't see beyond my nose
You see, it's like this Warner Bros,
started this "Mooney" trend with "Garden
of the Moon," with John Payne. Since then
I've suffered from nothing but moons
There was a Lamour picture from Paramount called "Moon Over Burma." Then

—

1

!

there was one from

M-G-M

called

"New

Moon," with Nelson Eddy and Jeanette
MacDonald.

And

20th Century-Fox, bless its heart,
done its part to keep me
"moon struck" To date I've been made
miserable by "Moon Over Miami," with
Betty Grable, "Moon Over Her Shoulder,"
with Lynn Bari, "Moontide," with Ida
Lupino.
"The Moon and Sixpence," with George
Sanders, is announced for early release,
and "The Moon is Down" is promised for
the future.
Ye gods I'm goin' nuts What I need
is a little SUNSHINE!!!!!
DAVID RAGAN, Jackson, Tenn.

has

certainly

!

!

!

To "Mrs. Miniver" go the laurels for the
season and possibly for all time. In a very
poignant way this favorite exploits the democratic ideals without letting its propaganda
take the art from the hands of the characters.

And, by the way, Greer Garson was

superb in the title role.
Best touches are perhaps, not the exhibition of courage and fortitude of Mrs. Miniver and her family, but the understanding
and tolerance growing out of the war.
great nation of great people are learning
that aristocracy is above the masses only so
far as it acts more nobly. This is shown in
the events leading up to and following Lady
Bcldon's resigning to the sexton her traditional rose honors. In her sacrifice she rises
to heights worthy of her title.
Another high point at the close of the
picture is so touching as to have the claim
{Please turn to page 69)

My

one 4-Purpose Face Cream, by itself,
helps end all these 6 Skin Troubles

A

Imagine

a face

And here's the reason Lady Esther
4-Purpose Face Cream can do all this!
It works with nature and helps nature.
This one cream, by itself, takes care of
four essential needs of your skin! Every
time you use Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face
Cream, it thoroughly but gently cleanses
it softens your skin and reyour skin
lieves dryness— it helps nature refine the
pores— it leaves a perfect base for powder
and make-up, smooth but never sticky.

cream— one remarkable,

scientific face

cream

— that

does

all

these important things for your skin!

As though by the touch of a magic
wand, it seems to cream away the cobwebs of tiny, tired lines around your eyes
and mouth little lines due to dryness.
And it seems to help end the very condition that causes big pores— blackheads
—oily skin dry, flaky skin.

—

—

—

6
1.

2.

3.

Send

WHICH OF THESE
SKIN TROUBLES IS YOURS?
Dry

for

Generous Tube

Mail the coupon below for a generous
my face cream! See for yourself

tube of

Skin

Tiny Lines
Big Pores

4.

Oily Skin

5.

Blackheads

6.

Flaky Skin

busy, lovely women
every day are changing to Lady Esther
4-Purpose Face Cream. Be sure to mail
the coupon now, before you forget!

why more and more

4

-

PURPOSE FACE CREAM
(81)

Lady Esther,
7162 West 65th Street, Chicago,

III.

me by return mail a generous tube of
4-Purpose Face Cream; also 7 new shades of
I enclose lot for packing and mailing.
Send

powder.

Richard Greene, on leave from active duty,
in "Flying
Fortress," made in England and soon to be released by Warners.

CITY.

sta rred

(Gore

emulations do not permit this offer

in

Cane
j
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Be guided by the experience

of

over

Thanksgiving
food and fun
dished up by

who fou^cTMHJER'S

2,000,000 girls

)n the $!osiery shores
"tops" for sleek,' bare legf. f*6w these
same girls are fast learning the priceless

LIQUID MAKE-UP.

beauty secret wiser glamour

known

years

for

.

.

.

girls

\

decorations and

fair Virginia

have

MINER'S

that

Spirit of Thanksgiving deserves special

dishes, says Virginia.

O'Brien

LIQUID MAKE-UP in the;, flattering facial
tones gives them thafesoft, glowing
"knock 'em dead" look all men go for.
A perfectly blended powder-andpowder-base in one, MiNER'S^WfoffUlk;
MAKE-UP is non-greasy, goes on easily
and gives
... camouflages blemishes
your face a velvety smooth, gloriously
fresh-lookingi finish which lasts all day
add loose
long. Apply it, blend it
powder or not, as you prefer \«^Jj(pn
j

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

forget repowdering, for hours and/Sours.

Dazzle the stag-line, too! Use it on back,
shoulders and arms for evening wear.
Choose from six beau-catching com^Peach — Rachelle —
plexion shades
Brunette— Suntan—Hawaiian— Nut Brown.
.

.

More women use MINER'S than
any other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it! Try it!.-. You'll love it!
50£
25<: Everywhere
.

.

.

.

the war, November meant
BEFORE
goodies rich and luscious, with emphasis

on sugar, butter and spices. Over at the
O'Briens', where the girls' friends are always sure of a big welcome, hearty laughs,
including something tasty to put between
the teeth, Virginia and her young sister
Mary used to specialize in serving desserts.
It would drive you mad to hear about the
candies, cakes, pies and pastries they used

r:

you prefer a Cream Base

If

MINER/
JOllMu
A

tinted

with

LANOLIN

cream make-up base.

So/fens,

glamorizes and pzotects the skin ....

39*

&

10$

©
14

1942 Miner's, lac.

SCREENLAND

—

hand around yes, and keep their willow-wand figures in the bargain!
But now for the duration, Virginia declares that they've given up all that. And
to

them because there are so
nut and gelatine concoctions
that can be used instead. For example, the
dessert Virginia is going to use this

nobody

many

will miss

fruit,

Thanksgiving is made of all sorts of fresh
fruits (you may use canned ones, if you
like) cut up in small pieces and molded
into gelatine, the whole rimmed with whole
fresh fruits and clusters of raisins and
trimmed with sprays of mint.
The O'Brien housekeeper gives these proportions for this effective dish

THE GREAT BROADWAY HIT PLAY

GOMES UPROARIOUSLY TO THE SCREEN!

:

HOLIDAY DELIGHT
Knox Sparkling Gelatine
cup cold water
J4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon lemon juice
2 cup hot fruit syrup or fruit juice
V/2 cups cut up fruits
envelope

1

y

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add
and hot syrup and stir until gela-

salt

tine is dissolved. Add
juice and chill. Mold
in cold water
You don't use sugar in
is sufficient sugar in the

fruits

and lemon

should be rinsed
this,

because there

fruit juice.

Virginia, since leaving school, has been
too busy being "funny for money" to learn
much about cooking, but her mother and
their housekeeper usually listen to her menu
suggestions when holiday dinners are being
planned. For the approaching Turkey Day,
here is the comedienne's selections
:

Menu
Fruit cocktail with wine sauce
Relishes including celtuce, the new
salad-vegetable
Turkey with oyster dressing
String beans
Hawaiian sweet potatoes
{Please turn to page 78)

GEORGE TOBIAS ALLYN JOSLYN
Screen play by Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov

Directed by
!t

on

would be a pleasure +0 be caught "out
a

limb"

appearing

in

with

Shirley

Patterson,

ALEXANDER HALL Produced
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

cutie

Columbia's "Parachute Nurse."

SCREENLAND

*

by

MAX GORDON

—

Screenland Honor Page
"Wake Island" is a great motion picture tribute to the magnificent fighting spirit of our gallant Marines
a motion picture to make you prouder than ever that you are an American!

We

picked William Bendix (left) as the typical, tough
Marine from Paramount's mighty movie, for he gives a
rousing performance as Private Aloysius "Smacksie" Randall, who for all his bravado is really a great fighter. But
no one actor can accurately be said to "steal" this show.
Brian Donlevy, Robert Preston, MacDonald Carey and
every other member of the cast are equal to the honor of
portraying those heroic men who always have the situation
well in hand. Every American must see "Wake Island."
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LOOK AT ME NOW.

last

week's

woman

forgotten

"After weeks of being the 'forgotten
I was having the time of my life
at the Watkins' party.

woman'
"I

felt like

shouting

it

to the world.

)

wanted it to be a slap in the face to those
who had whispered behind my back.

"Not

a

man

said 'Let's

sit this

one

or 'Excuse me, I've got to make a
phone call.' I danced every dance
there were plenty of 'cut-ins'.

show

—

—

One

of the worst handicaps

can have

is

found guilty of

that a girl can

win back the favor she sometimes loses
through her own carelessness. And had I
been careless! Oh, my! Thank Heaven,
I found out what my trouble* was and

anybody

halitosis (bad breath).*

suspicion always.

—

it.

"Perhaps in my experience there s a hint for you
and you and you."

out'

"Moreover, midnight found me singing
harmony with the most interesting
boys at the party some of the old friends
who had politely dropped me and some
new ones who were plenty attractive.
"It just goes to

did something about

tele-

—and

close

.

it

Once

you may be under

But why take chances? Isn't it just plain
sense to be on guard against
this offense which detracts so much from
your charm? Listerine Antiseptic may
prove one of your best friends in this
matter. This reliable antiseptic works two
ways to purify and sweeten your breath.

common

1. It

some

authorities, are caused

by such fermentation.
2. It overcomes the odors that fermentation causes.

How's Your Breath?

halts the bacterial fermentation

tiny food particles

breath, say

on

of

oral surfaces; while

sometimes systemic, most cases of bad

If you want to be at your best socially
and in business, never, never omit the
wholly delightful Listerine precaution.
Use it night and morning and between
times before social and business engage-

ments.

It

pays.

Lambert Pharmacal

IS

for oral

hygiene

SCREENLAND

St.

Louis,

Mo,

HONESTY
shines forth from a product just as

does from a man.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

Co.,

LISTERINE

You

will find

it

it

in

VSTE
TOOTH PASTE

J

—

An Open

Letter to
BETTY

Sturges (below with Betty in "gag"
photo) calls her "a great actress." Read why!
Bottom of page, Betty with Bing Crosby's eldest
son Gary, in scene trom "Star Spangled Rhythm."
Preston

HUTTON
D EAR

Miss Hutton:
heard that
I
"genius" Preston Sturges
(writer-director of "The
Great McGinty" and "Sullivan's Travels" and other
1

When

weird and wonderful
movies) had called you "a
great actress," I thought
either he or I, or possibly
you, had gone crazy. Betty
Hutton, queen of the jitor
ter-B's, a great actress

—

even an actress at all?
Don't be silly. Mr. Sturges
was merely making with
the sarcasm. And a mean,
lowdown trick, too, I
thought, because I always
liked you and your wacky
contortions and it seemed
he should pick on Bette
Davis or someone like that.
Well,

am

I

eating

my

words now, and pretty
hard to swallow they are,
too.

You made

New York
big
the

war

to

a trip to

appear in a

relief

benefit

at

Paramount Theater
on that same stage where
you used to wow the kid customers. Wearing a
dream dress, looking a bit more dignified and
grownup (which still didn't make you an Edna
Mae Oliver type )you were knocking yourself out
entertainment with that same terspeed and exuberance that endeared you to
your original jitterbug following. Later, I saw you
put on another act at the St. Regis Hotel, this
time. In a very smart, very streamlined Valentina
creation you made an Entrance that caused the
social register ladies to present lorgnettes and their
in the cause of
rific

—

escorts to sit up straighter. As you swept to your
table, aristocratic necks craned and there was a
buzz of curious, but respectful, interest. I couldn't
help thinking that the blonde, brown-eyed little
girl who had once danced for dimes in a beer hall
had come a long, long way. The best part of it is

that you're still the same honest, warmhearted and
human kid underneath all the glamor, and something tells me you'll stay that way. So maybe Mr.
Sturges isn't so crazy after all, to believe in you

enough to put you

in his

You may not be a great
lot of what it takes.

next dramatic picture.
but you've got a

actress

—

!

!

A

Letter

To The
In

BOYS

SERVICE

But not only the boys, everybody
will want to read it! Because Betty
really gives, from her heart out

Dear Bill Baker of Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Dear Leonard Koch of Camp Wheeler, Georgia
Dear Jesse Cason of Camp Stewart, Georgia
Dear Eugene Loesch of Fort Lewis, Washington
Dear Arnold Praver of the 36th Bomber Squadron, Seattle,
Washington
Dear Arthur Rigg of the Royal Air Force, Middle East
Dear Lowell Collins of Randolph Field
Dear Boys in Service:

NOW

that I have finished "Springtime in the Rockies" I am just
about ready to start on that tour of the Army and Navy camps
that I have been planning for the past six months. Every time I
planned to leave, something always happened once it was an impacted
wisdom tooth, and then it was a sprained ligament caused by a strenuous
dance routine I did with Victor Mature, who is no featherweight, believe
me, in "Footlight Serenade," and which landed me in the hospital for a
couple of painful weeks, and then the last time I was all set to shove off
the studio started my picture ahead of schedule. But this time, hot or
cold, I go. And from what I can gather it is going to be plenty hot as my
tour takes in most of the camps in the South. I asked to be sent to camps
where the men have had little or no entertainment. And if those boys
don't applaud me into a good case of fallen arches I'll come back to
Hollywood feeling that as an entertainer I'm a flop. Why, look at me,

—

hinting like

mad

am

writing you boys who have written me such nice letters
recently to explain why I won't be answering them for the next two
months. I always get a laugh when I receive a letter which says, "Please
have one of your secretaries answer this." I haven't got a secretary
Never have had one. I answer all my mail myself, honestly, though I have
to admit it's sort of piling up on me lately. When I am working I manage to answer about sixty letters a week. I start out in the morning under

So

I

the dryer, and then I continue all through the day when I have time off
between scenes on the set. Which should put a stop to that malicious
rumor that I spend my time on the sets glaring murderously at Alice

Faye and Carole Landis. I'd like to mention right now that I am not the
feuding kid of the Twentieth Century-Fox lot, and that I'm terribly
fond of Alice and Carole, and they are of me. Believe me, I'm not the
horror that magazine article made me. When I read it I was so hurt I
cried

all

night.

And now,
but

I

Bill Baker. I don't believe in encouraging you to bet, Bill,
wouldn't want you to lose five bucks. So (Please turn to page 68 )

Groble gets from seven to eight thousand fan letters
a month and most of them come from soldiers and
sailors. Facing page, right, she reads some of those
letters
while recuperating from
recent operation.

!

!

Lana Turner

X-RAYED!
By

Romayne

THIS
cause

really started out to be a jealousy story.

Bebuy my shoes where Miss Lana Turner buys
hers and all the while the man is fitting the shoes
on my feet he keeps telling me how beautiful the same
shoes look on Lana Turner's feet. He talks on numerous
subjects including the current war news and inevitably
and always he gets back to Lana Turner. He never gets
around to tell me the shoes look pretty on me. But he
I

represents only one of the multitude who think that the
lady is a glamor girl, first class, finest quality, and
has plenty of what it takes.
little

The

time I set eyes on the Turner girl she whizzed
onto the set, planted herself in a chair and announced:
"I'm just dead !" She had flown in from some place or
other in a big hurry and although she kept insisting that
she was absolutely all-in, she looked fresh as a daisy. So
nobody had any pity for her. I thought, Oh, it's sure
great to be young
A hat with a funny little veil sat atop her head and it
made you wonder how anybody could look so good in
anything so terrifyingly simple. Her suit was girlish, her

22

first

shoes were alligator, and like the man said, they did look
awfully pretty on Lana's feet. Five minutes after she
arrived her jewelry, which is something to open your
eyes, was on the hairdresser, the wardrobe girl and myself. Of course we all admitted that it added to us and
we looked fine. But not so fine as Turner who doesn't
need such brightness to set her off. She said she designed
all the jewelry herself. Clever kid
"We'll rehearse a couple of scenes and then you can
get home, Lana," the director said. So they started. Be-

tween the different line-ups, Lana wanted to know if
she was going to have cute dresses and if she could get
her hair cut short because that's what she wanted most
in the world
at that moment. I felt it would be the right
idea to take her by the shoulder as if I were guiding my
kid sister and say, "Take it easy!" Each one thought
maybe if they didn't answer her about the hair she'd forget about it. The long hair was considered a definite part

—
—

—

of her glamor.

But Lana didn't

forget. After they finished rehearsing
if {Please turn to page
66 )

—

she said, "Well, so long

THESE STARS GIVE YOU

ARE

WOMEN

IN

DANGER

OF LOSING
They're doing man-sized
jobs these days
but are
they losing their charms?

—

Join
YEP.

Maria Montez, Universal

star.

TH£

in

this

argument!

By
Ann

Jack

both

Sothern, right, illustrates
sides of the question.

Other

Holland

who

stars

tell

you

what they think include,
above, Victor McLaglen, Jon

de

Havilland,

Hall,

Olivia

Cary

Mary Astor,
Humphrey Bogart.

and

Grant,

NOT

so long ago, a cartoon appeared in which two
uniform were standing on the street looking into a store window. Slacks were on display.
One of the girls, after staring longingly at the slacks,
said, "I really ought to buy them. I can't afford to lose
all of my femininity."
This was sufficient proof that the ladies of today are
girls in

changing. When cartoonists go gaga over a problem, you
can be pretty sure that that problem is a universal one.
The situation is simply this: the good old days of
femininity seem, on the surface, to have disappeared in
the midst of slacks, overalls, and uniforms. So, has this
war made women really lose their femininity? Have they
lost their charms in their sincere efforts to help win this
war ? Or have they added to them ? What is happening to
the fair sex in its desire to become stronger ?
I was having dinner with Cary Grant one night recently.
picture.
were talking about his new
"'Once Upon
Honeymoon," and also about his recent

RKO

We

A

marriage to Barbara Hutton. (Incidentally, I've never
seen Cary look happier. This marriage will last.) Know-

him to be one of the grandest and most sensible men
Hollywood 'he's one star who thinks before he gives
I decided to ask him what he thought about
out a quote
femininity and war and uniforms.
"Do you think Florence Nightingale lost her femininity?" he remarked. "Don't you believe that, on the other
hand, she added to it? Women today are really emphasizing their femininity when they throw themselves heart
and soul into working for Victory. The job they do or
clothes they wear have nothing to do with what's inside of them. Do you think Scottish Highlanders lose
their masculinity by wearing kilts? I think the answer is
ing

in

—

—

Women aren't any different today than
they have been in the past in times of crisis. They have
always done their part and they always will. And they
have managed to remain alluring to men and to be charm-

pretty obvious.

women."
Cary expects to go into one of the branches of the
armed services the Air Force, as it looks from here.
When I asked him about this, he said, "You can just sav
that I'll go wherever Uncle Sam {Please turn to page 70)

ing as

—

t

OOKING at

Dennis Morgan on the screen he would be
person on earth you'd peg as the homeloving type. Mr. Morgan looks like the kind of chap
I
to whom the breath of life would be night clubs
and
parties. Actually, few people in the film colony go out
less
than he and Lillian, his wife. Few fathers see as much of
their children as Dennis. And few actors take the
pride in
their homes that Dennis does.
Sitting far back from the road, almost hidden from
sight by the vines and roses that riot over an eight-foot
wire fence, is the house of English type architecture.
"We had no intention of buying a home just yet," he
I

I

about the

last

explained as we turned in the driveway, "but we were out
riding one day about a year and a half ago and passed this
place. It was for sale.
liked the looks of it and, more
from curiosity than anything else, we priced it and found
it was a steal. The house and grounds could be had for
less than a similar undeveloped acreage in this locality
would ordinarily cost. So we bought it.
already had
most of the furniture and the whole thing stands us less
than we would have paid in rent in three years.
were
pretty lucky. Come on in, and I'll show you around."
The front door is a beautiful thing, with a hand-carved
beam above it. The small reception hall is almost barren

We

We

We

A

movie hero much admired by the ladies in the
audience, Dennis Morgan doesn't act the part
away from the studio. He's a home man, as these
first, and exclusive photographs of his family life
prove conclusively. Like many another American
husband and father, Dennis is a devoted victim
of his children's caprices, whether it's reading
them bedtime stories (which only put Pop himself to sleep) or playing horse. These scoop
photos are by Madison Lacy of Warner Bros.,
for whom Mr. Morgan is now appearing in
his sixth picture this year, "The Desert Song."

-

of furniture but the

gay wallpaper with

its

hunting

scenes and the hand-hooked rug on the floor give
it a cheerful appearance. Turning to the left, one
about
enters the living room. It is a large room
eighteen by twenty-three. The thing I like best
about it is that it isn't cluttered up with a lot of
useless furniture and a hundred knick-knacks to act

—

as dust-catchers. The rug is a sand-colored frieze
on which the children can play to their hearts' content without the maid having to come right after

them with a vacuum

cleaner.

The

fireplace is un-

usual with the pickeled (Please turn to page 74

)

"There's Something

about

A

SOLDIER!"

A

A

scene
no caption!
being enacted today all over these
United States, as a soldier boy greets his girL
Jean Rogers and Van Johnson re-enact it for
you in film, "The War Against Mrs. Hadley"
picture that needs

that

M-a-M

is

!

RUDY VALLEE'S

may well be Rudy Vallee's
THIS
personal interview for the duration

last

In his entire career he has given only
three actual interviews touching the ro-

mantic side of his life. He has been known
in the past to break cameras on occasion
when over-zealous and too-determined
lensmen ignored his polite requests not
to photograph him when he has been
escorting a non-professional beauty.

explained

Rudy

"Why

bring some nice, quiet
girl who has never had publicity and
whose family disapproves of it, into the
limelight just because she is good enough
to give me the privilege of taking her to
dinner ? The photo usually gets captioned,
'Engagement Expected' and the girl, her
family, and myself are embarrassed."
For this final interview Rudy was sit:

—

ting in the big

For the

playroom

of the palatial

first time, Rudy permitted his home to be photc
graphed, just before his enlistment in the Coast Guard. Thes;
are exclusive pictures. Scene still center above shows him wit;
Claudette Colbert and Joel McCrea in "The Palm Beach Story

on a mountain top commanding gorgeous views of Hollywood and San Fernando Valley below. It was a warm day. Behind the bar
he mixed a cooling soda. "This is the home 1 had always
dreamed of owning." he said. As proof he turned to a
book, •'Vagabond Dreams Come True," an autobiography
Rudy had authored twelve years ago. There on the last
page of the last chapter he had written, "An article written about me said that my main ambition is to make a
million dollars/But it is really much simpler than that.

home

that he

is

giving up.

It sits

After having well provided for my mother and father,
what could really give me great happiness is to possess a
homelike and comfortbeautiful home in the country

Rudy

Vallee,

now

a chief petty officer

to

the

Coast Guard Welfare Committee

—

Rudy

continued. "I never
it or close it up
war is over, 1
the
For
after
when
hope to find a wife to live here with me.
"Every man has an obsession about something. For
some men the week is not complete unless they've indulged in sports baseball, golf, swimming. For another
"I couldn't resist this house,"
to sell it, even though
I go into the service.

1

will rent

—

a business meeting, or a discussion. For many it
gambling fest,
is fishing, cards, pool, a drinking bout, or a
or a smoker. While I enjoy some of these things. I find
none of them absolute to my essential happiness. There is
a painting called 'End of Day' which depicts a farmer

man

it is

going

the setting sun. It's symbolic of what
life. The idea conveyed in the painting

home with

I

is
want most from
the reward that the farmer will find when he reaches his
with all of its homely comforts, his children,
cottage
and most important, his wife the woman who is all inwho loves him for
terested in his account of the day
what he is. That is what I strive for companionship.
The reward of all of my labors and hopes will be the comfort that I will receive from the company of the girl who

—

—

brings happiness to me.
"Triumph can be empty

—

Rudy Vallee as he looked,
at right, when receiving
his orders from the Asst.
Personnel Officer, Lieut.
M. A. Sturges, Coast

Guard.

NBC

Photo.

—

when you have no one

to share

with. Even little triumphs unimportant to anyone else
but vourself and someone who (Please turn to page 83 )
it

home now has a "For Rent" sign. On the night of his enlistment he returned home for his personal belongings, met Mary McBride driving
up to meet him. Vallee has evidently resumed his romance with the brunette

Vallee's pretentious

Beverly Hills socialite. The couple, in company with her mother, spent Vallee's
week as a private citiien vacationing at Lake Arrowhead. They deny they
are engaged, have frequent rifts. But always they seem to get together again.
last

the

United States Coast Guard, is also Coast
Guard bandmaster. Since his enlistment,
Rudy has composed a new set of lyrics for
a marching song. Vallee has been given special permission to continue his weekly radio
shows, turning his entire $5000 salary over

able.

want

in

HUNK OF

MAN'S"

Victor Mature, now a gob in
dated Rita Hay worth, above,
scenes with Lucille Ball for
motion picture, "Seven Days'
his

last

Hollywood

the Coast Guarc

and

finished lov
his final starrin

Leave" (below)

a

gestures for the duratioi

That

New

Marjorie's husband is in the
Signal Corps, stationed in
the East at present. So Mar-

anchored in Hollyher movie contract,

jorie,

wood by

joins other screen starlets in
cheering visiting service men.

years Marjorie Reynolds, an animated
FOR
with a handshake
a wrestler, spent her working
five

elf

like

hours hanging over

cliffs.

Goosetiesh, the Bernhardt
Duse of Derring-Do.

No

of

She was the Garbo

of

Boots-And-Saddles, the

Westerns was busier. The week never passed
curmudgeon a-foreclosing bent,
frustrate a viper with designs on her honor or sever a
length of hemp feloniously anchored to the Adam's Apple
oi one of Nature's Noblemen.
Today, instead of a cliff, she's hanging on a moonbeam.
She has left the Tata-rump, Tata-rump, Tata-rumptump-tump of the Six-Shooter Scherzos for the SendMe-Down-Cy, I'm-Feeling-My-Rye of musicals. She is
just now being witnessed by you-all in "Holiday Inn" as
the female lead to Fred Astaire and Bing Crosby.
"Thrilled?" Marjorie sipped a double chocolate malted
in the Paramount coffee shop, a beverage she stows by
the gallon because she's underweight. "Who wouldn't be?
Just getting the chance to know two swell human beings
such as Fred Astaire and Bing Crosby is marvelous."
She said it just like that. No gushing, no tremolo stops,
no deep inhalations bouncing off the diaphragm. Just a
gal in

that she didn't thwart a

quiet pleasure

in

her surprisingly

vibrant voice.
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1

Her

brown eyes looked out levelly from round, childish feaShe has a repose in her face at times that is slightly

tures.

on the beatific side.
"I've been in pictures for nineteen years," she says,
whimsically watching a reporter's eyebrows disappear
into his widow's peak. "I played in 'Scaramouche' with
Ramon Novarro way back in 1923 and I also played with
Constance Talmadge and Viola Dana."
She did, too. She even made a picture before "Scaramouche." Three months before. It was "Revelation" and
she was just rising six, which makes her twenty-five years
old now. You figured, by her looks, that she should be out
playing jacks somewhere and then she told you she'd
been married for five years.
"To the same husband, too," she announced, smiling
proudly, as well she might, this being Hollywood.
She has wanted to be an actress as long as she can remember. Ever since she packed up her father, Dr. Harry
Goodspeed, her mother and her two sisters, one eighteen
years older, the other twenty, in Buhl, Idaho, when she
was three, and removed them to Los Angeles. Her father
says the hegira was made because Buhl was too salubrious
for his practice, but she says it was to enable her to sneak
up on the back door of Hollywood.

Blonde!
There

law

in

an unwritten
Hollywood that
picked by Fred
is

being
Astaire as his dancing
partner, or Bing Crosby
as his crooning ditto, is
equivalent to being presented with a gold-embossed ticket to fame.
Watch Marjorie Reynolds!

Dancing partner
of Fred Astaire in

"Holiday Inn,"
Marjorie's is no
sudden spurt to

success.

She

danced

the

in

chorus
many a

line in
musical,
as well as playing

opposite Western
stars in forty Yip-

pee

pictures. Will
she ride to fame
on Astaire's flying coattails like

Ginger Rogers,

By Dennis Sprague

Immediately after the family

set-

Los Angeles, she started
lancing. She attended the Frank
2gan classes and within three
nonths was being featured in Egan
led

in

This success may have been
because of her dancing talent, but

"ecitals.

here is reason to believe it stemmed
from her incredibly frail beauty. If
fevet a finite being could have been
railed a starbeam without producing
ndignation meetings in the solar sysem, the Goodspeed mite was it.
Before she was six, she had
:hanged her name to Marjorie
Moore and taken a fling at dramatic
schooling. Marjorie Goodspeed was
i
good enough name for an Ella
Wheeler Wilcox dream, or an A. A.
Vlilne heroine, but not for success
n the entertainment world. Folowed almost immediately her part
n "Revelation" she was a fay, or
.omething (Please turn to page 82)

Rita

Hayworth?

—

Dressed by Adrian, thus realizing
every girl's dream, Mary started her
tour with Hollywood's Radio City.

Mary met two

visiting soldiers at the

At the Brown Derby, Mary ordered

and they walked her

carefully, thinking of her figure
after all, she's in the movies now.

NBC broadcast
to the

Brown Derby,

her next stop.

Washington Secretary Sees Hollywood

She

really wanted to "see" Hollyas well as soak up some

wood

36 sun, so she sought

highest

hill.

Famous Hollywood Bowl, scene of outdoor concerts and Mary ran up and
down the empty seats for exercise.

—

Mary met an old school chum, Georgia
Carroll, noted

model now in movies,
and Pool Club.

at JBeverly Hills^ Sand

i

Mary

got a

lift

from none other

than Jackie Cooper, who told her
he'd read about her in the papers.

A thrifty shopper,
sheer

Mary admired the
number shown by the salesgirl,

then bought a pair of service weight.

tary Byrne, selected as Washington's most
secre*
amorous working girl (she is an
'nry in the Lead, Tin, and Zinc Division) won
role in Samuel Goldwyn's "They Got Me

OPA

bvered," with

Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour

At the most "glamorous" street intersection in the world, the corner of Hollywood
and Vine Street, Mary buys a paper

When

she finally got a day off from the
studio to see the town, she picked her own
spots and our cameraman trailed along.
That old desk back in Washington isn't going to have much glamor after all this!

I9HH

No

tour of Hollywood could be

complete without a stop-off at a
drive-in for a long, cool drink.

Schwabs Drugstore is a Hollywood
There Mary met Cliff
Edwards and bought copy of yep!

institution.

—

But she's still just a working girl, so to
market famed Farmers' Market to

—

buy

groceries for

—

home-cooked dinner.
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Before leaving Hollywoo
the Army Air Corp

for

Gene Autry approved

thi

exclusive interview, in whic
he talks straight from th
shoulder to boys who hav
been fans of his "Westerns

left, Colonel Edward F. Shaifer administe
oath to Gene Autry, inducting him as tec
nical sergeant in the Army Air Force durii
Gene's "Melody Ranch" broadcast fro
Columbia's Wrigley Bldg. studios in Chicag
on July 26. The little boy in group photo b
low is Nathan Forrest Shaifer, son of the Col
nel, watching very attentively as Gene Aut

At

is

finger-printed

tion in

'VERYBODY

ought to think of winning the war
anything else! This is the most serious
time in our history and our country is in more peril
than at any other time," said Gene Autry. We were
lunching at Eaton's Rancho, not very far from the Republic lot, where Gene was making what is probably his last
picture for the duration
"Bells of Capistrano."

E

ahead

of

—

[Gene was the

the ten biggest box-office stars of
the year to be accepted for the service. For in spite of prefirst of

mature announcements, Clark Gable was not actually inducted into the Army Air Force until some weeks after
Gene had been called. Gene was just given time enough to
make one last picture, and is now in uniform.
"I think the he-men in the movies," he told me earnestly, "belong in the Army, Marines, Navy, or Air Corps.
All of these he-men in the movies ought to realize right
now is the time to get into the service. Every movie cowboy ought to devote time to the Army or to helping win
]
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the

war

till

the

war

is

at the

Army

induction

won, the same as any other Amer-

ican citizen.

"The Army needs every young man it can get in the
Air Corps. And if I can set a good example for young
men, I'll be mighty proud. Boys of 17 and 18 are needed
and some of those boys are my fans. I say to them and
every young man should
to all young men in America
give everything he can to the war effort. If we train young
pilots now, and the war continues for a long stretch, those
boys of 17 and 18 will be a protectorate over the whole

—

st

Chicago, prior to the actual inductio

—

country.
"I wanted to join the Air Corps rather than another
branch of the service because I felt I could do more good
for the war effort there than any other place, and also
because I've always been interested in flying. For the
past ten years I've been flying.
as a non-commis"I am going in as an enlisted man
sioned man (a sergeant) to set an example for young-

—

r

YOUTH IN

Air Corps. If I went in with
mission bestowed upon me because I'm supposed
popular movie star, it wouldn't look good to the
sters. How could I ask them to do something I

sters interested in the

willing to

do myself

a

com-

to be a

youngwasn't

?"

Gene did not know at the time of our interview just
what the Army Air Corps would ask him to do.
"Of course I'll do whatever the Air Corps tells me! If
they want me to drop bombs, I'll drop bombs. If they want

me

to

do instructing,

do instructing.
of recruiting, I'll do that.
I'll

If

they figure

I

can do a bit
"If I can help influence the young men of America to
get air-minded, I'll be happy. I want to do that, because I
think the Air Corps needs every vigorous young American, not only as pilots and navigators and bombardiers
and gunners in combat, but in the ground crews. I also
think aviation is going to be a great industry after the
war. This work we have to do in the war is like a clock

where every wheel has

to turn." Gene looked briefly at
the clock that ticked out the time relentlessly just a short
distance from us. "It's like that clock over there. If every
wheel didn't turn, the clock could not keep time. In this

war, this all-out war, every man has to ask himself, 'Am I
"
turning my wheel ?'
The idea of contributing directly to the war effort has
been with Gene for a long time. On the day Pearl Harbor
was attacked Gene didn't stop to formulate his ideas but
in his heart he knew that it was only a matter of time
before he would try to contribute his part.
"I never thought of joining in the war till Japan attacked us," said Gene. "I was in England when England
declared war against Germany, but that was different. It
wasn't our country that had been attacked then. And
though I felt a lot of sympathy for the English. I didn't
realize then that their problem was our problem or was
definitely going to be.
(Please turn to page 79 )

—
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AND BEFORE

THE

CAMERA

°

Che

<Pied i

MP

HOW A

HANDFUL OF CHILDREN, GUIDED BY A CRUSTY BUT COURAGEOUS OLD
ENGLI

A

MAN could

forget there was a war here, ft was Spring
and the trees
were green and the. river sparkled under the cool
sunlight and the
trout were biting. Yes, a man could forget
i
there was a war and if
he concentrated especially hard on the rod in
his hand, he could almost forget Helgoland and that once he had a son.
But a man couldn't stand on that bank forever
playing his line over the
darkling water. And even though the
woods in that French province near
the Swiss border were so quiet that no
one would have guessed there was
fighting going on m the north, Howard
couldn't escape from his thoughts
any longer Leaving England for his customary
fishing in France hadn't
helped at all For the first time he felt the.
weight of his afmost seventy years
as he walked slowly back to the inn.
The children were there in the living room and
Howard stiffened a little
He chdn t mind Sheila so much. She was a pretty
child with the sort of
helpless appeal winch Howard liked. It
was the boy who had a way of getting his wind up. No respect to his
elders at all, the old man thought
crustily argumentative and sure of
himself. Too bad that a nice
g
couple like the Cavanaughs should have
a boy like Ronnie
S bCI d ng
Ver a S ch ° o1 book and ad her smail
stub of a pencil
P
rutrh
a desperately
!
K
p u
clutched
between her teeth
"Will you help me with my lesson, Mr.
Howard?" she asked

EnS

T

!

bod^ste £2*
Howard
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,

M " H ° Ward

'"

Ro "" fc

broke •»

«•

"Every-

didn't even

show he had heard. That boy really should
be eivcu
a good dressmg down. But Sheila didn't seem
to mind his
brashness at

all!

Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen
"I have to name five states in the United States and the
only one I can think of is Texas," she said plaintively.
"Texas, eh ?" Howard brightened. Sheila's questions had a
way of being more complicated than this. "Well, let's see,

and—and

—

—

an inspiration came "there's California
and Virginia and Florida and why, of course! There's
!"
Rochester
"Rochester!" Ronnie repeated scornfully. "Rochester isn't
Texas,

"

—

a state."

"Mr. Howard says it's a state," Sheila said firmly, laboriously spelling it out on her pad.
"Rochester's a city," Ronnie insisted.
"It may very well be a city," Howard conceded testily. "I
state
don't deny that. I only contend that it is also a state.
somewhat north, a bit to the northeast of the New England

A

colony."

"But

it's

"It's just

not,

Mr. Howard," Ronnie pointed out

a city in the state of

New

York,

patiently.

that's all."

to feel more and more that acute discomfort
with children. It wasn't that he disliked them.
He didn't. But now, as always, it seemed to him they had got
him in a jam. He really hadn't ever thought much about
Rochester and he felt almost panicky as he wondered if maybe
he were wrong and Ronnie were right. He felt uneasy and
unsure of himself as he always did when he got mixed up
(Please turn to page 85 )
with children.

Howard began

he always

felt

TLEMAN. OUTWITTED NAZI TERRORISM

Monte

Woolley

tops

even his previous film
triumph in "The Man
Who Came to Dinner"
in his

current

title role

"The Pied Piper,"
aided by Anne Baxter
and an excellent cast
in Nunnally Johnson's

of

screen version of Nevil

Shute's

best

-

seller.
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Advice To
Wives from
Maude Cheatham)
warns you women of— but you'd better read

(As told to

m

her
Rosalind
Below, with real-life husband, Freddie Brisson.
Bottom of page, triangular situation with Miss Russell,

story.

Brian

Aherne and Janet

Blair

from

"My

Sister

Eileen."

•

"Someone once said, 'Don't
be afraid you will die, be afraid
you won't

live to the fullest !' I
think of this story every time I
recall the complacency of my
bachelor days."
Then Rosalind, ablaze with
patriotism, burst forth, "It is
very wonderful to be a woman
today, and especially, a wife
never has she played so important a role. This war gives her
a tremendous responsibility
and she realizes that all her
previous living is merely preparation for sharing in the
world (Please turn to page 76)

WALKING

across
the studio set to

her

dressing

Russell
laughing
over a comedy scene she
and Janet Blair had just
completed for her new Columbia picture, "My Sister
Eileen." As we settled ourselves for a talk, I said,
'Ad"Let's do a story on
"
vice to Bachelor Girls.'
Instantly, Rosalind blew

room,

and

I

Rosalind

were

still

—

With eyes flashing fire,
she exclaimed, "Not that!
I've been boosting such
feminine bliss for years, but today, I don't think so well of it."
Now, I knew she avoided
talking about the romance and
marriage that makes her the
happy Mrs. Freddie Brisson, but
I took the plunge and suggested
we progress to "Wifely Advice." She agreed, though she
hastily added, "Not that I intend
making rules, not at all. It is just
that I like to talk about marriage.
I always knew," she went on,
"that a career could not fill my
life and that sometime I wanted
to marry, but I had set a pretty
high standard for my marriage
and had to wait for the right kind
up.

—

of love to

come along

to

make

it

the meantime, I
thought I was a lucky girl. I enjoyed my bachelor status I had
my career, a home of my own,
and a delicious sense of freedom.

possible.

In

;

I didn't know what I was missing
for I had yet to learn that independence such as mine was merely an escape.
all need someone

We

share our interests, to laugh
with us, and to weep with us.
to

THREE'S

A CROWD.

BUT

TWO

IS

GOOD COMPANY

Photograph by Welbourne, Warner Bros., for whom Miss Sher
*dan will next appear in "George Washington Slept Here'

LOVELY
GIRL

YOU
46

For all her dazzling beauty, Ann
Sheridan is still as friendly as
the girl-next-door. She is the
typically American, humorous,
down-to-earth gal that a fellow
wouldn't be afraid to ask for an
autograph— or even a kiss. (But
watch out for Mr. Brent, boys!)

Just as dazzling but infinitely
more mysterious is this new-

comer, Madeleine LeBeau. Here
is a smouldering siren who must

be admired from afar, like a
beautiful statue or a painting or

any work of

art

—

*

at least until,

like Galatea, she begins to

signs of life.

show

Seen in "Casablanca"

Photograph by Welbourne, Warner Brog.

A
BEAUTY
YOU'D
BETTER
MEET!

THE LADY
WHO'S KNOW
AS LYNN
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Decora ti \
Very. You
the effect s
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a queen of
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it
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asset to the
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"China Gii

Frank
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20th Century-Fo.
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ce he played
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demand,
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nter's

Fay
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G-M's "The
r Against
«. Hadley."
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nee Bull,

M-G-M

MINIVER'S" SON

MAKES GOOD!

Pity

Poor

Mary Martin!

What Chance
Has a Mere

Dream

Girl

Against That
Frenzied Hep-Chick,

Bouncin* Betty Hutton?

Pride and terror of the Para*

mount

lot,

Betty Hutton

is

not

Blonde"
for nuttin\ To this jumping jitterbug nothing is sacred, not even
called "the Incendiary

the graceful gyrations of dainty

Mary

Martin,

who

is

supposedly

the heroine of "Happy Go Lucky"
but will live up to the latter part
of the pictured

title if

ages to hold her

own

Hutton

blast of

she man-

against the

charm and com-

only Betty's third screen
appearance, and already she is
edy.

It's

being hailed as "the female
Chaplin"— by Betty Hutton!

FOOLED
LOLLY WOOD!
;roine~of a double hoax, Burnu Acquanetta is now
i talk if not the toast of movie town.
First she said
e was a South American. Then after landing a job in
Arabian Nights," admitted she was an Arapaho Indian,
nally it was revealed that Acquanetta (real-name Miled Davenport) was born in South Carolina and went
school in Morristown, Pennsylvania. Her mother
is part Indian, her father English. But Burnu is still
e of the prettiest girls ever to hit the movie colony.

The "Yankee Dood
In Her New, "Young
Since you movie audiences have been seeing Joan
Leslie opposite Jimmy Cagney in "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" you have adopted her as the nation's
favorite "little sister." Her wholesome sweetness
is representative of the finest 'teen-age type. So
you'll be interested in the new costumes designed
especially for her and other conservative girls like
her. At left, Joan is wearing the soft, snowy
white Wallaby coat, beloved of the college girl.

Conforming

to the restrictions of L-85, the
black broadcloth suit worn by Joan Leslie
above has the new shorter jacket, a pencil
slim skirt.
narrow band of black, white and
gold braid marks the rounded set-in pocket
and the closing. Loops of black velvet ribbon
trim her pompadour hat. At left, wearable
one-piece dress of grey men's wear in a
herringbone design with narrow white piping
used at yoke. Created for Joan by Orry-Kelly.

A

I

)amdy" Girl Poses
.mart Fall Clothes
Pre-view, at right, of a new two-piece suit designed
for Joan by Orry-Kelly to wear in "The Hard
Way," a brand new motion picture which will not
be released for several months. The gored skirt of
chocolate brown is topped with a jacket of soft
beige, with double rows of machine stitching used
to give the effect of patch pockets. Joan's sailor
hat, of the jacket fabric, has a shirred brim and a
orown band. Two gold leaf pins trim the jacket.

Chocolate brown, says Orry-Kelly,

is an important color this fall. Of slithery satin, the
dinner gown worn by Joan above has a high.vaisted skirt cut to a point in front, with
oops of brown, gold and green striped ribbon
trimming the shoulders. At right, for those
;rrown-up-lady moods, Joan chooses this
olack and white checked dress. The set-in
sleeves bell slightly from shoulders.
White
sengaline bands neckline.
tricorn tops it all.

A

)

Kay Aldridge is one of first girl
cliff-hanger heroines since Pearl
White! She's battling her way
through
serial,

Republic's

"Perils

15 -episode

of

Nyoka"

In trimly tailored shorts and
form-fitting jacket, lovely Nyoka
rides
to
the
rescue.
Even

though the serial's background
is the Arabian desert, and Kay
plays an archeologist's daughter
lost
on an expedition,
there's no desert law that forbids her to look glamorous.

BEAUTY

Though brave and beautiful,
Nyoka can't alwayjwin. Villainy

IN

—

gets her down
but hero Clayton Moore helps her up again.

DISTRESS!
(

WOO-WOO!

—

—

MARTHA AND FIANCE
I

on campus of Clemson
College, S.

C,

last

spring

before Niles became an
Aviation Cadet, and she

went into training for her
!

mobile laboratory work.
She's just as sweet and
feminine looking now in
her crisp lab uniform, so
flattering to her softsmooth Pond's complexion

GUARDING HEALTH OF BOYS AT ARMY CAMPS
while her fiance
Fort McPherson

for

flies

now

Sam

Uncle

.

.

.

Martha

is

MARTHA'S RING

is

unusually beautiful
a 2-carat diamond in a
simple platinum band.

at

in the Field Laboratory of the

Fourth Service Command.

MARTHA GAFFNETS engagement to

Henry

Niles Nelson, Jr., unites two fine Southern
ilies.

She

is

fam-

great, great, great grand-daughter

of the eminent statesman, John C. Calhoun.

MARTHA'S HEART

is with her aviator
her skilled hands and highly
trained mind are given to her important
war job with the Fourth Service Command's mobile laboratory.

fiance

— but

"We work

like

mad," she

told us.

"We

do blood and disease tests regularly, of
course and test just about everything in
sight as well
water, milk, ice cream
anything that might contain harmful bacteria
and cause illness among the boys at the
camps."

—

—

—

Martha has a particularly lovely complexion creamy smooth and white. She

—

says:

"My lab work makes me

cleanliness. That's

Cold Cream.

and leaves

It

my

a stickler for

why I'm so fond of Pond's

cleanses so thoroughly

skin feeling soft and dewy."

Use Pond's Martha's way, you 11 love it,
pat Pond's Cold Cream on your
too. First
gently, quickly. Tissue it
face and throat
off well. See how it softens and releases
dirt and old make-up. "Rinse" now with a

—

this every night

ups, too. You'll see

women

like

Jr.,

girls

—

use Pond's why
use it than any

other face cream. Ask for the larger sizes

— you get even more for your money. Popu—

beauty counters everywhere.

no accident so
gaged girls use Pond's!
Yes

it's

many

lovely en~

—

second lovely Pond's creaming. Tissue

Do

more women and

lar in price, at

•

•

•

Mrs. Ernest du Pont,

Mrs.

—

why war-busy

W.

off.

for daytime clean-

society

Forbes Morgan and

SCRE ENLAND
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RECENT FILMS
REVIEWED
IN A FLASH
MRS. MINIVER

M-G-M. Jan Struther's book
about the British wife and mother who could
"take it" has been made into a great motion picture. It's a masterful message of courage and a
fundamental lesson in fortitude. Greer Garson
rises to heights in a poignant performance.
Walter Pidgeon, splendid as the husband.

THE FRIDE OP THE YANKEES

Sam

Goldwyn-U.A. This splendid screen tribute to a
fine American has deep emotional appeal, stressing the private life of the Lou Gehrigs rather
than the excitement of his public career, but the
most rabid baseball fan will enjoy it. Gary Cooper
gives a great performance as Gehrig. Teresa
Wright, as Mrs. Gehrig, and Babe Ruth, as himself, also excellent. The great American sport
glorified.

THE MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS

RKO.

Orson Welles has made a fascinating film from
Booth Tarkington's novel about the disintegrating
family whose spoiled young heir wrecks his
mother's romance. Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello,

Tim

Holt score.

HOLIDAY INN

Paramount. This Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire musical romance is swell escape
from the doldrums. It is a grand show with new
Irving Berlin tunes and inimitable performances
by co-stars and cast. Crosby plays a crooner who
converts his farmhouse into an inn open only on
holidays. Marjorie Reynolds sings and dances
charmingly.

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

Warners. This

story of George M. Cohan's

a great screen

life is

A

triumph for Jimmy Cagney, perfectly
cast as the showman, coloring a clever role with
his own inimitable zest and humor. Ail-American
entertainment to stir you to tears and excite you
to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie, Jeanne
Cagney. Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Manning,
Richard Whorf in cast.
show.

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

Columbia. A
smart, sparkling comedy not the usual silly slapstick stuff, with first-rate performances by its
starring trio. Jean Arthur is seen as the girl who
hides Gary Grant, a young man who escapes
after he's convicted on an arson charge, and

—

Ronald Colman as the law school professor who
proves Cary innocent. Exciting. See it.

TALES OF MANHATTAN

20th

Century-

Fox. Tricky, but terrific. The tale of a top coat
told in a series of short, punchy episodes with
some of Hollywood's brightest stars Charles

—

fers amnesia and is accused of being a petty
criminal. Hedy Lamarr, stunning as the wife,
does a nice acting job, too.

GUN FOR HIRE Paramount. Lusty
melodrama about a ruthless killer and how he
atones by catching up with fifth columnists.
Plenty of excitement. Its fast and furious action
THIS

have you on the edge of your

will

TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI

DESPERATE JOURNEY

Warners. The adventures of five RAF flyers, who escape when
they are shot down over Germany, are recorded
in this exciting film. The cocky, amusing way the
boys (Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagan, Arthur Kennedy, Alan Hale, Ronald Sinclair) mow down the
Nazis is great stuff. Kids (and a lot of grown-ups,
too) will cheer them. All fine performances.

MY GAL SAL

20th Century-Fox. This pic-

based on the career of the late Paul
Dresser, ballad-writer, is an enchanting escape
from today's troubles. Rita Hayworth, its star,
gorgeously costumed as a Gay Nineties belle, is
a vision in color Victor Mature, good as the
song-writing hero. The star-studded cast also has
Carole Landis, John Sutton, James Gleason,
Walter Catlett, Mona Maris.
ture,

;

REAP THE WILD WIND

MY FAVORITE BLONDE

Paramount. This
combination of Bob Hope better than ever and
beautiful Madeleine Carroll will appeal to everybody. The plot involves Hope in a ring of Nazi
spies with a gorgeous blonde British agent
against a background of crazy and screamingly
funny misadventures. Has suspense, too.

for

BAMBI

Disney-RKO. Young and old will love,
laugh, and cry over Bambi, the deer, Walt Disney's latest cartoon character creation, in this
beautiful full-length picture filmed from Felix
Salten's famous story of animal life and love in
the forest.

—

Par/amount.

Spectacular, thrilling Cecil B. DeMille melodrama. It has adventure, romance, and a lot of
American history of a century ago when pirate
wreckers ruled the Florida keys. Never a let-up
in the breathless action and the love scenes are
exciting. Paulette Goddard gives a fiery performance. John Wayne, Ray Milland, excellent
as her two suitors.

THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR
!

20th

Century-Fox. Why the Marines have commanded
the respect of the world, their training, responsibilities, recreation, and the high ideals of the
Marine Corps are rousingly presented. Swell and
exciting entertainment. John Payne, as the cocky
private, Randolph Scott, as the sergeant, Maureen
O'Hara, as the nurse, all excellent.

TORTILLA FLAT

Paramount. Don't miss this
It's the gayest, most
original comedy in months, with Ginger Rogers
giving a grand performance as a wise gal who
crashes a military academy disguised as a 'teenager and creates a sensation among cadets, not
to mention the Major, Ray Milland.

Veronica

Lake does her best acting so far, but newcomer
Alan Ladd steals the show. Don't miss it.

Boyer, Rita Hayworth, Ginger Rogers, Henry
Fonda, Charles Laughton and Edward G. Robinson at their best.

—

seat.

M-G-M. John Steinbeck's

human and moving account of the vagabonds of
Monterey, California. You must see the picture,
it

is

a cinema masterpiece. Spencer Tracy,

Garfield, Frank
roles ; Hedy Lamarr,
girl in the story.

Morgan, excellent

John

IN THIS
two
one

a fiery

OUR LIFE

human

in their

being as the

Warners. The story of

sisters and the havoc wrought when the bad
steals her sister's husband, has Bette Davis

at her most menacing and
a good job of making you
with Olivia de Havilland
role. George Brent, Dennis

neurotic. Bette does
loathe the bad sister,
in the sympathetic

Morgan, the leading

men.

WINGS AND THE WOMAN

RKO-Radio.

help but entertain you. It relates the wacky
marital mix-ups of a giddy couple, played, fortunately, by Ray Milland and Betty Field. Patricia
Morison and Eugene Pallette help the fun along.

This biographical film, portraying the life of Amy
Johnson, is a cavalcade of aviation from 1931 to
January, 1941, when the noted flyer lost her life
while ferrying bombers to the front. It shows
what women are doing in the air to help win the
war. Anna Neagle is excellent as Amy and Robert
Newton is seen as Jim Mollison, her husband.

EAGLE SQUADRON W anger-Universal.

THE GOLD RUSH

ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY? Paramount. Based on the book, "Mr. and Mrs. Cugat,"
this foolish but very funny little comedy can't

This timely drama, dedicated to those gallant men
who have helped make recent history, will hold
your interest in spite of disjointed plot and in-

effective characterizations. Has exciting actual
scenes of aerial combat. Cast has Diana Barrymore, Robert Stack, John Loder, Jon Hall, Leif
Erikson.

THIS ABOVE ALL

20th Century-Fox. Here
is a picture to tear your emotions to shreds. It's
the film version of Eric Knight's best-selling
novel about England in this war. Joan Fontaine
gives a beautiful performance as the girl who
joins the W.A.A.F. and falls in love with a
Handsome Stranger, played by Tyrone Power.

CROSSROADS

M-G-M. William Powell, after
comedy parts for a long time, has a
straight dramatic role and gives a suave performance as a French career diplomat who sufplaying

60

United Artists. Charlie
Chaplin's film of "the little fellow" who goes
prospecting and his comic misadventures. Everyone, young or old, who enjoys a good hearty
laugh and those kids who have never seen
Charlie, will

want

to see

it.

SABOTEUR

Universal. Latest Alfred Hitchcock production. Bob Cummings. exciting as the
defense-plant worker who has to clear himself
of a sabotage charge Priscilla Lane, charming
as the girl who helps him run the saboteurs to
ground Otto Kruger, fine as a suavely sinister
spy. Fun and thrills.
;

;

THE GAY

SISTERS Warners. The story of
three sisters (Barbara Stanwyck, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Nancy Coleman) fighting for their inheritance. Plot has unusual twists and turns
which even the smart guessers won't anticipate,
and which atone for the tedium of some scenes.

SCREENLAND

Girls are excellent
strolls

away with

;

—— —————

;

but Gig Young, a newcomer,

the picture.

LADY IN A JAM

Universal. Irene Dunne, as
the wacky heiress who squanders a fortune, again
proves what a fine comedienne she is. Its many
chuckles, with some good hearty laughs and nottoo-deep plot, make this picture a real gloom
chaser. Patric Knowles and Ralph Bellamy are in
the cast.

TAKE A LETTER DARLING

Paramount.

This comedy romance which is gay and fastpaced
reverses the order of male boss-attractive girl secretary, with Rosalind Russell playing the big
business executive who hires Fred MacMurray as
her secretary. Sparkling dialogue and clever situations make it good entertainment.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC

Warners. Exciting,

Humphrey Bogart does a
officer who is
missed from service so he may work for
Army Secret Service and heroically foils
enemy's plans. Mary Astor, good as the girl.
thrilling spy drama.
piece of acting as

an Army

fine
dis-

the
the

JUNGLE BOOK

KIPLING'S
Korda-U. A.
For children of every age. Rudyard Kipling's
fantasy, the story of Mowgli, the Indian boy
who wandered into the jungle to be reared by
the wolves, filmed in brilliant Technicolor. As
Mowgli, Sabu's sincerity shines through his work
and makes it refreshing entertainment.

PRIORITIES ON PARADE Pa ramount. A
cheerful musical extolling the woman worker in
defense plants. A group of unemployed musicians
get jobs in an aircraft factory and become the
Swing Shift Band. Johnnie Johnston, the band
and Betty Rhodes are the romancers
gorgeous Ann Miller is the other girl. Ann does a
trick blackout tap dance routine. Comedy by Vera
Vague and Jerry Colonna.

leader,

MOONTIDE

20th Century-Fox. If you saw
Gabin's French movies, or if you're curious to
see the Gallic panic for the first time, you'd better catch this. Gabin's great magnetism dominates this dull story about a hard-drinking dockhand who is reformed by the waif he rescues.
Ida Lupino, fine as the waif.

THE GREAT MAN'S LADY

Paramount.

Sentimental saga of the Early West. The story
of Ethan Hoyt, founder of Hoyt City. Flashback
method of telling the tale shows it up a bit, but
splendid performances by Barbara Stanwyck and
Joel McCrea make it worth your while.

I

MARRIED AN ANGEL

M-G-M. MacDon-

ald-Eddy fans will like this gay musical fantasy
about a Budapest playboy who dreams he marries an angel. Jeanette and Eddy render lilting
Rogers and Hart tunes in excellent voice.

HER CARDBOARD LOVER

M-G-M.

A

dated farce which isn't the sophisticated type of
filmfare

meant

to be. There isn't much that
can be said in its favor, except that Norma
Shearer wears stunning clothes and that it has a
good fight between George Sanders and Robert
Taylor. Norma hires Bob as her secretary to keep
Sanders away and then falls in love with him.
it is

BROADWAY

Universal. Melodrama of the
roaring '20's which follows the life of George
Raft, with George, as himself, telling about the
old days and how he became a Broadway hoofer.
Janet Blair, talented newcomer, good as his partner. Has old favorite tunes and well-done dance
routines.

ON HER

RINGS
FINGERS 20th CenturyFox. Trite, romantic comedy with Gene Tierney
playing a shop-girl who is transformed into an
attractive lure to help fleece wealthy men. Henry
Fonda is one of her victims, but love sets in.
Has some spicy dialogue, and Gene is positively
disturbing in some of the bathing suit scenes.

MAISIE GETS HER

MAN—M-G-M.

Red

(Ann Sothern) man in the
is Maisie's
of this popular comedy series in which
Ann plays a show girl who teams up with Red,
amateur vaudevillian, who gets stage-fright on
opening night. That scene alone is worth your
time and money, but the rest is corny comedy.
Skelton

latest

HI,

NEIGHBOR

Republic.

An amusing

com-

edy about a college converted into a country club
to give students summer work, featuring Jean
Parker, John Archer, and such popular radio
stars as Lulubelle and Scotty, the Smoky Mountain Boys and Girls and Barbara Jo Allen (Vera
Vague). It's light-hearted nothing serious. Just

—

a

fun-filled musical

TARZAN'S

jamboree.

NEW YORK ADVENTURE—

M-G-M. Tarzan's

latest adventures take him to
the big city. In addition to the jungle animals
and the usual swinging from treetops, Tarzan
thrills you with leaps from skyscrapers and does
a Steve Brodie off Brooklyn Bridge. Too fantastic for grown-ups, but good kid stuff.

ONE THRILLING NIGHT
comedy about hick newlyweds

many

Monogram.

A

good for
laughs. Their one-night hones-moon (groom
that's

reports to Army in A. M. ) is spent in a New York
hotel where their room changes from a bridal
suite to a Grand Central Terminal after they
find a body in the bed. and the groom is abducted.
John Beal, fine as the yokel groom and Wanda
McKay, cute as the bride.

Dura-Gloss Nail Polish keeps
keeps your

spirits

high

when

nails pretty. Its bright

he's far

away— and

gay sparkle

you're busy with

work and overtime duties. Make it a point to "do" your nails—
relax while you give yourself a Dura-Gloss manicure. Its special
ingredient, Chrystallyne, makes it an exceptional nail polish that
extra

stays
See these handsome
Dura-Gloss colors-

on your

nails

—its price of 10$

is

through thick and

thin.

a big help.

Blackberry

Wineberry
Mulberry

DURA-GLOSS
SCREENLAND

So

get

Dura-Gloss

now

'

THIS

our favorite story of the month
George Brent took that hurried
trip to
Washington, Lieutenant Ronald
Reagan and Jane Wyman took Ann Sheridan out for dinner. Before dining, Jane had
to appear in front of the Warner Theatre
on Hollywood Boulevard and sell Victory
Bonds. Annie and Ronnie told her they'd
wait for her in the drug store nearby. In
is

less

than

swarmed

it

takes to

tell,

l— turned

hundreds of fans

Ann and Ronnie were up

to
there in autograph books. Suddenly, Ronnie
heard a voice whispering in his ear, "Your
zvife is just down the street !" When they
told Jane the story, the three of them
laughed so hard, everyone stared.
in.

ANA TURNER

and Steve Crane refrom a belated honeymoon in Del
Mar, only to find Hollywood rife with
rumors. Lana learned that she and Steve
were supposed to be feuding furiously. That
she was supposed to have married him in
spite. That she didn't love him at all. Lana's
denials were indignant. Ordinarily Hollywood would give her a break. But Lana has
a way of denying things that usually come
to pass. Wasn't she the one who definitely
said that marriage was out for her, just a
few days before her elopement?
I

When

I

J

CAN

Phil

more devoted.

He

Terry

visits

her

on the set daily, waits around to take her
home. The day we saw them, both Joan
and Phil were having a manicure in her
set dressing room. The girl had to wait
around and catch Joan between shots. Nice

|

*

gave little Freddy Astaire a
rubber dagger. As a joke he'd jab his
famous daddy, who pretended to be hurt.
It was all part of a game they played. One
day Fred was deeply engrossed in a book.
"I'm going to stab you, daddy," said little
Freddy. "Uh huh," grunted big Fred, too
interested to look up. Then, just in time,
he did. Instead of the rubber dagger, little
Freddy had gotten hold of the gardener's
steel_ weed knife. Father and son are now
playing a new game.

TODAY

CRAWFORD'S

couldn't be

COMEONE

job for the manicurist who was sent out
from Hollywood to Culver City. Getting
paid_ by the hour, the little trip and two
manicures netted her around fifteen dollars.
No wonder they all want to work for Joan.

he is listed as Private Tvrone
Power in the Volunteer Marine Corns.
Cesar Romero will follow in Ty's footsteps
1

as soon as he can get his family affairs in
order. With Henry Fonda already gone
from the 20th Century lot, their leading
man' situation is really serious. It's war,
and serious war. Hollywood producers, with
millions at stake, are taking it without a
_

murmur.
I

EFFREY LYNN

Weston
East

back in Hollywood,

but only for a month. He's to appear in
a short sponsored by the government.
Maybe you think Jeff wasn't surprised
when he learned his old girl friend, Maggie
Hayes, was divorcing Leif Erikson. Moving around from camp to camp, it was only
recently that Jeff learned -Maggie had married. When he went away to war, Jeff sold

his station

By

is

J

him use

it

wagon

to Maggie. She's letting
during his Hollywood sojourn.

THE

great part Hollywood is plaving in
the war effort is further exemplified in
the case of Clark Gable. Ever since the
famous star shaved off his mustache (any1

one less than a first lieutenant can't sport
one) and joined the Army Air Force,
thousands of letters have poured in. The
majority are from boys who are eager to
join up, because of the wonderful example
set by Clark. They all know he could have
remained in Hollywood and made pictures,
as the government suggested. All of which
goes to prove that heroes are born, not
made. Even movie heroes.

\A/HEN

Hunk

the

" V friend a hunk

o'

Man

gave his girl

precious stone to wear
(not left) hand, Rita Havo'

on the right
worth couldn't have been more thrilled. But
when everyone asked her what kind of a
stone it was, she couldn't have looked more
bewildered. Of course she soon found out.
Victor had selected a hundred-karat peridot.
It's_

chartreuse

bies

green,

and diamonds

set

in

gold,

with

1

!

DON'T LET INHALING
ALL SMOKERS SOMETIMES
INHALE-BUT YOUR THROAT
NEEDN'T WORRY!
There's a cigarette that

you

.

.

even

.

Read
brands

when you do

these

facts

.

.

.

inhale!

by eminent

reported

who com pared

doctors

proved better for

is

the leading popular

that:

SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING POPULAR
BRANDS AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES
AS IRRITATING — AND THEIR IRRITATION LASTED
FIVE TIMES AS LONG - AS THE
STRIKINGLY CONTRASTED PHILIP MORRISI

MORE THAN

Real protection — added to your enjoyment
of Philip Morris' finer tobaccos.

No

worry

about throat irritation even when you inhale

!

AMERICA'S

CAIL

PHIUP MORRIS

FOR

FIMST
CIGARETTE!

The smile on Gene Tierney's face,_ right, is
enough to show how proud she is of her
hubby, Oleg Cassini, who joined the Coast
Guard immediately after becoming an American

Gene

citizen.

"Thunderbirds,"

appear in
"China Girl."

next

by

lightly Hail the Lombardiers
squadron of Navy air cadets will

Once over

A

will

followed

special

:

in tribute to Carole. Announceof IndianapIt's a fight to the finish with
.
olis.
.
Mischa Auer. Papers have been filed on his

be

named

ment came from the Governor
.

—

former wife. The laconic Russian wants
. Farewell
custody of their two children.
to director James Cruze and Sidney Bracey.
Hollywood will miss the famous silent
.

.

^^^^^
^^^^
^^
^^^^

_

and the equally-famous movie butler.
It's a marriage for Gale Page and
Count de Solis. The former 4th of the
''Four Daughters" series is very happy.
It's a separation for Lynn Bari and agent
Walter Kane. Lynn couldn't be more miserBombardier Pilot is Jimmy Stewable.
art's newest title. Wayne Morris won his
wings at Pensacola. Lieutenant junior grade
is his rating. Keep them flying, boys
Another little Baer arrived. It's a seven and
one-half pound baby boy for Mr. and Mrs.
Max.
Lieut. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
director
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

Hollywood's

newest

Commando,

sending

.
to his many friends. .
Ramon Novarro, citizen of Mexico, receiving official permission to enlist in United

London greetings

States Army and still retain Mexican citizenship. Permission is first of its kind ever
given.
She's a cute little minx and her
.
.
name is now legally Jinx. The last name is
.

—

Falkenburg but it won't be long now!
Soon she'll change it to Mrs. Tex Mc,
Crary. He's the newspaper man and newsreel commentator who was once married to
the daughter of the late Arthur Brisbane.

IT'S ironic that Philips Holmes should
I
have scored his greatest success in a picture called '"The American Tragedy." From
the moment certain circumstances kept Phil
and Florence Rice from becoming man and
wife, tragedy seemed to dog his footsteps.
Those two were so in love at one time.
Disappointment and bitterness sent Phil to
Europe to forget. Though he married years
he never resumed his Hollywood
later,
career. His crashing to his death in the
Royal Canadian Air Force is a great loss
to his many friends. Hollywood will long

remember him for his gentleness. The story
of Phil Holmes is an American tragedy.

SCREENLAND

T WAS a much

Brenda Marshall
Hollywood, after five
weeks in New York with Bill Holden.
When she left Brenda was miserable. Not
I

I

who

different

returned to

only did she get to see a lot of Bill, but
they were able to come back to Hollywood
on the train together. Bill was sent out for
a month to make a government short. The
Holdens are really so much in love. They
celebrated their first wedding anniversary
in New York. Bill's cigarette case to Brenda
was inscribed, "To Ardis on the first of a
long line of anniversaries." The case features a baked enamel service flag, the one
tiny gold star set with a tiny star sapphire.
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Jack

Benny,

lieving himself

be-

an

expert on "aunts"
(since he made

"Charley's
Aunt"

)

and femi-

nine hairdos, visits

Bob Hope on the
set

"Road

of

to

Morocco," latest
and wackiest of
the well-known

"Road"

series, to

help
with

Bob

make

the

curls,

but

Bob

looks
skeptical. See pic-

ture on

opposite

pageformorefun

THE time you read this, George
BYmay
be an active member of the

Brent
Coast
Guard. Originally, George studied day and
night for an Army commission. Getting impatient waiting for his official acceptance,
George began thinking about the Air Corps.
His wife Ann Sheridan was that relieved

when he changed
George flew

his

mind.

Years ago

own

plane. Overnight he
suddenly developed a fear of flying. The
plane was sold and the new owner crashed
to his death the first time he took it up.
Recently George made a hurried trip to
his

Washington. Broken hand or not (he got
in a fight scene) the fans insisted that
he sign their books. George's signature
looked like a two-year-old's
it

Your
whole set follows your lead! Your perfume is, obviously, Varva's "Follow Me"

drives, scrap drives, charity drives.

...the

fragrance that beckons, leads,

Parfum, $1 to 15. Eau de Toilette, $1
Face Poivder, 6 guest puffs, $1

lasts!

to

4.50

M-G-M

it that
is rolling out
the golden carpet, in hopes that Irene
Dunne will sign a term deal. She would
probably get the roles originally scheduled
for Jeanette MacDonald. Once upon a time
Irene declared she would never sign another
contract. These days movie stars are changing their minds about a great many things.
It could happen even to a lady as definite
as Dunne.

gown
THE
Sothern

SHIRLEY
ANNE
Hollywood. Now

black net transparent (of course) pocket.
The pocket is filled with every kind of
pastel-colored flower. It looks just as if Ann
had wandered through someone's garden
and filled her pocket as she walked along.

When

continues

to

amaze

>

ran into
BOB HOPE
Bing Crosby,

and

Fred MacMurray
lot. Fred was

on the

stripped to the waist, trying to get a sun
tan. Bob took one look at the MacMurray
muscles and cracked "Fred's arms are bigger around than my waist. He must have
got those muscles counting his annuities."
Maybe Bob's partly right at that.
:
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RUMOR has

the war is bringing many changes.
the "Air Force" company was
preparing to leave for location in Florida,
John Garfield, Gig Young and Harry Carey
received messages from the studio. "Be sure
and bring your own sugar ration books,"
they were instructed. Being good citizens,
the boys complied.

YES,

her famous red hair
has been out in the sun so much, in certain
Next to
artificial lights it looks silver.
Anne's deep tan it makes her look very
glamorous. To date she is still heart-whole
and fancy-free. They say that John Payne
and Jane Russell are now the ones who
are serious.

THE FRAGRANCE THAT LEADS AND LASTS

TAY WRAY'S marriage to writer Robert
iRiskin removes another eligible bachelor
from the Hollywood scene. Frances Robinson came closest to marrying Bob, who was
close to marriage several times. He's been
in love with Fay for a long time. Her marriage to the late John Monk Saunders had
an unhappy ending, but from now on it's
happiness ahead for Fay.

SCREENLAND

Adrian designed for Ann
wear on her camp tour is
something every girl dreams about. It's
quite low cut, bouffant style, and required
forty yards of black net. In front is a huge
to

With Ann's

patrician beauty, the effect

is

terrific.

PETTE DAVIS

can be quite humorous
the occasion calls for it. At a dinner party recently, Bette wore a necklace
of hearts given to her and collected by her

when

mother-in-law. Suddenly a gushy guest
noticed that one of the hearts had hair in
"How enchantingly sentimental," she
it.

beamed and cooed. "Does that hair come
from someone who is very precious to
3

r

ou?"

drily.

"Indeed

"From

the

it

does," answered Bette
of my favorite horse!"

tail

!

the men marching away
WITH
Barbara Stanwyck and Mary

to war,

Living-

stone decided it was high time they learned
to drive their own cars. The girls agreed
that whoever learned to drive first, would
immediately call on the other. Weeks went
One "morning Barbara headed for
by.
Mary's house—alone. At the same time,

—

alone.
for Barbara's house
passed each other. Both girls
|were so excited, they screamed frantically
each other and kept right on going.
[at
jNeither could remember how to stop

Mary headed
Midway they

"Wake up looking

Beauty Nightcap"

try ray
BRENDA JOYCE, APPEARING

luscious...

IN "LITTLE

TOKYO,

U.S.A.",

A 20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

if you want to see the HollySTAY home
stars! The greatest mobilization

wood

the nation's war effort are headTo stimulate a billion dollar
bond drive, selected groups will visit every
section of our glorious country. To name
a few, it's your chance to see Hedy Lamarr,
Jim Cagney, Bette Davis, Margaret Sullajof stars in

ing your way.

Paulette Goddard, Franchot Tone,
AVally Beery, Greer Garson and hundreds
more. They are doing their bit, as well as
buying their quota.

ivan,
!

voung
TWO
for a
to
lift

querque

Air

buck privates were waiting
get them back to the AlbuBase, New Mexico, before

"lights out," when a roadster pulled up to
the curb and the Lieutenant in front offered to drive them to their destination.
They piled into the car, the Montana boy
in front, the Bostonian in the rear. Not
^knowing how to start a conversation with
a "guy wearing a bar on his shoulder," they

began to talk of their home towns. When
the New Englander talked of Massachusetts, the Lieutenant said he had visited
Cape Cod and had been "associated with a
theater in Falmouth for a time." Then, feeling that the Lieutenant was a friendly sort
chap, they talked of the "base" and
bombardier cadets and the gliders, and
of

finally arrived at the gate of the base.

They

gave the driver a smart salute and a "thank
you, Sir," and when the car drove on, the
Montana lad grabbed his pal and said, "Do
you know who that was?" The New Englander said, "Sure, some guy who once was
an usher in a Massachusetts theater." Mon-

—

tana roared, "Soldier that was Lieut.
Jimmy Stewart." All Boston could do was
scratch his head as he watched the taillight of the car disappear, and say, "If
that's Lieut. Stewart, he rates the Academy
of

Something Award for Modesty."

savs

fenda

Joyce...
smooth^
softness and

J

"To see ne.

iSi^Sl^f^^^nt,

^

»^oaps.

.hat it
feels, and
eess.
wayWoodbury
the w»
love
You'll
does for you."
Whipped-up,
cleant>e=>
tissues-„ mgnx
T,ieht Brenda
°
.
Every
Cream. Then

iY

a speoia
it contains
nets to
i° r a
Brenda,
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his eyes,
to foous

says

WOODBURY COLD CREAM
— special creams. If
normal. Woodbury Cold

For special skins

your skin

is

Cream is all you need. If oily, cleanse
with Woodbury Cleansing Cream. If
dry, use Woodbury Dry Skin Cream at
Above, Bob loots angelic
Lucy
halo

—

so

does

his

Aunt

[he hopes), but strain of wearing the
is beginning to show. Why the get-up?
Bob plays the ghost of his own aunt in film.

any skin, use new\$ oodbury
Foundation Cream for a powder base.

night. For

Try Brenda's beauty secret. Get

Woodbury

Cold Cream today. Large jars are 50* to
$1.25. Introductory sizes are 10c and 25k
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Lana Turner X-Rayed
Continued from page 22

but

*
o QMS

H

E l\en

you want me I'll be in the make-up department with Larry he's going to cut my hair,
you know." In the make-up department to
No fancy shop no fancy
cut her hair
name Well There are lots of people who
work in the movies who would have had
to have cameras around to register their
emotions in this, their deciding moment.
"DorTt worry about me," she advised, "if I
look terrible I'll wear a wig." She emerged

the time when actors with more performances to their credit than these two youngsters had to have the new lines given them,
typed and spaced, then be allowed time out
for study. But these two looked over the
shoulder of the script clerk onto the book,
read the lines several times and did the

looking like a doll, as if with that face
she'd be able to look terrible. And the very
first time her picture was in the papers with
her new hair-do it was hailed far and wide
this side of the ocean and the other side
of the ocean as the "Victory Hair Cut."
So without even trying, she did a little

take

—

—

!

!

Drab-looking
1

HAIR
Stole her

APPEAL

/

!

something sensational.

The
didn't

"WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH ME?"

cried Ellen as

she gazed into her mirror. "Why don't the boys
ever date me?" Just then Joan walked in. Joan,

worked

beauty shop.
"Nothing's the matter with you," Joan said.
"It's your hair! It's dull and mousy-looking. Men
Ellen's best friend,

go

whose hair

for girls

highlights.

in a

of sparkle and

is full

Why don't you try Nestle Colorinse?

You'll be thrilled at the difference it will make
in your hair." That very night Ellen used Col-

what she

orinse and listen to

"I

NEVER THOUGHT my

told

Joan—

technical man said, "Sorry, boss, I
get that shot."

"Why not?"
"Because I was watching Turner."
"Don't blame you, I was, too !" They
all laughed. Including Turner, who also
blushed. I guess that was getting it right
on our own front porch whether or not
any glamor had been disconnected with the
shears
This little girl has had a heaping dish
of success in a comparatively short time.
Some others would have used it differently.
She hasn't as yet reached the point where
they say they'd "rather play the part than
eat." But she will go far, according to the
energetic effort she puts into her study.
The other day something happened on the
set of "Somewhere I'll Find You' that
predicted honest talent. The scene, a light
comedy one, with Turner and Bob Sterling,
was well done, but the feeling of the scene
was not .right. Ruggles called the writer
and together they rewrote the one needed,
a highly dramatic one. I could remember

—

,

scene. It was good!
The people, many of
around since Lana first

whom

have been

came on the

lot,

as a matter of course that she has
been successful. Everybody thinks it's nice
and nobody makes any big fuss over it.
But from their enthusiastic winks at each
other when she does such scenes as the
above, you know they think she's got what
it takes. In the next moment if she'd happen to be reading the funny paper the particular funny paper that any one of them
wanted— I presume pretty soon she wouldn't
be reading it. You know the way you've
talked your little sister out of the funny
it

—

—

paper
It was nosed around that the Turner girl
was getting temperamental. Oh, well, most
of them have to go through it, I said. But
afterward I knew the answer. A studio

worker who had been close to her since
she was an extra was, as usual, assigned
to Lana's picture. Just before the picture
started she was told that the lady wouldn't
be with her. There seemed to be an array
of reasons,_ none of which met with the
girl's convictions. "Listen," she said, "I
don't care for arguments. And I like people
to keep their word." That was the simple
ending of that. I call that a pretty, and
level head. She knows upon whom she can

depend.

She comes to the set when she isn't workis always welcome. She dresses in
tailored slacks or little dirndls and just as
ing and

you're thinking that she looks cute as the

hair could look so

it a warmer, richer
with highlights that catch the

lovely. Colorinse has given

tone— filled
light

it

and sparkle every time

And now my
easier to

hair's so

I

turn

softer

my

head.

and silkier-

manage, too."

NOW!

PLENTY OF DATES

Ellen's learned that

to

much

For
one guide

glamour is hair made loveby Nestle Colorinse.

lier

P. S.

Take a

tip

from

Ellen.

Use\

Shampoo BEFORE and
Nestle Superset AFTER Colorinsing.
Nestle

Buy

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

favorite 5

and 10^

at

store.

My, my! how you've grown, Gloria Jean. Above, left, as you looked not many months ago
and now, look at you at right, a sophisticated glamor gal with up-do hairdress and slinky
satin gown. That's what comes of reaching the ripe old age of fourteen and playing in
Such jitterbug pictures as your "What's Cookin,' " "Get Hep to Love" and "On the Beam."
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doll in the store

window, you

realize that

the temperature of the set has gone up
several degrees, and that the doll is quite
a living one.
At four-thirty in the afternoon when
everybody is at the lower point and they
begin asking each other if they think they
will have to work late, which means after
six, because nobody feels that they could
bear it, Lana, for no reason at all, begins
to giggle. No reason except that it's great
to be voung. Then everybody is shaking
their heads and saying, "Turner! She's at
and
it again." The giggling picks itself up_
embraces each and everyone and fourthirty to six is gone quickly.
One dreary morning there was no little
Lana Turner. Things were ready to go
and there were no bones about the fact that
she did tie everything up in a knot. The air
was electric and everybody said they'd tell
her a thing or two when she arrived. She
arrived. And said without the_ slightest
stumble of excuse, when she might have
made use of any number, "I'm late because
and I'm sorry— I really
I overslept
I hope it won't happen again." So nobody

—

—

said very

She

is

A

JlC 1|CIL

UV

Ann Rutherford and
George Montgomery
featured

in

the

2Cth

Century-Fox picture,

"Orchestra Wife."

Want

such soft ro-

mantic hands?

am—

much.
always

humming

something

am

counting the stitches
on the heel of the sock I'm knitting for our
cameraman who is going off to war. I lose
the count and ask if she'd mind stopping.
She says, "Why aren't you smart enough
to count and listen, too?" Sure. Why aren't
I? She loves music. When she wanted terribly to have a victrola on the set, she didn't
just bring it in she asked first if she might
have it. Those of the crew who weren't
used to band medicine with their work
calmly went wild. They said maybe they'd
get used to it in time, because they had to
admit it was good listening in their moments of relaxation but she didn't want
catchy just as

I

—

—

—

_

to disrupt the entire place. The victrola
went into her dressing room. Lana is there,
writing, reading, studying or singing. I like
to pass her room. It is happy and bright.
Like the Turner girl herself.
In the middle of a peaceful few hours in
the office, I remembered that I had to get
some- message to my director. Everything
was quiet and I was trying to make as
noiseless an entrance, as possible as I felt
DID
my way in the dark.
ME???" screamed out Lana's
voice. In a jiffy she had opened my knitting bag, searched my pockets and purse.

"WHAT

YOU

BRING

"What! No candy? For shame!"
"I was just going to get some,"

(CaBti'fa

I lied.

"What kind would you

like?"
"Oh, just something that looks like me."

Some

romaotic

this

order!

Lana in a striking black gown,
cut daringly low. revealing the throat and
shoulders poets talk about in fact she
looks as if she were one of Mr. Gainsborough's loveliest lovelies. I'll bet if
Grandpa chanced to the set he'd say, "Hello,
Puddin'." Because in his day that's what
they called an angel face with golden hair
and pretty dimples.
Yes, here she sits, in the setting of loose
planks, cameras, sound machines, wires,
electricians, grips and leading men. "Let me
know if I'm in the way, and then I'll think
about moving!" By a sudden jolt we are
brought back to the link between then and
now as one of the boys says, "Yes,
Madame!" And the other says, "Okay,
kid!" And carts Lana, chair and all, out of
the road. Glamor girl, current edition, is
undismayed eating candy bars.
It is the opinion of those who know her
best that she won't change. She hasn't so

Here

THE

stars in

—

Hollywood cultivate

girl" softness in their hands.

They use Jergens

sits

—

"dream

Lotion, 7 to 1

You protect the rose-leaf smoothness of
your hands with Jergens this lotion helps prevent common-looking rough, chapped hands.
:

Of course!
your hands.

It's like

professional care for

Many wise

doctors aid hard-used

skin to divine softness with 2 special ingredi-

Ann Rutherford's Adorable Hands. Ann

ents,

which are both in Jergens Lotion. 10c

— Jergens

Lotion

protects the confiding softness of her

to S1.00 a bottle. Notice

hands by using Jergens Lotion. "The sim-

leaves no sticky feeling. Give your hands

plest, loveliest

hand care," she

says.

"Hollywood's Hand Care;" use Jergens Lotion.

—

on

they say.
Out at the camp where I do regular canteen duty, the soldiers tell us about the
stars. "We like Bob Hope, you know
but
of course we wouldn't kick if they brought
us Lana Turner. The whole Army would
stand back of you on that, I'll bet
far,

FOR SOFT, ADORABLE HANDS

—
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Betty Crable Writes a Letter

war days? Certainly not in Caliwhen I had decided that I

Just

fornia.

would have

to the

Boys

Service

in

camp

to the boys at the

wouldn't answer your

I

letter.

Leonard Koch. No, George Raft doesn't
mind you writing me, or me writing you.
Thank you for sending me your picture
though I can hardly see you for the drums
Jesse Cason. You sound very brave for a
nineteen-year-old soldier. I have blue eyes
and blonde hair too, but thank goodness I
haven't a sunburn. Of course I don't mind
you writing me. I like it. I've been homesick many times in my life. It's an awful

at

21

ments, with elevators, instead of banisters.
The most livable room at present is the
playroom in the basement. It has a pool
table, which we are using as a dining room
table until we can do better. All across one
side of the playroom is a huge bar. As my
taste in drinks runs exclusively to milk
shakes I was terribly pleased when George
Raft told me he was giving me a moving-

the

Eugene Loesch. Thank you for choosing
as your "favorite definitely." I've mailed

you an autographed picture for the bulletin
board inside the barracks. I'm most proud
Arnold Praver. I'm so glad that you liked
in "A Yank in the R. A. F." And

me

I

am

Day Room

wall.

my

Hollywood had

—

better. It's sort of a frustration

childhood,

always seemed

68

I

from

guess, because the Grables
to live in hotels or apart-

first

dimout premiere

lined the street on both sides
of the Chinese Theater, and the fact that
they couldn't tell Charles Boyer from

Just before starting on a tour of Army and
Navy camps to entertain the boys, Betty
Grable visited Glendale Airport, where she

in-to-a-new-home present. He had the bar
changed into the slickest soda fountain this
side of Schrafft's in New York. Milk
shakes, thank goodness, don't make me fat.

my

its

The crowds

whisk broom. The bed is 6y2 ft. x 6Y2 ft.,
and the movers simply couldn't get it
through the doors or windows. So now it
has gone back to the shop to be remade into
sections, and in the meantime I'm sleeping
on a mattress on the floor and will prob-

know

"Why, Carmen," I said, "you
rich to make me a beautilike this." "Not me, rich," she

to me.

the other night "Tales of Manhattan"
and it turned out to be quite a gala occasion
even though there were no dazzling lights.

met

—

it

said with her Latin American shrug, "I
all my money to the Shuberts."
Cesar Romero, also in the picture, has
been seeing a lot of Carmen away from the
studio, and it wouldn't surprise me at all if
it turned out to be a romance.

decided to buy new furniture for
I
the house, so all I moved from my last
house was my bed, the Kelvinator, and a

ably catch my death of cold. Which will
serve me right for wanting a big bed.
When I find the time I am going to have
my bedroom done in red and white, with
American beauty red rugs. But at present
all I have in my room, besides the mattress,
is my one_ antique
a Victorian chest of
drawers with a marble top. The house is a
two story English type house, and I want
to have it all cozy and chintzy. It has nice
smooth banisters, which caught my eye immediately, and probably had much to do
with my buying the house. I like to slide
down banisters. Even if I am old enough to

treat. She is so talented, so gay with
and such a grand person to know.
We were in the same picture, "Down
Argentine Way," but as she did all her
scenes in New York, and I did mine in
Hollywood, we never met, until we started
work on "Springtime in the Rockies." Her
dialect simply fascinates me. She puts an
"s" on everything. The first morning on the
all,

gives

it

mess.

have a

ful present

a klinker), are not nearly so excited over
my camp tour as I am. On the contrary,
they are giving me dirty looks. They seem
to think that I am running out on them,
just when I am needed most. You see, I
moved into a new house in Bel-Air the
other day, and what with painters, and carpenters, and electricians, and no servants,
and practically no furniture, the place is a

newest friend and one of

must be awfully

dog

call

my best is
she goes on a
tour of the camps, boys, you will really

gave

thrilling.

a sour note they

My

Carmen Miranda. And when

The other day, on the set, we were catching our breath, and doing a bit of mopping,
after a strenuous dance number. She suddenly slipped a ring off of her finger and

my

hit

you, please?"

no, I stinks."

!

poor mother, and Klinker,

was Mr.

wait until you hear her sing, I'm a Jitter's
Just Like a Yankee's Doodle Dandy
in our new picture. When I told her how
wonderful I thought she was she said, "Oh,

for me that I personally autograph all
pictures. Thank you for the invitation to
visit the "West Point of the Air." It sounds

My

it

Bug

Arthur Rigg. Your letter came by the
Pan American Clipper, and was one of the
nicest letters I have ever received. You
boys are doing a wonderful job, and we in
Hollywood are so very proud of you. I was
touched by your saying that "a letter is appreciated more than anything else out here"
and I promise to write you a long personal
letter, as soon as I return from my tour.
Lowell Collins. Imagine those Doubting
Thomases saying that I did not autograph
the picture I sent you You can tell them

(when musicians

and

of 'tootspaste" I used. Ever since I have
called her 'tootspaste" and she loves it. Just

quite pleased to be chosen

companion we boys would like to
have on our first solo." Thank you very
much. I'll see if I can find a picture of myself in a bathing suit and send it right along
for the

rang,

set I was sort of shy about meeting her because I have such great admiration for her.
But she pounded on my dressing room door
right away and wanted to know what kind

to have such a place of honor.

naturally
"the ideal

doorbell

Aherne. "Miss Grable," he said so pathetically, "I hate to bother you. I know the
house is yours now, and you don't want any
outsiders intruding. But I am so fond of my
flowers. They are like children to me.
Please, could I continue to take care of
them?" "Could you?" I shrieked almost
falling in his arms with joy. "Oh, would

it

feeling, isn't it?

me

send mother and Cousin

to

who lives with us, to the University
Westwood to take a course in horticul-

Lucille,
ture,

Continued from page

you can show this
who bet you that

—

!

Lieut.

Leo Stratton

Nomis,

RAF

pilot.

Want to know what does make me fat?
Work! Believe it or not, good old-fashioned
work.

When

I'm not working I weigh 112
pounds, but the minute I start knocking myself out with difficult dance routines I go up
to 117. One time in New York when I was
rehearsing day and night for "Du Barry
Was a Lady" my weight jumped up to 122.
It just doesn't

seem

right, does it?

certainly got a break on the garden of
my new house. The man who lived there
before, Gene Aherne, well-known cartoonI

ist, was crazy about flowers, and he had
gathered shrubs, bulbs, bushes, etc., from
all over the world. His begonias have been
prize winners for years. Well, I looked at
that garden after I moved in and almost

cried. It

much

was

care.

beautiful,

Ana where

and required so

can you find garden-

SCREENLAND

Mickey Rooney, and Shirley Temple from
Hattie MacDaniel, didn't dampen their enthusiasm at all. George and I were the
guests of the Lou Schreibers, and I tried to
dress as pretty as possible to make up for
the shortage of lights. I wore a sheer white
crepe, full skirt, tucked in at the waist, and
with a top of nude chiffon. In the dimout I
guess it looked like I didn't have anything
on

my

til

I

shoulders, which

I

heard a shocked lady

didn't realize unin the fan section

near the microphone in the forecourt whisper to her friends, "She ought to be
ashamed! No top to her dress!" Believe
me, there was a top.
I felt self-conscious after that, but I
needn't have. Inside the theater, and later at
the Mocambo, no one paid the slightest attention to me. They were much too busy
ogling Hedy Lamarr's new pile-it-on-thetop-of-the-head hair-do not to mention Victor Mature in a gob uniform making with
the sweet talk to Rita Hayworth.
The premiere netted $5000. for war

—

Walter Pidgeon announced this
from the stage, and then introduced Ethel
Waters who sang The Star Spangled Banner so beautifully it had us all blinking
back the tears.
Well, I'll be seeing a lot of you boys soon,
I hope. I'm no Carmen Miranda, but I'll
sing and dance as best I can, and as long as
you want me to. If you can take it, I can
take it. Be seeing you
charities.

!

Fans'

Forum

Continued from page
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Head

of the

House of Tongee

to one of those rare ennobling moments. I
refer to the scene in the church after the

Carol

of

death

Beldon,

Vin

Miniver's

lovely bride, when Lady Beldon stands, lips
quivering, unable to join in the hymn, and
Vin steps across the aisle, leaving his
family, takes her book, smiles down at her
and begins to sing. Suddenly, the sparkling
tears light her eyes as she, too, joins in
Onward Christian Soldiers to lift up the
hearts and heads of all who listen to the
woman and the soldier courageously singing their sorrow. It is a triumphal symbol
of the union of youth and age, the humble
and the patriarchal in the present great
march of the nations.

LILLIAN HANSON, Denver,

Colo.

I am one of those girls with a dream in
her eyes and romance in her soul, and I
have just seen Victor Mature. The rest of
the family saw "My Gal Sal," but I just
saw Victor Mature.
Now I ask you, what chance has my fatand-forty husband and his national-situation
conscience got with me when by merely
closing my eyes I can conjure up a vision

of those patent leather curls and soulful
eyes of Vic Mature gazing devotedly into
mine. Oh my, life sure is great!
The folks all said Mature was great and
really could act. I dunno. I just know he
makes right fine lookin'.
I read somewhere that he is all wrapped
up in himself. Well, he shore makes a
mighty purty package, and you can deliver
him to me any day, even with postage due.
It's me for Victor Mature.

MRS.

Of

MARY KENNEDY,

the maudlin,

all

Akron, Ohio

!

a lipstick/' says Constance Luft Huhn
"A

lipstick that

In this vital and critical world of 1942 we
pictures that have a reason for their
existence that deal with problems and conditions of today, or that at least give us a
good hearty laugh. The only time the audience stopped yawning, the evening I saw

won't melt and run during the summer?

new SATIN-FINISH

Tangee's

film such insipid drivel?

exquisitely

groomed through

Lipsticks will

;

Magnificent

Ambersons,"

when Aunt Fanny had

was

to

yet not too dry.

Once

you've always longed

— gives

Denver, Colo.

for.

I

lips

perfectly

and

are perfectly balanced. ..nor too moist,

applied, your favorite

hours and hours

lips for

Lipsticks

hysterics at

the foot of the hot water boiler.
Please, Hollywood, have a heart

RUTH OUTWATER,

"Tangee's SATIN-FINISH

keep your

Yes! Each of

...

the hottest weather.

want

"The

in

ridiculous pictures,

"The Magnificent Ambersons" takes the
tin Oscar
Why in the name of reason did
Hollywood waste Orson Welles' genius,
elaborate settings, time, and the money to

laugh

longed for

"Satin-Finish, has all you've

your

recommend

lips

that

Tangee shade

clings to your

the softer, glossier loveliness

you

settle

up problem with one of Tangee's SATIN-FINISH

yoursummer make-

Lipsticks,

its

matching

rouge and your correct shade of Tangee's unpowdery Face Powder."

HONORABLE MENTION
Who

is this Van Heflin? I'd never heard
of him until a few months ago. But already
I'm putting my money on him to win. He's
an excellent actor; not good-locking, with
no special tricks, yet he can steal a scene
with a quirk of an eyebrow.
I loved him in "Johnny Eager." He, as
much as Robert Taylor, was responsible for
putting that picture on my "favorite" list.
And I cried with him at the ending, a
tribute to his acting ability. He didn't make
niuch of an impression on me in "The Feminine Touch," but in "Johnny Eager" his
role of literary light dimmed by drink was

unforgettable.
Where did he come from? Has he had
stage experience? Is he married?
many pictures has he been in?
Please let us see more of him. In a group
of actors that might be poured from the
same mould, he stands out with a portrayal
that is as refreshing as it is different.

How

TANGEE MEDIUM-RED
warm,
light

.

clear shade.
.

.

just right.

TANGEE RED-RED
of

Them

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED... "The

.

Not too dark, not too

All,"

Scarlet Lipstick

Shade".

TANGEE NATURAL
.. ."Rarest,

Loveliest

harmonizes perfectly with

fashion colors.

TflNGE

Red
all

.

.

.

.

always

Brilliant

flattering.

."Beauty for

Duty"—

conservative make-up for women in uniform.
Orange in the stick, it changes to produce
your own most becoming shade of blush rose.

SATIN-FINISH

MRS. MARJORIE TRUITT, Snowden, N. C.
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Are

Women

Danger of Losing Their Femininity?

in

Continued from page 25
thinks I'll be the most helpful. And wherever that place is, there you'll find me. I
want my chance to prove how grateful I am
for all this country has given me. And for
the opportunities it has afforded me. I owe

a lot to America and I'll do everything I
can to be of service."
Cary wouldn't say more since he doesn't
believe that any actor should publicize an
act that should be a duty of every man.
The one actress in Hollywood who is
really doing a man's work, to get back to
femininity, is Mary Astor. I saw Mary just
after she came back from active duty for
the Civil Air Patrol somewhere in the Gulf
of Mexico. She has also spent eight hours
a day after she finished "Across the.
Pacific," answering calls and doing a mansize job in other respects for the Civil Air
Patrol. Not to mention her own flying.
Mary knows whereof she speaks since she
is a full-time war worker and not one who
dabbles "when convenient."
"Women today stand the danger of getimfortable in slacks and they
ting too
must also face the danger of wanting to
<

soap-film! Your hair sparkles!

We

this promise. Halo Shampoo
very first time you use it will reveal
natural
beauty of your hair as no
the true
soap or soap shampoo possibly can.

make you

—

— the

You

see, all

soaps and soap shampoos,

leave soap-film on hair that
dulls color, hides luster. But Halo contains
no soap, therefore cannot leave soap-film.
Millions of women are
finding that Halo Shampoo makes their hair seem
glossier, silkier, richer in
«»
A
natural color— than they

even the

finest,

,

ever

Halo

U
HALO

dreamed possible.
rinses

shampoo

away com-

pletely,noneedforalemon

or vinegar after-rinse!
Buy in 10c' or larger sizes.
A Product of

f<*

Colgate- Palmolive-Peet Co.

—

—

—

—

work
do

man

that you aren't losing your femininity.
Remember, the man likes to believe that

he

"In short, be masculine on your job. Or
should I say, be less feminine? But by all
means drop it all when you're off work.
If you don't, men are going to take one
look at you and run. They aren't ready yet
for an overdose of your new importance

at all,"

in this

be

war world. They

still

want you

to

FEMININE."^

your man. Girls, if you
never going to convince any

in front of

that, you're

wear their uniforms at all times," Mary
told me. "In that respect, they are losing
their femininity. The ladies of today must
remember that the competition with the
woman can't be
gentlemen is too tough.
independent and lend herself to romance.
The two just don't mix. And it's the smart
girl who will get out of her uniform and
slacks whenever possible and into something that will help her get at least one
of the few men who are still around.

A

Halo Shampoo leaves no dingy

work today embraces more than just
taking over men's jobs in the plants. There
are so many women who are taking Red
Cross lessons and wearing the uniforms
of the Red Cross. Such lessons only make
them more proficient. They are performing
a duty, that is true, but they are also adding to their womanly knowledge, knowledge
that men often have to call upon, by the
way. If being less feminine means knowing
more, then I say, 'Be less feminine.' All
the cry today about women losing their
femininity is just harking back to the fight
for suffrage in the last war. Then as now
they are only trying to find a place for
their increased knowledge.
"I have only one suggestion to women of
these times and I think it's an important
suggestion. You are apt to be so proud
of what you're doing for the war effort
and so anxious to do more that you may
make the mistake of talking about your

en's

is

rate,

all-important. Perhaps he

he

instinctively offended

is

is.
if

At any
he hears

you talk about the 'manly' things you are
doing. If you want to keep him, lay off
that and be your feminine self."
As Livvy and I were talking, the one
man in Hollywood who has constantly
sounded off on women came over and joined
us. Humphrey Bogart, working on "Casablanca" at the time, was the man.

"Women

aren't

losing their

—

femininity

Bogie said and surprised me. I was
sure he'd let go with a couple of beautiful

barrages.
in the

"The

WAAC,

girls in the defense plants,
in the
and in the

WAVES,

Red Cross can be likened to
women. They stand shoulder

the pioneer
to shoulder
with their men, giving and taking in a prac-

way. There's nothing more feminine
than that, is there ? I know a young mother
whose husband enlisted in the Army. There
were no tears on her part, no reproaches
because she was left with two small children to support She was proud that he
wanted to do his share and proud that she
could help him do it. This woman found
a job in an airplane factory. Her children
are in a day nursery during the hours she
tical

Olivia de Havilland is another young
lady of Hollywood who has plenty of brains
in addition to her beauty. And she also had
some ideas on this problem that seemed to
match pretty well with those of Mary's.
"One of women's most ancient duties has
been administering care," Livvy began. "I
know you don't administer care when you're
in a war factory, but remember that wom-

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

From Texas
Success

to
in

.

.

.

York
New from
Texas

Lovely Eleanor Francis jumped all the way
prominence in New York (in "Follies Girl") largely
because she keeps her complexion so entrancingly fresh,
and lovely looking. She says: "Since my career de-

to

pends on my complexion I rely on Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme for the quick results I must have so my
every day."
complexion looks its natural loveliest
If your complexion is not as fresh, fair, smooth as
yes even discolored from outside causes,
it should be
use Golden Peacock Bleach Creme. the active cream, as
directed, for a fairer, lighter, lovelier looking com.

.

.

.

.

.

plexion . . . quickly. Even fades freckles, loosens blackheads. 25 Million jars already used. Guaranteed to
satisfy or money back. Get economically priced jars
(from 20c to $1.10) wherever cosmetics are sold.
CLIP TlJIS AD.
29c on the BIG $1.10 jar
at druc u? dep't stores. DEALERS: You are authorized
to accept it as 29c credit on the $1.10 jar. Send

WORTH

this ad with jobber's name to Golden Peacock Co.,
Paris, Tenn., before Jan. 1. 1943 for 29c cash refund.
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Excuse it, please! Recently, we ran a symposium titled "Marry Now, Or Wait?" in which
quoted Alexis Smith, who said she wouldn't
the stars gave their views on the subject.
marry until after the war, and Ruth Hussey, who advised girls to wait as she was doing.
Alexis married handsome Craig Stevens, at right,
But you can't ban or ration love, so
and Ruth became the bride of C. Robert Longenecker, left, and our face became red.

We

—

SCREENLAND

works. When she is through for the day,
she picks them up and takes them home.
She still does her own housework, too, for
that is the one way where she can prove
that nothing has destroyed her femininity.
Her schedule is a hard one, but she never
complains. That, in my frank opinion, is a

woman.

real

—

!

!

my

It's

idea that this

war

"Man and ^i'^-no longer!"

is

only bringing out every honest woman's
inherent courage. And instead of making
her less feminine, it is really adding to her
femininity. Women can take the hard
knocks and still be women, don't forget.
That's why we men love them."
My next stop was at Universal where a
picture called "Arabian Nights" was in the
works. The day I paid my visit to the set
during production, I managed to crowd my
way on the sound stage where a lot of
none too well-covered lovelies flitted about
in the harem scene. For a moment, I was
sure that femininity was definitely not in
danger
Jon Hall, who plays the lead, came over
to me and we began talking about women
and femininity. Since he had been having
such direct contact with all these glamor
girls, I thought he'd prove an interesting
conversationalist.

"Working with

these beautiful girls

all

would probably make you think my answer
would be no," Jon began. "But, on the contrary, I think women are losing some of

I.

"War is no frilly
women realize

Did he hate

me

.

.

.

.

.

.

this.

Harsh words

I couldn't guess what had
frozen silences . . loneliness

much?

the husband I loved so

changed our happiness to

their femininity in this hectic world. Personally, I don't think any woman can wear
the pants gracefully, figuratively or literally. But whenever I begin to think that
women are forgetting their appeal for men
in their rush to be of service, I suddenly
find myself saying, 'Maybe so, but then
why not? This is war and all-out war.' If
men could help win the war by wearing
skirts, I'd say they should wear them. And
if women are needed to help win, as is apparently the case, then they must dress the
part. So, you see, there are two sides to
the question.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

or frou-frou business,

it
as much as men.
Their main danger is in carrying their uniforms and their slacks and their neglect
of their charms too far. They will have

a-.d

to

_

remember

when

all is

ing to men.
in

manly

women

that as
considered

—

No man

is

to

their

job-

remain appeal-

to see women
of the time and
want them to try to act like
more than ever while they're

outfits too

wants

much

he doesn't
men. Now
doing their fine work they must remember
that they owe something to the men who
are_ fighting this war, and that is to look
their most feminine whenever possible."
Maria Montez, the sultry siren and confident lass, arrived just in time to hear
Jon say that he thought women were losing
their femininity to a degree. With her violent self-assurance, she came right back

—

—

2. One day, I spied my doctor's car next door
and hailed him ... to ask for a sleeping powder. But, wise doctor! He went straight to

the cause of

"Often a

my

man

troubles.

Then he

explained.

can't forgive one neglect

.

.

.

carelessness of feminine hygiene (intimate per-

sonal cleanliness)."

He recommended a gentle yet thorough
Lysol disinmethod of feminine hygiene
fectant. "You see, Lysol won't harm sensitive
3.

.

.

.

—

vaginal tissues just follow the easy direcon the bottle," he explained. "Lysol is a
famous germicide. It cleanses thoroughly and
deodorizes, as well!"
tions

Check

_

this

with your Doctor

NON- CAUSTIC — gentle and

at him.

Lysol

"No! No! No!" Maria pied. "Women
are not losing their femininity !" (She certainly wasn't, in the revealing costume she
was wearing.) "Women aren't being deglamorized at all just because they are taking over men's places in the factories or
because they are wearing uniforms and
regimenting their clothes. These changes,
on the. contrary, only indicate that women
are vitally aware of the dangers which face
them. They have taken over these duties
for the duration of the war and they have
gladly accepted the sacrifices because they
know that they are proving themselves
worthy of their splendid heritage. They are
only carrying on the work of the pioneers
and the other women who, by their sacrifice, helped to make America the great
country it is !"
Jon said quietly, "I agree with all that,
but don't you think that women have to
lose some of their glamor
that the times

proper dilution. Contains no
free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.
EFFECTIVE— a powerful perm icide, active in presence of organic matter (such
as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREADING
Lysol solutions sjiread and thus virtually search out germs in deep crevices.
ECONOMICAL— small bottle makes almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine
disappears
hygiene. CLEANLY
Lysol keeps full
after use. LASTING
strength indefinitely no matter how
often it is uncorked.

demand

—

it?"

"Definitely

not!"

Maria

answered.

is

efficient in

ODOR—

—

4.

I

took

my

doctor's advice

And now my husband and
ever before in

all

4

and found Lysol

disinfectant so easy to use, so inexpensive.
I are happier than

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
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—
"Women

will

always be glamorous. It

is

inherent with them. It is their natural-born
instinct to posses glamor. But that doesn't
mean that they can't do their part as well
as men."
I left Jon and Maria discussing all this
and went over to M-G-M to see Joan

who was busy making "Re-

Crawford,

union." She was looking more feminine
probably because she had just
than usual
been married to Philip Terry in a surprise

—

(

ceremony. Joan seemed an especially good
person to talk to on this subject of femininity and war and independence since she has
always been extremely independent and has
openly said that she intends to go into various fields in the picture industry, fields
heretofore held by men almost exclusively.

GOTTA PATl

/

S> MOM
. . . I

"Are women losing

their

lemininity ?"

she asked me as an answer to my question.
"Well, women doing men's work is not
such a new idea to my generation. Practically all of my contemporaries are career
women. Today we are used to women working whether they are wives or mothers or
not Most of my friends are working
women. During the last war, the fair sex
doing men's jobs was a novelty, I understand. That just isn't true any more. And it
seems to me that the career women I know
have managed to keep their femininity. I
use this word now in its best sense. But
there is a type of woman who still exists
today, a type I have never liked, who may
very well profit by the emergencies of total
war. These are the idle women the cling-

have to have Nox-

zema for my Powder
Base— it gives such a
smooth, long-lasting
foundation; as a night
cream it helps smooth

and soften my skinhelps heal externallycaused blemishes.

—

...I can't do without
Noxzema. It helps soften
my tough beard, gives

me

a swell, cool, comfortable shave; and my skin
doesn't feel tender and
sore afterward!

ing vines, the infantile ladies. You know
that type they rely on their husbands for
everything. They talk baby talk. They are
fragile, helpless creatures. If that's femininity then it would be a good job if they
would lose it. I have a hunch, however,
that some of the real infantile creatures of

—

my sex will manage somehow to keep their
men. It is the strong woman who can send
her man off to war without flinching and
who can make sacrifices. I think your little
whining, complaining, namby-pamby weak
sister will always be sure she is 'protected.'
It would be an excellent thing to have this
type face reality for a change, to see what
it is

...

I

wish

all

mothers

knew how grand
Noxzema

is

for baby's

tender skin when it is
chafed or irritated by
"diaper rash." It cools
and soothes so quickly

and helps promote
healing!

OFTBN BURN 1

MY HAMPS... (
COOK/A/G

J

• - - and Noxzema's wonderful for those minor
"kitchen" barns and for

rough, chapped hands,
too! Keep a jar in the
kitchen, the bathroom, on
your dressing table.

Let this

famous family

favorite help you, too!
• Try Noxzema as above—and for the

many
Over

relief of

similar externally-caused skin troubles.
15 million jars are used every year!

IMPORTANT) While the supply lasts, you can get
the big 75<* jar of Noxzema for only 49^ (plus
tax)! Due to wartime limitations, this yearly
offer may never be made again! Take advantage
of it. Get Noxzema at any drug or cosmetic
counter today!

like to

do real work.

I

believe in

work.

as important as anything in life.
I believe that nothing not earned through
hard work is worth having. I hope, therefore, that the war can change the clinging
vine into a woman of strength. In other
words, into a really feminine woman."
As I left Joan, I bumped into Ann Sothern, the lady who has made a character by
the name of Maisie into a composite of the
countless rules for femininity.
"Ann," I said abruptly, "what do you
think about women today? Aren't they sort
of trying to be carbon copies of men?"
"Definitely not!" Annie said. "Women
today are only proving that they can do
I

think

it's

is expected of them when it becomes
necessary in an emergency. Would you
rather that they remain at home in the parlor wearing chiffon dresses and spending
their time at beauty parlors instead of getting out and helping to win this war?
They've got a big stake in this fight too. As
big as you men. They're working to protect
the one thing that makes them feminine
the home. Besides, you must know that they
never forget for a moment their desire to
be feminine and womanly. Take a look at
your factory workers, for example. Your
women workers. Nine out of ten of them
may rivet all day or do other types of difficult work. They get grease on their faces.
They give up the idea of being able to keep
their hands well manicured. But whenever
they get the chance to be out of uniform
and when they are off from work, you'll
find their femininity reasserting itself. They
immediately change into pretty, soft, and
flattering clothes. And they make themselves as charming and appealing as possible. The woman who still remains a fac-

what

tory worker when she gets home or
has an extended case of uniformitis
really feminine to Degin with."

who
isn't

The kino, of a man everyone visions as
the head man, the rugged male, is Victor
McLaglen. Vic has seen the changes in
women since the last war. He remembers
what they went through in those days. And
he is not alarmed at the trend of today.
"This war, as terrible as it is," Vic began
when I saw him on the set of "China Girl,"
"will really make women regain their femininity. For a while, in the past, they were
in danger of losing it. Some ot it appeared
to have been lost in the shuffle of slacks,
overalls, shorts, mannish hair bobs, tuxedos
for evening dress, and the like. But war is a
tough, brutal, masculine business. In contrast to its horror and destruction, all of the
nice, tender, and sweet things about women
must pervade everywhere. As that famous
slogan goes, 'A woman's job is morale.'
Being feminine in appearance as well as
manner is the most appealing morale a
soldier can have. And that is the one danger
that some of today's women overlook.
They think that their time should be devoted exclusively to their own work.
They forget the man at times who is fighting and his dreams of a lovely girl dressed
in very feminine things. They forget he
wants to hear them talk not about factories and
things. I

—but about

war

am

—

strictly

sure that most

feminine

women

realize

that today. And, as a result, I expect them
to be also more sympathetic and understanding after this war than ever before.
"All this monkey business about women
becoming more masculine because of uniforms and war work outfits doesn't worry
me much. Have you noticed that they're
wearing more curls in their hair than they
ever have? And have you noticed that they
definitely have not forgotten that their manner and yes, their attack must be more

—

—

feminine ?"

Ann
women

Sheridan believes that the work
are doing now is not dangerous to
them as women at all. On the contrary, it
is a godsend.
I caught Ann just after she had finished
"George Washington Slept Here" and just
before she began work in "The Edge of
Darkness."

"There is no more feminine trait in my
mind," Ann said with her typical frankness,
"than the desire to protect the home and
children. The only way a woman can do
that in war time is by doing her part to free
for active service. Whether she accomplishes this by working in a war plant,
nursing, buying bonds with her spare

men

or joining the Women's Army
doesn't matter. She is doing her part to
protect what is vital to her and that is
being very feminine.
"Anyway, the kind of a job a woman
does doesn't really change her. She may
look less attractive in overalls and covered
with grease, but she certainly doesn't lose
her interest in being feminine. And attractive. And the chances are that such a job
only makes her more eager to primp and
wear the latest modes when she is through
working. She wants to be as womanly as
possible to make up for it.
"Then there is the type of woman who
has been out of the spotlight all her life,
content to be a housewife and sticking close
to home. The war has taken her out of a

money,

—

rut,

given her

new

interests,

new

indepen-

dence. Her present attitude _ toward life
gives her much greater appreciation for the

male than her former wishy-washy approach to life.
"And, last, there is the type of woman
who wasn't overly-feminine to begin with.
It took the war and the separation from her
soldier sweetheart to make her realize that
when he is on furlough he isn't interested
in a 'good pal' girl. As a change from camp
life, he wants to see his girl in extremely

Lupe Velez again plays a

fiery

Mexican

girl,

not unlike herself, in "Mexican Spitfire's
Elephant," latest in series in which she and
co-star
acters)

Leon

(as

Errol

instigate

a

three

different

merry comedy of

charerrors.

feminine clothes. He notices more the way
she does her hair and everything about her
appearance more than he used to. And,
eager to please, she becomes more feminine
instead of less."

Ginny Simms, who was working in
"Here We Go Again" and "Seven Days
Leave," has always felt very strongly on
as she has indicated when we
have talked together. And I think her ideas
are well worth passing on to you.
"Women will be more anxious to get
back to home life than ever," Ginny said,
"after this war. The independence they're
having now won't replace their love for
home and children. They are getting a
chance to start new careers now, it's true,
but the work they're doing is also a stopgap for war nerves. As for the uniforms
they are wearing, most women still have
little tricks to keep their femininity, such as
putting a ribbon in their hair. They realize
that these tricks are necessary, for while
they are the men behind the men behind the
gun today, they are also the sweethearts of
the men behind the gun. The requisites for
both are very different.

—

this subject

"The main
today, as I see

to women's work
that their financial in-

fro
,

danger
it,

is

dependence may make them go overboard
and lose their sense- of yalues. They also
may get hardened and coarse. No wise girl,
however, will let herself take such a risk.
"The women who are going into the
have definite advanand

WAAC
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WAVES
my

tages, though, in
estimation. In the first
place, they will be more interesting because
their horizons will inevitably be widened.
In the second place, they will be better
companions to men. They will be able to

as**'

understand men's problems. Also, women
will learn discipline and coordination in the
Army and Navy and they seldom have the
chance to learn either in their regular way
of

fife.

"Women

will lose their femininity only
they are careless and if they look upon
their work today as more important than
that of being a woman."
Most of the stars have agreed, girls, that
you're not losing anything. But they have
also pointed out the dangers to you. Of
course, if you aren't interested in being appealing to a man or in holding onto an appeal already established, well, that's a different story. But if you're like nine and a
half out of ten women, then you'll see the
handwriting on the wall, take a good look
at yourself, and adjust yourself accordingly.
if
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The House of Morgan
Continued from page 27

The dog, Bruce (a Labrador retriever),
has never quite got used to the idea that
the pheasant is dead and, unless closely
watched when he is in the house, is likely
to attack

it.

"Some

day," said Dennis, "when the war
is over and priorities are removed we're
going to enlarge this room to make the
acoustics better so I can cut loose when I
practice my singing."
small hallway leads from the living
room to the dining room. The rug in here,
too, is a frieze
rust-colored this time. The
table and chairs are of cherry, authentic
antiques, the latter upholstered in a Colonial striped satin. There are six chairs but
the table will accommodate ten.
-

pine paneling above it and the rough brick
facing. There are a few built-in book
shelves on either side, with wood boxes below. To the right of the door from the hall,
as you enter the room, are two samplers.
One reads, "Home is where the heart is"
and the other, "If music be the food of love,
play on."

"You've stolen Garfield's thunder," I exclaimed, pointing to the first sampler. "He
has the same thing in his house, although
the picture is different."
"Well, it's a good thing for everyone to

remember," Denny brushed

WOMEN who could afford
have long made a habit of perfuming and softening the bath.
In that way bathing becomes a delightful,

luxurious, relaxing ritual,

me

off.

"You

and adds

to

personal daintiness and loveliness.

And now practically everyone can afford it.
Yes, at today's prices, everyone should be
acquainted with America's largest selling, perand with
fumed water-softener, Bathasweet
its companion product Bathasweet-Foam-Bath.
.

.

.

So here's a special offer:
Send the coupon below and 10<f to Bathasweet, Dept. S, 1911 Park Ave., New York,
and we'll send you 6 packets— 3 of Bathasweet
and 3 of Bathasweet-Foam-Bath (each in the
3 famous Bathasweet fragrances. Garden Bouquet, Forest Pine and Spring Morning ) Both
Bathasweet and Bathasweet-Foam-Bath make
the water sensuously fragrant, both give it
added cleansing power, so that you step from
the tub more sure of your daintiness. The outstanding difference between the two products
.

that Foam-Bath provides a billowy cloudbank of bubbles, while Bathasweet does not.
Which way of bathing is most pleasing to you?
The coupon will help supply the answer.
is

Name

see this green chair?" he went on,
indicating a chair on one side of the room.
"Well, when we started buying the few
pieces we needed to finish furnishing the
place, Lillian got the idea of saving money
by going to auctions. So she went to one,
saw this chair and fell in love with it. She

thought she was being pretty cagey in her
bidding but after she'd bought the chair and
sent it .to the upholsterer's, she found she
could have bought two chairs for what
she'd paid for this one and then, to add insult to injury, this one had already been upholstered and re-upholstered so many times
the poor devil could hardly find a piece of
solid wood to drive a tack into. Was her
face red However," he went on, "this oil
.

!

painting of Jenny Lind was really a buy.
She got that at an auction, too, and only
paid $12.50 for it. That rosewood frame is
hand-carved, too," he finished modestly.

The drapes are of burgundy chintz with a
flowered design.
"We went hog-wild on the upholstering
for the divan," Mr. Morgan broke in again.
"It's some sort of material I can never
remember the name of kinkeroo cloth or
something like that. Anyhow, it's the only
expensive material we bought and we only
splurged then because it's durable as well as
attractive and we didn't want anything we'd
have to be constantly telling the kids to get

—

Address.

An enchanting perfume

of irre-

sistible charm, clinging for
like lovers

drop

hours

loath to part. Just a

enough. Full size
bottle 98c prepaid or $1.32
C. O. D. Directions free. One
bottle FREE if two are ordered.
tiny

is

off."

The divan' sits between the two front windows with two small Chippendale mahogany tables at either end. On each table is
a china lamp with a chintz design and
shades of a dull salmon-colored silk that
in the hollyhocks of the
drapes. In front of the fireplace are two
matching love seats facing each other, upholstered in a burgundy damask.
At the far end of the living room is a
double door leading to the den or music

matches the pink
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LOVALON.
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room. This room is almost monastic in its
severity, although not, I might add, in its
contents. At one end is a tiny but wellstocked bar. Although Mrs. Morgan is a

and Denny practically one, nothing delights him as much as to get in back
of the thing and brew concoctions only an
iron man could imbibe and stay on his feet.
teetotaller

This room is paneled throughout in California redwood. The floor is covered with
an inexpensive grass rug and the furnishings consist of a piano, a floor lamp, built-in
divan upholstered in a rough textured maof rust and white (something like a
matting weave) and a smoking stand. The
base of the latter is made of the cam shaft
of an airplane engine and the top part is
half of a piston. It is engraved, "Presented
to Dennis Morgan by the R. C. A. F. Officers' Mess July 24, 1941." That happened
when he was in Canada making "Captains
of the Clouds." On top of the piano are a
stuffed Mongolian pheasant he shot in Oregon last fall and a loving cup Lillian won at
a costume party.
terial
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The chest is solid walnut and has been in
Mrs. Morgan's family for over a hundred
years. When her grandmother sent it to her
as a present for the new house it was caked
with white enamel. It took Mrs. Morgan
and Dennis weeks to scrape it off.
The kitchen would be any chef's delight,
it is so huge. There is a tremendous icebox
and more cupboard space than the most exacting housewife could ask for. The tiled
sink has two trays one for washing dishes
and one for rinsing. There is a breakfast
nook in one corner. The floor is covered

—

with a slate-blue linoleum.
"This kitchen is a sight," Denny volunteered, pointing to the carefully washed
dishes on the sink. "You see, we are expecting a baby and Lillian has to stay in bed.
haven't been able to get decent help for
love or money. My mother would love to
come help us out but she gets hay-fever and
asthma if she stays out here for as long as
two days at a time, so that's out. The result
is, Lillian's nurse fixes her meals and I do
the cooking for the kids and myself and
clean up when I get a chance. Working on
a picture with all this going on doesn't help
things, either, I can tell you."
hair both of them curled at Dennis' simple recital of his domestic woes but
I'll say their troubles certainly have not impaired either his or Lillian's dispositions.
They're as cheerful as though they had a
million in the bank, a seven-year contract
with no options and the most competent
help obtainable.
At the head of the stairs leading to the
upper floor, you turn left and enter the

We

My

—

master bedroom.
"I used to think

—

was the cheeriest
a person could find in
a day's search," Lillian laughed as I entered, indicating the view of the grounds
and Victory Garden at the back and the
white wall-paper with its bright green ivy
pattern. "Now, I'm so sick of it, all I can
think of is poison ivy
"Look at that desk," she changed the subject abruptly. "It's been in my family for
over a hundred and fifty years. I vaguely
remember my mother saying something
about my great-great uncle bringing it from
Jerusalem. When we got it it was all
chipped and scratched but we sent that to
an antique restorer who brought out that
lovely finish of the cherry wood.
"The dresser has been in my family a
long time, too," she continued, "over a hundred years." I examined it closely. It is of
solid walnut with
black walnut knobs
dangling from the drawers. The panels on
the drawers are of crotch walnut, waxed
this

room and wall-paper

until

you can see your face

in

them almost

as plainly as in the mirror.
"This bed ought to look familiar to you,"
Denny grinned.
"The face is familiar but I don't place the
body," was my snappy comeback.
"Bing and Dixie Crosby were refurnishing their bedroom," he explained, "so we
bought the bed."
"Yes," Lillian put in, "and when all this

happened to me I sent him word we'd sell
it back to him cheap. I'd rather get a new

Can twins be divorced ?

one and start from scratch if the outcome
this."
of sleeping in Ping's bed is
"Well," I hedged, "I've only slept in their
rested
guest room and my body has never
Ira
on Mr. Crosby's personal mattress so
about
not in a position to argue With you
what happens when you do."
"This is Kristin's room," Denny switched
(

across the
the conversation and led the way
"We don't know exactly what this
hall
wall-paper is supposed to represent but she

picked it out herself."
palm tree, a
I took a gander. It shows a
skirt with an
little girl in a sort of hoop
apron and a large hat, holding a butterfly
in a huge
net in her hand, and a little boy
sombrero driving a donkey cart.
The walls are covered with drawings of
Disney characters by Ray Huffine. The furniture is of rock maple.

The Davis Twins, United Air
Lines Stewardesses, tell how
Pepsodent Tooth Powder
came between them.
v

Down the hall is Stanley, Jr's. room. The
wall-paper here depicts boats and zeppehns,
bedspread
the furniture is of walnut and the
monk's cloth
is chenille. The drapes are of
with a moss edging.
"Lillian made these

.

even the
proudly.
~
"Look, Dick," Stan, Jr. invited me, pulling open the bottom drawer of his chest,
"This is my treasure drawer."
He pulled out the works and face of a
clock that had no frame and that had apparently quit running before Stan was born.

"He

herself,

Denny informed me

edging,"

still

thinks he can fix

it,"

Denny

laughed.

There was also a box of different kinds
of stone, numerous tops and marbles. "We
could play a game of marbles," Stan, Jr.,
suggested wistfully.
"That's a bet," I agreed, "only you 11
have to lend me some."
"I guess we better not play," he announced. "I'd probably win, then you'd have
to buy marbles
money."

to

pay me and lose

all

your

"I guess you're right," I assented with
alacrity.

_

"You know," Dennis

,

,

,.

interrupted, leading

back to the living room, "it's a funny
thing about this house. As crazy as I am
about it, it seems I never have a chance to
enjoy it. Do you realize I've made six pictures this year? 'Affectionately Yours,'
'Bad Men of Missouri,' 'Captains of the
Clouds,' 'Wings for the Eagle,' 'In This

me

and 'The Hard Way'? Now I
start immediately on 'The Desert Song' and
I'll be on location for six weeks. Sometimes
I wonder what good it does me to have a

Our

typical twins, Athalie and I. Look alike,
dress alike, share the same problems of mistaken
identity. We've always been together pn every;
thing .. except once. That was the time I 'divorced'
my twin ... for test purposes only. I switched to
Pepsodent Tooth Powder. Athalie went right on

"We're

.

using another well-known brand."

"Even when we dressed alike, people began to
know us apart. My teeth became twice as bright as
thanks to Pepsodent It was easy to
my twin's
but not for long. Athalie had
tell who was who
.

. .

!

. . .

trial separation. So she switched
to Pepsodent, too. And is she glad 1 Nothing but
from now on."
for
us
Pepsodent

enough of our

Davis twins confirm laboratory proofthat

Pepsodent Powder makes

teeth.

Life'

TWICE AS BRIGHT

home Then I get to thinking about Lillian
and the kids and it seems it's pretty nice to
have a family and home to come back to at
!

the end of the day—especially
family and a home like this."

Editor's Note:
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INDEPENDENT LABORATORY
TESTS FOUND NO OTHER
DENTIFRICE THAT COULD
MATCH THE HIGH LUSTRE
PRODUCED BY PEPSODENT.

Den-

the proud parents
a boy. This is their third

Morgans have become

of another baby

—

child.

BY ACTUAL TEST, PEPSODENT
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BUY
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Wives from Rosalind

to

Russell

Continued from page 45
crisis.

It

sharing,

is

for

a

fifty-fifty

proposition,

men and women. Men

this

are

working with

their brains, their hands, and
risking their lives. Women must put their
souls into their job of keeping up a brave
front, of

making home and country worth
With heart-breaking separa-

fighting for.

and life's routine interrupted, it isn't
know. But definitely, we must not
weep, nor moan, nor complain.
"Already within these few months of war
we find a difference in the feminine attitude.
The idle, petted darlings have grown up,
whether they wanted to or not, and they are
getting a bang out of discovering talents
and abilities they didn't know they postions,

easy. I

sessed. I've always believed that people enjoy working if they can find congenial
work, something that stimulates their initiative. Today they have a terrific incentive

FOR UNDER THE ARMS
a

of

freedom!
"Every woman," Rosalind continued, "regardless of environment or capabilities, can

NATION UNDER ARMS

Deodorant is a sure
under-arm odor
and perspiration from one to three days!
of instantly checking

A feather-weight, stainless, greaselesscream
that vanishes almost instantly, makes armpits dry and free of odor. Will not irritate
the skin, or injure clothing.

NEET

Buy new

specific

way

There are several

husband may carry this memory with him.
She must keep the home spirit, and her
marriage intact, so they can be resumed
when the time comes. She must do her part
in keeping the world normal. She must keep
up her morale because she is to be the inspiration for the men at the front. She must
be alert to every call her country makes on
her, for indifference and apathy are the
poisons that will prolong the struggle.
Making dates ? That is an individual matter
which each must decide. I'd say, if there is
faith and trust, this doesn't become a signi-

New NEET Cream

way

some

to help in the war
things, I think,
that every wife should consider. She should
meet each emergency gallantly, so that her
find

activities.

Whether you're engaged in war work ... or
the important job of being a woman, the
sensational new NEET Cream Deodorant
will preserve and defend your daintiness.
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or cake in jar! Generous 10c
and 29c sizes plus tax.
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"Mothers have an important pattern to
follow for it is up to them to maintain a
well-balanced home life for their children
and not let them become warped with overdisturbed nerves. Every mother should
strive to carry on the best cultural traditions of our American life, and to encourage the idea of up-building when the war is
over. It will be this younger generation that
must aid in bringing the world back to a
sane and healthy basis.
missed the opportunity for preparing for war during
times of peace. Now, let us prepare for

Rochester,

HT.|

peace that follows victory, even while we
are fighting for victory.
"During my visits to various camps I
find the soldiers are fighting for mother
and home, and also, for the girl and home
they dreamed of having of their own
someday. Almost every soldier carries a
picture of his mother tucked in his wallet,
and usually one of his best girl, too. This is
what makes patriotism a concrete issue
with them."
It was following a romantic courtship
that this Number 1 Bachelor Girl and Freddie Brisson were married last October 25th,
in the California Mission of Santa Inez,

founded in

and surrounded by its
Soon after their return
from a honeymoon in Cuba, came the
tragedy of Pearl Harbor that swept the
country into war, and like thousands of
other couples, all their rosy dreams and
plans were suddenly changed. Freddie went
into the Air Force, Rosalind gave up her
big home and moved into an apartment.
Now, with her husband stationed at Santa
Ana, sixty miles from Hollywood, they
have taken a cottage at Laguna Beach
where they spend every possible hour together. Rosalind admits she's not the weepy
type, and she has bolstered up her emotional control which she hopes and believes
1804,

century-old gardens.

will sustain her

comes.

The

when

Brissons

the real separation

have

banned

all

gloomy

talk and adopted the rule of planning for their future. This, they insist, is a
remarkable safety valve.

Too, Rosalind keeps busy, and with her
enthusiasm and efficiency, she is doing great
work in various war activities. She has
visited many camps, she sells bonds, appears
at_ benefits, belongs to nine Hollywood committees, and trains regularly with the

Women's Emergency

Corps.
Said Rosalind, "I shall continue making
pictures because the more I make, the more
money I can give to Uncle Sam, and I believe everyone should cut down expenses as
_

much

as possible and invest in bonds. Every
time I buy a bond I think of it in terms of
saving a life. Think of it, saving a life by
merely curtailing a useless luxury With our
boys giving up their precious lives, we at
home certainly should never quibble over
economies. In my own juggling to establish
!
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You've never seen so many important movie stars together in one picture as will be playing
in "Star Spangled Rhythm," in which seventy famous flm folk
appear in cast and three
famous screen beauties, Veronica Lake, Paulette Goddard and Dorothy Lamour, reading
from left, center, vie for top honors in one number. Albert Dekker, Lynne Overman, at the
mike, and Bing Crosby are shown with the trio of glamor girls on the set, between scenes.
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No

finer

fit

at any price

get beauty and glamor by the carload in "Star Spangled Rhythm," all-star
Goddard and
Paulette
musical in which
Veronica Lake, posed above, appear together.

You'll

a constructive saving, I find I am unloading
a lot of dead-wood. I vow, I'll never be a
'collector' again
"I'm tremendously optimistic regarding
the stamina of American women. Already,
they are learning to conserve, to sacrifice,
and not fuss about it. With their splendid
sense of humor they'll probably make a
game out of economizing. We'll be vying
with each other in making over our clothes,
boasting that 'This is last year's frock, and
doesn't it look ducky?' And we'll gleefully
turn our hats around, creating new angles
that will arouse the envy of our friends.
Anyway, it will develop new ingenuity.
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mam
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Oh

And

be" fun.

the

camps that the

found in

Oh

Darling,,

it's

Lovely!

my

visits to
soldiers like to see
women in feminine clothes, not slacks or
uniforms. They adore picture hats, and
veils, lots and lots of veils. So let's stay

yes, I

feminine, girls.

"The readjustment after the war," Rosalind continued, after a pause, "will depend
on women, for the home, that sacred spot
that spells a haven of security, will take on
must apnew value for every man.

Women

preciate this, and I know- they will. They
may prove their abilities in mechanical and
business avenues because of present necessity, but when the men come back and can
take over these jobs, women must see that
their top role is to keep the home fires
burning. Honestly, I believe America will

become more

of

a

home-land than ever

before.

Roz bristled a
Then she added
always like making screen

"Sure, I can be serious
when I chided her.

bit

gaily,

"But

I'll

!"

comedies. In 'Take a Letter, Darling,' I
lorded it over a man secretary, and did I
have fun In 'My Sister Eileen,' I meet up
with amusing incidents as I try to win fame
in the Big City as a working girl. I'm hoping I can take a tab version of this picture
to a number of Army camps before I start
my next. It is such a gay comedy that I
feel it would do much to boost the morale.
My next film will be the story of Amelia
Earhart, 'Stand by to Die.' and naturally,
will have a serious angle. I'll enjoy this for
a change. However, the screen will cont'nue to offer plenty of laughs, and so dispel
the gloom and help bring peace. Real peace,
!

to the

world

!"
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Keepsake

225.00
175.00

ROSALIE Set
Engagement Ring

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
"His hand will be the stronger for her confiding
hie that
touch; her heart will be the lighter for
means so much".
Traditionally

-

through

decades

five

has been cherished by America's
the symbol

of

the

- "Keepsake"

87.25
BEAUVAIS Set
Engagement Ring 62.50

as
High

loveliest brides

engagement

to

marry.

.

.

.

.

.

arranged.

BEFORE
coupon

SELECTING THE RING
or write.

You

will

sent

be sent these

valuable books with illustrations of
the
creations,
newest
Keepsake's
name of the nearest Keepsake
Jeweler and information on how to
select

your

diamond

ring

the ring.

.

Diachoose any genuine registered "Keepsake"
mond Ring with confidence. See the new matched
to
from
S50
Jeweler
sets at your Keepsake
usually be
S2500. Extended payments can

with

confidence.
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Look for (he name
"Keepsake" inside

standards of color, cut and clarity ... the nationally
and the Certificate
established price on the tag
you to
of Guarantee and Registration enable
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Rings enlarged to show details.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. K. Pond Co., Inc.
214 S. Warren St.. Syrocuse, N. V.
Etiquette of
Please send the helpful book. "The
special supthe Engagement and Wedding." with
plement. "Wartime Engagements and Weddings.
I

enclose 10c to cover mailing.
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Inside the Stars'

f YES TIRED? RED?
IRRITATED?

Continued from page 15
Mashed

from
SOOTHE EYES IN SECONDS-

over use

EYE-GENE

SAFELY, with

—

close

the scientific eye lotion formulated by two

work

late nights

OYSTER DRESSING

eye specialists!
glare
LOSE THAT BLOODSHOT LOOK,

!

Mix

wind

department

.

y

Y

hay fever

—

hang-over

"For the Hawaiian sweet potatoes, you
peel and cut up six boiled sweet potatoes,
place a layer in your baking dish, cover

TRY EYE-GENE
Stainless.
Inexpensive. Sold at drug,
.

1 cup soft breadcrumbs with 4
V/3
cups
teaspoons melted butter,
drained California oysters, 2 tablepepper,
spoons milk, 2 teaspoon black
teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon chopped
parsley and 1 teaspoon onion juice.

dust

TOO! Redness caused by
overwork, irritation or
late hours vanishes al(Its
most immediately
exclusive ingredient
makes EYE-GENE so effective in so shortatime!)

potatoes

Cranberry jellyGreen tossed salad
Sour cream biscuits
Holiday Delight
Coffee
Nuts
Fruit

.

(Dole), then another layer of potato, cover with currant
jam, then more potato; pour over a little
melted butter and cover with marshmallows," instructed Mrs. O'Brien, "then set in
oven until marshmallows are melted."
Maybe you think string beans arejust
string beans, but not so at the O'Briens'.
String beans are sliced fine and served with
a cream sauce flavored with spiced vinegar.
The vinegar is heavily spiced and you use
just enough to give the sauce a taste.
"If Old Man Rationing or the priorities
or something make pineapple too scarce,"
contributed Virginia, "we will have the
most ornamental vegetable platter I know
with crushed pineapple

& 100 stores.

You

—

take a large silver platter I don't
and set a whole cooked
cauliflower in the center. Cover the cauliflower with Hollandaise sauce and have a
half -moon of string beans on the other.
The color scheme is luscious."
of.

insist

FALSE
TEETH
DAY
90

5th

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

AS

725
Booklet and Material.

CLEVELAND DENTAL PLATE

salt

water
2 tablespoons lemon juice
3 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon paprika
3 egg yolks
In small saucepan, place salt, papStir
water and egg yolks.
rika,
thoroughly. Add butter. Five minutes
before serving lower the pan into boiling water and stir briskly and con_

TODAY for FREE

Write

teaspoon

Yz cup cold

LOW

of

SEND NO MONEY

1

Buy where thousands have
been satisfied. We make
FALSE TEETH for you from
your own impressions.

SATISFACTION protects you.

J. B.
Dept. S1-R2

HOLLANDAISE SAUCE

YEAR

TRIAL

—

on silver

'

CO.

stantly.

East Sr. Louis, Illinois

Watch

butter and

when

it

is

melted sauce will start to thicken.
Raise pan from boiling water and continue stirring, lowering and raising pan
until sauce reaches consistency of soft

all

i§
9

I
1

WANTED
SONG POEMS
Phonograph
made,
to bo set to music.

j

records

Send your poems for our offer and
Rhyming: Dictionary.

FREE

custard. Remove from
lemon juice and serve.

VANDERBILT MUSIC STUDIOS

I

Box 112,

Dept. E. D.

Coney

Island, N. Y.

Sift 4 cups

soda
salt,

Nature

may

attention.

The kidneys

way

taking excess
acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
people
pass
about
pints
a
day.
most
3
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get

Doan's

Pills.
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are Nature's chief

of

flour

in

with Y* teaspoon

(Arm & Hammer) and
and rub

pinch of

them 2 tablespoons
smooth dough with
soured cream roll very

into
to a

Crisco. Work
cup slightly
thin on a floured board, cut in rounds
and bake 5 minutes in a hot oven.
1

Of Tired Kidneys
be warning you that your kidneys need

stir

SOUR CREAM BISCUITS

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
If backache and leg pains are making you miserable, don't just complain and do nothing about them.

range,

;

M-G-M's

favorite

little

comedienne looks

a typical American college girl. Her
hair is brown and curly, her eyes are wide
and blue, and she laughs easily. She's much
prettier than she permits herself to be on
like

the screen.

You never saw a family have such a
swell time together. Since the older sister
Frances married, there are only father,
mother, Virginia, and Mary at home, but
you'd think there was a party in the house
when these four sit down to table. Gales of
laughter threaten to burst the dining room
walls. They are each other's best audience,
and what a home-training
to

that turned out

Dick Moolc, writer, keeps his five-year-old
promise to Ray Milland to make shrimp, as
you get in Arnaud's, New Orleans, for him.
It isn't what they say, so far as I can discover
it's the little things they do,
the
varying expressions and gestures. I caught
it and so would you. You simply die when
they clown, but it doesn't sound funny, writ;

ten down.

"Panama Hattie" had just been sneakpreviewed, and four studio executives called
up in turn to tell Virginia she was a smash
hit. Virginia, so far as I could observe, did
nothing but lie on the couch with the telephone, saying "Thank you" with gestures.
But oh, what screen audiences missed
If she is half so amusing in "Du Barry
Was a Lady" you're going to ache from
laughing for three days after you see the
show.
The O'Briens built their roomy white
house in the valley seven years ago, when
all three girls were at school. Purple lantana and pink geraniums twine around the
white picket fences. All the rooms have that
lived-in look. "This is where people have
fun" they seem to be saying.
There's a war going on, so the silver gray
drapes are reinforced with midnight blue
black-out curtains, which make an interesting effect. There are big fireplaces in
both living room and playroom. The playroom, by the way, was a patio and lawn
when the family moved in, but Mr. O'Brien
developed it into the present knotty pinewalled, half-tile, half-brick floored place for
recreation and study. Everybody's hobbies
are housed here father's "Navy books"
(Mr. O'Brien, a deputy district attorney, is
about to become an officer of the Merchant
Marine and engage in his third war),
mother's string rugs, Virginia's piled-up
press books and fan mail, Mary's collection
of decorated gourds.
Many of the girls' friends are in uniform
now and Virginia spends spare time at
Army camps entertaining. They expect to

—

welcome Army, Navy, Air Corps and
Marine servicemen at many a party this
holiday

season.

You'd know they wouldn't do things the
same way other people do even when it's
games. The O'Brien girls just now turn
,

almost everything into relay races. You
play gin rummy as a relay race, if you're
at their house. For this, guests are divided
into two teams and tables are set up in both
living room and playroom, and numbered.
You are supposed to play your game as

the winners of the first
fast as you can
table through get into a second game with
the winners of the first table that finishes,
and the idea is to get through the required
number of games ahead of all the rest. You
;

change partners each time and your tally is
credited with "first" finishes, wins, and
scores.

"The Game," known

be

SCREENLAND

also as "quotations,"

a relay
a form of charades, is also done as
umpire
teams are formed.
race.
makes out a list of slogans, quotations, picon, and
titles, or whatever is decided

An

Two

ture
partner
stands with them in the hall. His
The
plays exciting, swift-tempo music.
teams take over two rooms and the captains
first
of each one dash to the umpire for the
and the idea
title. Each gets the same title,
someone to act
is for each team to choose
The
out the title, then have the rest guess.
minute a team guesses, its captain dashes
finishing
out for the second title. The team
first wins.
Very likely, there will be an overflow
holiday
of young guests coming in after the
buffet
dinner, so Virginia plans to serve
later. If coffee is rationed by that

supper
and
time, she thinks she'll serve fruit punch
and some
soft drinks, turkey sandwiches

grand

tidbits that

little

have that "differ-

ent" flavor.

Crowds

at the O'Briens'

have a way ot

growing and the housekeeper has discovered
expanda way of keeping up with them by
ing viands. Knox Spread will augment butadd some
ter, make it easier to spread and
of those talked-about vitamins.

KNOX SPREAD
Knox
envelope
Gelatine
Y\ cup cold water
1

1

lb.

Sparkling

good butter

pint milk
Soften gelatine in water, then place
in a dish of hot water and stir until
gelatine is thoroughly dissolved. Cut
butter in small pieces, place in dish
over hot water until quite soft, but
1

don't melt. Gradually whip milk and
gelatine into butter with egg beater or

Add salt to taste. Pack
into dish and place in refrigerator until
firm.
Some of these "different" sandwiches,
which are cut into fancy shapes have these
electric mixer.

fillings

CHUTNEY FILLING
chopped
Y\ cup Knox Spread, Yx cup
fruit from chutney, 6 tablespoons chutney

—

!

:

juice.

the spread, blend in juice and
fruit. Set over hot water and stir for a
moment until spread is dissolved. Chill
until ready to serve.

Cream

Gene

Blue
Y\ cup of the spread, Ya cup
Moon Parmesan cheese^ dash of cayenne, few drops of Worcestershire
sauce, Yi teaspoon Gulden's mustard.
Cream the spread, blend with cheese
and remaining ingredients. Keep in refrigerator until ready to use.

Autry's Advice

to Youth in

War

Time

"When
came,

I

news about Pearl Harbor
Columbia Broadcasting

the

was

at the

Station rehearsing for a broadcast. The
engineer came into the room where I was
and told us the news. All that day and all
night I kept my ear glued to the radio for
news just like everyone else in America.

And

—

everyone

like

else,

I

knew

that

war

But I couldn't enlist
right away. There were many things at
stake that had to be straightened out."
There was Gene's contract with Republic.
There were the pictures the Gene Autry
that had been promised
box-office pictures
the exhibitors. There was the question of

would be

declared.

—

—

Gene's personal income. When he stopped
working for Republic, his income from pictures would cease, but he would still owe
his income tax. It was a tax Gene was
proud and happy to pay but did he have
enough money to pay his tax after his
movie income ceased and also to see his
wife through these perilous times? And how
would she feel about it? They'd been
married for ten years, and she'd stuck by
him loyally through thin times and good
ones. She knew about the time when Gene
had written "Gene Autry, America's biggest
flop" on his dressing-room door and decided

—

to become a baseball professional. And
she'd seen him become one of America's
greatest successes. She'd been beside him,
encouraging him, inspiring him, helping him
all that time. He'd never done anything important without consulting her. His heart

Gene what he must do now. But he
it would be to say. goodby
to Ina Mae, his wife, the only woman who
had ever been important in his life. What
would she say when he told her it was his
duty to go?
There was Gene's rodeo show, which was
worth about $150,000. And there were the
boys who counted on it for work to do each
year. There was the problem of getting
somebody to run it.
There was Gene's radio show.
And there were the people whom Gene
calls his family, though they're no blood kin
told

knew how hard

They

are the people

who have

worked with him for seven or eight years
his secretary and other people who take
care of inquiries about Gene, photographs
of Gene, his fan mail, and so on. "I couldn't
leave them hopelessly stranded without

Garden.

And

Gene,

who

is

Yankee horse trader when

shrewder than a

comes to business, received a certain share in the stocks
it

^-of-the new and enlarged rodeo. This new
rodeo will now be the largest one in the

world
But when

in

privacy

of

his

dressing

room,

too.

Science
that
don't

now shows

most

fat

people

have to remain
overweight any longer.
Except a comparatively few cases, every one
ABDO
of these thousands of MEN

now

persons can

re-

duce quickly and safely
without unwarranted exercise, discomfort

—

it

comes

to the

/

I

Something New

w

1

THIGHS

Safe, Easy, Quick
of these thouof whom have
to reduce by following
and
food fads, menus, etc.
failed? If you are, here's

Are you one
sands, most
tried

—

CALVES

something new, what modern
science has discovered on reducing foods, drugs and deHere's how you can
vices.
reduce scientifically, with new
and
health and attractiveness
without unnecessary exercise,
dieting, massage, etc

—

The

"Can be used

quickly and easily."
Michigan State Medical
Journal says: "Gives
positive advice and instructions." M edical
World says: "Should be
read from cover to cover
before starting any treatment." Journal of American

says:

Osteopathic Assn.
"Of value to phy-

sicians

and

laymen

alike."

Also praised by

"Complete

Re-

Weight

ducer," a wonderful new book,
has just published these marvelous reducing revelations.
No matter how overweight yoa
may be from non-glandular dysfunctions, these measures will
help slim you considerably in
a few short weeks. Just follow
the simple directions on general reducing and spot reducing on abdomen, double chin,
hips, neck, thighs, arms, legs,
etc., at once and your reducible
pounds and inches of excess fat
will go down, down, down . . .
until you soon feel like a different person, with Dew pep

Medical Journal

Illinois

ANKLES

Simple Directions
Guaranteed Harmless

Endorsed In
Medical Journals
says:

-

many

and popularity.

editors and columnists

Send No Money
Examine It

FREE

You need send no money

—

just

mall

We will send you
COMPLETE WEIGHT REDUCER

the

5 days' free examination.

ar-

coupon

now.

When

rives, deposit $1.93 (plus a
for postage and handling)

postman. Follow

its

it

foe

few cents
with tha

simple instructions

immediately

and start reducing. If
you are not convinced
that this shows you the way to considerable weight loss, pounds and inches,
you may return it and we will instantly

within

5

days

refund your deposit of $1.03 in full.
Remember you risk nothing in maillna
the coupon. This is your great opportunity of becoming slimmer and slimmer. So act

NOW

I

HARVEST HOUSE
70

Fifth

Ave., Dept. N-688.

New

York

Please send me at once in plain package, for 5 days*
free examination, the COMPLETE WEIGHT REDUCER. When it arrives. I will deposit $1.98 (plus a
few cents for postage and handling) with the postman.
If within 5 days of following its simple reducing instructions, I am not completely satisfied, I may return it and you will refund my full deposit of $1.93.
Otherwise. I will keep it and the deposit will be considered payment in fulL

Army, Gene

about being a good business man.
Army lets me make a personal appearance at the rodeo in New York this

forgets
"If the

f,

or diets.

Gene told me.
All those problems had to be solved
and were.
Republic Pictures? The men at the head
of that company know that Gene may never
be able to make another picture for them
until the war is over. But they feel, as Gene
does, that the Republic of the United States
comes ahead of Republic of Hollywood.
If the Army allows Gene to take off a
few weeks to make one or two pictures a
year, Gene will be in there pitching. If it
doesn't want him to make pictures while
he's in service, that's all right with Gene,
His rodeo has been combined with the
Madison Square Garden Rodeo, and will be
run by Everett Colburn of Madison Square

him

Pounds Off Hips, Etc.
No Danger

jobs,"

too.

Ray not only made Moolt keep promise to prepare dish for him, but made him serve it to

REDUCE
FAT

Continued from page 39

to Gene.

PARMESAN CHEESE

-

all

["GREENLAND

ADDRESS
Check here If you want to save postage. Enclose
$1.93 with, coupon and we ship prepaid. Same
return privilege with

refund guaranteed.
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'H EN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

it

11

V

I

NG

LOT O N
I

on the gums

it

from your druggist today
At farewell party tor Leo Brody, junior executive of Paramount Pictures in New York, before
his induction
into the Army, Barbara Britton, beautiful starlet, was decorative guest.

"AWoman may Marry
whom She Likesir

Fall, the

—said Thackeray. Thi9 great
author knew the power of women — better than most women

wish,

Army
No

Men are helpless inthehands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have suet/''
powers. You can develop and use them to win a
lusband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
do.

I

/

of "Fascinating Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send ua
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"— an inter-

esting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent In plain wrapper.
Psychology Press, Dept. 86-L, St. Louis, Mo.

VISI T

|-

HAND'S

Just rub
Buy

.

-

specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

DR.

1

\

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby

TEETH

¥H

B

YOUR D RUG STORE

OCTOBER 2-12

SONG WRITERS
Work with Hollywood

studio,

composer and arranger.

Publication royalty basis.

6912 Hollywood

RADIO MUSIC CO.
Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Hair

money

get for

I

it

will all

go for

relief."

doubt, if
that will

Gene
be

a

gets his
sizeable

cherished

chunk

of

money.

Gene has talked

company, Republic, about taking care of "his family" and
keeping them together. And it seems very
to his

probable right now that Republic will keep
his secretary and the other people who take
care of Gene's fan mail. They know that
they have a great investment in Gene and
one that will pay huge dividends when the
war is over. So Republic may pay the salaries of these people. If it doesn't, they still
won't face the loss of their jobs! For Gene
will not let them go. By hook or crook, if
Republic doesn't pay their salaries, Gene

—

will.

His radio show?
"I think I may be able to continue those,
for they come on Sundays. The Army realizes morale is worth something, and for
morale and the kids who like me, I'll carry
on my radio programs if I can. They say I
have 35,000,000 kid followers, and I think
it's important that they be entertained.
"In some respects the program won't
change. But I think it's important that the
youngsters of America realize what the
Air Corps means and I hope we will have
true stories and incidents in my program
about the Air Corps."
Gene need not have feared what his
the day he
wife's reaction would be.
first told her that he thought he ought to
join, she looked at him with eyes that were

On

even

bright with her faith and pride in him. And
if there was a hint of unshed tears in those
eyes, a mere man wouldn't notice that. But
Gene heard the ring of pride in her voice,
when she said softly, "If that's what you
want to do, then it is what you should do,
I think."

razors.

Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.

Gene said to me, "She wants me to do
what I think is right. And I think joining

My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual

up

OFF

Happy!
_ "
'

Chin Arms

I

couraged. Tried

had ugly

many

Face
Lips
Legs

hair . . . was unloved
different products . .

.

.
.

.

dis-

success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O. Box

401U, Merchandise Mart, Dept. SS-331 Chicago.
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is

right."

Already Gene's action in joining the Air
Corps has inspired other young men to do
the same thing. For instance, there is Carl

SCREENLAND

Cotner, who has been his stand-in for four
years. Carl is a slim, handsome chap, about
the same build as Gene. He's twenty-six
years old. He used to know Gene in the

days when both of them were appearing
over the radio over stations
in Chicago and over
in Louisville, Kentucky. In those days Gene played the guitar
and sang, and Carl Cotner used to play the
fiddle for Gene. A few months ago, when
Gene was in Washington with Carl Cotner
(both men were appearing in a rodeo there)
Gene told Carl that he intended to sign up.

WHAS

WLS

And Carl got interested. So now that Gene
has been accepted, Carl intends to enroll,
too.

On the set of "Bells of Capistrano," I
talked to Carl and also to Smiley Burnette,
who has been with Gene for twelve years
four years in radio and eight years in pictures.
Gene Autry picture without
Smiley Burnette in it for comic relief just
wouldn't seem right. Smiley has been in
every Gene Autry picture since they first
made "In Old Santa Fe" together.
"I feel kinda lonesome already, thinkin'
how it will be without Gene," Smiley told
me. "Only last night he and his wife had
dinner at my home, and I ran off records

A

from our first picture, 'In Old Santa Fe,'
which we made with Ken Maynard. They
were records of Gene singin' In Old Santa
singin' Mama Don't 'low No
Music. It was kinda fun, listenin' to those
records and reminiscin' about the old days.
But there was kind of a catch in my throat
when we got through, knowin' it might be
a long time before Gene and I would be together again. Still, whenever Gene gets
ready to make pictures again, I'll be waitin'
for him."
Republic hasn't quite solved the problem
of what it's going to do with Smiley now
that Gene will be gone. Gene has been urging that they star his friend. Smiley himself doesn't insist that they make him a star,
but he did say to me. "I hope they use me
as comic relief in a feature picture
not a
Western. I don't want to play second fiddle
to a new cowboy. If they starred me in

Fe and me

—

—
—

comic Westerns, that would be different.
But Gene is the only person I'd want to
play second fiddle to in a Western. Of
course, I'm under contract for a year, and
they could make me do it, but then I'd quit
jvepublic at the end of the year if they did
that. For I couldn't appear in everybody's
Westerns, and if Gene came back to make
a picture, I'd want to be free to be in his,
not someone else's. Sure, Republic could
have the body but not my heart if they
made me play stooge to some new cowboy.
heart is
My heart would not be in it.
with Gene."
I said, "Maybe you'll be joining Gene in
the Army."
There was a wistful look in Smiley s
eyes. "I'm afraid not," he said. "You see,
I have five dependents, a girl of four and a
boy of two, my wife, my mother and father.
Then I'm about 70 pounds overweight and
probably I wouldn't pass the I. Q."
Smiley was trying to put the whole thing
on a light plane when he ran down his intelligence quotient, but I could see he was
deeply moved. For after all, one of the best
friends he has in the world is joining the
Army, and Smiley can't follow him.
Well, after that I talked some more to
Gene. "How do you feel about the conscientious objectors?" I said.
I was thinking of Lew Ayres, but I didn't
mention his name, for I knew it wouldn't be
fair to ask Gene to pass judgment on the
action of a fellow actor.
Maybe Gene knew I was thinking of

My

Lew. Maybe

not.

Anyway, he

said, "I dis-

agree with the conscientious objectors. Oh,
that if we
I know it's a wonderful theory
all threw away our guns, wars would be
over. But I don't believe it. I'd like nothing

—

better

if it

were

true.

But

if

we threw away

our guns, other countries would step all
over us. They wouldn't throw away theirs.
However, nobody has a right to criticize a
conscientious objector if that is his honest
belief, For that's what we're fighting for
so that every man can be free to say what
he really thinks."
Then I asked Gene if he wouldn't give
some advice to young men. I reminded him
of the time a few years ago long before the
dark shadows and clouds of war crept over
our country, when I asked his advice to
young men for this magazine. And he'd
such
given serious, inspirational advice
simply homely advice as Be sincere, don't
be too quick with the wisecracks, don't be
afraid to start with a small company
:

things like that.

"Would you add anything now
at

war?"

that we're

I asked.

"Yes," said Gene. "I think every man
regardless of his position or social standing
should do what he can to help win the war.
I don't mean every man must shoulder a
gun. It's entirely up to the individual and
his draft board where he'll fit in best
shouldering a gun or working in a plant
that's helping win the war or doing some
essential work for civilians. Every young

man

should give everything he can to the
need specialists as much as
in front lines. All I say is, do everything you can to help win the war.
"If you join the Army or Navy, don't
mind starting at the bottom. To learn something, you've got to start at the bottom
and work up.
can't all be generals or
admirals.
"It's true some people have been appointed to big commissions who don't seem
to deserve them. But lots of them deserved
their commissions, for they're specialists in
their line of business like C. R. Smith (I
don't know his full name) who's Colonel
of the Ferry Command, a commission he
well deserves, for he's president of the
American Airlines. He's probably the most
up-to-date young man in aviation today.
Don't be jealous of the men with big com-

war
men

effort.

We

We

Earn yours and

missions.
of it.

you'll be

proud

"Put winning the war ahead of everything else. Everybody ought to be thinking
of winning the war instead of anything
else. Sure, it's tough for a youngster who's
learned a trade or profession at college to
give it up to go into the Army. But it's
tougher to lose the war. Then what he's
learned would be no good to anyone except maybe the Nazis.
"By the same token, every company with

—

some employees who have

enlisted ought to

decide to take 'em back when they come
marching home from war. I think it's downright un-American not to take these men
back."
In addition to parting from friends of
long standing, Gene has one four-footed
friend from whom he plans to part. That
four-footed friend is known to Autry fans
the world over. Champ, Autry's well-loved
horse, who has been with his master all
over the world.
as

"Champ will be left on Melody Ranch,
my home is called." (Gene's other home

to the ground, and only a stump
of the old home is left.) "There will be a
man to see that Champ gets his oats. I
guess," chuckled Gene, "Champ wouldn't
do so badly in the war. He's been a flying
horse. He's been in planes with me. He's
been all round the world with me. But I
haven't asked the Army to take him with
me now. I think he deserves a rest after
being hauled all over the world."
Gene, who has made thousands a week
in the past, will work for $70 a month now
hardly enough to pay for the stamps for
letters he sends out. But it doesn't matter
Gene knows how important it is to save
America and wants to do his part.
In pictures, Gene has always played a
pretty righteous hero, one who wouldn't
draw a gun except in self-defense. This war
isn't so very different after all. Gene says,
"In the Westerns, you're supposed to shoot
only for the right and in self-defense. In
this war, I figure if I'm called on to shoot
or throw bombs, it will be in self-defense.
didn't start the war. Our enemies did.
"I don't hate the Japs as a race, or feel
that all Germans are necessarily skunks.
< Their
leaders, yes. But maybe they're not
all anxious to make war on us. Maybe if
it was put to a vote, they'd have voted
against it. Hating everybody isn't going to
settle the world's troubles. We're fightin_
more for what we love than against what
we hate. But we've got to shoot first and
talk afterwards. Then maybe we can make
a deal where everyone's happy. And l think
after the war's over, maybe America will
didn't after
have to police the world.
the last war, and look what happened."
Then Gene grinned, a bit shamefacedly
as if he felt that the subject was too deep

was burned

—

We

We

doing what he can in
the war effort right now. After tha*;, the
big statesmen can solve world problems
or at least try to do it.
"I first asked to enroll in the Air Corps
in May, when I was in Washington," Gene
told me. "They just smiled and said, 'We'll
let you know.' About a month ago, I was

His

he

job,

feels

was the thrilling verdict
gave MARY ARMSTRONG, of
Beaumont, Texas, first prize winner in the
"Lovely Eyes" contest sponsored by
Camille Glamor-Eyes Makeup. Now, as
guest of Republic Pictures, Miss Armstrong
goes to Hollywood to begin work in a
Republic film. She also will be presented
with a stunning fur coat by /. J. Fox,

"Loveliest eyes",

judges

"America's largest furriers".
OTHER PRIZE WINNERS: Doris Jackson,
Long Island— a striking 6-piece wardrobe
by Townley Frocks; Bettie Reid, Sacraexquisite diamond wrist watch
by Gruen; Mary Brennan, Philadelphia—
scholarship in fashion modeling at May-

mento—an

fair

Mannequin Academy; Dolores

Hollywood

— genuine

And

the following winners each
a set of lovely Karu costume
jewelry — Mary Le Blanc, Baton Rouge;
lace.

receive

Jean Burkhart,

Louisville;

Adeline Andreis, Long Island.
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clothes except my cowboy suits, because
figured my fans might become disillu-

they saw me wearing street
But a uniform is different. I figure
a uniform is the one suit of clothes I can
put on these days that won't disillusion
sioned

if

clothes.

anyone."
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of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into
your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.
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that never cakes or stiffens. Ask for Camille and
frame your eyes with natural-looking loveliness.

is

"I'll be proud to wear the Army Air
Corps uniform. Of course, on account of
the fact that I haven't been out of cowboy
clothes for about eight years, it's going to
seem a little funny at first wearing a uniform, but I'll get used to it. You know,
like I once told you, in the past eight years
I've never worn a business suit or any suit

Rosanne Perry,
York City;

New

Buffalo; O/ive Midgetto,

;

accepted.

Miller,

Tec/a pearl neck-

Ask for Carter's

Little Liver Pills. 10i

and
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—and the

discovery that she had a temper
which required stifling. She promptly stifled
it and has been stifling it, at odd moments,

ever since.
By the time she went into "Scaramouche"
she had conquered her gorge and was as
amiable as a Cheshire cat. She got seven
dollars for her work in "Revelation," but in
"Scaramouche" she got a great deal more.
Approximately twenty dollars more, to be
exact. It promptly joined the seven dollars
and various other sums she'd accumulated
through recitals, etc., in her personal bank
account. She never had a piggy bank. She
never even had a pig.
After her initial success, she wanted to
go right on with her picture career, but

Harry Goodspeed said, "No," very
She could play bits during the va-

Dr.

firmly.

cation seasons, if the opportunity presented
itself, but she had to finish her schooling,
by parental edict. She picked up bits here
and there during the permitted lacunas and
increased her mounting store of bullion
thereby.

High School, she
began to haunt the studios. One studio she
haunted was Samuel Goldwyn's. There was
Finishing Los Angeles

Hetty Jlou

puffs are

yet they cost no more

something about the glamor of the sage of
United Artists that fascinated her. There
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one new and different to dance with Astaire
and sing with Crosby.
The catch was that all of these desirabilities had to be incorporated in one carcass.
And a
one. Ginger Rogers and Rita
Hayworth had ridden to stardom on Astaire's flying coattails and Sandrich, as the
producer, wanted to develop a new sparkler.

also another reason for her interest
in that corporation. She'd applied for work
at the Goldwyn casting office and a youthful assistant casting director had told her
that she'd never get a contract out of him
because movie contracts weren't given for
pretty faces only.
She decided to show him who could and
who couldn't get contracts. Exactly one
year later she got a contract with him. It
was a life contract and that's how she be-

came Marjorie Reynolds. His name was
Jack Reynolds and they're still married,
but enthusiastically.
She began to get work as a dancer, but
not at Goldwyn. She went to Paramount,
instead, and danced in the line in such
gay numbers as "College Humor," "Collegiate," "The Big Broadcast,'' etc. Paramount's dance supervisor at the time was
a young man with the priceless name of
Danny Dare. If you ever heard anything
cuter than that outside of a Kipling poem,

Comes now
The Daring

that Flying Young Man With
Ideas, if you'll pardon a new

record for the standing broad pun. Ergo,

Danny Dare.
Danny'd never forgotten how devastating
j ore Moore had been in his chorus line.
Somewhere back in the multifarious archives of his memory he had filed a mental
envelope on her. Aware of the imperative
demand for something new, he went out
looking for Marjorie Moore.
He found no record of a Marjorie Moore
anywhere. He whisked through files, called

Mar

agencies, only stopped short of the morgue.
Just- as his hopes of uncovering a new
Rogers were fixing to emit a gloomy
"Bloop" and expire, someone told him that
a girl answering the description he gave
was at that moment engaged in single-

stemming a stampede over at
Monogram.
Danny finally located her at three o'clock

handedly

the following morning,

by telephone.

He

gave her

fifteen minutes to reach his studio.
"I can't do it; I'll come in in the morning," Marjorie protested, sleepily.
"If you've got sense enough to pour beer
yelled
out of a boot, you'll make it

NOW,"

Danny.
Marjorie made it. When she walked into
Danny's studio she found it occupied by
one wide awake and excited male (Danny)
and one soporific and indignant male
(Sandrich). Danny had hauled him out of
the Ostermoor, too.
"This had better be good, but VERY
good," said he gloomily.
"It will, Butch, it will," said Danny, flipping on a Victrola record. Then he seized
Marjorie and went into an Astaire pirouette. At the end of three minutes Sandrich
was in the groove. Thirty seconds later he
jumped up and cut a rug, himself. He'd
gotten a look at Marjorie's China doll face
and huge, expressive eyes and capitulated.

Or

apparently

so.

"My

garsh!" he exclaimed, suddenly.
"Can this baby sing?"
"Sing?" Danny drew a long breath.
"Like a teakettle!"
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Her husband told her that if she intended to stay in pictures she'd have to do
it
with her brains and not her gams.
Obediently she threw her dancing slippers
into a moldy corner of the attic and turned
to legitimate stuff. She took up a career of
polishing chairs in casting offices until

RKO

needed someone lithe and frail to add the
delicate touch to a Horse Opera and she,
breaking fast and holding her speed through
the three miles from her home to Melrose
and Gower got the job.
She was a solid success in Westerns. Not
only was she frail, tender and beautiful, but
she could act. There was something of the
quality of the frank and open West in her
straightforward, forthright personality and
it went over big with the Yip-pee trade.
Within five years she made forty cliff
hangers and had played opposite every top
Western star except Gene Autry.
She had more or less resigned herself to
a career of smelling moldy hay and bran
mash when something startling happened
•

at

Paramount.

Irving

Berlin

and Mark

Sandrich got together and the result was
the script of "Holiday Inn." To make it
more terrific, Fred Astaire whipped up
eight new routines and Bing Crosby accepted the dual lead with the Omaha Antelope. All Paramount needed was some-

SCREENLAND

In scene with Don Porter,
portrays title role In mystery film, "Madam
Spy," her first movie since birth of her baby.

Constance Bennett,

—

"

HE

"Oh, dear !" said Marjorie. "What
said
"Listen, Boss," pleaded Danny, "with
that rhythm, how could she help but sing?
Besides, she doesn't have to sing much.
People will be listening to Crosby sing.
Just so she can make with the mouth

more pairs of slacks than she does dresses.
She believes, profoundly, in hanging on
to her money. Currently she's buying war
bonds. She has very definite likes in men.
She likes them around five feet, ten inches
(The
tall with dark hair and blue eyes.
Hollywood draft board had a card which

you know."

said,

Sandrich got the point. So did Marjorie.
She'd sung a little, in high school, and she
had a light, sweet voice. They agreed that
she should go to a vocal coach immediately,
provided Astaire approved her dancing. The
next day he did and she began her voice
work. The result can be seen, or heard, in
"Holiday Inn." It qualifies as one of the
Miracles of 1942.
Put on your tin hats, pals, the chestnuts
are going to start dropping. Marjorie_ Reynolds is, call it corn or what you will, so
startlingly normal as to amount to a para-

Goldwyn

—

—

dox

in

Hollywood. She

isn't

brilliant

and

says so herself. She isn't overly ambitious
and admits it. She doesn't want to have
ten children, she'll settle for eight. She
doesn't say her married life is perfect, she
merely says it's swell. She drives her own
car and it isn't a convertible with hot and
cold running pedestrians attached, it's a
simple, undistinguished business coupe.
She doesn't care for The Strip night life,
but not because of her career, her darling
little home or the necessity of giving all
her spare time to making her husband
happy. She'd rather play stud poker. She
plays well, if she does say so herself, prehunches rather than
ferring to apply
psychology because it's less of a strain on
the cerebellum.
She eats anything she likes because she's
on the tnin side. She cooks, not because she
thinks it's cute, but because she hasn't felt
sufficiently affluent to hire a cook, until
recently. She doesn't write plays, or poetry,
or bocks, or paint and she doesn't work in

own garden with her little, dimpled
hands. Her favorite dessert is cake; any

her

.

kind of cake. Except cheesecake of the
glamor photography school. She says her
legs are too skinny for that. For the same
reason she wears slacks whenever she can,
her sole sartorial indulgence. She owns

Rudy

height, five feet, ten
studios
inches; eyes, blue; hair, dark brown.) You
run into the darndest coincidences in this
business And now Uncle Sam has a new
soldier who is also the proud husband of

A

—

feminine companionship. "The men I work
with in pictures and on the radio often wonder why I don't loll around with them, join
their stag nights. If they could have been
me all the years when every night I played

Cream Deodorant
safely

;
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Stops Perspiration

!

Marjorie Reynolds.
She reads in bed and she doesn't sleep in
the bottoms of her pajamas, or the tops,
either, because she prefers a nightgown.
She doesn't snore and she never wears a
girdle.

"My

wearing a girdle would be like putrubber tires on a canoe," she says.
Which probably means she doesn't need
one, or wouldn't have any place to anchor it.
She likes to dance, but won't commit
herself on whether she prefers to dance
with Fred Astaire or Jack Reynolds. She
isn't an especially avid jitterbug, but she
old-fashioned
doesn't pretend she likes
waltzes any better than jive. She just likes
ting

to dance, that's

She likes music, adhering to a middleof-the-road normality in this, too. In other
words, she prefers semi-classical stuff, thus
splitting the difference between classics and
jazz, or swing. She's going to be normal if
it kills her. And me.
There

is

Guaranteed by ^2
Good Housekeeping

<?

all.

an unwritten law

in

Hollywood

that being picked by Fred Astaire as his
dancing partner, or Bing Crosby as his
crooning ditto, is equivalent to being presented with a gold-embossed ticket to fame.
Mar j ore not only drew one. of these
gilded Annie Oakleys, she drew them both.
One day she was knocking herself out trying to be glamorous in a pair of leather
britches and a hickory shirt and the next
she was being tapped for Skill and Crosby,
so to speak.
It's things like this which make America
the land of opportunity for girls with big
brown eyes and dimples and Hollywood the
most pleasantly goofy place on earth.
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"Jack Reynolds, production manager,

Vallee's Love

really cares about you. Perhaps it will be
just the company of the right girl by my
side
maybe the pres'sure of her hand or the
feel of her in my arms when we dance or
when we embrace. I know the majority
of men are not so dependent on the companionship of women as I am. They are
perhaps happier for their independence. For
I have been very lonely."
It is well known that Rudy was married
several years ago. He married a tall beauteous brunette, Fay Webb.
girl, his friends
say, who was swept off her feet by Rudy's
fame, rather than by Rudy himself. Be that
as it may, Rudy built a palace of pink stucco for his bride. He enshrined her in its
luxurious elegance. Theirs promised to be
the perfect marriage. And when it suddenly
terminated, Rudy never quite recovered
from the shock, the hurt. Her death years
later was a second blow. Today, he admits,
"I was terribly hurt
but I am not cynical.
I know that the thing I want most will be
for me if I keep striving to find it."
Rudy himself explains this preference for

N6W

with orchestras, and stood from ten in the
evening until the wee small hours of the
morning, watching other young men dance
by me holding in their arms the most beau-

in 10(5

and 59p

jars)

Buy a Jar of ARRID today at any
store which sells toilet goods.

creatures that my eyes had ever seen,
and when the band would go outside for a
breath of air alone and at a distance I
had to watch them arm in arm under the
moon, then they'd understand
"Part of my life has been spent watching
other men with beautiful women returning the ardor of the men with whom they
were dancing, nestling close with eyes
closed, cheek to cheek, wrapped in bliss,
tiful

When

—
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waltzing to the strains of my music. I was
always the onlooker.
"I certainly wouldn't presume to define
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— or those who

But I do expect and want it to be
natural that the girl who says she loves me
should keep a certain warmth and sweetness for me alone. The girl who gushes and
love.
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the statement that she loves me only.
"I believe that if we consider the search
for happiness down to the ultimate analysis,
happiness is found in the companionship Gf
someone to care for and to do for and to be
loved by."
Rudy is sincere in expressing his
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thoughts. But he doesn't believe a gentleman recites his experiences with women or

name them. So he doesn't. But it is known
in Hollywood that Rudy has sought and in
turn has been sought by many of the film
belles. Alice Faye, whom he brought with
him as a featured songstress with his band,
when he entered movies, long carried a
torch for Rudy. In his book he mentioned
only one girl Mary Brian. He wrote he had
many happy times with her. Pat Dane was'
Rudy's steady date for a couple of years.

But with all of the gorgeous beauties Rudy
has known, perhaps none reserved for him
alone their entire attention, which was
probably divided on a career or that certain warmth and sweetness that he expresses. Rudy is very certain, however, that
he will not let himself in for hurt again.
When Gene Tierney first came to Hollywood, Rudy saw her entering a night club.
"There is a girl I must meet," he exclaimed
impetuously. He not only met Gene but he
plied her with flowers and perfumes and

—

records.

"There

is

marry

a girl I'd like to

if

can win her," Rudy added. Gene reflected
culture and refinement distinguished by her
I

beauty. But the capricious Gene was quite
the toast of Hollywood. Eventually she

married Oleg Cassini. And Rudy's interest
had meanwhile turned elsewhere.
tall brunette type has always appealed
to Rudy Vallee. "I admire beauty and physical attraction tremendously. But also I admire a girl who enjoys housework by that
I mean the taking care of and running of a
home. I would want to feel that the girl I
love, loves me
no mattr what our lot together might be. That she will take me for
better or worse and be loyal no matter what
calamity might befall me."
There is little danger of any severe tests
being imposed on the bride of Rudy Vallee
in material ways. For he is one of the
wealthiest young men in Hollywood.
favorite story concerns an interview between Rudy and Jack Warner, relative to a

A

—

—

A

BRUSH AWAY

Rudy was to make for Warner
Rudy is an astute business man.
Without help or backing he has made his
own way. There was a point of argument
concerning the way Rudy was to be prepicture
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"Now

look here, Rudy,"
exasperated when Rudy persisted on a business
technicality. "You are a public attraction.
But you are not supposed to be a business
man Leave the business end to me."
Rudy thought for a moment and then replied. "Well, I may not be a business man
according to your ideas. But I've made
three million dollars and they don't give it
away. That's good enough business for me."
Completely the business executive, Rudy
designs the radio fare for his broadcasts.
When it comes to girl singers, musicians
and actresses who apply to him for jobs,
Rudy ignores their femininity. He requests
they make recordings of whatever they propose to do on his broadcasts. In turn he
takes the records and spends hours listening
to them before making a decision.
Rudy was consistently given singing roles
in pictures. Little was said about his acting
ability. "In fact, few people thought I could
act. Right from the beginning I've been
used to criticism. I have been called everything from a romantic crooner to an upstart
from Maine with a set of megaphones and
a dripping voice. But if you're in acting
sented in a picture.

business, naturally

finally, slightly

you want

to act."
After a few recent willy-nilly musical
movies, Rudy decided to prove his ability
as an actor.
tested for character roles
at Paramount and came through in "Palm

He

Beach Story." Then "Happy Go Lucky" to
prove his unquestioned ability as a character actor and comedian.
"Of course I don't get the girl but I do
something besides go through motions singing. It is more satisfactory to me."
Rudy may be a sophisticate, but his man-

—

SCREENLAND

and modest with
slow to defend himself
at any time with the male sex. Few people
know that he is an avid athlete. That he
religiously exercises, plays tennis, swims
and boxes. That he can beat anyone to the
punch and really punch One surmises that
his athletic prowess evolved in the days
when hecklers thought crooners were mere
pretty boys. Rudy can't be pushed around
by anyone. Nowadays no one tries.
Rudy has a cock-suredness in his belief
that he can master whatever he sets out tc
accomplish. There is the story of Artie
Shaw's (swing maestro and Lana Turner's
ex-husband) debut in New York at a time
when Rudy Vallee was Broadway's biggest
attraction. Now Artie had played in Rudy's

nei

quiet, unobtrusive

is

But

girls.

he's not

!

—

band, before Rudy struck fame. And Artie
a very good clarinet player. But when
Artie began swinging his clarinet on
Broadway, Rudy nonchalantly picked up the
clarinet and played it too
as a feature
right along with his singing and his sax!

is

—

months ago Rudy purchased his
was originally built by Ann
Harding. Meeting Rudy at the studio, we'd
driven up the long winding mountain roads
to it. Through the high-steel gates, up the
box-hedged drive, onto the turntable which
automatically turns cars around on a high
Six

house, which

precarious knoll. Rudy preceded me up the
long stairway into the sumptuous hallway
oil of Rudy by John Decker, artist
pal of the late John Barrymore, hung in
stately dignity. From the hall we descended
into a luxurious living room
for which
Rudy takes none of the credit. "Ann Hard-

where an

—

designed and arranged everything."
Massive satin upholstered furniture, heavy
rugs imported from Persia, and notable
treasures of art. The dining room is iming

—

resplendent in crystal, velvet, and
silvery opulence. Then through the hallways,
carpeted in thick, soft red, with rooms and
baths, library, cozy nooks on all sides. Down
to his office where a secretary sat at her
typewriter answering mail.
There were guest rooms and at the extreme northwest was Rudy's private suite
done in blue and beige. In spite of the elegance of the room, it looked homey and
lived in. Perhaps because a large picture
of Rudy's mother, old-fashioned in its sim-

posing

a modest frame, stood on a chest

plicity' in

of drawers. Nowhere was there a picture of
any one of the many glamor beauties Rudy
has escorted.
After an inspection tour of three floors of

fabulous house, Rudy turned our
course down to the swimming pool, the
tennis courts, and thence to a second large
building, which quarters his private theater
full-size screen and comand playroom.
fortable theater seats make movies a pleasure to watch. Further, the stage has scenery
this

A

and

sets

and

lights for plays.

The long corridor
room was lined with

leading to the playtrophies and pictures
and honors accorded to Rudy in his fantastic career from soda clerk in a Maine drug
store to fame and fortune. Among others
citation from Henry Morgenthau,
of the Treasury, commending
on his efforts in bond selling and de-

was a

Secretary

Rudy

fense work.

Bob Hope

Rudy has been almost another

making personal appearances
and benefits.
"I expect to enlist at any time now,"
in

for charity

Rudy said seriously at the time of this interview. "I had hoped to make my home
complete first to know that I had a wife
here waiting for me But war doesn't wait

—

on dreams. It is vital actuality. I would
have enlisted before now, except I had two
more movie commitments. But pictures will
not detain me.
"I

was

in the

Navy

as a seaman in 1917.

In 1934 I was made a Lt. Commander on
the Governor's staff of Maine. I don't care
about commissions. I want to do my part

where

I

may

best

fit."

"

Continued from page 43
"Did anyone ask you?" he demanded.
will do me a great favor by keeping
your irresponsible conjectures to yourself."
"Yes, sir," Ronnie said politely, picking
up the model airplane he had abandoned

"You

it,"

Howard went

emboldened by the boy's obvious withdrawal, "is largely an industrial state, although I believe it does grow quite a considerable crop of maize."
He stopped as the older Cavanaughs
came into the room and went over to the
small radio on the desk. "We ought to be
able to get some English news," Mr. Cavanaugh said tensely. "If Jerry hasn't
on,

jammed

it."

His wife looked up as they heard the
sound of enemy planes overhead. "Where
could they have been this way?" she asked.
"The fighting is all up near Belgium."
"I don't know," Cavanaugh straightened
as an English voice came from the radio.
"Unless things are worse than we've heard."
Howard got up and walking over to the
radio, sat himself squarely and solidly in
front of it. This was more like it, this
news coming from the British Broadcasting Company. This was an English voice,
not one of those foreign ones he couldn't
understand. And as they all leaned over attentively, Cavanaugh with his arm thrown
around his wife's shoulder as if to protect
her from the news he felt was coming, the
landlady and an old Frenchman came into
the room and listened too.
It was bad, that news, worse than even

Cavanaugh had

feared.

The Germans had

through, the Maginot Line had
crumbled, the enemy had swarmed through
to the channel ports and the British were
being evacuated at Dunkerque. It was impossible and yet it was true. Then as they
each other came
at
stared helplessly
Churchill's voice, and it was like a lifeline
thrown out to them.
"We shall defend our island whatever the
cost may be." And because it was so calm,
so quiet, the voice made the words more
awesome than ever. "We shall fight on
beaches, landing grounds, in fields, in
shall never
streets and on the hills.

broken

We

surrender."

Howard

sat

straighter

was

in

his chair. It
fallen away

as if twenty years had
from him. Good Lord, he felt as if. he
wanted to cry as the orchestra began playing God Save the King and he stood at

attention.

It

helped being

ferociously at the old
tenaciously in his chair.
"We're well out of

able

to

Frenchman

scowl
sitting

it,
M'sieu'." The
Frenchman shrugged. "Let them have their
war if they want it. Let them die for what-

ever it is they're fighting for. You can see
for yourself it was a great mistake to try
to fight Hitler. He's too strong.
should
have made terms with him when we had the
chance. Meanwhile, we here, we're pretty
lucky. They'll never fight this far south
and even if they did, we could all be across
the border into Switzerland in a half hour."
He leaned forward and tapped Howard's
knee. "That's a very comforting thought at

We

our age."

Howard

"

!

with the station master for my reservation
to London by way of Paris at St. Malo."
"But, M'sieu'!" Madame broke in pleadingly. "You've only been here three days."
"Three days of which I am heartily
ashamed," Howard said as he started

"The Pied Piper"

during the argument.
"Rochester, as I recall

"

looked at him coldly. "Are you
finished?" he demanded, his voice gathering
momentum as he went on. "Then allow me
to inform you, sir, that if ever again you
address one word to me, I shall take the
greatest pleasure in thrashing you within
an inch of your life." He turned to the landlad}-. "There's a train for Paris at nine
o'clock, isn't there?" And as she started to
protest, "I shall be taking it. Please arrange

toward the stairs.
"Mr. Howard!" Cavanaugh took a quick
step towards him. "I hope you're not being
because of anything this man has
can assure you that no one here believes that you're here for
well, any but

hasty,

said. I

—

the best of reasons."

Howard shook

"No."

his head. "I'm here
I'm a pigheaded and selfish old
man. I offered my services to every department of the government in London. But I
was not wanted. I was too old. And so I ran

because

away

a sulky child and

like

I

am

deeply

ashamed of myself."

my

young—

"There

no other point," Howard broke
or old, an Englishman's
place at a time like this is in England, and
is

I shall

"Young

be there in eighteen hours."

He

had almost finished packing when the
knock came on the door and he opened it to
admit Mrs. Cavanaugh. She was a pretty
woman and it distressed him to see the lines
of fatigue in her face and the desolation in

REACHED

I

and

taste of the stuff
It

for that laxative bottle,
the

would scream and run away. She hated

Betty

"But that's not
point, sir," Cavanaugh
insisted. "As you say yourself, you're not

in sharply.

WHENEVER
was

it

upset her something awful

just too strong.'

THEN

TRIED some-

I

thing else. But Betty
rumpus every
time I gave her a
dose. To make matters
worse, the medicine
didn't do her any good.
It was just too mild.'

raised a

her eyes.

"Mr. Howard," she said tensely, "my
husband is an official at the League of
Nations, at Geneva, and he has to go back
to his post tonight. You see, in Geneva they
think Switzerland

is

very likely to be

in-

vaded next and I'm going with him because
if anything happened we'd want to be together. I'm not afraid for myself or my
husband but there are the children. Would
you" she spoke rapidly, knowing if she
hesitated she could not go on
"Mr. Howard, would you take them back with you to
England ?"

—

—

"Do what?" Howard

ONE DAY MY NEIGHBOR

suggested Ex-Lax! I
gave some to Betty and she just loved its fine allchocolate taste. Ex-Lax works so well, too... not
too strong, not too mild — it's just right!

stared at her.

Ex-Lax

"We're so afraid for them," she went on
"and it would only be to Plymouth.
My sister would meet you there with a car.
I know it's asking an awful lot, but

—

effective

is

way!

but

effective

in

a

won't upset the children;
won't make them feel bad afterwards.
No wonder people call it:
tt
gentle

eagerly,

—

It

"You mean

that boy, too?" Howard
sounded almost as appalled as he felt.
"Please!" She tried to smile. "He doesn't
mean to be rude. He's really a very good
child."
"I daresay he is after a fashion,"
said stiffly. "But I must say

Naturally, like any effective medicine, Ex-Lax
should be taken only as directed on the label.

.

—

Howard

"He'll behave, I promise you." It wasn't
only her voice that was pleading now; it
was her eyes that had changed so terribly in
those few hours. "He'll do whatever you say.
And you know Sheila, she'd be no trouble
whatever."
"Sheila is a very decent sort, I admit,"
Howard said doubtfully. "But the boy! It
wasn't just the matter as to whether
Rochester is a state or is not a state. That
is a question for the authorities to decide.
It was his stubborn, dogmatic attitude !"
He looked up sharply as she started toward
the door. "Just a minute! Where are you

going?"
"It was really too much to ask." Her
eyes looked more desperate than ever, with
her lips trying to smile that way. "I apologize for bothering you."
"There's no need flying off the handle,
you know." Howard resorted to his old

camouflage of gruffness. "Those children,
are they er capable of clothing and unclothing themselves and er attending to
themselves in the conventional emerg-

— —

— —

encies ?"

"Oh, but of course!" Even her eyes were
shining now. "Do you really mean oh, it's
so very, very kind of you !"

—

"Not* at
But

all,"

Howard

said

it
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uncomfort-

wasn't until she had left he
realized the enormity of the thing he had
undertaken. Eighteen hours alone with
ably.
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City

The thought appalled him.
The goodbyes weren't harrowing at all.
The older Cavanaughs had themselves so

those children!
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thought this a
their bags
major castastrophe until he discovered
there wasn't a room to be had in the whole
town. He and the children would have to
spend the night in the station among the
tired refugees already huddled there. And
to make matters worse, Sheila got sick
again. That was almost as bad as hearing
there were no more trains running to Paris.
He was conscious of the women looking
suspiciously at Sheila's flushed cheeks and
eyes

and drawing

their

children

contagion, opened her handbag and took
out a bottle of medicine. Howard breathed

when he saw the glaze leave Sheila's
eyes and her lips tremble into a smile as the
woman sat down beside her and cradled her
head in her lap and the little girl with her
began singing an old French nursery rhyme.
All of them joined in then, making the different animal noises that came at the end of
each verse, and at last Sheila began to nod
and all of them settled down to sleep, using
easier
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their bags as pillows.
It was just dawn when

Ronnie excitedly
awakened Howard, saying there was a bus
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Howard took

heart at
the pleasant French
family he had met in Switzerland last year,
lived there and maybe they could help him
leaving for Chartres.
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Production)
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that.

The Rougerons,

get accommodations to St. Malo. He began
feeling confident' again as he put his fishing
rod under one arm and his bags under the

managed somehow to hold Shehand at the same time as he hurried
toward the bus. Most of the people waiting
other and

lia's

Monty Woolley
Roddy McDowall
Anne Baxter

Howard
Ronnie
Nicole Rougeron
Major Diessen
Aristide Rougeron
Mr. Cavanaugh

and Howard

feverish

GIRDLES

(A Twentieth Century-Fox

get off because the train wasn't going any
farther. Why, it was ridiculous, as Howard
tried to shout to the harassed man, their
tickets distinctly read Paris and St. Malo!
There weren't any porters to help with

away from her. Then a middle-aged woman
more courageous than the rest came over
and examined her and when she had satisfied herself there were no spots to show

^gt-M MM [TIfgj

"THE PIED PIPER"

well in hand that the children had almost
the feeling of starting off on a picnic. And
it wasn't too bad on the train either, even
though Sheila got sick as Ronnie had gleefully predicted she would. It wasn't until
they got to the station at Joigny that things
began getting beyond him. Howard stared
incredulously as Ronnie translated the conductor's frantic instructions. They had to

Otto Preminger
J. Carrol Naish
Lester Matthews

Mrs. Cavanaugh

Jill

Esmond

at the station had already crowded into it
but Howard didn't notice the woman who
had been kind to Sheila standing on the
corner alone, crying as she waved a handkerchief in farewell.

Howard sighed with relief that
their way again as he opened

on

they were
one of his

bags and took out some chocolate bars. It
was only as the child took one that he
noticed the little girl who had sung the
nursery rhyme sitting securely between
Sheila and Ronnie.
"Where's your mother?" he demanded.
"That wasn't her mother, sir." Ronnie
was being very casual. "That was Rose's
aunt."

"Well, where is she?" Howard stared
around the bus. "Good Heavens, did we
leave her behind?" And then as the children giggled together "What is this ?
are you giggling at each other like that?
" He
If there's any funny business here
stopped as the little girl, her laughter all
gone in her apprehension, timidly gave him
a dirty scrap of paper with a man's name
and the address of a London hotel written

Why

:

—

on

it.

....

"That's her father," Ronnie said eagerly.
"He's a waiter." And then as Howard
glared at him, realizing that he had another child on his hands, the boy went on
uncomfortably, "The Germans burned their
house down and they didn't have anywhere
to go. Don't you see? I told Madame she
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should speak to you, but she was so scared."
"Come one, come all, eh?" Howard demanded grimly. "Open the flood gates Let
them all in All very neatly arranged, eh ?
Well, perhaps / have something to say on
the subject." He tore the paper into pieces,
steadfastly ignoring the little girl's troubled
eyes. "Does that make it clear?" he demanded. "You understand, my child, that I
have nothing whatever against you personally. It is simply that I do not intend to be
!

!

!"

imposed upon
"Rose doesn't understand what you are
saving, you know," Ronnie said unhappily.
Howard
""Then perhaps yon will !"
glared. "Not to keep you in the dark about
I
do not like children! Particularly
it,
you! Nor do I propose to become the Mecca
of every unfortunate child in France When
!

get to Chartres I shall turn her over to
the authorities and leave it to them to get
her back to her aunt. That's the only intelligent way to deal with the situation and
it's no use crying," he said sharply as he
heard Rose's smothered sob. "Tears are lost
on me. And eat your chocolate." He looked
out of the window as they all began quickly
nibbling the chocolate. Out of all the people

we

world why should he have become
involved, he who never had known how to
in the

handle children, even his own? He cleared
his throat uncomfortably. "What was the
name of that hotel?" he asked.
"The Dickens Hotel, sir," Ronnie said
quickly.

"Never heard of it in my life," Howard
glared. But the children knew it was all
right and now they really began eating
their chocolate, relaxed and happy in the
knowledge that the danger was passed and
Rose was going to be taken care of too.
The bus was making slower and slower
progress

as the road
of all kinds,

began

filling

with

farm trucks, mule
carts, broken-down motor cars and perambulators and wheel-barrows pushed by
dogged men and women trying to save all
that was left to them of their worldly goods.
It was a relief to leave the crowded bus
when one of the tires blew out and go down
the little bank to the stream, even though
any delay meant not only that much more
vehicles

time in reaching England, but that much
more danger. Howard leaned back against
a tree and closed his eyes in exhaustion as
the children paddled in the water. Then he
sat up with a start as he heard the planes
in the sky rushing towards, them.
"Look, they're coming down," Ronnie
shouted.

"No, no !" The words were torn from
Howard. "The}' can't It's impossible."
The screams from the road echoed his
voice as three Stukas flew low over it, their
bombs dropping and the debris flying upward as they exploded. With a cry he
!

pushed the children to the ground and lay
on top of them, shielding them until the
sound of the last plane was gone.
There were no more voices, no more
screaming as he got up again, but the

He cauchildren not to look as they
climbed up to the road again, but their
childish curiosity got the better of them
and Howard heard their stifled cries as
they looked on the dead man and woman
lying beside the wrecked bus. He marched
steadily ahead, pushing now and then as the
others did to make his way on the crowded
road, turning back only to make sure the
children were still there.
It was after he turned to the unpaved,
rutted road leading from the crowds and the
highway that he saw the deserted barn. It
was scarcely the Savoy but it would have
to do and he led the way inside and lighted
the old oil lamp standing there. It was then
he saw the new boy standing just inside the
door, his blank eyes looking past him, seeing nothing,
feeling
nothing.
Howard
looked at the shell-shocked child, his own

silence

was worse, much worse.

tioned the

capacity
hausted.

surprise

for

or

indignation

ex-

"THERE'S

NO ROOM FOR

"Are you with us now?" he asked calmly.

"He can't talk," Sheila said softly, taking
the boy's hand and leading him over. "His
name is Pierre. He told us."
"But he can't talk." Howard looked at
her puzzled. "And yet he told you."
"Yes, sir," Sheila said simply and Howard looked at her perplexed.
"He was in the bus, sir," Ronald explained in a whisper. "The dead people were
his mother and father. He can't speak since
it happened and I don't think he can hear
either."
"I see."

Howard

pulled the small auto-

maton toward him,

his eyes shrinking from
the shock in the small, blank face. "Ronnie, perhaps you'd better take off his shoes
and stockings," he said gently.

He

lay for a long time after the children

settled down to sleep, then he felt a
rustle in the straw and turned to see Ronnie

had

had crawled in beside him.
"Mr. Howard," he whispered. "I'm sorry
I was rude the other night about Rochester.
I was wrong, you know. It's a very important industrial state. I remember very well
now."

"You do ?" Howard looked

at

him

in sur-

then he chuckled his pleasure. "Well,
I'm not such an old fuddy-duddy after all,

prise,

eh?"
"I should sa}- not, sir," Ronnie said with
conviction.
"Decent of you to acknowledge your mistake." Howard's hand reached out and
awkwardly patted his head. "Good night,

boy." And Howard, who had thought
he would never smile again, smiled now as
he turned over to sleep. That Ronnie was
turning out to be an exceptionally nice boy.
It took them two long weary days to reach
Chartres. They had found a deserted perambulator and Howard put their belongings in it and pushed it with the children
straggling along after him. They didn't
look as conspicuously different now as when
they had started out. They could have been

my

any

of the refugees

crowding the road.

And

he was glad of that, going through country
already occupied by the Germans. The best
an Englishman could expect would be a
concentration camp. Getting to the Rougerons now meant more than just being
helped on their journey. It was their one
chance of safety.
But he hadn't counted on the sudden
thrust in his heart when Nicole, the daughter, opened the door. Only last year she and
John had been skiing together, had spent all
their time together at the small winter resort where they were all staying. And now
John was dead, shot down over Helgoland,
his son, who had always been so much
closer to him than his daughter married and
living in America. This vivid, dark girl
brought John back so painfull}-, but still
there was the pleasure, seeing her too. It
was unusual for vacation acquaintances to
be so cordial, he thought as he turned to
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John

greet her mother, coming toward him with
her hand outstretched in warm welcome.
"Please," she whispered as she ushered
them all inside. "Do not speak English out
here. It is not safe for any of us."
Howard hadn't realized that he might be
bringing danger to them too and with a
mumbled apology turned to leave but she

caught at his arm. "No, no !" She smiled.
"We must be careful, that is all. Our
friends are our friends regardless. But
M'sieu'," she stared wide-eyed at the children crowding in behind him, "you did not
have these last year!"
He told her how he had accumulated
them, presenting them in turn. Ronnie and
Sheila and Rose and Pierre. And then his
eyes widened as he saw there was one unaccounted for, a small square-set blond boy
standing there with the others.

"We

seem

to have a

new one
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incapable even of surprise as he looked at
the Rougerons.
"He's been with us on and off since yesterday," Ronnie said. "He's Dutch and his
name is Willem and he says they threw
stones at him in the last town because nobody could understand him and they
thought he was a spy."
"I am occasionally seized with the conviction I'm convoying guinea pigs," Howard said as Madame Rougeron herded the
children toward the kitchen. He turned to
Nicole. "I shan't involve you and your
mother. As soon as we're rested a bit, we'll
be on our way. I was hoping to see your

Bob Pins

NOT
Alike

father."

"We haven't heard from my father for
several months," the girl said quietly. "At
that time he was with his regiment before
Metz."

"You have my sympathy," Howard
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are women always feuding? Can't a
normally intelligent and attractive woman
ever land a husband or get a better job
without resorting to mean little tricks?

Hollywood, where competition among
is greatest, the feuding is maliciously bitter and intense. Betty Grable found
that out when she broke into the movies!
In

women

In a great Silver Screen scoop Betty reveals a few of the feuds she has experienced. She doesn't pull a single punch . .
and the result is a thrilling, candid story
a story that has
you'll thoroughly enjoy
.

—
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NEVER MAKE

By JUDY GARLAND

Now happily married and a top-flight star,
Judy Garland reviews her past and reveals
several hapless mistakes that could have
ruined her whole life!

the
she
stared at her in
brushed the tears from her eyes. "It was just
had a a beautibefore the invasion.
ful three days together. Then he went back.
You wait and wait," she went on dully and
it was as if it were to herself she was talking. "Day after day, you wait for a letter
and then it comes. But it isn't from him.
It's from his squadron. So for a long time

old

also
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less, stainless.
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you don't open it. You sit and hold it in
your hand, wishing you never need open it,
because you know that a letter from his
squadron can have but one news to tell.
But then at last you do open it and then
after that, your whole world is darker than
it was before."
couldn't say anything.

He

sat there together.

after they arrived in the small fishing village near Brest, even with the English Channel there below them, as they sat
on the terrace of her uncle's house, Howard

Even

they were no nearer England when
Nicole asked the man to help him. This
was a new France he was in, a France torn
with suspicion even of its own kin. For it
wasn't only Howard the man was suspicious of. Too many people were collaborating with the Germans for him to trust
even his own niece. Yet, at the end the girl's
eloquence almost convinced him and lie

knew

promised he would think it over. And in
the morning he told them of the young
fisherman who was getting his boat ready
to go to England and join the De Gaulle
forces and that night they made their way
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could

only reach out and take her hand in his and
it was as if she were his daughter as they

88

fiction story of

PLUS

should you come?" he whispered as they sat on the train at last. "It
will be a long and not a very safe trip.''
"I had to come," she said simply. "It is a
thing that I must do, because of John."

women.

"ARABIAN NIGHTS"

fore to a stiff, ill-fitting skirt and blouse
and a kerchief was tied peasant fashion over
her hair. And it wasn't until he had changed
into the laborer's smock she gave him and
said goodbye to her mother and herded the
children to the railroad station, that he
realized she was going with them to Brittany where she had said her uncle might
help him and the children to get to England.

why

all
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Why

But Howard's thoughts were far away
with his son and he didn't notice her tears
as she hurried out of the room. And later
when she came back he realized he must
have slept, for it was dark and the girl had
changed the smart dress she had worn be-

"But

ATLAS, Dept.
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said.

"I have suffered a loss, too. You remember
my son John, of course."
"Of course," the girl said softly.
"I
I regret to inform you he is dead."
Again there was the old gruffness camouflaging his emotion. "He was in the R. A.
F., shot down two months ago."
"Please," the girl said quickly. "Excuse
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through the darkened streets of Brest to
meet him at the wharf agreed upon.
It was then Sheila forgot Nicole's warning and spoke English and the girl and
Howard glanced fearfully at the German
sentry standing nearby, but the man's face
was immobile and they breathed easier as
they thought he had not heard. And as they
clambered down the rocks toward the
rickety little dock and the waiting boat,
Howard turned to the girl. It was going to
be difficult leaving the girl John had loved.
"Won't you come with us?" he asked
_

softly.

"No." She smiled gently. "You have told
me yourself, remember, that in times of
trouble one should be in one's own country,
doing what one can to help. This is where I
belong, here."
"But afterward?" he asked.
"Afterward I shall come," she said. And
it was as he drew her toward him that they
heard the harsh German voices and turned
to see the sentry and the military policeman
coming towards them with drawn guns.
"This way, all of you !" they ordered.
Less than half an hour later they were
ushered into what had obviously been the
living room of a chateau, now being used as
military headquarters, and Howard stood
there glaring as he confronted the arrogant

Alajor Diessen who was in command.
"I suppose you know that Charendon has
been arrested," he said.
Howard looked at him bewildered. "I
haven't the foggiest notion what you're
talking about," he sputtered, all his old
irascibility coming back at the man's supercilious voice.

of Major Cochrane
Intelligence either, I suppose," the
of
German went on. "Your memory obviously
needs refreshing. This story you told the
police of being an English gentleman
travelling across France, anxious to get
home, would not deceive a child. And these
children are a pretty and most disarming
device. Where did you get them?" And
then as Howard explained about Ronnie
and Sheila, he broke in impatiently, 'And
the others, friends also, I suppose?"
"The others I know little about," Howard said stiffly. "Except that they were lost
and unhappy. It did not occur to me to demand further credentials."
"You insist on that absurd story?" Diessen's cold voice was mocking now. "Before
i get through with you, Mr. Englishman,
you'll be talking very differently indeed and
your memory will be much better."
"If your intention is to frighten me you

"Nor have you heard

Army

Howard

said

simply trying to point out

how

your

wasting

are

breath,"

quietly.

"I

am

futile

it

to lie."

is

The German's

pale blue

eyes fixed themselves on his. "We know
who sent the information of the Fuehrer's
visit to the fleet at Brest and why your air
force bombed it at that particular time. It
was you, you and Charendon. But what we
do not know and what you shall tell us is

how

that information reached England. As
soon as it is told, the pain will stop. But not
before." He turned to an aide. "Take them

away."

Howard was
"I

say."

He

the last to reach the door.
looked back. "Did they get

Hitler?"
"Of course not." The man returned his
look contemptuously.
"That's too bad," Howard said.
But his defiance didn't last as they were
ushered back into the room which was to
be their prison. He didn't care for himself
and he was almost certain they wouldn't
harm the children but/there was Nicole and
the young fisherman and the trouble he had
got them into. Even their assurances that
what they had done was of their own choice
didn't help as he began writing a new will
and since his daughter had married well, he
was leaving everything he had to Nicole so
that she could look after the children.
There was hardly time for Nicole and the
fisherman to sign as witnesses when the
aide came in and said he was wanted and as
Howard was ushered into the drawing
room again, he saw the Major standing at
the tall windows leading to the terrace.

beckoning to Howard to
very pleasant garden, isn't
it?" And then as Howard nodded, "That is
where your friend Mr. Charendon is going
to die in just a few minutes unless you
decide to help him."
It didn't do any good to insist he knew
nothing and Howard's heart sank as he saw
the guards bring a dark young man out of
the house and the firing squad take its place
in front of him. But Howard wouldn't show
the German how he felt as the Major
"Look," he

come

over.

said,

"A

forced him to stand at the window. It was
only when the command was given and a
volley of shots were fired and Charendon
dropped to the ground dead that Howard
staggered weakly to a chair and sat down,
the German looking at him curiously.
"You puzzle me, really," he said. "If you
are a spy, at least you are a clever one.
What did you intend to do with those
children?"
"I don't

know," Howard said

dully.
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"I

hadn't thought. Send them to America, I
suppose.
daughter would have made a
home for them until the war was over."

My

The German laughed

ironically.

"Are you

seriously asking me to believe that a woman
in America would take in those dirty little
children you picked up? What about Mademoiselle? Were you going to send her to

America also?"
"I would like her to go but she has a
mother in Chartres and she is returning
there," Howard said. Something in the
German's manner gave him hope. "Listen,"
he said. "Let her return to her home and
allow the young man to sail to Plymouth
with the children and I'll confess to anything you wish. Anything at all."
"Ach!" The Major looked at him baffled.
"I simply do not know what to make of
you. I can only say you must be a very
brave

"The War Against Mrs.
Hadley," was appointed by Santa Monica's
Board of Education to head a "Block Mother "
project, a plan to name a house on each block
where kiddies may find refuge in an emergency.

Fay

Bointer, star of

man

to

make such an

offer."

"No, not brave." Howard looked away
from his penetrating stare. "Just old. You
can do anything you want with me if you
only let them go."
"How can you be so certain your daughter's husband will welcome these vagabond
children into

his

fine

home?"

the

?"
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MOVIE SHOW
"I can only assure you I have no doubts
about it at all," Howard insisted quietly.
"What about the Jewish child?" the
Major asked. "The dark boy."
"Is he Jewish?" Howard looked up.
"He's French. It didn't occur to me to ask
if he were also Jewish."
"Would they accept a Jewish child in

America?" the Major asked.
"They wouldn't turn down any

Howard

Then with
German one."
said.

child,"

quiet deliberation,

"Even a
"Are you sure of that?" the other asked
quickly. Then giving him a thoughtful
searching look, "How would you like to
continue your trip to England? That is, if
you would be grateful enough to do me a
small service. There is a certain person to
be taken to America. I do not want to advertise her journey. It would be very suitable that she should travel with your party
of children."
So that was it, Howard thought, as he
got to his feet indignantly. He'd rather go
to his death as the young man had gone
than do what he thought the man was

demanding.
"If you think_ that I would introduce a
German agent into England or America
under cover of myself and those children,
you are an even greater fool than I have
heretofore considered you !"

"Remain seated, please," the Major said,
and as Howard sat down again he found
himself staring into the gun the German
had taken out of his holster. "She could
hardly act as an agent since she is only
five years old!" he said shortly. "Listen
carefully, please. This little girl is my niece.
Her father,
brother, was killed in Bel-

my

gium. Her mother, we learned later, was
not wholly Aryan, so we were compelled
to dispose of her. But the unfortunate problem of the child remains, half Jewish as
she is." His voice softened for the first time.

90

the other children.

Howard

turned to Nicole. "I know you
of this for my boy," he said
gently. "And for him I thank you."
"Some for him. Not all," Nicole whis-

have done

all

"Some was

pered.

for

you, too.

Once

I

thought there never could be another man
as fine and brave as John, but I was wrong.
But it wasn't for you either, it was for the
somehow they reprechildren. Somehow
sent hope. You're the past, I'm the present,
but they are the future, so we must take
very good care of them."

—

Yes, she was the present, Howard thought,
as he stood up in the small boat so that he
could see her just as long as possible. She

at the children, already fallen asleep in the
bottom of the boat. Only as he made his
way carefully to the bow did he see Ronnie
stir.

MARY MARTIN

"PERSONAL APPEARANCES"

her small face lit up. "Gut!" she
scampering gaily into the boat after

was what was left of his son and some day
he would see her again and they could talk
about John. But now there was the future
to think about and he smiled as he looked

Deanna Durbin

THE CLASS KEY

SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES

cried,

The entirely new kind of movie magazine that all Hollywood

is

talking about.

"She happens to be a sweet child and I
would feel better if she were with my older
brother in the United States. He is an
American citizen and has a grocery store
in Rochester, which is a city in the state
of New York and
"City?" Howard ignored the gun pointing at him as he started to his feet again.
"Rochester a city? Are you positive? His

—

voice

fell.

course, I'm positive," the Major said
impatiently. "Well, will, you take the child?
Meanwhile Mile. Rougeron may return to

"Of

her home. But until I hear from my brother
that the child is safe we shall keep an eye
on her."
"You mean she would be a hostage?"

Howard

Then

asked.

quickly,

"Ronnie." He sat down beside him.
"There's a little matter I ought to clear up
with you. You remember our little discussion about Rochester? Well, it seems we
were both wrong. It's not a state at all.
It's a city, a city in New York State."
"Really, sir?" Ronnie looked at him in
pretended surprise. "Isn't that odd, sir, that
we should both have made that mistake?"
Howard laughed then as he drew the
boy to him and gave him a rough hug.
"You're really a very extraordinary boy,
Ronnie, and I apologize to you," he said.
But it was the old self-assured Howard
who came into his club in London those
few afternoons later. Ronnie and Sheila
were safe with their aunt and only the day
before he had seen the other four off on
the boat leaving for America. An air raid
was going on and the man in the chair next
to him looked up as the windows shook.
"Been away, haven't you?" he asked.
"France. Yes." Howard opened his London Times. "I was fishing."
"Odd time to go fishing in France, wasn't
it?" the other asked. Then as an explosion

sounded near-by. "That one was pretty
close. What you suppose we ought to do ?"
"I think I'll have a glass of port," Howard said signalling to the waiter.
"Much difficulty getting back?" the other
asked.

Not too much." Howard

"No.

down

settled

paper again as another explosion rocked the room. Bombs didn't matter now.
to

his

"No harm

would come to her?"
"None." The Major smiled. "Unless you
were foolish enough to talk of this little
arrangement.
"I suppose
said

stiffly.

You
I

will leave tonight."

should thank you,"

"But

Howard

you to know
conditions were necessary
I

would

like

one thing. No
to persuade me to deliver a child out of
your hands. It never entered my mind to
refuse to take her."

"That

is

down on

The Major looked grimly
"If you had made any
you would have known too
this room alive."

good.

his gun.

other decision,
much to leave

It was like the pieces of a dream shifting
together, the hurried awakening of the children, the drive back to the small wharf and
the fisherman taking his place at the helm.
Then as Howard stood there holding Nicole's hand in that last farewell, the big
limousine drove up and the Major got out
holding a small, blonde girl by the hand.
"Heil Hitler!" she cried, her small arm
stiff in salute as she came over to them.
Then as her uncle nervously explained it
would no longer be necessary to hail the
Fuehrer, in the country where she was
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MEET MRS. JOHN DO
Mrs. Doe

felt

very, very hurt.

John completely forgot their tenth anniversary!
She had worn her new

And had
The

dress,

carefully made-up, with just

right shade of

powder and

lipstick

—

But he merely remarked that she looked

"A

little tired

around the eyes".

After a good cry, she took stock of herself

—

Her eyelashes had become wispy

And

her brows were a puzzle!

No wonder

she looked tired and washed-out.

That very day she read about
Just as you are doing

And

look at Mrs.

—

Doe

MORAL:

MAYBELLINE

NOW!

It's

a wise wife who keeps

a pretty eye on her husband!

Mrs. Doe's lashes now
appear long, dark and
lovely, with a

few simple

brush strokes
-

of

MAYBELLINE MACCARA (solid or cream
form

— both

are non-

smarting and tear-proof).

Mrs. Doe's eyebrows now

have character and

ex-

pression, thanks to
the smooth - marking

MAYBELLINE EYEBROW PENCIL.
For a subtle touch of
added charm, Mrs. Doe
blends a bit of creamy

MAYBELLINE EYE
SHADOW

on her eyelids

— her eyes appear
and more

ling

spark-

colorful

Give your eyes compelling
beauty ... be sure you get
genuine

the

MAYBELLINE,

Eye Make-up

Good

Taste.

OR

L

0' S

in

LARGEST-

EW FULL-COLOR GLAMOR STAR PORTRAITS!
Glass Key"- Exciting
\

Bing Crosby

Melodrama with A/an

& Bob Hope Did To Me!

ladcf, Veronica Laki

By Dorothy Lamou

Sm^TYam Girl, Smile...
hearts surrender to a radiant smile!
To give your smile extra sparkle
and appeal, brighten your teeth
with Ipana and Massage!

netic

appeal— compelling,

So smile, plain girl,
turn heads,

win

smile! Let

irresistible.

your smile

hearts, invite

new hap-

heart's desire. Just glance

the girls

about you

at

who are well-loved— the brides-

to-be—the happy young wivesVery few can claim real beauty
they all

know how

to smile!

half-hearted smiles. But

warming smiles

Not

.

.

.

must be a brave smile, flashing
freely and unafraid. For that kind of
smile, you must have teeth you are proud
to show. And remember, sparkling teeth
depend largely on firm, healthy gums.
But

it

but

"Pink Tooth Brush"— a warning!

timid,

big, heart-

that light their faces

like sunshine!

If

you

see "pink"

on your tooth brush—

say your gums
have become tender— robbed of exercise

see

your dentist.

soft,

Tooth Paste and massage."

piness for you.

TAKE COURAGE, plain girl— and smile!
You don't need beauty to win your

creamy foods. And, like
many dentists today, he may very likely
suggest "the helpful stimulation of Ipana

by today's

He may

You, too, can have that same mag-

For Ipana not only cleans teeth thoroughly but, with massage, it helps the
health of your gums. Just massage a little extra Ipana onto your gums when

you brush your teeth. That invigorating
"tang" means gum circulation is quickening—helping gums to new firmness.
Make Ipana and massage part of your
regular dental routine and help yourself
to have brighter teeth and firmer gums—
a more attractive, sparkling smile!

Start today with
Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA and MASSAGE
SCREENLAND

Smart Screen

The

*

*

In

The greatest

space
every month

star of the

Published
this

screen

A lion like

*

I

an elephant never forgets

Paul Hunter,

—

She was twelve, she came from Grand
Rapids and had rhythm. She sang like
a lark on the beat. While her mother
accompanied her on the pianoforte.

* M-G-M cheered.

*

What an electric little spark was Judy.
She was destined for stardom.

Delight Evans,

*

is

destiny day. See "For

Me and

by actual

EVERY STORY
Should Girls Let

she sings and

feeling

all,

she has

— that's

makes her

I

the Bars

Bing Crosby and Bob

Am

Proud To Be

A War

what

so good.

Youth

Was Her

in

Time of

Hope

Did to Me!.

.

.Dorothy Lamour

22

24
26
28

30

Liza

33

Elizabeth Wilson

50

Tom Conway

52

Hayworth in Columbia's "You Were Never Lovelier"
Tyrone Power playing in "Crash Dive" for 20th Century-Fox
Gene Tierney appearing in 20th Century-Fox's "China Girl"....

23

My

plot is as warm
friendly as your

George Murphy and

Brother

.

New Home

George and

I.

'.

George Sanders

FULL-COLOR PORTRAITS:

Convincing

dialogue. Infectious
song rendering.

Tierney's

.

,

Jeanette MacDonald Sings for the Soldiers

fireside.

B.

Ida Zeitlin

Talks!

you've seen. Feeling.

Rita

Gene Kelly play with Judy. Murphy
is at his best. Gene Kelly is a "find."
Broadway saw him first in "Pal Joey,"
but you'll never forget him in "For
Me and My Gal."

SPECIAL PICTURE PAGES: Henry Fonda, Ginger

27
32

Rogers, Fred Astaire,

Mickey Rooney, Esther Williams, Ann Rutherford, Lynn
Bari, Greer Garson, Ronald Colman, "Ice-Capades Revue," Hollywood
Canteen Opening.
Rita Hayworth,

It's not necessary to
predict a future for

DEPARTMENTS:

Gene Kelly. His
here.

.

Wife! By Annabella (Mrs. Tyrone Power)
As told to Elizabeth Wilson

Gene

is

20

Petersen

what distinguishes"For Me and My
Gal" from all other musical movies

future

19

May Mann

John R. Franchey

It's

and

Delight Evans

War?

Mortal Enemy! Anne Baxter.

Roy Rogers' Wife

The

Hot from Hollywood
Honor Page
Inside the Stars' Homes. Ann

What a

performance he gives
as a heel with a heart.

*
*

Down

No. 2

A FEATURE

"The Glass Key." Complete Fictionization ... Elizabeth

dances and acts! But

above

Vol. XLVI,

The Editor's Page

And

poll.
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December, 1942

no wonder.

*

Staff Photographer

My Gal."
is a
great star. As a matter of fact, she is the

Carroll,

Jean Duval,

i

llllllllllllll

J.

Art Director

Assistant Editor

second most popular
actress in the nation

*
*

Frank

Marion Martone,

Judy Garland

*

Editor

Western Representative

*
Today

Publisher

Elizabeth Wilson,

*

agazine

6
8
Miller,

Linda Darnell.

.Betty Boone

10

Delight Evans

14

Josephine Felts

54

Weston East

56

.

.

Forum

12

The dramatic and humorous screenplay

Fans'

has been provided by Richard Sherman,
Fred Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers from
Howard Emmett Rodgers' original yarn.

Your Guide to Current Films
"Beauty Without Extravagance"

Busby Berkeley, the screen's greatest
director of musical pictures, directed it and

Here's Hollywood

Guide to Glamor

55

Illustrated with

Arthur Freed
produced it. The
two work well

Cover

Candid Camera

Portrait of

"Edge

ANN

Pictures

SHERIDAN,

of Darkness," for

by Jean Duval
Starring

in

Warners

together.
Homer

"The

bells

are

Me
My Gal."

ringing For

and

P. S. We recommend "Random Harvest" as the
greatest dramatic film since "Mrs. Miniver." MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, of course.

4
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GEORGE MURPHY

•

GENE KELLY

•

Marta Eggerth

Screen Play by Richard Sherman, Fred Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers

•

Original Story by

SCREENLAND

•

Ben Blue

Howard Emmett Rogers

•
•

tSSLVSSffSZ

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
?

HAULETTE GODDARD

knows her pub-

values. But she's also capable of
being nice, just for niceness' sake. Recently
she left on a bond tour. But she left earlier
than expected to visit Washington first. She
arrived at the station, minus photographers,
press agents, reporters. Sitting at her compartment window, she looked out and across
at another train, loaded with soldiers waiting to be shipped out. They recognized
Paulette and started to shout. She got off
her train, went across the tracks. She
walked the full length of the other train,
giving autographs and snaking hands with
hundreds of boys who all but fell out of
their windows. The porter got her back on
her own train just as it was pulling out.
'

*^8f
Powder That Fails to
To a Face
Color-Harmony
Give Your Skin
of warm
THRILL to the touch
your
Jh skin But how does
blotches
li streaks and

MEN

iZ

LS

the color-

mar
n your face powder
face-a precious
of your
y
forever
^omen t may be lost to you
harmony
y

out a bit ot
TRY THIS TEST. Press
against a
powder
your present face
of
little streaks
mirror. See those

nonce
him

fate, he'll
color? Sure as
you want
when
just
.
them .

"w

•

you.
to notice only
try
FOR NATURAL color-harmony, ItC?h"^Bouqu« Face Powd«.

bo
for harmony
color is blended
Scented,
show
can
flaws
natural no
"fragrance men love.
too, with the
of Color. In
6 Ravishing Shades
and larger s.zesat
generous
toilet goods counters.
111 drug and

M

licity

_

WHETHER

it's love or just that she's
learned to dress better, Jane Russell is
even more stunning since John Payne came
into her life. She's lost weight and it's becoming not that anyone ever complaine
about the Russell figure. John and Jan

—

First

photo of

Bergman's short hair-

Ingrid

cut for her role in "For

Whom

the

Bell Tolls."

were quite secretive about their romanc
first. But now they come right out
the open and make no effort to disguis
at

their true feelings.

Whom

The
don't walk, when "For
Bell Tolls" plays at your local movie
house.
go on record as saying that
Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman are the
most perfect couple on the screen. Ingrid
finally confessed that Gary was her great
favorite for many years in Sweden. She
is thrilled to be playing opposite him and
their scenes show it. Especially the love
scenes. She and Gary seem so shy of each
other and yet work together so beautifully.
Everyone on the set is excited at watching
them. And that's really something.

RUN.

We

SINCE

her return from a bond tour
Dorothy Lamour has been very tire

But that isn't the reason she's been absen
from the old familiar haunts. At least
say her friends. They insist that Dottie'
got it bad and it's good. The gentleman
question is said to be a handsome Lie
tenant, stationed in Washington. They m
when Dottie was selling bonds in that city.
They say she doesn't even want to be with
any one else since Mr. "Right"' came along.
More about this later on if we know what

—

we

think

we know.

gives you a rough idea of the part
Hollywood is playing in war work. Abbott
and Costello appeared in 78 cities and at
101 war production plants in 38 days. It's

THIS

estimated they sold 85 million (yes, we said
85 million) dollars worth of bonds and
stamps. To us they are as wonderful as they
are funny.

'TIS rumored
'

that

very close to his

Randy
first

Scott is getting
date with Hedy

Lamarr. Hedy herself expressed an interest
in meeting the great Scott and it's nowbeing arranged. In the meantime, John
Pierre Aumont (who isn't making much
headway) keeps sending Hedy wires that
say, "I don't want to walk without you,
Hedy."
_

MICKEY ROONEY

has gone

mama. No one knows

Cashmere Bouquet
Face Powder
A Member of Cashmere

Bouquet—

the Royal Family of Beauty Preparations

6

just

home

to

exactly

what caused Ava Gardner to sue him for
divorce. And Mickey is so surrounded by
studio-appointed
guards and protective
friends, a body can't even get close enough
to say a cheery good morning. It's Hollywood's guess and you know how Hollywood
loves to guess, that Ava was and still is
career-minded and not the little homebody
Mickey thought he had found. However,
there are two sides to every story.

SCREENLAND

Maria Mon+ez and Louis Shurr, her agent, enone of the gay night spots.

joy a late snack at

—

m*e OFF

o/v

THE ROAD

tO

1*0*

're off on the road to Morocco
This taxi is tough on the spine
W here we goin'? Why we're goin'
How can we be sure?
I'll lay you eight to five that we meet
Dorothy LamourT^

(Dance
the

on the road to Moroccdj
the end of the line.
country's where they do the

e're off

Hang on
I

till

hear this

Dance of the seven veils
We'd tell you more but we would have
.

'he censor

on our

.

.

f^FOUR

tails.

BIG

SONGS
e're off on the road to Morocco
Look out! Well, clear the way!
Cause here we come.
The men eat fire, and live on nails,
And saw their wives in half.
It seems to me that there should be
Easier ways to get a laugh!

Moonlight Becomes You'

"Constantly"
"Ain't Got A

s

CROSBY HOPt
1
'

'

The Funniest

" Roa d" Show

^
of

"Road To Morocco"

^mg^\
Alt!

Them

ANTHONY QUINN

•

DONA DRAKE

Directed by David Butler

A

Paramount

Picture

Dime To

My Name"

f^t

Original Screen Ploy by Frank Butler and

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT

SCREENLAND

HIT

IS

Don Hartmol

COMING

John

Wayne

scores as hero
of the skyways in "Flying Tigers," Republic's thrilling new
film based on the actual exploits of the A.V.G. in China

As Squadron Leader Gordon, John Wayne has
his best role
and if you've had him branded
as just another cowboy actor you're in for a

—

for he delivers a smashing performance. John Carroll, in scene with Wayne below, is exceptionally good as a hot-headed pilot.
surprise,

Heroine of "Flying Tigers" is charming, blonde
ing a nurse in love with the squadron leader

8

Anna

Lee, play-

(John Wayne).

mmUf

THE FUNNIEST

™h6

Wfth

oh

m
WARNER BROS.

CHARLES COBURN

PERCY KILBRIDE-ffATTIE Mc DAN
Directed by

I

EL-

RIOT:

WILLIAM TRACY

WILLIAM KBIOH LEY

Screen play by Everett Freeman

Moss Hart and Geo.

S.

Kaufman

•
•

From the stage play by
Produced by

Sam

Harris

SCREENLAND

9

—

Haveyou

INSIDE

ever used

THE

Tampons?

STARS

Tampons

are no mystery these
days. Every month more and

more women discover the wonderful freedom of internal sanitary protection.

ing a tampon,

But

in choos-

make

sure

it's

truly modern, scientifically cor-

—

rect. OnlyMeds
the new and
improved Modess tampons
have the "safety center."

—

Christmas at Ann

HOMES

ro

Miller's,

with co-hostess Linda Darnell to help serve and spread
holiday cheer, is a joyous
occasion. Come join them!

P
Whats that ?

Safety Center

By Betty Boone
stars

The

a

"safety center" is an exclusive
Meds' feature that nearly doubles the
area of absorption . . . makes Meds
absorb faster. Meds are made of the
they hold more
finest, pure cotton
than 300% of their weight in moisture.

—

with bamboo.
"Grandest place for a dance!" laughed
Ann. "We take up the rug, push backthe
!"
furniture, switch on the records and begin
Linda added that it's a marvelous place
for buffet suppers and snacks. The girls
serve informal meals down here, formal
ones in the big dining room upstairs. Ann
{Please turn to page 69)

are scientifically-

As

for comfort,
you feel as free as any other
day! Nothing to pin! Nothing
fit.

to bulge or show! No odor
worries! Easier to use, too
each Meds comes in a one-

time-use applicator that ends
old difficulties.

Hut

don't these special

Miss Miller, above, with her new and novel
American glass egg-salad plate which Ann
has rimmed with deviled eggs and piled in

Jeatures^make Meds
*

Not

at all!

cost more

Meds

cost

10-25f5

•

with

Ann and Linda
other

applicators.

No

more than leading napkins. Try Meds
and compare! You'll be glad you did.

BOX OF

tasty potato salad. Top, right,
Darnell in the jungle playroom
with guests, Sergt. Gail Deremer and Pvt.
Bob Nash, malting records on Ann's recorder.

center

?

tethan any

tampons in individual

soldiers finishing
in the jungle play-

the entrance hall is banked with palm
leaves and lit with globes that have jungle
faces. The walls are decorated with murals
depicting jungle depths, the lamps have
palm-leaf shades, the drapes are zebrastriped, couches and chairs are done in
leopard skin, and presently (when the decorator gets to it) the fireplace will be covered

Yes, a leading gynecologist
a woman's doctor designed

shaped to

gin-rummy

The jungle playroom was Ann's idea.
The winding stairway descending to it from

doctor did it?

Meds. They

of

room.

—

<A woman's

and the two young

game

BOX OF 50—98^

Meds

HOSPITALITY

the

is

birth-gift

of

every Texan, they say, so no wonder
Linda Darnell and Ann Miller make
excellent hostesses. Both are from deep in
the heart of Texas, they are "best friends,"
and they'd make the shyest strangers feel

welcome and at ease.
These holidays the
keeping open house,

girls

first

at

alternate

at

Ann's then at

Linda's. The honored guests being, as in
most American homes, men in uniform.
Today the party was at Ann's, with Linda
co-hostess. Sergeant Gail Deremer of
Kansas and Private Bob Nash of New
York City were among the guests.
as

\flie

10

<Modess Tampons

When I arrived at the Spanish castle,
high on a Hollywood hill, where Ann and
her mother live, I found the two young

SCREENLAND

Mrs. Miller, Ann's charming young mother,
extreme right in picture above, is always
on hand to help the girls with the serving.

I

WAS A HITCH-HIKER on the highway of
love. I was the woman men were glad

to forget ...

I

was the lonely heart with a

got a straight-from-the-shoulder
tip from my best girl friend that literally
changed my entire life. Now I'm back
from my vacation engaged to an adorable
I

man whom
Life

every

girl in

the place was after.
And the lonely

seems beautiful now.

heart

is

girl

lonely

no

Here's the hint

longer.
I

got

.

.

.

and

"Don't neglect your breath

P. S. A little

loving care

,

iook:

darling,"

is

friend told me.

"When

it's

off-

color people are off you. And you may
never know when it is that way. From

now on

capital L.

Then

my

If

better let Listerine look after

it.

you seem to be out of things perhaps

you, too, will do well to take the hint
that helped me.

quickly halts such fermentation and then
overcomes the odors it causes. Your
breath becomes sweeter, fresher, less likely
to offend. Better not guess about your
better not take chances. Use
breath
.

Listerine

.

.

Antiseptic

before

Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

*While occasionally of systemic origin,
most cases of halitosis (bad breath), according to some authorities, are due to

every

St.

date.

Mo.

Louis,

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for oral hygiene

the bacterial fermentation of food particles
on mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic

what your teeth need, and

this delightful

new

SCREENLAND

dentifrice gives

it.

LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
1

1

!

:

.^ansTorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00
Hollywood is the epitome of glamor, beauty, and appeal
Hollywood is always looking
for beautiful new faces and Hollywood always seems to find them.
!

I'm not saying that this isn't as it
should be, but why can't the motion picture

Try amazing Halo Shampoo
that reveals natural brilliance of hair
For glorious hair that shimmers with dancing
highlights. ..for richer, unclouded natural color
. . . try the exciting new discovery, Halo Shampoo! Halo is your lucky way to new hair beauty.
All soaps, even the finest, leave dulling soapfilm on hair. But Halo made with a patented
.new-type lathering ingredient
contains no
soap, cannot leave soap-film. Rinse away
Halo's luxurious, fragrant
lather
no bothering with

—

—

—

lemon or vinegar

afterrinses. Your hair dries so
silky-soft, so shimmering

with highlights, so easy to
manage your whole per-

—

sonality is glorified! Don't
wait to try Halo Shampoo
10»f and larger sizes.

—

A Product of

,

[

j

I

Colgate- Palmolive-Peel Co.

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

MINED and CUT DIAMOND
WHITE

Famous

different

Zircon gem.

POEMS WANTED

FOR MUSICAL
""»*"»»•» SETTING
«l linu
•

.

ject. Don t
imrn..-rh;m; r

Mother, Home, Love, Sacred,

Patriotic, Comic or any subdelay— send us your original poem at once for
[deration and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY.
'.i

i

:

,

RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods

Building,

Chicago,

III.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for fall length
or bast form, groaps, landscapes, pet animals, etc..
or enlargements of any
part of group pictare.Safe
return of original phut©

SEND NO MONEY
Pay postman 47c pi as postage—or send 49c with
order and we pay postage. Big 16 X 20enlargement

-

inch
sent C.O.D. 76cplas postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
oirar now. Send yoar photos today. Specify size wanted.

^

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
- Ohio Street
100 «
East
Dept. 492-W CHICAGO* ILLINOIS
«

12

Fontaine,

;

;

MISS

—

JANE KUNKEL,

Elsah,

111.

Come, Speak Up!
Don't mumble and grumble to yourself
no one will like you and there's
no fun suffering in silence. Anyway,

—

why

not let other fans know what you
think of the movies? It's all right to
hand out a bouquet to some star or
film, or if you're in the mood to give
out with a "bird" go to it Besides, if
your letter is picked as a prize-winner,
you'll be able to buy more Bonds because Screenland's mon hly awards
are paid in War Savings Stamps.
Prizes $10.00 $5.00 and five prizes
of $1.00 each. Closing date, 25th of

—

:

!

;

;

month.
Address

letters
to
Screenland's
Fans' Forum, 205 East 42nd St., New
York, N. Y.

Brian can take any. role that is handed him
and play it with expertness. Toughy, comedian, sympathetic parts are all in his line.
So I say, watch this burly guy, he's going

places

PEGGY FOGEL,

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

SOMBERLY GEM

CO., Inc.
503 5th Ave. N.Y.C.

interesting,

apart from other actresses. They haven't
doll faces
they aren't all makeup and
clothes they are real!
Movies influence the world. There's no
doubt about it. That's why I feel that if
more stress were placed on individuality,
characters, and personality instead of an
overdose of sex and beauty the whole country would benefit. I'm not saying that
actresses should run around looking like
Lags. Heaven forbid! When the world is
in such a turmoil femininity and loveliness
should be especially important, but not so
important that other values are overlooked.
Beauty, allure, and appeal are not everything, and people everyhere should be made
to feel that there are many more essential
values in the world which are lasting.
Hollywood producers, stars, and everyone
in the motion picture industry
can greatly
help in creating this impression.

—

I

on
Joan

stress

personalities?

Greer Garson, and Ida Lupino, to mention
a few, are not only pleasing to look at, but
are interesting, intelligent girls whose
radiance and dynamic personalities set them

Sparkles like a diamond, costs
98% less! Withstands acid!
FREE catalog of amazing values
in genuine Zircons set in men's
and women's gold or silver rings.
Write for your copy today!
IVhen in N. Y. visit our showrooms

Oeou S-l

more

industry place

I

am

tired of

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS

seeing the pages of the
with news and pictures of

magazines filled
guys like Dennis Morgan, Henry Fonda,
etc. So they are glamor boys, but who
cares ? What I would like to read about is
news of a big he-man who has arms and
shoulders that give you heart palpitation
just to look at them. Who am I referring
to? Can't you guess ? The Dynamic Donlevy,
better known as Brian Donlevy. He certainly has the gift of gab, too, with that blarneying tongue of his. And now I know what
the composer of that song meant when he
wrote When Irish Eyes Art Smiling. Just
one look at Brian and you will know too.
One thing about him is that he is never
typed. Take Fred Astaire or Bing Crosby
and what do they do sing and dance, of
course, and they always do just that. But

—

SCREENLAND

Des Moines, Iowa

$1.00

EACH

have just seen "Mrs. Miniver," and I
agree that it is one of the ten best pictures
I

of all time, as advertised.
I had thought I wouldn't care for Greer
Garson, but she is superb as Mrs. Miniver.
She was easily the outstanding personality
of the picture, and her eyes were the most
contributing factor. Every feeling she had
joy, happiness, fear, horror, and calmness,
transmitted itself to the souls of the audience, who lived every good and bad moment with her.

Walter Pidgeon was excellent support,
and together, they have the merry, gay little twinkle in their eyes that all fathers and
mothers need to make happy homes.
(Please turn to page 74)
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Whirlwind romance
mat races headlong
through the tumbling
capitals of Europe!
A truly great pic.

ture that catches the

courage, the drama,
and the flaming spirit
of a blitz-torn world,
in

the most exciting

story of this

HER

war!

Finest Since 'Kitty Foyle'.

ROGERS

.

.THEIR

First

Time Together

...

THE YEAR'S Greatest Love

Affair!

grant "are

With

WALTER SLEZAK ALBERT DEKKER
ALBERT BASSERMAN

See

H

v
RADIO CITY

Screen Ploy by Shendon Gibney
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SELECTED BY

NEEDED a laxative, I'd take down
I
the bottle, pour out a spoonful and hold my nose
while I swallowed the nasty-tasting stuff. And
how it upset me ! It was just too strong/

WHENEVER

WENT to the
I
other extreme. I tried
another laxative which
thought would be
I
easiet on me. But the

THEN

1

MY SISTER EILEEN Columbia
Don't miss this, for any reason Screen version of the
long-running Broadway play adapted from Ruth McKenney's original sketches is one long laugh, as it pictures the adventures of two stunning sisters from
Columbus, Ohio, in the Big City, their struggles to
succeed as writer and actress, and their encounters with
the quaint "types" who wander through their Greenwich Village "studio apartment." Rosalind Russell
gives her gayest performance as big sister Ruth, with
Janet Blair a bewitching Eileen. Brian Aherne, fine.
!

medicine only stirred
me up and left me feeling worse than before.
It was just too mild!

THE

MOON AND

SIXPENCE

United Artists

Somerset Maugham's famous novel of the great
artist who lived and loved so ruthlessly, has been made
into an absorbing motion picture, with George Sanders
in the character supposedly inspired by the late Paul
Gauguin. Sanders fans will find their idol in seedy
makeup, including whiskers, but giving a convincing
performance as Charles Strickland, the middle-aged
painter and heart-breaker who finds fulfillment at last
in Tahiti with a native girl. Herbert Marshall, Doris
Dudley, Elena Verdugo give outstanding performances.

W.
DAY, I GOT a bright idea! I decided to give
Ex-Lax a trial. It tasted swell — just like fine chocolate And it was so pleasant to find that it works
easily and effectively at the same time. Ex-Lax
is not too strong, not too mild — it's just right!

ONE

!

—

Ex-Lax is effective, all right
but effective
in a gentle way! It won't upset you; won't
make you feel bad afterwards. No wonder

FLYING TIGERS

A

Naturally, like any effective medicine, Ex-Lax
should be taken only as directed on the label.

EX-LAX
!O c and 25 c at

drug stores

all

THE HARD

SONG &poemPOEM WRITERS!
WE SUPPLY THE

Have you

MELODY

P.

0.

Box

and make recordings
to

your original

of

songs.

CINEMA SONG COMPANY

No.

2828,

Dept.

CI,

Hollywood,

WAY

Warners

Ida Lupino dominates this adult drama of theatrical
life in the role of a coldly ambitious girl who craves
fame not for herself, but for her younger sister. She
succeeds in making the youngster a big star on Broadway by means of a clever, unscrupulous campaign, but
pays a terrible price when baby sister walks out with
the man they both love. Joan Leslie lends freshness,
though little dramatic fervor, to the ingenue role.
Dennis Morgan as the man in the case is sufficiently
suave and handsome to carry off an unbelievable role.

or just a lyric?

a song,

Send yours

Republic

Exciting melodrama based upon the exploits of the
American Volunteer Group, those intrepid airmen who,
before Pearl Harbor, patroled the skies over China and
by their daring won the respect of the Chinese people,
good, straightforfrom generalissimo to peasant.
ward story centers on the .courage of Squadron Leader
Gordon, his resourcefulness in keeping his outnumbered planes in the air, and his romance with a pretty
nurse. Excellent cast is headed by John Wayne, John
Carroll, and Anna Lee, with Wayne at his robust best.

California

HELP!
OVERNIGHT!

_

FOR BLOTCHY,

PIMPLY SKIN

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE Warners
Jack Benny and Ann Sheridan prove a piquant team
as Mister and Missus in this amusing picturization of
the Kaufman-Hart stage play. A typical apartmentdwelling city couple, Ann and Jack run into comic
complications when she buys and remodels an old
farmhouse, where the Father of Our Country reputedly
once slept. Jack's conversion into a country gentleman is
finally accomplished, but not before you're handed some
chiefly by Tercy Kilbride as the
really hearty laughs
handy hired man and Charles Coburn as a crusty uncle.
Turn to page 16 for More Reviews

Don't

suffer the penalties
of itchy, scaly pimples or

angry red blotches.
doctots

recommend

Do

as

— turn

many
to

nurses

and

MEDICATED

.Poslam for fasc relief from their discomfort.
Poslam, true-and-tried for 35 years, goes right
aids natute's healing, promotes that
to work
clean, healthy look you crave. Apply at night
making
up. Hardly shows on skin.
before
or
Cost is little for such happy results 50<J, all

—

!

—

drugstores.

FREE: Generous sample, write postcard to
254 W. 54 St., N. Y. City.
Poslam, Dept. S,
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The Palm Beach Story"
A PABA.

l...it

imparts a lovely color to the skin

2. ..it creates a satin-smooth

3. ..it clings perfectly
Color... lovely color that
skin... is the secret

color

MOUNT PICTURi

make-up

— really stays

flatters

on

the beauty of your

of this face powder created in original

harmony shades by

Max Factor Hollywood.

Whether you are blonde, brunette, brownette,or redhead,
there is a Color Harmony shade to individualize your type
and give your skin a more beautiful, more youthful look.
Superfine in texture,

imparts a

soft,

fectly, too,

Max Factor Hollywood Face Powder

satin-smooth appearance, and

it

clings per-

so that for hours your make-up looks fresh

and lovely. ..One

dollar.

HOLLYWOOD COLOR HARMONY MAKE-UP
FACE POWDER, ROUGE AND TRU-COLOR LIPSTICK

\X FACTOR
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ROAD TO M O ROCCO

,

Paramount

Bing and Bob have hit the road again. This time it
leads to Morocco where they meet Dorothy Lamour,
a princess, and very seductive in Oriental raiment, who
throws over her sheik for Crosby and Hope. If you
it's funliked the other "Road" films, don't miss this
gay has good
nier than the first two. It's tuneful
gags, with Bob and Bing stopping to kid themselves
and the film. You'll like Binges songs and Bob will
have you in stitches when he plays Aunt Lucy's ghost.
It's the picture that will put you in a cheery mood.

—

;

PANAMA

HATTIE

;

—M-G-M

film version of the Broadway hit musical has Ann
Sothern as Hattie, Canal Zone entertainer, w'hich is
not unlike Ann's Maisie and you know how well she
plays that character. It's a lot of fun, but the story,
about Ann's romance with Dan Daily, Jr., doesn't hold
together because it's presented as a revue of separate
vaudeville-type acts and specialty skits. Red Skelton,
Rags Raglund and Ben Blue are funny as Hattie's
sailor pals, but more of Red's own brand of nonsense
would have snapped it up. Marsha Hunt is in cast.

The

FOR ME AND MY

GAL—M-G-M

A

sentimental filmusical about the old vaudeville days.
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, George Murphy are seen as
troupers touring the sticks with an eye on the Palace.
Song-and-dance acts are well done. The old favorite
tunes will bring back memories to oldtimers and thrill
youngsters. Judy gives a knockout performance as the
•girl who gives up boy friend Gene (who's also a hit in
his role) because he's unpatriotic during World War I.
Murphy is good as the suitor who steps aside for real
love. Don't miss this lively, tuneful, entertaining film.

BETWEEN US GIRLS Universal
Diana Barrymore, daughter of the late John Barrymore, proves she has acting ability in this hilarious
farce which gives her a chance to play a 21 -year-old
actress who enacts Queen Victoria, Sadie Thompson
and Joan of Arc (yes, all of them) and, at home, poses
as a child with pigtails to aid her ma's (Kay Francis)
romance with handsome John Boles. The tempo is
uneven because of so many character changes, but
Diana's scenes as the little girl, with Robert Cummings, who, by the way, is excellent, are very funny.

Don't Miss

MOVIE

MANILLA CALLING

SHOW

A

The NEW kind of
Movie Magazine!

Wring

mSH
to

BELLS

your face

Hampden s rowae
I'm

OF CAPISTRANO— Republic

Gene Autry's farewell film for the duration.
in the Army Air Corps now. It's about the rivalry
one owned by Virginia Grey, the
of traveling rodeos
other by an unscrupulous competitor who woos Virginia to gain possession of her rodeo and get the contract for the Capistrano festival, but Gene exposes him.
It doesn't have as much action as most Autry films.but
This
He's

So
shine
I end the
I'm

action-filled

;

make up
keep your
flower

20th Century-Fox

movie about a handful_ of
American radio men who, caught in the Philippines
by the Jap invasion, form a guerrilla band, fight the
enemy at every turn, capture a short-wave station and
broadcast anti-Jap propaganda until they are wiped
out by the enemy. It's plenty exciting, even though
the tale doesn't always ring true. Lloyd Nolan, who
always turns in good performances, is the leader of
the guerrilla group Carole Landis (film's only female)
James Gleason and Cornel Wilde appear in the cast.
thrilling,

FRESH/EjS

is

—

—

not when he sings
that won't matter to Gene's fans
five songs. It has a thrilling and rousing patriotic
finale, and Smiley Burnette sings and clowns, as usual.

A 5-second application
of hampden's powder
base helps hide

little

lines

and blemishes,

makes

skin look softer,

THE

smoother. In 5 subtle
"tints,"

one for every

complexion.

pMMnilcUfL
**
'
/
'

OUTSELLS ALL FOUNDATIONS
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PIPER

20th

Century-Fox

Baxter's help, he gets them to safety despite the Nazis.
Woolley is excellent as the grumpy old Englishman,
Hozvard; Anne Baxter is good as Nicole; and Roddy
McDowall, splendid as Ronnie. You really should see it

POUUDR;BflSE
50c also 25c & 10c
Over 20 million sold

PIED

This war story concerns itself chiefly with the experiences of an old man (Monty Woolley), who is asked
to get some children out of the war zone, from France
to England. He admits he dislikes kids, one in particular, Ronnie, and rants and raves when the boy invites
other stray youngsters to tag along, but with Anne

^^^^^
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Madeline Williamson and Jamie Sue Helms, lovely members of the exclusive John Robert Powers School
at 247 Park Avenue, New York City, enjoy the first issue of the exciting; new, screen magazine,
MOVIE SHOW. The December issue is now on sale at your newsstand.

Have you read MOVIE SHOW,
entirely different

of the December issue of MOVIE SHOW. You
have never seen a screen magazine like it!
You will enjoy the photo-dramas of the top
shows with scenes and dialogue right from the
absorbing, fiction stories based on
movies
full-page color pictures of
movie plots
complete photographic coverheadline stars
dramaage of Hollywood people and events
tic new handling of beauty and fashion!

the exciting,

kind of screen magazine?

not, you have a big thrill in store for you.
Seldom, if ever, has a new screen magazine
won such universal acclaim. Screen stars and
If

.

SHOW

is difpublic alike agree that MOVIE
ferent, absorbing, sensational! It sets a new
high in quality and entertainment.
Go to your newsstand today and get a copy

next few issues. To be sure to get
your copy of the December issue, go
to your newsstand TODAY! You'll
agTee that this entirely different kind
of screen magazine is packed with
thrills

and you

future

SHOW

issues

will
of

want

to reserve

exciting

MOVIE

from your news dealer in
advance.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HERE'S
Newsstand copies are being snapped
up so fast that we cannot be sure of
keeping up with, the demand for the

.

.

.

WHY MOVIE SHOW'S

READERS ARE SO ENTHUSIASTIC
Look at
1

December

this list of the great features in the

TKe

stories or the latest pictures
in photo- dramatizations:

done

2

traits,

3

movie-stories-in-

pictures.

Intimate "in person" stories of Judy
Garland, Linda Darnell. Ann Rutherford and Tyrone Power.

4 Hollywood news and
5

Power.

including:

JOAN LESLIE

and Cary

"WHITE CARGO" starring Hedy
Lam an and Walter Pidgeon.
"CRASH DIVE" starring Tyrone
And many more

Beautiful, full-page, natural color por-

ANN SHERIDAN, GARY COOPER,

"ONCE UPON A HONEYMOON"
starring Ginger Rogers
Grant.

issue:

gossip.

Brief, right- to- the- point reviews.

6 Exclusive, pictorial
portant Hollywood

features of imevents.

"THE SCHOOL FOR BEAUTY"
Conducted by John Robert Powers
creator of the world-famous "Powers Girl
who. for twenty -five years, has trained
.

.

.

1'

MOVIE SHOW

.

.

.

thousands of
life in

SCREENLAND

the

way

women

from

all

walks of

of beauty.
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BETTER THAN "SUN VALLEY SERENADE" BECAUSE
GOT UNCLE SAM'S FIGHTING NEPHEWS. . .THE U. S. MARINES!

SCREENLAND

the "White Cargo" jet the men ore too
busy to pay much attention to Hedy Lamarr.
When she works on a picture she's just one of
the gang to her director (Richard Thorpe,
ot far left), her cameraman, and the crew.

On

Helen of Troy face and
rest of us

We

but sometimes even

gotten

woman?

to enter a

ever think of you as the for-

Yet, on a studio set (see photo

you than busy executives pay to

secretaries (all those office-glamor

their

movies notwith-

standing). Looking at the photograph on this page,
in fact,

is

going to make a

better about everything

Hedy Lamarr

lot of girls feel

—and

much

especially about the

the

around and wait.

make

femme
strong

fatale,

who had

men swoon.

more human than

only

Well,

that, as

men swoon you made them

buy bonds, a

attention to

sit

toil like

it

you

proved on your recent tour for Uncle Sam. Instead

and, even in your revealing Tondeleyo lurong, such
special

to

turns out you're

of making

men pay no more

original

room

above) that's what you are. Just one of the workers

a familiar sight that the

not only

had the impression, you know, that Hedy

Lamarr was the

"p\EAR HEDY:
Who would

figure,

do

it.

lot of

step

up and

bonds, and you worked hard to

You're working hard

at

—the

your acting, too

Lamarr of "Algiers" was beautiful but the Lamarr
of "Tortilla Flat" and

"White Cargo"

that; she's a fine actress.

The men

is

more than

in our photo-

graph are really paying you their highest tribute

when they

treat

you

as just

one of the gang.

problem. We're not going to hate

you, Hedy, for being the world's most beautfiul

woman when we

stop to think that you, with your
19

you want to be popular
with the boys in uniform, try
If

Marjorie Woodworth's recipe.
It isn't promiscuous petting!

By

May Mann

with the
EMBUED
the surging urge to

of patriotism,
inspire the boys in
the armed forces, who are prepared to
face death to secure this country of ours, are
girls laying aside feminine reserve and womanly ideals?
It has happened before, in the chaotic upheaval and duress of war. Feminine hysteria
spirit

—

venting emotional strain to give all the love
a girl's heart can give to the boy going away.
It is true that when a boy dons the uniform
of which we are all so proud, it seems such
a little thing to do to give him a few goodbye

—

kisses.

In the film colony where so many of the
younger stars are dating and entertaining men
in the service, at the canteens and Army camp
dances, there is a wide discussion both pro and
con: "Should girls let down the bars in time
of

war ?"

"If a girl takes the viewpoint that it is
such a little thing to do to promiscuously
kiss and pet with the boys because they are

—

not only sacrificing her own
respect, but she is
dangerously close to placing herself on the
common level of the Nazi regime! The Nazi
theory which glorifies the
girls who disdain all convenin uniform, she

individual

is

good name and

and

tion

hood.

ideals

Who

woman's duty
self

of

woman-

consider

it

a

to sacrifice her-

for the pleasure of the

Nazi

soldiers.

deem

it

Who

an honor to

raise the child of a

\

Nazi trooper born
out of wedlock!"
So says Marjorie
Woodworth, the

pretty Hal Roach
star,

v20

4.

who

is

one of

most popular girls with the armed
forces on the Pacific war front. Girls
are giving the subject serious thought
and Marjorie is no exception.
Starring in the series of Roach streamlike
"Yanks
lined Army featurettes
Ahoy," in which the cast breezily depicts
life in the service, Marjorie also devotes
her dating time to service men. She has

sthe

—

;

—

used her blonde head so much like
Jean Harlow's to study the situation

—

and soldier from first-hand observation and experience, and by asking
the opinions of her closest boy friends
themselves.
of girl

"Certainly we American girls feel
nothing but deep disgust for the Nazi
system and its followers, who have let
culture, refinement,
of civilization slip
in letting

"I don't

down

all

and the

finer points

through their fingers
barriers.

want (Please turn

to

page 62)

When

Marjorie invites some of the service
lads to her home, they find their fun playing gin rummy, singing their favorite songs,
and sampling Mrs. Woodworth's apple pie.

Pacing page, Marjorie Woodworth in the
Red Cross nurse's uniform which she wears
in "Yanks Ahoy," one of the gay Hal Roach
streamlined film featurettes of Army life.

!

!

Look out, Dottie
Lamour! Your "Rood
to Morocco" pals are
plotting

something

BING and BOB Did

to

Me

By

!'

WELL,—

of course, they could have broken me, you
know body, heart, spirit and career.
The things they do to me! The teasing! The
horse-play! The chase sequences! The 'pet' names they
have for me. The 'Old Hag' Bing calls me. 'Miss Fat'
and 'Blobber' are a couple of Bob's more poetic terms
of endearment. Such pretty things they think up for me
I used to get hurt at them, and feel embarrassed because
they let me have it on all occasions, and under all circumcouple of producers or a visiting Governor on
stances.
the sets and that's just when they give out with the labels.
But now if I walked on a set and they didn't tease me,
I'd think they were mad at me (except that they never
get mad at anyone) or that their health was failing.
Nor are they respecters of place any more than of persons. I mean, their sculduggery goes on right on the sets,
under the lights, while the cameras are rolling, as well as
sentimental
off. Say I have a song to sing with Bob.
get up there,
number, perhaps, tremulous and tender.
before the mike, all ready to go, and Bob kind of gives
start again. The
me the fishy eye. It breaks me up.
same thing happens. This goes on and on. When the
director finally loses his patience and his mind and
bellows, 'Say, what is this?' and in self-defense I start
to tattle on Bob, 'Why, / didn't do anything,' that fiend

A

A
We

We

on wheels will say, 'That Lamour girl makes up things
Of I have a scene to play with both of them. I know
all my lines. Letter-perfect. The camera starts to roll.
They get in there and start to out-gag each other and,

all my cues are changed. There's nothing to
be done about it, either, because, painful though it is to
admit it, their ad libbing is always better than anything
written in the script. But even when nothing is written
their tongues wag at both ends. Why, when we were
making "The Road to Zanzibar," we did a safari sequence
for which not one word of dialogue had been written.
Not a syllable. It was to be done in pantomime that's
what the scenarist thought By the time the scenes were
and every word
shot, there were Ave pages of dialogue
of it ad libbed by Bing 'n' Bob.
Another pet trick of theirs is to talk to me during a
scene. They keep their profiles to the camera so that
neither the director nor the audience can see what they
are doing, even if you could detect them at it, which I
doubt. For they out-Bergen Edgar and scarcely move
their lips while saying things that would curl your hair
They break me up, I say, of course they do. You know
how they say that some men look at you, and you melt.
Hope looks at me, and I laugh. They both look at me and
I need first aid for hysterics. {Please turn to page 60)

naturally,

—

!

—

"You don't

"Think Henry'li play ball after election?" Ed asked. "I know
he will," Paul replied. "He's practically given me the key to
I" Ed gave him a long look and then added:
his house." "Yeah
"A glass keyl Look out it don't break off in your hand."

like

me, do you,

Mr. Beaumont?" Janet smiled

disturbingly. "I like you, and I've been hoping you'll help
me find Taylor's murderer. You want to help me. I can
tell." "No." said Ed. "Don't get any such romantic ideas."

came

women. His feeling for his young sister Opal
Paul was like putty in her small hands, exwhere her infatuation for Taylor Henry .was
to

proved

that.

cept
concerned.

That was what made it more cockeyed than ever. Paul
going all out for Ralph Henry, despising that no-good
son of his as he did. And all because of Janet Henry. Ed
could see what she had, all right. Blue eyes, that long
yellow hair that was all the more striking because she
didn't go in for permanents, which would have left her

THE

GLASS

looking like a million other dolls, that streamlined chassis
that showed class in a woman just as it did in a car and
that small secret smile which left no one knowing what
she was thinking or what she was smiling at and that air
of hers which came from the best schools and the best
ancestors and all the other things Paul had never had.
But Janet had something else, too. She had ambition.
Ambition to see her father governor of the state. That

was what worried Ed as he saw Paul

sitting there, smil-

ing so fatuously.

KEY
Complete cast and credits on Page

"Are you really going through with this crazy idea?"
he demanded. "Throwing in with old man Henry and the
/
reform ticket?"
"Yeah." Paul grinned. "We're making the deal at dinner tonight at his house. You don't like it?"
"No more than I like those socks." Ed scowled at Paul's
feet propped up on his desk. (Please turn to page 78 )

79.

Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersen

BEAUMONT

didn't like the set-up at all. For the
wasn't seeing eye to eye with Paul
the first time he saw the boss slipping.
Crazy idea this, Paul backing Ralph Henry, the reform
candidate for governor, Paul who had built up his whole
political machine playing ball with the underworld and
all the grafters and gamblers in town. The craziest part
of it all was that Paul wouldn't get a thing out of itexcept maybe a girl. And that maybe meant exactly that.

time he
EDMadvig.
For
first

Maybe!

He might have known it would come like that to Paul,
Ed thought wryly. Men like him who took women in their
stride

always

fell

the harder once they were really

hit.

And

for all that there wasn't anything Paul would stop
at politically, for all that he was ruthless and dominating
and unrelenting dealing with men, he was soft when it

Mystery, suspense, romance! Movie based on Dashiell Hammett's famous novel is fully fictionized here. Three great stars Brian Donlevy,
Alan Ladd, and Veronica Lake portray the colorful leading roles

—

—

wanted you, it wouldn't make any difference
I
was," Paul told her. "But you do like me, don't
asked. "Sure," said Paul. "I think you're built
pretty face. But I wouldn't trust you out of

well.

Got a

this

room."

Paul acted the way he had from the beginning, as if the
murder was of no consequence to him at all. "I've had the
newspapers after me before and I'm still sitting pretty." "Have
you ever tried sitting pretty in the electric chair?" Ed asked.

Ed looked down at the paper. "That's the McCoy, all right."
His voice was very casual. "Where's Sloss now?" "In New
York," Nick said. "But he'll be back tomorrow. First I'm going
to have him talk
" Nick stopped short as Ed tore up the paper.

Ed started toward the door but he never got there. At a command from Nick, a dog sprang at him and seized his wrist.
He was helpless when Nick's henchmen broke in from the next
rooti. "If you want it this way, you con have it," he said.

"No wonder people beat him

"What

"If
I

whose friend
you?" Janet

—

what comes of having
instead of your

happens.

I

fists,'

up!" the nurse grinned. "That's
brains," Paul chuckled. " 'Use your brains
he's always telling me. Then look what

go about my business and he ends

in

the hospital."

are you waiting for?" Paul asked. Suddenly he took a
quick step toward Janet not to hurt her, just to take the
ring off her finger. "I'm giving you my dame, brother, but
you're nuts if you think
am going to throw in that rock!"

—
I
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A

AM PROUD
TO

BE

WAR

A

WIFE

By

MRS. TYRONE

POWER

Ty and Annabella, left, at
home, just before he enlisted
the Marines. At right, in
uniform for his final role for the

in

uration, in

"Crash Dive."

Full-

color photo on facing page is
so in character. Below, with
Anne Baxter in scene from film.
I

As

told to Elizabeth Wilson

(Don't miss her Writer's Note on Page 64J.

I

THINK

Tyrone must have

one day

last

July

when we

fallen

for the

Marines

Camp Elliott. T
time. You know how

visited

don't think he realized it at the
those things happen. It's like going to a party one day,
and meeting a girl and falling in love with her, but not
realizing it until later.
visited Camp Elliott about a

We

week before we left
Tyrone has a 16-mm camera
and he and Laird Cregar thought it might amuse the
boys at Camp Elliott if we drove down on Sunday and
ran pictures for them. (Camp Elliott is a Marine Corps
training camp, about ten miles from San Diego, and it is
for the Connecticut location.

here that the Marines are put through "boot" camp.)
A nice young Marine took us on a tour of the camp, and
we finally ended up in the tank division. "Would you
26

tank?" he asked us, and we accepted with
enthusiasm. Poor Laird Cregar. First he couldn't get in
the tank outfit, and then he couldn't even get in the tank.
Tyrone wasn't missing anything. Which is so typical of
him. And I could see that it was making a deep impression. I had a horror of being shut up inside the tank, so
I insisted upon riding with my head sticking out of the
were having dinner
turret, and that was a mistake.
with the general that evening, and I was trying out a
new hair-do which I thought rather smart. When I
climbed out of the tank I looked like Harpo Marx in a
fright wig. Tyrone was very silent driving home that
night. But I think I knew before we turned in our gates
that it would only be a matter of weeks before I became
like a ride in a

We

a Marine wife. Tyrone, however, didn't

(To page

63

)

OUTH
WAS HER
MORTAL
ENEMY
For years movie producers kept on
discovering Anne Baxter and then
tossing her back into obscurity as
if she were a four-inch minnow and
the game warden were standing
right behind them! But now, she's
eighteen and ready for stardom

By John

R.

Franchey

ten when she decided to be an acShe made her first stage hit at thirteen.
Hollywood wanted her until it found out how
young she was. There's a California law that
says an actress must go to school until she is
eighteen, and having your star go to school is
a headache to a producer. Now Miss Baxter,
the fabulous juvenile, has finally grown up.

Anns was
tress.

—

THERE
buck

are any number of maidens who have had to
poverty, prejudice, and providence (not to
mention the predatory male) en route to stardom,
but with Anne Baxter it was a little different. The only
thing that stood in the way of her becoming a little darlFor
ing of the studios was her mortal enemy
five years movie scouts and producers have been discovering her right and left and winding up by tossing her
back into obscurity, as if she were a four-inch minnow
and the game warden were standing right behind them.
The fact is, gentle reader, that although Anne Baxter

— YOUTH.

(who moved so memorably through "Swamp Water" and
even more memorably through "The Magnificent Ambersons" and "The Pied Piper") has just turned eighteen
she has to her credit not only a respectable screen career
but a much more remarkable stage history in the bargain.
But all in good time Anne, as has been hinted at, was
certainly born under the right star. Back in her pigtail
!

28

days, when she first decided to become a great actress,
she never had to haunt producers' offices, curry favor
with the "right people," toss around sex appeal, or even
write cute letters. All she had to do was sit tight and wait
until she grew up. This last, true enough, was a bit tryit was pretty
ing, as is understandable. But the rest
much in the bag.
How come? Well, T. C.-Fox's little Bernhardt, if
you must know, comes from the right side of the tracks.
Her father is a wealthy executive of a concern that manuahem spirits. In fact, Anne is a debutante
factures
although you probably haven't read about it anywhere.
The studio department, on definite orders from Anne, has
been laying off the society girl build-up. With Anne it is
drama, drama, drama twenty-four hours a day. You can
see for yourself that under the circumstances society takes
quite a beating from Anne. So does romance. At this writing, Anne doesn't even have a boy friend. As for going

—

—

—

—

—

)

—

there's not a ghost of a chance.
Getting back to Anne and her art,
was ten when she decided to bene an actress, after having dumped
aboard her first passion a career
a concert pianist. Anne communied her wishes to her father and
who, for obvious reasons,
|)ther
•rely patted her on the head and
d: "Now run along and do your

!ady

!

fe

SAYS VEROIIICA LHKE

—

mework. You must try and do
than a C-minus in arithmetic
•

pnth."

(cameo

skin type

CO-STARRING

"THE GLASS KEY". A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

)

betthis

—

Well, that was that at least for the
ne being. Being a very proper little
arithhi, Anne plugged away on her
:tic and actually managed to bring it
to a C-plus a year or two later. But
ustly, in her own fashion, she was
ncentrating on her career. The first
ep was to talk the different teachers
her flossy little private school into
ttting

on a string

of plays.

The

sec-

was to convince them that Baxpreferr was the girl for the part
ly the lead. How eloquent she was
iu can guess from the fact that alough she was a little on the chubby
such
fie, she was always playing
d,

—

|

hereal creatures as fairies, angels,
d princesses.
She was such a good little actress
at she startled her father out of his
its one day. He had slipped into the

— —

to watch his
late
hool auditorium
fspring perpetrate the lead in Sir
M. Barrie's "Dear Brutus" just in
f'me to hear her shriek, with convincg excitement: "Daddy! Daddy! I
Nive won. Here is the place. Crack-inE y-eye Tommy."
I Shortly after she turned twelve the
axters made a deal with their little
renins. If she would be presented in a
Lano recital with the rest of the pupils
If Cecile Bellaire Van de Carr, she
Qjuld take dramatic lessons from the
Ireat Theo- (Please turn to page 71
i
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ROY ROGERS' WIFE TALKS!
To Ida

Zeitlin

ARLENE, Roy Rogers' wife,
one in a thousand. She
f-\ is
likes to have women
\

/

run-

ning after her husband. The more,
the merrier. "What a fool I'd be.
not to," observes the placid Arlene. Let them scratch their names
and their ardent sentiments all

over his brand-new trailer. Let
them smear him with lipstick if

—

they can get close enough. Let
them cram the Republic Studio
mailbags with lovelorn letters.
If they didn't, would Roy have
skyrocketed past every other cowboy star save Autry and Bill
Boyd? (Right now he seems to
be crowding Bill Boyd.) Would
she and Roy have their lovely
house on a hilltop in the valley ?
Heavens, they might not even
have been able to adopt their precious baby, a thought they both
shudder from. Of course she does
think it's a little unsporting of the
gals to pull fistfuls of hair out of
poor Trigger's tail. If they've got
to pull hair, why don't they pull

Roy's?

He

can protect himself.
if he appreciated her attitude. "Look," he
grinned, "we've been married six

Roy was once asked

years,

we

and

I

can't

remember

ever had words. But

—

if

that

Arlene

Roy, Arlene, bal
pictures show the Rogers family
at their Encino home. Above, Republic's numb
one cowboy star and some of his famous flock of homing pigeoi
Exclusive

—

Cheryl Darlene

got sore at my fans, that
would cause an argument.
In this business, you've got
that broad-

to be at least

minded."'

"The funny part of it,"
chuckles Arlene, "is that I
was one of those very fans
myself. Only I was lucky
enough to get in ahead of
the

mob."

other guys,
self-organized as the Rocky

Roy and two

Mountaineers, were touring
southwest. They had
cents apiece in their
pockets when they hit Roswell, New Mexico, Arlene's
home town, and the show
for which they'd been booked at the local theater was
a week off. They talked the
radio station into giving
them a daily spot on the air
to advertise their show, but
failed to talk it out of any
cash. So they shot cottontails for food, and slept at a
motor court on the cuff.
Meantime a pretty girl
named Arlene Wilkins, unthe

fifty

—

conscious of destiny, spun
a radio dial and heard three
hillbillies do a little number
called the Swiss Yodel. She
loved it, listened in everyday, but they never sang
that

number

again.

"Say," said her brother,
"those radio hicks are showin

at the theater

tomorrow

Wanna go?"
"Mhm. if vou are

night.

Jife in
t

sure

a thousand. She

ng after her husband!

they will do the Swiss Yodel."
He picked up the phone, put
Sis's request through to the radio
station, who conveyed it to the
principals, who said they'd be
pleased to oblige the lady.
Arlene is on the reserved side.
Which lends piquancy to her demure admission that the minute
she saw Roy on the stage, she

"made up her mind." Her campaign was based on the old chestnut that the way to a man's heart
is through his stomach. "Those
boys looked hungry," she told
her mother dreamily next day,
knowing exactly how her mother
would

react.

"Well, the poor lambs. You
ring up (Please turn to page 88)
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Gene and

her husband at breakfast. Oleg Cassin! received his American citizenship on a Tuesday, enlisted
in the Coast Guard the following Saturday, was inducted
on Monday. He was on a brief leave when these pictures
were taken. At left, Gene's Victorian bed, seven feet
square, with its magnificent eggshell quilted bedspread.

ends at the garage door. The road is dirt. When
the rains come, what then, Cassinis? Their nearest
neighbor is Elizabeth Bergner who lives miles away
on another hilltop, and who isn't exactly the backfence chatty sort anyway. If the Cassinis were of

mind to, they could hole into their home for
months at a time without having to bother with the
a

idiosyncrasies of the

human

race.

But knowing Gene and Olie as

I

do

I

know

it

wasn't the privacy that attracted them. They do not
want to be alone. They have nothing in common
with Miss Garbo not even carrot juice, being
strictly meat and potato people themselves. They're
friendly and sympathetic and laughter-loving and
full of fun. No, it wasn't the privacy, it was the
beauty that attracted them to this almost inaccessible spot.
From their terrace, which they have enclosed with a
quaint white picket fence, they have a magnificent view
of Hidden Valley, Beverly Hills, and the far-off sea.
They're a pushover for beauty, those two. And beauty I
must say they've got plenty of.
Back in the spring of 1941, when the attractive young

—

IT'S privacy the Cassinis want, they've certainly got
built high on a hill (it would be
called a mountain in the state 1 come from) is one of
the most inaccessible places I have ever tried to reach
with the aid of eight throbbing cylinders. There is a sheer
drop of several hundred feet on three sides, and the house
can be approached only by a small winding road which

IFit. Their new house,

33

Gene with OKe, at left above, in informal pose on old-fashioned pine table back of the divan, which is done in gay chintz
with cherry and apple-green accents. Above, with 16-year-old
sister Patricia Tierney, "Pat" for short, in fireplace corner.
Entire house is Early American except for Gene's bedroom.

Count Cassini was romancmg Twentieth Century's budstar, he used to take her on Sunday picnics in the
hills back of Hollywood, It was on one of those Sunday
picnics that Gene and Olie discovered this property,
with its seventy-five-year-old ranch house, and comding

in love with it.
learned later," Gene told me, "that it was part
of a famous old ranch, once owned by Bobby Stack's
grandfather, and called the No Chance Ranch.
didn't exactly care for the name, but we refused to let
it dampen our enthusiasm. It looked like Connecticut
to me, and I was homesick in those days, and I loved
it all the more. Olie showed me how we could easily
change the California ranch house into a Connecticut
farm house and we got so excited we bought as many
acres as we could afford to pay for, which wasn't many.
While we were rebuilding the 'big house,' which really
isn't big, on top of the hill, we lived in the 'little house,'
which is really little, at the foot of the hill."
Gene's mother and her little sister Pat, who is very
pretty and has so many boy friends you get dizzy counting them, are visiting the Cassinis now and live in the
"little house," which makes an excellent guest house.
But they're returning East soon. Sixteen-year-old Pat
has definitely decided to have a fling at the New York
stage. She has had a number of picture offers while
visiting her celebrated sister this past summer, but Gene
started her acting career on the stage in New York,
and that's the way Pat wants to start hers. Take a good
look at Patricia Anne Tierney and that's the easiest
thing I ever asked you to do because one of these
days you'll be seeing her on the screen.
Gene is rather dreading the day her mother and sister
return to New York. With Olie in the service it's pretty
lonely in her hilltop home. As soon as Oleg Cassini
became a United States citizen a few weeks ago (thereby renouncing the title of "Count" which he inherited
both from his mother and father) he enlisted in the

pletely

fell

"We

We

—

—
—

United States Coast Guard. So now, it's Fireman First
Class Cassini, if you please. At present he is assigned
to duty on the Pacific Coast, near enough to come home
Center above, Gene and Pat looking off into the distance from
a corner of the terrace, which is enclosed with a quaint white
picket fence. At left, Gene's bathroom, with wall-paper splashed
with vivid red roses. She is wearing a luxurious matching quilted
robe, which was a gift from her best friend, Cobina Wright, Jr.

!

is pretty as well as practical, with everything in blue
white. Victorian elegance in Gene's bedroom, center above:

The kitchen

and

formal mantel of carved marble, faille drapes splashed with
roses, plum-colored carpet, throw-rug in soft eggshell, mahogany fireside chairs with seats upholstered in mulberry rose.

a 48-hour leave. But Gene, like other Navy
you that those 48-hour leaves are few
and far between.
"Olie received his citizenship papers on Tuesday,"
Gene told me proudly on the "China Girl" set a few days
after her husband had been inducted. "He enlisted the
following Saturday, and on Monday he was inducted.
And I've never seen anyone as happy. He has been
awfully morose these last few months. All his friends
were enlisting in the Army or the Navy and he was
eager to enlist too, and do his part towards winning this
war. But he isn't glum now. Last night he was all smiles
from ear to ear. And so pleased with his uniform."
The night before was the first time Gene had seen
Olie since his induction into Uncle Sam's Coast Guard.
He couldn't get leave to come in town, so Gene begged
off early from die studio and drove down to San Pedro
to have dinner with him in a waterfront beanery.
She eyed him critically. She admitted that the uniform
was a good fit, but the cap it was terrible "It's too
big for you, Olie," she moaned. "It's at least two sizes
too big for you."
"I know," Olie agreed. "I did my best to shrink it.
It won't shrink."
"Well," said Gene grandly, in the manner of a movie
star, "just tell the Navy to give you another cap."
"The Navy doesn't seem to give a hoot about my
cap," said Olie cheerfully. "Strangely enough, you won't
believe it, Gene, but they claim they have more important things on their minds right now."
Gene laughed in her coffee and had to be slapped on
the back. Soon they were joined at the counter by Victor
Mature, coxswain Mature now, girls, and a bunch of
the boys from the Coast Guard boat.
"Olie was cook last night," Victor told Gene. "You
should have seen your husband. He opened a couple of
cans of soup and threw some potatoes in the pot. He
hoped we wouldn't like the mess so he wouldn't have
to cook again. But do you know, it turned out delicious
want Olie to cook every night."

when he has

wives, will

tell

—

!

We

"They must have
Gene

liked it," (Continued on page 68

poses, center right, on the lovely

mahogany

sofa in her

bedroom. Godey prints above are framed with background of silk
matching upholstery of sofa and chairs. At right, the Cassinis
are joined at breakfast by "Butch," their police dog. "Butch" is
photogenic, loves to have his picture taken with Gene and Olie.

)

SHORTY.
GEORGE!

Fred Astaire and
Rita Hayworth
in the best dancing number from
their new picture

38

Rita

Hayworth earns her big
when she makes a

salary

Fred Astaire dancing picture.

slaving over a hot step all day, Rita proves there are no hard feelco-star a great, big hug, at right. It's hard work,
ing Fred's partner, but a lot of girls in Hollywood would like to get it.

fter

gs

by giving her

J
"You WereNever LoveRita and
romancers, to tunes by

lier" re-unites

Fred

as

dancing

Jerome Kern and
Johnny Mercer. Most
original of all the As-

taire-Hayworth

dance

numbers is shown here.
If the Hayworth figure
looks slimmer than
ever,

loses

because she
ten pounds for

it's

every dancing number!
Astaire rehearses eight

hours at a stretch, and
his partner must alwavs

keep

up

Columbia

with

him

Pii-lurti
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Sign here! Esther
Williams asked all
the Metro stars to
autograph her suit
and now she can't
wear it when she
goes for

predict Esther Williams will get along swimher new career. Formerly starred in the
uacade in San Francisco, Esther was seen by a
Tit scout and signed to a Metro contract. First
t is opposite Mickey Rooney in "Andy Hardy

»gly in

ps

Out," which

idol,

may be Mickey's

final

motion

the duration, as he wants to follow
Clark Gable, into the Army Air Corps.

rure for

towfeathC^
atvd '

m

velvet cap;

cotdutoV

bas
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The

short formal frock holds

its

own. This one of

light-weight wool, worn by Lynn Ban, above, has
delicate black lace top with paillettes outlining the design.

Her pompadour cap

is

draped in

silk

net veiling.

have the approval of the government's consi
tion program when made from sheer materials not ne
for war purposes. Miss Bari's is of violet lace with deep
of nude souffle and side pocket of lace rosettes to add ch
Full skirts

,

\

Fuchsia velvet strips on a black velvet scarf and the gauntlet tops of black antelope gloves are the only
color note for the black wool suit-dress which Lynn Bari wears for important luncheons and the cocktail
hour. Distinctive trimming is jet sequin circle design embroidered about scalloped edge of the brief jacket,
with the same sequins encircling the top of the black velvet pillbox, draped with a waist-length veil.

4^

/Miniver" steps out in a gay Scotch sot

and dance number in "Random Harves
based on James Hilton's book. Greer play
show girl in opening scenes of the film, sit
Harry Lauder's famous She's My Daisy, an
reveals a shapely chassis which, unfortunate 1
has hitherto been covered in costume picture

Mervyn
Filming the touching love scene at the end of the picture,
LeRoy above, directs Ronald Colman and Greer Garson in
"Random Harvest." This is the way the scene looked from
squint through the camera.
off-stage, with LeRoy taking a final
The few lines of dialogue are spoken with heartfelt emotion.

Paula (Greer Garson): Smithy!
Charles (Ronald Colman): Paula, Paula!
I've found you, I've found you!

Close-up of Vera Hrut

<

why she may be

reveals

as
signed to other than ice-skat
ing pictures in the future

on skates w
you with theii

Sirens
thrill

graceful gyrations

big

new

ice revu

Foremost skating
star

of

Republic's

"Ice-Capades Revue" is Vera Hruba,
caught by the camera, above, in one
of her whirlwind

©

numbers. Blonde
and photogenic,
Vera may "gradu-

$m

ate" from ice opera
to dramatic roles
one of these days.

Baby starlet Donna Atwood, above, slips on
her skating shoes herself though there must be
a long line of gallant guys waiting to help her.
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as soon as she
JUST
workshop, Jeanette

had finished "Cairo"

MacDonald

Mayer's
announced

at L. B.

enthusiastically

that she was ready to start on a concert tour, strictly for the
boys in service. Several of the men on the committee to arrange
camp tours for Hollywood screen stars were a bit dubious. They
had read about those fragile, lace-trimmed prima donnas, compared with whom the delicate Little Princess in the fairy-tale
who couldn't sleep because there was a pea under the mattress
was a number one rough-neck.
"Miss MacDonald," they said warily, "perhaps you'd better
wait until Fall. It's blistering in the South and Middle West now.
Why, at some of those camps it's even 110° at night. You won't
be able to stand the heat."
"If the Army can stand it," said Jeanette firmly, "I am sure I
can stand it."
I have great admiration for Jeanette. Not only did she choose
the hottest time of the year, and the hottest camps in the country,
but, except for her pianist, she went out alone. Usually when they
go on these camp tours the Hollywood stars join up with other
acts, arranged by the U.S.O. Camp Shows, Inc. In this way they
only give part of the show. Jeanette gave the whole show. Some
nights she sang as many as 32 songs and believe me, the lorgnetted customers who pay $5.50 a red plush seat to hear Jeanette
rip off those high C's never got that many songs in a night. Margaret Hart, her pianist, (who, incidentally, collapsed in the heat
at Fort Leonard Wood) told me that at almost very concert the
Commanding Officer would grow a little worried after the 25th
song, and would send up a note saying how much they appreciated Miss MacDonald's generosity, but maybe she had better
stop before she strained her voice. "Well, boys," Jeanette would
say, "I guess I'll have to stop now. I have to catch a train." Then
would follow loud groans of protest, and urgent requests for The
Rosary, Liebestraum, and Ave Maria. "All right," Jeanette would
say, completely forgetting that she was a person of firm determination, "just three or four more. And then I must go." (Margaret
Hart really gave me these tour details which is more than I can

—

"You won't be able to stand it." they
warned prima donna MacDonald before she left for a concert tour of
Army camps. "If the boys can stand
it, I can!" said Jeanette. Here is the
exclusive story of her experiences

By Elizabeth Wilson
Jeanette graciously loaned us her only photos of her tour. Facing
page, she sings at Soldiers' Arena, Camp Robinson, Arkansas. At
right, at William Beaumont Hospital, El Paso, Texas. Top, left, at
Fort Sill. Top, right, her most poignant moment of all: meeting
Private Gene Raymond at Reilly General Hospital, Springfield,
Mo. Jeanette's husband, Lieut. Gene Raymond, is now overseas.

say for Jeanette.

That one "gives" only when she

how much she enjoys being

tells

able to entertain the boys hi

the service.

The tour got off to a bad start at Fort Bliss, El Paso,
At four o'clock Monday afternoon there was a
cloudburst. It rained the proverbial cats and dogs, and
kept it up until nine o'clock that night. The outdoor conTexas.

had to be canceled. Jeanette felt pretty grim about
(California wouldn't have done that to her) but she
brightened considerably when they told her that there
would be time for two full concerts at the two hospital
cert
it

bases there. At the William Beaumont General Hospital
one of the photographers from Fort Bliss asked her if
she would have her picture taken with the boys singing
a popular number, but every time the photographer's
bulb failed to go off. "I'm beginning to suspect." said

Jeanette with a laugh, "that we are singing the wrong
song. Let's try our luck with God Bless America. That
time the bulb worked beautifully.
The concert at Sheppard's Field, Texas, on Wednesday night was a great success despite the fact that
Jeanette didn't get off the train until five that afternoon,
and had to be up on the rostrum at eight. (And I can
remember when Jeanette insisted upon a day's peace
young private I
and quiet before giving a concert.)
know, who boasts that he polishes everything at Shep-

—

A

pard's Field from buttons to bathrooms, wrote me an
account of the concert "Miss MacDonald was reallv
lovely. She sang under a new moon for two hours. As
a matter of fact when her time was supposed to be up.
she insisted upon singing all the requests the boys wanted.
There were thousands of boys. (Please turn to page go
:

I
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MY BROTHER GEORGE

For a fresh slant on Sanders, read
this closeup of him by the one who
knows him best brother Tom, who incidentally reveals a lot about himself

—

52
As fold to Jack Holland

EDITOR'S NOTE:
RKO

way, they were making a picFalcon's Brother." In it,
George Sanders does a fade-out as the
Falcon and hands over the role to Tom
Conway, who is supposed to be his
brother. The funny part of it all is
Tom is George's brother in real life. You
may have seen Tom in such pictures as
"The Bad Man," "People Vs. Kildare,"
"Trial of Mary Dugan," "Lady Be
Good," "Rio Rita," and others. He's a
distinguished looking person with plenty
of charm. Yet, to most people, he is as
unlike George as possible. Where George
seems cold and indifferent, Tom is friendly and gay. Where George seems perpetu(

Over

ture called

"The

—

Tom

enthusithese two
really?
like

allly blase, disinterested,
astic,

vital.

So

what

about

What

brothers?

What kind

is

—

are they
of lives have they led? This

—and

is Tom's story
these questions.)

his

own answers

to

THE
story of George and me must necessarily begin
the very beginning. As children we had to share
everything. If I had a pony, George had to have one.
If I had a boat, he had to have a boat. Our parents played
no favorites and they brought us up the best way they

THE
from
knew.

In spite of their teachings of discipline, honesty, and
there were probably never two more fiendish
brats than George and myself. When we weren't actually
in trouble, we were always thinking up ways to get into
or to cause others to get into difficulty. Such was
trouble
our way of having fun.
George and I hardly ever fought between ourselves.
got along royally since we both had the same disinterest in anything constructive or respectable. Besides,
since we were' continually trying to get other young chaps
in trouble, we never had time to get into much of a row
loyalty,

—

We

takes over brother George Sanders' role
Falcon's Brother" in RKO's series. Above,
Randolph.
brothers lunch leading lady Jane

Tom Conway

ourselves.

in

When our parents decided that we should be educated,
they probably made the gravest mistake of their lives.
Certainly no money was ever so wasted as the money
had never planned to do any
spent on our education.

the

"The

We

serious

work

in school.

And we

never did.

Which prob-

educational enlightenment was
escapades which delighted us
of
series
than
a
little more
but distinctly annoyed those people who were told to turn
us into brilliant examples of English youth.
Our parents sent us to a rather famous school in England. The institution thrived on the idea that discipline
isn't as necessary as honor. You know, put the student

ably explains

why our

on his honor and he will do no wrong. That was probably
a pleasant idea for most children, but not for George and
me. We simply felt that no boy of our ages he was thir-

—

—

had any ideas of honor, and
teen and I was fourteen
we didn't bother trying to cultivate any such ideas.
began our career at the school by deciding that
time spent in the physical training classes was time
wasted. George was the first to decide to cut classes for
the whole term. He was forever trying to do things and
he was forever being caught, while I got into more trouble

We

than he could think of and was never caught.
That certain term proved a disillusionment to me.
George didn't attend a single physical training class and
for some reason or another he was never found out. So
I
said to myself, "Well, if he got away with cutting
classes, then I'm a cinch. They'll never get on to me."
The procedure was simple (Please turn to page 65)

Remarkable picture above reverses usual impression
of the brothers.
erally hides it,

Both happy-go-lucky,
while

Tom

is

vital,

George genenthusiastic.
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WITHOUT
EXTRAVAGANCE
You're an asset when you are cheerful,
poised, confident, full of vitality with
smiling red lips, a clear bright skin.
Who wants to be a liability, today!

—

By Josephine

Felts

A

-for Olivia de Havilland! One for Hedy Lamarr! Two
ladies who have the wit and the wisdom to look their
freshest, prettiest selves at all times. Beauty and fashion today
are as you like them. Olivia wears her hair close. Hedy lets hers

cheer

lovely

Take your choice! Olivia wears a Spanish mantilla which
distinction to her soft dark eyes. Hedy wraps
a string of evenly matched pearls four times around her throat.

fly.

adds witchery and

|EAUTY

without extravagance" was first advised
of years ago in Athens, a town
again in the news, by someone whose name was
Pericles. He went on to add, "Wisdom without weakness." He was talking about daily living in difficult
times. I think he meant not only beauty as expressed
in things, but beauty as expressed in people.
Had he been as fortunate as you and I, he might
have illustrated his point by someone as lovely as
Olivia de Havilland. Or someone as glamorous, and
cheering to look upon as Hedy Lamarr. Someone with
the wisdom to know how important it is right now
to be not only yourself, but your loveliest self always,
no matter how busy from early in the morning to late
at night your job may keep you.
Today is the time for all things that lift the heart.
Beauty is one of them
Today is the time for things that cheer, encourage
and strengthen us. Beauty is one of them
Beauty is always gay, and never forget that gaiety,
too, is a form of courage, sometimes one of its finest
forms. One of the things that real beauty cannot exist
without is the sparkle of vitality. It sounds pretty silly
to say, "Are you sure you're keeping up your pep by
getting plenty of exercise?" if you have been complaining about that tired feeling. But it may be a very
good question, an especially good question, if you are
working at something which involves any nervous

B

some thousands

!

!

rain without
j-al

any great amount of phys-

activity.

.

storv of Miss K. N.

The

is

GUIDE TO GIAMOR

a good ex-

mean. She was working
to be
.ng hours at a desk. She happened
as well
jing war work but it might just
ave been work in a law office or a movie
of

-nple

what

I

udio. At night she felt so
•anted to do was to drag
arly to bed. She felt in all
f

weary

all

With Christmas in the offing and Hard Work Ahead
Here are tips and trinkets from your Beauty Scout

she

home and go

conscientiousshould avoid playing in the eveas she should keep herself fresh for

ess she
ing,

ach day's work.
time and got her
I met her about this
three
o try an experiment. She was to go
khts a week to a good beauty salon
chere classes were held in exercise for
is
ust her kind of girl—the one who
,-orking hard but is not physically active
luring the day. The class spent three:uarters of an hour three evenings a week

n supervised exercise.

K. N. attended faithfully. At the end of
he second week I saw her again and asked
tow she was getting on. Her eyes shone.
said. "I go
'It is the strangest thing," she
I can
ip to the class sometimes so tired
lardly put one foot ahead of the other. I'm
oo tired to eat. All I want to do is tumble
nto bed! But I go. I exercise and you
the
enow, I come away feeling I could start
!"
lay over. I could walk five miles
You see, K. N. was tired from lack of
exercise. She was getting a little let down,

were told, about both herself
f the truth
ind her work. Once she started streamining her muscles and treating herself as if
;he had a normal healthy body, which she
lad. she looked better, slept better, worked
setter. She was an asset to herself and her
iriends instead of a liability. Think it over.
Since this department is concerned with

look as well as your all-round
the
smartness and vitality, and since this winter
you should play hard, now and then, so
that you may work all the harder, here is a
"beautv preparation" suggestion that will
help you look your best at important moments. Don't neglect the good old "beauty
mask" habit at least once each week, when
you want your skin to look its most glow-

way you

ing and glorious.
There are a number of good ones to be
had. called by various names, all including

word "mask" on their labels. Wrap
your fingers around one of them and take
it home. Allow yourself half an hour to use
minutes
it. Since you should spend twenty
of the time with the mask on your skin and
since it is best that you relax completely
during that time, here is a fine moment

the

moments, in fact ) to lie
your eyes and do nothing,
blissfully. But first spread on the mask
carefully, economically. Just cover your
throat and face. Keep it away from your
eyes and your lips. Relax for twenty min(

twenty,

fine

down, "close

then take the mask off. Since different
masks should be removed in different ways,

utes,

look at the directions. Some of them rinse
off gently in warm water. Others should
be taken off with cream.
If this is the first time you have used a
mask, you'll be startled at the improvement
in the appearance of your skin. It will
actually glow and look refreshed, dewy,
lovable. If you are an old hand at it you
will just nod with approval at your reflec"Just as I
tion in the glass and murmur
expected!" In either case, you will go off
:

to

your evening looking quite charming.
"Beauty without extravagance!" Yes, be-

cause there

money
the

is

to do.

so

much important work

you

will

want

to practice all

known beauty economies

thinking

up some

original

for

as

ones

well

as

all

for

yourself. Buy large sizes of the preparations you use every day. Large jars give
you more for your money in general. They
also save you extra shopping time. Keep
your creams and lotions in the ice-box or at

{Pkase turn

to

pagt 90

I

that

real bells
Preview of Christmas! Coty "Sleigh Bells" double compact with
"Sabots" those
jingle-jangle-jingle! Also for the top of your list we nominate
L'Aimant.
wonderful wooden shoes filled with the famous perfumes, Emeraude and

you ever heard of a foundation cream containing lanolin? There
HAVE
you are one of those
new idea that will appeal to you especially,

is

if

one. a brand
millions and

most important inmillions of girls with drv skins. Lanolin, of course, is one of the
skin. You know,
gredients used in making the kind of cream that smoothes and softens
your complexion while
the kind of cream you'd usuallv put on at night to help freshen
long Miner s
you sleep. This means that your skin can have a beauty treatment all day
temperature
Foundation Cream with Lanolin helps protect your skin from weather and
much to give
changes to preserve its freshness and pliancy, and all the time, it is doing
smooth,
vour skin "glamor" as well. For it is an excellent foundation, light textured, really
holds your
an excellent make-up base. As you'd expect, it hides blemishes (if any);
Peach,
make-up hours and hours. Which of these skin tones is most nearly yours :
!

Rachelle, Brunette, or

Sun Tan'

be first ? Then
of girl are you— a leader, one of the girls who loves to
is a gay exciting
are with vour very own personality perfume. Follow Me It
for the rest of the gang
fragrance, a natural leader, and with it you will set the example
you."
"follow
will
find,
you'll
who
for a whole new lovely
You'll like this perfume too because it sets the fragrance pace
I

J

UST

here

what type

we

!

Powder, Bubble Foam, Bath Powder. Eau de Toilette.
of Yarva beauty aids
deftly conIt has a cunning strap across the top and
especiallv.
box
the
powder
Notice
to the shy girl
Me
"Follow
about
word
puffs.
powder
small
are
sides
cealed in its
You 11 be
they love to copy
too Try it and see if it doesn't make you one of the girls
5
like best about it.
we
things
the
of
one
That
is
not.
Certainly
Extravagant
surprised!
perfume that saves
For these days, you want to make every' penny count—and a good
you money is a good perfume indeed.

line

:

A

.

—

VOU
T

that wool has become precious, so here is a word of warning to
you who would prolong the fresh wearability of your woolens. Be sure to use an
under-arm deodorant. Just recently this de-

know

Pinafores are in style again! See Tussy's
Pinafore wild-rose series: Eau de Cologne
Dusting Powder, Bubble Essence, pink soap.

partment has been experimenting with Nix,
an under-arm deodorant which stops odor
but not perspiration. You can apply it in
a jiffy. It will not harm your clothing and
shaving.
is gentle to your skin, even after
It has a mild, refreshing odor, and is well
worth knowing about.
could any
WHAT
from
than

girl find

more welcome

Hollywood." this
Christmas? See Max Factor's Color Harmony Make-up Box with face powder, pancake make-up. cleansing cream, rouge and
lipstick. It's all in a gorgeous red and gold
box that will make her smile with pleasure
Pan-cake
the moment she unwraps it.
make-up. you know, is famous for that
smooth, mat finish it gives the skin. Give
pleasure this Christmas
a

"gift
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The lovely ladies Major Tom Lewis
1
j

is

seen es-

Lieut.

corting to the preview of "Wake Island" are
Irene Dunne, left, and his wife, Lorefta Young.

Commander

Joel

Pressman,

his

wife,

Claudette Colbert, and the Gary Coopers
made up this foursome at a recent premiere.

1

(

HOLLYWOOD

is wondering if Priscilla Lane is planning to retire from
the screen. Her indifference to the community points in that direction. Pat didn't want

do "The Powers Girl." She wanted to
By the time she had her first fittings,
she was too sick to go on. Adrian, who is
doing a bang-up clothes job in this picture,
to

fiikm

#

rest.

i

had

to refit all of Pat's things to Anne
Shirley. As usual, Pat returned to Victorville and her bombardier. She's content to
be his missus.

1/

INDA cute sense of humor that de Havil-

When Robert Cummings
borrowed to co-star in "Princess
O'Rourke," a certain story reached Liwy's
ears. It seems that Diana Barrymore's unhumorous pranks had made everyone miserable, when they filmed "Between Us Girls."
land girl has.

was

Bob Cummings stood it as long as he could.
Then he administered a good sound spankwhere it would do Diana the most good.
first day he worked with Olivia, director Norman Krasna asked her to come out
of her dressing room and meet Bob. Olivia
did wearing a baseball catcher's mask and
chest protector. Bob fell right on his face!
ing,

The

—

Gossip by

Weston

East

Candids by Jean Duval

Above, Rosemary Lane and hubby Buddy
Westmore. Boys in uniform and girls in silver
fox have

become

style

Ann Sothern and Bob

note for film openings.

Sterling,

whose romance

has reached the serious stage, attending a
premiere with Mr. and Mrs. Fred MacMurray.

JUST

look who wins the honors in the
exhibitors' poll of the current favorites.
Van Hefiin, a newcomer, and Jane Wyman,

a veteran (and what a veteran), are favored
contenders for stardom. The seven others
of the first ten are John Carroll, Alan Ladd,
Lynn Bari, Nancy Kelly, Donna Reed, Betty Hutton, and Teresa Wright. Warners
are already making plans to give Jane Wyman the star buildup she has long deserved.
M-G-M has great plans for Van Heflin.
They're also hoping he'll become more tolerant and less antagonistic, as the Hollywood scene becomes more familiar. Especially toward fellow players less important
than himself.

rRANCHOT TONE is

a young

man who

believes in profiting by his mistakes. Recently his bride was called to the bedside of
her sick mother in Chicago. Knowing how
rumors start and how exaggerated they become, Franchot sent a wire to every Hollywood columnist and commentator. He told
them when and why she was leaving. He
told them when she'd be back again. It
worked like a charm. Not a single derogatory line appeared in print. The Tones are
back together again and couldn't be happier. There may even be three Tones to
keep in harmony before too long.
I

The hand-holding blonde and gent, above,
at one of the special screenings, ore Betty
Hutton and Perc Westmore, make-up expert.

lane Withers and Pat Brook know how the
boys like to "join in" and always select the
songs they know when entertaining service men.

GUESS

WHEN
most

Henry Fonda joined the Navy,
surprised person of all was his
wife, Frances Fonda. She was right in the
middle of furnishing a big home they bought
recently. At the time of purchase, "Hank"
hadn't faintly hinted he had future plans
with Uncle Sam. Plans for completion of
the home are now at a standstill. Frances
until
is going to live in a half-empty place

Victor Mature thinks is the
most stunning woman in Hollywood?
No, it's not Rita Hayworth. It's Mai Milland, Ray's prematurely-grey fashion plate
wife. Vic doesn't even know her, but he
thinks Ray Milland is a pretty lucky guy.
Recently Mai found out about her unknown
admirer. And the way she found out makes
it twice as charming. Her informant, of all
people,

who

—Hedy

was

her

Lamarr.

man comes marchipg home

again.

MICHELE MORGAN'S

dream house
Franchot Tone may
buy it. When Michele married Bill Marshall,
he put his foot down. They were going to
fix up their own place and he was going
to pay for the furnishing. And that was
that. Michele, being much wiser than some
Hollywood stars, listed the house with a
real estate agent, the very next day.

CLARK GABLE

would be very happy
working for Uncle Sam if curiosity
seekers would only give him a break. Clark
tries his best to be just one of the men. But
hysterical women carry on like mad things

is

minute he gets one foot out of bounds.
is still being kept up back in
caretaker remains on the
Hollywood.
place day and night Clark also still retains
Carole Lombard's loyal secretary. They say
Hollywood's favorite actor has never looked
better or handsomer.
the

Clark's ranch

A

for sale.

WONDER
model,
Cesar

if

And

Mary Dodson,

beautiful

will be the lucky girl to occupy
Romero's unfinished bridal suite ? He

at the Fred MacMurrays and
they've been seeing a lot of each other ever
since. In taking Mary to theaters and pre-

met Mary
Benny's favorite story. He
visited Ann Sheridan on the "Edge of
Darkness" set and broke up the company.
There was a little man who spent most of
his time wishing. One day a genii appeared
and decided to put a stop to the foolishness.
He granted the man three wishes and
guaranteed they'd come true. The man
wished for all the money in the world, to
look as handsome as the combined Robert
Taylor and Gary Cooper and then, not
wishing to be selfish, wished that he might
kill Hitler. Sure enough, when the man
got home, the floor in every room was
covered with gold. He looked in the mirror
and he looked like Cooper and Taylor. Just
then the phone rang. "Is this the man who
wanted to kill Hitler?" a voice asked.
"Well, this is your draft board. You've
just been made 1-A—so get down here and

IT'S

Jack

'

get going!"

TWO tragedies

in her life have just about
convinced Virginia Bruce that she is
destined not to find happiness in love. The
John Gilbert death occurred while she was
still
quite young and inexperienced. It
grieved her but Virginia eventually got
over it. But her love for producer Jack
Ruben was deep and lasting. His death was
a great shock to Virginia. The writers of
Hollywood took up a collection. With the
money they are donating one bungalow to
the actors' home for the sick and the aged.
It will be known as the Jack Walter Ruben
bungalow, a tribute to his memory.
'

Cesar no longer has to insist on
seats in the last row of the house. Previously, when Carmen Miranda was his
lady for the evening, those vegetable plates
views,

The

Alan

silent star,

Ladds (she's Sue Carol,
now her husband's agent)

former
arriving

for one of movietown's important social events.

Jane Withers

at "Bit of

Sweden" restaurant

with Pat Brook, who has his first big role opposite Jane in Republic's "Johnny Doughboy."

she wore on top of her turbans blocked out
the view of the paying customers. They
loved Carmen but not enough to look at
the back of her head all evening.

—

!

Starlet Frances Robinson stepped out with
on his recent visit to the film city.

Jimmy Walker, ex-New York Mayor,
Our cameraman- caught up with

them at one of the Hollywood night haunts and, above, you see the

EW

!

!

result.

Love-birds Eleanor Powell and Glenn For
above, whose romance is the real thing, re
at Cocoanut Grove while waiting to danc

announcement of their endue any moment now. A
happier couple than Glenn Ford and Eleanor
Powell we defy you to find. They'd like to
be married in the little church in Canada
where Glenn was baptised. "Elly" is really
serious about staying home and raising
babies. Glenn goes into service soon and if

AFTER

called suddenly, there'll be no postponing for these two. They'll get married

Puss

forget.

on the

TOR

USUALLY

THE

I

I—

AYRES'

favorite eating place

"The Tropics"

in

was

Beverly Hills. With
writing, Lew has to

time for letter
send a round-robin letter to all his friends.
This he sends to "The Tropics" where they
post it on the bulletin board. It would do
his heart good if Lew could see how his
friends enjoy these letters. They rush right
to the bulletin board before they'd dream
of consulting a menu. Hollywood does not
little

Hollywood can meet any
emergency. But the gas rationing situation strikes a very serious note. Stars like
Joel McCrea and Martha Scott have valley
homes, fifty miles away from their studios.
The stars work in Culver City, Burbank,
Fox Hills, Hollywood and Universal City.
But the majority live in Beverly Hills.
They'll have to live in their dressing rooms
during the making of a picture. Bette Davis,
who has a bungalow on the Warner lot, is
already filling up the frigidaire. Soon
there'll be sweet essence of finnan-haddie
wafted away from Garbo's dressing room
window by the evening breeze
Lou Costello introduces Potty, his cute little
daughter, to Errol Flynn, below. Now Flynn
knows why Lou has been boasting so much.

THE

official

gagement

is

he's

spot.

who

eventually plays the spiritually inspired heroine in "The Song of
Bernadette" will have to lead a nun-like
existence. 20th is already keeping Anne
Baxter out of night clubs and eliminating
all cheese cake art. Jeanne Cagney, Jimmy's
lovely sister, is getting a test and should
be perfect in the part. But you know Hollywood. Don't be surprised if Betty Hutton
is the winner
girl

!

!

THE time you read this, Bill Holden
BYmay
be transferred from the Army to
the Air Corps. Which means he may be
stationed closer to Hollywood. Which also
means that Brenda Marshall can fly to see
him occasionally, over a week-end. She's
so excited at the possibility, she's already
put back five of those pounds she lost when
her Bill went away again.

three years on the same lot, Ida
Lupino and Bette Davis finally were
introduced. Monty Woolley invited them
both to the same dinner party and that's

how

it came about. Now, unless Bette gets
some acting plum Ida has been dreaming
about, the two girls should become good
friends. And they'll owe it all to Mr. Wool!

the first time since the war, the
r George Murphys entertained. The occasion was Roger Pryor's birthday, which
his leave from Blythe, Caliwhere he is a flying instructor. Jimmy Cagney was out on a bond tour, but hi;
wife, Billie Cagney, was a charming sub
stitute guest. She told of the great success
of "Yankee Doodle." "When I think back
sighed Billie. "Jimmy and I were in vaudeville.
Once we tried desperately to get
passes for a George Cohan show. W<
wanted to see it so much but we didn't
have enough money to buy tickets. Another

happened on
fornia,

—

time

Jimmy

tried to get a job in a
flat!"
(Please turn to page 76)

Cohar

show and was turned down

That must have been a pip of a story some
one told John Carroll. He's pictured at c
well-known

dining

place

with

Vivian

Blaine

Hollywood Canteen
Opening
Exclusive Photos

By Jean Duval

The dedication opening of Hollywood's
canteen for service men was a big successFilm folk paid $50 each for seats to watch
5000 uniformed men enter the canteen,
where they were served and entertained
by big-name movie stars. From top, reading down, and to right: Bette Davis, Chairman, with hubby Arthur Farnsworth, who
served as dishwasher; Eleanor Powell and
Marlene Dietrich passed the cake; Eddie
Cantor, with Coast Guardsman Rudy Vallee

and Ginny Simms. Laird Cregar, with Irene
Dunne, acted as busboy; Miss Dunne autographed ties and trinkets; Bette gave out
cigarettes and autographs. Irene Dunne
and Loretta Young danced with sailors.

—

!

Whaf

Bing and

!

Bob Did To

Me

Continued from page 22
Those shoe-button eyes of Hope's I have
a teddy bear at home, one I've had since
I was six. Its eyes came out and my mother
!

took two black buttons out of a pair of my
baby shoes and stuck them in, I swear it
looks just like Hope!
Or Bing will come on the set and announce, 'I'm on Dottie's side today There!

and for the rest of the day, Bing and
gang up on Hope. The next day, Bob and

after,
I

are allied against Bing.
day, and Bing and Bob

Comes

the third
are in cahoots
against me. And if you don't think that
combine makes a little Spartan Girl out
of Mrs. Lamour's Dottie you don't know
Hope and Crosby as I know them
Then there's the horse-play. I'd like to
I

make some screaming little crack about
Bob having to have some horse-play on the
he certainly doesn't at the tracks. But
we'll skip it. What I mean, for one of the
sequences in "The Road To Singapore,"
the property man kept a tin can of soapy
water handy in which I washed dishes. One
prankish day, just after the lunch call
sounded, Bing picked up a handful of the
soap suds and threw it at Hope. Hope
picked up a handful and threw it at me. I
picked up the whole pail and chased the
pair of them all over the lot, and through
the commissary where out-of-town guests
sets,

came

to the reasonable conclusion that

we

were crazy.

We

have

two

driven

directors

crazy.

Hope and me
Covered," and
poor, dear Victor Shertsinger. Dave has
reached the point where he just sits down,
Dave

Butler,

who

is

guiding

Me

through "They've Got

before the day's work begins, and tells the
crew, 'Let them get it over with before

we

One day

I told Dave that Bing
to visit us on the set and he
said, 'Don't tell me that. I can't take it!'

start

!'

was coming

The

'takes'

we have

with the war, that

Now

is

ruined
But now,
a thing of the past.

Hope and
want them. They

I've got B.

where

I

ration their shenanigans
at least.

Then,

game

!

if

—

B. Crosby just
are forced to
for the duration,

of me any latent desire to hog
the camera, any of the little jealousies or
lack of generosity to others to which we
are all prone at times, they are the gardeners. If I take my work seriously, and
I do, yet manage to maintain a sense of
humor about myself, and I believe I do,
it is thanks to those two clowns who are
the wisest and soundest men I know.
I worked with Bing on the air while I
was making my first picture, the betterforgotten "Jungle Princess." I remember

weeded out

how

he was, how steadying he was, and
reassuring, so that I wouldn't be nervous.
That's the principal paradox of Bing 'n'
Bob. They should make ycu nervous, heaven
knows, the antics they pull. But they never
do.

They are too sure of what they are
doing, and where they are going, so they
take you along with them. And they are
essentially kind people. I remember that
first broadcast with Bing so well.
he
let me do the songs I wanted to do. He
l.asn't changed. He determined, long ago,
that he wouldn't let this town get him, and
he never has. He always gives the other
fellow a break. So does Bob. They believe
that if everybody in a picture is good, the.
picture is that much better. They make it
clear to you, by their example, that this is
a highly co-operative business
that you
are a link in the chain and had better be a
good workmanlike link, but that you are
by no means the whole chain. Very tonic,
this realization. They are good business
men and ace showmen and they also want
to help people. They use their heads as well
as their hearts. So that their equilibrium
as human beings is. well nigh as perfect as
their equilibrium as performers.
Oh, they have taught me a lot, those two
thing called timing, for instance.
zanies
I used to be so doggone slow they'd have
to drag it out of me. You can't be slow with
Bob catching the fast express. You can't be
slow with Bing, either. Because he's so
slow the picture would turn into a serial

How

;

!

A

Alfred Hitchcock, Hollywood's master of sus
pense, picked Teresa Wright, above, to pla;
the lead in his new picture, "Shadow of c
Doubt," after seeing her performances
"Mrs. Miniver" and "Pride of the Yankees'

They've helped me with lines. They've
taken endless time giving me differem
readings of a line with which I was having trouble. (That is, of course, when
get a chance to get a line in with them!);
Or they'll think up whole new lines fou
me, as they do for themselves, when thej
see a chance for improvement.
And the thing called trouping There
no question but what they are serioush
trying to steal scenes from each other. Eacl
forces the other to be at his top and eacl
has a foe worthy of the other's steel. Bins
in his way, is just as clever as Bob. Bine'
|

]

|

!

i:

I

The difference between the two ii
a difference in pace. Bing is slow and Bolj
is fast. The slower Bing goes, the faster;
Bob goes, and the other way around. But
is droll.

Bing comes up with one that top:
in our latest film, "Roac
To Morocco," there was a shot of Bol

often,

Bob.

As when,

being

sold

into

slavery

was Hope, on the slave

for $200. Then
block, flexing hi:

flashing his teeth, giving with the
torso in order to demonstrate his soundnes:
of limb and wind, and his manly beauty
biceps,

they wanted to go to a football
middle of a picture and they

—

in the

to go to a football game
they'd take off.
stopped work at noon
and, simply, they went. But they did more
work in that half day than six other actors
would do in a week.
And it is that little but very significant
'but' that is the point and punch, the moral
and the merit, of my story. For Bing and
Bob could, as I said, have made a nervous
wreck of me. They could have given me
a reputation in the business for being a
scene-spoiler
and a lines-goer-upper, a
Grade
noodle-pate, what with the tricks
they pull and the bland expression of them,
leaving me holding the bag.
But seriously, if I am any kind of a
trouper, I have them to thank for it. (And
I am writing this very seriously. In fact,
I may as well tell you now that it's going
to be a sentimental story, a tear-in-the-eye
piece, and heaven help me when they read
it!) Anyway, and at the risk of seeming
immodest, I do believe that I could step

always want

We

—

A

into an animal act, toss off Shakespearean
repertoire or walk the wire without the
riffle of an eyelash
thanks to my training

—

with them.
Furthermore,

if

I

know anything about

the business, I give them seventy-five per
cent of the credit. That I have not 'gone

Hollywood,' squandered
the

my

money, made

kinds of fool of myself that
wiser girls than I have done, is thanks to
their precepts and example. If I have
several
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Young Screen

Star Teresa

Wright Chosen Bv

feurs

off-stage, making with the gesaccordingly.
so that Bob would react
his best
as Bob finished exhibiting
!ist
the molars, Bing
feints the eyes, the hair,
there and gave it this—the curve of

was

ing

;

fat in'

L

nose! That time

it

was Hope who broke

I

he music.
,
re
They both like an audience when they
all good
Korking on the sets, too. Like
men, they are a pair of sweethearts
They play
Kyhen it comes to exhibitionism.
play to
'/the set audience as, later, they
,

!

But that's good trainmore timorous soul, very. Esstage.
pecially good training for the
Nor could you work with them and fail
sense of humor. About yourjo develop a
out that
self I mean. For if they ever found
murder you.
i-ou didn't have one, they'd
vie picture audience.

for a

ing

br

if

they thought they could embarrass

they'd smoke you out!
During the making of "Morocco, they
the
Uiscovered that one of the actors on
Lemons, he made
et couldn't stand lemons.
made him
he mistake of moaning one day,
what
ihysically ill. I could have told him
those two
vould happen. Sure as shooting,
the
wrought a crate of lemons to the set
binge
text day. And went on a lemonade
actor and his
Is if they craved the fruit. The
Another
illeroy were removed forthwith.
soul remarked that he couldn t
ia pless
pndure the sound of shoe leather crunching
the
gritty sand. The dear boys spent
•ou,

:

on

day scrunching the soles of their
In his
shoes over the Moroccan sand.
frenzied haste to get away, the unfortunate
nctim knocked Dave Butler down. Dave
able to
irgave the victim. You have to be
['take it when they are around!
sad.
W But they are essentially kind, as I
we were working on Road lo
(best

of the

i

[i

When

Singapore," and were on location for the
almost
{ast° shots, Bob was hours late. An
both
unheard of occurrence with him. For
time, eight day
of them are habitually on
out, he d
clocks in the flesh. Come to find
the ban
been told about a ranch for sale
Fernando Valley. One of the studio chauf:'

Bob

got

lost.

He

found

it.

we had to take the last shots with
booster lights. The next day, the studio
driver was fired. Because he had lost the
way, it seemed -that Bob's delay was his
fault. Bob found out about this and, within
the hour, the man was reinstated.
They never miss the important things,
either one of them. They may pull your
hair, tweak your ear or step on your toes
or your dignity. They never step on your
heart. That gives you something to think

late that

need to add that between these two
alert?
barring blades I am kept on the
without
actress could play with them
I
keep time to
Earning to hold her own and

Do

was driving him that day, and they'd

insisted that he find the place.
He also found that night and
our arches had fallen when, at long last,
he arrived on the set, announcing that he
had discovered his Shangri-La. It was so

Les

m

about, too.

Moreover, there are times when they
leave off the cap and bells and are as dignified as deacons, as solemn as Rotanans.
As I found out, to my consternation.
few months ago, when I was in Washington, D. C, on a bond-selling tour, I
heard that Hope was checking in at my
hotel that night. Eager to see him, my pal
from the home town, I watched for him to
arrive and when I saw him walk down the
lobby, dressed to the nines, hat, flower in
the button-hole, the works, I let out a welcoming squeal, did a nifty slide down the
corridor, and hung myself upon him like a
lapel clip. He gave me the icy stare and
behaved as though he rally didn't know
me, r'ally he didn't! Then he hissed in my

A

Hollywood. This is WashWashington, D.C he added, reproachfully. I dropped to the floor and
scuttled meekly away.

Edna Mae Wonacott. seen with Miss Wright,
above, is the 10-year-old grocer's daughter
Hitchcock to play the star's
of a Doubt." Lower photo
shows Teresa with Ruby Henderson, age 15,
and Estelle Jewell, 14, who were also lucky to
be chosen by the director for roles in the film.

ear, 'This is not

discovered

ington.

sister

They

are substantial citizens, that

s

what

they are, and don't let them kid you. And
More than that, it
it reflects in their work.
accounts, I believe, for their substantial sucbusiness. You
cess. They are tops in show
so, their
can't beat them. And such being
way of work and of life should be an example to anyone who believes he has to

like a Sunday Supplement Casanova
in order to "rate."
For their fun is clean fun, all of it. Some
do would curl
of the things they say and
your hair, but there is never any "sex
On
an<de to it, never anything suggestive.
there were
the set of "Road To Morocco,"

behave

(

in

by

"Shadow

eight cuties, with as little on them as Mr.
Hays would allow, and they swarmed over
the boys in scene after scene, for days.
There was never so much as a pat and none
of the "eye." You can't say that about many
actors. But you can, and I do, say it about

them.

They are both good business men. Everyone knows about Bing's varied and various
business enterprises (He's Bing Crosby,
Ltd., yet!) all of them money-making. And
Bob has an interest in two or three busimetal works, for instance. He
nesses, too.
knows, they both know, what they are
doing. They both take care of their money.
They make it seem pretty silly not to.
They are good family men as well as
good business men. (Substantial citizens,
that's what I said about you, sweethearts,
and that's what I mean.) I have been with
Bob and Dolores, and with Bing and Dixie
a lot and I know whereof I speak. One of
the sweet things about Bing is his habit,
an old Crosby custom by now, of bringing
one of his four boys to the set every week.
He starts with Gary, works down through
one twin, then the other, then the baby, then
starts all over again. And to hear Bob refer
to his small son and daughter as "those
characters" is to hear something swell.
To top it all, the thing you feel when you
work with them, more than you feel it on
any other set, or with any other actors, is
FUN! They are superb craftsmen, they

A

take their jobs seriously, you bet they do.
their success proves that, but they make
their work their pleasure. And pleasure for
those who work with them, too. \\ e arc
completely enjoying ourselves, Bing ana
Bob and I, when we make a picture together. All the time we are together. And
I think that comes through.
To me, a picture with those two is a
vacation, a good laugh fifty times a day—
but an educational vacation, too. They're
guys, those two. They're scholars and
thev're gents.
And now, of course, they will break me.

Alfred Hitchcock for

"Shadow Of

A

Doubt"

When

they read

right—body,

this,

heart,

they'll

spirit

and

break

me

career.
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Should Girls Let

Down

Bars

In

Continued from page
to sound like a prude— for I would certainly kiss a boy if I cared for him. But
at the same time a girl's romantic attitude

toward a boy shouldn't be any different in
war time than in peace time. For after all
it's the boy you're concerned with personally
not the uniform!"
Marjorie was a high-stepping drum majorette on the University of Southern California campus. To hold such an enviable

—

spot midst plenty of cold competition, Marjorie had to use her head. And she declares
a girl's popularity then as now need not
be based on the "easy petting proposition."
says Marjorie,
"It's up to the girl,"
"whether she has to pet to be popular. And
because it's war time doesn't make it any
different in the boy-girl situation. If a girl

Marjorie
offer,"
nothing else to
shrugged her pretty shoulders enclosed in
the Red Cross nurse's uniform she wears
in "Yanks Ahoy," "it's sometimes her own
fault that she seems to provide the opportunity for a 'necking session.' But if she
has

has a personality that sparkles with enthusiasm, a good hearty laugh, if she's a ready
good fellow and enters into every activity
with vim and vigor, if she can play a swell
game of tennis, swim without being afraid
of getting her hair wet, if she dances well,
knows the latest steps, or plays and sings
she's 'Stuff.' She
to entertain at a party

—

and

gets plenty of dates. She
doesn't have to excel or be a specialist in
any one thing but she should have one or
two activities that she does well. Boys will
seek her for a partner for tennis, golf,
swimming or dancing just because she is
a good partner. That's logical, isn't it ?
"But if petting is her specialty and her
chief asset, she is marked 'heavy sugar,'
'lame brain,' 'easy petting' and she is
known for that, just as much as the girl
rates attention

—

—

—

refinement and sweetness and hope to
hold to her good breeding and her femininity on which she has always prided herself. At the same time it isn't always fair
to blame the boys. The war time excitement
may carry him away.
"Girls should remember that the boys still
talk in their locker rooms, whether they're
in the barracks or a men's room in a night
club.
girl's reputation is easily established
or wrecked.
"One boy I know who is stationed with
of

Time of War?

21

who is known for her accomplishments with
a tennis racquet.
"At school I took up tennis, ice-skating,
dancing and horseback riding. And there
were plenty of boys who liked to indulge
in these sports, boys who'd date me for the
pleasure we'd mutually derive from them
together. But there was a girl in our sorority

who was

ent way. She

A

—

Coast Guard related an incident that
concerned his bunk-mate, which resulted in
personal tragedy to a girl. The boys had
gone to San Diego to a big dance to which
300 high school coeds had been invited. One
the

popular with boys in a differwas never asked to the inter-

and the big parties of the year.
But the same boys who'd invite me would
always ask her to the 'beach brawls,' as
they were called, and the 'beer busts.' She
frat dances

cried her eyes out with disappointment when
the big formal parties came along and no
one invited her. I asked one of the fellows
why and he stammered something about,
'Well, she's a good Josephine, you know.
But a fellow wants to be proud of the girl
he takes to a prom. He wants a girl he can
show off one that'll make the other fellow

—

envious.'
"It's really

up to the girl to be levelheaded. Boys in uniform become more sentimental. They seem to want to crowd a lifetime of living into a few short months. As
the war has quickened the action of the
world it has doubly reacted emotionally.

"'Aw, C'mon,

let's

have a

little

kiss!

What you

got to lose ?' some boys will
ask. 'Here I am going away to the end
of the world where I won't get a chance
to kiss a girl again for months. How
about it?'
"When a soldier signifies that spirit a
girl instinctively knows that out of the uniform he'd be making the same passes under a different pretense.
" 'I'd lose my self-respect,' I'd answer.
Boys under hilarious strain suggest things
at funny times. It's up to the girl again to
curb suggestions that might lead to improper ones. She can't let down the bars

—

girl

little

from San Francisco, who was

visiting her cousin in San Diego, attended
the party. Lonesome for her own boy friend,
,

whose engagement ring she was wearing,
she was momentarily swept away by soft
music and moonlight in the garden. She
kissed her dance partner profusely, quite
sure it was their secret. The boy returned
to his ship and in boy fashion raved about
the 'hot stuff I had at the party last night.'

His bunk-mate, who had been on duty and
therefore hadn't attended the dance, was
interested. Until the boy named the girl
and named his own sweetheart Which resulted in a broken engagement. The girl
really loved her fiance. She explained she
had been swept away emotionally by the
uniform, moonlight, and loneliness. But it
was too late. That may sound like a movie
plot—but it is true and actually did happen.
And can happen again.
"I think if a boy really loves a girl. I
mean a boy who has been going with one
!

some length of time before he received his call to the service, he values her
happiness over his own. He wants to protect her. I think he would not rush her into
a hasty marriage, just before he leaves for
girl for

camp. There is always that possibility of
the girl having a baby after he is gone. The
boy would constantly worry about her
and wouldn't be able to concentrate on being
a first class soldier. His heart would only
be half in his job. And if he is lost in action
the girl has full responsibility of a fatherless child to raise.

"Commandos

Strike at

Dawn" Marks the

Return to the Screen of Paul Muni -w

"Of course there is the theory many boys
They might as well have a little
happiness as gamble on a chance of waiting

express.

for a lot in the future
easy virtue probably

—or none.
agrees

A

girl of

with

them.
After all, again it's pretty much up to the,
girl involved and how she personally feels
about things.

"But

who

it

is

an established fact that a girl
bars becomes common

down the
and stays common
lets

—

not only for the durabut her reputation sticks afterwards.
For a time she may enjoy a short spurt of
popularity like some of the girls I knew of
on the campus getting rushed by the boys.
But after they've been dated by all of the
boys, they are forgotten. Boys of that type
are seeking other new conquests.
tion,

—

"I

remember one boy

known

in school.

as a wolf. In fact, he

He was

was rather

the
leader of a fast young set of men on the
campus. At a party he tried to kiss me. I
didn't care for him. Naturally I refused.
Which seemed only to make him the more
determined. During vacation I was learning
to paddle a canoe up at Lake Arrowhead
surprise he came paddling
when to
along. 'If you don't kiss me now I'll tip
your canoe over,' he said. I told him I

my

couldn't swim well enough for that but I
wouldn't kiss him. He threatened, and I
became so frightened that I turned very
pale.

He swam away

and

left

me

alone.

But

he was impressed. For a couple of years
later he told one of my friends, 'Marjorie
is really a nice girl. She is the only girl
I'll never forget, because she was one girl
I never succeeded in kissing. She never let
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;

!

down
lie

the bars.'

Think

!

of all of the

girls

had petted— and had forgotten
-There are many aspects on war time
Boys,

dates.

me',

frold

if

they are susceptible to you,

want to kiss you. But one boy
'None of us get everything we

jnaturallv

And while there are lots of girls who
there are still lots of decent girls who
bandied
k'on't The push-over's name is
date her a
'about, and while a fellow may
hold
couple of times, she has no more real
on him than a dish of yesterday's soup.
"Suppose a girl does encourage a boy,
will give
kisses him, and because she feels it
she is sinh m happiness, lets him believe
cere—in love with him. If she does, she s
deceitful and in some instances has sent a
off to war dreaming of her and of the
Avant.
will,

I

'

I

!

1

I

boy
day

he'll

come home

to her.

When

he does

come back, to face disillusionment, he'll
wonder if the war was worth fighting after

"An honest girl, too, will consider if the
home
(boy has a girl he's left back in his
town, and should be fair to her. If he has
no ties and the girl really cares for him—

M

as Krtstian, a Norwegian
Strike At Dawn" brings Paul Muni back to pictures
Ann Carter, who plays his
leads the English Commandos to victory. Posing with Muni is
issue, has Lieut. Commander
daughter. The timely drama, which we will Actionize in an early
helm. Farrow, an experienced
John Farrow, on leave from the British Navy, at the directorial
Commando raiding tactics by virtue ot
director, has first hand knowledge of spectacular
operations in the North and South Atlantic.
his experience in serving as routing officer for

"Commandos
who

doing defense work, as those
who see Marjorie on leave.

in the service

"I write to all of my friends, as well as
of fans who've written in," Marjorie
says. "I have corresponded with one boy,
whom I've never met, but who writes to
me regularly, from the mid-west to his

lots

Lee, pictured

Anna
ship

used

aboard a Canadian war-

"Commandos

in

Strike

at

Dawn"

scenes, drew one of film year's most eagerly
sought plums the lead opposite Paul Muni.

—

then she should continue their friendship
and let love take its course.
"Every boy, who is not in love with one
girl, has his favorite girl for tennis, golfing,
horseback, dancing and petting dates. It's
up to the girl on which list she wishes to
be classified."
Marjorie, who has been making movies
for two years, has never been out with a
Hollywood reigning glamor boy. She sticks
with' her school boy friends and those she
meets at the studio. It is a matter of movie
history that Harvard's famed Lampoon
broke a 65-year precedent to single Marjorie

"most promising beauty in Hollywood" and invite her to their ball. She
was born in Inglewood, next door to Hollywood, where her father is city attorney. Of
Norwegian and Irish descent, she has
danced since she was a little girl. She took
part in school plays both in high school and

post in Alaska."
"There's a cadet flyer Marjorie has been
dating for three years who is stationed at
Victorville and has promised Marjorie his
w ings as soon as he gets them. And another
who works in an air factory at North American. Major Jack Graves of the Marines,
son of Stax, Hal Roach photographer, who
takes all of the glamor pictures of Marjorie,

another friend.
"Instead of going out with the boys on
service dates, especially those I don't know,
I invite them home and give them home
atmosphere," Marjorie says. "I think boys
miss home-cooked meals and dancing to the
radio and sitting by the fireplace. I have
concocted some special dishes that they like,

is

too."

"What? A girl like Marjorie Woodworth, one of the most glamorous starlets

I

Am

—

Hollywood can cook? Seems incredible.
But Morjorie can and does. She invited us
to one of her informal evenings for a few
and we sampled.
soldier lads
"This dish is an all-time favorite with
the boys," Marjorie said, as she slipped a
big pan out of the oven. On it was her
special dish. "I made this up myself. I take
ground sirloin steak and make it into this
long loaf. I place bacon and crumbs over
the top, put tomatoes and corn, peas and
onions around it and bake it for one hour.
It's not only plenty yum-yum, but very
colorful and atractive to serve.

in

—

"A

favorite dessert

is

pieces of mother's

apple pie. As for me, I dreamed up something that never fails to please men. Take
a whole peach, place sugar in the center,
strawberry jello around, and on top of the
peach whipped cream and a dab of red jelly.
"Boys love to raid the ice-box, too."
Which is the first time a movie glamor
girl has enthused to me on culinary art—
instead of beauty makeup and clothes. No
wonder Marjorie's popular with the boys in
uniform. And her recipe for popularity isn't

promiscuous petting

Proud To Be a

War

Wife!

out as the

college.

Marjorie chose movies at the end of her
second year at U.S.C. She's the "Soldier's
Sweetheart" because she plays_ the girl interest in so many Roach movies based on
soldier

life.

Marjorie is never lackshe doesn't go to Hollywood
night clubs. There are the boys left at home,

For boy

ing,

even

friends,

if

Continued from page 26
discuss it with me until we were in the
join
East. After the day's work he would
me at the hotel, and we would have dinner and talk it over. That is. he talked it
over. "What do you think?" he'd ask me.
decision
But I refused to advise him.
don't
like that is too important to a man. I
think a wife should interfere in any way
at a time like that.
The first day Tyrone had a day oft from

A

York, and
the location we went to New
Washington.
there we caught a train for

remember vividly every minute of that
Tyrone left me at the hotel while he
went over to the Navy Building to enlist.

I

day.
I

didn't

know whether

to

hope that he

would be accepted, or that he wouldn't be.
For his sake I wanted him to be accepted
because I knew it meant so much to him.
But no woman can but hope that her husband will be spared her. It was awfully
lonely in that hotel room. I became so
restless that I finally decided to go for a
walk. I don't know Washington at all. I've
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only been there a few times, but strangely
enough my walk that afternoon took me
directly to the Navy Building. I can't describe my feelings when I looked up and
realized where I was. I walked around the
block several times, making a little prayer,
and returned to the hotel. Tyrone came in
a few minutes later. He kissed me, and
said,

"I'm

in."

I had known for a long
ever since Camp Elliott, what was
going to happen, I was still dazed when it
actually did happen. There were so many
things I had planned to say to him. Brave,
beautiful things. But suddenly I heard
myself saying, "Well, Tyrone, you won't
have to worry any more about wearing
your hair long. Remember how furious
you used to get when you were making
'Son of Fury' and 'Blood and Sand' and
the studio wouldn't let you have a hairIn the Marines they'll shave it off
cut
except for a few hairs on top of your head.
You'll love that." Strange, isn't it, what a
woman will say when her heart is full

Even though

time,

!

of tears.
It was a thrilling day for Tyrone. And
he was especially thrilled that night when
he read the newspapers and learned that in
Los Angeles that day, at the very same
time that he was enlisting as a private in
the Marines, his pal, Henry Fonda, was
enlisting as an apprentice seaman. Ever

made

"Jesse James" Tyrone and
Henry have been close friends, but neither
of them had the faintest idea that the other
was planning to enlist. And how strange
that unknown to each other they should
choose not only the same day, but the
same hour. Tyrone stumbled over six
dowagers and twelve Pekes in his dash to
the hotel desk to send Henry a wire. The
since they

wire

said,

"We James

boys have done

it

again."

People are continually asking me, "Aren't
you happy about it?" No, I am not happy.
That is not the word for it. I am proud
of Tyrone, and I am glad that he has done
this, and I know that it was the right
thing for him to do. But don't ask me if
I am happy
No woman can be happy when
her man goes to war. She's proud and
!

she's

willing

and

she's

resigned,

but

she

!

not happy. Happiness has no place in
war. But what four million women
whose loved ones are in service can ac-

is

the

cept, I

hope and believe that

In a few days

will

leave

Marine training base at San Diego.
will have to go through "boot" camp

for six weeks. The training is terrific as
you can well imagine as Marines are famous the world over for being tough and
hard-boiled. He won't be allowed to leave
camp while he is doing his "boot" training,
and is not allowed to receive visitors for

twenty-one days while he

is

taking medici-

nal shots. But I know several officers at
the camp there," and they have invited me
down to visit them and if I just happen
to see Tyrone I will have to speak to him,
won't I ? Just because he's a private I can't

—

snub him, can

The other
canteen

I

evening

received

at the V.A.C.S.'s
quite a jolt when a

Marine, of the Victor McLaglen
type, said to me, when I told him about
Tyrone, "Lady, I'd take on a hundred Japs
single-handed before I'd go through boot
camp again." When I repeated this unnerving bit to Tyrone, he only grinned.
Tyrone didn't want an easy job in the
service. Following Pearl Harbor he wanted
to be a combat flyer. He used to pilot his
own plane, when the studio wasn't looking. He attempted to enlist in the naval
air corps but he did not have the college
degree required. I was quite shocked, and
I know he was, the day he was informed
that he was too old to be a combat flyer
Imagine, at twenty-eight being called too
old "Well, Annabella," he said to me with
a forced smile, "this is certainly a boy's
war." When a friend suggested to him
that since he was so eager to enlist he
might try for a commission Tyrone said,
and I was so proud of him when he said
it, "How can I be an officer and tell men
what to do when I don't know myself?"
!

is

I

have had wonderful

tim<

s

war I know there;
will be other wonderful times.
especially enjoyed the summer we played "Liliom"
together,

after the

We

together in a stock company in Connecticut.
Ever since then we have planned to have
our own stock company, as soon as we
could afford it, and travel to Europe, South
America, and Australia. I suppose 1
shouldn't make such gay and charming
plans when we are in the midst of a dreadful war, but after all what would we war
wives do if we couldn't plan beyond the
war I only hope I won't, be playing grandmother parts, and Tyrone grandfather
parts, by the time we get to Europe, South

1

1

!

America, and Australia.

I

husky

Tyrone

Tyrone and
and

can accept.

I

now Tyrone

for the

He

least he doesn't in the legitimate theater,
until he has first served an apprenticeshipas the grave-digger.

convinced, and rightly, that you

have to work up from the bottom in the
Army and the Navy just as you do in the
theater, or any other profession. A doctor
does not operate until he has had years
of medical school and served as an interne. An actor does not play Hamlet, at

Just before being assigned
to his post

States

in

the

Marines,

United
Tyrone

Power
posed
with
his
charming wife, Annabella,
for
to

this

go with

which
is

picture,
this

at left,
story in

Ty says she
proud to be a war wife.
Mrs.

My

now asking me what I
do while Tyrone is away
in the Marines. Those are plans
I haven't made. I never knew with Tyrone
what I was going to do from one week to
the next when the world was at peace. Weloved the unexpected. We would decide to;
go to Santa Barbara, but before the day
was over we'd find ourselves deep sea fish-?
ing off San Diego. Or we'd make reservations for a New York trip, and suddenly
find ourselves driving through Arizona with
no more luggage than a bag and a back-.,
gammon board. As long as Tyrone stays
at the training camp in Southern California
I will certainly keep our house open, and:
maybe longer. I have figured it out where
I can run this house without much expense.
I can do the upstairs housework myself,
and have one servant to look after the

am

friends are

going to

from home

i

|

i

downstairs. I think a

man

likes to

know

lie;

has a home, and he likes to think of it when
ne is in faraway camps. And, of course,
after boot camp there will be leaves, and
I know that Tyrone will want to spend
them here at his home he loves so much.
After that eighteen hour a day training:
he'll be as hard as nails. He'll probably
talk out of the side of his mouth. But won't
he look wonderful in his Marine uniform?!
But, of course, I might be a little prejudiced. I thought he looked wonderful as a
rookie in "Alexander's Ragtime Band," 1
\

j

I

and as a flier in "A Yank in the RAF,"
and as a Navy officer in "Crash Dive." But
as a Marine I am sure I will think he looks
more wonderful than ever.
(Writer's note: The last time I saw
Annabella she was a ghost. And as beautiful and as chic a ghost as ever flitted behind
the footlights. She was playing Elvira in
the Chicago company of Noel Coward's.
"Blithe Spirit," that gay farce about the
first wife's ghost who comes back to cook
the second wife's goose, and she had the
males in the audience doing delighted nipups every time she floated on the stage.

That was

last spring.

Since then many things have happened to
Annabella. Good things, like flattering contracts from New York producers. Bad
things, like disheartening news from her'
relatives in France. But the most important
thing happened in Washington, D. C, a

few weeks ago. Tyrone Power enlisted in
the United
States
Marines, that most
dangerous and difficult branch of all services. He enlisted as a Marine private. He
did not angle for a "soft" job.

No

(

desks,

no braid, no parties.
Tyrone feels that he is doing what all
other red-blooded Americans are doing,
and he wants no fuss about it. He's just
another guy doing his duty, and darned
glad to do it. But somehow I can't but feel
especially proud of Ty. It would be a year
or more before he'd be subject to draft.
In the meantime he is giving up a brand

new

seven-year contract at Twentieth Century-Fox which upped his salary to $5000
a week and brother, that ain't hay. But

—

most of

all,

he

is

y

r

oung, so very happy.
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m

i

—

.'

bid so very, very much

in love

with

his

Annabella.

The day I saw Annabella at the rower
nome in Brentwood she and Ty had just
returned from New London and Newport
where they had been on location for the
;

cornpast six weeks with the "Crash Dive"
many. Annabella had been told the day beto start
fore bv the studio that she was
work the following week in a picture called
an exciting and thrilling
I'Troject 47"
iCommandos picture, with Annabella play-

—

French

the

iri<r
!

girl,

Commando.

British
turmoil.

and John Sutton the
Everything was in

all of them girls, added to the
positively
confusion, and were
on a light
iecstatic to find a guest who had
from the cleaner s.
suit that had just come

Four dogs,

general

Annabella grabbed up one of her pets, who
was lavishlv bestowing kisses on my neck,
and
and said lovinglv, "You are so pretty
beauty and
so dumb. Well, vou can't have
at all
'brains both." The little mutt wasn't
insulted.

„

.

"Please excuse the looks of things, said
Annabella. "Since we came home I have
Yesterbeen trying to do housecleaning.
concentrate
day and todav I have tried to
drawers.
on cleaning out bureau and desk
nourish, so businessI start off with a big
letter, written
like, and then I find an old
married. I stop
by Tyrone before we were
dreaming over the
tq re'-read it, I start
it is three
past, and the first thing I know
hours later and time for dinner. I hastily
push even-thing back in the drawer, and
helter-skelter than it was before.
| it's more
Annabella is an incurable sentimentalist. In
Annabella I like it. When she talks about
Ty's enlistment she's any one of thousands
of other American wives.)
'

:

-

My

and

I found out that
vou had to do was to get the list of
names for the physical training class, delete
yours, and then go about your other busiall

We

got the list, cut off our names,
and thought, "How smart are we!" But

was

a hitch. I

was caught. George
definite source

seemed to find my
and
of amusement. He kept saying over

problem a

over,

"At

last it's

you who gets nabbed

in-

stead of me."
to
I was called in, appropriately enough,
answer the charges. I told the prefect that
unnecessary
it wasn't the idea of a lot of
exercise that had prompted me to cut the
classes. Instead, it was the idea that this
dailv changing from street clothes into
football outfits, running about and getting
a sweat, and then changing back into street

was a dreadful waste of time
and energv and that I didn't believe it could
possiblv help me. The prefect listened to
my storv, smiled and said, "Well, we're
glad to hear how you feel, Tom, so I'll tell
vou what we'll do. You will be punished
—but only slightly." He smiled again—but
in a puzzling way. "You will simply get
a caning to begin with. Then you will have
to change your clothes twice a day instead
of once. You will have a double dose of

clothes again

exercising. And you will attend all physical
!"
training classes. Good day
This defeat determined us that the only
course open to us was to run away and
find more exciting fields than Greek, Latin,

—

We

did a lot of talking about
but we somehow didn't get around to
doing anything until we found that Fenton
had a pair of roller skates. Fenton was a
fellow student at the school. George decided
that he had to have those skates, so he bet

and history.
it,

us to be sure that we wouldn't cheat him.
And the first thing we knew there were
about six other fellows who decided to join
us in our exodus. This seemed to complicate things considerably and I was all
for getting the skates by more direct means
and then going off anyhow. George didn't
agree. He said, "Why exhaust yourself
fighting for them ? It's much simpler to run
.

We

enough. Another chap and

there

George and me. It was a matter
of honor now for us to run away.
Of course, Fenton had to go along with
issue for

away."
I

Continued from page 53

ness.

the fellow that he could run away from
school successfully. If he won the bet, the
skates would be the prize. That settled the

—

George

Brother

worry about the tire shortage! Bud Abbott and Lou Costello have a tree that
makes little ones big ones. After they shoot cosmic rays into the tree, the tires get bigger.
Above, the boys are disappointed in the tiny tire that was too tired (wow!) to grow up.
Don't

We

got out of the school all right.
had everything planned. One of the boys
lived on a large estate about sixty miles
awav, so we decided to go there and stay
in the woods until the end of the term.
were to arrange with the butler to smuggle
food out to us.
got about thirty-six miles the first
day when we were startled by seeing a
bulky matron on a motorcycle heading toward us. She was on us like a herd of
elephants and somehow or other she managed to drag us all back to school. As you
have probablv foreseen, we got a terrific
hiding—first from the school officials and
then from our parents.
Our schooling didn't improve, though,
continually
despite our chastisement.
got black marks. Usually, if a student got
so manv black marks, he would be called
into the prefect's office and punished. Well,
George and I got tired of being punished so
regularlv. And I decided that the next
time I went in for my "discipline" I'd be
prepared.
hairI had been reading some rather
raising adventure stories on the sly, and I
became, unfortunately, a little daring as a
result. There was one chap at school who
had a gun. After coaxing him a bit, I
finallv got him to agree to sell me the
marks
pistol". About a week later, my black
caught up with me and I was ushered into
the prefect's office. When he said, "I'm
going to have to punish you again," I said
with great bravado, "Oh, you are, are
the gun and
you?" and then I pulled out
!"
said, "Stick up your hands
The following dav my parents and the
school officials got together. I received a
polite but firm order to get out and stay
black
out. George went along too. His

We

We

We

also been too numerous.
parents, completely fed up with us

marks had

Our

by now,

sent us to another school noted for
firmness. This institution was strict all
right.
were caned regularly.
learned
the meaning of law and order. But we still
did not learn anything else.

its

We

We

We

were what you might

call

rugged

individualists. I remember once when we
were living near the Thames in London.
George and I were down by the river

young chap who was our neighbor
fell off his punt. George dove in
after him quickly. I looked the situation
over and realized that since the rescue was

when

a

suddenly

half over, there wasn't much left for me to
do but to jump up and down in excitement.
Finally, when George climbed out, halt
exhausted, I began to worry. "What if he
catches pneumonia?" I thought. So I ran
about trying to find towels so he could dry
himself.
Three days later, George was feeling
splendid. I had a bad case of pleurisy.
As we grew older, George and I naturally
came up against the problem of girls. Let it
suffice to say that we were interested in
them rather definitely. George, however,
was inclined to pay attention to them as
long as it was convenient. When he had

—

something else he thought more important
well, that
to do and a girl called him up
was where I came ia
We only had one phone in our home and
that was in our mother's room. More than
once she took a call from a girl who wanted
to talk to George. One evening, she came

—

I was in there talking
she told him that a certain
Betty wanted to speak to him, George, who
was lying down and feeling rather drowsy
oh yes, he liked to sleep even then
turned to me and said, "You talk to her
and pretend you're I" I found it easy to
mimic George, so I went back into mother's
room and began to carry on a rather
spirited conversation with Betty. The girl
never did find out that it was I who talked
to her several times and not George. I was
often a little surprised, I admit, at the
things she said to me, but at least I learned
a great deal about my brother from such
conversations. Always, while I'd be assuming George's voice and diction and making
excuses for him, mother would say, like a
barrage, "Now, that's not fair!" She never
could get over what she called "unfair

into his
to him.

room and

When

—

deception to a nice girl."
George and I got into difficulty only once
this girl business. I heard him make a
date over the phone with a girl one eve-

on
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—
than I was and he was much broader
than I. I asked him what had happened and
he merely said, "I guess I got rather tired
being the short brother."
He probably looked bigger than he actually was to me because I was so thin at
the time from the effects of malaria that I
had to stand twice in the same place to
cast a shadow.
taller

George had changed when I came back.
He was much more
cosmopolitan than when I had left. He
spoke fluent Spanish and he even danced
a wicked tango. By that time, he was not
being caught for anything he might have
I

noticed that quickly.

done. The vulnerability of his school days
had completely vanished. And since then, he
has always gotten out of any trouble with
the most amazing ease.
I were both at loose ends,
thought we'd see what we could find
in the way of jobs. My malaria had been
cured and I was anxious to get started at
something. George suddenly drifted into
acting. I soon met the same fate when I

George and

so

we

tried to sell

Tom

Conway, who replaced his brother,
George Sanders, in the "Falcon" series, plays
a psychiatrist in "Cat People," RKO's latest

chiller-thriller, with

Simone Simon opposite him.

ning, pretending he was myself. As it happened, I was interested in her so I thought
I'd show George up. I called her and said
was unable to
I was George and that
keep the date and would I do? She accepted. As I expected, George and I both
turned up to see the girl and at the same
time. It was only because of our good
English control we had gained a certain
measure of control by then, you see that
we didn't fight over the fair heroine. I've
never let George make me look foolish in
front of a girl, though.
This business of portraying each other
did come in handy in other matters besides
dates. Often when one of us would get a
call from a creditor, we'd sit down and
talk over the situation. The one who had
the best solution to the problem would go
on the phone. If the call was George's concern and I had the best answer to the
dilemma, I became George to the creditor.
And vice-versa. This 'helped us out of many
a tight spot.
When at last we separated, I went to
South Africa to work as a rancher and
George remained behind at school. At the
time, I was taller and huskier than George.
For six years I didn't see him. I spent that
time in South Africa working as a miner,
learning the native languages, making
friends with rebellious blacks, going broke,
driving a sight-seeing bus for tourists to see

Tom

—

—

Rhodes'

tomb,

and

—

finally

almost

dying

from malaria. It was the effects of the
malaria that induced me to return home.
While I was in South Africa, George
had spent four years in South America.
There, he worked with a tobacco company.
That wasn't his ambition. He didn't know
what he wanted for a career. But it was
a job and something to do. During those
years, I wrote George one letter in which
I said, "I have just gotten over the first
attack of malaria. And how are you?"
George finally got around to answering several months later. All he said was, "Well,
well, glad to know you're over malaria.
Tobacco business not so good and incredibly dull."
When I finally got back to Liverpool, I
called George, who was in London, and
told him where I was. I had some difficulty getting transportation home, so I
stayed in the hotel until the situation could
be straightened out. One night, about
twelve-thirty, there was a knock on my
door. I asked who it was and a husky voice
answered, "George." I opened the door.
George had grown until he was two inches
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some stock

to a

man who was

producing little theater plays in London
and who thought I'd be a good type.

For a while, George and I both did radio
work. But the similarity of our voices and
manner of speaking and of our names
often proved confusing. We were constantly
getting each other's calls. So finally we

—

decided to

flip

a coin to see

—and

change his name.

I lost

who would
became Tom

Conway, for want of a better name.
George met with enough success in England to find Hollywood beckoning to him.
He had been in the United States for quite
a while when he began to make long distance calls, suggesting that I come to Hollywood and make pictures. I didn't fall for
his line of persuasion at first.
One night he called me. I

particularly low.

and England
George said, "Tom,

off

The yacht

was

feeling

The

settled

acting jobs had fallen
was in the doldrums.
I have bought a yacht."

it,

and

I

came

to Holly-

wood.
George and I are together most of the
time now. We play tennis or swim or we
work on our inventions. Let me say that
these inventions are distinctly of the weird
type. George will be sitting at home during
the evening and will get an idea. Immediately, he will call me up and ask me to
come over. He discusses the idea with me
and if I can see no loophole in it, we go
to work.
Our inventions mainly consist of trying
to work out some strange design for an
airplane or a ship. None of our products
has ever worked, even though we have
come close, but we keep right on trying
with a sublime confidence in our own rather

—

peculiar ability.

George could have been a fine scientist.
He has a keen, analytical mind and he can
pick up anything in a short time. Only
recently, we both became interested in the

why of airplanes. George got a lot of text
books and did some research on the subject.
Inside of six months he was able to talk
about all technical aspects of planes with
most experts.
This analytical mind of George's and my
enthusiasm might easily have steered us
both away from acting. But we're not the
persevering type. We get all fired up about
some new idea and follow it through for a
while. And then we get bored and go off
on some new tangent. It's still a mystery
to me how we've been able to stick to
acting as long as we have, for neither of us
has any illusions about the business.
Hollywood has changed George quite a
bit. I think the main change in him is that
he thinks more carefully before he does
anything.

He

is,

in

short,

a

man

of

sub-

Oh, I admit many people find him
cold and blase. But the only real difference
between George and myself is this both of

happy-go-lucky but

are

us

this characteristic

George hides
from strangers while I'm

way on the surface.
George and I are alike

that

We

too.

both find

teresting. I know
about his ideas on

another respect
extremely inGeorge has said much
in

women
the

fair

sex.

He

has

lambasted them several times. But it's my
idea that he's made such remarks because
he had to say something! I find it difficult
to believe that he has meant all he has

my

said because, in
estimation, women are
essential, especially beautiful women. After
all,

man

when you analyze the reasons for one
trying to make more money than an-

other, you usually find that there's a woman
at the bottom of his ambition. Maybe he
says he wants to buy a yacht or a car or a
new house. But such desires are only to
help please a woman. If he wants security,
he doesn't- want it only for himself. He
wants it to share with the lady of his
dreams. So no man can escape the lovely

—

no matter how determined he may

lasses,

be to remain masculinely independent. And
George knows that as well as I.
If I didn't think that way
and if George
honestly didn't neither of us would be
married today. George kept his marriage
secret for two years because he wanted to
keep his private life private and because
of his_ career. As for myself, I've been married just about a year. My wife is the
former Lillian Eggers, formerly under contract to 20th Century-Fox. I've told her
that if she never owed me anything else,
she at least owed me thanks for changing
her name. Eggers seems particularly an
unromantic name for a girl as lovely as

—

—

my

wife.

George's private life is as calm and placid
as mine. The Sanders and the Conways
usually get together quite often for a swim,
a game of tennis, or a game of bridge. Incidentally, I am the worst bridge player
in the world. George often invites my wife
and me over to dinner and that's one invitation we never refuse and always wait
longingly for.
do make an effort to
have George and his wife to dinner, but I
am positive they do not enjoy our repasts
with the same enthusiasm.
Recently, I moved to a new house up in
the hills of Hollywood. It's only about a
mile away from George. You see, rental
problems have always been difficult for me
since George never allows me to move
farther away from him than a mile or two.
This new place is small but picturesque. It's
sort of a hideaway. It has two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, two patios, and is otherwise the usual modest home. Its main attraction is its fine view of the lights of
Hollywood. I decided that since I had my
contract the time had come for me
to get out of an apartment and really live
for a change.
Neither George nor I belong to any Hol-

—

We

RKO

We

prefer to have a few close
those we do have are very
have never cared much for night
loyal.
clubs or social life. And yet we are never
bored. George and I can always find something to do. Luckily for us, whenever we
are immersed in a new invention, our wives
find ways to entertain each other. They
have long since learned that they have to
look out for themselves when George and

lywood
friends

set.

—and

We

go inventive.
We're both perfectly contented. We are
getting our best breaks now. And I'm hoping that the Falcon pictures will do as much
I

for

me

as they did for George.
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HOPE BULKELEY of

New York —

another beautiful Pond's Bride-to-Be
is engaged to Arthur Clarke Sutherland of Canada. Hope's Ring (below) is
set in platinum, a smaller diamond each

—

side of the blue-white solitaire.

HE

IS

GOIXG TO SEi—SHE

IS

MAKING THE SEAS SAFER— Her

deft fingers turn out miraculously sensitive aircraft,
specific in this war/' she said, "so 1[wan to

instruments. Hope studied for a stase career- "But, I wanted to do something
thrilled by
the U. S. Employment Sen-ice, and the next day started work. I'm
I think, 'this

one

may

t

my

job,

and every

little glass

tube

I

handle,

help Arthur.'

of so many
today who
have given up all personal ambition so
'
as to become "production soldiers
behind their fighting men.

HOPE IS TYPICAL
darling
plucky,

"We

girls

like to feel

we

look feminine,

we

are doing a man-size job,"
she says, "so we tuck flowers and ribbons in our hair and try to keep our

even

if

faces pretty as

"My

stage

you

please.

work taught me how

awfully important a good cleansing
cream is if you want a really lovely

complexion. I use and love Pond s
Cold Cream because it's such a splendid cleanser and softener. It's a grand
value, too. A great big jar of Pond's
costs

you

less

than a small jar

of

many

creams."

Every night Hope smooths Pond's
it's

Cold Cream over her face and throat.
in. Then tissues off well. This is to
soften and remove dirt and make-up.
Then, she "rinses" with a second

Pats

HOPE AXD ARTHUR

Pond"s creaming. Tissues off again

fresh look,

and "my
and so smooth.''' she

see

skin feels angelic

Do

this yourself

— so

clean

greet two R. A. F.

friends at the Waldorf, before Arthur enlisted. With her adorable smile and flower-

anyone

it's

no wonder the boys

can't

else.

says.

— at

night, for day-

time clean-ups, too. You'll soon see why
war-busy society women like Mrs. John
Jacob Astor and Mrs. Yictor du Pont, III.
use Pond's, why more women and girls
use it than any other face cream. Ask for

—

you get even more for
vour money. All sizes are popular in
price. At beauty counters everywhere.
the larger sizes

NO ACCIDENT SO MANY LOVELY ENGAGED GIRLS USE POND

SCREENLAND

S!
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Starlet Donna
Reed with Friday,
canine star, who
appears as Ed-

ward Arnold's
seeing-eye dog in
"Eyes in the
Night,"
mystery
thriller
about a
blind detective.

When

Friday

a rd

his

voice

on

h e

sound track,
he growled.

own
the
left,

spent more time poking around wayside
antique shops than she ever did poking
around algebra books. To Olie's amusement
she counts on her fingers when struggling
to add up the grocery bills, but when it
comes to Early American- furniture she
knows it right down to the last splinter.
And she was born with a feeling for color.
-T like furniture all warm and used and
friendly," says Gene. "I like chintzes that
are cheering and welcoming."
When time came for her to decorate her
new house, Gene didn't have to call in a
high-priced decorator to tell her what she
liked. She knew what she liked. Her house
is her own idea, and she did it all herself.
"I'm awfully thrilled with it," she says simply, and then as her proud glance takes in
the entire living room she shakes her head
sadly and adds
"except for those two yellow chairs. I think I slipped up there.
Martha Mature came in one day while I
was hanging draperies. She stopped abruptly in the middle of the room, closed her
eyes, and said, 'You must have two yellow
chairs.' She was so emphatic about it that
I rushed out that very afternoon and bought
two yellow chairs. Now I don't think I like
them there at all."
Gene's
Connecticut
farmhouse is as
friendly and unassuming in size as it is in
atmosphere. There are five rooms, two
baths and a dressing room. The living room,
with a huge fireplace at one end, stretches
all across the front of the house and takes
in the dining room, which is sort of an alcove off the living room.
door to the
right leads to an old-fashioned bar made
of barrel sections
one of Gene's clever
ideas. Off the dining room is the kitchen,
pretty and dainty with blue and white curtains, blue and white containers, and blue
linoleum. Gene is especially pleased with
the marble top washstand and the very old
bowl and pitcher which are features of her
guest room (don't be alarmed, prospective
guest, there's a modern bathroom adjoining) and a mirror that antique dealers have
had an eye on for some time.
But when it comes to her own bedroom
Gene has passed up the simple Early American motif and gone Victorian in a big
way except for her 7 by 7 bed, which Gene
admits is as far removed from Queen Vic-

—

A

Gene's

New Home

—

Continued from page 35
contributed Olie," they didn't leave me even
I didn't have any dinner."
"A fine thing," said Gene, glaring at the
Coast Guard in wifely indignation. "You
make my husband cook, and then you don't
save him anything."
"It'll teach him to eat first in the future,"
said one of the gobs, whose cap, Gene noticed, speculatively, was two sizes too small.
"Tell Gene what you did your first day
on (Juty," Victor urged with a wicked gleam

a spoonful.

in his eyes.

"I spent

all

day emptying garbage cans,

may

say I did a thorough job of it,"
Olie said proudly. "I never realized before
there were that many garbage cans in the
world. And each one filled with combina-

and

I

tion salads."

Gene turned quite pale and pushed aside
her hamburger.
The morning I arrived at Gene's new
home, accompanied by a photographer, I
was met at the garage, where I parked my
car, by Butch and Minet. Butch is a police
dog with a wart on his nose on Butch
and I have long suspected
it's becoming
that he is the ham of the family. I have
never seen a dog (an actor, yes, but not a
dog) so completely camera-conscious. The
minute he saw the camera equipment being

—

—

unloaded from the car his tail started wagging. I couldn't have been greeted more
effusively. Minet, a black kitten, (minet is
French for kitten, Gene informed me, and
inasmuch as she was educated at Brillmont
in Lausanne, Switzerland, she should know
her French) was entertaining a couple of
friends, so left Butch to carry on with the
social amenities.

Olie was on the last lap of a 48-hour
leave, and Gene was having a day off from
the studio, so we caught the Cassinis indulging in a ten o'clock breakfast. I immediately suggested a breakfast picture. Butch
knocked over the camera in his rush to get
a good upstage position. And the confusion
started.

By

tumult, and
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confusion
I

love

it.

I
I

mean good-natured
always find it at the

Cassinis and I think that is one of the reasons I always enjoy my visits there. Madeleine, a dream of a maid, who speaks with
a tricky French accent,, and has a sense of
humor all her own, wanders in and out with
coffee. Gene adoringly shows you a folder
of Olie's pictures taken when he was three,
four and six his first sailor suit, his first
pony which she coaxed from her motherin-law, the Countess Cassini. "Isn't this one
sweet," says Gene pointing to a very puny
four year old Olie, "look what his mother
wrote on it, 'Olie is very thin here because
he has been ill.' "
man arrives to repair
a leak, a woman arrives with samples of
gay chintz. The phone rings constantly. Between conversations with Cobina Wright,
Jr., her best friend, and the wardrobe department at the studio, Gene, bursting with
pride, shows you the new house. It's the
most pleasant kind of confusion, and as
good-natured as a country supper.
Gene has nice manners. She has a way
of putting you at ease immediately. She
also has great poise for so young a person.
And this morning I was to see perfect proof
of it. Twice in his eagerness to get in all
the pictures Butch had upset one of Gene's
prized antique lamps. So finally she pushed
him outside on the terrace and closed the
door in his face. This hurt Butch terribly.
He moaned and groaned and carried on so
that Gene relented and let him back in the
living room. But the morning had been
much too exciting for poor Butch. He went
behind a yellow chair and quietly threw up.

—

—

A

There were no hysterics, no raving and
raging and screaming about the new rug.
Gene maintained perfect poise throughout
the bitter ordeal.
If Gene ever gets tired of acting, and that
will be an evil day indeed for Twentieth
Century-Fox, she can turn into an interior
decorator without so much as dropping a
hat. "I love to decorate," says Gene. "I think
I get more pleasure out of it than anything
else." While at Miss Farmer's School in
Farmington, Connecticut, she admits she

—

as saxophones and jitterbugs. It's
Hollywood, pure and simple, and she might
as well face it. But she likes it. And I
don't blame her. It's a magnificent bed, with
the most gorgeous eggshell quilted bedspread I have ever gazed upon. She bought
this bed when she and Olie were first married and lived in the "little house" (where
it completely filled the bedroom), and she
became so attached to it that she couldn't
give it up when she decided to go in for
toria

Victorian elegance. Only in the bed, though,
has she digressed everything else from the
prints to the formal marble mantelpiece is
;

in the spirit of Albert's wife. It's a beautiful

room.
It was time for Olie to return to Coast
Guard duty at the Harbor and Gene had
promised to drive him down to San Pedro.
She hastily slipped out of the handsome

padded robe Cobina Wright,

Jr.,

gave her

for her birthday into a little checked dress
that made her look at least twelve. Pat
received a special delivery letter from the
bank informing her that once and for all
she must decide on her signature, and stick
to it, before they went crazy. Olie took a
big cigar out of a box and started smoking
it. "This is the nice part about being in the
Navy," he said to me with a wink at Gene.

had

my uniform my

wife wouldn't
Now she lets
me smoke any time I want to. She even
lights my cigars for me." The humiliated
and crestfallen Butch re-appeared to give
me a farewell hand-licking. My morning's
"work" was over. I only wish it could always be that pleasant.

"Before
let

I

me smoke

in the

morning.

!

Smoking LEss_or SMomw JfoM?
*GOVT. FIGURES SHOW ALL-TIME PEAK IN SMOKING!

SAFER smoking
PHILIP MORRIS!

You're

*

proved less irritating
for the nose and throat

Scientificall y

WHY

don't you change to Philip Morris?

Eminent doctors report' their findings— that::
When smokers changed to Philip Morris, every ease
—
of irritation of the nose or throat— due to smoking
improved
definitely
or
completel
y,
cleared
either
yp
That proves Philip Morris are far less irritating
to the nose and throat. By tests on actual smokers

—not

laboratory "analysis"!

Here's a finer cig arette — better - tasting — more enjoyable.

Try

it!

NOTE: We

do not claim any curative
power for PHILIP MORRIS. But this evidence
proves they're better for your nose and throat!

America's

Call for pfllUP MORRIS

FINEST
Cigarette

Inside the Stars'

Homes
Continued from page 10
a Columbia star and now that Linda is
making "City Without Men" at Columbia

is

Studios there's plenty of time to plan party
details.

Open

house,

it

seems, means that friends

and U.S.O. sponsored" servicemen drop in
from noon on for singing, dancing, games
and snacks. Usually on the special days, if

the girls are free, there's dinner for a few
chosen fortunates between afternoon and
evening, and a buffet supper finishes the
fun. No, Ann and Linda never get tired—

and gay and blooming when
would be ready for the ash-heap.
Linda, in "showboat purple" crepe that

they're fresh

you and

I

did wonderful things to the dusky-rose of
her skin, Ann in a brilliant print that set
hair, began to fill plates
and sandwiches while Ann's
mother poured coffee, and the boys put
more logs on the fire.

off her

Ann and

Linda, above, serving tasty snacks
in front of fireplace; above, right, playing gin-rummy with their soldier guests.

with

new blonde

salad

Greenland

Ann's new American glass egg-salad
plate was rimmed with deviled eggs, potato
salad piled in die center. Linda and Ann
began their careers too young to have had
time to learn about cooking. Mrs. Miller
confides that she was "only a good canopener," but Jane, who presides over the
Miller kitchen, can make any dish a holiday success. Here are some of her recipes:

DEVILED EGGS
Boil eggs 20 minutes.
Remove" yolks and

mix

with

finely
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:

pickles, Best Foods mayonnaise,
pepper, few drops Worcestershire
sauce, 1 tablespoon lemon juice.
Mash through a strainer. Replace in egg
and sprinkle with grated cheese. Top with
a dash of paprika.

Army

runs

chopped

of

salt,

They'll begin with Campbell's tomato
soup, the new and improved kind, not

There

creamed.

friends,

like

be salted nuts, esfrom Texas. The green
will

pecans
have Bavarian dressing. Vegetables will include glazed sweet potatoes,
corn on the cob either canned or frozen,
according to which is easier to get, and
beets done after one of Jane's exclusive
recipes. Coffee and mints will be served
with dessert, which will be ice-cream and
Holiday Cake, or strawberry custard, according to which girl wins.
pecially

2 knobs of celery root into
thin slices and cover with boiling salted
water for 2 minutes drain and chill. Peel
and slice 3 medium-sized, cold boiled
potatoes, and mix them with the chilled
celery root. Mix with French dressing,
mound on plate and garnish with strips
of red and green pepper.
One of Linda's favorite recipes, used at
her parties as a buffet supper dish, is Southern Ham Salad Loaf. With this, Linda
serves tomato juice cocktails, crisp cheese
slice

;

salad will

crackers, coffee and ice-cream. Also Christmas candle cakes, which she thinks you'd
like to try.

SOUTHERN HAM SALAD LOAF
tablespoons Knox Sparkling
Gelatine (softened in Ya cup cold

V/i

water)
can Campbell's condensed chicken
soup
1 can Campbell's condensed chicken-gumbo soup
2 eggs, separated
2 cups baked ham, ground
2 teaspoon salt
1

y

3 tablespoons horseradish, freshly
grated
2 tablespoons pimiento, chopped

cup whipping cream

Yz

Sprinkle the gelatine in cold water and
let stand about 5 minutes. Heat both soups
in upper part of double-boiler. Pour some
of the hot soup on the beaten egg yolks
and then add them to the remaining soup,
cook the mixture 4 to 6 minutes in the
double-boiler. Pour the hot mixture over
the gelatine and stir until the gelatine has
dissolved. Cool until the mixture begins
to thicken, then fold in the beaten egg
whites, ground ham, freshly grated horseradish, pimiento, salt and whipped cream.

Pour the ham mixture

into a

mold which

Jeff Donnell,

CHICKEN WITH OLIVES

Powder
Yi cup Crisco

1

teaspoon lemon extract
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
Yi cup milk
Sift flour, add baking powder, and sift
together three times. Cream butter thoroughly, add sugar gradually, and cream
together until light and fluffy. Add eggs,
one at a time, beating well. Add flour,
alternately with milk, a small amount at a
time, beating after each addition until
smooth. Add flavoring. Pour into greased
cup-cake pans, filling them
full. Bake in
moderate oven 20 minutes.
Frost with lemon frosting and sprinkle
thickly with Baker's Coconut, Southern
style.. Arrange
cakes on platter; insert
candle holder with candle in each. Light
candles before serving.

%

Because turkey

is

served at most Thanks-

dinners, and Uncle Sam is certain to see that his nephews in service have
their plentiful share in camp, the girls have
decided to omit the national bird at least at
one of the holiday dinners. They'll serve
chicken with olives instead.

giving

Day

The menu, which was planned by Miss
Miller and Miss Darnell with the assistance
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star-

2 young chickens
6 cups water
1 onion
Salt and pepper
3 heaping tablespoons butter
2 dozen olives

Baking

1

Columbia's budding young

rates bigger, better roles since she won
good notices in a small part in "My Sister
Eileen." "City Without Men" is her next movie.

let,

Swansdown Cake
Calumet

Shred
5 egg whites, unbeaten
Y\ cup finely cut candied cherries
Yz cup finely cut citron
Yz cup seedless raisins
Y2 cup blanched

almonds

%

cup sugar
Y2 teaspoon almond extract
Y2 teaspoon vanilla
Sift flour, add baking powder and salt,
and sift 3 times. Cream butter thoroughly,
add sugar gradually, and cream together
until light and fluffy. Add egg whites, one
at a time, "and beat thoroughly. Add fruit,
nuts, coconut and flavoring, and mix well.
Add flour, a small amount at a time, beating after each addition until smooth. Bake
in loaf pan, greased and lined with heavy
paper and again greased. Bake 1 hour and
15 minutes in a slow oven.
I left the quartet in the living room, a
many-windowed room reached by another
stairway from the entrance hall, practicing
Christmas carols around the grand piano,
and toured the house with Mrs. Miller.
This is the right house for a glamor girl
it would never disappoint the most avid
fan. Set high above the film city, a clear
day's view includes ships in the harbor to
the west and the everlasting snow on Mt.
Baldy, some sixty miles south and east.
There's a garden on an unexpected level,
and the outlook from any one of the uncounted windows is something to dream

;

Flour
teaspoons

Swansdown Cake

Flour
1 teaspoon Calumet Baking Powder
Y\ teaspoon salt
Y* cup Crisco
Yi, cup Baker's Coconut, Premium

The curved walls of the Spanish castle
make interesting rooms within. The music
room is pie-shaped, the "crust" side all
windows there's a half circle of windows

CHRISTMAS CANDLE CAKES
V/z

\Y\ cups sifted

about.

has been rinsed out with cold water and
place in the refrigerator. When firm, turn
out on lettuce, watercress or chicory.

lYi cups sifted

HOLIDAY CAKE

this

—

POTATO SALAD
Peel and

their

;

So back came the decorator. Now the
walls are turquoise blue, all traces of
fuchsia have vanished, and golden yellow
drapes and trim set off the ivory of carpets,

tablespoon capers

cut them into
joints, then put in casserole with water,
salt, pepper and onion. Cook slowly until
tender. Lift out pieces of chicken, drain
and dry them, then fry in butter till brown.
Stir flour into casserole, add a pint of the
water in which the chickens were cooked,
the olives, capers and seasoning. When
quite smooth, add chickens and serve when
hot.

BAVARIAN SALAD DRESSING
teaspoon salt with Y\ teaspoon
teaspoon French mustard, Yz teaspoon powdered sugar, 2 tablespoons vinegar and 6 tablespoons olive oil place in
small jar, seal and shake 3 minutes.
paprika,

The decorator had completed Ann's suite
while she was still a brunette and the girls
"adored" the result. The color scheme was
fuchsia and ivory, with a great fuchsia satin
heart over the ivory bed. When Columbia
decided to make Ann a blonde, she felt
wrong in the brunette setting.
_

2 tablespoons flour
Prepare the chickens,

Mix

in the living room, a whole wall of them
in the dining room.
Ann's suite upstairs is that of a fairystory princess, and includes bedroom, dressing room and bath.

Yz
1

;

BEETS SAUTfi
Dice boiled and peeled beets. Heat 4
tablespoons butter in saucepan, add beets,
sprinkle with salt and pepper, a little sugar
and a few drops of lemon juice. Toss or
stir lightly until thoroughly heated; pile
beets in hot serving dish, sprinkle with
finely chopped parsley and a few chopped
mint leaves.

bed and furniture. The bathroom is tiled
in turquoise, the tower window-seat at one
end of the big dressing room is done in
yellow plush.
That high tower window is the place to
be when sirens sound for a practice blackout. You can sit there and watch lights
wink out and the great city disappear into
whatever degree of darkness the time of
moon permits. The recently ordered "dimout'' has put an end to the nightly display
of jewel-colored lights that used to spread
a brilliant carpet for miles under the castle
window.
When we rejoined them, the girls and
guests were in the playroom once more,
making records on Ann's recorder from
scripts Ann had accumulated.
Bob Nash, it seemed, had admitted that
he was once an extra and did bit parts at
before he went to New York's Radio
City. He was elected master of ceremonies.
Ann did a wow imitation of Katharine
Hepburn; Linda, a delightful one of Baby
Snooks Gail Deremer surprised us all as
Charlie McCarthy and W. C. Fields, and
Mrs. Miller and I performed as the applauding multitudes. We played the record
back.
e were all very good. We admit it.

RKO

;

W

!

:

Youth Was Her
Mortal Enemy!

Pretty Margaret

and Marilyn Rick
of Palatine,

Continued from page 29

Illinois.

dora Irvine among whose alumni are Jeffrey Lynn, Priscilla Lane, and Lord knows
who-all

else.

our Annie

"It's a deal,"

said.

Mistress Baxter kept her end of the bargain, and, of course, the folks kept theirs,
Saturday she
so that on the following
checked in at the Irvine School and, without being asked, volunteered the information that her specialty was leads.
"Oh!" said Miss Irvine, the way you say
''Oh!" to children when you want to humor
them.
If only Miss Irvine could have gazed
into a crystal ball, she never would have
month or two
given out with that "Oh !"
and little Annie was doing leads all over

They captured the gleam

A

the Irvine studio.

She had

just finished bal-

ancing a play on her pretty little head one
night when who should saunter up to her
but a gentleman named Arthur Sircom. Mr.
Sircom said as follows "Permit me to offer
congratulations. You quite flabbergasted me
with your perfect performance."

of an electric eye

:

Rick Twins discover Pepsodent Powder can make
teeth far brighter to the naked eye, too!

"Me, too," Annie said.
She was eleven times more flabbergasted
two months later when her mother answered the telephone and said brightly
"It's for you, Anne."
You guessed it, gentle reader. Mr. Arthur
Sircom was on the telephone. You guessed
he turned out to be a director.
it, again
Why make the suspense? Mr. Sircom offered her one of the three leads in "Seen
But Not Heard."
Anne's debut on Broadway was sensa:

tional.

The opening-night audience

cheered,

the Manhattan drama critics, notoriously
allergic to children, deluged her with verbal
bouquets. It was inevitable that interviewers
should make a bee-line for her dressing
room on the heels of the rave notices.

Listen to what the

little

maiden, hardly

"There
no stopping ambition. I have always liked
to dramatize things in my life as far back
as I can remember. Acting for me is not
merely fun. I am in dead earnest about it
as a career. No, it will not interfere with

thirteen, told her first interviewer:
is

my

studies, for I shall now be able to afford
a private tutor. In this way, I shall escape

mathematics."
"Ye gods !"
admiringly,

in

the

interviewer

print.

"Who

exclaimed,
writes her

stuff?"

The Baxter pirouettes in "Seen But Not
Heard" brought the movie scouts to her
dressing room on the double, scouts who
hoped against hope that the teen-age creature they had seen on stage was purely an
optical illusion. When they learned she was
merely thirteen, they exited gloomily into
the dark night.
For two years Anne appeared in Broadplays, wowed the critics, lured the
scouts for a quick gander, and promptly
disillusioned them by admitting when asked
that she was miles away from voting age.
It began to get her down, the way time
poked along. Just about the time she had
decided that getting old was a blessing she
was destined never to enjoy, she was given
the part of Blossom in "Susan and God."
She cavorted as Blossom some 300 miles
from New York, but talent scouts, incorrigible believers in the miracles of nature,
came down anyhow. She was so good in
"Susan" that Fox and Metro offered her
tests,
followed through, and, of course,
wound up by rejecting her as terrific but
too young.
"You're getting warm, honey," the boys
at Metro said, encouragingly.
"You're getting a bit monotonous, boys,"

way

proof of Pepsodent's superior polishing ability convinced scientists. But
not the Rick Twins. They wanted to see
scienjust how good Pepsodent was without
practical
tific gadgets— when it was used in the
way— the way anyone would brush teeth. So

Photoelectric eye

they tossed a coin to see

who would

use

Pepsodent, and Margaret won. Marilyn chose
to test another leading tooth powder.

.

.

,

and the Rick

Twins' dentist says:

they were that alike. But that was
test started. Then, admitted
the
before
Marilyn, "Did I learn about too:h powders!
then
Our dentist was skeptical at first
apart

I

was

skeptical. Pepsodent's

.

.

.

.

However,

this

Independent

Company

laboratory

other dentifrice

tests

that could

found

match

the lustre produced by Pepsodent.
By actual test, Pep-

sodent

produces

true.

Rick

Twins' test convinced
me that the statement of The Pepsodent

is ac-

curate and truthful."

Pepsodent Powder can make
your teeth far brighter, too

SCREENLAND

.

that

claims sounded just

too good to be

.

Pepsodent made Peg's teeth twice
never saw
as bright as mine! He said he
anything like it. Neither did we! Pepsodent
showed us how really bright teeth can be!"

amazed

no

"Of course,

them

People always had a hard time telling

lustre

on

teeth

Tu

a
ice

as Bright as the aver-

age

of

all

other

leading brands!

GIRLS!

OONT GIVE UP
YOU'VE GOT A
POOR COMPLEXION
IF

Miss Baxter
manner.

in

said,

her

real

lady-like

the heels of a rousing performance in a
piece called "Spring Meeting," she got an
honest-to-goodness, no-questions-asked offer
to come to Hollywood and be tested, of all
things, for the starring role in the film,

Baxter," the man said "We still want you,
of course, but not for this particular picture."
Anne was too dazed to speak. Baxter pere
took over and asked the Fox man what was
coming off. He found out. It seems that the
producer of the picture in question had just
discovered that Anne was only seventeen
and had decided to pass her by. Why? Well,
it seems that there is a California law that
says an actress must go to school until she's
eighteen. And having your star go to school
is one terrific headache to a producer, mostly because you can work said star only four
hours a day, time starting the very minute
she drives through the gate. Furthermore,
she must have her lunch no later than 12 :30

Well! Well! The fabulous juvenile had
finally grown up. She could hardly believe
it herself, as she entrained for Hollywood

as Mr. Selznick's newest white hope. It
certainly had been a bore getting to be sixteen, but it was worth it, she kept telling
herself en route.
In a way, maybe it was and maybe it
wasn't. True enough, Anne did get to repose
in Laurence Olivier's arms (purely for purposes of the benefit of camera, mind you)
but when Mr. Selznick saw the results he
shook his head.
"She photographs a bit on the young
side," he remarked to Katharine Brown,
then his lieutenant. "That will never do."

Annie hung around Hollywood long
enough to get a look at Gable, Taylor, and
Power, after which she trundled herself
back to New York, none too happy about
the whole affair.
She wasn't back six weeks before Fox
called up to ask how she'd like making another test for them a very elaborate affair,

—

this time.
"I wouldn't

mind at

all,"

Anne

said,

mostly out of habit.
Well, she made the test which was sent
off to Hollywood and promptly forgotten by
all hands, apparently. Especially by Anne.
But not for long. Some six weeks later
she was awakened out of a sound sleep at
the ungodly hour of 3 A.M. to find that
Hollywood was on the wire in the person
of some excited gentleman from Twentieth
Century who told her to leave within 24
hours for the coast. It seems that her test
was a wow and they needed her badly, had
an immediate assignment for her. So hurry

up and get packed,
Naturally,

has helped improve complexions
of thousands of women

—

v

H^Ljgfe:^!!

• If you're blue and discouraged because of your complex-

W

she

little girl.

didn't

get back to bed,

She was much too_ excited for
that. Her mother said maybe it would be
a good thing for Anne to throw a good-bye
party, champagne and all. Anne snapped up
the offer, spent the next few hours planning
the party. She began calling up her guests
right after breakfast, rousing them from

Anne

didn't.

their sleep, in

many

cases.

P.M. and must knock off no later than
6 P.M. Furthermore, the schoolteacher in
charge of said

starlet is

a virtual dictator,

must always be present with her protege on
the set, and can drag her by the ear to do

homework in the middle
You can see how all

be.

ducer's style a

if need
cramps a pro-

of a scene,
this

bit.

Mr. Baxter said he understood, thank
you, and all that.
"We still want the young lady," the'
studio representative repeated "She can report at her pleasure."
The news ruined the party. When the
guests had gone Anne cried a little. It was
an embarrassing situation, indeed.
"Never mind, Anne," said her papa.
"You're not leaving on the midnight train
but you are leaving in the morning. And
nobody will know the difference."
And leave she did on the morrow, wearing the same orchid (which was put on
ice) that she would have worn ten hours
earlier.

She arrived
marched into

in

Hollywood without

event,

department of
which a couple
Twentieth
of studio publicity department experts were
lolling, and made quite a stir. Seventeen or
no seventeen she was as geometric a little
number as ever swore allegiance to Darryl
Zanuck.
"Classy chassis," said one of the extalent
Century-Fox, in

the

ploiters.

"Venus with arms,"

said his

chum.

talent department, which was vaguely aware of the Baxter girl's acting talents
but not of her sensational geography, was

The

you think you're doomed
to go through life with an unsightly looking skin— this may
be the most important message

ion;

^j.

when the telephone rang. Twentieth
Century was on the wire again.
"You can come out at your leisure, Miss

train)

_

way that

was 6 P.M. and the party was going
(she was leaving on the midnight

tilt

Whereupon she grit her teeth and resumed the tedious job of getting old.
Three plays and one year later, hard on

_

Here's grand

It
full

if

you've ever read.

Thousands of women who felt just as you
do have been thrilled beyond words to see the
noticeable improvement Noxzema has made in
their

complexions.

Why it does so much
One important reason for Noxzema's benefits
is this: Noxzema is not just a cosmetic cream.
a soothing, medicated cream that not only
quickly helps soften and smooth rough, dry skin
but also aids in healing externally-caused skin
blemishes! And it has a mildly astringent acIt's

—

tion, too.

snow-white, greaseless cream
if it doesn't help make your
skin softer, smoother, lovelier!

Try using

this

for just 10 days. See

SPECIAL OFFER For a limited time you can get
the big 75$ jar of Noxzema for only 49$ (plus
tax). Take advantage of this Special Anniversary Offer and give Noxzema a chance to help

your complexion. Get a
partment store today'.
72

jar at

any drug or de-

autographed
Ginger Rogers is shown presenting the purchaser of a $1000 bond with an
rally.
photogra
aph of herself from the stage of a theater In which she conducted a War Bond

SCREENLAND

!

A

contract was drawn up
eauallv delighted.
Anne the
within forty-eight hours giving
unheard of starting salary of $3oO a week
which is more than three and four times
cuties as
the startine salaries of such Fox
Landis.
die Misses"~Darnell, Joyce, Hughes,
like a lark.
etc. Anne left the lot singing

She was in—at long last.
Well, she was and she wasn

"I

HOW

A

YOUNG

WOMAN

MARRIED

OVERCAME THE "ONE NEGLECT" THAT
OFTEN WRECKS ROMANCE

ihe rox

t.

single wife

was a

producers weren't exactly waiting for her
The word had got around
v. ith open arms.
The upfast: "sensational but seventeen."
her first
shot of it all was that Anne made
cture on loan-out to Metro-GoldwynI
1
Wallace Beery saga called
a
layer,
•Twenty Mule Team," in w hich, according
fire.
to the critics, she was a ball of
Her home studio gave her a modest little
part in "The Great Profile," with John
Barrvmore. Again the critics cheered.
A "lot of good it did. After "The Great
Profile" Anne Baxter didn't do a lick cf
work for eight months. She was too good
was
to stick into unimportant B's. And she
too young to be given starring parts in
7
super supers because of California law
,

etc.

Those eight months dragged by like eight
but toward the end of that eight
months something wonderful happened to
Anne: she turned eighteen. After that, as
•ears,

has alreadv been said, it was in the bag.
With her mortal enemy, Youth, vanquished,
was one-two-three. Jean Renoir, the
it
celebrated French director, on the lookout
7
for a romantic lead who was new dynamic,
and talented for his saga, "Swamp Water."
happened to catch a glimpse of Anne, was
instantlv impressed, and gave her the part.
Anne countered by turning in the best per-

I.

Ours was the Perfect Marriage ... at

grew up between

us. I couldn't believe

first.

But

slowly, gradually, a strangeness

Jim's love had cooled so fast!

,

formance of her career.
Safelv ensconced as T.C.-F.'s most promising actress, Annie the adult bears no ill
will toward anybody, not even toward her
mortal enemy, Youth, which almost ruined
her. She plugs merrily away at her career,
leaving Hollywood to its own devices._
Holly-wood, for its part, thinks it's a
shame." this over-emphasis. Especially the
buckos around town. Anyone with a figure
like Anne's, they say, has no right to be
a lady in hiding, even if she is reading
plays,

improving her mind, and prepping

for her next assignment.
The figure in question shapes

lows

up as

fol-

One day. Miss

2.

:

my home

3.

—110 pounds

Weight

—35

Bust

Waist—23 }/2
Hips—33^

fold

what she'd heard a doctor

"You

see," she

went on, "Lysol won't harm sensitive vaginal
tissues— just follow the easy directions.
Lysol cleanses thoroughly and deodorizes. No
wonder this famous germicide is the mainstay

love through their neglect of feminine hygiene

—12

Then she

advise. Lysol disinfectant.

town, found me crying and wormed the whole
thing out of me. "Don't be offended, darling,"
she began, shyly, "I've seen this happen before. Many wives have lost their husbands'

Height—5' 4"

Size

R., a nurse from

of

(intimate -personal cleanliness)."

thousands

of

women for feminine hygiene."

Anne is unimpressed by the male ohs and
ahs that greet her when she makes an ap1

1

pearance.
'T don't

glamor

Check
give

girl,"

a

whoop about being

Miss

Baxter protests.

She

Lysol

You ask Anne to tell you a few things
about herself as a person and she shrugs.
"I like to act and I like to eat," she says.
"And that's about all."
For a,change. Anne is a beauty who suits
the action to the word. She's never been
out with a member of the Hollywood wok
pack (and they can quit trying), she s
never been to the fights, she's never* done
the town up red. She despises night clubs,
scorns exhibitionism, and has no truck with
splash of any kind. Her publicity chores she
than
executes with more graciousness
relish.

suit shot

and

"Maybe my way _ is the hardest way because many actresses have got their start
by being seen often in swim suits. I think
I'll skip it just the same. It's not that I'm
prudish, I just want the moviegoers to
remember

my

face."

Annie, you're wonderful

with your Doctor

is

NON-CAUSTIC— gentle and

efficient in proper dilution. Contains
no free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

doesn't

She posed for one bathing
then swore off.

this

a

EFFECTIVE— a powerful germicide, active in presence of organic matter (such
as mucus, serum, etc.).
Lysol solutions spread

SPREADING—

and thus virtually search out germs in deep crevices.
ECONOMICAL— small bottle makes almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine
hygiene.

CLEANLY ODOR— disappears
LASTING— Lysol keeps full

after use.

strength indefinitely, no matter
often it is uncorked.

used Lysol. It's so ecowonnomical, so easy to use, gives me such a
And—
derful feeling of personal daintiness.

4

4. Ever since, I've

here's the most wonderful

are once again

thing— Jim and

happy as doves.

I

how

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
Copr.. 1942. by Lehn

£

Fink Products Corp.

wrapped about Feminine Hygiene send postcard
For new FREE booklet -in plain
-1.
Lehn & F.nk, Bloom6eld.
or letter for Booklet S.-1242. Address:
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takes

picture

a
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such as

show us the horrors of war.
The wounded German flyer made you despise the teachings and threats of Germany,
but with God's help, may every American
meet threats and brutality with the straightforward courage, bravery and calmness of
the Minivers, for these qualities will help
a free world for all Miniver families

make

everywhere.

MRS. CHARLES W. JONES, Denison, Tex.
can't

do

this to us

!

I've

heard that

MacDonald and Metro-GoldwynMayer have come to the parting of the

Jeanette

ways. Yes, Jeanette hasn't renewed her
contract, thus making more MacDonaldEddy films impossible. Their pictures are
one of the main courses in each average
movie-goer's diet. Can we ever forget
"Sweethearts," "Naughty Marietta," or
"Maytime" ? They had fans swarming at
the box offices.

AVOID

sonalities are just as equally matched as
their voices and no stars, no matter how
great or famous, can take the place of the

Jeanette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy duo.
I protest! No more MacEddy pictures?

PARCHING

It just can't be.

VIRGINIA LOCHERER,

Why

can't

Atlanta, Ga.

Hollywood and 20th Century-

Fox recognize a real actor's talents ? I
mean John Payne, who has more talent
and acting ability in his little finger than
Victor Mature, Jean Gabin, Laird Cregar
or any of the other actors possess in their
whole bodies.
I can't see why they always let him play
Are your
to

ky has made it

lips in style?

keep that glossy,

one admires— that smj

so easy

norous look that every-

gla

t

lips

must wear.

1

Into every "Sub-

Lipstick goes a special

softening ingredien/to
f to protect against dryness,

parching

!

Your

keep their

lips

delicate, flower

texture— while they wear thrilling color!

NEW CASE

!

Noiw "Sub-Deb" comes in a new,

in-tune-with-tye-times dress— a plastic red and

white case.

Two

Same

quality lipstick, of course.

and

sizes :—pO<j:

$1.00. All prices plus tax.

second lead, as he did in "To the Shores
of Tripoli," with Randolph Scott as the
sergeant instead of John Payne, who stole
every scene in that brilliant, exciting,
triumphant picture. In "Footlight Serenade," they had him playing second fiddle
to that conceited, boring Vic Mature. Upon
inquiring how my friends and relatives
"Footlight Serenade," they all responded that John Payne was wonderful,
but they couldn't stand Victor Mature,
and I'm not exaggerating.
John Payne can do a lone starring role
as well as, and perhaps better than Errol
not let
Flynn and Tyrone Power.
him be the star for a change in a good
musical and he'll show you how to sing and
play the piano, besides some real acting.
He is the most handsome actor in Hollyliked

Why

wood.

Am

IMOLA

TRY MAGtlET RED
Rich, true, ringing red— blends
with almost all skin tones. Other
high-fashion colors in the Coty
range of 9 flattering shades

BALI
shade

DAHLIA
.

lovely, flower-soft

TAMALE
ultra-chic ''''Latin' red

Compounded and Copyrighted by Coty,
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And how

SAVINI, Schenectady, N. Y.

I've read that Melvyn Douglas may appear in "Gaslight," screen adaptation of
the stage play, "Angel Street," which had
York. I
a record run in London and
saw the latter and it was a terrific tale

New

indeed

However, it is somewhat of a pleasant
surprise to learn that the sophisticated Mr.
Douglas will take a role of a scoundrel for
a change a murderer who tries to drive
his wife insane. That is a far throw from
the comedy "clucks" he has been playing
in recent films, and will probably be the
first time in years that he has actually
earned his keep as an actor.

—

6ITATIE
bright "gipsy" tones

luscious, siren

I right, girls ?

T.

U.S. A.

I have enjoyed most of his clowning but
have also thought him capable of more
"meaty" acting than those continuous boudoir affairs could offer. I don't mean weird
makeup and heavy dramatics a la Lon
Chaney but just a bit more versatile selec-

—

tion of roles.

SCREENLAND

:

I

Mr. Manningham

of this

am

Just yesterday I read in a column that
Errol Flynn was tied to a wagon and
dragged behind it and. subjected to other
such drudgery in his new picture. I also
read in another column that "Gentleman
Jim" was one of the most strenuous pictures Mr. Flynn had ever made and that
he took a terrific mauling in the fight
scenes of those days when such exhibitions
were almost murderous. This on top of
the fact that Mr. Flynn has heart trouble!
No wonder he collapsed on the set and
started people saying they were phony attacks. They don't realize that he really
works very hard and conscientiously and
that he prefers to take his own risks.
Even if there are times when a double
is used, don't you think it would be better
not to advertise how gruelling the part is?
After all, he is an actor and can prove his
worth in less strenuous pictures.

LUCETTE JENNINGS,

Springfield,

111.

HONORABLE MENTION

Miss MacDonald's and Mr. Eddy's per-

LIPSTICK

!

looking forward to "hissing'
him with pleasure
SYLVIA GRILL, New York, N. Y.

this, to really

They

the villainous

story,

of realities,

!

!

As

Forum

Continued from page
It

!!

!

Our

were aching when we left the
had seen the humorous private
secretary problem thrown into reverse when
sides

theater.

We

intriguing Rosalind Russell as a successful
female executive sought an efficient male
private secretary. She was so successful in
this humorous quest that she found Fred
MacMurray for the necessary position, who
himself was so efficient that he could handle
her most successfully in "Take a Letter,
Darling!" Give us many, many more opportunities to lose ourselves for the moment at
least in such a wholesome convulsion of
laughter!
laughing people will always

A

win
LESLIE

E.

DUNKIN,

South Bend, Lnd.

The picture "Yankee Doodle Dandy" is
the story of one man's life, but it should be
the story of all of us
Heart warming, it will stir the pulse beat
of America, because it is America, as it was
in the Civil War, as it was in the last
World War, as it is today in our present
war
The words used some twenty-five years
ago,

"We

flag

is

look up anxiously to see if the
waving over us!" are words
potent with realism today!
In brilliance of mind, in superior acting
ability we cannot all be George M. Cohans,
but in integrity of spirit, and in loyalty to
our country, America, we can, we should,
we must, equal his devotion, even surpass it
JANE RINGLER, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
still

AN OPEN LETTER TO GREER GARSON
Dear Miss Garson:
A number of months have elapsed since
you left this premiere city in the Dominion
of Canada, but I still remember your visit
here, and just to introduce myself, I am
the chauffeur who looked after your travelCapitol Theatre
ing between the local
and the Chateau Laurier Hotel. To say it
was an honor is to say the very least, Miss

RKO

Garson.

Do you still remember the way the
crowds milled around your car after you
had entered it from the stage door? How
your publicity agents wanted us to get going
and you so graciously said: "These people
of Ottawa are so lovely, driver please wait
and let me autograph some little things
for them !" And gosh, Miss Garson, that
gray-haired old lady who kept pushing
a piece of note paper in to me, asking
"Please, chauffeur, won't you ask Miss

little

!

Well,
Garson to autograph this for me?
remember the
you did, and I will always
that dear old lady s
'smile of happiness on
of that night.
face whenever I think
with
We were actually "smothered
human beings, and I dreaded to think that
make
some time real soon I would have to
them." You are
an effort to "plow through
never seen
used to such crowds, but I had
many people around my car before. Alperthough I have driven many famous
and
sonages, none have been as gracious
kindlv and sweet as you, Miss Garson.
you and your
I still remember the way
to
charming mother so graciously talked
me when we had finished the ride back to
would have
the hotel. Most movie stars
the
rushed out of the car and gone into
but not
hotel with their publicity people,
in
vou, Greer Garson! No, you remained
and
vou'r car, outside the door of the hotel,
something
the words vou said to me ran
remember? "Chauffeur, you have
like this
done a fine job tonight! Mother and I sinpeople
cerely thank you for it all. Your
have been really charming and such dears,
and I love them all. What pleasant memyour
ories I will carrv away with me of
!" Then, after wishing me
beautiful Canada
the
luck, you and vour mother ambled into
exhotel," with the Garson fans running
citedly after you. What a hectic life a
motion picture star must live!
My wife and I treasure those roses you
gave me for her, and the autograph, too!

LOVE

rules

You_

Maureen O'Hora and Tyrone
Power starring

in

"The Black Swan,''

a 20th Century-Fox picture. Easily
cultivate love-worthy hands, yourself

—

with Jergens Lotion.

—

They are neatly pressed in a little book,
together with the autograph. And, Miss
Garson, if you ever get a chance, wall you
send a personally signed photograph to us,
autographing it to both myself and my
wife. Tonight, the two of us are going to
the
see that grand lady, Mrs. Miniver at
local cinema. Like her? Why, we'll love
her, because she's

Greer Garson!
Ottawa, Can.

HAROLD REVINE,

Romantic Hollywood
.

their lovely

stars care for

hands with Jergens

Lotion, 7 to 1

You see, Jergens helps protect the youthlike

smoothness and adorable softness of

hands: helps prevent disillusioning
roughness and chapping.

a

girl's

It's like professional care for your hands.
Blended in Jergens Lotion are 2 ingredients, so exceptional for helping rough

Maureen O'Hara's Alluring Hands. Oh. ye;,
Maureen O'Hara helps to keep her

skin regain delicious softness that many
doctors use them. So— always use Jergens.

fit's so easy,"

—

hands

feels sticky."

FOR

with Jergens Lotion,
she says. "Jergens never

adorable

The

SOFT.

first

application helps!

ADORABLE

//A/Y0S

Greer Garson, above, as she looked when returning from her successful War Bond rally.
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On

the set with Bob Hope. Left, Dottie Lamour cooperates for a gag picture. Above,
Kay Kyser drops in for a visit. Left above,
Dave Butler, director of "They Got Me Covered," shows the co-stars how to do a scene.

SCREEN-TOWN
CHATTER
THE

title of the picture had nothing to do
with Joan Fontaine being on the set so
much of the time, when Brian Aherne
played opposite Loretta Young in "The
Frightened Stiff." Joan is just so in love
she doesn't even want to make a picture.
Sister Olivia has been urging her to play
the other Bronte sister, in the picture by
the same name. Joannie says no which is
I

—

tough on the box

office

"THIS

story comes from a soldier boy, who
claims he was there when it happened.
According to our informant, Jimmy Stew'

art visited his camp on official business. He
spent the night there and was assigned a
tent. It was biting cold and from somewhere a stove was produced and given to
Jimmy. When he learned that none of the
other boys had stoves in their tents, Jimmy
sent his back. Just one more reason why we
love him.

distances so great,
WITH
tation problem really

the transporhas Hollywood
worried. No longer will a taxi haul a single
passenger. Lana Turner's car broke down
recently.
She was due on the set, so
frantically called a cab. Before they delivered her to M-G-M, they stopped" first
and called for a Marine reporting back to
his base, a Beverly Hills business man trying to get to work and a maid of all work
trying to get to her employer's. Believe it
or not not one of them recognized the
movie star in that early morning hour.

—

TWENTIETH
cerned

over

Century-Fox

who

is

plenty con-

will
replace
Cesar
Romero in the "Cisco Kid'' series. They're
too popular and lucrative to abandon. But
it looks like the Coast Guard will be claiming the Romero services any day now. The
studio doesn't even dare try to rush one
more "Cisco" through. They're afraid
they'd never get it finished in time. Personally, we just hope they wait until Cesar
finishes the job of fighting for his country.

Jack Oakies.
a trial separation for the
on the verge.
Several times they have been
managed to stick, buc!u t somehow they
When they
ks has never changed Jack.
Brentwood home
Eve up the expensive
moved to a
once occupied by Garbo) and
was really
mple place in the valley, Jack
Marwyck
the
appv. Then they bought
IT'S

Stanwyck,

where

from Barbara
janch
to you),
!\nita raises rare Afghans (dogs
never gave the
ho the casual observer. Jack
this set-up.
impression of particularly liking
divorce plans pending at this
there are no
ivriting.

I

UDY GARLAND

J

less

the

was

but none
has never

startled,

appreciative.

She

right
blown Norma Shearer too well. But
came a package
lifter Norma's wedding
to fit Judy s
or Judv. Inside was a gold key
one word
ront door. Engraved was the
went on to
.^irs "_no last name. A note
weds
out that since both were newly
r

Loint

year) both
Tudv has been married over a
both had
had so much in common because
ended up by
found great happiness. Norma
gold key would
telling Judv she hoped the
tor her.
open up many doors of happiness
ihalThe note was signed, Norma Shearer
|

foerg

Arrouge.

r RROL FLYNN

this story with his
location, workreal Ining in the heart of the desert with
loin cloths
were all decked out

t

own

dians

ears.

heard

Thev were on

m

who

between
and war paint. During a long wait
began
=hots even-one noticed the Indians
they formed a
to get very restless. Finally
grumbled amongst
circle and'muttered and
duel
themselves. The circle broke up, their
and
walked over to the assistant director
would
perfect English, he said, "The boys
in

like to

know where

the 'Powder

Room

comics, in a serious m ° ment
Rare photo of Hollywood's two top
Reason
social call on chum Bob Hope
the boys would rather
Is doubtless that
expressions
m
Tor g
concentrating on their careers.
at a golf-course than
'

Crooner Crosby pays a
be out

is!
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New under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

The Class Key'

Continued from page 24

"Huh?" Paul looked startled. "What's
wrong with 'em?"
"The clocks. They tick too loud."
"Yeah?" Paul swung his legs down. Ed's
opinions counted with him. "I thought they
pretty." But his grin had lost most of
its confidence. "Say, Ed. Today's his daughter's birthday, too. What do you think I
ought to give her?"
"If you want to make a good impression
you don't give her anything," Ed said
tersely. "You're not supposed to give people
things unless you're sure they like to get
them from you." He looked straight at him
then. "Think Henry'll play ball after election?" he asked.
"I know he will." All the old blustering
assurance was back in Paul's voice. "He's
practically given me the key to his house."

was

"Yeah!" Ed gave him a long look. "A
Look out it don't break off in

glass key!
your hand.
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men's
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how

far

has that doll

got her hooks in you?"
"I'm going to marry her," Paul said. "Of
course, nobody knows it yet except you
and me."
insist on the wedding beday." Ed's eyes narrowed.
be sure of your pound of

"You'd better
election
"Then you'll

fore

3. Instantly checks petspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4.

Listen,

flesh."

They'd built up a good racket between
them, Paul and Ed. Now Paul was chucking it overboard for a girl who wouldn't
have wiped her feet on him if she couldn't
use him. He'd kicked Sloss, one of his men,
out of the organization when he grumbled
about switching to Henry and Sloss had
been a handy man to have around. But closing down Nick Varna's gambling place because backing a reform candidate meant
cleaning up the town, the town boss Madvig
had his hand in dirtying, was an even more
dangerous bit of business. Varna would
make a bad enemy.
"You might have left Nick an out," Ed
said. "Now he's got to fight and election's
only three weeks off."
"I've run this town for years," Paul
looked at him hard. "And I'll keep running
it." Then in a more conciliatory tone, "I'm
no boxer, Ed. Every time I try some fancy
foot work I get licked. All I know is to go
in there punching and once in a while give
'em a thumb in the eye. But don't think that
I don't know if it weren't for you I'd still
be electing councilmen and dogcatchers instead of a governor."
"Forget it." Ed grinned. "If we've come
anywhere, we've come together. I guess I
can even vote the reform ticket if I have
to. But watch out Henry don't foul you in
the clinches."

Ed knew he had ticketed Janet right that
He didn't like the way she was lead-

night.

ing Paul on to tell all those stories of his.
Paul never knew when people were ribbing
him. And this girl was fighting dirty, pretending to be with him and then looking
sideways at Ed, as if she felt he was in
cahoots with her against Paul and was enjoying the laughs on his friend. Ed could
tell her a few things about Paul and the
way he felt about him. Paul was the only
person in the world he'd ever gone all out
for. He couldn't stand it any longer seeing
Paul being taken like that.
"Oh, don't go." Janet sounded as if she
meant it when Ed got to his feet. "I'm sure

you have some interesting

was burned with him.
He was still burned as he came up to the
door of the Madvig Voters' Club but he
grinned as he saw Opal standing there as
if she'd been waiting a long time. The kid
seemed as much

looked at .her. "If I stayed here five
minutes more I'd sock you right in the eye,"
he said. But he spoke low, so that no_ one
heard but her. He wouldn't hurt his friend,

GREENLAND

his sister as she did Paul's.

"Ed, I need help," she said. "I've got to
have some money."
"Yeah?" Ed looked at her closely. The
kid was tense, troubled. "How much?"
"All you've got." She tried to smile but
didn't get very far with it. "And Ed, please
don't ask any questions and don't tell Paul."
"All right, Snip." He took out the five
hundred dollar bill he always carried for
_

emergencies and gave it to her. But he
didn't like it and he scowled as he saw her
run to her small convertible and almost
strip the gears in her haste to be away.
Abruptly he changed his mind about going

and hailed a taxi.
Opal had gone to Taylor
Henry's apartment. When he opened the
door he saw her there on the couch, her

in the club

He was

right.

lips clinging to

Taylor's in that passionate
responsive way. She was only a kid and Ed
wanted to spring at Taylor's throat but instead he only beckoned to Opal.
"Let's go, Snip," he said, picking up her
hat and coat and throwing them to her.

"Put 'em on."

"Now, wait

a

Tavlor lurched

minute."

UBERTY UMEfflCKS
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CAST

"THE GLASS KEY"
(A Paramount

Picture)

Fred Kohlmar, Associate Producer.
Stuart Heisler, Director. Screenplay by
Jonathan Latimer. Based on the novel

by Dashiell Hammett.
Brian Donlevy
Veronica Lake

PaulMadvig
Janet Henry
Ed Beaumont
Opal Madvig
Shadow O'Rory
Taylor Henry
Mr. Henry

Alan Ladd
Bonita Granville

Joseph Calleia
Richard Denning
Moroni Olson
William Bendix

J eff

Feel like the Forgotten
THE

gang's off for a slick sleigh

and does anybody wave

ride

"Who

to his feet.

do you think you are?"

your way? You're just a window
watcher, forlorn and forgotten!

paid no attention to him.
Snip," he said and Opal,
that quiet thing in his voice
meant, hastily obeyed. But as, they walked
up the steps of the Madvig house she
turned on him furiously. "I hate you!" she

But

Ed

"Hurry up,
knowing what

fun

"You'll outlive it, baby," Ed grinned.
as she tried to slip past him, he barred
the way. "I'm coming in," he said.
"You can't stop me from seeing Taylor,"
she raged as the door closed behind them.
"Neither you nor Paul. I've a right to hap-

.

just

anybody

like

else.

I'm

Judy! "Don't be a
!" she says.
calendar
of
a
account
creep on
"Howd you expect to be Number- One

free,

when you turn down dates?"
Then she tells you how to keep going

girl

stopped suddenly as the
dining-room door opened and she saw Paul
standing there.
"Did I hear something about Taylor
Henry?" he asked. "Have you been seeing
_

happened

to
covering for

mention

_

his

most

Be Number-One
month

girl

Girl Every

Day

can forget what day

is!

it
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from
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more comfortable
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realized
extra protection. Plus something you never even

didn't

him he couldn't believe
Paul had murdered him. Paul was too
smart to become involved in murder.
It was at the funeral that suspicion was
first raised against Paul and it was Janet
who raised it. Ed's eyes narrowed when he
saw Nick Varna among the mourners and
he knew he had to be on guard when he
saw him go over to Janet as they were
about to leave the cemetery. So when he
saw her talking to Opal he was right there
beside them. "About ready to go, Snip?"

down

So now the forgotten
of the

/

why

choose Kotex Sanitary Napkins."

girls

.

is

He

have any place
in this. It was strictly between Paul and
Opal. But when the phone rang as he
reached his own apartment and it was Opal
telling him Paul was on his way to see
Taylor, Ed knew he did have a place in it
after all and grabbed his hat. But he was
too late. When he got there he saw a huddled figure of a man lying on the curb and
even before he bent over him he knew it
was Taylor and that he was dead. Even as
he stared

comfortable. That's

when you're
r

my

cried defiantly.
Ed left then.
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he asked.
Janet looked at him with hostile eyes.
"Miss Madvig and I were having a private
conversation," she said stiffly.
"A funeral's hardly the place to talk

.

the others flounder through drifts.
'Of course, comfort's the main thing,"
she tells you. "The whole world looks brighter

protection.
"You don't have to lie for me !" Her defiance flashed at both of them. "I saw Taylor tonight. In his apartment. And I don't
see what business it is of yours. You're
brother, not a watch dog."
"No sister of mine is going to be taken

him,"
in by a chiseling, tinhorn playboy
Paul shouted. "Is this the first time you've
been there?"
"I've been there dozens of times," Opal

.

when

n

like

.

stay in the fun. Drive the horses while the
rest are chasing the sleigh. Brew the cocoa

name,
her, but Opal was
Ed said,
much too furious to take advantage of his
"I just

.

No sympathy from

and—" She

him again?"

.

wrong day!"

Then

white,

Next morning Judy says what
it was, why weren't you there?

And you wail, "Just my luck
everything seems to happen on the

a

said.

piness,

?

(lirl

in comfort
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the way he had from the beginning, as
if the murder was of no importance to him
-

at

all.

"Look, Ed." Paul smiled as blandly as if
he didn't have a care in the world. "I've
had the newspapers after me before and I'm
sitting pretty."

still

"Have you

ever tried sitting pretty in the

Ed demanded. "Look, the
Observer's expecting to get something from
Nick Varna and if it's on the level or not,
it'll be aimed at you. Patch up your troubles
with him, Paul. He's the one who's spreading all the dirt."
!"
"I'll patch up nothing with that monkey
Paul roared. "He's gotta learn that when I
say things are closed down, they're closed
electric chair?"

down."
"I'm sorry

if I

bored you with

my

non-

sense," Ed said sarcastically but as usual
Paul didn't get the subtlety.
"Nonsense is right!" His massive fist
crashed on his desk. "I don't want to listen
to any more guff about Nick or about
Taylor Henry, either!"
It was a run-around all around the track,
even from Paul. Useless to make him try to
listen to reason. And it didn't help any
when Ed got back to his own place and
found Janet waiting for him.
"Hello, what's this?
social service
call ?" he asked bluntly.
"You don't like me do you, Mr. Beaumont?" She smiled that disturbing smile of
hers. And then as he didn't answer, "I like
you, and I've been hoping you'll help me
find Taylor's murderer. You know, it is a
coincidence that you should be Paul's best
friend and that you should find Taylor's

A

body."

Ed
get
she

stiffened at the

he

it,"

Give
gave

hesitated,
!"

familiar words. "I
"Let's have it." Then as

said.

"The

letter

Come

!

He knew what was in it
to him. Word for word

on

before she

it
it was the
same as the one he had read in Farr's office.
"It's from some half-witted crank," he said.
"I hope so." The girl looked up at him
wistfully and she was pretty. Lord, she was
pretty! "But can't you see I want to be
sure ? You want to help me. I can tell."

"No,"

Ed

said.

"I know why." Bitterness crowded all
the softness out of her voice. "It's because
you're Paul's friend."
"Oh, no, it's not that," Ed shrugged.

When

the

cameraman

—

told

water sprites Frances Rafferty, Dorothy Morris and Vicki Lane
sit there and look pretty
the trio of starlets figured he must

do something not just
want a "splashy" camera shot

to

—

so the

girls

obliged, and here

the result. Pretty,

is

isn't

it?

"Don't get any such romantic ideas. If I
wanted you, it wouldn't make any difference whose friend I was."
"But you do like me, don't you?" Janet
asked.

about murder," Ed said. "Even privately."
But Janet wasn't going to be put off so
easily.

"It

is

if

you've just heard Nick Varna

say he had evidence

that would convict
someone for
brother's murder and that
someone is Paul Madvig," she said in a
bitter tone.

my

Ed's

fists

clenched as he heard Opal's

stricken cry.
"Why don't you peddle your scandal to
someone who wants to hear it?" he demanded. Then as Janet gave him that quick,
furious look and left he turned to Opal.
"Don't pay any attention to that stuff,
Snip." But it didn't help. Ed knew that as
he saw Opal recoil as Paul came over to

"Nothing, except

from

his desk.

think of it."
Ed stared

"Look

"Giving me the
Paul's in trouble?"

/'No,

Ed.

run-around now that
asked evenly.
Nothing like that. Have a

Ed

Farr shifted uneasily. "Of course,
some people think we're kinda slow in
cleaning up the murder."
"Yeah?" Ed's eyes didn't leave his face.
"What have you got?"
cigar."

80

was

down

at this.

See what you

at the short typewritten

note.

// Paul Madvig didn't kill Taylor Henry,
did his best friend happen to find the

how

body?
"For heaven's sake, Ed, don't think I'm
taking that seriously," Farr protested nervously as Ed handed the note back without a
word. "Nuts always write in anonymous
letters on every case."
"What's Nick Varna got?" Ed asked
coldly.

"He's coming

from the cemetery to
the District Attorney's office. Farr had
always been Paul's friend, but he was being
evasive now.
straight

here." Farr

getting more and more uncomfortable under
that steady scrutiny as he picked up a letter

them.

Ed went

— well,

in

tomorow," Farr

said.

Then

realizing he'd said more, than he
should, tried to cover up. "I have to listen
to him, Ed. There's a lot of pressure on
this case. Especially from the Observer.

And you know how Nick
here and —

stands there. I

just can't sit
"If Paul tells you to, you'll sit, stand or
ride a bicycle!" Ed broke in savagely as he
got to his feet. "And tonight if I were you,
I'd buy that bicycle!"
It wasn't any use going to Paul. Ed realized he should have known that. Paul acted
_

"Sure." It was hard keeping his voice
impersonal that way looking at her. He'd
known all along what it was made Paul go
crazy. But a man should be able to control
things like that. "I think you're built well,"

he went on. "Got a pretty face and nice
manners. But I wouldn't trust you out of
this room. You're slumming, and I don't go
for it. You think you're too good for me,
but sister, it just happens I think I'm too
good for you."
He was glad she went then. There were
things he had to do and fast
First he'd
have to telephone Paul.
Paul was sitting in the back room of the
bar when he got there and his face didn't
change much when Ed told him he was
leaving for New York and getting a oneway ticket, only his voice showed the shock
he was feeling.
"This is a swell time to be throwing me
down," he said. "What's gotten into you
!

anyway ?
"Just tired
shrugged.

of

hick

town

stuff,"

Ed

"What do you want me to do ?" Paul demanded. "Write Nick a note of apology and
say all is forgiven? What I want to know is
why you're sticking up for him."
"I'm not," Ed said. "I'm just tired of
everybody outsmarting you, "that's all."

"

"

His voice rose which was strange for Ed.
Usually the madder he got the quieter it
for it. He wanted
got. But he had a reason

CONSTANCE
Head

"You
the boys out front in the bar to hear.
back the reform ticket, get jockeyed into
a
closing down on Nick and play ball with
guy who'll dump you overboard as soon as
dame who
he's elected and all for a snooty

LU FT

HUHN

of the Houic- of Tangee

_

—

give

it

out,

wouldn't
weren't

"Cut

second

you a

look

if

it

Ed!" Paul bellowed. Then

likeable shamefaced grin
again as he put his hand on the other's
shoulder. "Don't be a crazy fool, Ed. You

was

there

and

I

that

—"

.

.

,

,

happened so quickly he wasn t prepared for it at all. Ed's quick turn and his
and then as
fist crashing against his mouth,
It

he reeled against the table, his fingers
closed around a beer mug and he held it
menacingly. But he didn't throw it.
"Get out!" he shouted. "Get out!"
Ed walked through the door. His eyes
were steely as he passed the bar and he
didn't

seem

to notice the excited looks fol-

lowing him. He'd picked the place because
Paul._ Knew
its customers knew him and

His plan was working as
too.
smoothly as a blue print, right down to
Nick sending for him. But Ed didn't show
the satisfaction he was feeling as he walked
into Nick's apartment where the gambler
was sitting in front of a blazing fire, his
Nick,

police dog lying at his
liked dogs, just so long as they

hand caressing the

Ed

feet.

weren't human. He patted this one as he
came over to Nick.
He played his part well, giving just

to lead Nick on. No more. Showing just enough interest in the stake to the
finest gambling place in town. Nick was
offering him in return for spilling what he
knew- about Paul, especially about the
murder, and pocketing the ten grand Nick
shoved across the desk to him as an extra

enough

"Satin-Finish Lipstick"

You wanted

it,

we

bonus.

"Mathews, the publisher of the Observer,
outside." Nick was watching Ed closely.
"You just have to give him the dope and

is

he'll

put

it

money you

says Constance Luft Huhn
WKm

shape.

apartment. That's an
all

important point.

Give

the details on that."

"I thought you were bluffing," Ed grinned. "Especially about going to Farr."
_

"Not much." Nick leaned toward him
confidentially. "Paul made a mistake kicking Sloss out. He came to me spouting. He
saw Paul and Taylor arguing on the street
that r.ight."

But you
nodded.
know Sloss. He'll never stand up."
"He won't have to." Nick opened his safe
and took out a paper. "I got his affidavit."
Ed looked down on the paper signed by
Sloss. "That's the McCoy, all right." His
voice was very casual. "Where's Sloss
"That's

it/'

Start out with the
gave Opal that night."
in

"So you know about that," Ed said.
"Sure." Nick grinned. "The dough was
for me. I still have some of Taylor's I. O.
U.'s. Listen, you followed Opal to Taylor's

Mathews

produced

Ed

good."

"A

lipstick

new and glowing

with a

A

not too dry... yet not too moist!

your

throw it across the room into the fireplace.
"There won't be anybody going to Farr,"
he said harshly. "And stick this in your
ear." He threw the ten grand he'd taken at
Nick and started toward the door. But he
didn't get there. At a command from Nick
the dog sprang at him and seized his wrist.
Ed was helpless when Jeff and Rusty, two
of Nick's henchmen, broke in from the next
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"In New York," Nick said. "But he 11 be
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He stopped suddenly as he saw Ed tear
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"If

Nick

you want

it

this

w ay you
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can have

it"

said evenly.

Ed took it. He took the slugs and the
blows without a sound but his face was
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swollen and bleeding when they locked him
next room and every bone in his body
felt as if it had been broken. They didn't
know they had left any strength in him. But
they had. Enough for Ed to grab a chair
and throw it through the locked window,
in the

enough to go hurtling through after it
toward the roof two stories below. But Ed
hadn't counted on the skylight and he
crashed through it, right on to the table of
an astonished family having supper.
Ed came to on the operating table in the
hospital and when they tried to give him
he shoved the apparatus away.
"Get Madvig !" he muttered. And then it
was funny how the boss was coming
through the door, pushing away the nurses
who tried to bar him. He'd come, even
though he had thought Ed had doublecrossed him. That was the way Paul was,
once you were his friend. "Paul," Ed called,
feeling his head beginning to spin again.
"Get Sloss New York train Get him before Nick does. He's a witness."
Paul nodded. Then he turned savagely to
ether,
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the doctor. "If that guy dies, I'll turn this
joint into a warehouse," he roared.
Ed kept lying in that hospital bed, raging
against the helplessness that tied him there.
Then on the third day Opal came and he
was glad to see her until she began talking
about Taylor.
"Do you know who killed him?" she de-

manded. "Was it Paul ?"
"Shut up!" Ed managed to pull himself
up on his elbow. "If you must be a nitwit,
at least don't go round with a megaphone."
"Today's Observer practically said it!"
Opal said flatly. "I know Paul killed
!"
Taylor
Ed's words came slowly and viciously at
that. "You know it would be nice if some-

SCREENLAND

body

else in town besides me thought he
didn't," he said. "And it would be especially

nice if that someone was his sister!"
Opal just laughed and left the room and
Ed lay there, his eyes scowling at the ceiling until the nurse came in.

"Mr. Madvig and Miss Henry are here to
see you," she said.
"Tell her to go away," Ed said.
"I can't do that." The nurse

looked
shocked. "She knows you're better."
"Maybe you're impressed by millionaires'
daughters who are in the roto all the time,"
h« said. "But you ve never been haunted by
them like I have. They've made my life
miserable, them and their brown foto sections._ Millionaires' daughters, always millionaires' daughters.
Never a plumber's
daughter, never an alderman's daughter,
never a nurse."
"No wonder people beat you up !" The
nurse grinned walking over to the door and
!

flinging it open. "Come on in, please," she
said in her silky professional voice.

Janet was beautiful,

all right.

She was

so

ached more than the pains tearing at his body. Her hair was so yellow
and her eyes were so blue and her smile
somehow didn't seem mocking at all' now,
only tender. Ed had to turn away so he

beautiful

it

"

wouldn't see her.
"How's it coming, Ed?" Paul chuckled
then as he turned to the girl-. "That's what
comes of having brains. 'Use your brains
instead of your fists,' he's always telling me.
Then look what happens! I go about my
business and he ends up in the hospital."
Suddenly he couldn't contain himself any
longer and took Janet's hand, holding it so
that Ed had to see the ring on her left
hand. The rock couldn't have cost a Cent

under

fifteen G's.

"

"Well, congratulations to you,"

I

"We're not announcing

it

Ed

said.

until after elec-

too quickly to make
away again.
"How are things going, Paul?" he said.
Got Sloss under cover?" Then^as Paul
odded, "I'd get him out of town."
"All right, Ed, tomorrow," Paul prom;ed. "Now I gotta run."
Ed lay there tense when Janet said she
wanted to stay a little longer in that soft
oke of hers. And she was staying. There
.vasn't any out with Paul grinning in that
was taking an
iig. pleased way because she

jon," Janet said a
I

sound

right.

Ed

little

turned

interest in his pal.
'

"Do you mean
Paul

titer

left.

it

"Or

about Paul?" he said
you doing it for the

are

laughs ?"
didn't like me," she said.
go by my manners," Ed said.
'They're always pretty bad."
"I admire Paul," she said then. "Very
"I

knew you

"You

can't

only it weren't for those letters.
3pal got one this morning. It advised her
o talk to Mathews and I think she's going
:u: to his countn' place to see him. You
.ven't tell Paul, will you? I promised her
"I don't talk out of turn," Ed said shortly.
"You know," she came closer to the bed,
;o close he could have touched her if he
panted to, "you're a strange man. Why
lid you take such a beating from Xick?
What do you owe Paul to go through a
:u:ch.

If

—

like that for him?"
Ed looked at her hard. "I could tell
out of the river, or got
he pulled

hing

me

you

me

once, but it wouldn't be true,"
"It isn't a thing you can put on the
credit or debit side of a ledger, like dollars
aut of jail
aid.

ar.d cents."

"Then what

is it?"

she asked

"Paul's rough and crude," Ed said. "Rut
square. His word's better than .a
lawyer's contract and if you're his friend,
you're his friend. He'd go through a dozen
beatings to protect me and well, what kind
of a heel would I be if I wouldn't do as
much for him? Does that make sense?"
"It makes wonderful sense," she said.
"It's exactly what I felt in you. That's why
I want you to help me. Will you ?"
"No," Ed said. He'd been right about her
all along. "I don't want you around. I might
start making passes at you. And besides,"
his voice lashed at her viciously, "that
crummy brother of yours needed killing."
Ed smiled grimly as he saw her turn and
go. He still didn't feel good, he knew that
as he swung his legs over the side of the
bed and started to get up. His face felt hot
and he was shivering as he started putting
he's

on

his clothes.

"What did you do to her?" he heard the
nurse at the door saying. "She went out as
near crying as anyone could without
crying."
"I must be losing my grip. I usually put
millionaires' daughters in hysterics." Ed
laughed as he saw the nurse's startled look
at seeing him dressed. "Thought I'd get

some air," he said.
"But it's raining !" she protested "You've
got a temperature Dr. Tate will never—"
Ed grabbed her and gave her a hard kis_s.
"Send that to Dr. Tate from me, will you?"
!

he grinned, walking past her to the door.
It was raining and Ed was shivering and
the big fire in the Mathews' living-room
felt good as he walked in. His eyes narrowed as he saw Opal sitting on the big
sofa. The kid certainly had it in for Paul
being there with Mathews and Nick Yarna.
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Miss Blair, who played her first starring part in "My Sister Eileen," is pictured above
with Don Ameche with whom she co-stars in the Gregory Ratoff musical, "Something
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Nick's mocking eyes and realized how h<
been taken. His wife only had to look
him to know everything.
"Does that mean you're broke?" she cj
manded shrilly and then as he nodded, 3
faced him wildly. "Five years From rich
to rags
It's been quite a ride, hasn't it
Her eyes glared at him and when he sto
up, begging her to go upstairs, she curl
refused and his big frame seemed to shri
as he walked heavily up alone.
It was Ed who was the first to reach t
bedroom when they heard the shot a
found Mathews' body. It was suicide,
right. There was even the will he'd ji
written, leaving everything to his wife. 1
pocketed that. And he didn't lose any tii
getting to a telephone.
"Paul." His voice came in a sharp wh
!
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per. "Mathews just committed suicide. L
ten! The Observer's loaded with dynam
for the morning. Get Judge Thomas on t

phone and have him appoint somebody
to us to administer the estate.

clc

He

can do
Then have the a

"These

Bonds,"

said .a

student, B. Wise,

"Will bring about Hitler'9
demise,

because there's no will.
ministrator kill the story. Get it?"
The Observer came out without the sto
next morning, but there was another stoi
hidden in a corner of the second page. Sir
had been found murdered outside Pau
office. Things looked blacker than ever. J
one had a better reason than Paul for g<
ting Sloss out of the way. There was
time to go cautiously now. Ed went right
Taylor Henry's apartment and waited un
he heard a key turn in the lock. He had ji
time to hide behind a curtain when Jar
came in and his eyes narrowed as he sa
her go to the typewriter. He waited un
she had begun typing before he faced hi
His hunch had been right. It was one oft
poison pen letters she had begun.
"That's wonderful !" he said. "Paul's s|
ter and his sweetheart both trying to ste
:

And on

the Pacific

We'll be so terrific
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1"
rise:
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If,

"There

is

however,

your
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Curbed
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Day

For Thousands of Sufferers
Choking, gasping, wheezing Bronchial Asthma
attacks poison your system, ruin your health and
put a load on your heart. Thousands quickly and
easily palliate recurring choking, gasping Bronchial Asthma symptoms with a doctor's prescription called Mendaco, now distributed thru drug
stores, to help nature remove thick strangling

"Hello, Snip,"
to Nick. "I

Ed

said.

Then he turned

was wondering where you boys

were."

him

to the electric chair.

He

certainly h

a lot of luck with his women I should ha
guessed long ago who was sending tho
letters around."
She came up to him then, her eyes wan
her smile warm too, and before he knew
she had put her arms around him and kiss*
him. For a moment he stood there, his ov
lips responding. Then he shoved her awa
"Can't you forget Paul for once?"
!

Mrs. Mathews came over to him. She
was a pretty woman, but the kind that always made him nervous. Ed saw Mathews's

demanded

ence

as directed, has brought relief
when everything else failed.
applied externally, dries quickly,
is non-greasy, convenient to use. You can try a
regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without spending
a cent. Write for FREE details.

eyes following her.
"I'm glad you came," she said. "It's been
so dull here. Nobody saying anything. Opal
weeping." She disregarded her husband's
frantic signal. "It's been ghastly."
"Want me to tell you what they're eating
their hearts out about?" Ed said quietly.
"Opal thinks her brother murdered Taylor
Henry. That's what she's been talking to
your husband about, telling him about Paul.
Well, Opal." He turned to her. "Am I
right? Isn't that what you've been doing?"
"Ed, please !" Opal looked at him fran_

PIXACOL

"That's how you've been able to justi
being engaged to him, and this poison p<'
business You're dealing with your infen
ors, you think. As for me, / think you'
something I wouldn't touch with a poll

tically.

And now

mucus and promote welcome restful sleep.
Mendaco is not a smoke, dope or injection. Just
excess
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"Nobody's supposed to talk about it except you and your brother's other enemies,
is that it?" he demanded.
"He did murder Taylor !" Opal protested.
"You see?" Ed smiled blandly at Mrs.
Mathews. "And of course your husband is
going to print her accusation, not that he
thinks Paul did the killing. He's just in a
tough spot. Nick owns a mortgage on the
Observer and he has to do what Nick says.
Your husband's going to print the story tomorrow and it'll be a lovely wallop, Opal
Madvig accuses brother of murder! But
here's the funniest angle of all. As soon as
Nick frames Paul, he'll let the Observer go
bankrupt. He doesn't want to be a publisher."

furiously.
"I thought we'd settled all that," Ed sai
"I told you Paul wouldn't make any diffe

there,

Ed." Nick's

laughter ran through the room and Mathews froze as he heard it, as he looked at

SCREENLAND

wanted you." And then as s
go for you in a wa

I

admit

it.

You're a dish, the kind of desse

you get with dinner at the Waldorf. B
you still think you're five cuts better th;
Paul and four better than me."
"You're wrong," she whispered.
"I'm not!" His voice lashed out savagel

!

that's settled, let's go."

When

they reached the street the new
boys were screaming an extra that Pa
had been indicted and Ed bought a pap<'
and without a word handed it to her at

walked away.
He went straight to Nick's basement ch
and he knew he was riding in luck when
saw Nick wasn't there and that Jeff lis
been drinking. It was easy enough to hand
the muddle-witted Jeff when Nick wasrf
around but the liquor made it even more
a cinch. Ed had no trouble maneuverin
him to an upstairs room.
1

<

"Don't get the idea I don't know wh;
you're up to," Jeff leered then.
"I'm not up to anything," Ed said cast
see Nick and I thougl
here."
"That's a lie." Jeff lurched toward hin
"You think it's a smart trick coming hei
ally.

"You got something

I

if

smiled, "Sure I could

"I'd like to

maybe

I'd find

him

1

and trying to get

what?"

"About

me

don't

to talk,

Ed

wheeled

on

you?"
him.

"Sloss ?"
talk too much with your mouth,
warning voice came from the doorway and they both wheeled to see Nick
standing there. "We're coming to the place
where I'll have to see you don't do any
more talking."
"Don't be a heel, Nick." Jeff turned on
him in drunken bravado. "The trouble with
you is you're burned because I killed Sloss."
Ed jumped as Nick's hand went to his
jpocket and he sprang on him, wresting the
igun from his hand and Jeff still with that
silly smile on his face, grabbed the prosjtrate gambler by the neck as Ed held the
igun on both of them. There was that sickly
sound of a bone breaking and Nick lay still.

"You

Jeff."

A

No
fit

slick,

Ed." Farr laughed as the
away. "Pinning him

police dragged Jeff
for that Sloss killing.

Thanks

for giving

Bestform Brassieres

me

794

the bows."

"Now

swear out another
warrant." Ed's voice was steely. "For Janet
Henry! I've got it on her like a load of
bricks.

I

!

I

want you

started

It

to

when

Bestform Foundations
#2.50 to $6.50

jumped her
ended up with

she

brother about Opal and it
young Henry the way they found him.
Paul's been covering her all along and all
along she's hated his guts. It was her circulating those letters and trying to shove
Faul in the electric chair. Get busy!"
"But, Ed Farr looked at him pleadingly,
"This isn't just anybody! This is Janet
Henry! No sir, I'm not doing it, not any
!

i

>j|

injijjpart

of

BESTFORM

!"
it

"Better had, Farr," Ed said quietly.
"There's only one guy never kicked Paul in
McClosky,
the pants and got away with it
remember? And he jumped eighteen floors
into Center Street before Paul could get at
him."
Their eyes met and little beads of sweat
broke out on Farr's forehead. Then without a word he started to fill in the warrant.
But it wasn't enough. At a curt nod from
Ed, Farr picked up his hat and went along
with him to the Henry house,

meam'beat $Mm'

—

?!

.

.]

price

office.

"Pretty
I

at

any

"That's bingo !" Jeff laughed hoarsely.
But he wasn't laughing a half hour later in
Farr's

finer

oil!

Janet was in a negligee when she came
downstairs with her father. But she was the
same as she always was, as if you couldn't
touch her, not even with a warrant for
murder. It was her father who broke. Ed
made that leap at him as he took the revolver from his dressing gown pocket.
"Killing yourself isn't going to help your
daughter," he said tersely.
Henry nodded heavily as he turned to
Farr. "You had better prepare another warrant," he said. "I'm the one you want. I
followed Taylor and Paul after they'd quarreled that night and caught up with them
in the street. I told Taylor he was ruining
my political career and he struck me. He
was going to strike me again and we scuffled. He slipped, hit his head
When we lifted him up he was

on the curb.
dead. I made

Paul promise not to talk."
Janet didn't say anything. But her face
was white and Ed caught her as she keeled
over. His face didn't show a thing as he
turned to Farr.
"I was getting worried. Afraid maybe
we'd have to hang the girl to make the old
man crack !" he said.
Ed began packing the next morning. It
was real this time, not a trick. Paul had
thundered his indignation when he had
broken the news over the telephone but Ed

knew when

it

was quitting

time. It

was

best

way, even feeling about him the way he
did. He loved that big, soft guy. Even after
all Opal had done to him, the way she'd
tried to frame him, Paul was sending her
off on a swell vacation with a trunk full of
new clothes to forget Taylor. He'd forgiven
her everything. That was the sort of thing-

this

Brian

Donlevy, usually the "heavy" in films,
plays Diana Barrymore's lover in "Nightmare,"

exciting

melodrama about

spies

and saboteurs.

other people didn't know about Paul, the
sort of think Ed had always known.
He had just put the last shirt in his bag

when
"I

the

had

knock came.
to

come," she

It

was

said. "I

Janet.

want you to

me with

you." Then as he shook his
"Look at me, Ed! It's no use pretending, you can't get away with it. You love
me and you know it and whatever you say

take
head,

the contrary there's something in my
heart that will always tell me you're lying.
to

It's true, isn't it ?"

"Yes," Ed said. "I guess it is. But there's
Paul. You owe him plenty."
"Paul's been fine." She came over to him.
grateful. But if I married him
want more than that and that's all I

"And I'm
he'd

have to give him."
"Yeah." Ed still stood

there. "But it's
no. It still leaves us on different sides
of the tracks."
She didn't say anything, just laughed,
that small tender laugh as she went over to

-

still

him and put her arms around him. And
again his lips responded to her kiss and
again he pushed her away. "What are you
trying to do?" he demanded hoarsely.
"Dynamite the tracks!" Her smile wasn't

now. "So that maybe some day

at all sure

you'd come across to me."
She hadn't heard the door open, neither
of them had. They didn't know Paul had
come in until he spoke.
"What are you waiting for, goon?" he
asked as Ed faced him. "What do you want
me to do? Go out and get a preacher?"
Suddenly he took a quick step toward the
speechless girl. But Paul wasn't going to
hurt her. He was just taking the ring off
her finger. "I'm giving you my dame,
brother," he grinned. "But you're nuts if
you think I'm throwing in that rock !"
Ed could only stand there looking at
Janet as Paul went out again. It was still
all so strange. He'd have to get used to the
idea. Janet and that long silky hair of hers
and her blue eyes and her soft voice. She
loved him He couldn't believe it, right off,
!

like that.

But

it

all

came

true.
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Jeanette Sings for the Soldiers
Continued from page 51
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They even climbed on the roof-tops to get
a better view. She made a striking picture
standing on the stage, her red hair was
beautifully brought out by a kind of green
gown, and as you know her stage presence
is perfect.
She actually seemed to enjoy
herself, though it must have been exhausting she seemed to want to pour out some
feeling of pure graciousness to the camp.
She made a tremendous hit."
;

fuss

muss

At Fort Sill, Oklahoma, Jeanette, who
would be perfectly content to set up housekeeping in a swimming pool, had the pleasure of dunking herself in the old frontier
fort's very uptodate pool. "It was like
manna from heaven," reminisced Miss
MacDonald.
At the ungodly hour of one o'clock Sunday morning Jeanette, with only half an
eye open, was dumped off the train at
Springfield, Missouri.
She sang at the

g et

.
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O'Reilly General Hospital that evening to
wounded men from Bataan and Pearl Harbor. "And did they ask for Irish songs
I'd forgotten there were so many Irish
songs. Finally I said, 'There must be a few
Irishmen here,' and they reminded me that
I was in the O'Reilly General Hospital."
The boys there kept asking for Johnny
Doac/hboy. Before she started singing it
for the third time, she said, "I hope my
husband doesn't find a Wild Irish Rose
in Ireland." Above the laughter she heard
a kid, whose legs were in a plaster cast,
shout, "He'll never find a rose like you,
!"
Jeanette
It was at the O'Reilly General Hospital
that Jeanette met Gene Raymond. "A nurse
with a gleam in her eyes asked me if I'd
like to meet Gene Raymond," Jeanette told
me. "I promptly did a double-take. I believe in miracles, but after all I had just
received a cable the day before from Gene
who is with the Army Air Force Combat
Command on active duty overseas. The
nurse went on to explain that Private Gene

Raymond was a stretcher case. I immediately went over to his cot to meet him.
I couldn't think of what to say so I sort of
blurted out, 'I see you have a mustache.'
'Yes,' he said with a grin, 'I grew mine

and sang at seven, and felt lik
that had been wrung throug
wringer. But a little thing like that
at five,

mop

dish

1

M

dampen her enthusiasm, nor

the enthusi;

of the boys.

At Jefferson Barracks, out from
Louis, she had
her first jeep ride. Ei
the Commanding Officer, those poor
who never are surprised at anything, ,j
quite a jolt when he called for Miss MJ
Donald in a jeep and in a heat wave
was really laying it on and found
pretty as a picture in a large hat, a 1
print, * and
white suede gloves.
Jeanette saw him eyeing the gloves she
plained apologetically, "I was raised
white glove family. Hot or cold, I alw
wear white gloves. Isn't it awful!"
It was at the concert at Jefferson Barra
that Jeanette swallowed a bug. "Ther

J

—

—

W

was giving my

all to

My

Hero," Jean

me with

a grimace, ."when the big!
bug I have ever seen flew right down
throat. There was nothing to do but k
on singing and utter up a little pra
that it wasn't poisonous."
Outdoor concerts are famous for b'
and mosquitoes, as we all know, especi.
when a person is on a stage with a loi
lights trained on her. "I started out on
tour trying to be a lady," said Jean
told

—

sadly.

"When

I

thought no one was no

ing I'd surreptitiously brush off the irfci
on my arms and neck. But finally I got
I was slapping away at them like everyb
else."

Jeanette arrived at Camp Robinson,
kansas, on a Saturday, and a pay day.
officers were terribly worried. As soon
the men get their $50 it's customary

them

to

rush in to Little Rock where

tr

are plenty of places to spend it. Satur
night is no time for a concert. Miss
Donald would certainly be offended.
when the General, all set to apologize
the small audience, escorted Jeanette to
stage he could hardly believe his eyes. Th

M
J

when your husband grew
Gene shave

his.' 'But I had
his off,' I said. 'Yes, I know,'
'but
friends like mine and

he replied,
my
won't let me shave it off.' We had a long
talk about my Gene, and the war. He was
such a sweet boy. His only complaint was
that he was being held up in his war activities. 'I want to be over there with your
Gene,' he said, and the way he said it almost
broke my heart."

One of the first letters she received when
she returned from the camp tour was from
Private Gene Raymond. And now Jeanette
has two Gene Raymonds to write to. His
letter read, in part, "Dear Jeanette, Please
excuse my spelling and writing for I have
to lay flat on my back to write. I am sending you the picture of us taken the Sunday
night you were here. Everyone is talking
of you and they send their best wishes.
When you write to your husband tell him
some day I may meet him for I am also
in the Air Corps. Please answer and I will
try and do better next time if it is all right
to write to the Army's Best Sweetheart. I
thank you for singing the Donkey Serenade
for I was the one who yelled the loudest
I believe. The best of luck. And for Lieut.
Gene Raymond, Keep 'Em Flying. Your
Gene Raymond."
At Fort Leonard Wood Jeanette discovered that that 110° at night was no
exaggeration. It was just that. She arrived
friend,

SCREENLANO

Jeanette MacDonald and her husband, Li<
Gene Raymond, who is now overseas v
the U. S. Army Air Force Combat Comma
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DO YOU
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FEAR J IGHT

because of

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
—

Don't be unhappy! Don't worry because I can help
you aa I have many, many women in the same plight

are appearing towith the mystery of ancient
gether on the screen for the first time in "Cairo," a spy film
make up the story.
:gypt as a background for the love, laughs, adventure and intrigue that

above,
k new romantic team! Jeanette MacDonald and Robert Young,

superfluous
I too, had the embarrassment of a difficult
hair problem on face and limbs. Fortunately I found a
way to bring me happiness and I shall be glad to pais
Now, no
this knowledge on to you just for the asking.
one can tell by looking at me that I have ever been
follow
my
you
and
if
hair,
unwanted
troubled with
advice, no one need know of your superfluous hair

Pr

vacant space to be found. "Look,_
MacDonald," he exclaimed excitedly,

asn't a
liss

thousands
j

of

men

!

Thousands

of

them

pay day!"
Before she started the concert Jeanette
lade a little speech. "Frankly, boys/' she
iid, "I wouldn't have been surprised if you
ad walked out on me tonight. And I am
attered, believe me, that you preferred to
lay here and listen to me sing." And then
'-hen the last encore had been sung, she
ailed to them, "Well, boys, look at the
!"
"boney I saved you tonight
Tennessee,
Paris,
near
Camp
Tyson,
At

jjjid it's

just at concert time.
<o Jeanette suggested that she sing to the
jen in relays inside the barracks hall. In
he middle of her first performance the
le rains

came again

all over the camp went out. But a
thing like that didn't bother Jeanette.
,,1
!lf the Army can fight in the dark, I guess
can sing in the dark," she -announced
aily, which called for a round of cheers
rem the appreciative men. At Fort Knox,
Kentucky, she gave four grinning soldiers
omething to write home about. They were
etailed to put her on the train. Now
eanette never eats before a concert, so she
pad missed dinner at the Fort, and she knew
here wouldn't be a diner on the train
there never was) so she had the boys take
per to a "jernt" near the railroad station,
;nd there they ate sandwiches and played
'he juke box until train time. At Scott
?ield, Illinois, the skies were threatening
so rather than run a chance of missing out
m the concert the men there had hastily
"leaned out a hangar for her. "I'm a little
disappointed it didn't rain," Jeanette told
he men when she was leaving. "I'd like to
lave the experience of singing in a hangar."
Back in Hollywood again, Jeanette said
}f her trip, "It was one of the most gratifyng jobs I've ever done. I had perspiration
lripping off my nose, my arms, my body
:or twenty-four hours a day
but what of
it,
those boys are perspiring month in
jmd month out, surely T can take it for a
Ifew weeks. The boys were wonderful. Their
genuine gratitude, their attentiveness, their
eagerness made it all so worthwhile. I kept
chinking to myself, 'Oh, God, I am thank Eul that I can do this.' Heat or no heat,

ffijghts
['.ttle

—

I

I'm going to try and do

it

again real soon."

Postscript
I feel that this story would
not be complete without the following letter
which was forwarded to the star by Mrs.
Herman J. Bittler, the mother of "Bud,"
one of the soldiers who heard Jeanette on
her tour of the camps.
"Dear Mother I'm walking in the clouds
along with thousands of other soldiers.
This evening Jeanette MacDonald visited
the field and thrilled everyone. She is one
of the loveliest persons I have ever seen on
the stage. I can't begin to name all the songs
she sang— she sang so many but the highlights of the evening, for me, at least, were
the Italian Street Song, Ave Maria, and
two popular songs, Johnny Doughboy and
Keep the Light in the Harbor Burning. I
:

painlessly that
it's all done so simply, daintily, and
natural
you'll be amazed. Now you may show the
by
beauty of your complexion and skin when unmarred
haven
t
and
methods
other
tried
have
bair. So if you
been fully satisfied don't wait another day.
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Write formy
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:
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Madame Annette
Box

4010,
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Merchandise

—

must mention Lover Come Back to Me.
I'm going to be sentimental for a week! All
the men were thinking of their mothers,
wives, and sweethearts and they all were
in sympathy with Miss MacDonald, knowing how she must feel because her husband
in service overseas.
her voice. For such a
is

One could

feel

it

in

crowd of men, there
was an unusual hush and quiet during her
songs. She asked all of us to join her in
Auld Lang Syne and I could hardly sing a
word. It seems that we were all overcome,
the chorus of voices was so subdued one

—

just

knew how we

all felt

and what we

were thinking.

"No
or
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much
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Coney
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for,

meant so much

to the fellows on this
are full of gratitude. Our
that there is no appreciable way

The boys

field.

regret
of

one person has done so

Mart,

Dept. 332, Chicago.

is

showing it.
"She must be a grand person. The guards

at the gate said that she drove herself onto
the field in a Ford. They say she is making
part of this tour by car. Tomorrow she
drives to Fort Sill for a concert. Think of
the happiness she is bringing to thousands
of soldiers.

"Well, this being midnight, I should reAnd since I just wrote to you this
morning there is no other news. I bought
your birthday greeting today and it is so
nice I can hardly wait to send it to you.
The way mails go I will have to send it
early but don't open it until the day. With
much love, Bud."
tire.

—
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Roy Rogers' Wife

Kidneys Must

Talks!

Continued from page

Clean Out Acids

Excess acids, poisons and wastes in your blood
are removed chiefly by your kidneys. Getting up
Nights, Burning Passages, Backache, Swollen
Ankles, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness,
Circles Under Eyes, and feeling worn out, often
are caused by non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles. Usually in such cases,
the very first dose of Cystex goes right to work
helping the Kidneys flush out excess acids and
wastes. And this cleansing, purifying Kidney
action, in just a day or so, may easily make you
feel vounger, stronger and better than in years.
An iron clad guarantee insures an immediate refund of the full cost unless you are completely
satisfied. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose under the money back guarantee so get
Cystex from your druggist today for only 35c.
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A GOOD STORYDon't miss
sensational
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NEW

MOVIE
new

You'll enjoy

kind

Wilkins won't

of

selves to write.

movie

the big

DECEMBER

Arlene betook herself to Los Angeles for
a business course. In 1936 they went back
to Roswell to be married. Not till after
their marriage did she realize that he'd
never proposed.
"You mean that corny down-on-the-knee
stuff, honey?" he protested. "Shucks, that's
not the way it's done today. You just kind
of sneak up on it."
He was doing all right in radio, as one

hits

issue:
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Scratching
It

May Cause Infection

Relieve itching caused

by eczema,

—

athlete's foot, pimples other itching troubles Use cool ing, med ica ted
D.D.D.Prescription.Greaseless.stainless.Caimsitchingfast.35c trial bottle
.

—
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less

KFWB,

of picture-stories of

latest headline movies.

in

His pen seemed to be

bashful than his tongue, the net result
being that the following year, with Roy
established in a job of sorts at

its thrilling

Look for these great smash

talk.

Anyway, before Roy left a few days
later, he and Arlene had pledged them-_

SHOW—the

kind

to go hungry with all this food
around."
The radio station directed them to the
boys' motor court. Roy took one look at the
pieS; and another at the girl sitting beside
her motner. "He seemed kind of flustered,"
says Arlene. "Kept stammering thank you.
Kind of bashful too. But not so bashful
he didn't ask where we lived, so he could
return the tins next day."
Mrs. Wilkins wouldn't hear of it. "Just

anyone

leave 'em at the station and my boy'll drop
by for them." Arlene's heart sank, then
sang again. The least he could do, Roy insisted, was return the tins. "Well, then, I
tell you
you and your friends come up
around dinner time. We're having fried
chicken." Roy still doesn't know whether
the girl or the chicken loomed larger
in his fancy that day. Arlene doesn't know
whether her mother's bid was pure inspiration, pure guile, or a blend of both. Mrs.

Artistic pins, rings and emblems
^c^-lM! Finest quality. Reasonable prices

.from 55c up. Write today.

that radio station. Tell 'em we'll be down
with a couple of lemon pies. No call for

proves it or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D. 0. Prescription!
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spotted in pictures, including Gene Autry's
at Republic. After a year as apartmentdwellers, he and Arlene bought a small
place in the valley. She thought it was a

gag the day he came home and told her
Republic had signed him to a contract.

—

"Just like that
? !"
"I did it," he explained modestly, "with

my

little

—
foot

Quite by accident he'd learned that the
studio was on the hunt for a singing cowboy, rushed out there but couldn't get by
the doorman, who was new. He hung
around, waiting for a familiar face. None
showed. So when the magic door was
opened for a party of four, he stuck his
foot through before it could swing shut
and, deaf to the yells of authority behind
him, landed plump in the arms of Sol
Siegel, producer.
"Want to see me?"

"Think

I could get a test?"
Siegel surveyed him all five feet, eleven
inches blue eyes, blonde thatch, lean kindly face, sinewy body. "Funny. I've tested
eighteen, and you never entered my head.

—

—

Got your guitar?"

He

dashed out to the car after it, grinned
foiled doorman, planked himself
down on Siegel's desk and sang three numbers. The producer shook his head. "You
don't get a test, you get a contract."
"So for four months," says Arlene, "all
they did was change his name from Leonard Slye to Dick Weston to Roy Rogers.
But after that Gene Autry, bless his heart,
went on strike, and Roy went into 'Under
Western Stars,' and from then on everyat

the

thing was lovely."
Everything but one.

They found

they

couldn't have children. This generally hits
a woman harder than a man. But Roy's one
of those he-guy softies where kids are concerned. For a dimpled smile he'll wrap his

"

.

BE SLIM!
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REDUCE QUICKLY!
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So simple,
natural way
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excess
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to take off u«ly, <langerthat you will be
fat

amazed at
Herb-Vita
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tablet morning and night,
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"How to Have a Slim Figure." This
sensible Ilerb-VIte Method U the product of combined medical opinion and is
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you are FAT, and especially If you
are over 30 years old, don'i waste precious time! Get the Herh-Vite Method
today from your druggist or health food
store. If it is not yet in slock, send
the coupon below for introductory
packaee. Only $1.98 including booklet
and 60 Herb-Vite tablets, sufficient for
one month. You will be thrilled by
the pounds and inches of excess fat
that you will lose!
If

Don't

let flabby fat rob you of love and
.
.
.
remember that Romance
follows a lovely figure! See your druggist or mail coupon today'

popularity

Herb-Vite Co., Dept. S. U., 853 Seventh Ave.,

New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
The kiddies appearing with Judy Garland in "Presenting Lily Mars," film version of Booth
Tarlcington's widely read novel, gathered around Howard Dietz, M-G-M executive, when
he visited the Garland set. Judy is standing between Mr. Dietz and Spring Byington, above.

'

Herb-Vite Co., Dept.

S. U.,853 Seventh Ave., New York
Send, postpaid. Herb-Vite Reducing Method,
including booklet and 60 Herb-Vite tablets,

enclose $1.98.

Send

C.O.D.

I

will

pay

postman

$1.98

plus

postage.

paper and hand

'part

up

'!'hey

decided on adoption.

in tissue

it

over.

One night Roy came home from a tour,
the course of which he'd played several
rphanages. "Honey," he said, "what're we
-aitin' for? There was a little ole girl at
tie of these places, couldn't have been more
San two, hung round my neck an' wanted
i come home with me."
"Why didn't you take her?"
fj
"Already spoken for. But I want a little
i

'

'

'

"

file'
1

1

I

i

girl of

my

own."

"Let's go," said Arlene.
They applied to a place from
f their
friends had adopted a

which one

child and,
preliminary investigations over, set
fie
|)rth to pick a daughter. They spent the
ip, and it was a long one, selecting and
iscarding names. Arlene's final choice was
"heryl. Roy's memory went back ten years
)
a time when he'd been working on the

A

highway up beyond Castaic.
little
londe kid used to come over every day
nd talk to him. "Her name was Darlene,"
e mused fondly.
"I always liked that
ame." So a slumbering six-weeks infant,
.ate

away, became Cheryl Darlene.
She was lying on her tummy when they
ootted her, and as they stopped beside the
rib, lifted her blonde head to show them
pair of gorgeous brown blinkers. They
ioked at each other. The matron smiled,
he'd seen that look before. "Are you sure?"
jhe asked.
"Don't you want to see the
liles

est?"

'Seems like this is the one," said Arlene.
couldn't take her till she was three
icmths old, so six weeks later they drove
jown again with a bassinet, and could have,
aved themselves the bother, for Cheryl
'arlene spent most of the trip in the arms
f whoever wasn't driving.
She's two now, an accomplished flirt and
old-digger,
rifles
Roy's
for
pockets
mono" to put in her bank, calls herself his
oil baby, and knows she has only to coo
I love you, daddy,"
to bring her slave
Ip
terms. When they tune in on Gene

They

Vutry, she gives

"Who
mred

him

the raspberry.
taught her that?" her daddy in-

sternly.

Arlene was airy about

it.

"Children pick

things up." Which, whether by accident or
another joyous sputter
design, brought
from the cherub's lips. Roy eyed her in
awe. "She's terrific, that's all." It's the comment he always uses to sum her up.
Not long after her arrival, they found
they were outgrowing the old house. They'd
planned to build, but priorities got ahead
of them. Roy wanted a place with big trees,
big rooms and plenty of space for Trigger
and the pigeons. They discovered it on top
of a hill near Encino.
Next to his family, says Arlene, Roy
loves Trigger and the pigeons best. Talking about them, his eyes go soft, and when
he says "that little dickens" in a certain
tone of voice, she's never sure whether he
means Cheryl or the golden palomino.
He came home from a recent rodeo,

Name
Address
City
druggist

My

!

old right now,, but you're only six." Roy
gave him the cue again, the cue which in
private he never missed. Trigger just looked
bored.
"What did you do ?" asked Arlene.
"What could I do? Laid my cards on
the table. Told the crowd if this didn't stop
pretty soon, they'd see a little horse-training right there on the stage."
It was an English pigeon-fancier who
infected Roy with the bug. He bought his
first loft a year and a half ago, and Arlene
will never forget the first pigeon he clocked

—

for a hundred-mile race. The Lone_ Ranger
they called him, and he'd been shipped to

FREE
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of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into
your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow freely.
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Little Liver Pills. 10(?

and
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"Marvel

—

laughing his head off. "The little devil's
just too smart, that's all
Trigger, it seems, likes to do a little ribbing on his own, knowing that out in front
of an audience, he's safe from correction.
"How old are you?" Roy asked.
The horse counted up to eight.
"Hey, wait a minute You may feel that

a
»

State
is

39

25<?.

them. His only superstition has to c
with laying a cowboy hat down on a be
that's

bad

down on

luck.

So

you'll

find his

a chair or table or dresser

flu:

—nev<

on a bed and never by any chance in tl
till Arlene puts it there.
Night clubs bore them both to dea:

closet

"Don't even know how to sit in one," sa;
Roy. He doesn't drink, he likes only squa
dancing, so what's there to do in a nigh
club,

call

hogs?

—and

no

reflections

i

tended. He's an expert square-dance-call
having started as a kid of eleven in Ohj
because he lacked the nerve to ask a gj
to dance and had to do something. Hj
looking forward to calling some fine squa
dances in his tennis court.
When he's not on a picture, the day b
gins at eight. He and Cheryl head for t
pigeon pen, where they fool around t
Arlene <:alls them to breakfast for Roy
dainty meal of fruit, bacon and eggs, wj
fles, hot biscuits and coffee. The rest of t

—

—

day is monotonously happy from pigecj
to Trigger to watering the place and baj
to the pigeons. Sometimes at night th
take in a show. Sometimes they ha
friends in for cards, on which occasions i
sexes are segregated, wives playing trip
at one end of the house, husbands poker
a circular tower room at the other e
"Women," Roy and his pals decree, "c
play poker." At midnight they get togetl
for sandwiches, coffee and cake.
Arlene thinks her husband is just ab
(

retiring

right as is. There's only one reform si
tried seriously to institute. She wishes h
read more. Not that she wants to mak
scholar out of him, but she thinks I
enjoy it, once he got started. He thinks

lar

too.

When

he'll

sit

Meet

Tarzan's

new

girl!

Frances Gifford replaces Maureen O'Sullivan, who

Bakersfield the night before with several
Roy was out at the loft that morning two hours before they could possibly
arrive. When he caught sight of a bird
winging its way in, he turned white, his
hands shook so he could hardly get the
band off and, but for Arlene, he'd have
stuck his head instead of the band into the
time-clock.

others.

The Hanger was Roy's

darling.

He won

and never returned from the
got him. That was
when Arlene stepped out of the picture.
She wasn't going to have her heart broken
over any more pigeons. Roy still mourns
the Ranger who, along with others of its
breed, fairly convinced him that pigeons
have souls. Maybe hearts is a better word,
and maybe guts is the best of all. "They'll
come home to you with a broken leg," he

four

fifth.

races,

A hawk must have

says almost reverently, "but they'll

home."

He

calls

Arlene

Maw

and she

come

calls

him

started as a gag, but comes so
naturally now that they don't even notice
until some stranger smiles. She says he has
a sweet nature, and that people just natu-

Paw.

It

He

rally like him because he likes them.
also has his faults. Wherever he steps out
of his clothes, there they lie. She used to
keep after him about it, but nothing happened, so now she picks them up herself.

This entails less wear and tear on the nervous system. He can never find anything. It
wouldn't be so bad if he'd call for her help

But not till he's pulled
the dresser drawers apart, does he start

in the first place.
all

is

temporarily

simifrom pictures, as the jungle hero's mate in "Tanan Triumphs." A costume
Zandra.
to a sarong and called a "zandrape" has been created for Frances' role of

"Maw !" When

she reaches into the
item, he acts as
if he suspected her of legerdemain.
He sometimes forgets her birthday December 14th his alibi being that he's too
busy remembering Christmas. Last Christ-

yelling

mess and brings forth the

—

—

till five, dashed to a
and bought her a piano. She could
wear a new dress every day and he wouldn't

mas Eve he worked
store

the difference. When she tells him
new, he hangs his head in shame, mutters "Gosh, it's pretty," and peeks out of the

know
it's

90

corner of his eye to see how she's taking
it. As for shopping with her, he'd sooner
take a beating. "Men don't belong in those
places. Besides, a woman walks you to
death. When I want a hat, I go to a store
woman walks in, sees a hat
and buy it.
she likes, walks out, goes to ten other
stores, and comes home with sore feet and
the same hat she liked in the first place."
Arlene did all her own work in the small
house and is still doing it because they
haven't been able to find the right housekeeper yet. According to her, he doesn't
help with the dishes. According to him, he's
washed them a couple of times.
"Dried," she scoffs. "There's a difference.
And I had to be awfully tired before you
did that."
"Well," he defends himself, "I'm an out-

they're alone of an even
himself down, pick up a book
the-month and sometimes get as far as
third page.
Fine b<
Then Arlene will hear:
honey. You should read it. Well— guess
go out and take a look at the pigeons.

A

door man."

On

the other hand, he pays her the su-

preme compliment of calling her a good
driver, and cheerfully admits his sole responsibility for traffic tickets and bumped
fenders. Like all men, he says most women
can't drive. But the few who can, drive
better than most men. Arlene's one of them.

He also goes around proclaiming her
prowess as a cook, and would willingly
dine seven nights a week on her fried
chicken, hot biscuits and corn on the_ cob.
"That girl does something to fried chicken
that nobody else ever did except her
mother." Discovering that Cheryl, like himself, went for the wings and drumsticks,
he was secretly enchanted but pretended to
be a martyr. "I'll just have to eat the
backs and the bony stuff." So now there
are two fried chickens in every pot. He
generally passes up dessert, because when
he eats the main course he's not fooling,
and there's no room left for anything else.
He sleeps peeled and sings in the shower,
especially before recording, to loosen up his
voice. His favorite song is Home on the
Range, his favorite movie stars Tracy,
Gable and Stanwyck, his favorite color
blue. He wears only cowboy clothes, both
as part of his business and because he loves

Beauty Without
Extravagance
Continued from page 55
a very cool place. They are pi
anter to use when they are cool and
should get a lift to your spirits just
the most routine matter of cleansing j
skin. Even the simplest of all beauty tr
ments is less effective unless it is fun
beauty, fashion note about your h
today there are no great changes in fas'
but, as always, good sense, good taste,
important. So your hair style shoul
dictated by comfort and becomingness
way it hasn't been for a long time.
up or down, long or short, as you ch
least in

A

We

But keep it brushed and shining. Th
what counts. If you like your hair 1
however, there is a new style for long_
that makes it look short. The trick i
wind the hair close to the head.

Now

that we are dressing with so nj
simplicity and fashion freedom, remen
how becoming pearls are. (After you 1
Used your mask, of course, and your
can compete with any pearl ) These lo
beads are being worn a great deal._ 1
!

#

are being worn in new ways.
long string of them, evenly

Sometim
matchec

wound round and round your throa
Hedy Lamarr does on page 54. Somet
they are worn in shorter strings the pt
;

A

simple black or g
are different sizes.
or dark blue dress, with strings of pi
Worn in an original fashion, makes a lc

costume.

J

q

!
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Way to New Loveliness
CAMAY MILD-SOAP DIET!

Follow this Brides

go on the

This exciting complexion care

is

based on skin specialists' advice
—praised by lovely brides!

MYmy

FRIENDS

tell

me how much

lovelier

complexion has become since I
started following the Camay Mild -Soap
Diet. I wouldn't be without Camay for a
day," says beautiful Mrs. Carnohan.

You, too, can be lovelier

if

you will only

Camay Mild-Soap Diet a chance.
without knowing it, you may be let-

give the
For,

ting improper cleansing dull your complex-

ion—or you may be using a soap that
mild enough!
Skin

with a

isn't

specialists advise regular cleansing
fine

mild soap.

And Camay

is ac-

tually milder than dozens of other popular

why we
Camay Mild-Soap Diet."

beauty soaps! That's
the

say,

"Go on

Give your skin thorough cleansing with
night and morning for 30 days. At
once— what a delicious, fresh feeling! But
be faithful— and soon your complexion may
have thrilling new loveliness!

Camay

This lovely bride, Mrs. Harry

Carnohan

oj

New

"I wouldn't let

my

York, N. Y., says:
skin

on/Ae MILD-SOAP

go without the

DIET^S^^

Camay Mild-Soap Diet for a single dayit has done so much for me! Why, I'd
been following the Mild-Soap Diet only
a short time when my friends began asking for

my

beauty secret!

—
Or,

Trade -Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat.

Ay
Off.

L

As

the days go

by— new beauty! Sin
Then, while you sleep,

Step to a lovelier skin... Make a lather with
Camay on your wash-cloth. Work this milder lather

that every night.

over your skin, paying special attention to nose,
base of nostrils, chin. Rinse with warm water—
then 30 seconds of cold splashings.

pore openings are free to function for
beauty. In the morning— one more quick
with Camay and your skin is ready for m
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fflile,/w//? urn, smile...
a radiant smile turns heads, wins hearts!
your smile open doors to new
happiness! Help keep it bright and

Let

sparkling with Ipana

HEADS

UP, plain

Beauty
success.

can

isn't

You can

win phone

girl,

and

and dates— romance

can be yours if your smile

So smile, plain

is

girl, smile!

smile, self-conscious

right!

Not a timid

and shy—but a big

heart-warming smile that brightens your
face like sunshine.

fact:

your gums

a Warning Signal
So if there's ever the slightest tinge of
"pink" on your tooth brush, see your dentist right away!

He may simply tell you that your gums
have become tender and spongy, robbed
of natural exercise, by our modern,
creamy foods. And if, like thousands of
other

you want a winning smile like that
—sparkling teeth you're proud to showIf

important

"Pink Tooth Brush"-

smile!

take the spotlight— you

this

should retain their healthy firmness.

and Massage.

the only talisman to

calls

remember

modern

dentists,

he suggests the

heloful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste

and massage— be guided by his advice!
For Ipana not only cleans and brightens your teeth but, with massage, is designed to help the health of your gums.
Just

massage a

little

Ipana on your

gums

each time you clean your teeth. That invigorating "tang"— exclusive with Ipana
and massage— means circulation is quick-

ening in the

gums

to

new

gum

tissue,

helping your

firmness.

Start today the

modern

dental health

routine of Ipana and massage.

With

Ipana Tooth Paste and massage, help
keep your gums firmer, your teeth
brighter, your smile more sparkling.

Start today with
Product of Bristol-Myers

I

PANA and MASSAGE
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when a world' famoks correspondent

meets

MARGARETi

Here

it is. And eagerly awaited
William L. White's story that
thrilled millions in Reader's
Digest and as a best selling
novel! It has become one of the
most soul-stirring pictures of
our time. Brought to the screen
by Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer this
strange and beautiful story o'

ROBERT YOUNG
LARAINE DAY

is

FAY BAINTER
NIGEL BRUCE
WILLIAM SEVERN
and presenting

orphan of the
and her flight to freedom
open your eyes and your he
valiant

MARGARET O'BRIEN

little

Screen Play by David Hertz and
Based Upon the
Book by William L. White

William ludwig

•

Directed by

JOR W.

S.

VAN DYKE

II

duced by B. P. FINEMAN
etro- Goldwyn -Mayer Picture
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Our Boys Over-Seas!

Wives Do

S. R.

for Dates? Hollywood's Views!

foung Mister America. Robert Sterling
I'm Just

A

Joe!"
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boys with Judy are George Murphy and
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the Richard Carlsons

A/hat Should

of opposite type tucked in his bag.
There's the melodious music box of hits
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"For Me And

Set! Jane Withers Prize Contest

Why George Montgomery
Calling

At the moment, as Santa shouts "On,
Donder and Blitzen", there are two films
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who

48
51

Flash

Portrait of
in

East

child

last.

It presents little "Margaret" O'Brien m
one of the greatest of all performances.
Robert Young and Laraine Day admir-

46

jDhristmas Spirit of '42

a William

is

White story of a refugee

found a refuge at

'6

Forum

lere's

condensed

L.

;nside the Stars'

is

Margaret". The other

»

Hot from Hollywood

|-ans'

the talked-about "Journey for
is the will-betalked-about "Cargo Of Innocents".

One

Both are from novels and both were

[DEPARTMENTS:

lour

*
*
*

It is a

lionhearted

picture.

Naturally.

—J^

star in

"Cargo Of

!

!

;

10HN PIERRE AUMONT, who is no J
J just plain Pierre Aumont to his pubii
puts on a wonderful

commissary.

show

in the

M-G-!

It isn't intentional, either. Bi

handsome young Frenchman is so Co
He bounces from one table to tl
other. He waves across the room and e:
the

dial.

j

changes greetings. He shakes hands hel
and he shakes hands goodbye. Spencer Trac

Bob Young, and a few others lunching t<
gether, timed Pierre to see how long it toe
him to get out of the place. It took thin
minutes

WHEN

Ilona

married

was

Massey returned
Alan Curtis

selling bonds and
meet_ her, Hollywood
life

fro
didr
hect

knew their
Once upon a

finished.

tin

Ilona couldn't sing a song unless Alan stoe
in the wings to inspire her. Alan in tuij
(who was married twice before) insistt
that Iloria's love and guidance was going
make him a great star. Nothing would ex\
come between them Ilona tried desperate
to make her marriage last. But the partir
seems to be final.
!

i

YOU

"IF

ever go into the movies I waup," Perc Westmore to
Dinah Shore. And he meant it. So Dinj
called on Perc, when she arrived to (
'

to

)

make you

"Thank Your Lucky Stars." Perc h;i
joined the Coast Guard. But he hadn't fo
gotten his promise. On his first week-er
leave, he spent all his time giving tips ar
pointers to Dinah. Now the famous rad
star looks as lovely as she sings.

COLUMBIA officials are frankly worrit
over Rita Hayworth. They've recoi
ciled themselves that they can't discouraj'
her romance with Vic Mature. But they';
hoping they can induce Rita to put on son
weight. Since returning from her bond toi
she's lost quite a few pounds. If she's
dance with Fred Astaire again, and he
moving heaven and earth to get her, she
have to be much stronger.

CASE

Jeff Lynn's friends wonder wl
haven't been hearing from hit
here's the reason. Jeff is now enrolled
Officers' Training School and that ju
about takes up twenty-four hours a day. F
couldn't be happier with his new respoi
sibilities. Jeff's former gal friend, Margar
Hayes, has gone back to Broadway to do

IN
I

i

they

'

show. Wonder if they'll have a romantd
meeting at the Stage Door Canteen?
(Please turn to page 8)

THINGS

will never be the same out Benediet Canyon way. Invading the peace and
quiet of the dignified residential section is
'

Tommy
George
days

Dorsey. He took over the old
Fitzmaurice home and on Sun-

—

Tommy's band

sessions!

Mickey

his Ava in
Stevie, Desi

takes over. Such jam
Rooney is a regular (with

tow), Lana Turner and her

Arnaz (where was Lucille?),

Virginia O'Brien with her

new husband,

and Rags Raglund, who donned an apron
and served the refreshments. So contagious
is Tommy's music, he even has the good
neighbors swinging it out on their lawns

fESAR ROMERO

now in the Coast
basic training on
Catalina
Island.
Ever since he left,
"Squeak," his pet bull terrier, has refused
to eat a bite. Cesar's family is afraid his
pet will die of a broken heart
Guard getting

is

his

TYRONE POWER'S

loss

is

Dana An-

drews' gain. Not that Ty cares. He's counting the moments to get into service. But
Dana Andrews and Cornel Wilde are the
two white hopes on the 20th Century-Fox
lot. Dana has inherited Ty's star dressing
I

room suite. The studio needed Dana's old
one. So Ty moved into the trailer he keeps
on the set and turned over the key of his
suite to Dana. Ty also left his lucky bathrobe for Dana to wear while making up.

With smch a

T

start,

how

can he miss

?

Hollywood. Recently, Venita and Jack Oakie announced
their separation
which of course isn't news.
But Jack, not Venita, went home to mother.
What's more, he went home to Venita s
mother Jack's very devoted to his motherin-law and without taking sides, she's
could only happen

in

—

!

equally devoted to him.

Ensign

Robert Stack dined and danced

wi

Shirley at Mocambo before leaving f
Pensacola, Florida, where he's In the gu

Anne

nery division of the U. S.

Navy

Air Corp

Have you heard?/ SiFfkthat
about the

went

Girl

who

priceless story*-

left

her Husband,

to Florida in a private train with Ten
^-'fijji

Mad
richest

Young Guy

Millionaires,

in

nabbed the

America, and then

A

Paramount Picture

...

starring

JOEL

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT McCREA
•

with

MARY ASTOR
ASK YOUR THEATRE

MANAGER WHEN

THIS BIG

SCREENLAND

•

RUDY VALLEE

PARAMOUNT

HIT

IS

COMING

—

!

Hot from Hollywood
Continued from page 6
IF IT'S true, by the time you read this the
official announcement should have been
made. What announcement? Why, Rosalind
Russell's expected baby, of course. Hollywood knows that Rosalind has wanted a
baby for a long time. What a lucky little
one to pick Rozz for a mother
'

JEW AYRES

returned

home

to

Hollywood

•—on furlough and never have you heard
such an ovation. In theaters, restaurants, at
the American Legion fights everywhere
everyone broke out in applause when Lew
made an entrance. He looks happy and
handsomer than ever in his uniform.

—

—

THE time (and
ALLthey
made pictures
k

no love

lost

it

was a long time)
was

together, there

between George Brent and

Francis. So what happens?
(remember
party recently

Kay

They met at a
how George

hated parties when he was married to Ann
Sheridan?) and they've been going together
ever since. Being closer to the same age,
these two should have much in common.
Here's hoping.
guess would be
OUR
ous between Susan

that

it's

really seri-

Peters and Richard
Quine. He just gave her a new bracelet
that excited her as much as those rave

"Random
They say her performance is
worthy of Vivien Leigh. Good work, Susie
notices on the sneak preview of

Harvest."

!

Ginger Rogers and Cary Grant, right, in a
scene from the new feature film, "Once Upon
A Honeymoon." Below, Robert Cummings helps
Olivia de Havilland, who, as title roleist
in
"Princess O'Rourke," takes an overdose
of sleeping tablets on the plane he pilots.
Below, right, Virginia O'Brien and Red Skelton,
who appear together in "Du Barry Was A
Lady," collect musical instruments to be sent
to American war prisoners in foreign lands,
as part of the YMCA's welfare program.

!

i

!

k/HEN Bill Holden (who is now in the
V \ir Corps) furloughed in Hollywood,
hiked over to the Columbia Studio to see

former boss, Harry Cohn. Bill was late
the appointment. The reason? The cop
the desk wouldn't let him in without a
Bill said
ss and his old one had expired.
felt as if he were back to that fatal day
am. when he was trying to crash the
ites to test for "Golden Boy."
s

r

i'

i

with the dim-out, Jean Parker
wouldn't dare venture out with that
jrch she's carrying for Doug Dawson. 'Tis
jid that gossip and bad advice caused Jean
leave Doug. But she's called off the
ivorce proceedings. So it looks like time
d good common sense are going to heal

VHAT

wounds. Just as

I

it

wounds

all

heels

—

might well have read the
to you
invitation the Bob Youngs extended to
eir friends. Bob had found it next to im.s-ible to hire anyone to harvest his walfriends over
it crop. So he invited all his

IUTS

N

walnut-picking party. There were two
bottle of champagne each to the
-st ones who picked the fullest bag and
on both
e cleanest. Walter Pidgeon won
a

izes.

A

•unts.

Walter would
(Please tarn

to

page 11)

in

warner

bros: riot

r~\
A ni rc rT\Sl\ IDK
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Screen Ploy bv Everett Freeman

Gilmore, above, takes a phone cal
Seventh Column" set, where she
playing the lead opposite John Shepperd.

/irginia
>n
s

"The

.

From the Stage Play by Moss

# Watch and

hattie mcDaniei
per cy kilbride
WILLIAM TRACY'Direcled byWM. KEIGHLEY
•

Hon and George

S.

Kautmon

•

Produced by Som Harris

Wait for the Howling Date/*
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Salute to a stimKelly from
his

Broadway

is

in

fast

company

in

ulating

movie debut (scene above shows him with

Gene

George Murphy and Judy Garland) but he
holds your attention in his role of brash yet
iovable "hoofer" whofinally makes the big time.

new

star!

Kelly in his

first film,

"For

Me

My Gal." with
Judy Garland,
and

proves to be find
of the season for
his

dancing and

persuasive playing

i

—

Screenland Honor Page
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!

!
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New

Loveliness Beckons
go on the

Camay mild-soap

A

bruise on the shapely leg

of Bonnie

diet!

Man-

one of the models in "The Powers Girl,"
being dressed by nurse Tom Haezart.

ville,
is

Hot from Hollywood
Continued from page 9

MA HARDY"

is very sa d.
There's a
swell acting- job waiting for her and
she can't take it. It's the part of a drunken
old reprobate, the kind of part every character actress dreams of playing. But Mr.
Mayer feels the fans would never approve
or accept their beloved "Ma Hardy" any
other way, but the way Fay Holden plays
her. So Fay's being kept on the profes-

sional

water wagon

DEAR,

beloved

May Robson

is

gone. Al-

most up

to the end, she insisted that
servants tell callers that she was out for a
ride. She didn't want them to know she was
too sick to talk. Her passing recalls a favorite story she loved to tell on herself. It

was the time she took her first plane trip,
across the English Channel. In one hand
she held a bottle of smelling salts. In the
other hand a crucifix. "Muzzie" was so
scared,

when they

landed, she found she had
been kissing the bottle of smelling salts

OLLYWOOD

is
hysterical over an
item appearing in a recent column. According to the columnist, the actor-husband
of a glamor girl was grieving so much over
their recent separation, his hair had almost
turned white. It's been a known fact and
makeup men can vouch for it that the actor
has been prematurely grey for quite a
number of years. But now that he is planning on joining the Army, he no longer has
his hair touched up.

|_j
'

I

This lovely bride, Mrs. C. H. Bleich of New York, says: "My skin looks so
From the start I felt the Camay Mild-Soap Diet ivas the beauty care for

nicer.

Try this exciting beauty idea — it's

based on skin specialists' advicepraised by lovely brides!

A

kind
can't resist— isn't that
worth a little time and care? Then follow
the thrilling beauty routine of so many
charming brides. Go on the

SKIN

that

that's fresher— lovelier— the

men

Camay Mild-Soap

Diet.

improperly ... or using a beauty soap
that isn't mild enough.
Skin specialists themselves advise regular cleansing with a fine mild soap. And
Camay is not just mild— it's milder than
dozens of other popular beauty soaps.
That's why we urge you to change today to the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. For
at least 30 days, give your
complexion the benefit of

Camay's milder beauty

Let it help you bring out all
of the hidden loveliness of
your complexion.
For, like many another

care.

THE

Your skin

thrillir.gly fresh,

will
at

feel

once.

And

in a few short weeks,
you may see a lovelier YOl
reflected in your mirror.

unsuspecting woman, you
may be cleansing your skin

GO ON

much
me!"

CAMAY MILD-SOAP

DIET

TONIGHT!

RAY MILLAND

won't like this because
he believes in doing things quietly. From
a soldier we learned that it is Ray who reserves twenty-five hotel rooms over every
week-end. The soldiers are all so anxious to
visit Hollywood. What with tourists overcrowding the town and people closing their
big homes for the duration, living quarters
are at a premium. Ray reserves these rooms
at various hotels and a mutual friend sees
to it that deserving soldiers have a place
to sleep. Pretty nice gesture, we say.

\Tork Camay's milder lather over your skin, paying special attention to the nose, the base of nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water and follow
with thirty seconds of cold splashings.

SCREENLAND

Next morning, one more quick session with this
Camay and your face is ready for makeup. Be faithful. For it's regular cleansing that reveals the full benefit of Camay's mildness.
milder
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New under-arm
Cream Deodorant

•INSIDE
I

safely

Stops Perspiration

STARS

THE

HOMES

s

Jinx Falkenburg and her family,

J

are celebrating

New Year's with

who

like Latin

customs,

a South American fiesta

By Betty Boone

THE

in various
Spain, Portugal, Brazil and
Chile. It's natural that Latin customs,
food and holidays appeal to them. Almost
any occasion calls for a fiesta.
"We'd give a party at the drop of a hat,"
admitted Jinx, "so we're not above New
Year's Eve and New Year's Day celebrations, but the great thing is the big fiesta
on the sixth of January, the Day of the
Kings. In Spanish and Portuguese countries, children put out their shoes to be filled
with gifts, just as here children hang up
their stockings on Christmas Eve. It's the
celebration of the day the wise men arrived
at the manger with gold, frankincense and

parts

Does not harm
shirts. Does not

1.

dresses, or

No

waiting to dry.
right after shaving.

2.

men's

irritate skin.

Can be used

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.
4.

A pure white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has

Falkenburgs have lived
of

myrrh."

Food being a vital part of any successful
holiday-making, Jinx expects to build her
fiesta dinner around a special, most delectable Argentine dish.

been awarded the

Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics.

"You know

it's

midsummer on January

6th in South America," explained Columbia's 'Cover Girl,' "so fresh corn is at its
best. If you try this dish before the fresh
corn season, you can use frozen corn or the
kind that comes on the cob in cans.
think fresh corn best, naturally."
It's really a glorified stew, served in a
pumpkin shell. The top is removed from a
big yellow pumpkin, and the seeds scraped

We

ARRID
39/.a
(Also

in 10fJ

and

|ar
59(5 jarj)

Buy a jar of ARRID today at any
store which selli toilet goods.

MtNED and CUT DIAMOND!
WHITE Zircon gem from
Siam. Sparkles like a diamond,

Famous

costs 98% Iessl FREE catalog of
amazing values in genuine
Zircons set in men's and women's yellow or white gold rings.
Write for your FREE copy today I
When in N. X. visit our showrooms

KIMBERLY GEM
Dept. S-l

CO., Inc.

S03 5th Ave. N.Y.C.

WOMEN WANTED
You can make money supplying consumers
with the well known Rawleigh Products.

We

supply stocks, equipment on credit;
and teach you how. No experience needed

to start. Over 200 easily sold home necessities. Large repeat orders. Permanent, independent, dignified. Many women now making splendid income. Full or spare time.

WRITE THE W.
Dept.

T.

RAWLEIGH

A-90-SLD

CO.

Freeport,

III.

FOR YOUR CLUB
Styled-Low
&#L^

Prices!

Beautifully

Showa

300 rtylef, i
pl.ta on Martin*. Chooaa > doign |Uita
?. No ordaf too email. OuaJJtr leader I
>

lor fraa catalog.

BASTIAH BROS.

12

Dept. 74,

Rochester,

welcomes you to her hilltop home,
preparing the salad; and mixing the
ind butter in a mortar with pestle.

Jinx

ove,

H Y,

SCREENLAND

—
ut.

The pumpkin

is

baked

in the

'•'

;rider.

:

oven

until

...

Airs. Falkenburg, who believes in miagiation in the kitchen, varies the herbs she
ses in her stews and combines different
egetables, according to what she has on
and, or what looks interesting at the time,
or the pumpkin filling, she sautes onions
!nd tomatoes in olive or Wesson oil, chopling a tiny piece of garlic up with the
mon then she browns the cut up meat in
with this stew there
ie onions, adds herbs
;

Romance

can't Blackout

HANDS;

while girls have Adorable

—

but you may put
psame, celery seed or even anise seed, if
bu like it, too and pours the hot stew into
lie baked pumpkin shell. The whole is topjed with the fresh corn cut from the cob
lr
its substitute of frozen or canned corn
-and the whole returned to the oven.
This dish is served from the pumpkin
lell and a piece of pumpkin put on each
late as it is filled. It's most picturesque
nd simply delicious.
With this dish, we serve tossed green
ilad, French sourdough bread, sliced the
mg way, spread with Kraft cheddar cheese
nd toasted," said Jinx. "We follow this
Durse with coffee, fruit and nuts. Soniemes there's a whole cheese on the table."
"We like to have fruit and nuts as desert rather than fancy concoctions of pudings, pastries or cakes," put in Mrs. Fal"because
we enjoy relaxing
enburg,
can sit and peel our
round the table.
ruit, crack our nuts, and talk. There's more
me for real conversation and discussion, if
II of us are preparing the next bite as we
hat than there is when all one does is put
prk or spoon to the lips."
Jinx and her family like to make novel
jible decorations of fresh fruits and vegeibles. Grapes, Jinx believes, lend them;lves most gracefully to arrangement, but
shining purple eggplant, that streaked
reen-and-yellow squash, various gourds,
inch of their lives,
11 polished within an
liake novel and exciting centerpieces.
Pastel de Choclo is another famous
Falkenburg
Chilean dish served at the
This is especially good at the time
jible.
If
fresh corn, but can also be prepared
.ith the frozen or canned varieties of corn.
Saute your corn in chopped onions with
'live or Wesson oil. In another pan, brown
our meat (beef or lamb) in onions. In the
ottom of a baking dish, put the browned
meat, onions, sliced hard-boiled eggs, a
andful of seeded raisins and a dozen or so
toned olives, big and ripe. Pour the sauteed
;orn on top, cover with brown sugar and
ut in the oven for half an hour. The sugar
{Please turn to page 68)
I.

They

always a bay

leaf,

—

I

We

.

1

who

has red, rough hands," declares Arleen Whelan,
brilliant young Hollywood star. "Jergens Lotion takes no time to
use and it helps to keep your hands lovely. I always use Jergens and,
they say, the other stars in Hollywood use Jergens Lotion 7 to i."'

'I

pity the girl

Hand-care

that's

almost

professional

Any

.

.

.

girl

can easily cultivate rose-

leaf soft

hands by using Jergens

Lotion regularly.
2

Remember

special ingredients in

the

Jergens—

same as many doctors
on to help rough, harsh skin

they're the
rely
to

ucille

lebut

Norman,
in

"For

"hich starred

above,

made

Me and My

her

screen

Gal," the movie

Judy Garland and Gene

J ergens

Lotion

heart-holding smoothness.

Even one
when you use

applica-

tion helps,

Jergens.

for Soft,

Adorable HANDS

Kelly.

SCREENLAND

No

sticky feeling.
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GUIDE
fa*t
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CURRENT FILMS

now

SELECTED BY

UrvelteA cornfole&um
Be guided by the experience of over
2,000,000 girls who found MINER'S
LIQUID MAKE-UP in the hosiery shades
"tops" for sleek, bare legs. Now these

same

girls

are fast learning the priceless

beauty secret wiser glamour

known

years

for

.

.

.

have

girls

"knock 'em dead" look all men go for.
A perfectly blended powder-andpowder-base in one, MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP is non-greasy, goes on easily
and gives
camouflages blemishes
your face a velvety smooth, gloriously
fresh-looking finish which lasts all day
add loose
long. Apply it, blend it
then
powder or not, as you prefer
forget repowdering, for hours and hours.
Dazzle the stag-line, too! Use it on back,
shoulders and arms for evening wear.
.

.

.

.

Choose from

six
.

.

.

all

.

.

plexion shades

.

.

YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER Columbia
Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth stage a joyous reunion in this super-duper dance and music show. Rita,
as an icy South American beauty, Fred as a Broadway
hoofer stranded in Buenos Aires and by accident appointed to help thaw her cold heart, make a perfect
team, whether they're actually dancing and what
or sharing comedy scenes with Adolphe Mendances
jou, a riot as her crusty father. Jerome Kern tunes,
played by Xavier Cugat's orchestra— and Cugat himmusicals.
self in a comedy part— it's tops among the

beau-catching com— Rachelle —

Peach

Brunette— Suntan— Hawaiian— Nut Brown.

More women use MINER'S than
any- other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it!. Try it!.. You'll love it!
50$
25<: Everywhere

!

.

.

I

Fredric March, it's all fine, imaginative fun. See it by
means. Cecil Kellaway and Susan Hayward score.

.

.

.

Cinema Guild-U.A.

for Veronica Lake, in a role that might easily
have been ruined in less delicate hands, this picturization of Thorne Smith's last novel is a rare treat for
those who enjoy film fantasy. As a very lovely and
lively ghost, Veronica returns to haunt the 1942 incarnation of the man who caused her to be burned at the
stake in 1670. Instead she falls in love with him and he
with her. As played by the enchanting Veronica and

LIQUID MAKE-UP in the flattering facial
tones gives them that soft, glowing

.

MARRIED A WITCH

I

Triumph

MINER'S

that

—

—

.

THE BLACK

SWAN

20th Century-Fox

escapist film fare, here's your best^
bet of the month. Raphael Sabatini's swashbuckling
yarn of piratical practices in the Spanish Main makes
a riproaring adventure movie, told in Technicolor, with'
If

you want sheer

Tyrone Power in the lusty role of daredevil Captain
Jaincy Waring, right-hand man of Sir Henry Morgan
fights, duels to the death, kidnapping of a lord';
luscious daughter there's never a dull moment. Maureen O'Hara is the gorgeous heroine, and Thomas
Mitchell, George Sanders, and Laird Cregar are superb

Sea

—

SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES
Gay and glamorous musical, all in

20th

Century-Fox

dazzling color, wil
delight followers of this spectacular type of entertainment. Set in beautiful Lake Louise in the Canadiar
Rockies, the frothy story concerns the efforts of Johr
Payne to persuade' his former fiancee and dancing part
ner, Betty Grable, to team up with him again, botl
personally and professionally. Carmen Miranda, at he!
merriest, and Cesar Romero in smoothest dancing forn
are personable aids Eddie Horton provides real com
edy relief. Harry James' orchestra plays the hit tunes
;

WHITE

CARGO— M-G-M

th
chief attraction of thi
drama of white men disintegrating in the brutal ch
mate and boredom of a pre-war rubber colony. As th
half breed whose gold-digging wiles drive her victim
on
to distraction Hedy gives a sizzling performance,

Hedy Lamarr

in her brief
little terror of the tropics,

If

you
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costume as Tondcleyo,

1942 Miner's,. Inc.

SCREENLAND

which no audience will be able to resist only Walte
Pidgeon as a particularly tough overseer is immun
admito her charms. Her dance alone is worth the
fin<
ssion price. Richard Carlson and Frank Morgan,

j

—

— —— — ——

THE PALM BEACH STORY

Paramount

— Claudette
Rudy Vallee —

BIG PICTURE

This movie's quartet of popular stars

Colbert, Joel McCrea, Mary Astor,
all give
sparkling performances, so don't miss it. Claudette
plays the wife who leaves her husband (Joel) because
he's not a success, gets herself a rich suitor (Rudy),
and sells him the idea of giving Joel the $99,000 for
his engineering idea. Hubby objects to being introduced
as his wife's brother when the suitor's sister (Mary)
makes a play for him. After misunderstandings and
much confusion, they're reunited. It's really hilarious.

THROUGH RKO-Radio
which pays tribute to the men of our Navy
and Merchant Marine, will stir patriotic emotions. A
Lieutenant (George Murphy), forced to resign his
commission because of an unfortunate mishap, enlists
as a gob when war breaks out, is assigned to a munitions ship under the C.P.O. (George O'Brien), who
testified against him, becomes a hero, and is reinstated
as an officer. The ship's encounters with enemy U-boats
supply plentv of action and thrills. Fine portrayals by
Murphy, O'Brien, and Jane Wyatt, only woman in cast.
THE NAVY COMES

This

film,

THE GLASS KEY Paramount
Like movie mysteries? Then don't miss this film version of Dashiell Hammett's novel about a political
boss (Brian Donlevy) who is suspected of murder, and
his faithful lieutenant's

(Alan Ladd)

efforts to clear

him. When the man he is backing kills his own son,
Brian tries to shield him because he loves the daughter,
Veronica Lake. Except for Donlevy's fine performance,
it's Ladd's picture. He portrays a variety of emotions
and does them all splendidly. Suspense is good. Miss
Lake wears her hair you-know-how in a few scenes.

YOU CAN'T ESCAPE FOREVER

Warners

A

remake of the 1934 newspaper yarn, "Hi Nellie,"
which starred Paul Muni and Glenda Farrell. The new
version has Brenda Marshall as a reporter, and George
Brent, who loves her, as a hunch-playing managing
editor, who is demoted to doing a "lonely hearts"
column, as punishment for an editorial boner. Through
the column he gets a clue to an unsolved murder, and
exposes a black market in auto tires. Brent and Brenda,
fine. Roscoe Karns, good as a comic cameraman who
gets mixed up with their wild chases. Fast exciting.

JOHN WAYNE
ANNA

JOHN

CARROLL

•

LEE

;

THUNDER

BIRDS 20th Century-Fox
A romantic drama which revolves around the training given Allied Nation's air cadets at Thunder Bird
Field, Arizona. Most of the action concerns Preston
Foster's determination to make a flyer out of John
Sutton, a British cadet who gets sick in the air, despite
the fact that the student has won the girl he loves
away from Foster. The story is weak, but Sutton is
convincing as the cadet. Gene Tierney looks stunning.
Planes flying through the skies are always thrilling,
but filmed in Technicolor they're really something!

SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE

RKO-Radio
Via "The Court of Missing Heirs" radio program, Vic
Mature, a soldier,_ hears he's heir to a fortune, but
there's a catch to it
there always is. He must marry
a certain girl— Lucille Ball. She's betrothed to another, so his pals get rid of the b.f. to give Vic a
chance to win her he does in seven days. The role
of the cocky heir is a natural for Vic. Lucille does
what she can with a poor part; Marcy McGuire peps
things up with jive; Ginny Simms, Mapy Cortez sing;
Fred Martin's and Les Brown's bands furnish music.

—

PAUL KELLY
MAE CLARKE
GORDON JONES

BILL

SHIRLEY
•

The Flying Tigers

daily
risk their lives for you
keep 'em flying with

—

War Bonds and Stamps

—

A YANK AT ETON—M-G-M
No

one but Mickey Rooney could have done justice
to the role of the_ typical American boy who, because
of his ma's marriage to a Britisher, is sent to England's famed school instead of Notre Dame. He plavs
the disgruntled boy, who rebels against Eton's traditions
and tries to introduce American customs at the school,
to perfection. Story slows down in spots, but when
Mickey starts cutting up in his inimitable style, it steps
right up again. Freddie Bartholomew, good as the stepbrother; but Tina Thayer, as the girl friend, overacts.
_

It's

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
SCP

EENLAND
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FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00
Its

. your hair-do can't come
every hair in a jiffy
down because grip-tuth can't fall out! That's
why this modern hairtainer is real "coiffure
.

.

insurance", especially

if

you're war-busy and

must put hair up swiftly, keep it up safely.
Card of two (or one extra-length) 25c at beauty
salons, chain and department stores, everywhere.
Leominster, Mass., Dept92
Ntl-Hesive Surgical Dressings, by our affiliated company, are one of our contributions to National Defense

GRIP-TUTH: Diadem,

Inc.,

SONG POEM
WRITERS
New

Songwriters

in

movie stars make me tired!
I had to waste a whole evening gazing at
Joan Fontaine moon around in "Suspicion"
and then to think she got an award for doing it! Are the judges real people and do
you mean to tell me they sat through that
performance and then gave her the award?
Give me the character actors. I'd go a mile
to see old sour-puss Ned Sparks or watch
dead-pan face Virginia O'Brien sing a lullaby as she did in "The Big Store"— in

Some

spring-teeth lock

great

Send us your
FREE. Hear your song

demand.

Poems. We set them to MUSIC
on a phonograph record. Send for

FREE

Folder today.

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
Dept A4

P.O. Box No. 2828

Hollywood, Calif.

of the

fact, that's the only thing I remember about
that picture.
Of course, there are stars who really act,
but so many rest on their laurels and just
parade about looking insipid and bored.
The movies mean a lot to us who live out
on the lonely prairies of Montana so give
us more of those real pictures like "Mrs.
Miniver" and "David Copperfield" (bless the
old soul of Edna May Oliver as Betsy
something!) Give us Lionel
that
Barrymore, Spencer Tracy, but for heaven's
sake cut out those awful kissing marathons.
newest favorite comedian is "I Dood
It" Skelton. I just saw him in "Panama
Hattie." Oh well, I got this off my chest.
they help
I say thank God for the movies
take our minds off our troubles of war,
drought, grasshoppers, sheep, and the high
price of butter out here in the ride-'emcowboy-let-'er-buck country.
MRS. A. E. KAMPS, Froid, Mont.

—

—

WAS

My

When

Zircons, Mined and Cat like Diamonds, are bo
similar and inexpensive! Amazing beaoty and FIREI
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OF YOUR FAVORITE PHOTO

Just to get acquainted, we will make
a beautiful PROFESyou
SIONAL* enlargement of any snapshot, photo, kodak picture, print off
negative to 5 x 7 inch. Please include

FREE

^ color of eyes, hair, and clothing for
prompt information on a natural, life_
K^e color enlargement in a FREE
u
V \ \\N
LlllW FRAME to set on the table or dresser.

Your original returned with FREE enlargement. Please
send 10c for return mailing. A ct Quick* Offer limited to U.S.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa M onica Blvd., Dept. 567,, Hollywood, Calif*
We've Got an Axis

to

Grind!

BUY WAR BONDS!
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SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00
agents
All my
and executives vanished when I saw "Pride
of the Yankees," for it was worth all the
disappointments I have suffered in the past.
I was beginning to believe that unless one
became exotic or created a scandal, their
life was not worth remembering, and just
at that time came Gary Cooper and Teresa
Wright re-enacting the lives of those two
great people, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Gehrig,
and the greatest story of love and inspiration one could ever want was unreeled
before our amazed and sympathetic eyes.
irritation against actors,

That pHure was an inspiration to all
young American boys. My son's Scout Master recommended it to the troop, and I per-

FOR

No Money. Order

4 salve today.

Post Card will do.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, B0X22, W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.
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my

daughter to see it, for
could any mother ask
than that her daughter be as great and good
as Eleanor Gehrig.
Teresa Wright is truly great and as an
sonally took

.

Solid sterling silver hirthstone ring; I
or sparkling white stone ring ; or lovely Bligree ring with ruby
selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at 25c each.
color set;

Send

—

what greater

role

SCREENLAND

No

Soft Pedal Here

This is one place where you don't
have to soft-pedal your thoughts. You
can speak freely here. If you feel a certain movie deserves being taken over
the coals, or that your once-favorite
big
star has let you down and earned
Bronx cheer, write a letter to the
Forum about it. Your verbal spanking may win one of the prizes, and it
will be fun to watch for the other readers' reactions to your letter. Screenland awards monthly prizes of $10.00;

and five prizes of $1.00 each,
payable in War Savings Stamps. Closing date, 25th of month.
Please address letters to Screenland's Fans' Forum, 205 East 42nd

$5.00;

New

St.,

York, N. Y.

added asset she has beauty and charm, a
all great actresses cannot boast. I
hope to see her often, and I should like to
see her again with Gary Cooper.
This picture was worthy of the man

thing

whose story it told.
MRS. WILLIAM COUCH, Barberton, Ohio

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00

EACH

I'm burning up with fury I have just
read your November $10.00 prize letter, the
writer of which would like to request Joan
Fontaine to give some of her charm to her
Olivia de Havilland. Of all the
sister,
nerve Why, Olivia has more charm in her
impish brown eyes than all the charm of
Joan Fontaine combined
If Miss Fontaine has so much charm,
why can she play nothing but sickly neurotics and similar roles, while her sister
Olivia plavs everything: intense drama in
"In This Our Life" and "Gone With the
Wind"; an everyday life type of role in
"Hold Back the Dawn"; adventure in
"Thev Died with Their Boots On"; and
comedy in "The Male Animal." And, be!

!

—
! !

!

leve me. charm and
n common
Is
i

it

ear's

versatility

that

fault

Olivia's

Welcome

Joan won

Academy Award by doing

last

justice to

neurotic in "Suspicion," while Olivia
ias had onlv two really good roles ("Gone
With the Wind" and "Hold Back the
Dawn"? Should one even mention that
oan is a better actress than Olivia because
he has won the Award and Olivia hasn't?
all,

Joan has had some

LAURENCE BEYER,

!

HONORABLE MENTION

have much

he

\fter

!

terrific roles

Mineral Wells, Tex.

to Hollywood, Diana Barryhope you are here to stay. You
are quite unlike anyone on the screen today,
in looks and personality. You have youth,
apparent good humor, intelligence and a

more

!

I

—

sparkle. You can act,
too. "Between Us Girls" proves this without a doubt. It is obviously a "vehicle" permitting you to run the well-known gamut,
and if it was assigned you as a test of ability, I'd say you passed with flying colors.

certain

fascinating

—

Stick around, keed vou're refreshing
L. R. CHAPMAN, Los Angeles, Calif.
!

To paraphrase Hedda Hopper, "my

hat's
to you, George Sanders!" I doubt that
|-ou are as black as you permit yourself to
ie painted in print. Certainly there's nothing like a negative attitude to create a posi>tr

ive reaction.

Having read the Actionized version of
Moon and Sixpence" in Screenland,

'The

nv suspicions are heightened I scent somehing quite akin to smart publicity. Your
;

ocisonous phrases disparaging

women

corn-

with your self-portrait of a superprepared us to meet
•gotist have well
fi:arlcs Strickland, and what's more, leave
he theater resounding with raves in tribute
o a superlative performance of Academy
Award proportions. But. then, I may be
'.eluded, for I'm but a mere member of your
.elf-termed "inferior sex!"
lined

MARY

LAUBER,

E.

After reading such complimentary letters,
written by the fans about their favorites, in
your splendid magazine, I can't resist the
temptation of doing the same about mine.
My favorite among all the actors on the
screen is Bing Crosby. You can have every
other one, I leave them to you. but please
give me Bing, who in my opinion has everything. Give me Bing with his lovable, endearing personality, his soothing, speaking
voice, his melodious singing voice, and his
superb acting ability. Everything in him
gets me. Nothing is more thrilling to me
than to sit in a theater watching my idol
perform. By now, you must have guessed
that I have just seen "Holidav Inn."
ALLEN, Montreal, Que.

RUTH

Philadelphia, Pa.

Who

could be foolish enough to suppose
movie stars are gods and goddesses? Just glance through any current
fan magazine and you're likely to see photos
of your favorite stars playing very informally with their own offspring or adopted
children. Sprawling and wrestling on the
floor with them, piggy -back riding them,
reading to them, etc. all tell a story that
the picture captions need not go into.
Give us more of these informal home
scenes, please. These pictures, more than
any glamorous or handsome studio portraits, make me w-ish I knew the stars personally, and could drop in on such cozy
family scenes such as those shown of the
that

I saw "Between Us Girls," starring Diana
3:; rrymore, last night. The rest of my family saw it, too, so this morning there was
not a single aspirin left for me. What a
leadache! Slapstick comedy, with the comedy left out and slap omitted.
Diana will have to do better if she expects
Right now she seems
i Barrymore rating.
nore adolescent than Barrymorish. Someiow, I feel that she is trying to climb the
success ladder by skipping some of the

-ungs.

Touch them

all,

Diana, and your

ooting will be firmer.
In spite of the poor picture, I envied
;uave Kay Francis, and I fell in love with
rchn Boles all over again.
JANE BERRY, Shreveport, La.

DORA

Whoever gave Victor Mature

the title of
'Hunk o' Man" evidently hadn't seen Richird Denning in "Beyond the Blue Horizon."
vVhen he appeared on the screen two
vomen seated directly behind me said almost
.imultaneously, "Look, isn't he wonderful?"
silently my friend and I agreed with them.
•V r about one hour and forty-five minutes
ve watched Denning and came to the contusion that he should get better parts and
here are others, we are sure, who agree
vith us.
don't we ever see him starred
vith such actresses as Betty- Grable or Lana

Why

Turner ?

DOROTHY

LIVELY, Wheeling, W. Va.

the

—

Dennis Morgans, John Garfields, and the
More, Screenland, more
LLOYD SALYERS, Kingsport, Term.

rest.

Did you see "I Married An Angel ?"
Wasn't it horrible? I'm considered a music
lover, but I certainly couldn't grasp the
situation in that movie. Let's have not so

much "long-haired" music and a little more
down-to-earth swing.
You can have pop-eyed Vic Mature and
I'd rather
his divine "woo-pitchinV Me
get "hep" to another musical like "What's

—

Cookin'." That
"on the beam."

little

Amen number

—

:

I side-kick.

RALPH

J.

SATTERLEE, Muncie,

Ind.

really

Take it from me, we jitterbugs want more
jive and less slush. What d'ya say?
Incidentally, I often wondered if people
really won those prizes, or if they wrote
those letters just for the exercise.

MARGARET MURRAY,
Allen Jenkins is not just another name
n the list of a supporting cast oh no
To the fans, Al Jenkins means "top-notch"
?n:ertainment. We have laughed at his
intics with many of ihe brightest stars
md at times, laughea louder and thrilled
onger at Jenkins than "Mr. Top Billing."
Xow mind you. all this has been going
m for these many years while scintillating
atellites have fallen by the wayside one by
3ne. But always "right there" is Al Jenkins,
ihvays turning in a bang-up performance
n every picture.
'W hen time rolls around again to present
those handsome Oscars, better toss one
toward Allen Jenkins, moviedom's perfect

is

What

who

starts the

trends that others fol-

low—you'll take to Varva's "Follow
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as

your very

own
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Topeka, Kans.

world is the matter with
producers? They don't even
know a star when they see one anymore.
I'm speaking of Preston Foster in particular. He has everything any of the toprating stars have
looks, personality and
acting ability and yet they insist on putin

the

Hollywood

—

ting

him

in

B

:

pictures.

He's the type of

man

—

an average Amer-

ican girl dreams of her Prince Charming.
On the screen he is natural and you could

expect to meet someone like him in everyday life. But. the glamor boys of the screen,
like Gable. Payne and Taylor, why it would
be like reaching for the moon.
And so I say give us Preston Foster

—A" SCREENLAND

Screenland
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THE FRAGRANCE THAT LEADS AND LASTS
1"

CHILLED? SNEEZING?

USTERINE-Qii/dtJ
It

AT

J\

the

may

nip the trouble in the bud

sign of chill, or sneeze,
gargling with this wonderful

first

start

first

hint of trouble.

Listerine reaches

way back on

throat

germs

... in-

antiseptic.

surfaces to kill millions of

Excitement, fatigue, raw temperatures,
feet, may lower body resistance so
that threatening germs can invade the
tissue and set up or aggravate an infection.

cluding hosts of the very "secondary
invaders" that many specialists believe
to be responsible for so many of a cold's
troublesome aspects. Actual tests
showed reductions of bacteria on mouth
and throat surfaces ranging to 96.7 per

cold

Nature Needs Help
Then,

if ever,

Nature needs a helping

hand to keep such germs under control
... to help prevent a "mass invasion"
when defenses are down.
That's why it is wise to gargle with
full strength Listerine Antiseptic at the

18

cent 15 minutes after the Listerine Antiseptic gargle and up to 80% one hour after.

At the
If

First Sign of Trouble

you feel chilly, under par, have rhe
and your throat feels irritated,

sniffles

Sr.

REENLAND

The
SAFE ANTISEPTIC

gargle at once with Listerine Antiseptic
and repeat every 3 hours. You may spare
yourself a nasty siege of cold and a pain
ful sore throat.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO A WITCH!
Married

from

"I

ch,"

Veronica's
best film,

and
er

with

In

March.

She

is an
eery and impish character!

ica Lake

beautiful ghost
omes back to

—

Freddie seems
erious inearnahad caused her
burned at the
*he cad! It's a
new role for the
Veronica.
ting

"PVEAR

Veronica:
Frankly, I can't figure you out!
Of all the stars in Hollywood, you are the real
mystery woman. At one moment a charming patrician,
talking in a low, well-modulated voice about your

JL/

baby and your war-bond selling tour. The next, an
impish gamin, making naughty faces and kicking up
your heels at stupid conventions. Talk about Garbo and
Hepburn! You're the enigma of them all, and at your
age, too.

trip to New York, you were the talk
Tiny and terrific, you stopped traffic
everywhere you went, tamed fierce reporters, starred

On your recent

of the town.
in a benefit

a very nice

way, Veron-

co-star

show, took over the radio. All the time

—

you were the center of attraction and yet there was
a gleam in your eye that made me suspect you were
also 'way up in a far corner
on your "I Married A
Witch" broomstick, no doubt looking down on the
proceedings with a mocking smile. "Who is this Veronica Lake they are making such a fuss about?" you
might be saying. "She's not me, she's some other girl.
She has to let her long hair hang loose, and a trifle
over one eye. Whereas I prefer it tucked into a snood,

—
—

tidy. She seems to enjoy the spotlight, and signing
autographs, and wearing exotic clothes. J have my best
times when I'm with my husband and my baby. I can't
take her seriously, this Lake person, except when I'm
working in one of her pictures and then I'm supposed to be somebody else, anyway. Well, just so long
as I keep my sense of humor!"
Which, I ask you, is the real Veronica? I believe it's
the intensely sincere girl who sold so many war bonds
by the simple plea, "I didn't come here as a movie
actress, but as the wife of a man in the U. S. Army
and the mother of his child. Those boys are ready to
that makes anything we might do
give their lives
comparatively insignificant, doesn't it?" Yes, I like to
think that was the real Veronica speaking. Not the
film enchantress who could, if she were lazy, glide
around looking glamorous but a real person, honest,
direct, and vigorous. A big little person, if you ask
me, and not a bit of a witch!

and

—

—

—
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Below, Bob entertaining our boys at
Nome camp show. Left, the Hope
party landing in Fairbanks, Alaska.

vf

AUGUST

The biggest story to come out of Hollywood since the war began! Bob's
own vivid account of his memorable
trip to Alaska and the Aleutians

(As arranged by Jack Holland)
20

—

Sergeant Lyle Morain, a frienc
22, 1942
mine who used to be in pictures with me, saic
/ \ he thought it would be a good idea if I could make
a trip to Alaska to entertain the men up there. He hac
several friends there and he knew how bad off they wer<
for entertainment. I've been thinking of this for some tim<
now and I'm going to see what can be done. I've spoker
to Frances Langford and Jerry Colonna and they havt

A-\

of

agreed to make the trip with me if the Army consents
Looks as though we're all set to go. Jerry';
Sept. 6
can't take toe
been out buying heavy clothes for us.
much because there won't be room for a lot of luggage ii
a plane. I finally was able to convince Jon Hall, Frances
husband, that the trip would be okay for her. So when di

—

We

!

right.

.

for
finger-printed
passport. Right, below

«

iproved
. ;< greeted by General Buckner

we start We've even had our finger-prints taken. They're
catching up with me already.
Sept. 7
I can't believe it. Word has just come that the
trip is off. Army heads in Alaska have decided that a
week and a half which is as long as we think we can
stay
is too short a time, what with the weather and all.
But a Hope is never counted out without a fight, so I've
wired General Buckner, head of the Army in Alaska:
"We're three very disappointed thespians with our
galoshes packed. Please reconsider and let us take our
!

—

—

—

lances with the weather."
Sept. 8
I've just heard from General Buckner. The
trip is on!
last pictures, "Road to Morocco" and
"Star Spangled Rhythm" are in the cans, so I'm free.

c

:

—

My

We're traveling by plane

to Seattle.

Something

tells

me

me

plenty of surprises and a lot to
think about from here on in. It's the first time a comedian
has gone calling on Eskimos.

that this trip will give

—

Wednesday, Sept. 9 Arrived in Seattle via PanAmerican Airways. We plan to leave for Alaska right
away.
Just heard that

we

can't leave as the weather

is

too bad

We've been sitting around for two days now, just waiting.
Xot so good as we w-ant to have every minute possible up
there with the boys. And what with the weather as temperamental as a Hollywood glamor girl, we're getting
nervous. You'd think at least that the weather would give
us radio entertainers a break.
Friday, Sept. 11
At last we have the go-ahead to leave
for Alaska. Frances and Jerry have put on their heavy
clothes and they look like all they need to be convincing
Eskimos is a piece of blubber. But Hope is going^to he
rugged if it kills him. Even though I'm shivering in
anticipation of the weather up there. I'm not even donning heavv woolens. Don't ask me why.
The trip from Seattle to Fairbanks is magnificent.
You've never seen such wonderful scenery. It's like something you read about but never expect to see. The mounwell, I'm forced to admit
tains and the glaciers below
thev're better than a date with Hedy Lamarr. So far the
trip is oft" to a wonderful start. I'm feeling more rugged
every minute. It's my pioneer blood.
stop at Prince George and then go on to Juneau.
We're going to be picked up (Please turn to page 75)

—

—

—

We

What happens when Hollywood's favorite
child star begins to grow up and get romantic ideas

is

told in this sparkling story

MAYBE
Winters

was the screen's favorite child star, Anr
thought rebelliously, so what? Maybe she
did have a swimming-pool and her own private so&
[
fountain and a saddle horse and a boat and a car. She'c
change all of them for one grown-up party dress and a datt
with Johnny Kelly and a chance to be her own age. Bu
Harry Fabian, her agent, had made too much money out o
Ann's career to allow her to grow up.
Ann didn't even try to conceal her outraged feeling as sh
she

glared from Harry to Miss Penticott, the fan writer sent t<
interview her. She was sixteen, but no one would hav
guessed it seeing her in that absurd, ruffled sunsuit Harr
had brought along with the other kiddie props scatters
around her, the doll and the tricycle and the skipping rop
artfully arranged around the pool to look as if she'd jus
dropped them there in her childish play. Window-dressin;
all of it, to impress Miss Penticott, and she certainly we

impressed.
!" she cooed as the photographer toe
down on the doll. 'The mag;
simpering
another shot of
!"
zine might even use this one on the cover
leg. Why couldn
one
menacingly
by
doll
Ann swung the
she have he-men writers come to interview her ? Writers w\
would respect her years and to whom she could talk of li
and love and important things? If she didn't do sorriethir
fast Harry and her studio would have her still playing k

"Oh. what a darling

Ann

when Baby Sandy was in the Old Ladies' Home.
She faced him rebelliously when the interview was over
last and Harry tried to hide his apprehension under a jovi
smile. His favorite meal ticket was getting beyond him b
he was determined to be in there fighting to the end.
"The studio sent over the script for your next picture." I
held on to his smile. "It's wonderful!"
"What's the name of it?" Ann demanded suspiciously ai
Harry took a deep breath and plunged.
"Ann of Honeysuckle Farm !" He tried to sound like Sar

parts

Claus

bestowing

a

particularly

dandy ?"
"Another kid picture!"

Ann

desired

protested.

gift.

"Isn't

T won't do

tr

it! I

JANE
WITHER!

Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

and I'm a woman! And that brings up anher point. From now on I intend to be treated
<e a woman. I want to go out like other girls my
je and have dates and boy friends!"
"Shhh!" Harry hissed warningly. "Be quiet,

ijxteen

Don't talk that way. What if your fans should
you
"I hope they do!" Ann stormed. "You keep me
jiut up in this place like a backward child for fear
>mebody'll find out I don't talk baby talk any more,
on made me break up with Johnny Kelly!" She
id to stop a minute then to blink back the angry'
ars. No one knew what it had meant not being able
see Johnny, who had played the juvenile leads in
nnie.

;ar

'

i

pictures until the studio was afraid someone
ould notice Ann had a way of looking at her leading
an that certainly wasn't in character with the ten!"
ear-olds she was playing. "You're not an agent
ie went on hotly. "You're a nursemaid, but now you
in find yourself another baby."
"Annie, how can you treat me this way ?" Harry
iplored. realizing what the loss of ten percent of
nn's salary would mean to him and wishing her
irents were there to help him. "I'll let you call up
)hnny Kelly. It's only been a few months since he
ked you. You can go to a movie with him. Through
e side door, of course," he added quickly.
"I don't want to go to the movies!" Ann wasn't
ting appeased any longer. "I don't want to go any
ace through side doors. I want to go in the front
;r

dances and parties."
Annie, you can go to a party," Harry interrupted

x>rs to
'

antically. "If you'll just

'-ncle

make

this

one picture for

Harry! They've written up your age

Instead of a girl of ten, you're twelve."
"Make it double or nothing," Ann said

in this

ae.
-

nately.

arm.'

>w on.

N

"And
Then

call
I'll

it

'Ann

make

it.

"Johnny Doughboy" Jane plays
a famous child
In

who

runs

away when

her

actress

studio refuses to
let her play more
grown-up roles.
She comes out of
hiding to help a

group of juvenile
"has-beens" make

a come-back in a
Junior Victory
Caravan show,
and discovers her

own

new

is

Honeysuckle Murder
Kid parts are out from
to

the

Jane's

juvenile lead.

of

(Please turn

in

cast. Patrick
Brook

obsti-

Johnny

Doughboy

page 60)

JOHNNY
DOUGHBOY

—

!

H

|EDY

is the only girl I've ever been seriously in
with, ever asked to marry me," George
Montgomery said. "I don't think I'll ever get
erious about love again." This was several months ago,
me late afternoon in George's trailer parked on the set
it 20th Century-Fox. "I'd like to get out of Hollywood,"
le went on. "Chuck all of this artificial glamor. Everything you do, everything you say gets all muddled up in
publicity. And things that really mean something to you

love

garbled beyond understanding or adjusting." George
completely disgusted. And underneath that disgust
Vas genuine hurt.
'After the war I want to get back to Montana and get
live a simple, normal life. That's all I'll ever
;ne a ranch
fellow
vant. Things don't get all twisted up there.
an go along living his own life the way he wants it not
he way everyone else figures he should live it."
George, since I had probed into the subject, was giving
young man,
latural vent to pent-up disappointment.
inbelievably good-looking, tall, virile, tanned from the outwith everything Hollywood has to offer in his
door sun
rasp and then the most important thing of all snatched
;et

>vas

—

A

—

A

—

—

that transported Ginger Rogers and her mother to Ginger's Oregon ranch last fall
and so recently conveyed
the glamorous Hedy hither and thither about Hollywood.

—

it is the petite Kay Williams, M-G-M starlet,
graces the green leather seat beside George. But Kay
was working that day. Kay and George met in the midst
of his broken engagement and they've been seeing each
other ever since.
"Still want to get out of Hollywood? Feel like chucking
your career?" I asked. "You looked pretty happy with
Kay Williams at the Tropics the other night."
"Nope," George replied cheerfully. His natural high
spirits were back. There was a sparkle in his eyes. The
world wasn't such a bad place, after all. "Not until I can
make enough money to be independent and can buy that
Montana ranch. But I'll be leaving Hollywood anyway.
I want to. But for a different reason." (Although George
is 3-A with dependents, and hasn't been called by his draft
board, he is more than anxious to "join up.")
"Everyone says an actor does his part staying in pictures. That pictures build morale. And being as new as I
am on the screen, that I should (Please turn to page 54)

Nowadays

who

way
had only been a few days since the papers announced
Hedy Lamar r had broken their engagement. And
inly been a couple of weeks before that I had been congratulating George on his luck! He had assured me he
vas quite the happiest fellow in the world. But now
Look, I don't feel like talking. Suppose we meet another
lay when I'm in a better mood," he said. George was restess, embittered, certainly not his usual smiling happy-goIt

hat

Blonde, ex-model Kay Williams
the current gorgeous girl in
George's lite. At right below,
Kay, George, and Mrs. Henry
Fonda at a Hollywood premiere. At right, Montgomery
with Kay's 2 -year-old brother,
is

1

jcky

self.

Came
lay off

le

up

Mr. Montgomery, who was having a
"Coney Island," picked
big green sports convertible. The same car

the day

from
in his

!

his current picture,

—

Vincent
George calls him
"Bud." At left below, scene
from "China Girl," which costars

George and Gene

Tierney.

George speaks out, for the first time, on the
subjects uppermost in his mind and heart!
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STILL

A BACHELOR

Rachel* Randall

!

MERL
OVE"
Scoop! Merl
Oberon gives

vj

exclusive stor
of her thriilin

experience
tertaining

ei

Ame

icon

soldier
"over there*

By
Elizabeth

Wilson

Alexander and Lady Korda le
Buckingham Palace after Sir Alext
had received a knighthood from
George. Left, below, as Merle Ob
film star, Lady Korda cheers sailor

Sir

London News Agency Photo

WHEN

I

Patricia

heard some weeks back that Merle Oberon
Morison had taken the Clipper for England

Ireland I said, "They're crazy, they're absolutely era:
simply can't understand why two girls who like nice things, a\
never saw two who could cuddle up to a luxury quicker, sh
leave their comfortable homes and all this wonderful Califo
sunshine for rain-drenched Ireland and bomb-scarred Engl;
Just one good hardship, I said, and those two sissies will cur
like paper dolls. They're my best friends, mind you, but I wou
trust either one of them with a can-opener."
Well, what I don't know
I ran into Pat the other day at the Columbia studio where
was having a wardrobe fitting for Lester Cowan's "Heart
City," which stars Merle and Ida Lupino. I must admit, th<
grudgingly, that Pat didn't look at all shattered, in fact she r
looked prettier. She was full of praise for Merle. And when
woman has a good word for another woman, after traveling c
for thousands of miles, and sharing hairpins and toothpaste,
can say is that neither has a bit of the Ilka Chase in her.
"I never saw anyone with such abounding energy as Merle,'
said admiringly. "A lot of people in Hollywood have the idea

Visits

Our Boys

;eas!
the silken coverlet type. Well, they should have
When there would be a few hours between
j»ws in Ireland, Merle would take me on a long hike,
tiny feet
li I mean long. I couldn't figure out how those
(hers could go so far and so fast. She had me panting
ing to keep up with her. The way she would dart
oss those fields would remind me of Cathy striding
oss the moors in 'Wuthering Heights.' I used to call
;

is

n her.

Cathy. As manager of our troupe she was always
rrying that we might overwork, while she was quietly
rk'ing her fingers to the bone without a murmur. The
herican and British boys were crazy about her wher:r we gave a show. Have you seen the letter the sailors
ote her the day she gave an impromptu show at a naval
<e somewhere in Ireland? I was with Merle when she
d the letter and opened the present they sent her. She
ed so hard she had me crying too."
Later I saw the letter. It read: "Dear Miss Oberon,
show
ie would like you to accept this small present to
•

how much we enjoyed your coming down to visit us
jtay. We feel that your visit was your own idea and we
e you for it. Thank you and (Please turn to page 57)
j

Merle reports that she found our boys very happy in EngBelow, with American sailors at the Washington
Club, in London. As soon as she completes "Heart of a
City" for Columbia Pictures, Merle will catch the first
Clipper back to England to remain there for the duration.
land.

were ready to start buildhouse, with only one bedroom,
Richard Henry, Jr., put in his bid for a room
of his own, so they had to change the plans.

Just as the Carlsons

ing their

high up
NESTLED
house resembling

in the

San Fernando

hills lies

a

one of those pictures in the
home-making magazines the kind of house you
and I would like to own but can never afford when we
go to look at them. It belongs to the Richard Carlsons.
private driveway about a quarter of a mile long
winds its tortuous way from the main highway up to an

—

A

almost dizzying height. When I arrived Mr. Carlson, in
English tweeds, was conferring with a horticulturist as
to the most feasible way of dragging a couple of five ton
elm trees up to the yard. No trees grow wild in sunny
California and everything in the way of landscaping has
to be imported.
The trees disposed of, Mr. C. took me inside for a
look-see. The view from the front window
a bay that
takes up almost half the wall was breath-taking. The

—

—

new

opposite side of the room is glass from end to end, looking out on one of the prettiest back-yards I have ever
seen. There are hand-blocked green linen drapes that pull
all the way across. When the sun sets these drapes are
pulled shut.
Mrs. Carlson put in an appearance. "I'm glad you like
our house," she smiled pleasantly. "When we came back
to California after we were married three years ago we
lived in a tiny place that had originally been built as a
guest house.
knew we were going to build eventually
so we subscribed to all the magazines and for a year we
clipped pictures. When we finally were ready to call in
an architect we had about a hundred pictures, illustrating
features we wanted incorporated.
said, 'We like this

We

We

window and

this staircase, this fireplace

and

this bath-

room. These dressing rooms are nice and we

like this

"

our exclusive seRichard Carlson, his

Latest
ries:

in

wife and baby in their new
home, built from a miniature model designed by Dick

woodwork so much we'll use white pine painted
throughout the house.' So he knew almost before
e started exactly what we wanted. Then, when he finished
he plans, Dick made a miniature model so we could see
xactly how the house was going to look. That saved us a
ile of money because we could see at a glance that a cerain room was going to be too small and that closets we
ad stuck in out-of-the-way corners were not going to be
ractical. Just as we were about ready to start building,
ire found that Hank
(the baby)
"His name's Richard Henry," Mr. Carlson put in.
"
was on his way," Mrs. Carlson continued imperurbably, "and we discovered, to our horror, we were only
oing to have one bedroom. So we had to send the plans
ack to the architect and have him add another bedroom."
'You still haven't a guest room," I pointed out re'lond

'lond

—

—

roachfully.

'Oh," she laughed, "we can always accommodate a guest
n the couch in the den and, if it becomes absolutely neces-

we can put another one out on the divan here in the
ving room. It took the architect an additional two months
3 figure out how to add on that one room and if we had
sked for more we might never have got in here. As it
/as, they were ten months in the actual building.
only
ot in last November
about a month before war was

ary,

—

We

eclared."
D

The chandeliers throughout the house are brass and
ery simple. All of them have frosted shades, except the
wo in the dining room that have clear glass hurricane
hades.

There are two small halls at either end of the large living
oom. They are covered with matching hooked rugs the
Carlsons had made. "We had the year woven into them."
)ick remarked, "because some day they'll be antiques."
One hall leads to the dining room and kitchen, the other
3 the staircase and bedrooms.
The entire house is a dream place but it was that living
oom that got me. "This bay window," Dick explained,
will eventually have a tomato red window seat running
11 around it."

The drum

table in the window is chestnut and is a replica
a very old one our hosts saw and coveted. The original,
!0\vever, cost $500, which they wouldn't pay. They thriftily
hopped around, found some old chestnut wood and had
he duplicate made at a fraction of the cost of the original.
The big lamp by the fireplace is a converted tobacco jar
vith a parchment shade. The (Please turn to page 71 )

>f

First pictures show
most interesting views
of the Carlson home,
fully

described

The

story.

in

our

kitchen,

right, is Dick's

pride

"We

knew
good parties

and

joy.

that

all

•nd in the kitchen,"
he says, "so we might
as well face it and
make it as attractive
as we possibly could I"

WHAT SHOULD WAR WIV
DO FOR DATES?
HOLLYWOOD'S VIEWS!
DANCING,

night clubs, and parties are restrict

social activities for girls
it's

New

without escort vvheth
York, Hollywood, or Omaha, Nebrasl

Like any other young American wife whose husbai
is in the service, a Hollywood glamor girl faces t
same problems. Being a popular big name star doesi
offset loneliness.

"I'm

in exactly the same spot as millions of oth
wives, sweethearts and mothers, whose men a
away in the war," Jane Wyman told me. Jane sat de<
in a corner of the big chintz divan in the Engli
living room of her new home. Hers and Ronnie
girls,

The house Jane and Ronald Reagan began plannii
on their honeymoon. "We saved religiously to bui
this house. You've no idea the little luxuries we d
nied ourselves," Jane added.
Just as they moved in Ronnie donned his unifor
as Second Lieutenant in the Cavalry, a commissi'
he had held for five years, and responded to the c;
of the colors.

"Ronnie was sent to San Francisco at Fort Mas<
and changed over to the Air Corps. I was left to h
furniture, pay off builders, keep books and account
run the house and take care of the baby. Of course,
am glad to do it," Jane hastily added. "I am glad
do everything I can. But Ronnie has always tak<
charge of everything.
him.

I

have always leaned so

"The first week Ronnie was gone I called him eve?
The daytime wasn't so bad. I ha^e so much
do. But at night sitting up here looking down on t:
night.

(

twinkling lights of Hollywood, with the stars and mou
close, I would get terribly lonesor

and everything so

"OUT" FOR THE DURATION! ELABORATE
GOWNS ONCE WORN BY LORETTA YOUNG

FOR DURATION! QUIET EVEN!
AT HOME WITH FRIENDS, CHILI

"IN"

rank opinions, fearlessly exressed, on a question con-

and
our free America

vening almost every wife

weetheart

By

in

May Mann

Here I was, right where we had dreamed
planned of being only he wasn't with me.
Dn the telephone Ronnie would assure me that
taiimoon was just as big over San Francisco's Golden
and that he was looking at the same stars. I
I,
eslJit my pillow was wet with tears many nights. But
dn't tell him.
The first week-end I took the train and went up
registered at a modlalfee him. Ronnie met me.
with a service rate for officers. It
de jtely priced hotel,
just like being on another honeymoon. There
jjlif
niebfe hundreds of girls visiting their husbands.
miniThe next week I took the baby. Maureen is ninemonths old. She wouldn't let Ronnie out of her
Every time now, when she sees a man in unishe goes running after him calling 'Da-Da.'
>,
s hoping it will be Daddy.
Df course I couldn't continue commuting to San
jRonnij.

—

i

ii

We

idjlijt.

iorr

;

from Hollywood. Then Ronnie was transNevada. So I have had to settle down and
the problem of being a war wife with lonely

cjjicisco

id to
[as

ings.

Before

:i

Ronnie

left,

he called Eddie Albert,

who

been one of our closest friends since we all made
tther Rat.' 'For goodness' sake,' Ronnie said to
id
takljie, 'see that Jane gets to go out once in a while,
e her to dinner and give her a chance to wear
o
e of her pretty clothes.'
ewjsjaOts of the girls have friends escort them. But
me it has been a little different. I go with the
ch
n tot Bennys and some of our married friends. With
go
mojea I don't feel like the fifth wheel on a cart.
65 )
50i|Jkovies, ball games, and (Please turn to page
rss

l

We

Drew, wife of Army officer overseas, has registered nurse Winnie Spruston as her duration companion
faeing page). Loretta Young, above, often takes care of her six-year-old nephew, Carter Herman, Jr.
Jane Wyman Reagan, top right, is another Hollywood war wife who finds solace and companionship in children.
Ellen

(left,
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Robert Sterling is your bo
friend, your brother, your so

—typical

American who jus
happened to become an acte

By Romayne

Ann Sothern

is

the

girt

Bob

when he

Sterling leaves behind him

joins up-

YOUNG MISTER
AMERICA
day we moved into the studio the truck driver
I had to wait until a bevy of young ladies and a
handsome young man took themselves out of the
roadway. The young man was dressed in good tweeds
and the sun made him look all bronze. The girls were
holding up autograph books and the handsome young

THE
and

writing his name in them.
"Who's that?" I asked.
"Search me," the truckman said. "But he's doin'

man was

all

right."

As we passed through the gate
"
Name's Bob Sterling," he

—

I

asked the policeman.

said.

"New

finished a 'Maisie.' He's doin' all right."
So his name was Bob Sterling and he

boy. Just

right." That's what they said. But
doin' all right.
he most certainly was

NOT

36

He

simply couldn't

He was

make

very

that inter-

my

boss.

They

didn't

know whe

he'd be able to make it.
Then, as if in perfect timing with the red light flashin
the signal the moment the receiver rested on its latcl
the young man made his entrance. He gave me a bi
smile and said, "I'm Bob." Whereupon he almost choket
"Bob? Not Sterling
"Yep," he answered apologetically and pointed to hi
tough time don't talk much
throat. "Operation
"You ought to be in bed."
"Yep, that's where the doctor thinks I am."
No, sir. He certainly wasn't doin' all right. He wi

—

and

man by

I

—

—

—

pale

was

"doin' all
the casting office said

sick in the hospital.

view with the director,

wouldn't have recognized him as the youn

the gate.

"Please have

my

overcoats for

chair,"

I

told him.

The

only

oth<

had a wardrobe man with several doze
Clark Gable on it. (Please turn to page 70

chair in the office

grabs

off all

good

roles

the prettiest

3

to play
posite him!
in Ladd looks
•Is

star

'43's big

*

.tcky Jordan" Ladd
t a racketeer who is
ted into the Army,

he finds this is one
he can't chisel his
out of, he goes
but his dorOL
-p

—

t

patriotism

is

final-

ojsed when he be-

tangled up

es

•tage plot.

He

in

a

turns

be a good so
and wins the girl

to

As dramatic as
"This

Gun

his

For Hire"

role
is

of Raven

Ladd's

in

latest.

Softening up a hard character! Helen
Walker's wiles at work on Alan Ladd.

39

The double-breosted, bright red wool suit, with Persian lamb collar,
above, which Miss Morgan calls her holiday cheer suit, is warm enough
for the coldest days. Michele can also wear the jacket with a black
skirt. The high style beret is in matching red and has a black tassel.
Above, right, this suit in Christmas green, with natural shoulder line,
brief semi-fitted jacket with hand-crocheted high pockets and buttons,
is also interchangeable. The hostess gown of green velvet, right, wifR
softly draped bodice and skirt, and accented at midriff and sleeves
with brilliantly colored sequin motif, is Michele's one real extravagance.
She soys every girl must have glamor and in it she feels like a glamor girl.

Costumes from

I.

ifaunin, Los Aw/vhs. Calif.

jacket with patch packets and a dim skirt in beige corduroy, highlighted with red accessories, above, is Michele's sport ensemble choice.
The jacket may be combined with slacks, and the skirt with other
jackets. Above, left, a green hand-knit frock. Michele doesn't feel this
cocktail dress;
is an extravagance as it can be worn for sports; as a

A

for traveling, with the nutria coat, brown fur felt hat, and brown
alligator bag. She calls it her "for the duration frock." Left, black
crepe dress with draped skirt and rhinestone belt, which she'll wear all
winter for cocktails and dinner, under her fur jacket, by varying belts.
Her hat is a "beanie," which she changes with feathers, flowers, or pins.

and

foO*tS 1 Cootie,
c ot^

t

t^oS

e
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Presenting:
Benny Goodman ploys the aecompanimen
for these famous "long-stemmed Ame
ican beauties" as they parade in a b
new picture that glorifies their charm

Hart from Lawton, Oklahoma (right)
and Barbara Slater of New York (below)
are just two of the bevy of gorgeous gals
Eloise

"The Powers Girl." The top stars of the
show are George Murphy and Anne Shirley.

in

LOWERS

LOVE!
Dignified devotion distinguishes
romantic scenes between Greer Gar:

a-au

and Ronald Colman in "Random H
Love is real and love is earr
with these two James Hilton charact
vest."
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JUST

A

JOE!"-JAMES CRAIG

"90%

of the guys in the world ore
just Joes, trying to get along"

IAMES CRAIG,

asked to describe himself in one senI'm just a Joe." When asked to
amplify this, he said with a twinkle, "Ninety percent
jf the guys in the world are just Joes, trying to get along.
Working pretty hard, playing as much as they can afford,
pot expecting too many things of life."
This particular Joe is six feet three, and weighs around
70 pounds. He has a warm, steady pair of brown eyes,
azzlingly white teeth, almost Indian-bronzed skin, and a
fund of sound Texas philosophy. Although he was born
in Tennessee, he was brought up and schooled in Texas,
and that is a state known to waste no time in branding
a lusty man for her very own.
As far back as Jimmy can remember, he's been "earning the jingle in my own pockets." By this he means that,
although his father was comfortably well off, Jimmy
wanted his independence. "Brother, it always went against
the grain to ask my dad for money. I wanted to do my
I

own

tence, said, "Well,

rustling."

decided that he'd
play the piano, so he snagged himself a
paper route, thus paying for his own lessons. He attained

At the immature age

like to learn to

of 8,

Jimmy

By Fredda Dudley
enough prowess to play a couple of duets with his sister
(two years older) at a recital, and he remembers sitting
stiffly on the piano bench, exercising his digits while his
sister counted under her breath to keep him on beat.
hile he sat there, his most acute desire was to grow
legs long enough to kick the treadles in his sister's stead,
so that he'd have something to do with feet that seemed

W

r

hotter than the footlights.

Shortly after this epochal concert, spring broke and
jimmy's practice was interrupted by the local baseball
team at his window. Much as he loved music, he couldn't
deprive the team of the best short-stop in the grade school
league. This explains why "Craig" isn't a name to stand

up beside

"Iturbi."

loves music, Debussy being his favorite. He
hates boogie-woogie, and too much brass gives him a
headache hence few Craig appearances at hot spots. He

He

still

—

Home On The Range. The
Eyes Oj Texas Arc Upon You, and 01 Black Joe
He says about folk music and this is a sample of the
type of epigram that makes Sehor Craig one of the most

dotes on folk songs like

—

interesting conversationalists (Please turn to page 72
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and little bundles of
beauty guaranteed to add
Big

that sparkle of happiness
both to the giver and to
1 1

1

L/

nfrlc

who

at»+

them

/

t

Ckristma

—

Three lovelies from Dorothy Gray two sweet suggestions
that it would be wonderful to receive alone or together:
"Sweet Suggestion" Cologne, and "Sweet Suggestion" Dusting Powder. Inside the special plaything in the foreground,
is a vial of Flutter Perfume. The fan harbors three fluttery
balls forever slipping out of their sockets, challenging you
to be able to put them back in to their own places again.

"Vigilante"

many

by Coty

—the

useful creams, lotions

kit of kits, packed with so
and make-up, you can hardly

believe it. There is a long strap so you can sling it
over your shoulder if you like, or pack it compactly
into the smallest corner. "Ready for anything," it says,
and means it. Notice the thoughtful funnel for refills.

"Well girls, which shall it be?" So Alexis Smith puts the
question, with two good answers from the House of Westmore
to solve your make-up problems. In one you find foundation cream, powder, lipstick, dry rouge, eyebrow pencil;
in the other, and for half the price, there's face powder,
foundation cream and skin freshener. If it is hard to decide
between them, why not choose both? They're beauties!

Lentheric

christens

package,
Three Merry Messeng
A trio of Bouquet
glittering

I

grances:
fetti,

Miracle,

and

Tweed,

three characteristic
Lentheric
bottles
grouped inside a baj
box that is blue
snowy branches thro
which gay stars spar,
Tied on top of the
silver ribbon b

Give you three guesses
os to what is contained
in this amusing package.
Underneath the coloron top, you'll
most delicate
and romantic perfume!
Moonlight Mist is what

ful

fluff

find

the

the

Princess

—a

Gourielli

bouquet of the pure fragrance of flowers that
have been enchanted
with moonlight magic.
It works magic for you!
calls

it

soft

ami

BR

lit

Soapy little angels for the house, and a cruet of toilet waters!
These soap angels are fragrant with Heaven Scent perfume and
you'll be surprised and pleased with the way they snuggle to your
hand, as well as at the creamy lather they dispense. In the smart
cruet is a bottle of Helena Rubinstein's famous Apple Blossom
Cologne teamed with one of Heaven Scent Cologne sweet, to

—

match

y

Clover,

jrd
•

the

Hudnut

scent,

Perfume and
both scented

great American fragrance. That's what

calls

delicious meadowfor Christmas. Inside the gaily
Clover Toilet Water (with that

toiletries

here packaged

in

this

face
with

"Follow

lightful

the

powder
the

de-

Me" by

Varva.
face
powder
The
box is cunningly styled like
a hat box, strap and all with
some spare powder puffs set

ed box, there's Yanky
r
clover stopper), Talcum in the big convenient stick
and a tiny vial of perfume. Particularly appropriate
tmas giving in the generous American spirit of '42.

in

compartments.

side

little

Here's Revlon's Ration Card Beauty Case.

Take out the nail polish, remover, and
Revlon lipstick, and you've a genuine
leather case lined with checkered rayon
to carry in your handbag. Compartments
for defense stamps, cards and compact.

Pretty

Anne Gwynne

locks

mighty pleased with this
gorgeous Max Factor "Gift
from Hollywood." It's a
big make-up treasure box
with what it takes
make and to keep you

filled

to

lovely

some

A

breath of Yule-

tide is caught in
Sewing
Shulton's

Beneath that
lid
pin-cushioned
are toiletries scented with the lingering fragrance of
Old Spice. It's a
keep-box, too, for a
long time to come.
Box.

looking.
girl

will

This one

We

think

be

lucky.

is

a neat

trickfora pretty finger— the Dura-Gloss

Manicure

Bag.

It

darling red
and blue pouchette
piped in contrasting color. Insideyou
is

a

find polish,

remover

and manicure essentials.

Very

smart!

soapy

angels.

Appropriate

as

gift

sets

or

singly.

i

HERE'S

HOLLYWO
Gossip by

Weston

East

Candids by Jean Duval

THAT
a

lot

First,

it

local columnist is
of romancing for
was printed that

certainly doing

Ann Sheridan.
Ann was being

seen with man-about-town Ivan Goff. Ivan
is a writer at Warners. After reading the
item, Ann said, "Point him out to me. As
long as I'm supposed to be going with him.
I'd like to know what he looks like." Then
the same columnist printed that it was Ann
and Tony Martin. Said Ann, "The closest
I've ever been to Tony Martin, was listening to him sing on the radio."

IIOLLYWOOD

Reggie Gardiner:
for
I'm through." After eight
years of Hollywood free-lancing he's about
to marry and settle down. Nadia Petrova
is the lucky little lady. In his Hollywood
"Goodbye,

song

girls,

day, Reggie escorted Hedy Lamarr, Marene Dietrich, Mary Brian, Frances Robinson, Olivia de Havilland and Carole Landis
to name a few. "The Gardiner escort
bureau is out of business," says Reggie.

—

Edward Arnold looks on while Jack
Oakie and Joe Louis exchange autographs:
ond, below, Betty Grable gives her signature
to two sailors at a benefit football game.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello do a dance
Top,

with

guest-star Veronica
Below, right,

broadcast.

Jane

Russell

Lake after their
John Payne and

get set for some skating fun.

long remember

tl

I

in a plane crash in the line of duty, she w;
due at the canteen to make sandwiches. SI

arrived on schedule.

She stood the enti
day making sandwiches and never once d
she give in to her breaking heart. Oth
members of the canteen were so touche
they'd sneak off into the back room and gr
Since the sad news J
has lost much weight. He ti
keeps everything inside, which makes
twice as touching.
in

E.

THEME

shall

tremendous courage of Mrs. Joe
Brown. The day she received news that h
beloved son, Captain Don Brown, had di<
'

to their tears.

Brown

IT'S

NO

secret that Bette Davis was
pretty miserable girl when Miriam Ho
kins worked with her in "The Old Maic
The Hopkins outbursts of temper and tei
perament forced Bette to vow she won
never be in a picture with Miriam agai
Then along came the script of "Old A
(|iiaintance." Bette read it three times. Ea
time she could only think of one actre
clever enough and completely right for t
other sister. Bette went to the front offi
and said "Miriam is so right for the pa
The picture really needs her." To make
long story have a happy ending, Miria:
who hasn't had many picture offers of la
got the job. Hats off to Bette Davis!
'

:

py're all

good skates

ering to

show the

— Bud

girls

na Turner, for trusting themselves

in

the ha nds of the clowns.

JDY GARLAND'S dream house

MARGARET

temporary "out of order"

one on herself. She spent an entire
evening dancing at the Hollywood Canteen.
Maggie, as you know, looks and acts about
as much like a movie star off-screen, as
your own Aunt Emma. "Say, Ma-a-am,"

has a
tacked on
front door. Hubby Dave Rose has gone
the Air Corps. This leaves Judy all
le, that is, unless she wants to move back
h her mother. But she doesn't. She's
ping up a home for Dave just the same,
y this time it's an apartment and closer
ihops and markets.
sign,

'•

IE Richard Carlsons are talking over a
with the stork. They don't want little
nk Carlson to grow up an only and
iled child. So don't be surprised if one
you hear that Richard is enlarging the

eal

I'

Isery.

iOLLYWOOD

is

glad that the Mickey

Rooneys have reconciled. Unverified
Drt had it that Mickey settled seventy
grand, monthly alimony, the furniture
.m their Wilshire Boulevard apartment
his Lincoln car on his bride when she
ked out. Mickey really was dazed by the
pie procedure. Mutual friends insist that
'

'

f

Thrown by a pair of skates! Lana Turner and hubby Steve Crane
have a hearty laugh after o spill. Host Lou Costello, who thinks it's
funny, too, comes to the rescue and helps them bock on their skates.

and Lou, who th rew trie party, for
some fancy skating; Linda Darnell and

was carrying a torch a mile high. Well,
ir're trying it again as you read this.

SULLA VAN

tells

this

Texas boy, who was showing La
how to cut a mean rug, "if you
see any movie stars, would you please point
'em out? I gotta get an autograph from one
said a

Sullavan

to prove to the
really saw one."

folks

back home that

I

M-G-M teamed Fred Astaire
WHEN
with Eleanor Powell, they reportedly
weren't too pleased with the box-office results. Word got back to Fred that the
Astaire- Powell picture didn't gross what
they had expected. Fred wasn't too concerned, because the picture would have been
much different if he had been allowed to
have his way. And Fred does know his
musicals. He's proved it once again, too.
M-G-M has just offered him a five-year

term contract. The price mentioned is staggering. 20th Century-Fox is after him, too.
Fred isn't making up his mind in a hurry.

The secret is out. Betty Grable, above, looks
into the matter of where the eleven spare footballs, which Jack Oakle passed out during a
play, came from. Left, Randolph Scott, George
Montgomery, Rita Hayworth, Lee Forest, Jack
La Rue and John Wayne watch the aerial
acrobatic performances after the first half.

Actors' Home is now a reality. Hollywood can take a deep bow. All the
cottages were endowed except one. When
Bette Davis heard this, she saved enough
out of the salary she was donating for a
Hollywood Canteen broadcast and endowed

THE

the last cottage.

A

personal inspection tour,

conducted by Jean Hersholt. sent some of
our present-day stars back to Hollywood
drenched in their own tears. This needn't
have been. The old-time actors and acin the home couldn't be happier
with the wonderful treatment given.

tresses

49
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THEY

told

Nancy Coleman

that

she'd

never be a hit on the screen. She wasn't
a great beauty. She didn't have a Betty
Grable figure. She wasn't reeking with sex
appeal. Then they saw the rushes on "Edge
Of Darkness." The studio biggies called a
quick meeting and got their heads together.
Result, Nancy gets a huge publicity and
advertising campaign. When they spend
this kind of money in these trying times,
you know a gal must have something pretty
special. By the way, Tonio Selwart, New
York stage actor, certainly thinks so
•

Above:

right,

Andy McLaglen

sits

one out

with Sheila Ryan at the Abbott-Costello
party; left, Carole Landis, with some good
Army backing, gives out autographs at the
right, Deanna
and Martha O'Driscoll are surrounded by autograph-seeking soldiers and

Hollywood Canteen. Below:
Durbin

Canteen, while Alexis Smith
in a snack, left. Which reminds us that we were wrong in reporting
in o recent issue that Alexis had married
Craig Stevens. Sorry! They are still engaged.

sailors at the
joins

Bob Foulk

THE

war has certainly changed the d
mestic set-up in many a Hollywood horr
For example, the Henry Fondas have so
their home to the Paul Henreids. Franc
Fonda just couldn't remain in it witho

Hank. The beautiful Bob Montgome
home has been bought by Franchot Toi
It took years for Betty Montgomery to c(
the antiques and furnishings for tr
lovely place. But memories don't alwa
make the best living companions. She pr
lect

fers

new surroundings

Uncle

Sam

is

until Bob's job wi
past.

a thing of the

——— —

—

—

—— —

—

——

MANILLA CALLING

RECENT FILMS

thrilling,

Columbia. The screen

is
of the long-running Broadway play
- long laugh, as it pictures two sisters from
struggles
dumbus, Ohio, in the Big City their
Rosalind Russell
- jeceed as writer and actress.
her gayest performance as the big sister,
ires
Eileen. Brian
th Janet Blair a bewitching

Eerae

in

is

too.

it,

Don't miss

this.

SLEPT HERE—
iORGE WASHINGTON
and Ann Sheridan prove a
Zrners. Jack

Benny

in this amusing
in t team as Mr. and Mrs.
play,
kturization of the Kaufman-Hart stage
run into comic
couple,
nn and Jack, a city

an
plications when they buy and remodel
farmhouse, where Washington reputedly once
laughs.
hearty
some
you
give
will
This
';tt.
it

J

OAD TO MOROCCO

Paramount. Bing and

are on the road again. This time

jh

it

leads to

Lamour, a
ioroeco where they meet Dorothy
raiment,
-ince« and very seductive in Oriental
and Hope.
Crosby
for
sheik
ho throws over her
miss
vou liked the other "Road" films, don t Its
first two.
eing this— it's funnier than the
gay; will put you in a cheery mood.
neful,

TAKE ISLAND

Paramount. This stirring
stand, based
reen drama of the Marines' heroic
will move and thJ™s y
records,
actual
jc i
defeat
terrific climax— the
it sweeps to its
men which was really
a handful of gallant
Donlevy
triumph of fighting courage. Brian

^

William Bendix head a superb cast.

id

Warners. Women will
OW VOYAGER
suppressed desires, in which

drama

,i-

1

of

like

the

mother

daughter of a domineering
life. It
Ats for the freedom to live her own
long time,
rhe best Bette Davis movie in a
as her
Rains,
Claude
lover,
the
laid Henried, as
a line cast.
>x:or, and Gladys Cooper, tops

Kibited

m
A senMY GAL—M-G-M.
ME AND about
the old vaudeville days,

•OR

omental filmusical

Kelly, George Murphy
eye on
I troupers touring the sticks with an
acts are well done,
Song-and-danee
Palace.
to
WM favorite tunes will bring back memories
and thrill youngsters. Judy gives a

Kh

ill

Judv Garland, Gene

d-imers
nockout performance as the girl who gives up
because
ovfriend Gene (also a hit in his role)
:

>e

-

unpatriotic.

You must

see this fine film.

*RS MINIVER M-G-M. Jan

Struther's book

British wife and mother who could
been made into a great motion picrj
| teke it" has
and a
jure. It's a masterful message of courage
in fortitude. Greer Garson
lesson
*ur.damental
performance,
poignant
ises
to heights in a
falter Pidgeon is splendid as the husband.
;

at

the

r

,

|*HE

Sam
PRIDE OP THE YANKEES
tribute to a

splendid screen
stress>ne American has deep emotional appeal,
rather
ig the private life of the Lou Gehngs
the
but
career,
public
nan the excitement of his
most rabid baseball fan -will enjoy it. Gary Cooper
Teresa
Gehrig.
ives a great performance as
'v-ight, as Mrs. Gehrig, and Babe Ruth, as himlelf.
also excellent. The great American sport
'donned.

Mdwyn-U.A. This

'LYING TIGERS

Republic. Exciting melothe exploits of the American
SLv.unteer Group, those intrepid airmen who.
l'efore Pearl Harbor, patroled the skies over
Jhina. A good straightforward story centers on
(John
I he courage of the Squadron Leader
I^Eyne at his robust best), his resourcefulness
|m keeping his outnumbered planes in the air
|m.: his romance with a nurse, Anna Lee. John
arroll is good as the cocky, daredevil flyer.
I

Bxama based upon

HARD

"WAY Warners. Ida Lupino
IB
nominates this adult drama of theatrical life in
Lhe role of a coldly ambitious girl who craves
lame not for herself but for her younger sister.
Toan Leslie lends freshness though little dramatic
["ervor to the ingenue role. Dennis Morgan as
:he man in the case is sufficiently suave and
nandsome to carry off an unbelievable part.

TEE

POREST

RANGERS — Paramount.

Spectacular forest fires and a parade in Frontier
Day style are the thrilling sights of this story of
Forest Ranger who tries to find those guilty of
etting

fires

in

Picayune

Canyon.

Fred Mac-

lurray is seen as the Ranger and Paulette
oddard and Susan Hayward as the girls in his
life. All performances good. See it.

action-filled

American

REVIEWED
IN A FLASH!
Y SISTER EILEEN

—— — —

THE MOON AND SIXPENCE —

United

Artists. W. Somerset Maugham's famous novel
of the great artist who lived and loved so ruthlessly, has been made into an absorbing motion
picture, with George Sanders in the role of the
middle-aged painter and heart-breaker who finds
fulfillment at last in Tahiti with a native girl.
Herbert Marshall and Doris Dudley also give

outstanding performances.

RKO-Radio.

This biographical film, portraying the life of Amy
Johnson, is a cavalcade of aviation from 1931 to
January, 1941, when the noted flyer lost her life
while ferrying bombers to the front. It shows
what women are doing in the air to help win the
war. Anna Neagle is excellent as Amy and Robert
Newton is seen as Jim Mollison, her husband.

ICELAND —

20th Century-Fox. The Marines
land in Iceland and Sonja Henie, as Katina,
does everything to "land" Corp. Murfin. She
takes his flirtation seriously even though he's
not the marrying type, but Sonja skates right
into his heart. Sparkling, exquisitely costumed
skating sequences with Sonja at her best make
up for a weak story. John Payne, fine as the
handsome Marine. Jack Oakie on skates is a
howl.

Century-Fox. A
movie about a handful of
who are caught in the

SOMEWHERE

I'LL

Fox.

ning, Richard

Whorf

in cast.

BAMBI

Disney-RKO. Young and old will love,
laugh, and cry over Bambi, the deer, Walt Disney's latest cartoon character creation, in this
beautiful full-length picture filmed from Felix
Salten's famous story of animal life and love in
the forest.

BETWEEN US GIRLS — Universal.
John

Diana
BarryBarrymore, daughter of the late
more, proves she has acting ability in this
hilarious farce -which gives her a chance to play

who

a child to
a 21-year-old
romance with
aid her mother's (Kay
character
many
The
Boles.
the handsome John
changes make the tempo of the story uneven.
poses
Francis)

actress

Robert Cummings

is

as

excellent.

THIS ABOVE ALL

20th Century-Fox.

Here

shreds. It's
is a picture to tear your emotions to
the film version of Eric Knight's best-selling
Fontaine
Joan
war.
this
novel about England in
gives a beautiful performance as the girl who
with a
love
in
falls
joins the W.A.A.F. and
Handsome Stranger, played by Tyrone Power.

TALES OP MANHATTAN

00th CenturyFox. Tricky, but terrific. The tale of a top coat
episodes with
punchy
short,
told in a series of
some of Hollywood's brightest stars Charles
Henry
Rogers.
Ginger
Boyer, Rita Hayworth,
Fonda, Charles Laughton and Edward G. Robin-

—

son

—at their best.

Centv

tOth

If

It's

its

stars.

DESPERATE JOURNEY — Warnert.

The adventures of five RAF flyers, who escape when
they are shot down over Germany, are recorded
in this exciting film. The cocky, amusing way the
boys (Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagan, Arthur Kennedy, Alan Hale, Ronald Sinclair) mow down the
Nazis is great stuff. Kids (and a lot of grown-ups,
too) will cheer them. All fine performances.

ORCHESTRA WIVES

20th Century-Fox. A
treat for jitterbug and jukebox addicts, this
filmusical has the colorful background of a touring "name" band (Glen Miller's) plus the human
interest of the trials and tribulations of a

trumpeter's wife to provide authentic atmospher
George Montgomery and Ann Rutherford as the
young couple, Lynn Bari as a siren, and Cesar
Romero as a suave pianist, give good performances.
.

THE PIED PIPER

Warners. This

-M-G-M.

you like musicals, here's one you must
a lavishly produced song and dance film
about the leading man of a musical show (Victor
Mature), who falls for a chorine (Hetty Grable).
makes her a star, and then learns she's married
to another actor (John Payne). It's gay, has
catchy tunes and spectacular dance routines.

see.

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

the late George M. Cohan's life is a
great screen show. A triumph for Jimmy Cagney,
perfectly cast as the showman, coloring a clever
role with his own inimitable zest and humor. AilAmerican entertainment to stir you to tears and
excite you to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie.
Jeanne' Cagney. Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Man-

FIND YOU

FOOTLIOHT SERENADE —

THIS

of

.

Clark Gable's final film before he enlisted in the
Air Corps presents him as a dynamic war correspondent. The role is tailored to his lusty talents,
and with I.ana Turner as the girl whom he
alternately browbeats and embraces it's a fie'dday for Gable fans. It's timely, tense and tough,
and you'll enjoy its melodramatic escapes and
rescues from Indo-China to the Philippines.

HOLIDAY INN Paramount. This Bing Crosbv-Fred Astaire musical romance is swell escape
from the doldrums. It is a grand show with new
Irving Berlin tunes and inimitable performances
by co-stars and cast. Crosby plays a crooner who
converts his farmhouse into an inn open only on
holidays. Marjorie Reynolds sings and dances
charmingly.
story

—

Philippines by the Jap invasion. It's exciting,
even though the story doesn't always ring true.
Lloyd Nolan, as the leader of the group gives a
good performance. Cast also has Carole Landis,
James Gleason and Cornel Wilde.

Fine work by

WINGS AND THE WOMAN

men

radio

—

GUN FOR HIRE Paramount. Lusty
melodrama about a ruthless killer and how he
atones by catching up with fifth columnists.
Plenty of excitement. Its fast and furious action
will

have you on the edge of your

seat.

Veronica

Lake does her best acting so far. but newcomer
Alan Ladd steals the show. Don't miss it.
20th Century-Fox. A war
story which concerns itself chiefly with the experiences of an old man (Monty Woolley), who
is asked to act as convoy to some children, to
help get them out of the war zone. Woolley is
excellent as the grumpy old Englishman
Anne
Baxter, good as the girl who helps him Roddy
McDowell, splendid as one of the boys. You
really should see this.
;

:

PANAMA HATTIE

M-G-M. The film version
of the Broadway hit musical has Ann Sothem
as Hattie, Canal Zone entertainer. The story
doesn't hold well together because it's presented
as a revue of separate vaudeville-type acts and
specialty skits. Red Skelton, Rags Raglur.d ar.d
Ben Blue are funny as Hattie's sailor pals, but
more of Red's own brand of nonsense would
have snapped it up.

THE BIG STREET — RKO-Radio.
Runyon's sentimental tale about
(Henry Fonda) who worships a
club entertainer

(Lucille

Ball),

a

Damon
bus boy
night-

selfish

has

human

in-

good comedy by typical Broadway charand Runyon-type dialogue, but it's an
unconvincing story. Fonda and Miss Ball make
the most of their roles. Cast also has Barton

terest,

acters

MacLane,

Eugene

Palette,

Ozzie

Nelson's

or-

chestra.

BELLS OP CAPISTRANO— Republic.

Gene

Autry's farewell film for the duration. (He's in
the Army Air Corps now.
It's about the rivalry
between two traveling rodeos, both ambitious to
get the contract for the Capistrano festival. This
doesn't have as much action as most Autry
films
but that won't matter to Gene's fans
not when he sings five songs. It has a rousing
and Smiley Burnette clowns, as
patriotic finale
)

:

;

usual.

CAREFUL — SOFT SHOULDERS

tOth

crashes a military academy disguised as a 'teenager and creates a sensation among cadets, not
to mention the Major, Ray Milland.

An espionage drama which concerns
with the activities of Nazi agents in
America. Virginia Bruce is cast as a flighty girl
who becomes involved with spies and gives them
valuable information, believing them to be Uncle
Sam's men. James Ellison plays Virginia's boy
friend. Cast works hard, but fails to make story
convincing. Has suspense, excitement and a few

AND THE VOICE
SHERLOCK HOLMES
of a
OF TERROR 20th Centuni-Fox. First
Sir A. C.

definitely

MINOR ParaTHE MAJOR AND THE
It's the gayest, most
mount. Don't miss this!
comedy in months, with Ginger Kogers
giving a grand performance as a wise gal who

original

brings Sherlock Holmes.
out of retirement to
sleuth,
Doyle's
combat activities of saboteurs directed by a
Basil Rathbone.
station.
broadcasting
mv-terious
and Nigel Bruce as his pal. Dr
as" Holmes,
the Nazi behind
expose
and
Watson, pursue clues
and
the spy ring. Has mystery and suspense,
acting is good.

series

that

famous

tury-Fox.
itself

laughs.

HERE WE GO AGAIN

F.KO-Radio. This

is

aimed at radio fans and it's doubtful
others will find it entertaining. Fibber McGee
and Molly. Edgar Bergen. Ray Noble, Ginny
Simms and other stars of the air waves appear
in it as themselves and as characters they
portray on the radio. Most sequences are separate
skits. It tells about how McGee gets involved in
a shady deal which accidentally turns out okey.
if
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Scoop scenes of Betty
Grable in her current
film, "Coney Island." in
which she plays a charming entertainer at that
famed resort which forms
background of the story

pages we present the very first views
from 20th Century-Fox's screen presentation
about the hurly-burly summer colony from
tfhich the motion picture gets its title, showing
Betty as a 1905 glamor girl, and, below right,
n o scene with co-star George Montgomery.

Epn these
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Why

George Montgomery
is Still

a Bachelor
When

Continued from page 29

two important

screen stars

am

like Jack
Benny and Ann Sheri-

For
probably be forgotten afterwards. But

dan take time out to

the way I feel about it, no individual should
consider himself. For if we don't fight this
fight to the finish, there may not be any

tos like these, depicting great lovers
of history, that is

Hollywood

news. Above, as the

stick as long as I can until I
I'll

called.

come back to
going to navigation classes
week for the last two months,"
he said. "I'm hoping to enlist in the Naval
Air Corps. But I'm not supposed to say
much about that. There's too much uncertainty. Some fellows say they are going into
to

"I've been
four nights a

the

Army

or the

some are turned

Navy and they enlist. And
down for bad eyes or other

physical defects. Then everyone wonders
why they aren't in uniform when they said

—

they were going to be.
"A friend of mine, the other day, working at one of the other studios, enlisted.
He was given a farewell party. Sold his
car, gave away his suits, his books, and
personal belongings, and rented his apartment. What happened ?
week later he was
back. He'd been rejected due to an unsuspected heart condition.
"It's worse with an actor. For the minute he says he's going, all that publicity
starts. If there should be any trip-up you
can see how embarrassing it would be. But
believe me I want to go and as soon as possible. I would like to finish my navigation
course first. Then I will be fit to do some-

A

thing."

of

Lucky that Kay Williams has a
humor about publicity, I thought

54

sense
as

w

5

pose for special pho-

noted

Mark

lovers,

Antony and Cleopatra,

Nile

their

in

rendezvous,
with Cleo about to
River

commit suicide with
a teeny-weeny asp
and Mark suggesting
a bigger snake for a
better job. Above,
right, their version of

the

Roman Emperor

Nero and

his

beau-

teous slave girl. Imagine the old "fiddler"

with

comparing legs
slave

a

Right, as
Juliet,

history's

famous wooers,
Juliet's

Romeo

girl.

Romeo and
most

but
aloofness has
Jack puzzled.

.

drove along. For the morning papers had

George Montgomery romance
That he had dated Lynn Bari
at the Palladium the night before. AcGeorge had accompanied Kay's
tually
brother Vincent, who is his pal, and who
had a date with Lynn. Kay had had to resaid that the

was

At left. Jack and
Ann are having a bit
of fun doing Nap oleon and J osephine, with Jack,

as

Napoleon,

on his
knees, pleading for
the love of Josephine, contrary to
historical facts,
which, as you know,
relate that it was
Josephine who did all
the woo - pitch n g
i

Below, left, as that
strangely exotic love
team of Svengali
and Trilby, the little

thrush

who

could

all off.

port for canteen duty.
"I suppose it was all of that y>ublicity
that mixed up your romance with Hedy,"
I suggested.
"Now look here!" George said, pulling
up to the curb in front of the Cafe De
Paris, on the Fox lot. "That is one subject I have not talked about at all. I want
to forget it. If you must, you can say that
fault. It's always the man's
it was all

my

fault

when anything goes wrong between

a boy and a

girl, isn't it? Let's let

back

with "Aw, you're kidding!"
if they are about love.

only under old
Svengali's
hypnotic

cially

spell. Below, Mr.
Benny and Miss Sheridan in a scrambled
comic version of John

ent versions of what

with
cilla,

Priscilla,

Ann, as Prisdoing the pro-

posing while Benny,
as Alden, sits coyly
wheel.
at spinning

go at

But I haven't known George for three
and a half years for nothing. George is not
talkative and certainly not about girls. Interviewers usually give up in desperation.
Ask him serious questions and he'll laugh

sing

Alden and

it

that!"

Espe-

"They go away and write
I

fifteen differdidn't say," George

frowned.

"What about Kay Williams?" I cut in.
"You've been seeing her for several months
now. Is it serious?"
"We're just having fun," George replied.

"Kay

is

not only a beautiful

Snappy on

girl,

the come-back.
Always has something interesting to say.
She was an associate magazine editor in
York before she went on the stage.
She's serious about acting. Doesn't like
to be known as a show-girl. She's taking
dramatic lessons and I think she'll really
see each other
go places on the screen.
almost every night."
I might add that I ran into Kay in the
she's got brains.

New

We

!

!

meet

I was one of her fans. Always werl
Ginger Rogers' pictures back home
Montana. When I suddenly found myseli
under contract to the same agent, and he
said he would introduce me, it seemed unbelievable. But after I got over the first
awe of going out with her, I found Gingt
to be just a regular down-to-earth girl
One who doesn't even wear powder or lipstick off-screen. She can cook and can gel
excitement out of fishing in a mountair
stream. She doesn't have to be at Mocambo';
every night to have fun. We had a grand
friendship until publicity picked it up anc
tried to marry us. Then it became embarrassing. But that's the way it is in Hollywood^ Every time you're seen with a girl
you like, by the second or third date the
columns are asking when you're going to gel

to

ii

t

married.

met Hedy on January

"I

22.

[When

a

fellow remembers the exact date that he
met a girl, you can know he cared plenty !]
She was just leaving a Sunday afternoon
party at the Fred MacMurrays. She was
stepping into John Howard's car when I
arrived.
shook hands. I didn't figure
there was a chance of me dating her because she was going with a swell fellow-

We

like

—

Howard.

"But the

conveniently tore up the
Avenue, which runs between my house and M-G-M and Foxstudios. One day Hedy came driving down
Motor Avenue, just as I came out of my
place. She found she had driven into a
dead-end street. The paving was ripped,
up at the end of the block.
"I went over to her car and gave her
streets

city

—Motor

1

We

quick directions to her studio.
got tc
talking and the first thing I knew, it was
all right for me to call on Hedy some timcv
You can bet I didn't waste any time
"I really fell in love with her. When I
really didn't have a right to fall in love
with a girl. I'm just getting going in pictures. And a fellow should have a lot to
offer a girl
any girl and especially a girl
like Hedy, who is used to everything. But
you don't think about that when you're
falling in love. All I could think about was
getting her a ring."
It was no small sacrifice on George's part,
getting Hedy that ring. For it has been less
than a year since he brought his parents

—

and

his sister

with him.

Powder Room at the Tropics one evening
when she was dining with George. She. admitted that even when the cooler weather
set in they

still liked to sit by the charcoal
stoves and eat under the moon and palm
trees on the outdoor patio.
Kay was wearing a clever pin of four

geld

bells.

"George designed and made

it

for me," she whispered. "Pretty, isn't it?
He also gave me these for my birthday,"
she added, pointing to a pair of very fine
gold rings in her ears. "And he's always
sending flowers. When I was sick he sent
me a box of fifty gerdenias. Imagine
He's very thoughtful. There's a special kind
of candy bar I like. Almost every time I get
into his car he hands me a box of those
candy bars,

"Did I ever tell you how I met George?"
she offered. "Well, it was really very amusing. I was standing on the steps of the administration building at Fox when he drove
by. I couldn't help but look when I recognized him. He smiled. Two hours later
when I was leaving on foot he came by
in his car with his brother. You know the
patriotic 'share-a-ride-plan'
well, he offered to take me home. I thought it was

—

—since

there were two of
them. At home I invited them in to meet
my family and have an apple for a reward.
"George likes to come and visit with the
family. When I'm working he'll come over
and play gin-rummy with Dad. And he
quite

all

56

right

He

—

down from Montana
is

and

my

younger brother Vincent are great
He's so easy to have around. So
unpretentious and every-day in his ways.
He'll help mother put dinner on the table,
friends.

or dry the dishes. He's been raised that
way. And Hollywood hasn't changed him
a

bit.

"He's wonderful!" she smiled. "We have
dinner together almost every night. If he
was deeply hurt about Hedy, he never said
so to me. He keeps his troubles to himself.
You know how close-mouthed he is.
"I was told that he has bumped into
Hedy several times when he comes to the
studio to pick me up. I'm working in 'Du

Barry Was a Lady' at M-G-M. But he's
never mentioned Hedy to me."

"Some

— George

and

we

sat

down

for

I,

"You know

better than that," George reif anything, too sincere.
I
can't play games for publicity. I've always
been inclined to be very serious about everything I am serious about. And that isn't a
limerick.
"I've been in Hollywood almost four
plied.

"I

lives together.

finds himself
a big star with a name,
his salary, according to his contract,
just doesn't match up. And while Hedy may.
make a few thousand per week, George
hasn't quite reached his first four-figurea-week option.
But the ring had to be important to go
on the lovely fourth finger of the gorgeous

a newly risen

star,

when

—

Hedy who had previously been literally
showered with diamond baubles by two
wealthy and adoring former husbands.
George shopped around and finally made
the down payment on "the most beautiful
•

A

ring I ever saw.
big stone on a tiny
slender hand.
four-and-a-half-karat diamond they told me." George continued.

A

"No

people might think you are the

fickle type," I persisted as

lunch

to live

buying a modest, but com-

home and the family
Like many another, George
fortable,

am,

years and Ginger and Hedy are the only
two girls I've ever gone steady with for any
length of time. I've only had occasional
dates with other girls, going to movies or to
dinner.

"Ginger was naturally very exciting to

matter what you read about it, I had
paid for before I ever placed it on
Hedy's finger."
"Is it true that the ring is inscribed
'Love, Darling, Always' and that it's up
for sale in a hock shop?" I queried.
it

all

j

"That certainly is not true," George said.
"For I have the ring and I haven't the

!

slightest intention of selling it."

"You mean you may
Hedy?" I persisted.
"No,"

give

it

back

to

George

"Here you ar?
Hedy, when I
swore I never would! No one knows what
really happened to us
but maybe you can
draw your own conclusions.
"First, Hedy and her mother and her
getting

me

to

replied.
talk about

—

j

:

adopted son Jimmie are the nicest
I've ever known. They, however,
completely different world
l.e lived in a
governesses
in I have. Where Hedy had
she
luxury, just about everything
|l
jnted all of her life, mine has been more
the poverty side.
rMy elder brother came to this country
Im Russia. He saved up enough money
send for mv parents. They came over
ranch up
1 finally settled and rented a
^Montana. There were fifteen of us chilIt took all we could do scraping up
li.
Imgh money to keep us all in shoes and
Ithes and get us educated.

Merle

le

.pie

Hollywood when
brother and get
Be work on Boulder Dam one summer,
tan do trick riding. Rode in rodeos to
a college money in Montana. Someone
tgested I could get a job riding as double
cowboy stars. I worked a bit in pictures
wandered down

I

.•as

about 19 to

visit

to

my

•

then I went back up to Montana.
up there I'd get to thinking of all
things I could do for my family if I
s down in Hollywood making a lot of
1

.'Back

mother wouldn't have to work
hard. She could have a vacuum cleaner,
fur coat,
1 a new washing machine, and a
Hollywood.
ts of things. I came back to
was here a couple of years before I
ally got a break. When I had my name
ned to a contract and felt a bit' secure
first thing I did was send back to Mona for my folks. We bought that pretty
le new house over in Westwood.
'Instead of a swimming-pool in the back:d, we plant a big garden of potatoes,
natoes, corn, string beans, lettuce, and
It's no victory garden, but just
;j:lons.
the garden we always planted back
le
me—only on a smaller scale. It furnishes
r familv table for the summer.
"This house with modern heating and

rtaey.

i

:

My

:

-

i

y.

.1
.

-

rigeration facilities looked like a palace
my folks. But you can hardly imagine
x.v Lamarr, who has lived in mansions
si
Ei

-

"

-

being happy in a little cottage
el would be able to afford.
^'Besides, she owns a fine big house. When
were planning to marry she asked Fran3t Tone, who had leased it, to move, so
: could have it redecorated for us.
fit was then that we began thinking of
her

i

life,

:

a

iterial

things.

Facing

realities.

_Why,

it

mid take most of my salary to just keep
a house like Hedy's. Besides, I'm the
-t of fellow who wants to provide a home
his wife. I don't want her providing a
^ i 'me for me.
"It was a big problem. I have the re3 onsibilities of my own folks. Hedy and
tad been living in a dream world. Perhaps
another five years, if I'm still in picres, I could financially assume the rejnsibility that would permit me to marry
girl like Hedy and guarantee the happii
-f of her life and future.
"Then there's the war which suddenly
'me upon us. Every man wants to do his
rt to help win it. I can feel my feet in
n ice shoes right now. And that wouldn't
fair to tie a girl down. And what would
have to offer" when I come back? Who
:

'

-

—

-

'

.--

'10WS?
t

:

:

"Everything

is

mixed

up.

Confusing. I

know whether I'll be in the Army in
lother week or be here making^ pictures,

ftn't

o one can say anything for certain.
"Hedy and I are still friends.

We

have

since she gave my ring
ick. But as for love, I'm afraid that is out
r the duration."

id a date

or

two

Reynolds, Dona Drake and Betty
who make up the glamor girl trio,
ght, strut their stuff in a specialty dance
Jutine for "Star Spangled Rhythm," a lavish
ivue in which more than thirty top-name
ars appear in musical numbers and sketches.
iarjorie

hodes,

Visits

Our Boys Over-Seas!

Continued from page
bless you. It is people like you who
help us go to sea. (Signed) The boys from
the ship you visited."
The "present" was four eggs.
I saw Merle at her lovely home in BelAir two days after she returned to California. She hastily assured me that the reason
she looked tired was not because the American boys in England had worn her out, but
because the American boys at the Hollywood Canteen the night before had danced
her to a fine frazzle. Seems that they have
the "cut in" system at the Canteen, and in
this way a star can dance with fifty soldiers
and sailors before she even gets around the
floor once. And as each member of the
armed forces has his individual approach to
la danse you can readily see what a workcountry of individualists,
out a girl gets.

God

A

that's us.

When I asked Merle to talk about her
recent trip to England she told me that that
was all she could talk about. She's brimming over with it. "It w~as like living in the
front line," she said enthusiastically. As
soon as she finishes "Heart of a City" she's
taking the first Clipper back and remaining to the end of the war. About that can-

—

opener

—oh

yes, I've

changed

my

mind.

I

think I can trust Merle with everything
from a coffee pot to a Flying Fortress.
"Shall I start from the beginning?" she
asked, and when I nodded, she said, "The
idea originally started when Colonel Young
came from Washington and attended a
meeting of the Hollywood Victory Committee. He said that it was very necessary
for actors to go overseas to entertain the

American boys in England and Ireland.
They decided at the meeting to make me
chairman of the committee which was
called the Overseas Committee. The next
thing I knew I was called to Washington
to sit in on a conference. Colonel Young
and Colonel Dumont told me they had received a cable from General Eisenhower in
England and General Hartel in Ireland, expressing

Would

I

terriffic enthusiasm for the idea.
be prepared to leave the following

Friday?
"I heard that Al Jolson, Patricia Mori.

3

I

Frank McHugh and Allen Jenkins had
expressed a desire to go, so I called them
long distance, and it was settled that we
would all leave by Clipper on Friday.
"The time in New York was spent having shots. I didn't know there were so
many. By Friday I had a temperature of
104 degrees in my left arm; my right leg
had smallpox and was badly swollen; my

son,

right arm had tetanus,
pretty awful.

and

I

was

feeling

"The following Friday we went down to
Marine Terminal in New York to leave by
Clipper at twelve midnight. The plane did
not leave until 5:15 A. M. By that time I
no longer cared about anything. I might as
well confess, though," Merle gave one of
her infectious giggles, "I had been a bit
worried all afternoon. Several of my
friends gave me a farewell luncheon at the
Colony Club and kept drinking toasts to me
with a 'Here's to you, old girl' which
sounded dreadfully sad and foreboding. And

when my husband rang up from

California
three times during the afternoon to find out
whether or not I was afraid, I really decided that I was afraid. Between you and
me, I was shaking in my boots. But by the
time the plane actually left I had ceased to
feel anything, neither smallpox, tetanus, nor
fright.

"When we took off we were about forty
men and three women. Pat and myself, and
the Dowager Duchess of Sutherland, who
is about 75 years old. The officials on the
plane very kindly put down three mattresses
for us to sleep on. The men sat up the entire way. Since the war the Clippers have
been stripped of all unnecessary accommodations. Soon after we left I heard a crash
in the rear of the plane, and I w as soon
7

afterwards informed that there would be no
breakfast.
"We traveled for about three hours and
landed in Shadiak, Nova Scotia. Three
more hours brought us to Botwood in Newfoundland. It was noon by then, and I was

hungry I could have eaten the steward.
must have suspected my intentions because he produced some fat sandwiches,
from which all the ham had been carefully
so

He

They were surprisingly good, or I
just awfully hungry, anyway, as soon
as I had devoured my share, I stretched
out on the mattress and went fast asleep
cut

off.

was

from sheer exhaustion.

"We

Foynes, on the River
Shannon, the next day. After a divine
breakfast at a little Irish pub, we got on
the British Overseas Airways plane which
landed us in a little coast town near
Bournemouth. On this trip we were blacked
out. But I simply couldn't resist peaking
arrived

at

through the curtains when I knew we were
flying over England. I hadn't seen my coun-

Two

stewards descended on me
One was very severe
and told me it was very naughty of me, and
that he had just taken the names of two
men who had been caught peaking. I guess
the
I turned to him with rather a wet eye
sight of England after any length of time
can be very moving so the other steward
said with a rough tenderness, 'Aw, go on
'ave a look !'
"We got on a special train which connects with the Clipper, and we spent the
journey up to London with our faces glued
to the window.
steamed into Victoria
Station at 6 :30 on Sunday.
went immediately to our hotels. After dinner, Frank
and Allen and Pat went for a walk around
London until they could hardly stand up.
There was a moon and London looked exquisite in the blackout. There was not one
try

for

three

years.
at once.

—

—

—

We

We

in Bruton Street. It was four hundred
years old, and was standing up all by itself,
with the whole street flat around it.
"My own house was very depressing to

pub

me. A bomb had fallen quite near it. The
house itself still stands, but what was once
so gay and lovely now looks like a mournful derelict. All the terraces around Regents Park looked horribly the worse for
wear. I was getting all set for a fine case
of nostalgia when I remembered that I
an entertainer, and the manager of
troupe.

was

my

went to visit General Eisenhower,
a very busy man, to put it mildly,
but he was very kind and charming and
gave us wonderful pointers on where we
could help the American boys most. American boys seemed to be all over the place.
is

And what

struck

me most was

their cheer-

faces. They were driving madly around
in their little jeeps looking quite gay and

ful

happy.

Grosvenor

Square

has

been

re-

Times Square.
"And speaking of American faces, when
I returned to my hotel that day I bumped
right into Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Willie
Wyler, John McClain and Jock Whitney.
For a minute I thought I was back in
named,

unofficially,

Hollywood.

"Our
ington

were

first official visit

Club in

was

to the

Wash-

London, where the boys

really delighted to see us.

The same

While the others were out I leaned out of
hotel window, drank in the beauty of
the city by moonlight, and cried my heart
out at being back in London after three

evening we also went to the American
Eagle Club where we were also given a
cordial welcome. The following day we
packed and went into the country. Pat and
I were thrust on a Greek gentleman farmer
who very kindly consented to put us up for
three days. The boys stayed in nearby bar-

years."

racks.

single electric light sign. One discovers more
beauty in a city under these circumstances.

my

Merle

is

a sentimentalist.

The kind who

presses flowers and keeps wedding pictures.

Her husband
I

am

ment

her "Sloppy Sue." But
you and I, without a sentiour names, would have cried like
calls

sure that
to

babies that night.

"The next day

I

took a look at the streets

of London," Merle continued. "To me the
streets seemed more beautiful than ever.

They had cleaned up

bomb

all

explosions, and

the rubble after the

you saw things that
you had never imagined before like a little

—

camp,

first

facilities.

was

I

i

thrilled,

i

j

an

idea

meant

of

how much

the

entertainmt

to them.

"We

spent our time chasing Americ:;
During our travels from one can
to another, if w e chanced on any we won
stop and ask them, much to their surpri;|
where they came from, and if we could gi
a show at their camp.
were so eag
not to miss any in the vicinity. Lots 'I
soldiers.

j

r

j

"We

who

But on arrival at o
and terribl
touched, to find that the boys had built
stage in a hangar, and draped it wi
American and British flags. In fact, x\
whole thing looked more like a real theat
than many I have played in. That gives y
of the usual

A phone call was put through to me at the
farm one morning from my husband who
said that he had just gotten over on the
Clipper, and when was he going to see me.
I told him, very importantly, that he had
married the Chairman of the Overseas
Committee, who was extremely busy entertaining American soldiers.
"The first place we went we had an audience of 2000 boys for the afternoon performance. I had been told in Washington
not to expect any kind of a stage, or any

[

We

shows, therefore, were cooked up on ti
spur of the moment. Some were done o
the backs of trucks, in the grounds of var
ous castles where the boys were statione;

and

in

wind-swept

"We

fields.

Ireland on a plane whjil
belonged to the first American Paratro.
Battalion to arrive in England. The plan
was a very uncomfortable affair, believe m
with aluminum benches. When one of tl
boys saw me wiggling around trying to fill
a soft spot he said with a grin, 'They mal
these planes darned uncomfortable so th
"
it will be a. pleasure to jump out!'
left

for

Merle and Al and Pat and Frank ai
Allen did shows all over Ireland, so mai
a day that they lost count. They performs

j

j

in fogs, rains, wind storms, and by moo
light and sunlight, and often to the accon
paniment of anti-aircraft guns. John Foi
flew to Ireland with his unit to photograi";
their show. "He arrived to photograph
the day we were in the wildest spot of alljust like Scotland, nothing but bracken ai
tiny hills and rain, plenty of rain."
Merle continued, "Our last night in Ir
land we played to over 3000 factory worl
ers, all American and all from CaliforniF

(

i

'

knew a lot of them. And it was tl
strangest feeling to see these boys who
one had known thousands of miles awj'
and whom one had no idea of meeting
Ireland. For instance, while I was sittii
in the car in the blackout, and the boj
were thanking us, one little voice piped i
and said, 'Mrs. Korda, Mrs. Korda, this
Don, don't you remember me?' I said,
I

!

you Don, what's your last name!
'Don the Carpenter, Mrs. Kordi
was the very nice young man who hi

can't see

He
It

said,

helped build my house in California
practically fell into each other's arms.

!

¥

"We came back to London and had th
evening to ourselves. After dinner, my huband and

I

joined William Paley.

We

ht

coffee at his apartment and chatted with
most thrilling group of people : Lord ai:

|

Lady Louis Mountbatten, Averil Harrim;
and his daughter, young Randolph ChurcF
ill and his wife, Ed Morrow and his wif
and Jock Whitney. Lord Louis, on his w;

work at 11 :30 P. M., drove my husbai
and me to the party we were going to in h
baby Austin.
"The party was given by my very o

\

to

friend,

Edward Hulton. On

entering

t

!

tl
|

room the first person I saw was Maj<
David Niven, who swooped down upon n
and literally took me off my feet. L
wanted to know everything about ever;
body in Hollywood. I think I must hai
talked for two solid hours, without catc!'
ing my breath. When I was so hoarse
could hardly whisper David, just like o

me funny stories. Bij
about his experiences
the army. He told me a story about his rui
in with a private who was a former grav
digger that had me laughing the rest of tl
evening. David is still David, thank goo<
times, started telling

now

they were

all

ness.

"The next day we

started our second ten
England. To give you an idea of .o\
days We'd get up at 6 :30, give a show
a camp in the morning, visit and give
show at a factory at noon, and in the afte

\

of

:

•

I

,

quaintances,

who had

all

changed with the

for the better. It is amazing to
discover the work the women arc doing in
England. Apart from the ones I had seen
I simply could not believe my ears when I
heard that they were manning anti-aircraft
guns, ferrying planes, and doing jobs that
you would never think a woman could do.
own friends, it was thrilling
Amongst

and

times,

my

hear,

to

for

instance,

Cooper, (nee Manners),

now

Diana

Lady

that

runs her

own

farm entirely by herself, even going around
in the mornings to collect garbage from
people's houses for her pigs. Another friend
of mine works in a munitions factory. She
used to be a famous beauty. These are only
two instances of what women are doing.
"I saw Vivien Leigh and had a long talk
with her about her friends in Hollywood.
('Gone With The Wind' is still running in
London.) She is in Shaw's play, 'The Doctor's Dilemma,' which has already run for
a year, and looks as if it is going to run
forever. Her husband, Larry Olivier, is with
the Fleet Air Arm, and is stationed at a
seaport. Vivien rushes to him immediately
the play closes on Saturday nights, and they
spend their week-ends together. Vivien's as

much

in love as ever.
I got back to

London I found that
husband had received a letter from the
Lord Chamberlain asking him to be present
at the next Royal Investiture, which was

"When

my

to take place the following Tuesday. I was
horror
invited to go along with him. To
Clipper train left on MonI found that
day. I got on the train at 7:15, sad and
forlorn, only to be told an hour later that
the departure had been postponed for an-

my

my

Goddard, who proved herself a super
saleswoman during the film industry's War
Bond drive, looks up a train for home after
winding up her sensational bond-selling tour.

Paulette

other day. I couldn't have been happien

morning my

"The next
and dressed hours before
noon we'd go to one of the hospitals for
American boys. And another show that
Tiring but thrilling. It was a daily
occurrence on our tour for us to be driving
home at night and suddenly see searchlights
go on as flares were dropped by German
planes. Then suddenly, appearing from nowhere, our Spitfires would go tearing across
the skies after the Jerrys.
"I've been often asked whether I was
scared or not. I can honestly say it didn't
occur to me to be frightened. The Spitfires
seemed to be taking good care of us, and I
was really awed by the beauty of the whole
thing. The nights were extremely beautiful
with the moon shining and the stars looking as clear as they do in Arizona. The
assured drone of the Spitfires
steady,
quieted any fears I might have had.
"Our last night on tour was very thrillplayed to the largest
ing and moving.
number of boys yet—well over 4000. I told
them at the beginning of the show that it
was our last night, and to excuse us please
if we were a little tired. But in comparison
to what they were doing it was silly to say
we were tired. I promised them that we

night.

leave for

borrowed

husband was up
it

was time

to

the Palace. He was dressed in
finery because he did not have the

necessary coupons to buy a morning coat,
used
etc. Luckily the Earl of Warwick—he

work in pictures in Hollywood, remember ?—happened to be at the tailors at the
time my husband was bemoaning his fate,
the
so he offered to lend him his clothes for
occasion. I have never seen my husband so

to

nervous.
"I must say I started to get pretty nervous myself as the time drew near. I wore
mourning out of respect for His Royal
lined
Highness the late Duke of Kent.

We

up outside the Ballroom

m

Buckingham

Palace.
sight of

Many were

in

uniform, and the

those different uniforms was
thrilling. The people who were to be decorated were taken to a private room where
the Lord Chamberlain told them exactly
what they had to do. After a while the band
struck up God Save the King and in walked
all

His Majesty looking very handsome and
He had on a naval uniform. The line
then drew up slowly while the Lord Cham-

kind.

berlain read out the first citation. Captain
Mason of the Merchant Marine, the Lord
Chamberlain read, had taken his ship into

Malta without a compass and through great
He was awarded the George
difficulties.
Cross. This is second only to the Victoria
Cross. There were several other people,
then a nurse, then an Admiral.
"This same Admiral had talked to my

husband outside, he told me later, and had
said, 'Say, old chap, do you know who I
saw outside? Merle Oberon. The cinema
star!' My husband replied that he wasn't

was his wife.
"Then came my husband. He had to kneel
before the King, who touched him on each
surprised as she

shoulder with his sword, and went through
the usual ceremony. He talked to my husband, and to each person he invested, for
a few minutes as there were over three

—

hundred this was no weak feat, and just
goes to prove the graciousness and kindness
of His Majesty.
"I watched all the awards. Often through
a mist of tears. One was a Dieppe hero who
had lost an arm. There was rather a touching moment when the King put out his hand
to shake the man's right hand, and the man
smilingly gave him his left hand. I was sitting with the relatives of the people who
were getting awards. Some of the women
had seen me on the screen and told me that
all became
they felt as if they knew me.
very friendly and' they would nudge me, or
whisper to me, when their husband or son
came up for a decoration.
"The next day I caught the train to the

We

Clipper and came back to America.
"The thing that struck me most about

my

whole

trip

was the good

feeling between

the Americans and the English. To me it
meant all the more since people in America
had been talking quite a bit about the antiBritish feeling among the troops. To me.
the most important man in the world is
the man in uniform. And. believe me, he
is very happy with the English."

We

many more shows to
come from Hollywood to try and cheer
them up a little. The C. O., General Lee, a
most kind and charming person, joined me
on the stage at the end of the show, and the
bovs applauded wildly: General Lee is justifiably popular with his soldiers. For in-

were the vanguard of

he refused his officers permission to
see the show unless they stood in the back
himself would not have
of the theater.
a seat in front. The entire evening was very
emotional, and of course I cried and ruined

stance,

He

We

finished with everybody
best blouse.
singing The Star Spangled Banner and God
Save the King. The boys did not know the
words of the latter, but sang lustily just the
same.
,
"Al Jolson caught a Clipper the next day.

my

We

four went back to London to await our
Clipper which was supposed to leave in
three days. The few days that I spent in

London were very thrilling to me personally, because I met old friends and ac-

gone all out" in their efforts to help our country. Above,
Screen stars and producers have
capta ins responsible for the sale of $700,000 in War
woman
the
of
one
John Payne, with
N. C.
ot Payne and Jane Wyman in Greensboro,
honor
in
luncheon
Savings Bonds at a
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"Johnny Doughboy"
Continued from page 25
"Then
shook

be out of pictures." Harry
head despairingly. "You'll be

you'll

his

suspendul."

"Good !" She turned sharply on her heels
and walked toward the house. "Maybe when
!"

me play ingenues
her bravado the tears were
perilously close. She had to stop and take
hold of herself before she went in search
of Biggy, more formally known as Miss
Bigsworth, who had been her friend and
tutor and secretary ever since she began in
pictures. With her mother and father away
on that much-needed vacation of theirs,
Biggy was the only ally she could depend
on. And her hopes soared as she went into
the living room and saw the look Biggy
flashed at Harry sputtering- his pleas as he
hurried after her.
"What's this fly-paper salesman botherI'm forty-five

But for

they'll let

all

ing you about?" Biggy said in that tart way
she had of hiding the biggest heart in

Hollywood.
"He wants
ture,"

me to
sighed.

Ann

make another

kid pic-

Biggy looked from Harry to Ann. Always before she had sided with Ann where
Harry was concerned. But this was different. This meant Ann's career.
"Dear, I know how you feel." She put
her arm around the girl and smiled coaxingly. "But I have to agree with Harry that
at sixteen you're still a young girl. You'll
have plenty of time to be grown, up. For
the present I think you should trust Harry
and the studio to choose your parts for
you. After all, a misstep now would ruin
your career."
"You, too!" Ann looked at her despairingly. It was the first time Biggy had ever
let her down. "Listen, you may be a good
secretary and a good teacher, but you don't
know anything about a woman's heart. And
if having a career means I have to be shut
up in a day nursery the rest of my life
and never living like a human being and
having any fun, then I don't want any
career. Because," she gave them one agonized look before she turned and ran out of
the room, "because

Hedy Lamarr,

but

!"

maybe
I

I

feel

don't look like
like

Veronica

Lake
Harry threw up his hands despairingly
as the door slammed behind her. "Maybe I
better wire her mother and father and tell
them to call off their vacation and come
home," he

said.

"You'll do nothing of the sort!" Bigg}'
said crisply. Then more softly, "Why don't
you try to get her a little older part just
once?" she pleaded.
"Because she's worth a million dollars as
a child !" Harry frowned impatiently. Then
he grinned as the door opened and Ann
stood there, clutching a small, old-fashioned
traveling bag.
subdued, demure Ann,
with her hair in pigtails, wearing a homemade suit that concealed all the slim
rounded contours of her figure, making it
look almost awkward and childlike the way
it had those years when Ann was really a
child. Harry didn't try to hold back his
relief as he grinned at her. "Aw, honey, I
knew you were only kidding," he said. "I

A

knew you wouldn't

Ann

let

Harry down, Baby
and

of Honeysuckle Farm, livingbreathing
he finished reverently.
Doll.

!"

The girl looked at him with young, bewildered eyes. "No," she said softly. "I'm
Penelope Ryan of Oriole, Nebraska."
Harry chuckled goodnaturedly. "What
an actress!" he beamed. "What an actress,
and without reading the script, too!"
"Harry!" Biggy broke in excitedly as
she crossed to the window. "Harry, look !"
60

window

got to the

in

time to

see

Ann's smart coupe race down the driveway, the back of it filled with bags, to see
Ann herself in the driver's seat waving a
jaunty goodbye as she saw his startled
face. Had his troubles driven him crazy,
he wondered, as he turned and saw the
other girl still standing there. Perhaps he
ought to be grateful that he was seeing only
one Biggy even if that Biggy was staring
at him with unconcealed scorn.
"Maybe you don't remember," she said
witheringly, "that you, yourself, sponsored
a contest among the Ann Winters Fan
Clubs with a two-week vacation in this
house as the prize for the girl who looked
most like Ann Winters?"
"And I won it !" The girl who looked so
amazingly like Ann said eagerly. "And
!"
and here I am
For once Harry didn't know what to

He was

glad of the reprieve when the
butler came in and giving Biggy a letter
say.

announced that the 20-Minus Club, a group
of youngsters who had once been child
stars themselves but had outgrown their
popularity, were wating to see Ann in
the library. Of course they
decided. Ann was due at
afternoon for a fitting and
her associating with those

couldn't, Harry
the studio that
he didn't want

has-beens, anyway. Suddenly he remembered that look on
Ann's face as she drove off, that determined, triumphant look.
"How am I gonna get her back in time
for her fitting ?" he groaned.

won't," Biggy said grimly. "She
note saying she's going away for
a two weeks' vacation, maybe more. And
that she's going to lead her own life and
that if we try to find her or tell her par-

"You

left this

carbon copies ?" The word gave him an
and he looked craftily at Penelope.
She looked almost more like Ann than
Ann did herself, being so much closer to
the age Ann was supposed to be in pictures.
With luck, maybe she could pass as Ann.
He'd try her on those kids before he took
a chance with the studio. "Penelope," he
said ingratiatingly. "That's a lovely name.
Do people call you Penny?" And then as
she nodded, "Well, Penny, I can't let you
meet Ann today but how would you like to
be her for a day? Wouldn't that be a thrill
to tell the kids back home?"
Penelope nodded. "I'd love it," she whispered. "Only I wouldn't dare."
"Sure you would," Harry said briskly.
"And you can start right now seeing those
kids. They've all been kid movie stars but
now they're too old, even though the young-

in

idea

and the oldest not quite
twenty. That's a laugh, isn't it, being too
old before you're twenty?"
But it wasn't a laugh to Penelope, it was
thrilling meeting those boys and girls she'd
seen so often on the screen, shaking hands
with them, having them look at her as if
she were the important one, not them.
"Gosh, Bobby Breen !" she whispered,
awestruck, as he held out his hand. "Cora
Sue Collins, Baby Sandy, Alfalfa, Spanky
MacFarland, all of you gee, I want to get
your autographs."
"Now, Annie," Harry interrupted frantically, for this was no way for th : supposed Ann Winters to be talking to her
inferiors. "There's no time for joking."
Then, turning to the others, "You'll have
est isn't quite five

—

to

make

this

fast,

kids.

Ann':; very busy

today."

never come home and never
make another picture. And you know Ann,

Penelope flushed as she saw the look
the oldest boy was giving" her, the boy
she recognized as Johnny Kelly, who had

Harry. She means it
"The 20-Minus Club!" Harry shrugged

the

ents

she'll

!"

despairingly.

what am

"Wardrobe

fittings,

fan clubs,

supposed to do about it? I'm
going crazy. Get those has-beens in the
library out of here in a hurry!" he ordered
I

the butler.

"Can

I

divide her

six places at once

?

up? Can

Do

I have her in
they think she comes

Welcome Back To

been
very

Ann's last picture. It was funny
he stared at her as if he were
disappointed or deeply hurt about

in

way

something.

"You remember Johnny, don't you?"
Bobby Breen said and again Penelope felt
she did the wrong thing, just nodding like
that. But she was afraid to speak. "Ann,"
the former singing boy star went on best-

Screen,

Alice

Faye!

"

.

"we got pretty tired of having all
producers in Hollywood tell us we're
old and we decided if Hollywood doesn't

tingly,
e

j

any more maybe Uuncle Sam
So we cooked up a swell show. Good

mt

us

es.

a lots of acts, everything. Then we
jk it over and offered it to the Victory
iravan to sell bonds and to go around

.isic,

d

soldiers

the

entertain

at

camps

the

a wonderful idea!" PeneCertainly
enthusiastically.
y v didn't think you were too old?"
"No," Bobby tried to grin. "They said

"Why,

that's
in

broke

!pe

were too young!"
"But then we had an even better idea,"
lanky MacFarland spoke up eagerly.
This'll wow you. We decided to call our
2

Victory Caravan."
"Wonderful!" Penelope enthused. "Didn't

o\v the Tunior

ey jump at that?"

"Not exactly," Bobby said slowly. "They
ought the idea was

Sam

—

but

good,

well,

I

a bit like the movies,
even
either,
e doesn't like has-beens,
>ung ones. They told us to get a star name
r the lead and then they'd take us^ And
that's why we're here, Ann. It's up
p
"
vou. Will you be our star?

iiess

Uncle

is

1

I

Penelope looked startled. Then
remembered who she was supposed to

"Ale?"
ie

and glanced fearfully at Harry.
agent
the
impossible !"
"That's
lickly.

"You know how

it

is,

kids.

said

In the

it place Ann hasn't got the time, and in
e second place, she's a star."
"Oh, but Mr. Fabian! Ann!" Bobby said
;sperately. "Listen, you've got to look at

show before you make your minds up.
got numbers that'll roll you in the
sles. Butch and Buddy, the swellest swing
;.imber you've ever heard, and Johnny 's
ir

,'e've

—

military routine. He's
ritten a
3ing into the Army himself soon and
terrific

But Harry had had enough. With an
gesture he dismissed them and
'enelope felt as if she were going to cry
they filed dejectedly out of the room.
3
Eer gamin mouth looked almost as deterained as Ann's as she faced Harry.
nperious

"

"I just can't believe Ann Winters is that
different from her pictures, Mr. Fabian,"
she protested. "It just doesn't seem possible

she would have turned those kids down."
"It's a matter of business, Penny," Harry
said briskly. "Ann is too important to be
tied up with a bunch of failures."
"Yes, darling." Biggy looked disgustedly
at Harry as she put her arm around the
little girl's shoulder. "And after her agent
gets ten percent of her importance, he's too

busy even to listen to them."
Penelope looked up defiantly. "I wish

sighed. And for
the confident,
Bigsworth. "I wonder

Biggy

!"

feel

at

"JOHNNY DOUGHBOY"
(A

Republic Picture)

Associate Producer-Director: John
H. Auer. Screen Play by Lawrence

Story by Frederick

Kimble. Original
Kohner.

I

could talk to her," she said.

"Don't we all
once she didn't

CAST

all

Ann

Winters
Penelope Ryan

Jane Withers

{
)

self-assured Miss
where that girl is !"
Ann was exactly forty-seven and a half
miles from Hollywood according to the
speedometer on the car and seventy-three
and three-quarter miles as the crow flies
from Lake Shore Inn, her destination. Only
even a crow couldn't fly very straight along
those twisting mountain paths or get any
sense of location from the confusing signs,
all seeming to point the same way. Ann felt

.Henry Wilcoxon
Oliver Lawrence
Patrick Brook
Johnny Kelly
William Demarcst
Harry Fabian
"Biggy" Bigsworth .... Ruth Donnelly
Mammy
Etta McDaniel
Jennifer
Joline Westbrook

the exhilaration of running away leave
her as she saw the sun dipping closer and
closer toward the horizon.
But she wasn't really frightened until
darkness came and she realized she was
lost and the car radio that had been com-

20-Mintis Club. Y'Spanky" McFarland

all

forting her with its gay programs grimly
announced the escape of an armed killer
somewhere in these same mountains. And
only a few minutes later the car ran out of
gas and she had to walk. Everything became more scary than ever then, the strange
wood noises, the soft padded steps of animals she couldn't see, the piece of an old
rope she tripped over in the dark, the ominous hooting of an owl that seemed to mock
her despairing cry. And then just as she
was realizing she would play kid parts for
life if only she' could hear
Biggy's comforting voice again, she saw

the rest of her

the house.
It

was one

lodges and

it

those

of

looked as

if

mountain
were used only

typical
it

.

.

.

Bobby Breen

S Baby Sandy
"Alfalfa" Switzer

j

Cora Sue Collins

\

Robert Coogan

for vacations and

was deserted now, but
ran frantically toward it. Then as she
knocked she heard footsteps inside and the
door opened and a huge colored woman
peered at her over the candle she was

Ann

holding.

"My

car ran out of gas," Ann explained
"I'm looking for the Inn and
if you would loan me some gas
"Ain't no gas here."
shook her
head. "The boss man done took the car
and gone, land knows where. And the Inn's
seventeen miles away, clear around the
other end of the lake. You better get along
in here and let me put you in bed and in de
morning you can chase around and get
all the gas you want."
"You you're quite sure it's all right to
stay here tonight?" Ann asked apprehen-

—

frantically.

Mammy

—

ohn Payne and George Montgomery, facing
oge, welcome Alice back after a year's

bsence
Harris,

during
she

time, as
mother of a

which

became

Mrs.

Phil

baby

girl.

Below,

Cesar Romero greets Alice with
before enlisting in Coast Guard; and
with Payne, below, who co-stars with her
left,

a kiss
Alice,
in "Hello, Frisco,

Hello," her

comeback

film.

sively.
" 'Course

Mammy

ah's sure,"
nodded
vigorously. "I run this house to suit myself."

"Aren't there any lights?" Ann whispered nervously, following her into the
house that seemed so forbidding and mysterious with only that small, flickering candle lighting her way.
"Naw, sumpin' wrong with de lights,"
Mammy said imperturbably, opening the
door to a bedroom. "Boss man'll have to
fix it when he get back. Now you hop in

some sleep."
was more frightening than ever now
even the faint light from the candle

there and get
It

that

was gone and then Ann's heart skipped a
beat as she heard a car outside and peeking out of the window saw it stop in front
of the house and a man get out. He looked
so huge there in the darkness and his hat
drawn down over his eyes made him seem
more sinister than ever. With a gulp Ann
remembered the escaped killer and leapt
into bed, pulling the bedclothes over her as

she heard him fumbling with the lock on
the outside door. She had to force herself
to keep from screaming when she heard
him come into the house muttering under
1- is
breath as he stumbled on something.
Then still clutching the blankets around
her she sat up startled as the lights suddenly went on and the door opened and the
intruder stood there.
"Well !" he said, staring at her. "Who
are you?"
"Who are you?" Ann quavered.
"Oh, no, you don't!" he chuckled, and
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voice sounded so warm and friendly
forgot her fears enough to really look
at him and see that he wasn't sinister at
all, but one of the best looking men she
had ever seen, and that he was just old
enough to be utterly devastating and fascinating with that hint of gray about his
temples. "I asked you first, little girl."
Ann tried to hold on to her dignity. "I
resent your familiarity and I don't like
being called a little girl," she said stiffly.
his

Ann

—

"Forgive me,

Madame." His twinkling

eyes belied the seriousness of his voice. "My
name is Oliver Lawrence and I happen to
live here."
"Oliver Lawrence, the playwright?" Ann
forgot her indignation in her excitement.

"Won't
tantly,

— won't

you sit down?" Then
"Or should you?"

hesi-

"Perhaps it will be all right for just a
moment," he grinned. 'And now about your
case, Miss, or is it Mrs. ?"
Ann glowed at that. "I was on my way
to the Inn," she said in her very best grownup manner. "And I lost my way and ran
out of gasoline and your housekeeper insisted I stay until morning."
"Mammy's perfection in always doing the
right thing never ceases to astound me,"
he said, and Ann thought his voice was
just as charming as that lovely adult compliment he had given her. "But isn't there
someone we should call, you know, relatives or someone?"

"Oh, no." Ann forced herself to sound
casual and just a little amused. "There's
nobody really interested. You don't know

who

I am, do you?"
"Should I?" he asked gravely and if
Ann wasn't so intent on the role she was
playing she would have sensed the amusement in his voice and seen that quizzical
glance he gave her.
"No." Her mysterious smile would have
done credit to Garbo herself. "And let's just

that way for a while, shall we? It's
exciting, don't you think?"
"Very. Oliver coughed violently to keep
from laughing. "But shouldn't I have some-

leave

it

thing to call you?"
Ann hesitated, trying to think of a romantic name on the spur of the moment and
seizing on the first one that came to her
mind. "You may call me Jupiter," she said
grandly.
"Jupiter !" He had to cough again at that.

Then

collecting himself,
night, Jupiter."

"Very

well.

Good-

"Goodnight, Oliver Lawrence," Ann said
I just adore your plays." And after
he had gone she repeated the phrase over
and over again and knew that even Johnny
Kelly had never made her feel so absosoftly.

and excited.
was wonderful waking up

lutely thrilled

in the morning to see the sun streaming through the
window and then afterwards having breakfast with Oliver on the terrace.
It

"I had a wonderful night's sleep," s
trying her best to keep from starii
at him, for he was even handsomer th
she had realized, all bronzed from the st
as he was. "You can't imagine what
means to be away from the worries of ci
ilization and
" She stopped as she sj
the manuscript lying beside his plate. "C
I'm sorry. You were going to work throu
breakfast."
said,

—

"It's
very unimportant work." Oliv
pushed the script away. "And compar
with your company, dry as that cere
you're going to eat. And by the way, Juj
ter, I discovered the Inn is closed for ren
vations and I'd be very delighted to ha
you spend your vacation here if yoi

care to."

how wonderful!" Ann

"Oh,

Then
it

be

thrillt

him anxiously. "Wov
do you think? I mean, y

she looked at
all

right,

know how
"Oh,

people talk?"
think it would,"

Oliver sa
so perfect
everything else, she must have some pro
ciency as a chaperone, too."
I

"After

easily.

He was

all,

right.

Mammy's

Mammy

was

perfe

Everything was perfect, the long, exciti
days crowded with tennis and fishing a
hiking, the romantic evenings sitting
front of the fire listening to the radio,
better still, the play she coaxed him in
reading aloud.
Ann was glad she had thought of borro'
ing her mother's prettiest evening dres :
to take along even though Oliver wore 1
old corduroys and sweat shirts. Wearii
them helped the illusion Ann's romarr
little heart was building up, that illusi'
of romance that grew and grew as si
listened to him read the thrilling love

words he had written and which she r
peated to herself as he read them, repeat
them over and over again so that she kne
them by heart.
"Oliver," she said that night as he fi
ished the last act. "Couldn't I play the le;
in your play?" Then quickly, before
could answer, she began reciting the lin
she liked best of all. "All women should
warned that the laughter in your eyes sea
like a torch, the exciting pounding of yo
heart is really a hammer pounding love
bits. But I wish you well, for I am cont
with what I have had of your laughter a
your heart." Her voice came breathles
then in her eagerness. "Now do you belie
I can play the lead in 'Cleopatra's Daug
ters' ?" she asked.
For the first time Oliver's assurance U
him as he looked at her vulnerable youi
face and realized he couldn't hurt her
telling her she was much too young for th
sophisticated role.
Sparring for time, Oliver then said, wi
a smile, "You certainly did it very we
Jupiter."
It wasn't exactly a promise, Ann kn
that, but it seemed so close to one that s
felt it would be easy to convince him.
1

was going to happen, it would have
happen She would star in a play on Broa
way and there would be an opening nig
and flowers and supper at a night cli
afterwards and no one would realize tl
new, exciting actress had once been tl
!

silly little child star, Ann Winters. Ai
her mother and father would be so hapi
because of her success and even Hai
would realize he had been wrong at
Biggy would be so thrilled.

Biggy Suddenly Ann felt contrite as s
realized how Biggy must be worrying abo
her. She would have to call her and ti
!

her where she was. It would be all rig
telling Biggy. She wouldn't let her dow

But just the same when Biggy answer

Blonde Betty Hutton, sensational new comedy star, and Mary Martin, Dick Powell and Rudy
Vallee head the sparkling cast of Paramount's gala musical comedy, "Happy Go Lucky."
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her eager hello, she made her promise s
wouldn't do anything to spoil the wondert
time she was having before she told h
where she was.
Biggy sat there frowning as she hung
1

"

!

father

Ann's mother or
e receiver If only
Talking to Harry
»re there to advise her
to a hungry
Duld be like throwing
!

Ann

Well she'd sleep on it that night, she
maybe
,mised herself, and in the morning

If

|e could decide

what

to do.

But Biggy didn't really have to make a
took care of
cision after all. Penelope
downstairs the
at for as she was going
muffled sobbing
xt morning she heard

ming from the guest room and when she
woebegone-looking
in she saw a very

t-nt

possessions
girl putting the last of her
her bag.
Has
["Why, Penny!" she said softly.
'jtnone hurt you?"
"Nobody, honest." Penelope shook her
lad forlornly. Only Biggy knew how upset
those kids in the 20Le had been about
help
inus Club and how she wanted to
[tie

to

!

em. Biggy had even gone to see a reof their
disgust.

>arsal
a rry's

show with her, much to
But even Biggy couldn't

her now.
l"Come on!" Biggy smiled. "Tell Biggy
j'lp

:

about

1

it

s

it.

Then, as she

still

hesitated,
loss of

what caused your sudden

dinner last night?"
"Yes," Penelope nodded. Then suddenly
back any longer. "Oh,
lie couldn't hold it
fiss Bigsworth, I did a terrible thing yeskids'
frday. I went down and saw the
'low again and when they asked me again
'^petite at
'

:

•

go with them, I
I. that is, if Ann, would
jrgot all about that Ann's not me and I'm
!"
^t^Ann, and, well, I said yes
"Oh, Penny, you shouldn't have!" Biggy
-claimed.
irently."

"You'll have to

tell

them

dif-

m

I
just can't," Penelope gulped.
oing back home so I won't have to see
iiose kids again. And if that's what Ann
old do to them, then I don't want to
4e her either, and her fan club can get
[mother president."
"But darling," Biggy put her arm around
i

:

f
I

"That isn't very fair, judging Ann
even talking to her."
What's the use?" Ann brushed the tears
ay from her eyes. "How can I talk to

er.

'

,-ithout

ij

v

set
yijil

HI

a-

j

above and below left,
Star Bette Davis gets help in washing the black ink off her hands,
with defense regulations.
after she was finger-printed and photographed in connection

I don't know where she is. Nobody
does."
"I know where she is," Biggy said. And
I'd like to tell you, only when she called

her?

Oliver Lawrence's home at Arrow
promised her I wouldn't tell anyone where she's spending her vacation.
And I can't break my promise, can I?"

me from
Lake

I

Her smile was so bland, her voice so
casual that it took a minute before Penelope
understood. Then with a whoop she flung
her arms around her. "Oh, Miss Bigsworth, Biggy, I think you're wonderful!"
she whispered.
The Junior Victory Caravan was living
.

up to its name as it started toward Arrow
Head, with the band going on ahead in one
jalopy and five others filled with the 20Minuses following it up the twisting mountain roads. It was fun for everybody except Penelope sitting next to Johnny and
trying to keep up the pretense she was Ann
and at the same time trying to find answers

was pelting her with.
Johnny was such a nice boy with that blond
hair of his and his wide grin. Penelope
to all the questions he

couldn't understand how Ann could have
treated him so badly.
"Well," Johnny said at last as he jammed
on the brakes, "here's Mr. Lawrence's
are you going to tell me why
home.
we had to come up here, Ann?"

Now

"Not
lessly.

yet,"

Penelope whispered breathuntil you hear from

"Wait here

m

heart was pounding as she walked
her
up the path and when no one answered
timid knock she went into the deserted living
room. The door of the bedroom at one end
got her first
of it was ajar and Penelope
glimpse of Ann feverishly studying the manuThen as
script propped up in front of her.
looked
the child stood there uncertainly Ann
amazement as
up and her eyes widened in
hair and
she clutched feverishly at her
make
looked down on her dress as if to
sure she wasn't looking into a mirror.
Penelope
"It's all right, Miss Winters,"^

Her

assured her. "I'm somebody else."
"Thank goodness!" Ann grinned.

do you want?"

What

didn't waste any time. She
she hesitated she would never find
the courage to say all the things she had to
say to her beloved idol, all about the 20Minus Club and their plans and disappointments. But Ann didn't seem to be listening
to her at all, just sitting there fingering
the script as if she couldn't wait to get back

Penelope

knew

to

if

it.

all this got to do with me?" she
asked when the child had finished at last.
"What do they want of me? Do they need

"What's

money ?"
"That's what

I

want

to explain about,"

Penelope said slowly. "They want you in
the show as star." Then quickly, before
Ann could utter the protest she saw in her
eyes, "You've got to do it, Miss Winters
Because if you don't nobody wants their
show and honestly it means life and death
to them. They've been kicked around so
much they're ready to admit they're licked."

"Oh, come now !" Ann said impatiently
back to the script again. "I feel sorry
for those children, but you're asking someto get

thing

that's

impossible.

You

see,

I,

too,

have given the best years of my life to
Hollywood and it's all over now. From now
on I belong to the theater I'm going to
play the lead in Oliver Lawrence's newdrama, 'Cleopatra's Daughters.' He's written it especially for me."
Both of them were so engrossed they
didn't hear the quick step in the living
!

room or

see the startled glance Oliver flung

Ann

through the open door.
"But Miss Winters !" Penelope went on
urgently. "What am I going to tell them?
They're all outside waiting for me."
"You mean they're up here?" Ann demanded.
"All of them," Penelope nodded. "Bobby
Breen, Spanky, Johnny Kelly
"Johnny?" Ann caught her breath

at

—

sharply.

She

didn't

know

Johnny

had

she didn't know
Johnny hadn't had a part since he was
taken out of her pictures. Funny the way
just hearing his name made him seem
so near to her, so close. But she mustn't
joined

the

20-Minus,
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"

"

think of that, not kid stuff like that. "He's
a nice boy," she went on casually. "They're

But I'm

all nice kids.
them.''

sorry.

I can't help

—

think those kids have a wonderful idea

and maybe, who knows,
her mind.

"What's

You

Ann might change

wait while

I

go

in

and talk

to her. There's a bench back of the house
and there's a squirrel there, a very amusing fellow. You tell him I said he was to

keep you entertained for a while."
Her radiant smile took some of the. sting
away from the ordeal in front of him. He'd
rather have his play a flop than do the thing
he had to do. Why, he loved Ann almost
as much as he did his daughter Jennifer.
He hated to hurt her as much as he would
that young daughter of his.

the

matter,

Ann?" he

asked.

"We've been waiting hours. And where
did you get these clothes?"
explain

"I'll

"But if you talk to them, maybe you'll
change your mind," Penelope insisted.
"Johnny seems to like you so much."
"That's sweet." Ann smiled. "But you
see there's something else you don't know.
Mr. Lawrence and I
"You're not engaged !" Penny gasped.
"We have an understanding," Ann said.
Oliver flinched and made a hasty retreat
at that. But he was waiting just outside
the house when Penelope came out unable
to hold back her disappointed tears.
"I couldn't help overhearing your conversation," he said, going over to her. "And
I

"

"

and

oh,

it

later,"

Ann

said

quickly,

was wonderful being with Johnny

wasn't exciting the way being
with Oliver had been, it was different, calm
and quiet but thrilling just the same. She'd
missed Johnny even more than she thought
again.

It

she had.

"Don't cry because you can't be our star,"
on. "But I'm glad I know
while we're here alone. It gives me a
chance to say a couple of things I might
not have the nerve to say in front of the
gang. You've been swell about the whole
thing, a hundred percent swell, just like

Johnny went

I

knew

j'ou'd be."

Ann tried to interrupt
really Penelope he should
be feeling that way about, Penelope who
had wanted so much to help the Junior Vic"But Johnny,"

knowing

it

was

tory Caravan show. "Johnny

"You know," Johnny

—

interrupted. "Most
of the kids were against asking you to
help. They said you'd gone high-hat, that
the only guy you'd help was Ann Winters.
But I knew you hadn't changed that much.
That was that agent of yours. Harry
Fabian, and the studio talking, wasn't it?"

_"Ye;." Ann whispered, telling the techtruth for after all she hadn't even
been there. "But Johnny, there isn't anj
real decision yet. Maybe I can persuade
nical

Harry and

"You

—

kidding, are you, Ann?
Johnny asked incredulously and then
was wonderful with his arms hugging her
and his lips pressing against her cheek in
that shy kiss. Even afterwards, after that
aren't

it

first big success of the Junior Victon
Caravan at one of the Army camps whet
Ann and Johnny brought the roof down
with their military number and all the other
kids went over so big that the studio wa^
interested in them all over again and Harry
was feverishly signing them up, it wasn't

quite as wonderful as being here alone with
Johnny, feeling so proud and thrilled when
he told her he was going into the Arfnj

himself.

No, even the studio deciding she was

much more

valuable as a singing star thar
the child they had tried to keep her an^
that they were going to make her The
Yankee Girl of 1943, wasn't as wonderful
either. Nothing was so wonderful as just
being with Johnny and knowing she was

;

first in his heart.

"I want to talk to you, Jupiter," he said
as he went into her room. "Or shall we
just make it Ann ?" Then at her startled
look he smiled. "I thought it was kind of
cute of you, wanting to be incognito."
didn't you tell me you knew ?" Ann

"Why

"Why

whispered.

did

you

let

me make

a

myself?"

fool of

"You

Ann," he

didn't,

said.

"Remember

that first night when you said it would be
exciting if we well, if we just played it
didn't matter who you were?"
"Oh, and it has been, Oliver !" Ann said
breathlessly. "It's been fun and exciting and

—

wonderful
"That's

and—"
the way

I

wanted

it

to

stay,

gravely. "You see, your
father and I have been friends many years

Ann,"

he

said

and I wired him when you
he agreed with me that the

came and
and relaxation, nothing but play for a while, would
be good for you. But that's all I intended
it to be, Ann, play, just a sort of game. I
didn't realize

Ann

first

rest

—

looked at

him with

hurt, bewildered

eyes.

"Are you trying

to

tell

me

there's

an-

woman?" she demanded.
"Why er—" Oliver looked at her startled.

other

—

Then

gratefully he took the out she offered
him. "Well, yes, there is," he said. "A girl
named Jennifer. She'll always come first

with me."

Ann couldn't stand any more. With a
muffled sob she ran from the room and out
of the house and Oliver made no attempt
to follow her. This was all a part of being
young, this hurt. It was all a part of growing up. No one could save Ann from it,
no one could save his own daughter Jennifer either, no one but the men who would
come into their lives someday, the men
destined for them.
But

Ann

didn't

have any philosophy

of

her own. The words in Oliver's play were
crying in her heart and even in her hurt
she could still be dramatic about it. "I wish
you well," she whispered bitterly. "I wish
you well, for I am content with what I've
had of your laughter and your heart."
She might have been on the stage in that
opening night she had dreamed of, weeping
in that desperately quiet way and flinging
herself down on a bench on the terrace.
Then her sobs subsided as she felt someone sit down beside her and a strong arm
went gently around her and when she
looked up it was Jonnny sitting there,
Johnny taking his handkerchief out of his
pocket and wiping her eyes so tenderly.
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Since seeing him in uniform, Ronald Reagan's daughter, above, who looks a lot
like her mother, Jane Wyman, runs after every man in uniform, hoping it's
her Daddy. Reagan, a reserve officer in the U. S. Cavalry for five years,
was called into active service after completing "Desperate Journey." Opposite page: top, Ellen Drew has a daily date writing to her husband, Major
Sy Bartlett of the U. S. Air Force overseas; lower picture shows Mrs. Robert
Montgomery, Hollywood's first war wife, being entertained at Ciro's by
the George Murphys. (Mrs. Murphy was seated out of camera range.)

—

What Should War Wives Do

"I took

For Dates?

him

ve

dinner
isn't

at

home

—where

a personal

necessary.

Eddie Albert
however,
'One night,
led and invited me to go dancing. It was
jturday night. He came over and had
liner with me and the baby. I put on an
|:-ning gown and we drove over to the
lavers for a dance or two.
!''To our amazement, every eyebrow in
place raised an inch as we walked in.
tried to be nonchalant. But everyone
j;med so aghast. Ronnie and I have aliys gone along happily, without rifts or
w trouble. It didn't occur to us that
bple would be shocked to see me with
were so uncomfortable that
:!die.
B

i'e

We

twenty minutes Eddie took me home,
haven't had an escorted date since.
"That very night I long-distanced RonHe said for me not to pay any atten;.
for
ds, but to go when Eddie asked me
er

—

was

ldie

ne

I

his

best

haven't tried

friend.
it.

But just the

easy to get Jane to talk about RonShe hasn't so much to say about herself. That she was made Woman Colonel at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, by the Commander of the West Coast Air Base that
she has sold thousands in bonds on three
It is

nie.

;

— but
my

Ronnie, well "It isn't just that
husband," she'll say, her brown
eyes widening, "but he's such a grand,
sincere, dependable fellow."
The telephone interrupted. Jeanette MacDonald, whose husband, Gene Raymond, is
overseas, asked Jane to her house for Sunday night dinner. "It's to be just the girls
whose husbands are in the service we war
wives," Jeanette said over the wire.
"No, I'm just like millions of other girls,"
Jane concluded. "I have to stay home and
keep the home fires burning. It's a girl's
may feel sorry for ourjob to do.
can get lonesome. After staying
selves.
in all week we can feel a bit bitter because
we can't go out on Saturday nights with
our men. We may crave affection. We may
long for the security and ease and lack of
responsibility we have known. But we must
not complain to our husbands in the service
or let them worry over our problems. Fortunately, I have our baby. I keep so busy I
can't brood."
:

—

We

We

"It does get tiresome driving yourself
to parties at friends' homes. Then driving
yourself home alone," Ellen Drew admitted,
pausing in the middle of a letter to her
husband, Major Sy Bartlett, of the U. S.
Air Force overseas. "It would be wonderful
again to have a man do the hundred and
one little courtesies that too often we take
for granted, not to mention his calling up
and saying at the close of day, 'Look,

darling! I'm taking
night.

Wear

you out

to

dinner to-

something that will make you

look your prettiest, so's all the men will
envy me.' Then the fun and excitement of
doing your hair
selecting a dress he likes
a new way and adding a dab of your special Christmas perfume.
"Instead, my dates are writing letters,"
Ellen sighed with a smile. "One every
other day. I know how important letters
are to him because his are so important

—

—

—

to me.

"A palatial home and garden, a swimmingpool and a custom-built sports convertible
can lose their fascination with no one to
share them," Ellen continued. We were on
the set of Ellen's new picture, "Night Plane
from Chungking," at Paramount. "Sy
doesn't want me to talk about him. Says
he's just one of a lot of other fellows. At
first it was hard for me to understand why
Sy enlisted. We were perfectly happy.
Newly married about three months. Sy had
a lucrative job as a writer in Hollywood.
had a new house in Bel-Air. We had
just everything. But understanding Sy, he's
the kind of person who has to do his part.

We

enlisted several months before Pearl
Harbor. I'm so proud of him now.

He

But, as she says, you
have to weigh and balance and decide
what means the most to you.
Being with Sy was more important than
any picture role. Besides, she was going
which was all very wonto have a baby
derful. Ellen really ran smack up against
life in those first three months of her marriage. Sy went overseas. She lost the baby.
She sold their big house, which was far
too big for one person. Everything seemed
to happen at once.
"I'm quite adjusted and happy now," she
smiled. "I have taken a small apartment.
My eight-year-old son David is with me.
My girl friend, Winnie Spruston, a registered nurse, lives with us. Winnie's friends
are often about. We go to shows together.
I no longer have that feeling of being terribly alone. I think a war wife benefits by
living with a congenial friend to offset

just

thrilled."

he's

to be with
the very

until

pensions to Ellen.

"If you can keep busy you don't miss
dates so much. I've been on two war bond
tours. I love selling bonds. When I was
visiting Ronnie in San Francisco, we went
to see his picture at the Warfield Theater.
People gathered around for autographs
when we came out. It seemed like a good
idea to sell war bonds then and there. One
man bought $10,000 worth.
"It was so profitable that the next night
I grabbed Phil Harris off the stage of
the Golden Gate Theater and we went out
on the street and sold bonds. Another man
bought $15,000 worth. Ronnie was just

tours

two studio suspensions

Washington, D. C,

minute he was sent overseas." Costly sus-

Continued from page 35

;ort

in

—

loneliness.

—

"Oh !" Ellen's eyes twinkled as though
she had almost forgotten, "I am having the
smartest black velvet suit made by Edith
Head, for my personal wardrobe. When
you take the jacket off, you have a dress
for dinner and dancing. I'll probably not
wear it until Sy gets back." The last an
after-thought.
"The four walls of the cosiest house can
become a veritable prison of restlessness to
a lonely girl. Closets full of party gowns
soon lose their charm when there is no place
to wear them," Ida Lupino said frankly on
the set of "Life Begins at 8 :30," at 20th
Century-Fox.
"A married girl's life rotates around her
husband. What he likes for dinner. Where
he's taking her on Saturday night. What he
has planned for their week-end. Her new
hat to surprise him. His compliments and
little attentions
not to mention his com-

—

panionship.

"Even now that Louis is Lieutenant
Hayward of the U. S. Marines,

Louis

friends at the studio will thoughtlessly
gest. 'Let's go to Mocambo's tonight.'

sug-

For

a second they've forgotten that Louis is
away. That I would have no one to take me.
"I know lots of girls do take the soldiers
out to dine. And they can dance at the

U.S.O. For any normal young woman must
have some surcease from the day's routine.
I might easily have treated myself to melfirst few weeks of separaLuckily I was kept busy at the studio.
But it's always the prospect of going home
to an empty house at night that I dread
just like many other war wives.
"Taking firm hold of myself I outlined a
program that would keep me contented and
busy, and give me a chance to do my share.
One night a week I report for duty as Lieutenant in the Women's Ambulance and Defense Corps. One night a week I have
service men in to dinner. I have begun a
biography of my father, the late Stanley
Lupino, which fills many hours. When I
don't feel like writing on the book, I turn
to the dialogue and music for the musical

ancholia those
tion.

—

comedy, 'Make Up Your Mind' which I
going to present on my tour of Army
camps this winter.
"Actually I have had only one date with
a man since Louis left. Monte Woolley
very graciously called and took me to the
premiere of 'The Pied Piper' and later
to Mocambo's. It was a gala occasion for
a stay-at-home girl like me."

am

Deanna Durbin is another war wife,
whose husband, Ensign Vaughn Paul of
the Navy, thoughtfully asked some of their
friends to escort Deanna about while he is
away.

Deanna appeared one evening on

the
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arm

in the Coast Guard. Fortunately for Gen>
he gets occasional 24-hour leaves. The
have a date every two weeks.
Cobina Wright, Jr.'s husband, Corpor;

Palmer Beaudette, isn't so lucky. She visite
him at camp in Florida but that was sev
eral months ago. Cobina says she isn
worrying about new clothes this seasoi

—

"My

recreation is entertaining groups
service men whom Palmer sends to

when they

Now

you know why
Lou Costello's favorite pastime is visiting adjoining movie

when he's not
wanted for a scene
for his own picture.
sets,

Eleanor Counts, pretty

Universal

starlet,

seems to have Costello charmed, left.

c

m

are here on furlough. I'm con
stantly on the telephone calling up girls t
come over to dance with them. I run sor
of a date bureau for the U.S.O. !"

Other

stars like

Madeleine Carroll, Ve

ronica Lake, Brenda Marshall and Brend
Joyce have been lucky enough to date thei
own husbands by establishing homes nea
them. They don't see them often, but the
do on occasion, which makes their effor
worthwhile. Madeleine has a little house o
Long Island where Stirling Hayden is sta
tioned in the Merchant Marine. Hollywoo^
so far hasn't been able to tempt her bac!
for a picture. Veronica Lake has leased
house in Seattle to be near her husbanc
Captain John Detlie, stationed in tli
Northwest. Brenda Marshall keeps a
apartment in New York to see Private Bi!
Holden. Brenda Joyce cancelled her caree
for the duration and moved into a cottag
near Camp Roberts, where her husbanc
Lieutenant Owen Ward, is stationed. Alsc
she is expecting a blessed event.
.

of

Bob Ross, one

—and

all

of

Vaughn's best friends

Hollywood was agog with divorce

rumors.
"Divorce

my

rumors had never before

hit

or myself," Deanna explained. "I
was dreadfully upset. I decided never to
have any more escorted dates. Now I only
go out when there is a group of a half dozen
people along.
"I didn't see Vaughn from April to
August. 'He came home on one short furlough. Now I address his letters in care
of the Naval Base at San Diego.
"My sister and brother-in-law, the Clarence Heckmans, with their two-year-old
son, have moved in with me here to keep
me from being too lonely," Deanna continued. "I was determined not to give up
We'd
the home Vaughn and I built.
scarcely moved in when he enlisted. I told

Vaughn

—

tures all those years
I started when I was
fourteen
that I didn't take time to enjoy

—

relatives. Now when Polly Ann goes
shopping, I often come over here and have
a date with my six-year-old nephew, Carter
Herman, Jr. I am also devoting time to
bond tours and Red Cross work. On some
occasions I go out with the John Waynes,
friends of long standing. In a pinch, as we
say, a girl can go with her agent to a
premiere."

Mrs. Robert Montgomery is one of Holly
wood's first war wives. With Bob in th
armed forces for over a year, includin
active duty overseas, Mrs. Bob has quietl;
remained in Hollywood. On occasion yo
see her with their close friends, the Georg
Murphys.
That every girl should engage in som
type of war work is the general opinio
of the movie glamor war wives.
"There's so much to do. There is worl
for every willing hand
whether it is ei
tertaining soldiers, selling bonds, workin.
in canteens, Red Cross, or other of th

—

organized women's forces
plants," says

That's the

Gene Tierney's mother and sister came
out from New York to visit Gene for the
duration. Oleg Cassini, Gene's husband, is

faces the pro
universal. Movie beauties
sisters under the skin with the rest

lem that
•all

—and the defens

Mary Astor.
way Hollywood

is

Mrs. America

;

in this

war.

that the home and I would be waiting
just the same as he left us. But now, with
the tire and gas rationing, I will have to
close it up. It is 22 miles from the studio.
miles from the closest bus. There is
nothing else I can do," Deanna said re-

him

Two

gretfully.

Loretta Young, whose husband, Major
Lewis, is in charge of radio
for the armed forces, with headquarters at
Washington, is making another movie over
at Columbia. Loretta, who once cancelled
studio contracts to devote the major part of
her time to marriage, has just newly signed
to make two pictures a year for Para-

Thomas H. A.

mount.

"Work, and

lots

of

it,

is

the best antidote

remarked when we
met at Polly Ann Young's (her sister)
house for tea. "For a while I was running
back and forth between Hollywood and
Washington to be with Tom. I'd no sooner
join him, than he would be sent away. He's
been to Alaska and is constantly traveling.
There was only one solution. Work!
"I had so many dates before I was married that I don't miss not being rushed now.
I was twenty-seven when I married, you'll
remember. I've probably had more than
my share. I was ready to enjoy home life.
I found I had been so busy making picfor loneliness," Loretta
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Bud Abbott and Lou Costello play two detectives in the Universal comedy, "Who
Done It?" Above, the brave, well-equipped sleuths are in hot pursuit of a murderer.
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bright .

. .
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PEPSODENT
An overwhelming number
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choice
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.

.
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demand,

too,
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DON'T USE more
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you help save enough

an inch

the
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Pepsodent
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.

of boys in uniform have made Pepsodent

tooth paste than
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enough. Pepsodent multi-

plies itself into a rich lather.

for others

.
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.

there will be

it

sparingly.

enough

carelessly.

DONT POUR

evenly from bottom. Replace
cap. Save empty tube to exchange
when you buy paste again.

a 5-cent piece

DON'T SQUEEZE tube
Roll

it

for you.

Pepsodent powder on
your brush. Pour it into the cupped
palm of your hand. Enough to cover
is

plenty.

REMEMBER...
only a little Pepsodent
is needed to make your
teeth bright, your smile
sparkle, because Pepsodent's exclusive formula
contains patented ingredients recognized among

most

the safest and
cient

known

science.

So

.

.

effi-

to dental
.

keep your

but don't
waste Pepsodent. Help
teeth bright

save

—

DON'T RUB
Dab moist brush in
powder. This way all the powder is
picked up by the brush. Always measure out powder for small children.

DONT

USE a worn or wilted brush.
Keep new ones efficient by hanging
them up to dry. Bristles stay firmer,
last

longer

this

way.

.
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BLAME your druggist if he
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it
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and her brother, Tom, who made the garden barbecue benches and table, enjoying
a cup of coffee by the fireplace, at right.

Jinx

Inside the Stars'

Homes

Continued from page

13

nsed for this amounts to very little, so don't
cast anxious glances at the ration book.
Pastel de Papas is a similar dish, but for
this you use chicken, tomatoes and onions
lor the lower half, and mashed potatoes on
top. The sprinkling of brown sugar makes
a crisp crust.
Jinx's mother can't bear the thought of
stupid, solid, uninteresting meals, so she
uses imagination on leftovers. Papas Rellenas, a method of using leftover meat, is
different and delicious enough to take its
place proudly on a company dinner table.

PAPAS RELLENAS
one cup of cold meat, chopped
fine, a dozen stoned ripe olives, two sliced
hard-boiled eggs, a dozen seeded raisins, a
teaspoon of grated onion, salt, cayenne, and
enough thick brown sauce to hold together.
Mix well and heat, then cool and roll into
cover each ball with mashed
small balls
potatoes into which two eggs have been
beaten dust with flour and fry in deep fat,
a few at a time.
"In Brazil, they use avocados for dessert,
a«d we occasionally serve them here as they
do ripe avocado beaten up with a little
thick cream and sugar, flavored with lemon
juice. If you care for spice, you can dust
some on top. My family is mad about avocados, they'd eat them anyway, but they
prefer them plain with lemon and salt,"
commented Jinx's mother.
"We occasionally serve an avocado
canape that is very much liked by our
guests. For this, you pare and seed and dice
two avocados and let them marinate in
French dressing for an hour. Prepare a
thick slice of toast for each portion, hollow
out the center, sprinkle with grated Kraftnippy cheese, and let stand a couple of minutes in the oven to melt the cheese. Drain
the avocado and heap in the center of each
slice of toast. Garnish with olives stuffed
with almonds. This will make six canapes.
"Flam is a dessert sometimes served in

Add

to

;

_

;

—

—

South American countries- it's baked custard carmelized by searing the top, which
is covered with brown sugar, with a flatiron. They keep a special flatiron for this
purpose, and go along a row of custard
cups, pressing it down on the sugar. The
hot sugar goes right down through the
custard."
For a fine smooth custard (to make six
individual custards) use six eggs, two cups
of milk, one tablespoon of sugar and a small
piece of butter at the bottom of each custard
cup. If you like, you can put a marshmallow into each cup before pouring in the
beaten custard the marshmallow will rise
to the top and form a crust.
Marzipan, for which the family is famous,
only holiday candy made at the
is the
Falkenburgs'.
"We use bitter almonds, green almonds,
whites of eggs and powdered sugar and
blend them together for hours and I mean
;

—

hours!" Jinx informed me, gaily. "Then we
let it stand for awhile and when it is firm,
slice

so

it.

we

We

almonds now,
of prunes and apricots, dry

can't get bitter

save pits

them and they

taste like nuts."

Abricoques con
creme. It sounds exotic, but it's merely
stewed apricots without sugar, served with
sour cream sprinkled with chopped nuts.
The barbecue in the garden is an essential
Jinx's favorite dessert
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is

part of the Falkenburgs' fiesta equipment.
In California, the barbecue can be used any
time it's not raining, but if you live in the
snow country and own a portable barbecue
you can use it indoors. Here are a few tips

from Jinx
Get a new paint brush and use it to brush
Wesson oil or butter on your grill. Jinx
mixes garlic into butter, sets the butter in
a Mexican pottery dish on the side of the
grill, and as she toasts her French sourdough bread, dips the finished pieces into
the butter. The faint flavor of charcoal and
the fragrance of whatever is cooking is all
gathered in by the melted butter and added
to the bread.

Jinx barbecues strips of Beechnut bacon,
just puts them on the grill and they curl up
delightfully, taking, on that charcoal flavor,
too.

The Falkenburg bungalow looks like any
Hollywood Spanish-style, red-tiled little
house, overgrown with evergreen trees and
only a well-aimed stone's
throw from the Tennis Club and golf links.
Inside, it's another story. From the first
glimpse of Jinx's sparklingly lovely face,
smiling welcome at the door, you know
you've arrived somewhere special. Jinx's
mother says that all it takes to make a
home is imagination, ingenuity and plenty
of elbow grease. The whole family is
prodigally equipped with all three.
The Falkenburgs have never had roots
they've drifted from country to country,
house to house, owning things only temporarily, never investing heavily in unportable valuables.
When they came to Hollywood, they
rented a hillside home, but soon realized
that with the entire family playing tennis
in most of their waking hours, the thing to
do was to live near the club where the
game was played. Whenever anyone had a
spare half hour, he or she drove up one
street and down another, watching for For
Sale signs. The second time they looked at

shrubbery, but

it's

bungalow, it was $1000 lower in price
had been the first time. So they
it
bought it.
They assembled furniture from anywhere
and everywhere. Mrs. Falkenburg bought
cans of gaily colored paint, yards of pretty
draperies, and turned out such a happylooking home as never was. Jinx's bedroom,
for example, has dressers painted Gobelin
this

than

desk

a

blue,

chairs

dusty pink,

in

lounge

harmonizing upholstery,

in

a

an>

wid

bed with a quilted cover in pink flowere

Window

blue.

drapes

and

dressing-tabl
and the ra:

skirts are of the same material,
rugs are in blues and pinks.

The dressing-table is a wide blue shel
that runs along some three or four window
on one side of the room, a round mirror i
the center, and numerous shelves conceale,
under the quilted skirts.
Yellows and orange are used effectivel
in another room, and touches of Chinese re
give warmth to the cool softness of gra
greens in another. Blackout curtains, ir
stead of being necessary but undecorativ
evils as in other houses, are interlined i
pretty drapes. One side of one of these
white, the other a Mexican pattern
chocolate browns.
As you may have heard before, Mr
Falkenburg designs and makes Jinx
i

She

clothes.

designed

has

"Hollywoo

clothes" for Vogue. Today's fiesta dress
of soft yellow wool, with a belt of crochetc
wool flowers. Yellow flowers form a ha

band

in her

even

gleams

brown

gold-brown
of

curls.

There

yellow gold in

her

ai

bi

eyes.

Just because a Falkenburg has neve
done a thing is no reason for not trying i
Mr. Falkenburg made the dining room fui
niture, for example
a heavy refectory tab]
and benches, a lamp shade suspended abo\
metal chains, and roofed
it on heavy

—

growing

ivy.

of Jinx's young brothers, mac
similar benches and table for the barbeci
in the garden. At that house nobody says
"Let's order so-and-so !" Instead they sa>
"I'm going to make so-and-so." And the

Tom, one

do.

love to hold open house. They se
entertain in any other way. Everyoi
likes to talk, but they dance and play bridg

They

dom

like to play games of wit. Ju
a favorite is the Game of Twenty.
Someone suggests a subject and as fast
you can write, you put down twenty kin<
of whatever it is. Last time they had to fii
twenty kinds of transportation you'd
surprised how difficult that is! Easy enotts
to think of twenty movie stars, or twen
animals, but try to say "I love you" twen
too.

They

now

;

—

different ways
They also make

up proverbs

that will

?C5/*/ti^t»
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each guest, or verses of greeting appropriate to the fiesta. They sometimes draw
illustrations of movie titles, and the one -who
guesses most of them first wins the prize.
The Falkenburgs speak Spanish as fluently as they do English. Manuela, the cook,
seldom speaks anything else. She also is a
cook with imagination. As, for instance, her
Spanish shrimp:

;

SPANISH SHRIMP
Put

;

;

;

%

Now

minedly of the part he was going to play.

And

know. And when was it going
He sure wanted to play the part.
Gosh He hoped he'd get that part When
!

!

he finally went into the inner office and
the door closed on him, the wardrobe man
Getting out of bed looksaid, "He's nuts
ing like that. Watch him, or he'll fold up!"
When he came out of the director's office
he glanced in the mirror on the door. He
did a Bob Hope double-take. "I look misthink I'll play
erable," he said, 'awful pale
a little golf."
!

—

"Next week?"
"Naw. This afternoon."
The wardrobe man said from under the
overcoats, "Bob, if you're smart you'll go
home and go to bed. I'd like to call your
doctor

—

He

gave me another smile and said,
"Don't worry about me." He was gone.
I guess he did play golf and lots of it
because when next I saw him he was all
bronze again and the picture of good health.
"Do you want to hear about my operation?"
he asked happily then. "It was wonderful I
watched the whole thing. The doctor kept
!

telling

me

I'd pass out before

won."
After considering every

But

it

was

over.

I

leading

handed

eligible

young

Sterling was
the part of the younger brother of

man

in the business,

Clark Gable in "Somewhere I'll Find You."
He had the part he wanted so much and
he went to work with much eagerness.
After the picture was going Gable told me
he thought the kid was swell, that he had
a lot of promise.
I was prepared for almost anything from
Mr. Robert Sterling. Because I could see
that he was really doin' all right.
"How about a soda?" Bob asked, "I eat
'em by the dozen." The waiter put two
glorious looking glasses just groaning with
ice cream in front of us, and paused to
"Mr. Sterling always orders
announce
them with double ice cream." Suddenly and
for the first amazing time I wished I didn't
have a soda in front of me. I wished I
was by myself having a real good cry because Young Mister America here beside
me was talking about the war and telling
me he'd soon be in it. "For a great cause
and I'll be part of it." I tried to tell myself
it wasn't because I was unpatriotic that I
Mr. Sterling was going to
felt like this
start marching with all the rest of the boys
I know who are now on their way. Then
:

;

I could see the handsome young man in
his uniform. Boy Will he set that uniform
off! He was talking quickly and deter!
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1

they're taken care of."

And

"Oh, no thanks,

to
to start?

i

—

An

wanted

Why, what's up ?" I asked
"Oh, several things here seem pr
good. Think I'll look 'em over. You la
that guy who owns the house where
live won't even fix the plaster where
falling." Then, as a decided afterthougi
"I think I'll punch him in the nose."
The next morning the young man lec
mightily pleased. "Know what I did yes
day afternoon?" I held my breath,
bought the folks a place. In the vails
with a garden where Dad can plant v
he pleases a picket fence. Just what
want I'm going to have it done inside
the way they want. They're tickled i
!

Continued from page 36

We

'

"Nothing.

tablespoon butter or Crisco in
saucepan
add small onion chopped fine
saute. Add 1-3 can Heinz tomatoes
cook
15 minutes
add a can of shrimps, 1 cup
sweet milk thickened with flour, 1 teaspoon
salt,
spoon cayenne pepper, dash of black
pepper. Take off stove when boiled and
serve on toasted bread.
1

Young Mister America
I'll stand," he gasped.
interview was going on in the other
room but I didn't want a fainting leading
man on my hands, so I started in to announce him.
"I sure look terrible," he muttered.
I found Sterling sitting in my chair as
big as life and the telephones ringing feverishly.
excused each other and I slid
over the desk to grab the phones. Work
carried on as usual. I continued to stand.
And Mr. Sterling continued to sit in the
chair he had said "no, thanks," to in the
beginning. "What's the script like?*' he

—

—

this time it wasn't in the movies.
"If I can get the folks taken care of
that's all I want
if I can just do that before I go
I'd like to buy them the kind
of little house they'll be happy in." At that

—

—

I knew what was coming next.
"You can kiss Sterling good-bye
start knitting him socks and get tl
boysenberry pies ready," some of the
1

on the set teased. "Because he's enlist
I thought about his career. He'd go

He

been proud to acknowledge this boy as their
son. Not because he was going to give
them something. But because he expressed

has the fine start now that ac
Studios will be wanting to
row him. They'll want to put him
smart leading ladies. There's a guy that
go somewhere, you'll say. He has the ch;
of making one more picture before

an exalted devotion.

leaves.

moment Mr. and Mrs. Anybody would have

up.

wait

for.

-

.

.

j

.

He attended Red Cross First Aid class
three nights a week here at the studio. In
the class were secretaries, office boys and
other studio people. Lew Ayres was their
teacher and Bob's praise of him is very
high. "He's so sincere the way he explains
things." Bob is also air raid warden for
his district. He is perpetually hungry. He
has a passion for boysenberry pie as well
as chocolate sodas. He also says he will
probably get hydrophobia because he picks

"Now, how about a soda?" he sugges
at ten o'clock the morning they had g
us the news. But I couldn't manage oi
maybe it was the hour. I couldn't even

up and hugs every mutt he sees. "When I
was a little kid I had a dog. I loved him.
Every noon Mom would let him out and
he'd come to school to meet me and walk
home with me. All the kids would try to
catch him and take him away but he never
left my side. Then one day he didn't show
up. One of the kids yelled 'Your dog won't
ever follow you again.' And he laughed. I
wanted to fight him, but I realized that was
silly
besides I wanted to get home fast.
I ran all the way. I knew something was

You can

—

my
I

chocolate cake dessert at luncheoi

packed

and brought

it

it

back

to

Sterling for his three o'clock hunger p
He grinned as he ate it and said, "I'll
member this when I'm up there fighti
That's right. For a minute I forgot a
the other part he said he was going to i

say

it

again

—

he'll

do

all

LIBERTY UMEfflCKS

:

;

wrong when

I

saw Mom. Dad took me

aside and told me my dog was killed by the
school. I never got over that."
When Bob did a "Maisie" he had a prize
fighter who trained him during the entire
picture. The fighter thought he was just
right and named him "Champ." Then the
trainer became Bob's stand-in. In between
scenes when they play cards or are talking,
or are singing a duet of "Deep In The
Heart Of Texas" with Johnny's barking,
husky voice on the upper, they are a
scream With his smashed-in nose and big
ears, the stand-in was contemplating plastic
surgery. Bob and he went into conference
and brought me in on it. We, including
Johnny, decided that fate could intervene
and make him too awfully handsome. And
then where would he be? He couldn't be
competition to his champ
Johnny has
gone in the Army and it will be a glad day
when he and the Champ meet.
He's your boy friend, your brother, your
son, or just young Mister America straight
through when he tells you how the other
night after Red Cross class he was pretty
hungry. But he had worked on the set all
day and he was too tired to stop for some!

!

Now

—

thing to eat. He went home tried to be
quiet like a mouse coming in. But his
heard him. And just like your Ma, she said
she bet he was hungry. And there they
were, talking like mad, eating scrambled
eggs, jam, toast and coffee in the middle
of the night. "I slept like a log after that
and I feel great today," he said.
On the set, one day, he was unusually
quiet and I noticed him scowling over a
very long paper. "Know anything about
real estate?" he wanted to know.

ril

Said a singer

named Mimi

Paree,

"These

War Bonds

are

sacred to me,

For maybe my France
Will soon have a chance
To be like America

Mom

free!"

t

Scale up your investment.
Buy
War Bond* and
Stamps with a tenth of
Help your
your pay
County make it* quota.

V. S. Treasury Dept.

i

j

—

.

nd along with best wishes ... a Christmas suggestion: on your gift list,
fine to
lots of PHILIP MORRIS Cigarettes in gay Holiday packages
Morris
Philip
Call
for
Finest
Cigarette.
America's
to
get,
give, fine
•

put

.

.

!

On

Calling

The den is small as dens should be and
the furnishings consist principally of a
and an
studio couch, a desk and chair
enormous library of records. "The heart
of the house," Dick informed me. "My
father started collecting operatic records

the Carlsons

—

Continued from page 33
two lamps on either side of the divan are
dark green, based on
old perfume jars

1

—

bras< with

string shades.

The divan and matching chair are covered in a rough textured fabric, white with
green flowers. The end tables are mahogany
adaptations of early English breakfast
trays. One of them is an original, the other
a copy.
The refectory table at the end of the room
is a beautiful thing. It, too, is a reproduction, but so cleverly done that if the Carlsons didn't feel constrained to tell, few people would know' it. It had fourteen coats
of paint and has been rubbed until the wood
shines through in places.
-

—

!

—

The ottoman is a waif nameless. "We
wanted two small ottomans," Dick rambled
along cheerfully, "then the decorator suggested we just have one large one made.
,

When we

got

it

we

didn't

know what

—

it

was. It could be a p'nai or a hickie but
we don't think so. It's more like a fireside
bench that's been stricken with elephanI

this."

The wall treatment of the room is unThe west end is done in American
paneling, the north wall is -windows and
the other two are plaster, covered w ith burlap. The rug is a reversible jute.
Going into the dining room one is struck
again with the thought and care given the
planning of the house. The table is one of
the few really old, authentic pieces in the
place. It is a drop-leaf mahogany, built
about 1800. during the Regency period. The
usual.

:

refectory table in this room is also mahogany. The chocolate cups on the shelf above
it are Limoge china
and were a wedding

present to Dick's great-grandmother. The
silver candlesticks were a present from
William Holden and Brenda Marshall.

The paper is the room's most distinctive
feature, although wherever paper has been
used in the house it is beautiful and all of
it is copied from the wall-paper in old

New

England houses.
"The kitchen," Dick broke in, leading the
way, "is my pride and jo}\ We knew that
all good parties end in the kitchen so we
thought w*e might as well face it and make
as attractive as possible. It's Pennsylvania Dutch, so the first thing we had to
have was an open fireplace. Then, after we
got it, we thought we might as well put
it to some practical use. So we got a brazier
in which we can burn either charcoal or
hickory) to fit in the bottom. Then we got
a grill for barbecuing steaks, spits (electrically turned) for poultry and roasts, and
a gadget that looks like an elongated popcorn popper for roasting potatoes.
it

(

"The doors on one cupboard have conventional Dutch designs and those on the
other have dates we want to remember
the baby's birthday, our wedding anniversary, the date we moved in, etc. I always
eat breakfast in here when I'm working,"
he finished irrelevantly.
Just off the east end of the living room is
the den, with a built-in combination radio
and phonograph. The radio control is a
small box. not attached to anything, that
can be picked up and carried anywhere in
the house. Both the radio and phonograph
can be started with this amazing contrivance and stations can be switched without
ever having to go near the radio.

SCREENLAND

appropriated them. Then
play the
phonograph more than the radio."
As we started to leave the room I glanced
hurriedly through a pile of records. Far
down on the bottom completely out of
sight
were a couple of popular numbers.
Leaving the den and climbing the few
stairs to the nursery, I noticed a beautiful
old stand planted with ferns and ivy. "It
was originally a globe stand," Mrs. Carlson
years ago and
I

I

began adding symphonies.

We

—

—

said.

"I wish we had the globe to go in it."
Dick remarked mournfully, "but the darned

things are so scarce."
Entering the nursery, Mrs. Carlson announced in the tones of a heretic, "We made
up our minds from the beginning we didn't
want the conventional pink or blue nursery,
and we determined not to have it."
They didn't. The woodwork is white but
the walls are a soft green. The rug is a
very inexpensive, loosely woven yellow material. The ruffled curtains are of cheesecloth "and," they proudly tell you, "the lot
of them cost less than $10. In fact." Mrs.
Carlson added, "we started to use them
throughout the house but then we thought
perhaps that was carrying economy too far
so we've used white organdy on all the
other windows."
I might add that the room is a cheerful
and welcome relief from the conventional
nursery.
In the master bedroom the Carlsons have

almost monastic simplicity.
a fireplace, an antique drop-lea:
an enormous affair two
table, the bed
bed-side tables and a couple of chairs. They

kept

There

to

is

an

—

—
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Famous Better Fabrics
Testing Bureau — Nonspi
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underarm "perspiration rot"!
1. "Gentle Astringent Action"
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odor by checking the flow of perspira-

tion.
2. Safe and convenient to use. Easy to
apply.

A

3.

each have a bath and dressing room with
built-in chests of drawers. The bedspread,
of white linen, is quilted in green to match
the wall space back of the bed.
They keep no gardener and the two of
them do all the work around the grounds.
"All these walls and terraces must have
cost you

a

small

fortune,"

commented,

I

looking admiringly around.
"Well," Dick said, "we've gone slow and
live on a budget and
paid as we went.
go out very little."
"We can't!" wailed Mrs. Carlson. "We
haven't any tires."

We

"The money we would ordinarily spend
in night clubs," Dick went on, "we'd rather
put into furniture or plants. I put in all

these lawns myself," he added proudly, "and
I built this walk running all around the

clear, clean quick-drying liquid.

And

T also planted all the shrubber(Mrs. Carlson) planted all the flow
ers and she takes care of them. When I'i
not on a picture I mow the lawns. Whei
I am working, I mow them on Sunday.'
He went inside for a moment and I turner
place.

Mona

Carlson. "The screen doesn't d>
I opined. "He always seem:
so bent on preserving his dignity."
Mrs. Carlson exploded in a gale of laugh
ter. "Dick!" she screamed. "What dignity:'
Dick reappeared carrying three tal
glasses of lemonade. He jerked his heat
toward the setting sun. "We live by tha
old saying, 'the sun below the yardarm,'
he grinned. "When it gets that low aroum
here we really get going!"
I got going presently, too, but all the wan
home I kept thinking, "What a swell housi'
for two swell people."
Airs.

to

him

justice,"

—
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Do Your Friends Listen
When You Talk?
know what's going on in the
world are always the center of interest in
any group. They are never at a loss for friends
and eager listeners. Others seek their company, value their opinion, respect their advice.
you want your friends to consider you
If
intelligent, read the stories and articles in
Liberty Magazine every week. The best writers
on War, Politics, National and World Affairs
share their knowledge with you. The best fiction writers thrill and entertain you with short
and continued stories. The best cartoonists
delight and amuse you.
Here are some of the big name writers who
have appeared in recent issues: Raymond

PEOPLE who

Richard Carlson, above, has
to the loneliness of Africa

Clapper, George Fielding Elliot, J. C. Furnas,
Paul Gallico, Jan Struther, John Gunther,
Phyllis Duganne, Mabel Brown Farwell. These

and many more are your friends and informants when you read Liberty.
Right now you can take advantage of a
special offer we are making to new Liberty
subscribers. You save money and get Liberty
delivered to your door by U. S. mail.
By subscribing now you get the next twenty
issues of the new, bigger Liberty for only
$1.00. Send the coupon TODAY.
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A

I'm Just

of

role to

date as Langford, who succumbs

Hedy Lamarr

as Tondeleyo, native temptress.

Joe

!"

—James

Continued from page 45

—

"All lasting music is that
in Hollywood
which records the experience of a people at
any given time in history."
Although spring had closed the first pianist phase in Craig's life, he intended to take
up music the following winter, but travel
intervened. Jimmy and his family moved to
Florida and Jimmy went to the strange new
school just long enough to decide that he
didn't like it. Still, he didn't want to lose
contact with his class back in Texas and
have to lag behind a year when he went
home, so he struck on a neat dodge. He devoted himself to scholarship until he received his report card and discovered that it
provided spaces for an entire year's grades.
wonderful world Wonderful world

Hmm—

!

SCREENLAND
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Craig
1

Craig, in twenty minutes, completed
year's highly satisfactory work, stored hi
report card against next fall's need, an
went to work for Western Union, unbt
known to any authority likely to tan h
trousers. He earned, and deposited in a
imposing bank, $254.00. He was a bloate
plutocrat, a purse-proud depositor.
One morning, on his way to work, h
noticed a frantic knot of men and wome
in front of the bank. Not one to pass u
excitement, Jimmy went over to find or
what simmered. Someone said the bank ha
gone bust, so Jimmy tapped and becaus
of his messenger's uniform
was admitte*
He marched up to the president of the ban
and asked to have a few words, whereupo

—

—

-

'

taken to the president's private
Proffering his pass book, Jimmy said,
What about my money, sir? Seems like I
So the
;iould get something out of this."
outside,
resident, pointing to the crowd
presence to an eleven•fed to explain their

was

e

ffice.

his Guiding Star

To be

;ar-old boy.

i

bucks
I got out of that mess was ten
ada lasting distrust of banks," Jimmy
had it, I spent it."
tits. "From then on, if I

had the reputation
most open-handed
ombres in them thar Hollywood hills.
Then along came The Bub (James Craig,
now aged 2>4) and daddy quickly set
r

my*W.B.N.C."

try

id"

or several years, Craig
being one of the

>r

Pauletre Goddard, Starring in "Star
Spangled Rhythm", a Paramount Picture

.

p

several trust funds to protect his son's

iture.

Thus far, we ve shown young Craig as an
-nbryonic musician, a paper peddler, a selfromoted sixth grader, a Western Union
Still
:eteran, and a disillusioned depositor.

Electing careers, Jimmy went back home
nd took up magazine sales work. After
:hool one night he finished selling his
uota, then sauntered over to the school
ruunds where a track meet was in proglike his
:ss. Some of the events looked
ish,

so he asked the principal

if

he might

"Surely."
He shed his canvas pack, took off his
which
hoes, and entered the broadjump
in the
e won. Then he was given a lane
00 yard dash, and won second place. The
ig event was the 100 yarder, which Jimmy
entered anyway. And won.
-getting tired

articipate

and was

told,

_

—

—

he prize was a five pound box of candy
urchin
„-hich a dusty, grimy, barefooted_
jcked under his arm, along with his shoes
nd magazine sack, and carried home.

He gave

the trophy to his mother with a
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"The Japs will be sorry
they woke us
When War Bonds in
bunches
Develop our punches

Then

—

Hitler will fade like
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;

got something

It's

"One thing about me,'' says Mr. Cr;
with utter truthfulness, "I've never be
afraid of hard work."
Considering this background, it's no w

she sat down to cry the inexplicable tears
of mother love.
When the volatile young Craig wasn't
selling magazines, delivering papers, running
races or exercising some other muscle, he
was reading. He read every Tom Swift
book written, and he practically memorized

der that the terrific Texan was so convii
ing as a doctor in "Kitty Foyle," as a far

"Hearts of Hickory" by John Trottwood
Moore. In addition to plenty of action and
excitement, this novel was notable for an

about

Indian

T«*^

CREAM

M

extremes.

(ute

running account of his day's activities. And
mother? She looked at the long-legged,
dark-eyed boy so full of energy and ambition, yet so affectionate and vulnerable, and
his

is

an

heroine

Princess

tic

Pearl

in

Thinks

Peach

By

niiHMMBfflllB^

Buck's

it's

book,

we go

—

to press)
Seed."

"Dragon

swell.

Jim was

14, he was a conhobo. In his present conversations he is forever bobbing up
like an
athletic seal with a balloon on its nose—
with sentences like, "Once when I was in
." or "Well, that
Coffeeville, Kansas
."
summer, I happened to be in Mobile
"One time, I remember, I landed at Warrior,. Alabama, along in the evening. I hiked
out to a farm house and explained to the
lady who answered the door that I'd like to
buy supper, a night's lodgings, and breakfast from her. She was sure nice. Took me
right in and made me comfortable. The next
morning I rolled out early, so's to get a
good start not that I was going anywhere
in particular, but I wanted to be on my way
and we got to talking at the breakfast
table. She had lost her husband just four
days before and she was alone in that big
house, trying to take care of the milking
and all. Well, I felt sorry for her, so I
stayed there with her for ten days until she
could get a good farm hand."
After that, his careers started to pile up.
He sold groceries at a Red & White store
he sold pari-mutuel tickets at Fair Park in
Dallas. Never since then has he placed even
a small wager on the giddyaps.

the time

firmed

'

both

about "Berlin Diary" and Lin Yutang's

writings, and he's deep (as

up iaithiuny

who was

divinely beautiful and astonishingly brave.
Jim was just recovering from the typical
juvenile-male viewpoint that anything in
petticoats was a minor plague. Yet he fell
in love with the fictional Indian Princess,
and swears that he has never entirely recovered. Better let your braids grow, girls.
Of his current reading, Jim is enthusias-

"AH That Money Can Buy," and
a frontiersman in "Valley Of The Sui
His personal tastes are simple, defini
and dusty like the man himself. He d>
on co'n bread, turnip greens, roast be
vanilla ice cream, apple pie and cheese,
doesn't like sweets. "Brother, you can ha
all that French pastry," is one of the
sons for his flat, muscular waistline.
"And you can write it down that Cr;
can cook," he adds. Specialties are ste
and spaghetti. Last summer, when he w<
home on vacation, his mother said one nis;
that she couldn't think of anything tl|
sounded palatable for dinner. "You just
still," son James advised, "I'll get dinne
"You should have seen the look on Motile
face. All she remembered about me and
er in

summer

—

.

.

.

.

—
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3

taking a pre-medic course at
Mr. Craig is also like a
good Hemingway character tender of all
mankind. He can't stand to see suffering.
So there went another good career.
After college, he spent some time as an
oilwell rough neck, wild-catting in the Oklahoma fields, then went to work in the credit
department of General Motors. It was while
he was on vacation from G. M. that he
came to Hollywood, learned what was expected of a motion picture actor, returned to
his job for another year while he trained on
the side, then came back to Hollywood and
was promptly signed.
By this time we have lost count of the
Craig careers. Still, there were two others
on which he relied from time to time while
he was getting a toehold in cinema he did
some pugilistic work, and he drove a truck
on the night run between Los Angeles and
Rice, but tough

ted

Sheridan

and Rah-Rah Craig went

He was

Bonds!

You help win the war!
You save something for a
day

4701

%

300 de-\

Reasonable prices.
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lit
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Coney

college,

to Rice Institute, on sort of a" football
scholarship. To plump out his exchequer, he
went down to one of the local dance emporiums to study the situation, and learned
that their prjees were exhorbitant for a
campus purse. He cajoled the proprietor
into making Friday Collegiate Night at a
slightly reduced rate. Jim, for bringing in
the curricular crowd, was to get 10% of
the total take, and his missionary efforts to
encourage a good Friday night gathering
were nothing short of herculean.

111.

Hours

—

—

:

San Francisco.

SCREENLAND

Mitzi Uehline, who
ern California's "All

peering

in

won the title of Sou
Year Girl," has been

c

Hal Roach's Streamlined corned

was that I couldn't boil wate
for clothes, he likes the two extren
either rugged sports clothes or white
and tails. He despises dinner clothes, 1
cause "a tux is just a compromise. It is
dress-up." (Psst
he sleeps raw.)
He thinks that most women's hats are
sane. The little, tiptilted ones especialBut he likes big picture hats with no ador
ment. "I like summer dresses for girls,"
adds. "Dresses made of that light sti
voile or organdy or whatever you call it.
seems to me that there's nothing daint
than a pretty slip showing through a sin
dress. I like ruffles, too."
His idea of sport? Well, "Give a mar
horse he can ride . . ." Jimmy owns t
piebald Apoloosa mounts named Punch a
Judy, and he rides one or the other evt
day if he doesn't have to go to the stud;
But by far the most important item in 1
kitchen

—

As

—

of Jimmy Craig is The Bub, pint-si/
head of the house of Craig. Jimmy is utn
devoted to his small, brown-eyed son. WT
the baby was sick, during the time
life

That Money Can Buy" was being ma
Jim gave him four blood transfusions, a

w

simply lived at the hospital. He tells,
belligerent tenderness, about carrying
small, sick youngster to the window a
showing him the grass, the flowers,
trees. Jimmy is positive that these toi
around hospital room and to and fro beff
the window helped to save the baby's li
Perhaps that was it. Or perhaps the la>
Fate, is so interested in the determinati'
the vitality, and the idealism of one of
favorite sons that she doesn't plan to de
him anvthing he reallv wants.

i

1

1

!

.

!

Bob Hope's

MANY

JUST SO

$18.75 buys

bullets

Alaskan Diary
Continued from page 21

by an
banks.

Army bomber when we
And is that going to be

reach Faira thrill

—

Saturday, Sept. 12 Arrive in Fairbanks.
It's a dismal place. The weather is dark
and cloudy, but, surprisingly, it's not cold,
I'd say it's around 40 above. Frances and
Jerry and even Tony dressed in their
parkas look very, very warm and unhappy,
but I'm disgustingly comfortable. Fairbanks still seems bare and desolate to us,
though. Several important Army officials
greet us and show us to our quarters, which
are certainly very much okay.
An officer has just come to my room and
told me that a dance is to be given in our
honor tonight. I'd no more expect to see
a dance in Alaska than I would to see iceskating on Vine and Sunset in Hollywood.
Frances and I walk in together. She has
on heavy clothes. Says she's afraid the
night will turn cold and that she imagines
all women look rugged up here. She looks
like Hollywood's conception of what the
well-dressed far northern woman will wear
at a social shindig. She could model for
a furrier in her get-up. She looks so convincing that I expect to hear her break
cut and yell, "Mush!" at any minute. Suddenly, she looks as though she has seen a
ghost. No wonder. One look at the dance
floor and she discovers, to her amazement,
that she is the only woman present who
isn't wearing evening clothes and finery.
All she can do is sigh heavily and walk
on in, braving the storm. Don't think she

.

s

—

—

]

1

i

:

in the company of a lot of bedecked
Eskimos, either. The women are all white
and very, very beautiful. Frances carries
is

»|

quite well under the circumstances.
What slaves women are to fashion
do several shows during the
P. S.

on

j
;

;

:

We

night.

j

W

:

I'll
not forget that dance. I've never
heard a hotter band. If Skinny Ennis ever
plays as long and as hard as that band did,
he'll be a mere shadow. Not that he isn't
already The musicians, twelve of them and
all soldiers from the Ladd Field Army
Band, practically make the bandstand sizzle.
They don't even stop for a breather. I'd

BUT SUPPOSE HE NEEDS

MORE?
"What's he going to do

NEVER

.

.

elj
S

.}

think they'd collapse.
It's now four A. M. I've just come back
from the dance. If I'd stayed up until four
in the A. M. in Hollywood, everyone would
think I was going off the beam. But Fairbanks and Hollywood are very far removed socially and otherwise.
Sunday, Sept. 13 We're on our way to

,'

—

our

first

thing

—

Alaskan Arm}' camp show. Some-

me

tells

come

that

Tony Romano's

in very handy,
ether music for us to use.

will

We've done seven shows today
ent camps around Fairbanks and

guitar
is

no

at differ-

all on the
trucks with a mike. And
we've had our first big thrill the reception
from those boys. When Frances sings, I've
noticed a lot of them bowing their heads.

4

back of

•I

there

as

Army

—

tears in their eyes. You can tell
they're thinking of their homes and their
girls. All their hopes and dreams and lone-

They have

!

liness are
\

being released now.

And

yet they
are the same boys who applaud us so wildly.
I'm not one who goes in for sentiment
much, but they make a guy think and they
make him proud that we have such boys
who are doing their jobs today without a

—

whimper.
Frances is so impressed that she is even
able to laugh at a gag that some of the

.

.
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ing another
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fresh,
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money
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and
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and medicines,
ships.

only got to

marksmen

put

To win, we've not
our men and plants

to

this
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But
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!

I
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brave, if

in the world.

no good any

he hasn't got

How
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pulled on her the night before.
she started to go to bed, she was
dead tired. She pulled back the blankets
and tried to get into the sheet. But no luck.
She struggled and struggled. Finally, she
yanked off the blankets and started to remake her bunk. The soldiers had shortsheeted the sheet. In plain English, they
had folded the sheet so that she couldn't
pull it over her and so that there was no
room for her feet. She didn't let on that
anything had happened to her when she put
soldiers

When

in an appearance this morning. The boys
had told me what they had done, so I asked
Frances how she slept. She told me all
right

Today ends with a broadcast over Fairbanks' fine radio station, KFAR. Got to
try to get through to that station for the
rest of our broadcasts this year.
Monday, Sept. 14 Leaving in an Army

—

bomber
Marvin

for Nome.
Setzer, of

Our

pilot is

Lieutenant

Pomona, California. He
is 22 and has already had medals for his
fine work in the Aleutians. He is thought

they came to Golena. And Frances
first white woman they have seen
in months. When we're through, we all feel
like crying like babies.
My sore throat is giving me more trouThe
ble. It's been bothering me lately.
doctor there, Lieutenant Merritt, takes me
over to his makeshift hospital which is set
up in a tent. He has full equipment, everything all laid out neatly and perfectly. He
has to sterilize his instruments by boiling
things on a little stove. He's doing a great
job. I talk to him for about a half an hour.
It's easy to see that he has left a fine position in civilian life to do this splendid work.
His sacrifice for a cause is typical of all
the men in Alaska.
see our first dog team. What beauBefore we leave, we spit in
tiful animals
the Yukon.
have now obliged tradition
and are automatically half-sourdoughs.
Monday night about 3:30. It's night to
only have an
us.
land in Nome.
hour to spend there, we think, so we start
right out doing more shows. It's very windy
and rainy. It really looks like the last
stop.
do four shows in this weather,
tramping about continually in the mud.
stop to see a gold mine, the richest
in the United States. It's owned by only
four men and brings in about $70,000,000 a
the

We

!

We

—

We

We

of so highly that he is now the General's
private pilot, but he doesn't care much for
the job as he has to sit around too much.
He wants those flying hours.
stop at
Golena on the way. It's just an Eskimo
village with a post office.
hadn't planned on stopping at Go-

year.

but we're glad we did. Suddenly, a
short time after we land, about 400 of our
boys start running out of the tents, of the
woods, and fox holes. I guess one of them
discovered us and tipped the others off.
put on an impromptu show.
have
to talk down-wind since we have no mike.
The laughs and the yells those kids give
us are something we can never, never
forget. We're the first show they have had

play more shows. Still the mud is
with us
Deep, thick, oozy mud. That's
about all the country is. But the boys don't
seem to mind, so we certainly don't. We're
not here for our comfort. We're here to do
a job that is badly needed.
Back in town we do another big show
for all the boys we couldn't reach at the
camps. We round them up and bring them
to the gym in the town. There are 1500.

We

We

lena,

We

We

Just heard we can't leave for Anchorage
we had planned. The weather is too bad

since

is

We

We

'
1
j

as

I

So we do two more shows.

—

Tuesday, Sept. 15 Leave for Anchorage
stop at Bethel on the way. While we're
doing a show here for some boys who have
been completely isolated, we see some Eskimos standing in the background looking
at us. They're complete poker-faces. Reminds me of some of the audiences I've
faced in Hollywood. After the broadcast, 1
go over to them and tell them one of my
funniest jokes, with the gestures and all.
They don't bat an eyelash. I console myself
with the knowledge that they can't understand English. I thought sure my nose

We

]

j

•'

i

j

would create some

attention, though, so
perhaps they are the first to appreciate the
fact that, in
own way, I'm handsome
That's what's nice about writing a diary.
I can't hear anyone call me a liar. Hope,
you're handsome. See? No answer. I must
do this more often to build up
own

my

—

my

i

morale.

Arrive at Anchorage. Greeted by GenBuckner and other high-ranking Army
officials. We're given a party. After which
we do three more shows. We're plenty;

i

eral

—

but happy
Wednesday, Sept. 16 Can't go to the
Aleutians yet as we had planned. Weather
much too bad. And I mean bad The storm
is terrific up there. So we go to Yakatak
and to Cordova. To get to Cordova, we
have to ride thirteen miles on a speeder. A
speeder is a hand-car with walls. Cordova
tired

1

—

:

1

We

!

j

just a small fishing town, but it has a*
theater of sorts.
do two shows there.
And that feeling comes to us when the'
boys show how much this little entertainis

—

ment means

We

to

them.

Wednesday night, 10
port has come through

p.

m. Sept. 16

that

it's all

— Re-

right to

go back to Anchorage. Weather has been
bad where we are but it seems to be clearing up. We board the plane.
We're out about ten minutes when suddenly the fog closes in. We sense something
ominous happening. The ship is rocking;
back and forth. I look at my watch. We
should be in Anchorage now. The plane is
going back in circles. Now it's climbing up
and up. Then it starts to go down. Ice is
forming on the wings. I can see it through
the sleet and snow. None of us looks at each
other, but we all have that funny feeling
inside, like a cramp in your heart. We've
been out twenty minutes but it seems like
twenty hours. The crew chief appears and

j

5

i

j

I

—

looks at Frances. It's plain to see that he's
worried about something. He tells her to
put on her life belt and parachute. He give?
us all the same directions.
ask him
what's wrong. He just says, "Ceiling zero,
can't see the field."
know that in
this country a plane can't just land. There
are too many mountains and glaciers. Then
before he goes back up front, he tells Frances to be sure to pull the string that will
release her Mae West belt (the life belt)
and to take off her parachute quickly when *
she hits water. Frances just smiles. She
knows as well as we all do that if we land
in the water, we're a cinch to drown, especially where it's so hard for anyone to find
us. And as for the parachute, it won't help
us if we land on the peak of some mountain.
We're in a tough spot with no way out
in sight. Well, one thing is certain. If we
do have to use the chute, we won't count tc;i
ten before we pull the string. Three will
be enough. That's as far as the Army fliers
count before they yank. What's good
enough for the Army fliers is good enougl'

We

i

We

We

;

—

for us.

The plane is still maneuvering about.
know the gas must be getting low, for

We
Directing is such nice work. You have Frank Tuttle's word for it. The director is rehearsing Marie McDonald, who is being featured by Paramount in Alan Ladd's starring
picture, "Lucky Jordan," after having played only minor roles at another studio.
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the storm isn't helping our fuel situation.
All we can do is to sit back and wait for
!"
the word, "Jump
I think of a lot of things now when it
seems pretty sure that death is staring u;

.

We're all pretty scared. I'm
that I convinced Jon to let Fran>£ry
ks go, for if anything happens to her
think of that. To try to be
'A rather not
radio prolimy, I think of all the bad
fams I've done. But this isn't a time for
imedy. Then I remember that it was wise
the

i

face.

now

me

f

to

—

make

out

my

before I left
then suddenly I think
will

the trip. And
myself, "Well, if this is it, this is it.
>
ou've had a good, full life. You've done
>r

What more can you expect from life ?
won't be so bad then going now."
We've been out two hours now. We're
ill circling, going up and then going down.
\"liy don't they tell us to jump?
And then the miracle everyone reads
aout so often happens. Suddenly, we're in
rays of about twenty
ie middle of the
jarchlights. They know we're in trouble,
bey're trying to light up the airport.
still have to get down, though, and
lat will take some flying. This pea soup
terrific. We come down very, very low
mil we are about fifty feet above the water,
t's the only way we can see where we are.
his is ticklish business, flying so low, even
lot.

—

—

It took us two and a half hours to make
the trip that should have been made in a
half an hour. Fate was watching over us
after all.
Thursday, Sept. 17 Play seven shows
entertain the boys in
in Anchorage.
the hospital. It brings the war very close.
also give a number of shows around
the dugouts.
Most of the boys I talk to want to know
about the States and what's going on. One
of them asks me how the Brooklyn Dodgers
are doing. I tell him it looks like St. Louis
will cop the pennant. He can't figure it out.
"Why, the last paper I read up here, Brooklyn was eight games out in front." I tell
him he'd better get hold of a later paper

We

if

of the

Army

pilots in

and

Alaska

A

kim above the water like this often.
lurch of the plane could send us
lto eternity. But Lieutenant Setzer knows
ow to fly. Finally, a dull thud tells us we
||ve landed. The nightmare is over.
We get out and see crash landing equipicnt and ambulances ready. Thank God we
lldn't have to use them.
notice that Lieutenant Setzer has no
I
fe belt or chute on. I ask him about this.
Ie just says, "My cargo was more im-

my

:

cargo."
ortant and you people were
"hen he tells me, quite calmly, "It was
lenty tough up there. I never thought
,Vd make it. You see, we were flying blind
nd our radio

was

—Leave

for Whitehorse

but find we can't get through. Weather
again! Go to Fairbanks instead to get
away from a storm that is coming up.
Then on to Northway where we entertain
about fifty soldiers who sit on tree stumps

jlight

;

that's possible.

Friday, Sept. 18

We

most

—

We

,

i-iough

—

off."

listen to us.

—

Saturday, Sept. 19 On our
Fairbanks to Watson Lake.

way from

We

do three

desolate, lonely place.
sleep that night in the barracks. I have

shows there

We

in this

Warm

inside, though, because of the pleasure we were able to give
those kids at the Lake. They didn't know

been warmer.

coming. It was a wonderful sight
them come from all directions,
through mud and on any available trucks, to

we were
to

see

hear

us.

—

Sunday, Sept. 20 We go to Edmonton
and then to Seattle. Our trip is supposed
to be over, but we decide to go back. The

We

feel that
Army gives us permission.
there are more camps to cover. That our
job is only half done.
Tuesday, Sept. 22 We're sitting in a
hotel in Seattle when four sailors come up

—

(Yes I Did
and as a result of that

little

—
—the same

came

sickening

dynamic Power which
The shackles of de-

—

am

President of the
Publishing Company,
which corporation publishes the
largest circulating afternoon daily
in North Idaho. I own the largest
I

my

lovely pipe-organ
it, and my family are abundantly
provided for after I'm gone. And
all this has been made possible because, one day, about twelve years
ago, I actually and literally talked
with God.
You too may experience that
strange mystical Power which
comes from' talking with God, and
when you do, if there is poverty,
unrest, unhappiness, ill-health, or
material lack in your life, well

Do

our broadcast from Seattle.
Leave Seattle.
Sept. 23
Arrive at Juneau that night. We stop at the
only modern hotel, the Baronof.
Friday, Sept. 25 -We reach Naknak and
then we go to Cold Bay, where we do five
or six more shows. In Cold Bay I meet a
friend, Corporal Nicoletti. General Jones
gave me permission to talk to him and to
invite him to have dinner with the General and me that night.
Corporal Nicoletti had a great deal of
money in civilian life. He was a prominent
figure of the Bel-Air social group in Beverly Hills. The change from his former
way of living to this is tremendous. He
looks at the steak on his plate and simply
murmurs, "Steak! I haven't had one for
six months!" After dinner, he gives me
a start by going down on the floor. His
hands touch the rug. "Gee!" he exclaims.
"This rug feels good."
The General gives me permission to take
Nicoletti with me to Umnak.
Saturday, Sept. 26 The Aleutians at
last! We are only 250 miles from Kiska
in a place called Umnak. As we prepare to
land, a reconnaissance plane hovers over
us. Our pilot maneuvers back and forth.
I discover that no one can get in Umnak
without giving the proper signals. When

—

Wednesday

—

—

know how

letters

DR. PRANK B. ROBINSON
Pounder "Fsychiana,"
Moscow, Idaho
same Power is able to do for
you what it did for me. No matter

this

how

how

useless or

—

helpless your

seems to be all this can be
changed. For this is not a human
power I'm talking about it's a God-

life

—

AN ASTOUNDING
He

How

Moscow.

Idaho.

too,

may

talk

PROPHECY

which

NOW-he

NOW. We

—

tell

and copies of

what

is heingr ac-

complished all over the world
through this new strange Teaching.
If you will send me your name and
address on a post-card or in a letter,

these two booklets will come to you
free of charge. This experience may
sound unbelievable, but it's true or
I wouldn't tell you it was. The address is Dr. Frank B. Robinson,
Dept. 139, Moscow, Idaho.

*
He

told what nations would be lined up against other nations
years ago Dr. Robinson predicted this war.
makes another astounding Prophecy
on Pearl Harbor. The prophecy came true in a remarkable manner.
Will Tokyo go up in flames?
will Hitler and Hirohito meet their doom?
Which side will be v.ctorious?
cannot promise to repeat this offer.
ing prophecy will be included if you mail your request—
right in your own home.
well begin to use the invisible superhuman Power of God right tonight

Ten

you,

illustrated circulars,

in

139.

they are from, he

known publications.
I want to give you these two
booklets. I want to give you also

my

home which has a

Dept

whom

and scores of other internationally-

City. I drive
office-building in
own
two beautiful cars, I own

f

ask

with God, so that this same Power
which brought these good things to
me, might come into your life too.
I have written the strange, almost
unbelievable story in two booklets,
and I have given away literally millions of copies of them. As a matter
of fact, the story has been told in
67 foreign countries, and in every
city, town, village and hamlet in
America. It has been written up by
such outstanding periodicals as
Time, Newsweek, Magazine Digest,

into mine.

—well,
News Review

I

We

to

failure,

and fear which bound me for
and
years, went a - shimmering
feat

now?

When

points to the four sailors, who wave at us.
"They said to say thanks for all you're
doing, Mr. Hoik-," the waiter said.
won't forget those four boys, either.

Power. And there are no limitations
to the God-Power, are there? Of
course not. You probably would like

talk

everything took on a brighter hue.
It's fascinating to talk with God,
and it can be done very easily once
you learn the secret. And when you
do well there will come into your
life

tails.

Actually and Xitera.

#

with God, a strange Power came into my life. After 42 years of hordismal,

A

TALKED WITH GOD

I

rible,

to us. There are eight in our party. One
of the sailors says, "We'd like to buy champagne cocktails for all of you." I tell them
not to be silly, that they shouldn't spend
their money on us. They keep on insisting
but finally I'm able to convince them that
few minutes later, the
they should leave.
waiter brings us eight champagne cock-

*
eJ,
«long
*yT«r1"t'
^
j
».U the w«
Ho*
.

A

rKbfc L.Ut-1

or

SO SEND NUW.
Coovrieht

I'M:

^

'Psychi3n.i'

Inc

"Psvchiana"

Inc.
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:

:

finally land, we find that Umnak
mud pack and little more. It is

we

is

a

so far

just

removed from

civilization that Frances is
the first white girl ever to set foot there.
arrive at 9 :30 A. M.
had wired
we were coming, but the message hadn't
gotten through. We're made comfortable,
though.
give our show in the rain and
mud, with the 200 boys sitting on the
ground listening to us. But they don't seem
to mind sitting in the mud. In fact, they

We

We

We

look very healthy to us. They are our most
sensational audience yet. They cheer and
yell so loudly that I have to make a speech
to tell them how much I admire them. I
say something about how rugged their job
is but also how important their work is. I
close with, "This is the first time I've ever
played to fellows sitting on the ground.
Your response is so wonderful it's hard to
put how we feel into words. Especially
since I've played to people sitting in the
Paramount Theatre in plush seats and have
them sneer at me."
General Butler tells me later he would
like to have us stay to give a show for some
of the boys who are away on duty, as he
hates to have any of them miss the chance
of seeing us. But he says that if we don't
get out of here this afternoon, we'll be
caught in a storm and may be marooned
for five or six days. We leave that night
for Naknak. The General was right.
terrific storm comes up. In Naknak we do
three more shows.

A

—

SONG POEMS

^Publishers
x-.vour best
ject.

FIVE

To Be Set to Mustc

new songs! Submit one or more of
poems for immediate consideration. Any subneed

Send poem.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

STAR MUSIC MASTERS,

895 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., required by the Acts of Congress of
August 24. 1912, and March 3, 1933, of Screenland, published monthly at New York, N. Y.,
for October 1, 1942. State of New York, County
of New York, ss. Before me, a Notary Public In
and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared D. H. Lapham, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the Business Manager of the Screenland, and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management, etc., of the afore-

said publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the pubeditor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher, Paul C. Hunter, 205
E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.; Editor, Delight
lisher,

Evans Crooker, 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.;
Managing Editor, None; Business Manager, D.
H. Lapham, 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
2. That the owner is: Hunter Publications, Inc.,
205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.; Paul C.
Hunter, 205 E. 42nd St.. New York. N. Y.; John
F. Cuneo Company, 2242 Grove St., Chicago,
Illinois. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company but also,
in cases where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct
affiant's full

or Indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him. D. H. Lapham, Business Manager. Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of October, 1942.
Edith M. Garramone. (My commission expires

March
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30, 1944.)

Seal.

Sunday, Sept- 27 We fly to Juneau
where we entertain the fliers and where
Frances is made a Sergeant-Major. I fly on
to Spokane. Our Alaskan trip is over. I
take a train from Spokane that night since
the plane can't leave for Seattle because of
the fog. Frances and Jerry wait and fly

down.

—

Monday, Sept. 28 Arrive in
Monday night. Frances and Jerry
layed.

Seattle

are de-

—

Tuesday, Sept. 29 Frances and Jerry arrive very late two this afternoon. Have to

—

hurry back to Hollywood. Paramount has
wired I'm to come back to do another
scene for "Star Spangled Rhythm."

just

There are many things a man remembers
but nothing will stay with me as
long as the thrill we got out of doing the
shows in Alaska. I've seen those boys live
in his life,

and work

in

amazing conditions. They may

grumble, but they'll never lose their spirit.
They can still laugh and that's what
counts. I take my hat off to them. They're
doing a big job and doing it well, and don't
any of you ever forget it. Because of them
and our fliers up there, the Aleutian Islands
the Japs occupied are no longer a menace to

—

That problem is solved.
So to those boys, my gratitude and my
deep respect. They make me proud to be
an American. But I'll be seeing you boys
us.

soon again, for I'm going to move heaven

and earth to go back.
Below is printed verbatim a

letter

from

a soldier, Lester Bentley, of Sidney, Nebraska, who is stationed in Alaska now.

A

a soldier who saw Bob and his
consisting of Frances Langford,
Jerry Colonna, and Tony Romano, guitarist. It speaks for all the boys up there who
will never forget what Bob has done for
them. It is one written to his mother
letter

from

troupe,

Dear

Mom

Our mail is not coming through at all
and I have received no word since answering your most recent letters, several
days ago. However, we have just received
our one and only big thrill since leaving
the States and I am writing to tell you
about
I'll

Gene

Tierney and John Sutton are the love
birds In "Thunder Birds," film about thf
training of pilots for the United Nations

by the fire lamenting the fact that o
day was the same as any other here,
was 8 :30 in the evening and I was wo
dering whether I should just go to b
try to find something to read when
fellow poked his head in and said th
Bob Hope (in person) was at the i
field some six or eight miles away
the other side of the lake. All availat
trucks were going to try to carry us ov
to the field where Hope would enterta
us. You can imagine that we wasted
time running for the trucks. It was pro
ably a record movement for the Army.
The roads were very bad and mud'
but we arrived as quickly as possible a:
after forming the inevitable Army line \
were finally ushered into the largest roo
of the airport building.
must ha
been a horrible looking crowd with o
muddy, dirty clothes and bewhisker
faces. However, they must have been us
to that as they had been playing to Arn
crowds all over Alaska during the pa
week and they looked pretty worn a;
tired themselves.
Hope's party included Jerry Colorrn
or'

<

We

Langford, and a little guit
whose name, I think, w
"Cackles" Romano.
(You remember I saw Hope's she
from the third row in San Luis Obisj
and I was even more fortunate this tim
I sat on the floor in the first line whe
I could have touched any of them.)

Frances

player,

As

I said before,

start at the beginning.

Yesterday,

September 19, was just five months to
the day from the date we left the States
and sailed from
(censored). It was
also Saturday. I was standing in my tent
.

.

.

me we we
we

and

thrilled to tears. I thought about

you

i

during the show and wished you cou
have been as close to them as I wa
Hope should begin to recognize me
I keep sitting in the front row at h
shows. However, the beard may cro:
him up, as I probably won't be wearing
the next time I see him. I thought aboi
shaking his hand and telling him ho

much we

appreciated the

tremendous effort

show and

ti

had

cost his par
to make the strenuous trip. Of course, v
had never expected anything like it in th
wilderness and I think I speak for tl
Army when I say that he gets
vo
for the Army's No. 1 entertainer.
it

my

I

know

very much interests
mail it this mornin
will go out the first thii

you'll be

in this letter so

it.

they looked very tin

and travel worn, but believe
hungry for entertainment

hoping that

it

I'll

this afternoon.

We

are anxiously awaiting our
to day.

from day

ma

Loye

LES.

"Air Force " an up-to-the-minute
John Garfield in a scene from the big new production,
top role of his screen career.
Garfield
gives
which
service,
aviation
story about Uncle Sam's

Why

The

Sheridan-Brent

Marriage Failed!
Continued from page 23

and fawned-upon matinee idol in New York,
Denver, and other American cities; and
most exciting of all, for many months he
had been a dispatch carrier in his native
Ireland between Michael Collins, revolutionary leader, and De Valera, famous
champion of the fighting Irish.
Since settling down in Hollywood on his
four-figure-a-week salary George has lived
well. He has had yachts and planes and
fancy cars, not to mention innumerable
romances with the first, second, and third
ladies of the screen. George should be pretty

bored with

it all

by now.

Ann, on the other hand, at 27, has just
begun to enjoy life in Hollywood at its
most pleasant best. Ever since she left Denton, Texas, and came to Hollywood in 1933,
she has worked her fingers down to the
knuckles trying to get a firm hold on the
elusive ladder of fame. Ann has been
pushed around plenty. She has had to live
down both the silly "search for beauty"
campaign, and the cheap "oomph girl" publicity. Ann is not good at selling herself.
In spite of that red hair she is not given to
temperaments and tantrums, so her progress
as an actress has been slow and unexciting.
But in "Kings Row" she proved to all her
critics that she could play an intelligent
dramatic role just as superbly as a Bette
Davis or a Margaret Sullavan. Since then
Ann's career has been on the tip-swing.
Only recently has she received a salary in
keeping with her status as a star. After
eight years of grinding, hard work, Ann
has her first sip of success. She isn't bored
with anything or anybody. She wants to
live. She wants to act. Most of all, she
wants to laugh.
Brent's friends who called him a romanticist eternally seeking an ideal probably
hit the nail on its proverbial head. George,
at one time or another, has romanced nearly
every glamor girl in Hollywood, including
Greta Garbo, Bette Davis, Loretta Young,

Merle Oberon, Constance Worth, and Olivia
de Havilland. But his romances never last
very long. Four times he has married. But
marriages never last very long. Ruth
Chatterton holds the track record with a
year and eight months.
My nickel's worth is that George, with
that " arrogant independence that was instilled in him by his grandfather when he
was a child in Ireland, until it became a
part of his very being, is rather like a
Pygmalion. And Galatea is very bad casting
his

for Ann Sheridan.
Several days after the separation was
announced I had lunch with Ann in the
Green Room at Warner Brothers. Ann was
covered with mud, and apologized for being
so messy. As Karen Stensgard in the power-

anti-Nazi "Edge Of Darkness" (in which
Ann co-stars with Errol Flynn) she has another dramatic role which is a cinch to bring
her further laurels from the critics. That
day Ann had been participating in some
guerilla fighting in the rain-soaked hills of
Norway, and mud is very muddy these days
ful

of priorities.

George
"Until last Sunday," said Ann,
hadn't spoken much for a month. He finally
called me in Del Monte and asked if he

might come up for the week-end, and I
to
said okay, please come—but he went
Lancaster instead. Sunday he drove down
from Oxnard and arrived at my ranch in
the Valley about four o'clock in the afternoon. From four o'clock until late that
night we talked things over. George very

frankly told me what was wrong with me,
and that took quite some time. Among other
things he called me a career girl. Simply
because I sat up one night reading the script
it so
of 'Texas Guinan,' because I found
interesting I couldn't put it down. Imagine

me a career girl! Finally
George, it looks like this is

I

said,

'Well,

We

agreed
Alex Evelove, head ot

that I was to call
publicity at the studio,

it.'

on Monday morn-
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or enlargements of any 1
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photon
guaranteed.

3 fOT $1.00
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snapshot (any size) and receive promptly your
beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fad el es s
J
Pay postman 47c pins postage or send 49c with —-f
order and we pay postage. Big 16 x 20inch enlargement sent C.O.D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today, specify size wanted,
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Swift relief from pain due to
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring
Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny
tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don't
work right in the daytime, many people have to get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
!

your blood. Get Doan's

Pills.
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TEST THEM
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We make FALSE TEETH
from
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your mouth-impression

you

GUARANTEE

of Satisfaction.
pression material, directions.
Booklet of New Styles and
Information. Write today to
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Money-Back
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Free
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Dept. 43-F
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Chicago, Illinois

Free for Asthma
Leader Xavier Cugat, whose orchestra furnishes the rhythmic tunes in "You Were
Never Lovelier," starring Rita Hayworth and Fred Astaire, sketches a caricature of Rita.

During Winter
If you suffer with those terribleattacks of Asthma
when it is cold and damp if raw. Wintry winds
make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the
;

very last if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe if you feel the disease is
slowly wearing your life away, don't fail to send at
once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of
a remarkable method. No matter where you live or
;

;

whether you have any faith

in

any remedy under

the Sun, send for this free trial. If you havesuffered
for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today for this
free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address.
76-K Frontier Bldg.
Frontier Asthma Co.
Buffalo, New York
462 Niagara Street

ing and give him a statement for the newspapers."

vite us to dinner,

But George jumped the gun on Ann.
phoned the newspapers early next
morning and said, "It is the last thing in
the world I wanted. But I don't see what
I can do about it. Ann wants her freedom
and she is going to issue a statement ex-

He

;

PSORIASIS
PIXACOL, used

only as directed, has brought relief
to psoriasis sufferers when everything else failed.
A liquid, it is applied externally, dries quickly,
is non-greasy, convenient to use. You can try a
regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without spending
a cent. Write for
details.

m
PIXACOL

CO.,

FREE

Dept. $-11, Box 1298, Cleveland, Ohio

SONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet

out-

lining profit sharing plan.
ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
Cincinnati, O.
204 East Fourth St.
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COLON TROUBLES
Causes—
—Treatment
Effects

Colon troubles and Piles rate with bad
teeth and tonsils as a fruitful cause of
other ailments. Learn facts from 122page FREE BOOK with charts and X-ray
pictures. A card will do. McCleary Clinic,
HIS^ Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.
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CO.

East St. Louis, Illinois

plaining that our marriage

is

finished."

tered into all the fun, laughed, told jokes,
and, believe it or not, we were the last to
leave. I think Ann was getting ready to
sweep us out. I was worn and weary, but
I thought, this is wonderful, George has
gotten over his phobia. He likes people at

George has never been palsy-walsy with

Ann has. As a matter of fact, I
near Ann and George in the Beachcomber's on one of their rare nights out last
summer. George had hurt his hand in "You
Can't Escape Forever" and it was beginning
to swell. Ann ordered a bowl of cracked
ice. George said sourly, "Well, I hope the
press don't see me. They'll say I socked
you." Well, for one who doesn't like the
press I must say George ran to them awfully fast when he wanted sympathy.
"I'm sure the fact that we had two homes
had much to do with the failure of our
marriage," Ann told me. "Before we had
any thought of getting married I bought
four acres and a ranch house in Ensino
which I loved devotedly, but George never
cared for. He preferred the little bachelor
house at Toluca Lake, which he rents from
Charles Kenyon. Naturally when we married we expected to give up both these bachelor homes,' and build a home big enough
for both of us. But when we realized that
the press.
sat

building would be impossible until after
the war, and impractical because George
was of draft age, we called everything off.
I tried to live at George's little house, but
there wasn't even closet room, and when
I'd suggest that we live at my ranch house
George would complain of the sleeper

jump."

The war is blamed for everything these
days. It might as well be blamed for the
failure of the Sheridan-Brent marriage.
"George suffers from a shyness that is
out of this world," Ann continued. "I used
to think he was pretending when he said
he didn't like people, but after I married
him I discovered that it is really a phobia
with him. Someone at the studio would in-

SCREENLAND

and George would accept

with the utmost charm. But by the time we
had gotten home and I was ready to dress
for dinner, George would have talked himself into a state of abject misery. We'd end
up by staying home. Once he accepted an
invitation to a party Ann Sothern was giving. All evening he was gay and witty, en-

But I was wrong. The next time we
were invited some place he was as miserable as ever. We stayed home."
last.

George, according to his friends, has
been anti-social all his life. When he finishes a picture he doesn't celebrate, as most
actors do, by a whirl at the night clubs, or
a

flying

visit

to

the gay bistros

in

New

York, or a hunting trip with the boys in
Mexico. When he finishes a picture George
goes to a hospital and rests.
While Ann, unlike George, simply adores
people. All kinds of people. She's as friendly
as a kitten and as cordial as a politician in
October. For instance, I had lunch at her
house one Sunday, the year before the

Sheridan-Brent
.

romance

started.

It

was

scene out of "My Sister Eileen."
During the afternoon there must have
been forty or more people at the house,
including four members of the press, Cesar
Romero, her best friend Gwennie, two girls
from wardrobe, an agent, the plumber, the
family next door, and the entire rhumba
band from a downtown night club with
their Mexican wives and sweethearts. Our
conga chain was sensational.
Ann's friends at the studio (who consider Mr. B. a bit of a snob) claim that
George has always resented Ann's friendship with the boys and girls at the studio.
Ann's entrance into the Green Room at the
studio at noon used to be the cue for a nearriot. Everybody from the messenger boy
to the director wanted to tell Ann their
latest joke. Ann would throw back her head.
like

_

a

r

appreciatively, and say, ''Brother,
Green
a honev." Ann could take that
lorn out of'the dumps in nothing flat.
(Suddenly Ann didn't appear at the Green
pom any more. She told the people on her
eatthat George had decided she wasn't
* enough, and made her come home to
wellich every day where he had ordered
pared meals for her. Ann's studio friends
it personally,
ire pretty mad. They took

THEY 5A~Y IT'S A REALLY NEW KIND OF
Vjr
MOVIE MAGAZINE. I WONDER WHAT
f ^
MAKES IT SO DIFFERENT ?

•

\

-

j
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MOVIE SHOW

I

they shouldn't have. George

it

is

WHY

HERE'S

(The entirely new
kind of magazine)

hepped

the subject of health and vitamins (a
Ineover from his friendship with the

MAKES A

!

hepped Miss Garbo) and no doubt
sincere,
E interest in Ann's diet was quite
hh is the kind of a girl who has no imagLtion about food. At the studio she orders
|; ;ame lunch every day scrambled eggs,
Icon, buttered toast, fried potatoes, of
i-iich she takes just about four bites. Then
starts laughing and joking, and pushes

HIT!

jually

—

e

erything aside. One
ever had

e Brents
lrrots -

On their way home from work. Jane and
for a magazine. Jane notices the new

Joan stop

MOVIE

SHOW".

_

of the biggest fights
was over a dish of

SAY... THIS IS SWELL! HERE'S

AND HERE'S

A PICTURE STORY OF LORETTA
YQUN6 AND BRIAN AHERNE IN
NIGHT TO REMEMBER."

PRISCILLA LANE
(,110 6E0R6E BRENT
IN "SILVER QUEEN!"
LET'S

•

BUY

ONE...

J r
George's moroseness, his deieatism, and

gloomy

s
e

•

fatalistic

things the poor

Ann would

attitude

toward

guy probably

life

can't help,

to criticize.
hose "Black Irish" moods that descend
ion him regularly, driving him to the very
;rths of despair, are doubtless a heritage
cm his proud ancestors, who for generajns suffered beneath the cruel heels of the
lid

be

the

last

mglish tyrants, who robbed and laid waste
lands south of the River Shannon.
orge would like to throw, off this moroseI -55. But he has been steeped in it too long.
'..'hen one of these black moods envelops
fan he is as cheerless as a corpse at a

take a peek at a copy of "MOVIE SHOW"
this great magazine is
see the
written
see. for the first time. "ACTION IN

They

iteir

pleasant for a young Ayife
ho likes to laugh, who can make a wise-ack even at life's darkest moment
3 The Brent defeatism is famous at the
:li:dio where he has worked for ten years.
George always looks on the black side."
,ne of the employees there told me. "He
to think that life is trying to give him
perns
r
rotten deal. Whereas, we all think that
no
!fe has been pretty good to him. He has
eason to complain. Imagine, a yacht, a
lane, a bank account, Garbo, Davis and
Bieral.

.

.

*

!"

heridan, all in one lifetime
"Two questions, please," I

.

LATEST MOVIES

to

change.

/^dCOft — running

story in
scenes from actual movie.

^iol&tyUC— characters
just as they

as she rose from the table, pushing
jside quantities of scrambled eggs, bacon,
u ttered toast and fried potatoes, she added.
Xo, don't! I might change my mind."

BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS
BONDS AND STAMF

A

MOVIE

SHOW—

tremendously— become MOVIE SHOW
fans just as you will after you've seen a copy of
this fascinating new kind of movie magazine!
it

Look at this list of the great
features in the January issue
PHOTO-STORIES OF NEW

.

3.

in which famous beauty authority tel s you and shows
you how to become and stay lovelier!
l

Greer Garson— Ronald Colman in

"RANDOM HARVEST"

—

Marlene Dietrich John
Randolph Scott in

Wayne-

4.

if

—

Lane Georg-e Brent in
"SILVER QUEEN"
Loretta Young Brian Aherne in
"A NIGHT TO REMEMBER"

—

Rosalind
Russell
5.

Maureen

Lucille
Ball

O'Hara

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL
picture-story of the world's
— running
exciting and glamourous
city!

most

AND MANY OTHERS!
6.
.

PERSONAL APPEARANCES
stars were in same
feel as
— make youyou!
Featured personalities are:
room with

"PITTSBURGH"
Priscilla

JOHN ROBERT POWERS'
SCHOOL FOR BEAUTY,

MOVIES:

Brief, right-to-the-point reviews.

NATURAL COLOR "PIN-UP"
PICTURES

'."'

Then

At home Jane and Joan share
enjoy

—

n. No matter how much you have in comnon, a marriage cannot last if one tries to

i

talk

do in the movies.

^^t&t-—digest story of the movie.

Possessiveness sets

Aminate the other's life."
•Number two. Will I every marry an
.c:or again? Hit me with a brick if I ever

new way!

exciting

-

tries

JOHN ROBERT POWERS...

presented in

asked Ann.

and then I'll let you go and save Norway,
"irst, you must have known that _ George
ifcas morose, shy, and anti-social before you
harried him, so why did you marry him:
ind second, do you think you'll ever marry
n actor again?"
Xumber one," replied Ann. "Of course
{rou know all about a person before you
narry him. Or at least you think that you
sjo. Afj:er marriage you naturally expect the
:gh spots to smooth themselves out. as
But
'-cur mutual understanding deepens.
Iwtil you're man and wife, settled down
r.r.der one roof, you don't actually knozv a
crson. Sometimes marriage does strange
zings to people who have presumably been
mpatible during a romance. The very
hings that were once attractive suddenly
ecome the very things that one or the

AC

.

0000 ...look! the new
"SCHOOL FOR BEAUTY" BY

3

i

NEW WAY

.

Not very

•

•ther

.
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leading stars including:
Olivia
Mary Beth
de Havilland
Hughes

15i

of

Randolph
Scott
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with the same lace, are puffed and almos
reach the elbows. The brilliant emerali
green skirt of heavy satin is flared and ha
emerald green felt shamrocks running alon*
the border of the skirt.
black velvetee!
bodice with suspenders is worn over th
blouse and laced in front with black gro>
grain ribbon.
pale yellow organdy apro,
is trimmed with Irish lace and has a
larg
green felt shamrock in one corner. Th
green satin bow, of the same material a.
the skirt, with two felt shamrocks tied ii

A

A

the knot,

is

for the hair.

—

SECOND PRIZE DRESS
The two-piece dress is of bright greei'i
wool. The skirt is flared and has eigh
gores. The bottom of the skirt is trimmec
with three rows of red felt ric-rac. Th>,
jacket-blouse, made of the same material
is short-waisted and has a square neckline
The entire jacket is bound with the red
ric-rac, as are the short, puffed sleeves. Thii
heart-shaped buttons are red, and there',
a red

felt

heart-shaped pocket on the

left]

hand

side of the jacket, appliqued witl
green, white, yellow and blue felt flowers

THIRD PRIZE— ACCESSORY SET
HAT, MITTENS AND BAG
The
it is

hat

is

a simple calot, or "beanie," a:
called, with the heads of thi

sometimes

two hat-pins made of heart-shaped felt, on<
bright green and one royal blue. The bas
of bright red, loosely woven wool material

A

perfectly round.
bright green sill
twisted cord goes all around the bag anc
is then brought into a huge loop to be won
over the shoulder. On one side of the bag
green and red felt flowers and hearts havt
been appliqued, with some simple green embroidery in peasant style. The bag close;
with a zipper and is lined with bright greer
silk faille. The mittens are of bright recj
suede with the same "heart and flower'
applique that appears on the bag repeatec
on them. They are lined with white woo
is

fleece.

FOURTH, FIFTH, AND SIXTH
PRIZES SHOULDERSTRAP BAGS

—

The bag is made of natural color saddle
leather, stitched in yellow around the edges
;

and has a gold lock on the front, with
real key inside. The strap can be used as

The

five curvacloos show girls, posing under the big sunshade, are from "Happy
Go
Lucky," the rollicking filmusical in Technicolor. Reading from left, bottom row: Lynda
Grey, Rebel Randall, and Barbara Slater; top: Louise La Planche and Aileen Haley.

JANE WITHERS

PRIZE

CONTEST

Complete Descriptions Of Prizes
FIRST PRIZE
White

—IRISH COSTUME

silk crepe tights

with white lace

worn under the full skirt. A slip
with yellow silk top, trimmed in white lace
with bright green ribbon woven through it,
which can be seen through the net blouse.
trim, to be

The bottom of the slip is of white organdv,
gathered at the waist, with three ruffles
along the bottom, trimmed with a three-inch
border of Irish lace. The blouse is of fine,
eggshell net. Its neckline is round, and
rather low, trimmed with a thin border of
eggshell lace, and the sleeves, also trimmed

«

shoulder strap, or it can be attached to the
leather hooks and buckles on the bottom and
sides to shorten the strap into a regular
handle. Holes are punched in the strap so
that it may be lengthened or shortened, as
the wearer wishes. The bag, which is approximately ten and one-half inches by
seven inches, is divided into three sections
on the inside. The first division has a change
purse of the same leather as the bag. The
center part is made by the two pieces ol
leather that separate the first and last sections. These two pieces of leather have a
flap with a catch where one can keep flat
items. Under the flap is a small compartment with an opening in the center through
which the identification card is visible. The
last compartment has what is called a "drop
bottom." Along the bottom there is a piece
of leather-bound cardboard, about two
inches wide, which, when brought down
along the bottom of the bag, brings the last
compartment out to its full width in order
that it may hold more articles. When raised
along the back, the bag becomes thinner
again. The left-hand corner of each bag has
Jane Withers' autograph and a small "sticksketch" of the figure she usually draws as
part of her signature.
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Helen Hayes shows

Navy how

the

she saves waste kitchen fats to help
stop the Japs
I AM

sure I don't

know

as

much about mak-

ing explosives as most soldiers and sailors

do about the stage.

"But

lately

learned

I've

these

things:

that

make glycerine, and glycerinemakes the powder charge that drives millions
kitchen

fats

of shells from the guns of the United Nations.

"I'm told that a single pound of kitchen grease
will make two anti-aircraft shells. So you can
bet that not one drop of waste fat in

ever goes

back to

down

my meat

war. I'm making

"Take

it

to your

the drain. Instead,

—

dealer
it

a

and on

its

wartime habit

meat

"after you've collected a

my
I

way

—

house

send

it

to the

are you ?"

dealer," says Miss Hayes,
pound or more. He is co-

operating patriotically, and will pay you for your
fats and start them on their way to the war. But help
him by delivering early in the week."

low

do you save it? In
Hayes shows some

the kitchen of her Nyack,

New

York, home

Every kind of waste kitchen
is strained into a clean,
at
after you've got the cooking good from it
ride-mouthed can. Bacon grease, drippings, used vegetable shortening
verything. Don't use glass or paper bags. Keep in a cool, dark place.

jlelen

—

;ave

visiting sailors.

—

waste fats

TO MAKE EXPLOSIVES

Copyright

19-15,

Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.

Ginger
Rogers

II

I

Girls John Payne

ives Behind

w

Him!

Photos in full Color

"COMMANDOS
STRIKE AT

DAWN

Thrilling Fictionization!

Try this Brides Beauty Secret...

go on the

This thrilling beauty care,

on

CAMAY MILD-SOAP

DIET!

based

skin specialists' advice,

is

praised by lovely brides!

HER thrilling story may soon be yours!
First, a lovelier

complexion! Then,

friendly compliments

.

.

admiring

.

glances saying you are oh-so-lovely!

"The Camay Mild-Soap Diet

is

just

wonderful," says this beautiful bride,

Mrs. Gover. "It has done so much for my
complexion that now friends even ask
for

my

beauty secret."

Proved Milder by Actual

Tests!

The Camay Mild-Soap Diet can make
thrilling difference! For, without

a

know-

ing it,you may be letting improper cleansing dull your skin, as so

Or you may be using
mild

many women do.

a soap that isn't as

as a beauty soap should be.

Skin

specialists

themselves advise a

regular cleansing routine with a fine

mild soap!
it's

And Camay

is

not just mild-

milder—actually milder than dozens

of other popular beauty soaps
That's

why we

say,

"Go on

"1

we tested.

the

Camay

Mild-Soap Diet tonight."

From the very first treatment you'll
how fresh it makes your skin feel
—how much more alive! Be faithful—
and in a few short weeks, new loveliness
may make pretty compliments an everynotice

day occurrence in your

go on the

life!

Camay mild-soap

diet

tonight
This loveiy bride, Mrs.

J.

D. Gover

Stream, N. Y., says: "I'd been on the

c

Cam

Soap Diet only a short time when friends
compliment me and beg for my beauty s

Work Camay's

milder lather over your
paying special attention to nose, base
of nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water,
then thirty seconds of cold splashings.

skin,

Next morning, one more quick session
with this milder Camay and your face is
ready for make-up. Regular cleansing reveals the full benefit of Camay's mildness.

fOR 30 DAYS... LET NO OTHER SOAP TOUCH YOUR SKIN!

Trade- Ma
U. S. Pat

"Please give us

guys

a

little

chance—"
721

TO MAKE SURE HE GROWS UP
TO BE A FREE MAN

BUY

WAR BONDS

Every Movie Theatre

War
in

Activities

is

at

your

service!

Committee, Motion Picture Industry,

cooperation with Treasury

War

Savings Staff

Photo by GtoTgia Avery
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4 easy ways to
way

Get in the

COLDS and SORE THROAT

invite

0-o-o-h that kiss!

of a sneeze!

Perhaps exceeding the sneeze
and the cough as a means of

A

sneeze travels at the rate of
2 miles a minute and is loaded
with bacteria. It may carry certain bacteria, often called "secondary invaders," definitely
associated with colds and sore
throat and sometimes activated
by an infective virus. After such
an exposure it's a good idea to
gargle with Listerine Antiseptic
as soon as you can. It may avert

exposing yourself to the risk of
a cold is the kiss. There is direct
contact indeed, and complicating bacteria are often quick to
take advantage of it. If you are
smart you will avoid all contacts, direct or indirect, with
those suffering from colds. But
if they are unavoidable ... remember Listerine— it may help
to ward off a cold or sore throat
due to a cold.

trouble for you because it fights
secondary invaders "on mouth
and throat surfaces.
'

'

Laugh off wet feet

Ignore drafts

Better not try to laugh off wet
or cold feet. They are definitely
considered by many to be con-

tip-top health,
ignore
drafts, but millions of people

If

you are in

maybe you can afford to
can't. Drafts

tributing factors in colds and
simple sore throat for the same
reason that drafts, fatigue, and

produce unequal

and can, therefore,
weaken body resistance. Germs
on throat surfaces, known as
chilling

temperature changes are. They
can lower resistance. Make an
effort to dry and warm your
feet as soon as possible, and
follow with a Listerine Anti-

the "secondary invaders," may
seize this opportunity to invade
the tissue and set up or aggravate an infection, which you
recognize as symptoms of a cold.

septic gargle.

L:i*

SYMPTOM — Gargle

AT THE FIRST

This delightful, safe precaution, taken
early and often, may head off a cold or
lessen its severity once it has developed.

way back

Listerine Antiseptic reaches

explains Listerine' s impressive
over the years of combatting
colds. Tests over a period of 11 years

believe,

record

showed these
for thos e

the tissue.

a day.

The "secondary invaders" are the very
germs that many nose and throat specialists declare to be the cause of a cold's
troublesome aspects.
This quick, germ-killing action,

we

who gargled Listerine twice
And not only that— Listerine

user s usually had milder colds and got
over them quicker than non-users.
Sc, remember, at the first symptom of
a cold or simple sore throat, gargle
Listerine Antiseptic early and often.

Note

Trouble-makers
the left are types of
the secondary invaders
mentioned previously.
They may live by millions

To

results:

Fewer col ds and fewer sore throats

throat surfaces, kills millions of the
"secondary invaders" before they invade

on

Listerine

how

Listerine

gargle reduced germs

'

'

on mouth and
faces,

throat sur-

apparently doing

no harm
sistance

until

is

body

re-

lowered.Then

may

strike with
quick ferocity, invading
the tissue . . setting up
or aggravating infection
causing some of the
. .

they

.

.

The two drawings
trate height

germ reductions on
mouth and

throat surfaces in test cases before

and

after gargling Lister-

germ

Fifteen
gargling,
reductions up to

96.79S

were noted; and

ine

Antiseptic.

minutes

after

even one hour

most troublesome

germs were

still

pects of a cold

as

much

80%.

—

asunless

illus-

of range in

as

combatted.

SCRE ENL AND

after,

reduced

Spencer

Katharine

TRACY

HEPBURN

your heart, seared in your soul you'll keep the flame of this
drama a loved movie memory. Two great stars brilliant in "Woman
of the Year" are reunited now— more exciting together than ever.

Deep

in

eeper of the
e

with

RICHARD WHORF MARGARET WYCHERLY- FRANK CRAVEN
FORREST TUCKER HORACE McNALLY PERCY KILBRIDE
•

-

•

Screen Play by
by

DONALD OGDEN STEWART

GEORGE CUKOR

•

Produced by

A

•

Based Upon the Book by

VICTOR SAVILLE

•

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

SCREENLAND

I.

A. R.

WYLIE Directed
LEON GORDON

Associate Producer

•

The

Smart Screen

Magazine

*
The greatest
star of

Paul Hunter,

*
Publisher

tli*

screen

A

harvest of praise
Harvest".

is

coming

I

in for

"Random

Delight Evans,

Frank

:uzabeth Wilson,

J.

Carroll,

Miniver manner.

*

Art Director

Western Representative

a job the movies are doing for
the national morale. Lieutenant General

Dwight Eisenhower cables from Africa:

Staff Photographer

Assistant Editor
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FEATURE
Delight Evans

19

Rachele Randall

20
22

The Editor's Page

New Year

Who

Predictions by Norvell
Dates "Mrs. Miniver?" Greer Garson

"Commandos

Strike

At Dawn!" Complete

Canteen Capers
Louis Gets the Low-Down

On

Elizabeth B. Petersen

26

Elizabeth Wilson
Liza

28
30
33
43

The Girls He Leaves Behind Him! John Payne
Letter from London
"My Father Is A Hero!" Says Roddy McDowall

Do That! Maureen O'Hara
Location Diary— "For Whom the Bell Tolls.".
Girls! Don't

*

Fictionization

Lupino!

Hettie Grimstead
Vivian Cosby

44

Maude Cheatham
.Director Sam Wood

46
48

"Motion pictures are of the utmost importance
to provide entertainment and build up the
morale. Newsreels are specially of tremendous
value providing for the soldiers the means of
keeping up with their friends in other theatres
of war and with their families at home. The
stories and the sets in the feature productions
bring their home country vividly to their
memories. Let's have more motion pictures."

And anyone in the Navy as well as anyone out of it will stand up and cheer
for "Stand By For Action". This is a
screen play based on the story you may
have read in Reader's Digest entitled
"Cargo of Innocence".

Three Big Guns are the stars: Robert
Taylor, Charles Laughton and Brian
Donlevy. *
* * +

Nor must we (and who

will ever?) forget the performance of Walter Brennan.

FULL-COLOR PORTRAITS:
23
32

Betty Grable, in "Coney Island"
John Payne, in "Hello, Frisco, Hello"
Linda Darnell, 20th Century-Fox films

SPECIAL PICTURE PAGES: Margaret

*

What

Jean Duval,

Marion Martone,

V
Fame

picture is now playing at New York's Radio City Music
Hall and is due to reach the country on
the crest of an M-G-M wave in the

This Hall of

Editor

Old Reliable Robert Z. Leonard directed.
for Zenith. This is that

The "Z" stands

42
O'Brien,

of his career.

*

*

*

By For

Action" is a mighty
picture of the battle-wagons in the
Pacific. It is a thrill.

"Stand

Dona Drake, Katharine

Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, Robert Taylor, Marilyn Maxwell, Patricia
Dane, James Craig, William Lundigan, Men of the Sea and Air, Leslie
Brooks, Julie Bishop, Madeleine LeBeau, Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor.
Betty Hutton.

This is a preliminary to the ushering in
of the new Spencer Tracy-Katharine

Hepburnopus "Keeper

of The Flame".

DEPARTMENTS:
Hot from Hollywood
Inside the Stars' Homes. Joan
Your Guide to Current Films
Fans' Forum
Honor Page

6
Leslie

in

10

Josephine Felts

Weston
In

*

'°

•

East

54
55
56

59
76

a Flash

Natural Color Portrait of

Cary Grant

8

Delight Evans

'4

Lustrous Lady. Veronica Lake

Guide to Glamor
Here's Hollywood
Recent Films Reviewed
Screen-Town Chatter

Betty Boone

GINGER ROGERS,

RKO-Radio's "Once Upon

A

co-starring with

Honeymoon"

How many

*

of you have read I. A. R.
Wylie's book? The picture is based on it

and was photodramatized by Donald

Ogden Stewart.

*

*

*

*

"Keeper of The Flame" is different
from anv picture you have ever seen.

*

*

*

GeorgeCukor. now a private in the army,
is

the director.

Of the many great

pic-

tures which he has

made
Paul Hunter. President
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this is probably his best work.

Those horns we hear
echo the Happy
New Year's Roar

{com

Jtea

/r\ \
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NOW
Sam's
movie
Arthur

that Cary Grant has joined Uncle
forces, what will happen to the
careers of Ginger Rogers, Jear
and Irene Dunne? All their best

pictures have been made with Car}'. There
is no doubt that his presence has contributed a great deal toward making them the
stars they are today. There is no one to
take Cary's place. And don't the girls know
it!

AT

LONG
He

George Brent

last

is

finally

goes into the Coast
Guard. Unless he has a great change of
heart, you've seen the last of George on the
screen. After twenty years of wearing
grease paint, George says he is going to
i

set.

definitely

direct. When the war is won, of course.
He'll probably get his chance right on his

own home

lot. Wouldn't it be somethin' if
wind up directing Annie Sheridan!
could happen in Hollywood.

he'd
It

BILL HOLDEN'S

hurried letters to
Brenda Marshall rave over Clark Gable.
According to Bill, Clark is tremendously

her sense of humor, but
doesn't smile when she says
it. Every time a reporter comes on her set,
after saying- hello, before the question is

IT'S

•

probably

Lana Turner

popular with all the men in Officers' Training School. When Bill went in, not only did
Clark (who had never met him) seek him
out, but he gave him wonderful advice and
helpful suggestions. They say that Clark
looks fine, but much thinner. Yes, that
second lieutenant's gold bar that Gable is
wearing was earned the hard way.

ever put to her, Lana answers, "No, Steve
and I are not divorcing."

KNOWING

that

Ginger Rogers doesn't

allow herself any serious romance, Hollywood was prone to take the Phil Reed
thing with a good grain of salt. Then Ginger and Phil showed up at the Yucca Loma
Ranch in Victorville. Their weekend at
the desert certainly looked exciting especially to the rest of the guests. We'll keep
you posted on this one.

IAIRD CREGAR, suffering from a bad
>— cold, received an unsigned telegram the
other day. "Chin up," it read. "All three of

—

them."

from
Hollywood

Ray Noble leans an attentive ear while
Edward Arnold whispers to his vocalist,
Dale Evans, above. Arnold was guest-star
on

radio

show

Noble's

band.

well that ends well. Jean Parker
a call from Doug Dawson, her
estranged husband. He was being shipped
away. Destination unknown. Could he drop
around and tell Jean goodbye? Indeed he
could, said Jean. And before the goodbyes
were said, they had kissed and made up.

ALL'S
'got

These two are
:
^

featuring

really in love.

So

it's

they stopped being foolish. Jean thinks

nice
so,

too.

Jackie Cooper,

who

to be
Granville's

was supposed
Bonita

one and only, has
been dating lovely
Linda Darnell. Picture at top of page
shows them at The

Players' Club.
Right, Charles
Boyer is explaining
the script to Helen
Mack at a rehearsal of their recent

radio broadcast.

WONDER
worth has

it's true that Rita Hayrented a beach place, to be
closer to Victor Mature? She hasn't had a
date with another man since she met Vic.

Uncle

may

if

Sam may

try to.

keep them apart. Columbia
But the love birds still see each

other on every furlough.

HOLLYWOOD
local
pop the

a

short, short story. Froir

movie column

:

"John Loder

question to Phyllis Pablos.'
"Who is
(quote)
From John Loder
Phyllis Pablos?" Unquote. Also the end

will

:

quietly
VERY
Montgomery

but

definitely,
Geo|fcs
setting out to y?jp<
Hedy Lamarr all over again. He's alreach
had two dates with her. This time Georg;
is listening to his own heart and following
his own head. He was badly advised be fori
is

and he was too young

in

Hollywood

ex-

perience to know better. Hedy isn't giving
in easily but she isn't fighting too hard

—

6

—

ALAN
LADD
.The hottest

pictures!

So the Paramount studio executives realized that they
really had something in this lad Ladd and gave him a
starring picture all his

and you'll be able

to see

own — "LUCKY JORDAN"

it

at

your neighborhood theatre

shortly.

HE'S COLD... CALM.., AND

A KILLER!

His eyes seem to pierce you, go right through you like
two icicles. Sometimes he smiles, but it's not a gay smile
—it's cold just like he

is.

And

yet, there's

about him that is tremendously attractive to

something

all

of us

girls.

was a little over six months ago that Alan Ladd burst
upon the cinema scene. It was in a picture called "This
Gun for Hire" and his name was listed far down on the
billing sheet. But when the critics and the public saw
the picture there was only one thing they talked about

It

ALAN LADD!

"He's

any other star."

different," they said,

"He's unlike

In

"LUCKY JORDAN," Alan really
firmament of stars. He plays

in the

boss, a killer,

who gets

to realize that

he can't

establishes his spot

the part of a racket

tangled up with a spy ring, only
sell

out his country.

We predict that after America

sees

"LUCKY JORDAN"

Alan Ladd will be ranked among the ten biggest stars in
Hollywood. That's why he's the hottesc guy in pictures!

ALAN LADD .
A

Paramount

LUCKY JORDAN

Picture with

Sheldon Leonard

•

HELEN WALKER

Marie McDonald

•

•

Mabel Paige

Directed by

frank tuttle

Screen Play by Darrell Ware and Karl Tunberg

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT

SCREENLAND
i

HIT

IS

COMING
7

INSIDE
THE

HOMES

STARS
DIDN'T MEAN TO, of course. But Dickie had such
a dislike for that laxative I gave him, he'd actually
fib when he needed relief. The stuff really tasted aw-

I

ful

And

!

it

acted even worse.

It

was just too strong!

TRIED giving him
another laxative — with
no better luck. Dickie
would gag on it every
time. And, when he did
get some down, it only
stirred him up and

SO,

I

him the
relief he needed. It
was just too mild!
failed to give

IT

WAS A LUCKY DAY
changed

finally

to

for Dickie

Ex-Lax

fine chocolate taste.

And

strong, not too mild

.

He

!

and me when
simply loved

I

its

was delighted to discover how smoothly Ex-Lax works. It's not too

Ex-Lax

is

effective

.

it's

.

—

I

just right!

but effective

a genf/e

in

way! It won't upset the children; won't make
them feel bad afterwards. No wonder it's called:

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM LAXATIVE
As

a precaution, use only as directed.
if

centerpiece

YOU HAVE A COLD

AND NEED A LAXATIVE —
particularly important when you're weakened by
a cold not to take harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take
It's

Ex-Lax!

It's

thoroughly effective, yet not too strong I

EX- LAX
10 £ and 25? at

drug stores

all

COMPOSED TO POEMS— Send poem for conderation. Any subject — Patriotic, Love. Home,
__cred. PHONOGRAPH ELECTRICAL

MUSICS RANSCRIPTIONS,
Write

ipts.

for

$7. from your word and

FREE Rhyming Pamphlet.

KEEN AN 'S MUSIC SERVICE
(Dept. SO
2140

The Clean, Odorless

The Old Experienced
Organization
Bridgeport. Conn.

Way to

<0£Mftll£ SUPERFLUOUS
Carry Lechler's VELVATIZE in your pocketbook, use it any time, anywhere. So easy and
clean odorless— no muss, no bother— nothing

—

to

wash

upper

off.

NOT

compact.

pastel

lip,

a depilatory. Comes
Effective on chir

arms and

leg's.

*~

—

No stubby regrowth./Enough for FULL SEA- g
and address today, en-/"

we

l

pay/

postage. Sent C.O..p. J
plus few cents postage. Sent by return
mail in sealed plain J
wrapper.
i

.

,

leeMer'sf

f

IASTS

MONTHS

POSTPAID
4

goo

VELVATIZE
House

or techier, Dept.
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NO ONE

much

time for purely
war days, but
Joan Leslie and her friends have
learned to combine parties with patriotic
tasks. When they meet to knit for sailors,
make kits for soldiers, roll bandages, practice first-aid, or sew for refugees, they
sometimes preface the work with a luncheon
or wind up with a buffet supper.
Washington's Birthday is a grand excuse
for a really gala table. Any girl can make
the cherry tree Joan uses as a centerpiece,
and the tiny red hatchets that serve as
favors. Joan's tree is a small branch of
acacia with candied cherries wired on the
twigs, but you can use any kind of tree. If
there are no leafed branches around, spray
the tree with green or silver paint before
attaching the cherries.
Joan set her cherry tree in a white pot,
and striped the pot with red and blue ribbon. The hatchets were cut from heavy red
paper and "sharpened" with gilt paint.
Candle-holders were made of red, white and
social

has

affairs

these

_

SON'S USE! Send name/?
close only SI,

Joan Leslie, who knows how
to combine her parties and
patriotic duties, gives a
Washington's Birthday party

152, 560 Broadway,

_

New York

City

Screen land

blue tissue-paper, and the paper napkins are
in patriotic colors. Joan's favors include tiny drums filled with candy and nuts,
small tasseled horns and paper hats.
In line with the patriotic theme, Joan':
dessert consists of an elaborate cherry cake
and cherry dessert, the latter made in three
colors, one using red cherry juice, one bin
coloring, and one plain unfavored Knc».
also

Sparkling Gelatine.

CHERRY DESSERT
1

(Serves 6)
envelope plain unflavored
Sparkling Gelatine

Knox

cup cold water
cup hot water
juice
J4 cup lemon
YA cup honey or 1/3 cup Karo light

%

1

corn syrup

All-time, All-Out,

J4 teaspoon salt

cups canned cherries
Soften gelatine in cold water and dissolve
in hot water. Add lemon juice, sugar (or
Other sweetening) and salt. Stir well. Cool,
and when mixture begins to thicken, fold in

\y2

Ail-American

Show-World

individual molds that
have been rinsed out in cold water, and chill.
"We are so weight-conscious at our house
that we seldom use our full sugar ration,"

Turn

cherries.

into

Joan told me. "That's why we have enough
sugar on hand to serve a cake this size. Of
course, I don't dare eat more than a sample,
but

my

sister's friends

are

all

in the service

and can be depended on to finish any cake."
The cake is frosted in white, trimmed in
red and blue icing, with a big spray of candied cherries and a patriotic design on top.

WHITE CAKE
2 cups

sifted

Swans Down Cake

Flour
2 teaspoons Calumet Baking Powder
54 teaspoon salt
2 cup Crisco
1 cup sugar
2/3 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten
Sift flour once, measure, add baking
powder and salt, and sift together three
times. Cream shortening, add sugar grad-

y

and cream together. Add flour, alternately with milk. Add vanilla. Fold in egg
whites quickly. Bake in two greased layer
ans in moderate oven 25 to 30 minutes.

ually,

r.

The secret of good cake making, according to Ivy, the Brodells' (that's Joan's real
name) cook, is to be sure to sift your flour
three times to make it light, and don't beat
your mixture too much j ust put it together
lightly, the less' you handle it the better.
excellent frosting can be made by
:

An

using Yz cup of Vermont Maid syrup to 2
cups confectioner's sugar, 3 tablespoons butter and a dash of salt. However, if your
sugar-bowl isn't in the same happy state as
Joan's, you can use a filling of cherry jam
between layers of the cake, dust top with
sugar and trim with a spray of candied fruit.
"We don't serve meat at our luncheons,"
Joan pointed out. "I am having chicken
noodle soup the new Campbell kind with
plenty of chicken in it; hot rolls for those
who aren't reducing, and Ry-krisp for those
who are, Honolulu salad, and the cake and
dessert. Milk, too."

—

HONOLULU SALAD
Mix 2

cups canned pineapple, diced, with
1 cup peeled and chopped white celery, 1
chopped pimiento, 1 chopped green pepper,
1 cup broken walnut meats, and a cup of
diced tart apple,

and

1

1

Directed by

cup French dressing.

Serve on lettuce-covered plates and garnish with ripe olives.
Other meatless luncheons served at the
Brodells' consist of Crab Flakes Creole
with Palmdale Salad, or Normandy Salad
with Sultana Rolls. Ivy is famous for her
corn bread and peach cobbler, both of which
may be served with the Xormandy Salad.

CRAB FLAKES CREOLE
Heat in saute pan 4 tablespoons
add 2 finely chopped onions and

;

{Please turn to page 13)

WALTER HUSTON
\

.

RICHARD WHORF

A

1EANNECAGNEY FRANCES LANGFORD GEO. TOBIAS IRENE MANNING

-*

and Music by

GE0RG e

m.

.

Never A B

Jh e Time

Lyrics

COHAN

Screen Play by Robert Buckner and Edmund Joseph
Original Story by Robert Buckner

olive oil,
1 finely

shredded green pepper; fry until onions are
golden color; drain off oil, add 1
crushed clove of garlic, and 3 sliced Heinz
canned mushrooms cook 2 minutes and add
2 peeled and chopped tomatoes or 1 cup
thick Heinz canned tomatoes, 4 tablespoons

light

MICHAEL CURTIZ

t»

SCREENLAND
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/ PRICES!
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CURRENT FILMS
SELECTED BY

RANDOM HARVEST— M-G-M
Another James Hilton book becomes a memorable motion picture. Greer Garson and Ronald Colman give
splendid performances as the gallant actress and the

with one of these
perfect

3

shell-shocked soldier

powder bases

—

whom

him when he suffers loss
him back to realization of

she befriends only to lose
of memory.
she wins
their romantic past makes a

How

great love story. Superbly directed by Mervyn LeRoy,
exquisitely acted by the stars and by Susan Peters,
brilliant newcomer, "Random Harvest" ranks with
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips," in interest and importance.

Now, MINER'S offers you a choice of
make-up bases, all cre-

three perfect

ated

to give your complexion velvety
smoothness, to camouflage blemishes

and

ONCE UPON A HONEYMOON

hold powder on faithfully for
Cream Liquid — Cake whichever you prefer, keeps your skin
to

hours.

—

gloriously fresh-looking all

—

day

Of course you won't want

RKO-Radio

miss this Ginger Rogers
teamed for the first time with Cary Grant, and both
giving grand performances Ginger as an American
girl married to a Nazi baron, Cary as a newspaper man
and radio analyst who opens her eyes to political pitfalls. Between them they expose the baron and further the cause of democracy, not to mention cupid.
Witty, original dialogue, spirited direction, and scintillating portrayals by the co-stars and Walter Slezak
as the baron, make this outstanding entertainment.
to

!

—

long.

CASABLANCA
With a

front page

Warners

an exciting spy

plot, and experformances by a superlative cast this is a
"must." Humphrey Bogart plays a cafe proprietor in
French Morocco who under the guise of cold indiffertitle,

—

cellent

ence helps refugees to escape from the Nazis. When a
he had loved and lost turns up with her husband,
the Gestapo on their trail, he risks all to arrange their
escape. It's fast, suspenseful stuff with Bogart at. his
best, and beautiful Ingrid Bergman as the girl. Claude
Rains, Paul Henreid, Sidney Greenstreet are fine.
girl

IN

WHICH WE

SERVE

United Artists

—produced,
Coward—

Magnificent war drama

directed,

written,

starred in by Noel
records the exploits of a
British destroyer, Torrin, and her heroic crew in the
historic battle off Crete. When a bomb sinks the ship
and the Captain (Mr. Coward) and a few survivors
face death as they cling to a raft, their thoughts of
home and womenfolk unfold in dramatic flashbacks.

Tremendously moving, "In Which We Serve" is truly
epic. Mr. Coward and his fellow players
are superb. See our Honor Page for further details.
an inspired

JOURNEY FOR MARGARET M-G-M

W.

L. White's best-selling book about the two little
British blitz victims has been fashioned into a tine,
if weepy film. You'll lose your heart to Margaret and
Peter, war orphans taken in tow by a sympathetic

MINER/

American correspondent. The newspaperman's valiant
efforts to bring both children back to America with
him provide scenes of powerful appeal, particularly
'ittle Margaret O'Brien's amazing emotional outburst.

Masters Of Make-Up Since 1864

—but

Robert Young gives his best performance
and Billy Severn as Peter, are the

garet,

10
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Mar-

real stars.

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN

-'THE

SCREENLAND

POWERS GIRL"

IS

COMING!

————
HAPPY

GO LUCKY

—

Paramount

Gayest, most spontaneous movie fun of the month It's
one long, hearty laugh from the time Mary Martin and
Betty Hutton from Broadway arrive on a Caribbear
isle and meet up with Dick Powell and Eddie Bracken
as beachcombers. Mary's fortune-hunt for Rudy Vallet
and Betty's frank pursuit of reluctant Bracken lead tc
!

hilarious situations, accompanied by smart new songs
delightfully sung. The team of Hutton and Bracken i
sure-fire for explosive comedy, and Rudy Vallee is i
revelation in a character role. Be sure to see this one
:

LUCKY JORDAN
Alan Ladd

Paramount

featured in this exciting film which deal
with the regeneration of a gangster chief who desert
when he can't buy his way out of the Army, and find
his pals doing business with Nazis. He is tempted §
deal with the spies, but turns them over to the FBI in
stead, and returns to the Army when their brutality plu
his love for a pretty canteen worker (Helen Walker)
and his "adopted" mother, help arouse his dorman
patriotism. Ladd is a convincing, smooth performe
as the racketeer. Good supporting cast. Has suspense
is

ONE OF OUR

AIR CRAFT

IS

MISSING

Korda-U./

This outstanding English-made film of this war, base
on facts, tells the thrilling story of the members of a
English bomber crew, forced to abandon ship and ba
out over Holland after a raid on Germany. It depici
the courageous lengths to which the indomitabl
friendly Dutch people have gone to assist these men
their hair-raising escapes to England. Eric Portmai
Godfrey Tearle, Hugh Williams, Bernard Miles, fir
Pamela Brown, good as a Dutc
as the air men
woman who helps. Realistic, convincing. Don't miss thi
i

;

NIGHTMARE

Universal

A

mystery thriller about an American gambler (Bris
Donlevy) in London, who is bombed out of busines
When he tries to steal food in the home of a Briti
girl (Diana Barrymore) he gets involved in a murd<
and becomes tangled up with Nazi spies. Donlevy c,
pably handles the role of the gambler who helps Dial
hide her husband's murdered body. She didn't do it, b
1

we won't

reveal the killer so as not to spoil suspens
Diana's performance, while good, might have been be
real film chille
ter if she had been less wooden.

A

STREET OF CHANCE Paramount
mystery melodrama about a man who
accused of a murder committed during the time he w
a victim of amnesia. Burgess Meredith gives a sple
did performance as Frank Thompson, who is horrifr
to learn he is a hunted man, after he is hit by fallii
masonry and his memory is restored. He retraces
steps during time of his lapse of memory and finds th
his sweetheart of his amnesia days, played by Clai
Trevor, is guilty of the crime. This simply told tale
packed with suspense. Sheldon Leonard is in ca

A

baffling

1

ICE

CAPADES REVUE

1

Republic

Republic's ice revue features Ellen Drew and Richa
Denning as the lovers; Barbara Jo Allen (Ye
Vague) and Jerry Colonna as the film's funsters; a
the internationally famous skating stars of the "ij
Capades" troupe in dazzling skating performanc
Vera Hruba, the beautiful blonde skater, does soi
graceful solo numbers on ice. Lois Dworshak's
skates just about melt the ice when she does her jitt(
bug number. The story concerns an almost bankri
ice-skating show which is turned into a huge succe
1

THE AVENGERS— Paramount

x

It s

This is based on the Commando raids in Nonv:
Newsreel shots of actual raids heighten the interest
the tale, which recounts the adventures of an Engb
journalist, who is parachuted in the vicinity of
camouflaged enemy sub base to try and locate its ex;
position, so the RAF can bomb it out of existence,
has the makings of a good movie, but its slow pace a
poor recording (the fault of most English-made filrr
keep it from being a first-rate war document. Hu
Williams, Ralph Richardson, Deborah Kerr, head a

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
12
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side the Stars'

winter- but don't forget
still summer under your arms!

Homes

It's

Continued from page 9
water; simmer slowly for 15 minutes;
2 cups cooked crab meat, heat, season
li
salt and paprika and serve on a plate
dered with steamed rice.

it's

PALMDALE SALAD
core and cut in halves lengthwise
.-en sized pears and drop in cold water to
ch has been added 2 tablespoons lemon
Mix 1 cup chopped celery with 5
:e.
espoons chopped walnut meats, 1 tableon chili sauce, 1 chopped pimiento and
iblespoons French dressing. Lay a half
r on bed of shredded lettuce on a cold
core with mixture, cover with
fill
e,
on mayonnaise (Hellman's) and sprinkle
n finely chopped pimiento and nut meats.

'eel,

NORMANDY SALAD
'ook 4 cups small shelled green peas with
easpoon sugar, 1 teaspoon salt,
2 teaon paprika and enough water to cover,
drain and cool. Place cold peas
il tender

y

!

;

bowl and mix with 1^4 cups broken
nut meats and Yi cup French dressing
stand 30 minutes, drain off all liquid,
.ind on lettuce-covered plates, cover with
llman's mayonnaise and garnish with
a

ish roses.

SULTANA ROLLS
lift

3 cups sifted flour with 6 level tea-

bns Royal baking powder and 1 level
;poon salt into a bowl chop in A l 2 level
iespoons Crisco and when mixed add V/2

/

;

seedless raisins and work to smooth
eh with 1 cup milk.
toll out on a floured board 1 inch thick,
in 2-inch squares, place 1 inch apart on
;reased baking pan, brush with melted
ter and bake in moderate oven.

is

CORN BREAD
cup cornmeal
34 cup flour
2 teaspoons Royal baking powder
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
jift these dry ingredients, mix with sufent milk to moisten, add 1 egg, beaten
mixture to 3 tablespoons Crisco, mix
,;htly, put in pan and bake 15 minutes.
1

or Ivy's famous peach cobbler, use fresh
frozen peaches. Ivy makes pie-crust,
ich she rolls out in a wide square. She
-s in a layer of peaches, dots of butter, a
le sugar and nutmeg
she folds the crust
•r this,
adds another layer of peaches,
iter, sugar and nutmeg, and puts a top
st over that.
Mien Joan and her girl friends get toiler,
their hands are usually occupied
h varieties of war work, but their
gues clatter along at will. They discuss
jtvies and movie actors, thejr settle the
r and the peace, argue about the kind of
ication needed today, and tear their
chers apart after the age-old habit,
listening in to one of these parties, I
ird one non-picture-wise lassie lament
disillusionment with a prominent and

Warmer

clothes and indoor living
increase risk of offending. Use Mum

who

thinks that in

Winter she

doesn't

perspire!
risk offending! Use speedy Mum
your morning bath, before your evening dates to prevent risk of underarm
odor for hours to come! Winter as in Sumsave your time, your clothes,
mer, let
your popularity and charm! Get Mum at

Why

every day!
get-togethers, parties and indoor fun make it doubly important
now to never risk charm! Though the calendar says Winter, it's still Summer under
your arms— still an August temperature of
98°. So don't take chances with underarm

SOCIAL

after

Mum

your druggist's today!

odor.

Even

if

you

see

swiftly in heated

warmer, winter

no moisture, odor forms
rooms — stays longer in

clothes.

Foolish the girl

FOR SANITARY NAPKINS— Gentle, safe
Mum is so dependable for this important purpose.
Try Mum this way, too— avoid embarrassment.

;

male star. "He has such skinny
s!" she wailed, after glimpsing him in a

uilar

imming-pool. Another thought that all
ngressmen should be sent to the front and
ir places taken by the brightest women
>m each community, for the duration.
Diets seemed to take up much time in the
cussions. Joan planned a non- fattening
al for a coming buffet supper.
'Fruit salad, coffee and a special meat
if,"

she

decided,

"with

Ry-krisp

olewheat toast. Ivy's meat loaf
th lean pork
Ither,

is

and

made

and beef, ground up to-

and mixed with chopped carrots,
(Please turn to page 87)

Take no chances! Your morning bath, your
before-date shower wash away past perspiration, but Mum prevents risk of underarm
odor

to come.

Mum takes

only half a minute!

socially

and

convenient

Mum. Use

Mum

after you're dressed. It's

any time, even
harmless to fabrics.

3*

^

<*TSfV

MUM

\ r
Ik*

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum

Daintiness lasts with Mum! Even through
prevents
hours of dancing, dependable
won't irritate senrisk of odor. Gentle
sitive skin, even after underarm shaving.

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND
i

Woolens trap odor — a hazard

in business. Stay dainty, appealing with quick,

Mum

13
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ransTorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

Whenever

With Halo Shampoo, hair never gets
clouded with dull, dingy soap-film

GLORIOUS

natural beauty for your hair!
All its radiant luster revealed! That's what
your very first Halo shampoo will give you!
^4//soaps, even the finest, leave dingy soap-film.
ButHalo contains wosoap,ctf««o/leave soap-film.
Even in hard water, Halo lathers abundantly,
rinses away completely, leaves your hair shimmering bright with no lemon or vinegar rinse.

A

new-type, patented ingredient in Halo creoceans of billowing,

ates

fragrant lather that rinses
like magic, carrying
with it dust and loose dandruff. Your hair dries softly
manageable, easy to curl,

away

HALO

with high lights!
Get Halo today ... in
10£ or larger sizes.

A Product of
Colgale-Palmo live-Peet Co.

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

Publishers
ject.

FIVE

To Be Set to Music

new songs!

need

poems

for

Send poem.

Submit one or more of
immediate consideration. Any sub-

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

STAR MUSIC MASTERS.

605 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8k 10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bast form, groups, landGcapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

3 for $1.00
it

man

^~ V>.

\

"L
photo
'to or
t
*mgr
snapshot (any size) and receive promptly
beautifal enlargement, guaranteed fadt
Pay postman 47c plus postage—or send 49c with
>-order and we pay postage. Big 16 x 20-' AA
«
inch enlargement sent C.O.D. 7tfc plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
i

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

100 East Ohio Street
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A

Nazi

Germany.

impossible in
pickle-puss Schicklgruber,

little

Imagine
Joe Goeb-

lessons in beastiality.
Thank God for America and for the
privilege of seeing American motion pictures

—

—

*frAUA HArilfk WANTED
jL-your best

good-naturedly? Impossible! If such a
thing occurred and you and I know how
countless lives
remote this possibility is
would inevitably pay for it.
screen musical like "This Is the Army"
or "You'll Never Get Rich" would also be

We

DR6AM DROPS

SONG POEMS

that would parody Nazi leaders and Hitlerian politics. Nazi big-wigs kidded, even

can also be
Goebbel's propaganda.
thankful that our youngsters have Mickey
Mouse and Donald Duck, instead of screen

Attract be irresistible with the fascination of this tempting perfume.
One drop surrounds you with a glamorous allure . . . and lingers for hours
like memories of an adoring caress.
Full size bottle 98c prepaid or $1.32
C.O.D. Directions free. One bottle
FREE if two are ordered.
Inc., Dept. I05D. Box 336. Times Sq. Sta.. NewYork

*,

sibly entitled, "Herr Schmidt Goes to Berlin"? It certainly takes a gigantic stretch
of the imagination to visualize a movie

and fat Goering being jokingly enacted on the Reich screen! But perhaps it
is better this way; the unholy three are
definitely louder and funnier "as is"
Yes, we Americans can be thankful that
we live where we can see the movies we
want, when we want them. We can also
be justly grateful that our intellects aren't
stunted and perverted by the poison of

brilliant

BULCO.

see

bels,

SHAMPOO

—

a movie, I can't help
experiencing the urge to shout in joyful
thanksgiving. Every American film, whether
good, bad, or indifferent, is a living and
pulsating symbol of Freedom.
Can you imagine a Nazi version of "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington," a picture posI

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A

Write

Letter For Freedom!

This issue's 'first prize winner saj
"Can you imagine a Nazi version
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington'
.

a movie that would parody Nazi lea
ers" ? The writer is right it cou
never happen on the Reich screen, b.
here in America we can make and
the films we like. That's Americ;
Freedom! Help preserve it by buyii
War Bonds. By writing a letter to tr
Forum voicing your opinion about

—

stars, you can win oi
Savings Stamps prizes
start you on your next Bond purchas

movies and

of the

Prizes:

and

its

War

first,

$10.00;

second,

$5.0

five prizes of $1.00 each, all pa

able in War Stamps. Closing date, 25|
of month.

Please address letters to Scree
land's Fans' Forum, 205 East 42^
St., New York, N. Y.

!

MRS. PAULINE SALTZMAN,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

man win

SECOND PRIZE LETTER

Lamour

soldier boys
wish to tell
about the movies and players. First, we
would like to see Ginger Rogers make more
pictures with Fred Astaire. She's really

feel

in a future issue.
believe these are the sentiments
large number of service men, and I;
certain if Hollywood heeds these sug

would

also like to see

more

fied

it

till

Lowry

films like

"Pride of the Yankees," "Gentleman Jim,"
and "The Black Swan." Give us another
powerful drama like "Now, Voyager," and
why not revive "Stella Dallas," "The Awful Truth," and "Show Boat"? We want
to see Greer Garson win the Academy
Award for "Mrs. Miniver," and would like
Joan Crawford to do another film similar
to "A Woman's Face." Bring Greta Garbo
back in a tragedy-drama as of old. And,
please, Screenland, if you have any influence we would like to see poor Lee Bow-

SCREENLAND

can keep America happy and s
Johnny comes marching home.
PVT. ROBERT C. FRENCH,

tions,

tops

We

;

I

$5.00
you how we

I

the fair lady's hand once
and maybe you can give us
color pictures of Jon Hall and Dor

while

Field,

<

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00

EACH

am

hoping that through this lett
may nudge the Committee on "Awards'
of their sleep. I have some orchids
thorns to give out, and Tyrone Pow<
I

the cause of

Thorns,

it

big,

—

all.

black,

sharp ones to

Committee and I hope they hurt "S(
Fury," "Blood and Sand," "This A
All" why, ever so many perfectly g

—

!

! !

L ures —and

not even a mention, sigh, or
irmur from them. Why? I have seen
mis Above All" six times, and have hopes
seeing it again. Tyrone Power's performsoldier pulls
jce of the troubled English
•rder at my heart-strings each time I
,

my opinion, Tyrone captivates
Why, can't
fdierices of every age and sex.
u just hear "Oscar" crying out to belong
Tyrone? Tyrone Power is an actor!
V

it.

In

'

Committee, wake up!
'And now, beautiful, fluffy orchids
lake up.

Does your One face cream
do

these Four things?

All

to
prone Power for his enlistment in the
for his ideal home life (yes,
larine Corps
for his acting
!en from us young girls)
;

;

and for just being Tyrone Power!
MARGIE DOWDELL, Alhambra, Calif.

ijity;

Why

i

does Hollywood invariably put radio

adliners into B films? Don't the movie
;n realize these entertainers have a huge
d loyal following which resents seeing

;m kicked around?
The latest, "Here
insult to stars
;re their genial,

We Go Again," was
and public. The players

talented selves, but the
they had to work with
"Gildersleeve" is a natural for screen
pularity if given half a chance. I'd like
see him featured as an eccentric opera
jiger, with opportunity for exercising that
firm, rich singing voice of his, as. well as
;

literial

—

!

!

Ginny
inimitable comedy technique.
5
'rmms is a honey, with her sweet and swing
ungs and wholesome beauty. Fibber and
oily would be delightful in folksy smalljwn domestic comedies. Edgar Bergen
with or
jjuld shine in a variety of roles
Ithout Charlie McCarthy. Even hero parts
he wore the head-piece

4 aids

beauty in
a single jar of cream!

By

—

!

Why

A

not
star shortage in Hollywood?
the gap with radio talent? But give
[em deserving material
Los Angeles, Calif.
L. R.

—

;i

CHAPMAN,

After reading Screenland's fans' views
the December issue, 1 am moved to do
-little writing of my own. The first item
{Please turn to page 17)

bring your skin
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your skin
dry and flaky?
Is

T
My
~\

A
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4- Purpose

17
Face

you aren't using a lot of different
kinds of creams and lotions in times like
these! But are you sure the one cream you use
takes care of the 4 vital needs of your skin?

Today more than ever the face cream for
Cream softens your
skin— relieves dry- which you spend your money must do a "wartime job." It must help prevent the dryness
ness and flaking.
that often causes wrinkles and tiny lines. It
must help banish the three worst enemies of
your skin: grease, grime and grit— especially

Do you have

if you are doing war work of any kind and
exposing your skin to these dangers.
My 4-Purpose Face
You can count on Lady Esther 4-Purpose
Cream thoroughly
keep your skin
cleans out the tiny Face Cream by itself to help
mouths of the pores. fresh, radiant and attractive! For this one scientific face cream brings you 4 vital aids to
beauty! (1) It thoroughly cleans your skin.
Tiny lines
(2) It softens your skin and relieves dryness.
(3) It helps nature refine the pores. (4) It
around eyes?
leaves a perfect, non-sticky base for powder.
My 4- Purpose Face
Send for your generous tube
Cream helps smooth
away little lines due
Mail the coupon below for a generous tube of
to dryness.
my face cream See for yourself why more and

blackheads?

!

Do you have

more busy, lovely women every day are chang
ing to Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.

big pores?

My

4- Purpose

Face

Cream

tvorks with
nature— helps nature
refine the pores.

4-PURPOSE FACE CREAM
Lady Esther,

(8-)

7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.
Send me by return mail a generous tube
of 4-Purpose Face Cream also 7 new shades of
powder. I enclose 10j? for packing and mailing.
;

Fred

MacMurray

takes notice of "the farRosalind Russell's eyes in
this
scene from "Flight For Freedom,"
RKO's production which concerns a brave
girl's
dangerous flight for the Navy.

away

look

in

(Government regulations do not permit

SCREENLAND

this offer in

Canada)
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Screenland Hnnnr Page
Three rousing cheers to Noel Coward
for his magnificent motion picture,
"In

Which

We

Serve." As producer,

director, author, and star, he stands
alone as a one-man marvel of movie
entertainment. His film is a tremen-

dously stirring tribute to the gallant
men of the British Navy in this war

John

Mills

and Kay Walsh as the young

lovers are heartwarmingly real. All the acting in Coward's fine film is of fhe highest

order,

worthy

of

its

inspiring

Noel Coward himself plays the Captain
of the destroyer Torrin, the ship whose
fortunes the film follows from the laying of her keel to her sinking in the batCrete. The famous star-producer
and sensitive performance,
proving as wise to the ways of the
movie camera as to the technique of
the theater. The still above shows three
of the leading actors, as members of
ship's company, in the harrowing scenes
following the bombing of H.M.S. Torrin.
tle off

gives o fine

United Artists Release

16

theme.
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Fans'

Forum

Continued from page 15
esented was the one in which a young
a "glamor
y referred to Henry Fonda as
." I have heard Mr. Fonda referred to

''homespun Hank" and "homely Hank,"
never before have I heard him called
imor boy." Don't get me wrong. I think
personis extremely good-looking and
He is an actor.
i, but not glamorous
'his is what leads up to my second lato your
it. Another earnest contributor
actor
ann said that John Payne is
20th Century-Fox. That is her opinion
she is entitled to it, but I'll wait until
has been nominated for the Academy
ard for three years in succession before
concede that he is only "as good" an
Dr as Henry Fonda. You gather that Mr.
ida is my favorite actor? You're right;
is and has been for over three years.
MARILYN GEIGER, Chicago, 111.
!

THE

.

is stationed at Fort Lewis,
Lately, his letters sounded
dispirited and I was rather

husband

jiy

ishington.

low and
rried about him.

Although he wasn't
jally far from, home, I knew homesick5 and the war news were eating away
interest in life.
Tien I heard that Bob Hope
Jerry Colonna,
of his troop
:
lis,

and the

Skinny
—
Vera Vague, and Frances Langford

going to open their broadcasting
son from Fort Lewis. I hoped that Bob's
culous jokes and infectious humor would
e my husband a new lease on life as

—

:

.

!

Here are a few "why nots" that have
been milling around in my mind for quite
some time
Why not give_ Barbara Stanwyck another
motion picture in which she can wear lots
and lots of suits? She's got that "V" figure
that can really _take extreme clothes
ummmm, but plain, with lots of "clanky"
stuff on her wrists. She could really go for
a hair-do that's high on the sides and low

The confidence
that comes

in the back, too.

Why

not more bar-room scenes for
Paulette Goddard, with lots more of those
white gowns that really take to her figure?
Then how about her getting "hep" to a
fiery "mad-on" scene, with that Foster man
lurking in the background?

More

"Moon Over Burma,"

like

films

from knowing!

with Dottie Lamour, but less like "Beyond
the Blue Horizon." Somehow, that blond
Richard Denning isn't her type. He would
look better in tweeds. Then again, who else
but Lamour could pull that high-heels-inthe-jungle act? Madeleine Carroll? But no!

Why not take that Lake woman out and
drown her? Veronica is one who definitely
can't wear extreme hats, with all that hair
and such a tiny, little figure. What if a
good wind came along?
In future Abbott and Costello pictures,

why

not let the native girls look less American; the dances less the college type, and
put lots more grease on their faces ; also,

less zingo-zango, bingo-lingo in their songs

DORIS McDOWELL,

?

Cloud, Minn.

St.

/ere

;ed it did. My husband's next letter was
bw with heart-warming enthusiasm and
lent

praise of

wonder
id

he

is

nishing
i\y

if

Hope.

Bob Hope knows how much

actually doing by so generously
the entertainment for these

camps?

know

I'll be eternally grateful to_ this
and unselfish comedian for giving
husband the emotional aid I couldn't
je him in my letters.

jriotic
'

AGNES REHDER,

Portland, Ore.

HONORABLE MENTION
sir, you could knock me over with
I never thought that I would
a feather
be sitting here typing out a letter in praise
of that publicity cyclone, Victor Mature.
But here I am, definitely in my right mind
and now firmly established as a Victor
Mature fan. Here's how it happened.
The other night my boy friend took me
only went
to see "Footlight Serenade."
to see it because there wasn't much of a
selection on that night and we were fully
prepared to be bored stiff by that "beautiful
hunk of man." But much to our amazement
we enjoyed the film. Not because Betty
Grable put on her usual good performance,
not because John Payne, as usual, won the
girl, but because Victor Mature was acHe got more laughs than
tually colossal
the whole cast put together. He brightened
a story that would otherwise have been
dull. Why, "the. genius" was really good
I read now that Mature has entered the
Coast Guard. Considering past "pep talk"
by Victor Mature concerning "Victor Mature," when this war is over he'll probably
even voice a few choice words concerning
his bringing about the end of the war, but
as long as he takes time out from his publicity campaign to put over a few good
performances as he did in "Footlight Serenade," we'll probably forgive him.

Well,

Safe new way
in feminine hygiene
gives continuous
action for hours!

!

We

!

many women

do not
which no
woman should be denied! Your married happiness, your health and well
being may depend on up-to-date
knowledge about feminine hygiene.

•

Far too

know those

The
think

still

facts

vital

is, many women who
know have only half

trouble

they

and still depend on
knowledge .
old-fashioned or dangerous information ! They rely on weak, ineffective
"home-made" mixtures ... or risk
using over-strong solutions of acids
which can so easily burn and injure
.

.

delicate tissues.

*

Today,

*

*

modern well-informed women

everywhere have turned to Zonitors

safe, convenient way in
feminine hygiene.
Zonitors are daint3 r snow-white,
grcascless suppositories which spread
and kill
a protective coating . .
germs instantly at contact. They deodorize—not by temporarily masking but bv destroyiwgodors. Cleanse
antiseptically, and give continuous
medication for hours!
Yet Zonitors are safe for delicate
yet non-poisontissues. Powerful
ous, non-caustic. Even help promote
gentle healing. No apparatus, nothing to mix. At all druggists.

—the new,

,

.

—

A. C, Vancouver, Canada

—

saw a charming cartoon comedy recently; a delightful mixture of whimsy,
humor, audacity, art,_ burlesque and heartwarming fun. And it was no more than
I

How

refreshingly it finten minutes long!
ished off a show otherwise verging on the

,
I
I

I

heavy

Name.

It made me sigh that Walt Disney has
deserted this field to concentrate on bigger

Mickey
Mouse-Silly Symphony days Disney gave
lightness and balance to many a program.
and better

To me
group of boys who never song before
und they had latent musical talent when
ronica
Late played the piano at the
ficers'-Cadets' Club at the Los Angeles
nbassador. Wouldn't you sing out, too?

rnrr. Mail this coupon for re veal ing bookrKCCict of intimate facts, sent postpaid
in plain envelope. Zonitors. Dept. 7210
370 Lexington Avenue, Isew \ ork, M. \

things.

the

Back

in

his

|

Address.
City

cartoon comedies are to a

movie program what dessert is to a dinner
a welcome finishing touch. A feature-

—

length cartoon
dessert meal.

is

like being

DEE CHAPMAN,

served an

all-

Los Angeles, Calif.

Sgreenland

1"

FIGHTING
TIGRESS!
Here

is

fiery

romance

amid the flame and violence
of today's mighty conflict!

alan baxter • sig rumann
myron Mccormick • bobby blake
Captain Fifi —

Directed by

115 pounds of
curves, crookedness and kisses!
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HENRY HATHAWAY

Produced and V/ riff en by BEN HECHT

SCREENLAND

—

An Open

Letter to

the Movie -Makers
XT

IS about time someone wrote you a fan

Your

stars,

and cameramen

writers,

directors,

have always received the awards

—

the praise and

all

Now

the applause, the medals and the fan mail.

men behind

letter!

you

the scenes should get a great, big hand.

Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public may not know you by
name; they probably
James Cagney, above, is just one of many
top-flight film stars making personal appearances for good will in aid of the war effort.

Monte Woolley
around

—

visualize a

beard,

who

solemn figure with a

famous

bosses

stars

Mr. Hollywood who turns out

a mysterious

super-colossal movies as casually as a magician pulls

more

rabbits out of a hat. Well, there's
that.

You movie-makers

to the war effort that

it

than

are contributing something

no other industry can

Not only

tion as well as entertainment.

bond-selling personal appearances and

symbol.

stars are only the

to

—

inspira-

the stars on

camp

tours

the motion pictures,

It's

messengers of democracy, that girdle the globe and

maintain morale.

The

first-run films,

flung battle fronts to cheer our

men

rushed to

in the service.

far-

To

them, movies mean the heartening link with home.

For the
released
World premiere of M-G-M film, held in Iceland, was a Hollywood salute to our troops,
above. Scene below, from

"We

of the

rest

the splendid

of us,

on a non-profit

U.

S.

A." and

basis,

"We

short

subjects,

such as "Private Smith

Refuse to Die," as well

as

Refuse to Die,"

the excellent shorts produced by the government

through the Office of
uted by the industry.

War
The

Information and

theaters, playing their big

part by promoting the sale of

and Bonds, scrap

drives,

distrib-

War

Savings Stamps

Red Cross and other cam-

paigns. Hollywood, take a bow.

It's

a great job you're

doing for Victory.
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NEW YEA
Prediction
by

NORVELI
Pauiette Qoddard, left, star of
"The Crystal Ball," United Artists.

Read what the coming year holds for you as
well as for your favorite Hollywood stars!
Noted astrologer Norvell points out the pitfalls
of 1943 and promises a more hopeful future

—

SPITE

of wars, earthquakes, and world cataclysms,
heavenly stars continue in their courses and life in
Hollywood, as well as in your own home town, still goes
on. Loves and marriages, separations and divorces, births
and deaths, stop for no man, not even Hitler, and despite
the fact that men may have the power of life and death
over millions, they have no power over the planetary
bodies.
are all children of destiny and no one can
corner the market on prosperity, success, and happiness.
What does 1943 hold for YOU? Perhaps the bright
comet of success will streak through your own personal
horizon this year, while a meteor of tragedy may crash
to earth the hopes of those about you. Let us train our
mental telescopes on the heavenly stars and pierce the veil
of the future to see what 1943 holds for you and for the

INthe

We

Hollywood.
Before we go into your own personal predictions for

stars of

1943, let us examine the national and international scene.
big question uppermost in everyone's mind, and

The one
20

NORVELL, HOLLYWOOD'S

FAMOUS ASTROLOGER

one which will most certainly
loved ones and vourself, is:

World War

effect the destiny of your:

"When

will

the

present

end?'"'

According to the signs in the heavens the European
phase of this war will end by December of 1943 with
complete victory for the United States and Britain. How
-

ever, I do not see the Pacific phase of the war ending
that soon. Rather, I predict that it will not be finished
until June of 1944. At that time the chart of the United

States indicates a great victory over Japan,

and the end
world conflict.
I see no economic disaster in the United States at the
end of the war, but rather an era of prosperity for 1943.
and for many years to come. Now you may go on and find
out your individual destiny on the American scene for
of the

1943.
Predictions for you, as well as your screen favorites,
are given here in the twelve signs in the Zodiac. Find
the section dealing with your birthdate and read what the

makes some rather startling predictions for the
Read what the future holds for Jimmy
Cagney, Bing Crosby, Don Ameche, above; and Gene
Tierney, Rita Hayworth, Janet Blair and Lana Turner.
Norvell

stars pictured here.

rs

predict for

}UR

you and your loved ones, as well as the movie

stars

born

in

sign.

March 21
You were born

to April

20

—

Aries

in the first sign of the Zodiac, ruling the

mind and the personare generally more fortunate in work dealing with the public, and
;dom like office routine, facts and figures. New opportunities present themyes during the months of January and February of 1943. These will probably
in business and finances. You now emerge from a three-year cycle of affliction,
d will have three years of prosperity.
change in the home environment is
own in April or May, and romance or marriage should materialize before the
d of this year. Choose one born in the signs of Leo, Sagittarius, Taurus, or
juarius for lasting happiness in love or marriage.
Great attention must be paid to the health during the year ahead, as you are
ty.

You

A

jh-strung, nervous

and subject

to disturbances to the

head and stomach. Your

month

of the year is June, and there should be unusual developments
regard to change in business or advancement at that time. Some danger attends

i

letter

.vel

in

thers

October and November, so use caution in regard to vehicles. The year
your personal and financial affairs and leaves you better off than you

re in 1942.

.

Predictions for screen stars born in Aries
Richard Travis, April 17, newcomer at Warner Brothers Studio, will have a
endid opportunity to show his talents in 1943. Although his chart shows a
ong possibility of war activity, he will return to the screen later and make quite
lame for himself.
Bette Davis, another Aries born, will continue in (Please turn to page 60)

Emclusive
photos bit
Jean Duval

Marriage rumors
were flying when Greer
and Richard Ney dated at
Moccmbo when he was on furlough.

WHO

DATES

MRS. MINIVER

A

RAVISHING

red-head with a

lilting laugl

mermaid green gown with a

necklac

of tiny glistening sea-shells, sat at
table at the Hollywood Canteen.

Numbt

in a
{

One
The

soldiers and the sailors and the marines an
the Air Corps boys stood at a respectful distance-

marveling

at this

Technicolor symphony of gloriov

red hair, white skin and green eyes. They wer
reluctant to intrude on her vivacious chatter wit
the two men escorting her. In fact they were n(
quite certain as .to her identity. She was a glainoi
ous movie star, they knew. But who?
"She looks like Greer Garson, except younger,
was the confused comment. "But Greer Garson'
more the mother type" was the opinion.

—

Three R.A.F. boys came

in. They glanced at th
dazzling array of stars. Then they saw the lovel
red-head. "It's Mrs. Min lver
they exclaimed
unison, making a direct (Please turn to page 72
'

!

i

FIVE

FAMOU

Hollywood's new child wonder is Margaret
O'Brien, chosen from more than 1500 applicants for the lead in "Journey for Margaret"

Acclaimed a sensation for her remarkat
emotional acting as a British war refugi
Margaret is still an unspoiled kid. Here ?
first, exclusive home pictures of the most
portant juvenile discovery since Shirl
Temple. Above, she learns dancing from b
young aunt, Marissa Flores. Margaret ma
her first movie appearance in "Babes
Broadway." Before that she posed for pi
tographers, made several radio broadca
ii

i

Sweet tooth

my

there ain't no pantywaists in this

....

Army! Candy's darn good

aan's
at,

but,

more important, we know

to
it's

ne food.

manned

"If you ever

a

machine gun

around in a tank, you'd know
in battle
mean. Yes sir
barracks, soldiers crave candy!"

r tossed

hat I
r in

"he

sergeant

rivate
:art

.

of

knows
army

is

that

ablets to sustain

ation

is

a

buck

a valuable

is

Every man on
issued a compact

is

dextrose

special

him when the fresh

not obtainable.

Gurtiss
!ig

Even

candy

containing

kit

.

rations.

ae fighting front

bod

right.

.

Candy Company

millions of

deliver-

candy products

to the

Quartermaster Corps of the U.S. Army

and packaging tons of other imporpowder, dehydrated mincemeat, prune and
apricot powders. In addition, we observe
.

.

.

War

the priorities of

Plants in their

orders for Baby Ruth, Butterfinger and
other famous Curtiss Candy Bars.

Obviously, there
usual" at Curtiss.
operating at

are

is

no "business

Our great

as

food plants

capacity.

We

are

hard-working
supplying millions
Ruth and
Baby
look
to
Americans who
foodand
food-energy
Butterfinger for
of

enjoyment.

Here

Occasionally some dealers

Baby Ruth or

the

Such

find Baby Ruth or Butterfinger on
look
the candy counter one day

Butterfinger.

Bars.

CANDY CO MPANY- Producers
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Baby Ruth your dealer

didn't have yesterday. If you don 7

shortages are only temporary. Just continue to ask for your favorite Curtiss

Candy

is

may be

.

of Fine Foods

.

.

We

are filling
domestic orders as rapidly as our
production facilities permit. Every

again the next.

American

CURTISS

!

tant foods such as biscuits, bouillon

out of
is

eye

Uncle

BUY

U.

will agree with us that

Sam comes

first.

*

+

S.

*

WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

COMMANDOS
STRIKE AT DAWN!

Kill,

or be killed! That

was the vow

of the

gallant Norwegians who refused to submit
in this powerful story of an
people
on the march against vioembattled

to the invaders,

lence. Exclusive, complete fictionization
of thrilling screenplay starring Paul Muni

Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersen

WAS

so good, spring in Norway! So beautiful it was enough to make a
poet out of a man. looking at all that loveliness. One day there was snow
and ice and the next the ice began breaking in mountain streams, and
'memones and the pink trailing linnae covered the places where the snow
lad been. So fast it came, that northern spring, there was no warning of
ts coming, just as there had been no warning of the Germans coming,
either. They had come together this year, turning all that goodness to evil,

IT
I

irhanging all the sweetness to despair. No, this spring didn't mean happi.ness, only heartbreak.
But last year, that had been a spring, a spring to remember always. Eric
Toresen's heart twisted just thinking of it. It was on a day like this he had
;

lanced with Judith Bowen at Anna and Gunnar Korstad's wedding and
:he English girl hadn't minded that his feet were clumsy and that he knew
little about dancing, for there had been a rhythm all their own in their
learts.

'

How happy he had been, he who had thought that day five years ago
when his wife died he could never be happy again. The sweet, spicy smell
Dt cinnamon and browning sugar still lingered in Nostbye's hotel where the
marriage was being celebrated, for a wedding meant a lot of cakes and
the long table had been set with wonderful food and there had been a fiddle
and an accordion playing the gay lilting music for the old Norwegian folk
dances and Robert, Judith's brother, had gone from one to the other of the
pretty, laughing girls and even Admiral Bowen, their father, had joined

I

if he belonged there.
he didn't. None of the Bowens did. They came from another
world and the next day they were going back to it. They were only on holiday for the salmon season and now it was over. And how could Eric Toresen
expect a girl like Judith to remember him back in London? It wasn't only the
North Sea which would divide them. Eric wasn't a man to fool himself.
Still, he wouldn't think of that now. Not with Judith smiling as she looked
up at him.
"You look so serious !" she said in that soft voice of hers. "As though
you're working on a logarithm table."
"No." Eric's grave smile came. "I just keep counting, one. two, three,
to keep time when I dance."
They had stopped to drink punch with the others and after the Admiral
had lifted his glass in a toast to Norway, Bergesen who could be the most

in

the hilarity as

But

of course

entertaining

man

in the village

"To England!" he said.
'We pray. Impossible!"

"We

when he wasn't talking politics lifted his.
drink, we dance." Bergesen's eyes brooded.
(Please turn to page 66

Columbia Picture produced by Lester Cowan. Starring Paul Muni, icitk cast including Anna
Cut, Sir Cedric Hardicicke. Please turn to Page 66 lor complete cast and credits.

Lee, Lillian

)

Photo

Scoop!

First pictures

the

of

VACS Can-

teen at Fort
MacArthur, San
Pedro. Calif.,
where Claudette
Colbert and other
stars serve

film

free food
fun

to

and

soldiers

CANTEEN CAPERS
Photos by Bureau of Public Relations,

War

Department, Washington.

"

SAYS HEDY

THR
THE WORLD"

L

4
;iaudefte Colbert of the door of the VACS
Canteen. Picture at bottom of page shows
he popular star In her new role as dish washer

Volunteer Army
THE
(VACS) opened

Canteen Service

first canteen at
Fort MacArthur, San Pedro, Califor1942. A few weeks
nia, on February 5,
ater, a second canteen was opened at the
ame post. Both were furnished by the
ACS and are manned, maintained and
upported by the organization. The VACS
the only civilian organization (except the
led Cross, which is practically official)
llowed to operate on a military reservaion in this war time. They send cigarettes,
andies, books, etc., to troops in Alaska and
he Solomons. They visit the outposts in
service
troop
-outhern
California and
rains with food and cigarettes. The VACS
upport their activities with funds donated
j them or raised at benefits given by them.
Coffee, tea, lemonade, cookies, doughnuts
nd cigarettes are dispensed free in the
anteens. The VACS, in their uniforms of
risp white pinafores, white halo caps and
ed chiffon veils, play cards, ping-pong and
ames with the soldiers, dance with them,
mg with them. They also prepare food,
.ash dishes, clean kitchens and lounging
ooms. Each girl must take her turn at the
its

s

ish-pan, coffee urns, etc., as well as the
aver chores of amusing service guests.

Gaudette Colbert was one of the first
lembers of the VACS and no one has
ibored harder or more faithfully than she.
ihe has been more than generous with her
iine, money, and influence to further the
ause of the canteens.
Annabella and Elsie Janis are popular
olunteer workers. Mrs. Edwin Knopf is
resident of the VACS, assisted by Mrs.
.ouis B. Mayer, Mrs. Jack Benny, Mrs.
Villiarfi Goetz, Mrs. Charles Boyer, Mrs.
\dolphe Menjou. Barbara Stanwyck, Mrs.
lary Cooper, Anita Louise, Sally Eilers,

Trevor, and

HEDY LAMARR, STARRING IN THE M-G-M PRODUCTION, "DRAGON SEED"

Let
'Its

say

name
it's

is

my

Glamour Dust Glorify You

Woodbury Powder. And

created the perfect powder shade for

1

the sheerest, smoothest glamour

that ever

came out of

a box.

each skin type.

My new

What

a gorgeous glow your shade

Woodbury Rachel shade gives my ivory-

gives the

toned complexion the creamy, gardenia

Woodburv Powder

look directors rave about."

veil of loveliness

You're
plays

no

right,

Hedy! And Woodbury

your complexion!
like

is

a fragrant

— a subtle flattery that

clings softly for hours.

favorites. Working with Holly-

Find your shade of

Woodbury discovered
just 5 complexion types. Then by a new
process — Color Control — Woodbury
wood

in

tints

Woodbury Pow-

der at any toilet goods counter. Only

directors,

10«f. Wear it for the
man whose compliments matter most.

S1.00. 50c, 25c,

many more.

WOODBURY

BEAUTY BONUS
Now

.

N

K\\

Matched Make-up

Lipstick, all in a

All just right for

SI. 00!

— to

.

with your SI. 00 box of Powder, you also

Rouge and

get

.

your coloring.

Hollywood Type Chart

Munning
All

(in

set.

three for

every box)

help \ou find your most flattering shades.

Ida Lupino couldn't be prouder of her husband, Louis Hayward (left) for enlisting
L
private in the Marine Corps. Her companionship with "The Beard"
(Monte Wo.i
above, with whom she co-stars in "Life Begins at 8:30") is strictly
for la

LOUIS GETS THE

LOW

A Hollywood

husband,

now

in

armed forces, will learn
what his pretty blonde wife
the

has been up to during his absence when he reads this!
LOUIS,
DEARRemember
me

?

The dame who

tells

the drop of a hat? Well, don't
look now, but I've just dropped my hat. I
can't wait to tell you about the little' woman
all at

you left behind you when you joined the
Marines that sweet dove you left in the
pretty nest high in the Santa Monica hills
She doesn't live there any more. It took
four gallons of gas a day (and Ida only has
an "A" card to> reach that nest, and threeservants to keep it feathered, and gasoline
and servants are something that movie

—

)

stars haven't got these days. Ida
your house and moved into an
in town, where she can swing on
eat at the Brown Derby. You

very sensible

girl,

has closed
apartmeni
a bus, and
married a

Louis' Slightly mad, but

sensible-

All the stars are going to have to move
town eventually, after much pouting
and pooling, but Ida just accepted it without even making a face, and that was that
And not one gripe out of her about the
into

$25,000 ceiling
said, "is that

"All

we win

I
care about," she
the war. As long a-

Ida is still putting out songs as regularly as most
people put out the cat. She has composed many of

them
shows,

for the

RAF

in

Canada

to use in their

camp

and a special song dedicated to Hayward

A

'

girls, you did it. You screamed and yelled
and carried on like a bunch of love-sick females
until you got him. You know who I mean.

/ELL,

f\l
Y y

\

Whom

mean. John Payne. That really smooth-looking boy
»ver on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. With that superb
90 pound chassis that makes muscle man Atlas look cutrate. His studio has gotten him a deferment from the
\rmy until he can make one more picture. "Hello, Frisco,
-Tello." All on account you asked for it. Asked for it, my
we. you demanded it That means you get another chance
o look at John. And sigh. Before male rationing sets in.
!

The

John, however, would probably like to wring your
necks for getting him that deferment. Never was there a
boy so anxious to get into a uniform. His eyes flash on
and off like neon signs when he talks about- it. Several
months ago he got his financial affairs in order, his mother
looked after, and little Julie Anne well provided for, and
without any fuss or fanfare he enlisted as a private in
the Army Air Corps.
John's always been crazy about planes. He built a sensational plane when he was fourteen that would undoubtedly
(Please turn to page 8 2 )
have revolutionized aviation

—

Girls

He Leaves

Behind Him!
JOHN PAYNE
SCOOP STORY
By Liza

Yes, Dona Drake is
home girl, but what

a
a

high on
a hilltop overlooking
Hollywood with three
cocker spaniel puppies
as playmates. She has
no maid, keeps in trim
girl

!

She

lives

by doing her
housework.

own

Strictly

a

human dynamo, pintsize, Dona is a sensation in "Star Spangled

Rhythm'* and a sure
bet for early stardom.
Exclusive photos by Paramount Studios

SPENCER TRACY

AND
KATHARINE HEPBURN

YOU CAN'T

"Woman
woman

RATION LOVE!
36

of the Year" and her

man

The team of Tracy and Hepburn is
M-G-M's new mystery drama, the

meet again
reunited
story of

ir
a

suspected of her husband's murder, and
the newspaper reporter who determines to absolve her by bringing to light the real murderer

But maybe these Hollywood beauties aren't so wacky, at that.
Give them a chance to explain!

on this page, says: "What is a Zoot
nothing but a silly, unpatriotic fad because
a waste of good material that might otherwise be
used to help the war effort." Pointing out how stupid
it is for boys to wear over-length coats and trousers
when good citizens are buying trousers without cuffs,
Leslie poses to illustrate the futility of it all. No, that
isn't a Zoot Suit she's wearing, just an outfit from the
men's wardrobe department, and a trifle large for
little Leslie. If you want to see her on the screen in
other dress, catch Columbia's "City Without Men."
Leslie Brooks,

Suit? It's

it's

Bishop (shown in two pictures at top of page)
intends to comply with all government fuel conservation regulations. Now, wait a minuteJ That tripleexposure of Julie is just part of her publicity posing
job at Warner studio after working hours she shakes
the dust out of some woollen undies which will keep
her warm and cozy these long winter evenings.

Julie

—

What with the

tire shortage and gas rationing, even
novie actresses are walking to work. Madeleine
-eBeau, whose beauty blazes in "Casablanca," Warner
3ros.' new picture, checks her average day's walking
vith a pedometer strapped to her shapely undercarriage.

!

OVER

the bomb-scarred cinemas around Piccadilly Circus
see Old Glory and the Union Jack floating
proudly together in the breeze while below them the
and women of the U. S. Forces and the British Services

you can

men

to see the new films equally companionable. They even
share their gum and candy
and that's sincerely friendly now
that all sweetstuffs are so strictly rationed on the coupon

go inside

—

system

Shows end early these blackout nights so afterwards they go
along to eat and dance at one of London's many Anglo-American

You

famous screen faces at the tables, too,
American movie stars who live in Britain come
to act as hosts and hostesses to their folks, and our own players
like to extend the hand of welcome as well, with maybe a song
or a rhythm act to help the fun.
clubs.

for

most

often see

of the

"Somewhere
the grey hills

in Britain" there's

where the giant

a great landing

field

aircraft (Please turn to

among

page 84

)

Johnson, above,
ays one of the leading

«lia

les

Noel Coward's

in

vy drama, "In Which
Serve." Remember

s

argaret Lockwood,
ght? She is the heroine
I a new crime picture,
Alibi." Her husband is
Army officer on acservice, and she
•>

rves in
oel

H

the

far right,

ovie
•r

W.

V. S.

Coward, pictured

his

man

is

England's

of the hour

great new

film.

about Vivien Leigh,
Donat! Here's
Robert
ichard Greene,
colorful account, direct from England,
f the fine job British stars and studios
re doing under war-time conditions

lead

the

latest

By
Hettie

Grim stead

LETTER

FROM LONDON
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MY
IS
Just like

FATHEI

A HERO

any other youngster,

Roddy's great moment comes

when

his

adored father

on leave and can
ries

is

home

him stoof the sea. Here they are,
tell

Says Roddy McDov

father and son, at the 20th Century-Fox studio where Roddy
insisted

his

Dad accompany

him to the movie

lot

every day.

Roddy

a movie star nov
but his devotion to his Da
Third Officer Thomas M
Dowall of the British Me
chant Marine, remains th
is

biggest

thing

in

his

IH

By
Vivian Cosby

ON

THE

dock in Liverpoc
England, Roddy McDow;
sat huddled together with h

sister

ther.

his mother and
weary hours they

Virginia,

For

five

f

he

been waiting permission to board tl
American-bound steamer Scythia.
An air raid signal sounded. Peop
all about them hurried for shelte

But the McDowall family paid
was more important th

attention. It

they stay together for the preciot
little time left. For they did not kno
when they would be united again,
ever.

Months before the British goven
ment had urged that all children I
evacuated to a safe country. Rodd
however, had pleaded with his fathi
not to send him and Virginia awa

To him London was

exciting, esp<

during an air raid when tl
R.A.F. went up after the Jerries. H
father agreed to let them stay. In h
heart was the hope that conditioi
cially

would get better and there would
no need of a family separation.
At that time Mr. McDowall w;
1

the proprietor of a transport servii
his trucks distributed air rai
shelters and explosives. So after
hard stretch of work it was comfor
ing to come home to his loved one

and

Then one day something happened
make him realize more than ever ho
unsafe they were in England. One
his trucks was bombed while drivin
along the street. The driver was kille<
Mr. McDowall did all he could f
i

the unfortunate

man's family,

the

—
1

Above, Roddy

listens to his fother spin

true yarns of the

war at sea. Left above,

happy McDowall family
Mrs. Winifred Mcsister Virginia,
Dowall, Roddy, and Thomas McDowall.

the whole

are manning the life-lines of
the United Nations. You see
their ships carry essential supplies. They have to get through

any cost. And it's tough
going 'cause they haven't always enough guns to put up
a good fight. If an enemy
looms on the horizon they just
have to outwit them."

at

j^ieddy reads the story of
]

"My

"But Roddy," I protested,
a German bomber swoops

"if
Friend

from which his new picture
as adapted. His studio plans big
lings for the remarkable boy actor.

Jicka,"

f

1

1

turned home and quietly told his wife she was to take
le children to America. He was going to join the Mer-

chant Marine.
It was a few days

after he had made this decision that
a le family sat on the dock in Liverpool. Tucked under
Noddy's arm was a souvenir of London The shrapnelr
iddled license plate off the ill-fated truck.
An officer from the Scythia told them they could go
:

<

j

Ji

board. The dreaded moment had come. Thomas emito raced his wife and daughter.
He placed his hands on
•K toddy's shoulders and looked into his eyes. He didn't
espfjbeak, but Roddy knew his dad was silently telling him
1 nat he was now the head man of the family,
f
Head of the family!
large order for a thirteen-yeard k
Id boy. But somehow, as Roddy told me all this, in the
itio^layroom of his California home, I felt he was equal to
~h

A

lie

job.

There

is

a quiet assurance about him which in-

pires confidence.

Were you

when

your' father joined the
asked.
"Not at all," replied Roddy his eyes sparkling with
xcitement. "Dad loves the sea. Besides, he belonged to
he Merchant Marine in the last war. It was awfully exiting. The ship he was on got torpedoed and the crew
tad to abandon it. They drifted around in a life-boat for
wo days before they were picked up. If I were grown-up
'd certainly join the Merchant Marine. They really have
hie
dventures!"
kJf, "More so than any other service?'
Roddy thought a moment before he replied. "Well, in
his war," he explained, "the Merchant Marine seamen
i:rf

m

tes

-

.

British

surprised

Merchant Marine ?"

I

down to kill, how can they
possibly win the encounter by
wits ?"
"Dad told me they have only
one real defense. When the enemy is overhead the thing
to do is to keep the ship in a steady course until the plane
is in a bombing position. Then you swing the helm hard
over so that the ship moves out of the path of the bomb."
As Roddy talked he kept looking at a picture of his
fine-looking man in an
father, Thomas McDowall.
officer's uniform with eyes as warm and steadfast as

A

those of his son.

"Dad and I used to go sailing all the time before the
war," continued Roddy. "He taught me a lot about boats."
There was really no need for Roddy to tell me how
interested he is in ships, for his playroom proclaims the
fact for him. The chintz drapes and chair slip-covers have
a sailboat in their design and the bookcase shelves are
lined with books of. sea stories. On the wall is a beautifully drawn map of a mythical kingdom Roddy started
inventing when he was six. The imaginary country is
called Fidelis and Roddy has written several books on
its history. For the present he has lost interest in Fidelis
because the world right now is much more crammed full
of adventure and excitement than Roddy could possibly
r

dream
For

up.
instance, several

months ago an enemy submarine
on the coast of California. A fan of
Roddy's who happened to live in that vicinity sent him
fired at

an

oil-well

a piece of the shrapnel as a souvenir. Roddy now considers this his good luck piece. And well he might, for
at about the time the enemy made the surprise attack

Thomas McDowall's

ship

was

sailing

up the

Pacific Coast.

Quite unexpectedly good fortune had made it possible
for him to see his family again (Please turn to page 64
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What

to

reen

make

Mau-

posing
but
playing in

against
cheesecake

fights
for

of

O'Hara? She
art,

she enjoys
love scenes! At right,
her first screen appearin a bathing suit,
opposite Henry Fonda
"The Immortal Serin
geant." Facing page,
the big clinch from film,
Fonda's last for duration.

ance

How

to be popular
though proper! Red-

headed Maureen
O'Hara
just

tells

how

you

girls

she does

it

By Maude Cheatham

THE

'don't' girl of Hollywood Newspapers carry
gossip lines, saying, 'Maureen O'Hara won't drink,
won't smoke, won't wear revealing evening gowns, or
negligees, or sweaters. Maureen O'Hara won't take a
bath before the camera, or appear in a bathing suit. Or
show her legs.' Maybe they should add, I won't chew
tobacco, or swear -politely, or otherwise!"
Quite out of breath, the Irish lovely stopped abruptly.
Maureen O'Hara is a spunky package, and the impact of

*M

!

—

46

her personality is dynamic. She's bubbling with positiv
ideas, and she loves to express them.
"All these comments." she went on, "are supposed t>
make me 'different.' I'm not. I'm just like every othe
girl who discovers when she steps out into the grown-u]
world that there are many issues to meet, many question
to answer. While my problems center on my acting, the
are the same as every other career girl has
she'll recog
nize them, and probably her 'don't' will coincide witl

—

itiv

1
-

1

tlx

„

),

v

jl

ne and the only difference, of course, is that the stage setting varies.
"I'm not prudish, but my training was strict. Dublin is conservative. The
ople look at many things differently than we do in America and I never
int them'to be ashamed of me. It seems wise to think things over and
ve a goal, so I have a list of 'don'ts' and am my own Will Hays office!
"For instance, I'm no stunt artist. So why should I go sliding around a
b for the camera? For my first Hollywood picture, 'The Hunchback of
itre Dame,' someone brightly thought up a plan of making pictures of
as a medieval maiden, taking a bath in an old-fashioned tin tub. There
*ild be shots of my legs as I stepped in, views of my back dripping wet.
d other choice bits. This didn't fit in with (Please turn to page 80 )

—

DIRECTOR SAM WOOD'S

LOCATION
DIARY

FOR

WHOA
2 —First day on
JULY
and "For Whom the Bell Tol
locati

is getting under way. Here
are on a snow-capped peak of
Sierra Nevada, two miles up tow;
a blue California sky. The camp
175 folk sprang up overnight. It'i
huddle of tents and shacks amid fi
and anyone looking down from
airplane would take us for a lot

gypsies.
I've started this diary, I don't kn
why. Everybody has started a di;
one time or another, but very f
it up. Gary Cooper says you
got to have a hobby on location,
you'll go daffy in the solitude. Ak
Tamiroff, who's playing Pablo, pai
a fishing rod, but there are few f
here. Ingrid Bergman goes in
music, but a piano can't be drag£
up these slopes. Pilar that's Kat
Paxinou, who looks like a swarl
fortune-teller with a couple of ril
on her back brought along a set
pans and a cook book to fix up fai
Greek dishes, but she can't find
ingredients here. So maybe we're

keep

—

—

luck.

Hard

at work all day. Scrambli
up and down mountain pe;

keeping the scenes within si
of the big Technicolor ca
eras. Ten cameras in all. Tl
weigh a ton each, and are
big as telephone booths.
The darndest thing! Su

Wood, who gave us
"scoop" of his location
diary, which he kept all through
the filming of Paramount'* big
movie, coaches stars for a scene.
Director

this

ich-hour conference between stor ond ditor. At right, '.he hoirdresser puts finishing

Lesson

in

man goes

English, above.

Coach

over dialogue while

for Miss BergCooper waits.

ches on Bergmon's close-cropped coiffure.

BELL TOLLS

IfHE

ff

WITH

GARY COOPER
AND

INGRID
hikers have found us out These
;aks are in terribly rough country,
ist like the Sierra de Guadarrama
lountains in Spain, where Ernest
"flemingway set his story. Nearest

4 jer

!

away. Bill Menour art designer, who knows his
pain, says this location is the very
nage of Guadarrama, only harder

|»wn is sixty miles
tes,

find. Took
mr months to
)

a

the
find

experts
hikers did

location
it.

The

two
was

days.
tired and turned in for a
lady poked me in
cze under a tree.
le ribs with a stick and I sat up. I
Idmire the hikers, though. They are
^ L in-tanned young things in shorts,
pf»veaters and sandals. One was actuin

.

I

A

Uy barefooted! They pack cameras
nd knapsacks, too. They're as tough

commando

boys, these gals
have sixty horses.
'Tiey haul cameras, generators, supIs

July

'

3

—We

!

and what-not on a two-pole sled,
style, up and down the mountains. It's tough on Akim, climbing
nese peaks. He's got ten sweaters for
adding, like Falstaff, and gets out of
lies

ndian

"I made my start in
playing in Gorki's 'The

reath.
:a

he says, "and now
!"
'm two miles up
Old Bill White, the guide,

depths.' "

ays

Akim

1

as since Andrew Jackson was
Please turn to page
88 )

On
-

sports the largest
in the Sier-

eard ever viewed

i

her days off from work, InBergman liked to go fishing
on the banks of the Stanislaus
River just below her location
cabin. What, no bites, Ingrid?
grid

AmerLower

BERGMAN

A

simply has to look her
nicest when the boy friend
is on his way over; and even
girl

though Gloria Jean has
been working all day with
Donald at the Universal
studio,

ing

where they're mak-

"When Johnny Comes

Marching
different,

Home,"
it's

this

A

GIRL'S
FIRST DATE

is

came

.

Hollywood as

in

strictly social.

£* o'c^r

now. but

It's important to make
a good impression on

that

first

date. Donald

O'Connor,
not

look

left,

like

may
Victor

Mature, but Hunk o'
never more
anxious to make an
impressive entrance.

Man was

Donald
in

his

is so absorbed
dreams for a

beautiful evening that

he has forgotten to
take his finger off the
the door-bell. By a

curious coincidence
Gloria Jean happened to be looking out.

this

w« her very

A

box of roses never
girl annoyed
at the giver. Next time

made any

send her a corsage,
but this will do for a
start. Right above,
he'll

Gloria's
kid

sister

Pop
call

and

Donald's

attention to Grandfather Clock in the hall.

Pop's curfew cancels out
double feature shows, so
Donald and Gloria shop
for a preview and find
one. At right, the lady

right

behind

Donald

must have seen the kids
togther in "Get Hep to
Love." She asked them
for
their
autographs.

the
Id

show,

means

o snack at the famous Brown Derby, and
He's not in the upper salary brackets yet.

snack.

Gloria Jean says she's on a diet; true or false, Donald's mind is
now made up. She's the one and only in his life from now on.
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Jitterbug into

Glamor

Girl!

The amazing transformation of Betty Hutton

This dignified beauty is the real-life Betty
Hutton, wearing her favorite clothes from

her personal wardrobe. She chooses winwhite for formal evenings; chalky
white crepe with bare midriff, below;
frothy white net over nude chiffon, right
below and a snowy white fox coat. Top
right, dressy black suit for theater dates.
The black lace snood is new note. Betty is
one of thirty stars seen in Paramount's
all-star musical, "Star Spangled Rhythm."
ter

—

Exclusive photos of
Brtty Huttoti bp A. L.

Whitey Rchafrr. Porn
mount Studios.

4\

Above,

dinner
Egyptian
in
motif, flared crepe skirt,
with high-necked handstartling

costume,

crocheted

bodice

in

and

lavender,

pale

matching cap with
heavy

silk

toon. At
brilliant

fringe

fes-

above,

right

green

wool

spectator
with

suit,
sports
form-fitting lapel-

less jacket. Betty's shoul-

clip is of green and
red enamel in a straw-

der

berry cluster design.

Dove blue velveteen
fashions

Betty's

smart

luncheon frock and
matching wide-brimmed
hat, at left. The bias
skirt is four-gored and
a large flat bow finishes
the neckline. Black faille
dinner trousers are Miss

Hutton's choice for

home dinner

parties,

with shell pink crepe for

the

long-sleeved

blouse

which ties at throat.
Addie Masters, designer.

LUSTROUS

LADY
Bright and beautiful! That
Veronica Lake, whose love
hair has made her farno;

By
Josephine Felts

Down

or up,

the gleam

t h

counts. Just l(
at the lights

this h a
seems as

r 1
S
surpr

i

as we are to set
put up. You'll
seeing her in Pa
mount's "StarSp
gled Rhythm" t
the United Art
feature, "I M
ried a Witch

WITH

hair like that

and a lovely

figure, a girl

can have anything she wants in the world!"

It is a man talking, of course, for these are
the two things men first notice about a girl her hair and
her figure.
Just look at Veronica Most people do.
Your hair is your greatest potential beauty rightly
cared for it has greater possibilities than any beauty you
possess. The bright sort of hair that sparkles, haiiKthat
:

5V4"

!

;

sends light bouncing right out from
firelight tosses light in, is

it

when sunlight or

what you and everybody

else

admire. Nothing on earth is as dull as drab, lusterless
hair. All very well, you say. but what can I
about it?
You can do a great deal. First on the list, of course,
comes cleanliness. Without cleanliness real hair beauty is
impossible. You have never suspected that you were half
as pretty as you will be if you start with clean soft hair.
Please have a good brush And keep it clean. Next to
your regular shampooing your brush is your best hair
cleansing agent. If you aren't brushing your hair one
hundred strokes a day you might try doing so each night
for a week. When you see how much better your hair
looks and how much easier it is to handle, you will make
brushing your hair as much of a routine as brushing your

DO

!

teeth.

So much for a right beginning. There is much more
you can do. Time was when the only problem about
your hair was to shampoo or not to shampoo, what to
wash it with and whether to wear it up or down. Today
many of us are women-at-work defense workers, workers in factories. Some of us are fastening time fuses on
bombs, some of us are welding, or working on derricks.
These days it isn't as easy since we may find metal shav:
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ings or lubricating grease in our hair. Most unpleasant!
Hollywood has these problems too! As the stars' hair
gets burned with sun and wind, filled with realistic
grease and metal in making a film, here is the procedure
one studio has worked out: streaked or sunbaked hair,
or hair that has been neglected and dried out, is first
treated with oil. Any good oil, olive or mineral oil, will
do. One easy way to spread on the oil is to twist some
cotton on a toothpick and dip it into the hot oil. Apply
it to the hair strand by strand. Then apply the oil with
the same cotton, to the scalp along parts in the hair. Next
massage the scalp gently and begin to brush, brush, and
brush and brush, outward from the scalp with long sweeping strokes. Next wrap your hair up in a towel, preferably
a hot one, for as long as you have time, and then give
yourself a good shampoo.
As to which shampoo to use, there are literally dozens
of good ones. Find one you like, follow directions carefully. The real secret of a good shampoo is in the rinsing.
Hair that is badly rinsed is almost certain to be dull.
While we are on the subject of rinses, look into the
matter of prepared rinses some of which do as much for
the appearance of your hair as make-up does for your
face. Today's best advice as to how to apply a rinse of this
type is to brush it into the hair after your shampoos and

!

rinse. Brush it on
from the scalp, outward from the.
Watch your hair under a good light
)U do this and when you have the right
for you, rinse once in clear water, set
hair and dry.
nch a rinse is intended to make your
prettier, not to change its color comly. It is made to put lights and glamor
dull lifeless hair. For instance, it can

one clear water

!-

GUIDE TO GIAMOR

/

Lights

your hair and a

in

light in

your eye,

are two ways of keeping your spirits

in high!

blonde hair a more golden blonde, or
hair a bluer grey, but don't ask it to
; you a brunette if you are a blonde, or
nde if you are a brunette. And, if there
girl anywhere (I can't believe this posit)
who thinks her hair too red and
.s to tone it down a bit, the right shade
epared rinse will do it for her.
you see these rinses are really hair
i-up in quite the sense that a lipstick is
;-up. They make you prettier but they
not permanent, for you can remove
by shampooing your hair as you can
;

ive lipstick

when you wash your

face,

ease don't try a rinse to cover grey
So far they don't work effectively
way and we don't want you to be
pointed.
short cuts and time savers today are
1
Dme additions to living. So remember
you will save endless fuss and bother
your hair if you will have a good
anent first. You can do so without a
nanented" look.
there is one thing Hollywood insists on
it is on natural beauty. Anything that

—

trumped-up or as if it never, never,
grew that way, is suspected. This is
>tionally true about hair. A "permaTo•d'' look dates you like a bustle.
permanent must seem naturally curly
it must both look and act like natural
and, fortunately, if you have it properly
.

-

can.
any of the other inconveniences of oldoned permanents are definitely out of
it

market too. Metallic salts no longer
to be used in the giving of permanent
s.
This alone is responsible for that
"realer" look. Without the metallic
there are no longer any disagreeable,
ical odors nor do you have to put up
having your hair uncomfortably pulled
retched as it is wound with curl.

jr,

A

rVm

*****

I

Are you a brunette like piquant Dona
Drake of Paramount's "Star Spangled
Rhythm?" Then get that
your

hair

with

cool, soft

one of the black

glow

in

rinses.

Or, are you blonde like luscious Lillian
Eggers who plays in United Artists' "The
Powers Girl?" Brighten your hair with a
light golden blonde rinse. Keep it shining!

can make-up your hair By make-up
ALMOST
YOU
up, part
we mean brighten up, make
!

prettier,

add warm, gleaming lights. Marchand's has
twelve special rinses with which you can
learn to do delightful things. For instance,
if

warm chestnut rinse
your hair that you'll be

you're brunette, a

will put a sparkle in

if you're a mousey blonde, the
regular blonde rinse will give you pleasant
things to think about as you look in your
mirror. Don't ever again envy bright hair.

proud of

;

everybody today does her hair

of her hair at least. And to
stay up, exactly where you want it.
a Grip-tuth comb is the best help in the
world. These little combs stay in your hair
where you put them. If you have, as we
have, struggled with ordinary little fallingout combs, you know how valuable a firm

make

it

one can be. Grip-tuth hangs on. The prongs
of these combs press both ways, up and
down, so they can't possibly slip out.

operator giving a fine permanent can
your hair gently with the same lasting
the old methods gave,
illywood beauty experts warn against
lg permanents too close to each other,
your hair grow out for five or six
hs between them. And be sure to have
\pert scalp treatment a week or two
too dry or too oily
e the permanent
won't take a perfect wave,
ether short cut to hair beauty that may
definite convenience as well, is the dry
poo. Never suppose for a moment that
take the place of your regular shamIt is not designed for that. It is an
:

—

1

tween-shampoo-freshen-upper
So if,
g these busy months you occasionally
to freshen and cleanse your hair withaking much time, say at the end of a
h day when you have an important
ng ahead, then you should be acited with a good dry shampoo. For it
s
your hair sweet, clean, lustrous,
removing the traces of oil and of dust,
!

i

idition to which, the best of them will
lisrurb your wave. Think of the con-

nce
e best way to use
ate your hair into
try
.

:o

it

we

believe

is

to

strands and apply

shampoo section by section. Then
work with your trusty brush and

brush, brush But as with everything
follow directions on the package and

i,

!

won't go wrong.

Let us suggest the
cular importance of an occasional dry
poo for children's hair. It's different,
impress them with the value of hair
and it can be fun.

Margaret Hayes of "They've Got Me Covered," has soft chestnut curls. Pretty hair such
as hers can be brightened with a Henna
rinse or cooled with a dark brown rinse.

Valentine, Valentine, will you be my Valentine? In the smaller of the two hearts above,

know the results
YOU
hair
gets dry,

be
way
ask someone
WHAT
your Valentine than
send her one

;

it

or else oily and

of neglecting your

dull,

unmanageable,

stringy. Ogilvie Sisters
have a cream pack that seems to undo
months of neglect in a couple of hours. You
can use it yourself at home after a shampoo. Even the dullest, weariest-looking hair
comes out soft, shiny and natural looking.

Irresistible Perfume; Blue Waltz Perfume is
most attractively packaged with larger one.
is

nicer

to

to

of
the Sweet-Hearts above Perfume by itself
in our opinion is a lovely Valentine. It is a
reminder that lasts and gives pleasure for
weeks to come. When perfume is dressed
on a gay heart, then no liner Valentine can
he dreamed up by anyone.
to

!
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Here's

Hollywoo
Candids by Jean Duval
Gossip by Weston East
Bob Hope, the gag master, and Kay Kyser, the jive ditto, exchange
ugly scowls, just for fun, at a recent Hollywood benefit radio show.

A HOLLYWOOD woman
.sarily

to

have to have a

doesn't nec

man

in unifoi

be a "war wife" these days.

Dol

Hope and Billie Cagney are proof of
Both Bob Hope and Jimmy Cagney co
so much territory visiting camps and si
tl

ing Victory

Bonds, weeks go by with
wives seeing them. Dolores is vj
cute about it. When she is invited out
dinner, she takes along Bob's picture i
sets it up at her place. Billie Cagney we
a picture of Jimmy on her coat lapel,
design is a miniature frame and it pins
like a regular brooch. Do they kinda
for their guys? What do you think?
their

NOW marrying
it's

Betty Hutton

the

whom

Perc.

Westmores, is going
they've announced th

marry. At least
engagement. If it goes" through, Betty v
be number four in Perc's domestic life,
the meantime he's furnished a nauti
apartment for himself, right in his o
beauty salon. He spends weekends th
when on furlough. It's complete even
port-holes.

Mary Astor's few intimate
ONLY
knew that way back
April, she

friei

last

a

Manuel Del Campo came

to an arnica
agreement to disagree. Mary insisted, ho
ever, that they withhold an announcenn

her husband had become a Ro
Canadian Air Force flyer. When he visii
her on furlough last year, for a while
looked like they might patch things up. I
now Mary is going to file suit for divor
They are still friends. Mary will have a
tody of two-year-old Tony. But even H
lywood will have to guess what actua
until

Hey, Bogie, you can't do that to Jack— not with his wife, Mary Livingstone, around. Humphrey
Bogart was just trying to show Benny the technique he uses for his "bad man" roles.

caused the breach.

FOR

Rosalind Russell
gladly gives these
service men auto-

graphs even if it
means neglecting
her

husband,

Fred

Lieut.

Brisson

of the

Army

Air

Corps,

whose

pleasant

ex-

pression says he

—

doesn't mind
just so
the boys are happy.

thirty-six
hours John Beal
mained in the hospital with his wi
Helen Craig. At 5 A. M. the baby was bo
At 9 A. M. John had to be on the "Edge
Darkness" set. All day long he did scei
where he carried Nancy Coleman's "des
body up a long flight of stairs. What w
closeups, long shots, etc., John made thii
trips. Did he go right home after work a

much needed sleep? He did not.
staggered back to the hospital to have
conference with his new daughter, Th
dora Beal
get his

BECAUSE

George Montgomery was

ht

est and admitted that he enjoyed
publicity Hedy Lamarr brought him,

1

H

lywood has been

letting

George have

it-

a kidding sort of way. When a local c
umn printed that George was dating Din
Shore, a "friend" of George's cracked:

hope Dinah keeps her Crosley up

!"

—

!

David May, heir to the
when they dined at Mocambo's.

Rut he rf ord -found

fun

•f

/E

May Company

A

millions,

romance? Could bel

The Gary Coopers attending one of the social events of the season at
the Westside Tennis Club. Ruth Hussey can be seen in background.

LIKE

this story on Dennis Morgan.
that his wife is safely out of
ger and the new baby doing well, Dendecided to take a little vacation. So he
led Lillian, the kids and their two dogs
the station wagon. At every hotel,
'mis got the same answer, "Sorry, but
don t take dogs." Finally it began to
dark. Dennis pulled up in front of a
sign advertised, "Room and board
nel.
dogs, by the night" Dennis rang the
"I say," said Dennis with a twinkle
people?"
lis eye, "do you take in

Now

A

•

WHO

E

Van

Heflin. For
didn't
it it published that Van had spent half
life shipping out to sea. He was also a
nber of the artillery reserve. Van could
e had a commission either in the Navy
he artillery. He chose the latter and has
ady left for his branch. As a lieutenant
hoping a furlough will come around

laughs last

is

some unknown reason,

M-G-M

time wifey Frances Neal presents
a son he hopes

—

i

DW

Phyllis Brooks

him

knows why Richard

Travis seemed to be brushing her off.
en Dick was in Washington making a
ernment short, Phyllis was there doing
work. They saw quite a bit of each

But

:r.

te-like.
•d,

was

it

When

just

all

friendly

and

they returned to Holly-

Dick never called

Phyllis.

His recent

Anne Berkey, a Junior League
explains why. Anne won out over

riage to
s.

e

pretty

re's

keen Hollywood competition,

a hot

new romance

City. Dan
< to his knitting.

w

Judy Garland is shocked at hubby Dave Rose's party manners. Dave loves to tease her, but
Judy threatens to get revenge by making him a present of Emily Post's book of etiquette.

York

for Phyllis in

Cupid can now go

OT

a "wolf" in sight certainly applies
the Hollywood scene these days,
ice Cabot is the latest to join the Army.
girl
friend, Marie McDonald, has
mised him faithfully that she won't knit
a sweater
Bruce now knows he's goto be a happy soldier.
to

!

IE grim

Hollywood three
when such great acses as May Robson, Edna May Oliver
Laura Hope Crews, were taken from

mes

1

reaper

hit

in succession,

Their close friends and the industry in
eral are still stunned from the shock,
ira Hope was in the east and few here
W she had been ill. Typical of Edna
y, she joked right up to the end and reid to allow her closest friends to know
ier innermost fears. They will be missed
lese three who helped us to forget our
i
pain and tears. May they find the
?hter they gave us.
!

Looking very happy

and

pretty,

too,

in

her Tyrolean suspender skirt and white
blouse,

Lana Turner

and her husband,
Steve Crane, were
among the screen
celebrities who took
part in the holiday
festivities at the

WestsideTennisClub.

!

II
Caught

in the act by the cameraman.
Lundigan and his gal, Marguerite Chap
are a happy, "scrappy" twosome at Ci,

AFTER

their

intimate

scenes

in

you wouldn't think
Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon wc
be self-conscious. But they finally had
ask Walter to leave the set of "The You
'

Miniver,"

1

est Profession," Virginia Weidler's
starring picture. Greer was playing hers
in a guest spot. Walter stood on the s
lines to watch. Greer got so nervous
kept blowing her lines. When Walter s
"Why, Mrs. Miniver, I'm surprised at yi
that's when they ran him out.

i

HOLLYWOOD

is wondering why E
Stanwyck usually leaves ea
she does go out for an even

bara

when

|

Several times she has arrived alone,
cause Bob Taylor was away on a hunt
trip. There was a time in her life w

Barbara was quite

anti-social.

But

all

belongs to the dead past. That's wh)
worries Barbara's friends, when she i
sits quietly in the background, and so:
times goes home soon after dinner,
probably nothing. Or maybe she isn't w
Typical of Stanwyck, she'd sooner let f
pie misjudge her, than dramatize her <>
personal problems. Too bad there ar
a few more like her.
IT'S Hollywood's newest economy measi
'
Judy Garland started it and the glai
gals are all copying her. Instead of bm
clothes, Judy has been putting all
spending money into Victory Bonds,
with true feminine pride she's growi
little weary of wearing the same gQ'
month in and month out. So what did
do? Judy had evening slacks made oul
them. They come in black velvet, §
lame, flat crepes. With them Judy w<
blouses of paisley silk and peasant
broidery. She can switch them around
make dozens of changes. Pretty clever
that Garland gal, don't you think?

IOAN CRAWFORD is so-o-o in
J with hubby Phil Terry, (for the
time in her

1

i

she says) and doesn't c
Dinner guests were a li
startled recently. The soup course was
ing quite nicely, thank you, when Joan s
denly tore down to Phil's end of the ta
She threw her arms around him and ri
then and there they told all over again 1

who knows

life,
it.

much they loved each other. Well, tli
being honest about it, in case anyone
have any doubts.

Above, Dorothy Lamour turns on the charm
Lieut.-Commander Arthur Davis of the
U. S. Navy, who seems rather shy. Right,
Randolph Scott with cute starlet Margie
Stewart. Randy sure knows how to pick 'em.

for

NOW
workers

that their intimate friends

and co-

are exhausted from sympathizing and placating Mickey and Ava, the
Rooneys have reconciled 'Twas ever thus
in Hollywood. But no one minds if this
time they'll just stick together and realize
that marriage is a series of adjustments
and forgivings. Ava, by the way, is wearing a stunning new bracelet. Yes, it's a
welcome home present from the Mick.
!

SMART

Hollywoodites are saying that

no one will be surprised if Ann Sothern
and Bob Sterling get married when Bob
comes home on his first furlough. They
must be forgetting about Roger Pryor,
Ann's ex-husband. Roger would be very

much
58

surprised.

As

yet,

Ann

ceived her final decree from

hasn't

him

re-

No

one

did.

——— ——— —

——

———

;

— ——— —

reviewed
IN A FLASH!
i

all fine,
be burned at the stake in 1670. It's
[aginative fun. See it by all means. Susan Haylird in cast.
I

LOVELIER
joU
and Rita Hayworth stage a joyi Fred Astaire
this super-duper dance and music
s' reunion in
ow Rita, as an icy South American beauty,
stranded in Buenos
i-ed'as a Broadway hoofer
Jerome Kern tunes, played by Xavier
ires
the musicals.
among
Tops
orchestra.
igat's

WERE NEVER

J

Colum-

J

SWAN

|!

20th Century-Fox.
ftS BIiACK
your picU want sheer escapist film fare, here's
yarn ot
swashbuckling
re. Raphael Sabatini's
make a
ratical practices in the Spanish
If

Mam

Power
iaroaring adventure movie with Tyrone
the lusty role of the daredevil captain. Maureen
I'

iHara

is

the gorgeous heroine.

PRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES
Intury-Fox.

Gay and glamorous

20th

musical,

all

in

spec'zzling color, will delight followers of this

cular type of entertainment. The frothy story
incerns the efforts of John Payne to persuade
to team up with.
"Jt'is former fiancee, Betty Grable,
again. Has Carmen Miranda at her merriest
iu I
form. Harry
•sar Romero in smoothest dancing
iimes' orchestra plays the hit tunes.

m

K
|

m j'fHITE

CARGO

M-G-M. Hedy Lamarr in her
little terror of the
chief attraction of this drama of white
en disintegrating in the brutal climate and borethe
>m. Hedy gives a sizzling performance as
ilfbreed who drives her victims to distraction,
who
overseer
tough
the
as
good
Pidgeon,
/alter
immune to her charms. Hedy's dance alone is
lorth admission price. Richard Carlson, Frank
forgan, fine.

Jrief

costume as Tondeleyo.

(topics, is

_

Hi"

IV

SISTER EILEEN

Columbia. The screen

of the long-running Broadway play is
ae long laugh, as it pictures two sisters from
iqlumbus, Ohio, in the Big City, their struggles
ii'succeed as writer and actress. Rosalind Russell
ves her gayest performance as the big sister,
!ith
Janet Blair a bewitching Eileen. Brian
iierne is in it, too. Don't miss this.

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE

Warners. Jack Benny and Ann Sheridan prove a
piquant team as Mr. and Mrs. in this amusing
picturization of the Kaufman-Hart stage play.
Ann and Jack, a city couple, run into comic

complications when they buy and remodel an
old farmhouse, where Washington reputedly once
slept. This will give you some hearty laughs.

THE PRIDE OP THE YANKEES

Sam

Goldwyn-U.A. This splendid screen tribute to a
fine American has deep emotional appeal, stressing the private life of the Lou Gehrigs rather
than the excitement of his public career, but the
most rabid baseball fan will enjoy it. Gary Cooper
gives a great performance as Gehrig. Teresa
Wright, as Mrs. Gehrig, and Babe Ruth, as himself, also excellent. The great American sport
glorified.

THE PALM BEACH STORY

Paramount.

—

Claudette
hilarious film's star foursome
Colbert. Joel McCrea, Rudy Vallee, Mary Astor—
all give sparkling performances, so don't miss it.
It's about a wife who leaves her husband because
he's not a big success even though she loves him.

This

After

much confusion and misunderstandings,

they're reunited.

THE NAVY COMES THROUGH

RKO-

Radio. This film, which pays tribute to the meii
of our Navy and Merchant Marine, will stir patriotic emotions. George Murphy plays a lieutenant,
who, forced to resign his commission because of
an unfortunate mishap, re-enlists as a gob and
becomes a hero. Pat O'Brien, good as the C.P.O.
The ship's encounters with enemy U-boats supply
action and thrills.

THE GLASS KEY

Paramount. Like movie
mysteries? Then don't miss this film version of
Dashiell Hammett's novel about a political boss
(Brian Donlevy) who is suspected of murder, and
his faithful lieutenant's (Alan Ladd) efforts to
clear him. Ladd portrays a variety of emotions
and does them all splendidly. Suspense is good.
Veronica Lake is in it, too.

,:rsion

,GAD

TO MOROCCO

Paramount. Bing and

are on the road again. This time it leads to
where they meet Dorothy Lamour, a
rincess, and very seductive in Oriental raiment,
ho throws over her sheik for Crosby and Hope.
don't miss
t you liked the other "Road" films,
eeing this—it's funnier than the first two. Its
meful, gay ; will put you in a cheery mood.

i:ob

Corocco

TAKE ISLAND

Paramount. This stirring
:reen drama of the Marines' heroic stand, based
will move and thrill you
records,
Lpon actual
the "defeat
is
it sweeps to its terrific climax
men which was really
gallant
f a handful of
triumph of fighting courage. Brian Donlevy

—

nod

William Bendix head a superb cast.

JOW,

VOYAGER

Warners.

Women

will like

of suppressed desires, in which the
nhibited daughter of a domineering mother
life. It
lights for the freedom to live her own
l|; the best Bette Davis movie in a long time,
'aul Henreid as the lover, Claude Rains, as her
i.octor, and Gladys Cooper, tops in a fine cast.
his

drama

ME AND MY GAL

M-G-M.

A

senimental filmusical about the old vaudeville days,
Vith Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, George Murphy
is
troupers touring the sticks with an eye on
he Palace. Song-and-dance acts are well done.
Md favorite tunes will bring back memories to
>ldtimers and thrill youngsters. Judy gives a
-noekout performance as the girl who gives up
bpy friend Gene (also a hit in his role) because
ie's unpatriotic. You must see this fine film.

?OR

MRS. MINIVER M-G-M. Jan

Struther's book
British wife and mother who could
"take it" has been made into a great motion picture. It's a masterful message of courage and a
fundamental lesson in fortitude. Greer Garson
rises to heights
in a poignant performance.
Walter Pidgeon is splendid as the husband.

(about the

TIGERS Republic. Exciting melodrama based upon the exploits of the American
Volunteer Group, those intrepid airmen who,
before Pearl Harbor, patroled the skies over
China. A good straightforward story centers on
(John
the courage of the Squadron Leader
Wayne at his robust best) , his resourcefulness
the
air
in
planes
outnumbered
in keeping his
and his romance with a nurse, Anna Lee. John
daredevil
flyer.
Carroll is good as the cocky,

FLYING

THE HARD WAY

Warners. Ida Lupino
this adult drama of theatrical life in
the role of a coldly ambitious girl who craves
fame not for herself but for her younger sister.
Joan Leslie lends freshness though little dramatic
fervor to the ingenue role. Dennis Morgan as
the man in the case is sufficiently suave and
handsome to carry off an unbelievable part.

dominates

THE

FOREST

RANGERS — Paramount.

Spectacular forest fires and a parade in Frontier
Day style are the thrilling sights of this story of
a Forest Ranger who tries to find those guilty of

in Picayune Canyon. Fred MacMurray is seen as the Ranger and Paulette
Goddard and Susan Hayward as the girls in his
life. All performances good. See it.

setting

fires

SIXPENCE — United
THE MOON ANDMaugham's
famous novel
Artists.

W. Somerset
who

of the great artist

lived

and loved

so ruth-

has been made into an absorbing motion
picture, with George Sanders in the role of the
middle-aged painter and heart-breaker who finds
fulfillment at last in Tahiti with a native girl.
Herbert Marshall and Doris Dudley also give
outstanding performances.
lessly,

FOREVER Warners.
YOU CAN'T ESCAPE
of the newspaper yarn, "Hi,
This new version
Nellie "

—

— — ——— — ——

THUNDER BIRDS

Decent films
MARRIED A WITCH Cinema Guild-U.A.
iumph for Veronica Lake, this picturization
Thorne Smith's last novel is a rare treat for
Veronica, as a
kse who enjoy film fantasy.
lncarnafelv ghost, returns to haunt the 1942
who caused her
March),
(Fredrie
man
the
of
i,n

——

which starred Paul Muni and Glenda Far-

and
lias Brenda Marshall, as the reporter,
rell
George Brent, as the hunch-playmg managing
solve a
editor who loves her. Between them they
murder and expose a black market in auto tires.
Brent and Brenda, fine. Roscoe Karns. good as a
comic cameraman. Fast-moving.; exciting.

20th Centwry-Fox. A romantic movie about the training of Allied Nations'
air cadets at Thunder Bird Field. Most of the
action concerns Preston Foster's determination to
make a flyer out of a British cadet (John Sutton),
despite fact that the student wins his girl away
from him. Story is weak, but Sutton convincing
Gene Tierney, stunning. Planes in skies, filmed
in Technicolor, arc really something.
:

ICELAND

20th Century-Fox. The Marines
land in Iceland and Sonja Henie, as Katina,
does everything to "land" Corjj. Murfin. She
takes his flirtation seriously even though he's
not the marrying type, but Sonja skates right
into his heart. Sparkling, exquisitely costumed
skating sequences with Sonja at her best make
up for a weak story. John Payne, fine as the
handsome Marine. Jack Oakie on skate3 is a
howl.

HOLIDAY INN

Paramount. This Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire musical romance is swell escape
from the doldrums. It is a grand show with new
Irving Berlin tunes and inimitable performances
by co-stars and cast. Crosby plays a crooner who
converts his farmhouse into an inn open only on
Marjorie Reynolds sings and dances
charmingly.

holidays.

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

Warners. This

story of the late George M. Cohan's life is a
great screen show. A triumph for Jimmy Cagney,
perfectly cast as the showman, coloring a clever
role with his own inimitable zest and humor. AllAmerican entertainment to stir you to tears and
excite you to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie,
Jeanne Cagney, Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Manning, Richard Whorf in cast.

SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE
"The Court

of

Victor Mature,

RKO-Radio. Via
radio program,

Missing Heirs"

a soldier, hears he's heir to a for-

tune, but there's a catch to it. He must marry
Lucille Ball, who is betrothed to another, but Vic
wins her in seven days. Role of cocky heir is a
natural for Vic. Silly, but gay. Cast has Ginny

—

Simms, Marcy McGuire, Fred Martin's and Les
Brown's bands.

A YANK AT ETON

M-G-M. Mickey Rooney

plays the disgruntled, typical American boy. who
rebels against Eton's customs and traditions,
when he is sent to England's famed school instead of Notre Dame. Story slows up in spots,
but when Mickey cuts up in his inimitable style
it picks right up again. Freddie Bartholomew,
good as the stepbrother ; Tina Thayer, as the girl
friend, overacts.

BAMBI

Visney-RKO. Young and

old will love,

laugh, and cry over Bambi, the deer, Walt Disney's latest cartoon character creation, in this
beautiful full-length picture filmed from Felix
Salten's famous story of animal life and love in
the forest.

BETWEEN US GIRDS — Universal.

Diana

Barrymore, daughter of the late John Barrymore, proves she has acting ability in this
hilarious farce which gives her a chance to play
a 21-year-old actress who poses as a child to
aid her mother's (Kay Francis) romance with
the handsome John Boles. The many character
changes make the tempo of the story uneven.
Robert Cummings is excellent.

THIS ABOVE ALL

20th Century-Fox.

Here

is a picture to tear your emotions to shreds. It's
the film version of Eric Knight's best-selling
novel about England in this war. Joan Fontaine
gives a beautiful performance as the girl who
joins the W.A.A.F. and falls in love with a
Handsome Stranger, played by Tyrone Power.

TALES OF MANHATTAN

20th

Century.

terrific. The tale of a top coat
told in a series of short, punchy episodes with
some of Hollywood's brightest stars Charles

Fox. Tricky, but

—

Boyer, Rita Hayworth, Ginger Rogers, Henry
Fonda, Charles Laughton and Edward G. Robinson at their best.

—

THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR

Pa ra-

mount. Don't miss this ! It's the gayest, most
original comedy in months, with Ginger Rogers
giving a grand performance as a wise gal who
crashes a military academy disguised as a 'teenager and creates a sensation among cadets, not
to mention the Major, Ray Milland.

MANILA CALLING

20th

Centurii-For.

A

movie about a handful of
are caught in the
Philippines by the Jap invasion. It's exciting,
even though the story doesn't always ring true.
Lloyd Nolan, as the leader of the group gives a
good performance. Cast also has Carole Landis,
James Gleason and Cornel Wilde.

thrilling,

American

action-filled

radio

men who

FOOTLIGHT SERENADE — 20th

CenturyFox. If you like musicals, here's one you must
see. It's a lavishly produced song and dance film
about the leading man of a musical show (Victor
Mature), who falls for a chorine (Betty Grable).
makes her a star, and then learns she's married
to another actor (John Payne). It's say. has
catchy tunes and spectacular dance routines.
Fine work by its stars.
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New

Continued from page
rumors of retiring in 1943.
I predicted marriage tor Miss Davis last
year, and feel that she can find happiness in
her present union.
William Holden, who is now with Uncle
Sam, will be back in pictures when the war
is ended. His chart is fortunate for 1943
and shows that war activities will in no way
bring personal misfortune. His marriage to
Brenda Marshall will be a happy one, with
pictures, despite

two

children in the offing.
Such old Aries favorites as Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy may feel the urge
to retire in 1943, but their stars promise
another year or two of activity. No new
stars born in this sign have taken the lustre
from the roster of the n'der ones, which is
proof that when once i.n Aries rises to success and power, he usually stays there.

April 21 to

May

20

—Taurus

will be more interested in business
financial matters during the first two

and
months of 1943, for the stars have brought
you some hard luck in the past year. You
are now over your gloomy cycle, and can
expect good fortune in your business and

financial dealings. Jupiter in Cancer during
the year ahead until July, favors promotions, increases in salary, and development
of hidden talents. This sign rules the voice
and often gives ability in singing and acting.During the months of April and
when,

May

the sun goes through your sign, it brings
some interesting change in the home. Love

problems will dissolve at

this

time,

and

bring you new romance, or even a chance
for a_ very happy marriage. Some person
is

now

close

in

your affections

may

fade out of your life, but others will come
through social contacts. Venus makes you
very popular in 1943 and brings members
of the opposite sex into your life prominently. If married and unhappy in your, union,
this year offers an opportunity for a successful solution to this problem, either
through divorce or by patching up the difficulties. You are happiest in love with a
person born in the signs of Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer, or Pisces. Travel is shown
during the months of July and August of

of the screen's outstanding stars.
Rosalind Russell, another Gemini, gets &
second wind in 1943 and grows into one of
the screen's most popular players. Roman-

2

disturbances are shown, however.
Sheila Ryan, also born on June 8, andi
is only 21, will win her first important
role in the first half of 1943. Success is indicated for some years to come
tic

A

1943.
chance for investments in real estate or stocks may come to you during the
late Fall months. The year ends on a very

optimistic note in 1943.

Predictions for screen stars born in

Glenn Ford,

May

Taurus

Army

activity is indicated in 1943, with no active front line
duty shown.
happy marriage is shown in
his chart, with screen success at a later date.
Janet Blair, born April 23, who is seen
to great advantage in
Sister Eileen,"
has a truly brilliant future in her chart.
1943 will be one of her great years, but only
the beginning of a very great career. Being
Venus ruled, Miss Blair will be headed for
the altar in 1943. Her chart shows another
1.

A

"My

romance within three months, and there is
no indication her present romance with a
certain young musician, who is in the Army,
will last.

You

who

newcomer. I predict the lucky young mar::
wdl be Craig Stevens. She will become one

Year Predictions by Norvell

Happiness awaits her in her future

marriage.
Anne Baxter,

born

May

7,

is

another

Taurus-born who will bear watching in
1943.
happy marriage is shown for Anne

A

in 1943 or 1944.

Tyrone Power and John .Payne, both
born in Taurus,

will see active service in
1943, but their charts reveal that they are
by no means finished with their careers.
They will be back on the screen at a future
date, not later than 1944.
Bing Crosby will do fewer pictures in
1943 than he has in the past, but they will
be successful ones. His marriage happiness
is shown to continue indefinitely. Like so

many Taurus-born, home and

children are
most important to Bing. Will there be another baby born to Mrs. Crosby in 1943?
The stars secretly blink out the message
that there will be, and not very far in the
distant future.

Shirley

Temple

fulfills

my

predictions for

her some years ago, and will go on into,
grown-up parts in films for years to come.

Gary Cooper

will

add new

roles to 'his

already extensive list, and will be much in
demand with so many males in the war.

—

May

21 to June 2
Gemini
This is the dual sign of the twins; you
seldom know which road to take in life, and
wind up by taking them both. 1943 is one

who

Robert Cummings, who had just begun
to find himself on the screen, when the war
came along, will return safely to success in
1944.

Don Ameche will go right on and on and
on, for Gemini's children never grow weary
of their successes.
war activity is

No

shown, for with

Mr.

ities

his extensive family activAmeche will be kept busy in the

year ahead.

June 21 to July 22

—Cancer

This_ is the fourth house in the Zodiac
and brings interest in home and marriage
activities in 1943. If you are still unmarried
at the end of this year, don't blame your
stars, for several chances present them-

selves. This should also be one of the biggest and best years of your life. You have
been struggling along for the past two or
three years with indifferent success, but
now with Jupiter in Cancer, your personal
fortunes should increase. Do not be satisfied
with your lot in life this year, but demand
more and you will get it, either through a
new position or through advancement
where you now work. This sign is happiest
in the home, and the women born in Cancer
marry early and often have two or more
children. The months of January and February bring changes in work or the home.
The month of April holds a warning around
the 15th for health, and to avoid an acci-

May and June bring balance in the
emotions and a new romance or a proposal
of marriage. The most favorable months of
the year for love or marriage are June,
August, and November. For happiness in
love choose someone born in the signs of
Scorpio, Pisces, Taurus, or Virgo. The year
is good for investments in a home or other
income property, and especially favors
members of your family, children and
dent.

_

friends.

Predictions for stars born in Cancer
Olivia de Havilland will find happiness in

_

year in which you must make a definite
choice, otherwise you may miss the bus in

some big opportunity. Infinite variety and
change is indicated until May of 1943, when
you should settle down to one definite
career. With Saturn and Uranus going
through your sign until May and June of
1944, it is difficult to overcome your restlessness. Pick your career carefully, and
stick with it during the entire year. Avoid
romantic complications this year, for you
will have
one or more romances and
chances to marry, but this is not quite the
right time. It

is better to wait until 1944.
of April and
are fortunate

The months

May

for business changes, and may bring better
financial conditions into your life. During

July and_ August your personal

life

changes,

?nd sociaf contacts are more numerous.
Travel and change are indicated in the Fall
months. Avoid quarrels and misunderstandings in the home during November and December.

The

health

causes concern, espe-

cially the nerves, chest,

and throat, during
Winter months of 1943. Best signs in
romance or marriage are Libra, Aquarius,
the

Pisces, or Virgo.

Mimi Forsaythe, beautiful Long Island and
Beverly Hills socialite, has been screentested and signed to a movie contract
by producer-director Gregory Ratoff.
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Predictions for screen stars born in Gemini

Alexis

marriage

Smith,
is

shown

June

3.

A

in 1943 for this

Luscious-looking June March, above, Is
one of the promising new starlets whom

successful

Warner

charming

motion picture public

Bros,

plan

to

introduce to the
the New Year.

in

career in 1943 and success in marriage,
ay Emerson, born July 8, and a fairly
nt comer to pictures, will become one of
successful stars of 1943 and 1944.
-riage is shown within one year,
arbara Stanwyck. Travel in connection
activity in first
i war work, less picture
of year, but success for several more
regarding
rs. Good news for Barbara
band Robert Taylor, who will be in the

A

nee.
rene Dunne, a typical Cancer whose
return to more
ularity never wanes.
ous roles. Happiness in the home.
Uth warnings in June and July._
ames Cagney. Time, stars and tides can

A

wither nor impede this Cancer cawill not go to war, and he will
leave the screen, as he is constantly
jatening to do.
.her
r.

T

He

—

Leo
July 23 to August 22
ou were born in what is considered the
sign of the Zodiac, ruling the public,
entertainment world, and the emotions.
K opportunities will arise during the first
e months of 1943 for increasing your inle. Investments are favored, and some
/el or change in the home is shown,
er March and April conserve your money,
:

health, and avoid speculative
Those who are single may find extional opportunities for happy marriages
ing the months of May, July and Sep-

the

:ch

tures.

of 1943.

'iber

When

Jupiter enters this

you may look forward to some
>ortant development that you have hoped
in the past. There is some worry about
mces during August and September, but
in July,

ti

only temporary, as changes occur for
Work connected with the public,
personality, or creative talents is highly
actors,
Writers,
1943.
ored during
:jnts,
and publicity people may play a
jt in your life this year. Be cautious of
iidents and danger to health in October
November of 1943. After that time
|
will have clear sailing until the end of
is

;

better.

i

year.

predictions for screen stars

laureen O'Hara, August

born in Leo
17. A some-

Two

'

at better year. Warnings for health.
rriages are shown in this chart, with untainty in love and marriage in 1943.

a Leo newcomer at
choice for one of the year's
st outstanding personalities. Warren is a
abination of a juvenile Ronald Reagan

Varren Douglas,
irners, is

a mature Ronald Colman. The war
y interrupt his career in late 1943, but he

1 return to great success,
tforma Shearer, retirement from the
/vie scene in 1943.
ilyrna Loy, who* is at last finding the
iipiness which is the lot of most Leo-born

and marriage, will remain married
husband indefinitely. I prethat she is not yet finished with her

love

iher present

_

she seems to feel, but that she
return to the screen at some time in

eer, as
1

|3.

—

August 23 to September 22 Virgo
6fou were born in a well-balanced sign,
rules
work, food, clothing, and
lis
mges. You may expect a good deal of
ivity in all departments of your life in
1-3,
for Neptune left your sign this last
tober 4th, and went into the seventh
use of marriage. You are now free for
first time in 14 years, and may expect
d fortune in finances, love and marriage,
u may have an offer -in business during
uary or February which is very favor:

Two

changes are noted in your life
ore June of this year. They may both be

e.

who appears

in

"Action

the North Atlantic" with Humphrey
Bogart, will make great progress toward
screen stardom during 1943, says Norvell.
In

my

I

ft

Julie Bishop,

business. Use your abilities in work
ere you can be an executive. Go into the
lishing business, advertising, secretarial
rk, or around facts, figures and finances
great success in a career. If you have

been married and are not happy, this is the
year when a change is advisable. If single,
and over 21, a good opportunity for happy
marriage occurs around August or September of this year. Avoid confusion and
dissension in the home in the latter part of
the year. Travel by land during the Summer or Winter months. More social activity is shown, with less seclusion than ex-

The months of November and
December bring real fulfillment of your
wishes for 1943, and a more settled future
than you have had in years. For lasting-

isted in 1942.

happiness in love or marriage seek someone
born in Taurus, Cancer, Capricorn, or
Gemini.
Predictions for screen stars born in Virgo
Julie Bishop, born August 30, a newcomer to the screen, is slated for some interesting roles in 1943. Her chart shows
great acting ability, and lasting success.
Once married and divorced, she will marry
again in the latter part of 1943.
Jackie Cooper, child star now grown up,
will have a definite chance for marriage in
His "on-agaiu-off-again" romance
1943.

with Bonita Granville shows the confusion
of the past year for Virgos. He would do
well to wait until 1944 for a lastingmarriage.
Claudette Colbert, born September 13,
will last through 1943. Her popularity may
dim somewhat, but like Garbo, also born in

Virgo, these Virgo stars become the sturdy
perennials who often remain to cheer and
amuse our children. Ditto Virgo-born

Fredric March.

Martha O'Driscoll, a comparative newcomer to pictures, is Virgo also, and here
to stay for some time. A lasting marriage
is shown for Miss O'Driscoll in the latter
part of 1943.

September 23 to October 22

You were born

—Libra

in the seventh house of

the Zodiac, and are ruled by Venus. You
thrive when others are in distress, therefore, the war brings you increased activity
in business and finances, and no great Josses
or tragedies. You may have confusion in the
love life, and lose some one who has been
in love with you through a separation. Be
careful in love this year, for some disturb-

ance is noted during April and May. You
are very capable in a business way and are
due for promotion or advancement. 1943
brings two changes, one in the home, the
other in business. Save your money, for

some emergency may arise in the months
August or September. You are better
off married than single, and should make
your decision quite early in life. Choose
someone born in Cancer, Pisces, Gemini,
Taurus, or Capricorn. You will be somewhat restless in October and November of

of

1943, but this will pass

;

attend to routine

matters,

and promote the splendid ideas

you have

in business.

Many

actors, singers,

musicians, designers, and models were born
in this fortunate sign, so try your hand in
the creative field if weary of the commercial
grind. If married and not happy do not put
up with an unfortunate situation, for you
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can only be happy when married to someone who is perfectly agreeable in every
way. Your sign rules marriage, partnerships and contracts, and you work better
when teamed with a member of the opposite
sex.

Predictions for screen stars born in Libra

Rita Hayworth, born on October 17,
shows promise of being the outstanding
star of 1943. Her charm and beauty are
typical of Venus subjects. Her career will
be as great as another Libra-born, the late
Carole Lombard. Warnings in marriage are
shown, however, for Miss Hayworth's chart
holds three marriages
Greer Garson, born September 29, is one
of those Libra-born who possess charmed
lives. I predicted when I first met this talented lady that she would go far. Now for
1943 I see even bigger things than she has
happy marriage is also noted
so far done.
in her chart.
Joyce Reynolds, born on October 7, is
one of the new hopefuls. She certainly has
a fortunate chart, and if given suitable roles
there is no reason why she should not live
up to a splendid stellar heritage.
Linda Darnell, another Libra-born, who
has fallen into a rut in her career recently,
is due to have a resurgence in 1943 and will
do some fine roles. Two marriages are
shown for Linda, with a divorce indicated in
the first marriage.

A

October 23

to

You were born
not the best,

November 22
in

signs

Mars, you may have

—

Scorpio

one of the strongest,
of
all

if

Zodiac. Ruled by
kinds of afflictions,

but nothing ever gets you down. Some emotional disturbances may strike at you in the
months of January and February of 1943,
but you can master these by being calm and
poised. If you have been in a rut for three
years or more, make up your mind to get
out of it by March of 1943 for you will have
Mars helping you. Jupiter, planet of good
fortune, favors you in work where you can
use the excellent ideas you have. You are
good in promoting others, in work connected with banks, insurance, and offices, or
strong
even in dealing with the public.
desire may possess you to take a long trip
during the months of May or June, which
you could follow with profit. Minor disturbances occur in regard to the family,
but in general they will be more fortunate,
for you will assist those close to you. If
married, watch out for disturbances during
August and September. If unmarried, do
not take any sudden or rash action in 1943,
but wait and be sure it is the right one.
You attract the opposite sex strongly, but
do not always get along well with most
people. You should be most fortunate in a
union with one born in Taurus, Pisces,
Aries, or Virgo. You are generally the boss
in the home, and do not mate well with
Scorpio.

A

danger of separation and divorce after the
war from husband Cassini.
Evelyn Keyes, born November 20, will
live up to her Scorpio birthsign in 1943.
Most of the year's best bets are born in
Scorpio and no wonder, for it is the most
dramatic sign of all.
marriage is shown
in 1943 or 1944, and a career that lasts for
about five years.

A

November 23

to

You were born

for

.

A

Predictions for screen stars born
in Sagittarius

Lynn Bari, born December 18. It has
taken a long time for this star to come out
of obscurity, but 1943 definitely brings her
into prominence in her career. Two marriages are shown.
Dorothy Lamour will continue her career,
and obtain better roles in 1943 than she has
had so far. A new marriage is shown for
this charming star, and lasting happiness
in this union.

Mary Martin

will make a few more pictures before retiring from the screen, but
after 1943 her interests will be divided between concert stage and pictures.
second

A

shown for Miss Martin.
Deanna Durbin will continue being a

marriage

is

screen star, and although her husband is
in the Army now, her chart shows they will
later be re-united. Another marriage is
shown in her chart, but she may work to

overcome

this.

G. Robinson,

Teresa Wright, born October 27, will
have pronounced success in 1943. Her talents, as shown in her chart, are numerous,
and she will distinguish herself in dramatic

although their
than formerly.

.

Mary Beth Hughes, born on November
13, is another Scorpio who has not yet bedo her best work. She should develop her singing voice in 1943, and do
some extremely good parts.

gun

to

Gene Tierney,

whom

I

selected as the

best bet of 1941, did well in 1942 also. I
predict continued success in 1943, with some
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Zodiac

there is a planetary shake-up in
your life that ends around April 1943. Try
to concentrate your attention on progressing
in business and financial matters during
May and June of this year, for Jupiter
favors matters connected with income and
investments. Watch the diet and health in
the months of September and October, and
avoid dangers in the month of December
of this year. This sign rules travel, philosophy and religion, and often brings success
through enterprises connected with such
activities. 1943 brings -only short journeys
by land, more for pleasure than profit. Marriage happiness could seek you out this
year, or at least, a new romance through
a social contact. For happiness in marriage
try to select one born in the signs of Aries,
career
Leo, Virgo, Scorpio, or Gemini.
and home activities may be combined for
the average woman born in Sagittarius.
life,

Susanna Foster

personal life is somewhat unfortunate, as an early marriage and a divorce
are indicated.
Gig Young, born November 4, has already done one or two things of interest
on the screen. This dramatic sign gives
force of personality and this shows in Gig
Young's chart. Marriage happiness and two
children are also indicated.

Sagittarius

cially. You are good in any work where
you must assume responsibilities. You especially like to meet the public, and enjoy
sales work, teaching, musical activities, and
creative work. The home may suffer at
present from lack of co-operation and disturbances may enter into your romantic

Predictions for screen stars born in Scorpio

Her

—

in a sign of the

that gives great powers of mind and body.
You have been suffering from lack of opportunity for about three years.
This
changes in January of 1943 and brings you
a chance to improve your situation finan-

Edward

roles.

December 21

will

still

charts

Betty Grable and
be with us in 1943,

show

less

activity

—

December 22 to January 19 Capricorn
Your sign, ruled by Saturn, has brought
you many disturbances in the past year.
They end for you during the first three
months of 1943. You should be able to promote yourself and your talents in some new
position, and make some of the money that
you deserve. Some problems may exist in
regard to love and marriage. You are more
fortunate in marriage after the age of 24
or even 28 and should attract those born
in the following signs
Taurus, Virgo,
Scorpio, and Pisces. You will have one or
more offers of marriage, if a woman, and
will have to choose between love and a
career in the next year or two. You are
of an original and inventive turn of mind,
and often rise through your ability to man:

age

'

another
turn

person's business. Financia
out successfully after tin
months of January and February of 1943
Jupiter in your opposition house of Cancei
until July 1943 may bring delays, and somt
obstacles, so be alert, and ready to copl
with emergencies that arise. The months
of August and September are fortunate fo
investments. October and November an
excellent for travel, romance, health ant
the home. Some danger may exist in thJ
first two weeks of December. Pleasant sur
prises come through friends and relative^
toward the end of the year. The year shouk,
be one of change, fulfillment, surprises, ant
affairs

A

one of two trips by land.
romance on
chance for marriage may come through 4
trip or at a vacation resort.

Predictions for stars born in Capricorn

Dana Andrews, born January 1, will dJ
excellent future work on the screen. Likl
many other movie players, Dana may b*
engaged in war effort in 1943, but he
i<j

assured of a ready audience upon his returrj
to the screen.

Nancy Coleman, born on December
is

30

one of the screen's younger players whc<

will win outstanding success in 1943.
happy marriage is indicated in her chart.
Robert Stack will remain in war activity
during 1943 and until 1944, but his charj
is fortunate, and he will be back in picture!
upon completion of his duties in the war!
Lois Andrews, another young Capricorr
of promise, has another marriage awaiting
her, and it will be happier than the brie
sojourn with George Jessel.

—

January 20 to February 19 Aquarius
This is one of the very good signs of tbi
Zodiac, and lucky indeed those born in it
There are more people in the Hall of Fann
in this sign than any other in the Zodiac
You were born for fame and fortune, anc
should not be satisfied with less. During th<
past year it has been slow and somewha
adverse in romance, marriage, and finances
After February of this year you come int<
a truly good cycle that opens new door:
of adventure for the future. Avoid compli
eating your life, and be careful not to rusl
into an emotional union that breaks. Alar
riage is a dangerous step for you, becausi
you are apt to think with your heart, no
your head. Many people born in Aquariu:
have two marriages or more. The late Johi

Barrymore was of this sign, as also art
Clark Gable, and Adolphe Menjou, all mar
ried more than once. Choose someone bon

5

in one of the following signs for the great
est happiness in love and marriage
Gemini
Libra, Aries, Leo or Sagittarius.
new business venture should seek yoi
out in March or April. Some travel mai
occur in May and June, with financial profi
from business during the Summer months
Watch the health and avoid accident ii
August. You are happier in work when
you can be your own boss. Try to trail
:

A

1

yourself along mental and creative lines1943 begins a seven-year cycle of prosperity
in which you should be able to attrac
everything you want in life. Those marrieci
and unhappy should wait until the Summei
or Fall to seek changes. Those desirim
marriage could enter a union during No
vember or December with success.
Predictions for screen stars born in Aquariu

Lana Turner, one

of the screen's fortu

Aquarians, is due for even greater
fame in 1943 than she has had. True tc;
type, Lana's chart shows broken loves an<
marriages, with a fortunate union late ii
1943 or early in 1944.
Ronald Reagan, who is taking time ou
from his career for a bout with Uncle Sam
is due to come back according to his char
and resume his career with success when
he left off. Some marriage trouble lies oi
the horizon, so he must be careful
nate

j

.

Her engagement to Lawrence Van Orden,
uas announced by her parents shortly
"Larry" uent

before

A-lNNE IS

Army

into the

IN UNIFORM,

TOO — the

defense
over the country are wearing.
"I couldn't have Larry do all the fighting,"
Anne says. ''I wanted to do my share."
trig overalls-and-blouse girls in

plants

all

—

She is in a big munitions plant employing 1,000 women. She works on
rotating shifts 7 a.m. to 3 :30 p.m. 3:30
p.m. to midnight or midnight to 7 a.m.

—

—

•

•

Anne

says,

•

"In a war plant you work

in-

doors and with intense concentration.
This begins to show in your face if
you're not careful. Your skin gets a
tense, drawn look. I've alwayr s used
Pond's Cold Cream. It helps keep my
skin feeling so soft and smooth, and it's a
grand grime remover when I get home."

—

Anne uses Pond's erery night for
davtime clean-ups, too. She smooths
Pond's over face and throat pats gently
to release dirt and make-up. Tissues off.
"Rinses" with more Pond's for extra

—

cleansing and softening, tissues off again.

Do

it

society

has been promoted step by step in the
intricate processes of making shells— and has recently completed a special course to
become a "job-instructor" in training other girls.

SHE HANDLES HIGH EXPLOSIVES! Anne

why war-busy
Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-

yourself. You'll see

women

like

velt, Jr., and Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel, III,
use Pond's why more women and girls
use it than any other face cream. Ask for
you get even more for
the larger sizes
your money. All sizes popular in price, at
beauty counters everywhere.

—

—

AWE'S LOVELY

P.IXG

is

simply set in a plain gold
band. A small diamond is set

on either side of the sparkling center stone.

SHE'S LOVELY!

SHE USES PONDS

A DARLING COUPLE! Anne
and Larry have been friends

—

but on
since high-school days
last year they

Anne's birthday

started devoting all tbeir spare
tune to each other. Anne's
lovely complexion is one of her
chief charms. "All I ever use
is Pond"s Cold Cream," she
says. "It suits my skin just
it's no
beautifully." Yes
accident so many lovely engaged

—

girls use

Pond's!

SCREENLAND
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Dolores Moran, born January 26, comes
with a good chart, and excellent

My

to pictures

opportunities in 1943. Not so well known
now, she will be before the year ends.
nomination for outstanding future
fame in 1943 is June March, brought out
by Warner Brothers, and who has not yet
made her initial bow before the public. She
is Aquarius, and has what it takes, both in
the chart and in talent.

Father

Is

a Hero!"

Continued from page 45

My

Ann

Jeffries,

new

starlet

with Republic

Studios, is another startling Aquarius personality to come to Hollywood recently.
1943 brings her excellent opportunities, and
a chance for a happy marriage.

—

February 20 to March 2
Pisces
past 12 years have been none too
kind to those of you born in this generally
placid sign. Neptune, your ruling planet,
has been going through a sign of labor and
difficulties, in opposition to your sun, and
this changed on October 4th of 1942. You
then entered a free cycle in which many
new and "interesting opportunities begin to
open for you, and which should give sufficient impetus to carry you over the next
four or five years of your life. If you are
tired of your present work, change during
January or February of this year. Use the
talents you possess in a constructive way,
and begin to seek expression in a new kind
of work. You must be cautious in regard
to the love life in March and April, for
warnings exist in a love affair. No definite
decision should be made regarding marriage

The

either late, in 1943 or early in 1944.
Social activities are indicated in May and
June, with some short trip indicated by land
in the latter part of June. Your home and
family should thrive when you do, for you
are generous and loyal and often help those
about you. Be careful of accidents or health
disturbances in the months of September
or October, as some afflictions show in your
chart at that time. For romantic or marriage happiness try to choose a person on
the same mental plane as yourself, one born
Cancer,
in the following signs is best
Scorpio, Taurus, Gemini or Capricorn. You
love the home, and are fond of entertaining
your friends. 1943 brings an outstanding
romance that may easily lead to future maruntil

:

riage.

Predictions for screen stars born in Pisces

Diana Barrymore, born March 3, carries
on the fine traditions of the Barrymore
family. Her chart is excellent, and 1943
brings her into special prominence in a
dramatic role. She may find happiness in
her present marriage, but some trouble exists in 1943 that she will have to overcome
before she can be happy.
Richard Fraser, born March 15, is another of the newer faces that will be startling us older fans in 1943. His chart is
well aspected, and unless Uncle Sam takes
him pronto, some excellent work will issue
from this source.
Madeleine Carroll, born in Pisces also,
and threatening retirement, will be back
again, for her chart shows she is not finished with her screen career yet. Her marriage to Stirling Hayden is not a fortunate
one, and temperamental differences will
cause them to part in the next year.
George Brent, Pisces-born, and now a
flying instructor for Uncle Sam, will live
to act another day. His chart shows he will

be happy in

another marriage.
And, in closing, need we add that stars
or no stars, heavenly or mundane, come
wars, disasters, and tidal waves, that lusty
quartet, Ronald Colman, Warner Baxter,
Herbert Marshall and Pat O'Brien, will go
right on through, not only 1943, but the
misty years to come, carrying high the indomitable banner of courage and determination evinced in their combined four
score years before the cameras ? Truly the
old and the new are with us always
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still

Says Roddy McDowall

first time since they parted two
years ago in Liverpool.
As Third Officer McDowall stood on the
bridge he wondered, as so many other brave
men at sea have done, just how his family
had faired in his enforced absence. He knew
that Roddy was appearing in pictures, the
same as he had in England, but he wasn't
quite prepared for the comfortable home in
Beverly Hills and the success his son had
attained in two short years. It seemed like
a miracle.
Indeed it was a miracle, because Roddy
and his mother and sister arrived in the
United States with exactly forty-two dol-

for the

the amount of money the British
Government allowed to be taken from the

lars,

country. Forty-two dollars

is

not

much

to

go on even if you live on hamburgers.
Something had to be done immediately to
bolster the

McDowall

finances.

By

a stroke of good fortune Roddy got
a chance to make a test for Twentieth
Century-Fox. When Darryl F. Zanuck saw
the test he immediately cast the little English boy in "How Green Was
Valley."
This picture established Roddy as a fine
actor and won him a contract. The McDowalls' financial troubles were over.
Everything was fine except for that deep
longing for their loved one on the high

My

seas. So Thomas's unexpected visit
their happiness complete.

made

him out of

much

my

rest. I just couldn't let

So he came to the
studio with me every day. People there
tried to get Dad to tell them about his adventures at sea. But he'd just shrug his
shoulders and tell them the only important
thing is that the Merchant Marine ships get
supplies to our troops."
sight.

"Surely he must have had some interesting experiences," I persisted.
"Yes, he did," replied Roddy wistfully.
"After dinner each evening he'd sit in an
easy chair and light up his pipe. I'd sit at
his feet and he'd tell me a sea story."
"I bet listening to his stories was more
thrilling than going to the movies."
"Well, they were awfully exciting,"
Roddy agreed. "You know one time his ship
was in the middle of the ocean. Dad was
on watch. His duties are to stand watch on
the bridge four hours out of every twelve.
Four hours doesn't sound like a long time
but when it's cold or there's a storm it
seems like forever."
"It certainly would to me," I agreed.
"At this particular time they were sailing
in dangerous waters. There was a good
chance of a sub lurking around, waiting
to torpedo them.

If I

had been

in

Dad's

shoes I'd have been scared to death. But
I guess he just figures it's part of his job.

Anyhow, he suddenly saw something
ing in the ocean.

When

float-

the ship got a bit

he saw it was a life-boat filled with
immediately notified the Captain.
see it's up to the Captain to make all

closer,

men.

You

He

decisions."

"But what decision would he have to

make? Naturally

he'd pick the

men

up," I

"It isn't as easy as that," Roddy informed
me. "If he stopped the ship it would become easy prey for the enemy. After all,
there was a lot at stake. But lucky for the
shipwrecked men the Captain himself had
once tossed about in a lifeboat. So you see
he knew the almost unbearable hardships
those men were going through."
"So the Captain took a chance and picked

men

"I imagine they gave a big sigh of relief
the men were safe on board," I in-j
terrupted.

when

"Anyhow

up."

I

guess they were happy when

the ship was on its way again," Roddy
agreed. "But the amazing thing Dad told
me was that as soon as the rescued men
had been given dry clothes and food they
began to talk about what ship they'd sign
up with when they reached shore. They
weren't a bit discouraged by their disaster.
"But my favorite story," continued
Roddy now thoroughly warmed up to his
subject, "is about the time when one of the
crew was taken seriously ill. No one could
tell what was wrong. He was in awful pain
and needed a doctor."
"Isn't there a doctor on the ship?" I

asked in amazement.

"You'd think there would be, wouldn't
you? But there isn't. The men depend upon
their knowledge of first aid. If a doctor isj
really needed they can flag a doctor from
another ship."
"And that's dangerous."
"Yes, and the sick man knowing this,
begged the Captain not to get a doctor. I
guess he thought he could fight it through
alone. Anyhow, he kept insisting that the
Captain mustn't take a chance of endangering both ships and their important cargo
needed by the fighting men. Why sacrifice
several lives for one?"
"He must have been a very unselfish

man,"

I said.

"Dad said he was
Roddy agreed.

unselfish

and brave, v

"How did it all turn out?"
"Well, the Captain really didn't want t
but he finally let the sick man have his way
It must have been hard for him to watch
a man suffer and not be able to do anything.
"That night the crew took turns sittin
at the bedside. None of them expected th
sick man to live until morning. But yo
know, the next day he had improved
Wasn't that amazing? By the time the
ship reached its destination the man wai
back on the job. Isn't that wonderful?"
"It certainly is," I agreed. "What do yoi
suppose happened?"
"Dad says the sick man's strong fait!
was better medicine than anything a doctoi
could have given him."
"Your Dad must be a very fine man."
Roddy's eyes were misty as he noddec
in agreement. "I miss him a lot," he said
"Whenever mother will let me I go to th<
movies because I might see Dad in a news
reel.

It

could happen,

'cause

once

I

sav

Uncle Eric. They showed a newsreel o
London after a bombing and one of tht
air raid wardens on duty was Uncle Eric
So I might see Dad someday."
Before I could answer Mrs. McDowal
came in to remind Roddy that he had at
early call for the studio so there was no
time for any more sea stories. But afte:
listening to those Roddy told me, I knov
how proud he is when he says, "My father
:

an

insisted.

the

to bits."

_

"Those few days Dad spent with us were
wonderful," Roddy said. "But I'm afraid
he didn't get

"Yes, he did. The officers kept close
watch, while the sailors rescued the men.
All the time they half expected to be blown

officer in the British

Merchant Marine

BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS

(

BONDS AND STAMPS

'.'

JUST LIKE SMOOTHING
BEAUTY IN WHEN you

TAKE THESE ACTIVELATHER FACIALS!

SMOOTH THE
rTch LATHER WELL
INTO YOUR SKIN

FIRST,

NOW RINSE WITH
WARM WATER, THEN

NOW TOUCH

SPLASH WITH COLO.
PAT THE FACE

yOUR

SKIN. IT'S

flower-fresh,
exquisitely
smooth. lux

GENTLY DRY WITH
*-t A SOFT TOWEL
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BEAUTY SOAP.
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SOFT SMOOTH
SKIN IS

IMPORTANT
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''Commandos

Dawn

Strike at

Continued from page 27
"Are you talking politics again, Mr.
Eergesen?" his wife chided. She was such
a pretty woman still, Mrs. Bergesen. No
one would dream how many years ago it
was since she had danced at her own wedding. "At a wedding, too?"
"Yes, Mrs. Bergesen," he said. "At a
wedding too. In church, at dinner, in school,
in factories, in bed I talk politics." Then
as the others laughed his voice went on,
Laugh
"Laugh
bitter with foreboding
now. Later I will laugh except that then
:

!

won't feel Hike laughing. Garmo!" He
put his hand on the arm of the old fisherman. "You're a patriarch. You sail God's
oceans, you're familiar with storms. Garmo,
I

what do you say?"

Garmo
ring will

he

smiled and shrugged. "The herrun, Germans or no Germans,"

quick, light kiss.

said.

"I

must drink." Bergesen's voice was

flat

with despair, as he drained his glass. "Tell
me, Admiral, is England asleep like this
too?"
"Perhaps." Bowen nodded. "Dozing a
little I'm afraid."

"We

!"

Bergesen's voice rose.
"Look what happened to Spain, look what
happened to Abyssinia, to Manchukuo
Guns airdance, we drink. Ridiculous
planes " He shook his head hopelessly.
"Why do I talk? It is only bad for my
stomach. This is a wedding. I'll dance. Forgive me." And holding out his hand to his
wife he led her out into the room.
The tension went then. Again there was
laughter, dancing.
"I've never seen so many beautiful girls
in my life," Robert said as he waltzed past
his sister and Eric. "I'm honestly thinking
of living in Norway for the next five or six
years. What is it in the Norwegian climate
that makes all the girls so beautiful?"
"Is that typical English talk?" The girl
are asleep

!

—

We

!

arms giggled.
"Oh, no." Robert looked from her to the
others. "Eric, the lady wants an honest answer," he called. "Would you say I'm a
typical Englishman?"
"Well," Eric hesitated. Then he saw the
answer in Judith's smile. "No," he said. "Of
course I've only met about ten Englishmen
in my whole life. I'm not what you'd call
an authority."
It had been gay like that in the hotel.
But the best part had come afterwards
when they had gone outside.
"I'll always remember this,". Judith whispered. "Apple blossoms, snow-covered hills,
in his

the stars like ice, those sweet, polite, civilized people inside. I'm coming here every
year, every vacation I have." She looked
back at the hotel. "What a pleasant place to
hold a wedding."
"Yes." Eric stared off toward the distant

was married

"I

hills.

there, too.

It

would

be very lonely if it weren't for my little
daughter."
"Where is she now?" Judith asked.
"Up the street asleep, 1 hope." His grave
smile came. "With the children of the
others."

"Might I see her?" Judith asked, and as
he took her arm and they started to walk
up the street they heard a girl's soft laugh
coming from the shrubbery on the hotel
grounds.
"No, I said no, Hans," the voice whispered.

"Norway

not so different from any
place else," Judith smiled.
"Spring," Eric nodded. "The snow melts
on the hills, the buds come out on the trees,
the salmon come home and the girls say,

T

said

Still laughing in that low, breathless way
they came to the house where the children
were sleeping. They were all ages and sizes
and they were tucked in everywhere, the
youngest in baskets on the floor, the others
lying crossways on the two huge beds and
huddled together on the couch that had
been brought in for the emergency. And
Judith's heart stirred in that strange, unexpected way as they stopped in front of
the little girl lying nearest the window.
"This is Solveig," Eric said, and though
the child was so fair and Eric so dark,
Judith would have known this was his
daughter. The small face was so grave,
even asleep, and there were the same high
cheek bones, the same almost imperceptible
to the corners of her eyes. Judith
tilt
couldn't help leaning over and giving her a

no

66

!'

is

"

"I'll be sorry to leave tomorrow," she
whispered, and Eric knew he couldn't hold
on to his heart any longer.
"The last two weeks, when I walk over
the hills, I find myself singing," he said.
"It has been very pleasant."
"Does it get a little grim living here,
sometimes ?" Judith asked.
"I
I really hadn't thought of it," Eric
confessed. This was all he knew of the
world, this fishing town he had been born
in. And if the autumn winds were harsh
and the short winter days bleak what other
place did he know to contrast them with?
"I'm kept busy. I observe the wind, the
weather, the arrival and departure of various kinds of fish. I report every day to
Oslo that there is fog here, or snow, that

—

the barometer

"What

do

is

falling."

you

do

for

amusement?"

Judith persisted.
"Well," his slow, grave smile came, "I
talk to myself! And I argue with Bergesen
about the League of Nations. I ski in the
winter time and I teach my daughter cooking and geography. She's up to Africa and
scrambled eggs by now. Until you came, it
seemed to me I led a busy, full life."
They weren't smiling now, either of
them. They were looking at each other as
if they were seeing each other for the first
time and realizing in that moment how it

would

How

end.
far

"How

is

would have to end.
England?" Judith whis-

it

pered.

"Across the North Sea." Eric felt as if
he had been dreaming but now he was
awake and knowing how impossible it was,
that dream which had held him.

Solveig clung to her father's arm and wept
"I don't like them!" she sobbed, closing
her eyes so she wouldn't see the strangers
in their gray uniforms. "Papa, I don't like
!"
those men. I don't like them
Only the children could say it The
others kept their stoic silence as their possessions were wrenched from them, their
radios, their blankets, their food.

A

year went by and then one day Bergesen came back to his village. Only it was
hard to realize it was he for he looked like
a scarecrow with the rags he wore flapping
against his gaunt figure. They hadn't killed
him, they hadn't been so merciful. Most of
his teeth were missing and one eye was
gone from his scarred face and his old
proud walk had become the agonized
shuffling of a cripple. Eric couldn't believe
it was his friend until he spoke.
He went with him, back to his house.
Mrs. Bergesen had often had need of his
comfort in those tortured months of waiting but Eric knew she would have far more
need of it now. His heart quailed as they
went into the living room and he saw that
her eyes held no recognition for the man
standing beside him until with the accustomed assurance of long habit her husband
took off his hat and hung it on the rack.
"I am home, Mrs. Bergesen," he said.

She didn't flinch. She even found courage
to smile.
"I lived through it. I came back," Bergesen went on slowly. "I knew they were bad
but I had no idea how bad they were. Nobody, no civilized human being can know
how bad they are." Suddenly he looked at
his wife as if he didn't have the strength
to hold back the question any longer. "Can
you bear to look at me?" he asked.
She didn't answer. Instead she went over
to him and her arms went around him and
her lips pressed against his scarred face.
"Thank God, I was never a handsome
man," Bergesen whispered as he clung to
her.
It

the

was a few weeks

men met

later that

some

in secret in the village.

was sure of the men he had summoned to
old Korstad's house. Their host's son Gunnar, Bergesen, Garmo the fisherman and
the schoolmaster. Only one small light was
burning so the room was shrouded in
gloom and Anna, Gunnar's wife, moving
so slowly now that she was soon to have
a child walked over to the tightly shuttered window and stood beside her motherin-law as Eric talked.
"For many years we have made a serious
mistake," he said, pacing the floor restlessly. "We believed we were living in a
Christian, civilized world. But today we
find we have been living in a jungle. Regu-

"How

far is that?" she asked.
million miles," he said, and he looked
at her straight and hard so there was no

"A

mistaking his meaning.
getting late," Judith said. "I have
But still she stood there as if she
could not go.
"Will you come back?" Eric asked.
"Next spring, next summer, some time?"
"I'll be back," she nodded. "Sometime!"
Their hearts quickened as they stared at
each other. He had only to reach out his
hand to draw her to him, to hold her there
in his arms. But he held himself rigid and
so they had parted without a kiss, without
even the touch of his hands on hers. But all
through the summer and autumn and
winter he had remembered, and often at
night when Solveig was sleeping he had
taken out the handkerchief he had found
after Judith had gone and held it to his
"It's

to go."

lips.

Then spring came again and with it the
ending of the world he had known. Bergesen was arrested that first day the Germans took possession of their village and

of

Eric

CAST

"COMMANDOS STRIKE
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Can you date these fashions?
•Fill in

the date

of each picture, then read corresponding paragraph below for correct answer.
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Courtesy Vogue

Only daring WOmen bobbed their hair. People
cranked cars by hand ... sang "Over There".
Women in suffrage parades. It was 1918 and

army hospitals in France, desperately short

welcomed
new American invention, Cellucotton*
Absorbent. Nurses started using it for
sanitary pads. Thus started the Kotex idea,
destined to bring new freedom to women.
of cotton for surgical dressings,
a

StOCkingS were black or white. Flappers wore
open galoshes. Valentino played "The Sheik".
crystal
People boasted about their radios
sets with earphones. And women were talking about the new idea in personal hygiene
.

.

.

-disposable Kotex* sanitary napkins, truly
hygienic, comfortable. Women by the millions

welcomed

this

new

product, advertised

in 1921 at 65(5 per dozen.

WaiStHneS and hemlines nearly got together.
Red nail polish was daring. "The Desert
Song". Slave bracelets. The year was 1926

when women by

the millions silently paid a
up a "ready wrapped"'

clerk as they picked

package of Kotex. The pad was now made
narrower; gauze was softened to increase
comfort. New rounded ends replaced the
original square corners.

I9__

*T. M. Reg. U.S. Pat Off-

Courtesy

McCaW.

Platinum BlOndeS and miniature golf were
the rage. Skirts dripped uneven hemlines...
began to cling more closely. Could sanitary
napkins be made invisible under the closefitting skirts of 1930? Again Kotex pioneered
perfected flat, pressed ends. Only Kotex,
of all leading brands, offers this patented
feature-ends that don't show because they
are not stubby — do not cause telltale lines.
.

.

.

Debutantes danced the Big Apple. "Gone
With the Wind" a best seller. An American

married the ex-King of England. And
a Consumers' Testing Board of 600 women
was enthusiastic about Kotex improvements
center which
in 1937. A double- duty safety
increases
prevents roping and twisting
protection by hours. And fluffy Wondersoft
edges for a new high in softness!

woman

.

.

SCREENLAND

.

Service rules today. Clothes of milk, shoes
of glass, yet Cellucotton Absorbent is still
preferred by leading hospitals. Still in Kotex,

more women than all other
brands put together. For Kotex is made
for service-made to stav soft in use. None
too, choice of

of that snowball sort of softness that packs

hard under pressure. And no wrong side to
cause accidents! Today's best-buy— 22?.
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"

lations

tempted

!

were put into effect and we
to live up to them. Now we

atdis-

cover there is only one regulation, kill or
be killed. I am ready to observe that regulation. I have come to ask you how we
can change over in this jungle from the
murdered Norwegian people to the murdering Norwegian people.
must learn
to be gangsters, thugs, useful with knife,
!"
sandbag, dynamite, noose, club and poison
Anna's frightened cry stopped him.
"Don't listen to him !" she begged. "They'll
kill us all. We can't do anything. All we
can do is sit and wait. Let the English win
the war. Let the Americans win it, the
can't do anything except
Russians

We

!

We

die!"
"I know

how you feel, Anna." Eric went
over to her. "I know how all women must
feel at a time like this. But nobody is going
to

win the war for anybody else."
"Gunnar!" Anna caught at her husband's

hand. "Don't listen to him. Come home
with me."
"Nobody is going to get victory as a gift,
Anna," Eric said gently. "We will only get
what we earn and I propose that we earn
a great deal."
"But the penalties?" Her anguished eyes
looked from her husband's determined face
to Eric's.

"What

if

—

anyone here wishes to leave, please
go now," Eric said. "The rest of us will
"If

say nothing.
nothing."

We

only

ask that you say

But no one went. Gunnar stood there
with the others, his arm around his wife,
his hand stroking her hair as if she were
a child. And Eric knew he could depend
on these men. All of them.
"Good !" he said. "Now we start to cut
our way out of the jungle."
There was much they could do. A handful of sand poured into machinery could
sabotage a whole factory, a pinpoint of a
hole drilled into a tank stopped a German
car, fish going to Germany could be spoiled,
boats sunk, ammunition dumps and gasoline reserves dynamited. There were the
other things, too, things causing no damage save that which they did to the Nazi
morale. The swastika cut down over an
official building and the warm red, white
and blue of the Norwegian flag hoisted in
its place. The
for Victory signs springing up everywhere, traced in the mud of a
country road, marked on walls, on the
windshields of officer's cars, on the very
tombstones in the cemetery.

V

But as Anna

said, there

was the penalty

who were caught. And the first
pay was young Gunnar. He was to be
hung there on the public square. The whole
village lined the streets that day they took
him from the hotel where the officers were
quartered, but not a word was said as with
his arms bound behind him he walked with
firm steps between the men guarding him,
that proud defiant smile on his lips. They
were all there, his wife, his mother and
father, his friends and the pretty girls who
had danced at his wedding, all of them desfor those

to

perately holding to their emotions so they
would not break down before the Nazis.
Then as he reached her, Anna broke
from the crowd and walked alongside of
him down the street. But even for her there
was no tears, no faltering. She could have
touched him just by stretching out her
hand, but she did not try to reach him. She
only walked beside him and the smile on
her lips was as proud and defiant as his
own. Only when they reached the place of
execution did she stop and as the handkerchief was being bound over his eyes she
turned and started to go back.
Her eyes were closed now as she walked.
Then as she heard the Colonel's voice giving the first command she started to run in
that blind, groping way and she might have
fallen if Eric hadn't stepped forward and

pulled her back. Her face pressed against
his shoulder as he held her but still she
did not cry even when the last command
came, when she heard the sharp crack of
the trap door opening. And Eric's eyes
stared in hate at the fat back of the Colonel
standing there with his arm raised in the

Nazi

salute.

Eric saw that back again, late that night,
saw it as he stood outside the Colonel's
window at the hotel in the split second
before he raised the knife he was holding
and threw it. Then as the Nazi slumped
over, he went.

There was no time to lose now. Only
time to stop at his house and waken Solveig
out of her sleep and dress her. And he
made a game of their flight, so she would
not be frightened, setting her high on his
shoulder as they took the path up the
mountains he knew so

well. Bluebells and
heartsease crowded the tall grass and the
yellow furze and wild blueberry bushes
brushed against his feet as he passed. And
as he walked he told, the child the fairy
tales she loved.
"I'm very happy," Solveig laughed, her
soft little cheek pressing against his. "I
like the night time. When I grow up I'm
going to stay up all night, every night."
"Shhh !" Eric cautioned, for her laugh
carried far up here in the stillness. And
then after another kilometer there were the
lights of Mrs. Olaf's house and the friendly
sound of a dog barking and the old
woman's smile welcoming them as she took
the child from him.
"Your farm's hidden up here in the hills,"
Eric said. "And if they do come, there's a
better chance of your hiding the child."
She didn't question him, this man she
had known as a boy. She only smiled as
she looked down at the child nodding in
her arms. It was a long time since she had
held a small one, for her youngest grandson,
Pedar, was a big, strapping lad now.
"I've hid the cow from the Germans and

there's

more milk than

know what

to do
with," she said calmly. "I'll get some for
the child and then I'll put her to bed."
Eric heard their soft voices in the next
room and up here in the mountains there
was such peace that the horror below
seemed far away and unreal. In a few moments he would have to be on his way
again, now that the child was safe, but in
the meantime it was good to sit here in
front of the fire and rest.
He didn't know he had slept until he
heard a sound in the room and opened
his eyes to see Mrs. Olaf making up a bed
for him on the couch.
"Oh, no !" he protested. "I can't stay here
tonight."
I

"Don't be silly," she smiled. "You can
hardly move, you're so tired. You'll be safe
here. I'll sit at the window and watch.
There's only one road they can come up."
"But how about your sleep?" he asked.
"An old woman sleeps very little," she
said. "Go, son, sleep."
"Son!" Eric sighed. "I haven't been
called that in a long time." Then he looked
down at his hands, clenching them. "You've
got a murderer in your house tonight, Mrs.
Olaf," he said.
She came over to him and kissed his
forehead. "God bless you, son," she whispered. "Sleep well."
It

was

soldiers

just after dawn that she
the mountainside.

down

Get up," she

saw the
"Quick

called. "They're coming."
dressed while she went in to rouse
the child. There was no escape save down
the road for on all other sides the farmhouse was surrounded by towering, unscaleable cliffs. Then he saw the well and
after testing the rope hanging from the
cross beams he picked up the child.
"Solveig, darling," he whispered. "Will
you hold on to me very, very tightly?"

He

"Like chewing gum," the child promise
Mrs. Olaf didn't wait for him to mal
the descent into the well. She hurried bac
to the house and picking up the blanke
Eric had slept in threw them on the be
in the other room. Then as she heard tl
bustling outside she quickly let down he
hair and started fixing it over again.
"You're up early," the captain said susp
ciously as he came in.
"On a farm women rise early," she sal
He gave her a long, hard look. "Er
Toresen is wanted for murder. Have yq
seen him?" And then as she slowly shoo
her head, "You know what the penalty
for hiding a murderer?"
Again she nodded, her eyes meeting hi
squarely. But it was hard standing thei
at the mirror calmly combing her hair wit
the soldiers going outside, after that fir
search of the house, coming nearer ari
nearer to the well.
"Wouldn't it be nice," she heard one cai
"if this well was full of good Munic
_

beer? I'm thirsty."
She waited, agonized, as they went ove
to it. Then at the Captain's sharp commar
they left it reluctantly. And when the
came back to the door she knew it had bee
easier keeping her anxiety from them tha
this quick, warm relief. But the Capta:
wasn't through with her yet.
"Last night five hostages were taken
the town," he announced grimly. "If Er
Toresen does not turn up within the ne:
few days they will be shot." He looked
her closely now. "One of the five hostage
Mrs. Olaf, is your grandson Pedar."
"But he's only a seventeen-year-old boy
she cried protestingly.
:

;

"It is also possible to kill a seventeei
year-old boy," the Captain said sharpl
His small eyes watched her searchingly bi
still she showed no sign. "Two days, Mr
Olaf," he warned as he wheeled and con

manded
_

the

She had

men
to sit

to leave.
down then.

For

the

fir

time she felt the full weight of her yeai
pressing on her. Pedar, her son's son! Sihad loved him more than her own childrei
this child of her old age. Then she remen
bered there was still something to do an
she got up heavily and walked to the wel
"You can come up, now," she said dull;
But women were strong up here in tl
mountains. She found she could still smi
as she took the child from Eric as I
reached the surface and that she could kee
the man from knowing the turmoil in he
heart.

"Solveig, darling," Eric said quietly. "I'i
going away for a little while and you ai
to do

And

whatever Mrs. Olaf

tells

you to

&

you're not to cry."

"I never cry." The child blinked bac
her tears. "You know that. And when yo
come back will you tell me the story aboi
the princess who let down her golden hair:
"Yes, I promise," he said. He held he
hard as he kissed her. Then he put h
arms around the old woman and»presse
his^ grateful lips against her cheek.
"What a time in the morning for lovt
making!" she scoffed, then with a litti
tap on his arm, "get along!" And onlv afte
he disappeared into the underbrush did si
find that she could still weep.
They no longer seemed friendly, the:
well-loved hills, now that Eric was an ou
law hiding in them. They were Strang
and forbidding, all those places he knew s
well, the stream where he had swum as
boy, the gorge where he had first see
Judith. He felt like a ghost revisiting tl:

scenes of his happiness

and discovering the
could bring happiness no longer. Then o
the seventh day he heard voices and thei
was just enough time to hide in the thick
before the Germans came.
His eyes bulged then as he looked dove
on the open

was

lying.

field

For

below the

cliff

where

as several soldiers ran
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A

a haystack it opened and there was
huge bomber concealed under it. And
te
got into it and it took off other
j the men
'*anes appeared from the edge of the woods
itil
finally a whole squadron of planes
ok off.
•ard

'

"Captain Lueger says that inside of two
eeks they're going to

have two hundred

anes right here!" one of them exulted,
d Eric's fists clenched listening.
The time for hiding was over. No matr what the price he might pay, he must
t the news of the camouflaged air field to
e outside world. It could mean only one
this lonely coast,
,!ing situated here on
-'fj'avy bomber attacks on the English conjys to Russia, convoys so sorely needed
their valiant allies.
It was late that night when he reached
armo's door and at first he thought it
as because the fisherman did not recogze him, unshared and dishevelled as he
J

that he looked at him so coldly. But
(r
en as he was telling the story of what
had discovered the suspicion did not
ave his old friend's eyes,
"Why do you tell me these " things," he
j
!;id at "last. "Why come to me
''Garmo, I haven't said anything to you
Dout this before," Eric pleaded desper:ely. "But I've heard you have a boat hid:n. I know how quiet you have to keep in
as,

»

"Jf"

orway today about everything, even with
bur best friends. Garmo, I want you to
ike that boat out, take a chance with
ie and get to England."

Garmo didn't answer—at first. Then he
>oked steadily at the other. "Where have
~iu been for the last week?" he demanded.
Before this, other men have disappeared,
ive fallen into the hands of the Germans,
id when they got out bad things happened
their friends."
"I didn't fall into the hands of the
lans," Eric pointed out. "I
i

—

Ger-

"After you

Garmo

left,"

"five

murder

Colonel

of

said in that

same

men were

cold voice,

shot for the
Lobskin. Nils Skar,

—

Karl Strom, Pedar Olaf
"Pedar Olaf!" Eric cried. He thought
of the old woman up in the hills and_ his
face was agonized as he got up. "I didn't
realize," he said. "I'm going in to town
and hand myself over before the slaughter
_

commences again."

Garmo

now

stopped

him

His voice was as

door.

that

it

was eased

as he
it

reached the

had always been

of its suspicion. "Sit

down, Eric. Don't go. They're dead now in
any case. Let the Germans know they're
liable to be stabbed and shot and dynamited
any moment and that no Norwegian will
ever save his life by betraying his friends.
Yes, Eric, I have a boat and I have seven
gallons of gasoline and I'll take you to
England, God willing!"
Until the night of departure even Eric
know the others who were leaving.
Then as he waited at the appointed place
didn't

he saw them coming one by one, the pastor,
the schoolmaster, two young boys who had
long wanted to go, Bergesen, and at the
last Nostbye, the innkeeper. Only then did
Garmo tell them where the boat was hidden, now that it w-ould be too late for anyone to warn the Germans if there should
be a Quisling among them. But as Eric
started to follow the others he heard a
rustling in the bushes beside the road and
a woman's urgent voice whispering to him.
"Mrs. Nostbye!" He couldn't help the
exclamation as he recognized her. And then
as her hand frantically signalled him to
silence he lowered his voice. "What are you
doing here?"
"He warned them," she said. "Nostbye
"No." He shook his head. "They didn't
follow him. Nobody knows we're here except you."
"Yes, but theyve set a trap!

SCREENLANP

Her

sobs

came with the words. "They want to make
sure that they get everyone of you. They're
going to let you all go out in the boat and
then the searchlights'll go on in the harbor
and their boats will stop you. They've given
him a whistle to blow, a special kind
pitched too high for human ears to hear.
But dogs can hear it and their instruments
can catch the sound so they can locate you.
I heard him, talking to the Germans, my
own husband!" that I've lived with for
twenty years
"You know, Mrs. Nostbye," Eric said,
"we'll have to kill him."
"I know!" Her eyes were tragic. "I
wish I could not be sorry."
Her broken cry followed him as he went
after the others. They were ready. Everyone was in the boat except one of the boys
holding it as he stood in the water. Then
as Eric jumped in the other gave it a push
and leapt in after him.
Eric took his seat beside Nostbye and
there was no sound as they pulled down the
fjord toward the harbor. Nostbye seemed
nervous as he saw the other's unswerving
gaze fixed on him and shifted uneasily on
the seat. Twice he took his hand off the
oar but each time Eric's eyes stopped him.
Then as they neared the harbor perspiration broke out on the innkeeper's face and
he pretended to sneeze as he took his handkerchief out of his pocket But before he
could use it, Eric turned and lunged at
him, holding his hand over his mouth so
he could make no outcry.
"Have you gone crazy, Eric?" Garmo
demanded. And the others looked up appalled but at Eric's frenzied gesture they
kept rowing past the guns and the unlit
searchlights placed at both sides of the
harbor opening and beyond them out to sea.
Still holding the struggling Nostbye Eric
leaned over and picked up the handkerchief
he had dropped and his heart was heavy as
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Gives a Tiny Tint

felt the small metal object in it and
realized Mrs. Nostbye had told the truth.
"A dog whistle," he explained, holding it
up to the others. Then he started as the
lights flashed on behind them as the Germans, afraid something had gone amiss,
turned on the searchlight. But the little
boat was safely out of its focus and Eric
smiled with grim humor. "They seem to

something," he said. Then taking
his hand off Nostbye's mouth, "Tell the
boys what the Germans have lost, Nostbye!" he commanded. "Tell them how you
were going to use this whistle."
"You're
wrong,"
Nostbye
protested
hoarsely. "I wouldn't use it. I always carried it. I'm in the same boat with you, I

have
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When

Eric pulled his hand away. Then with the
others helping he got Nostbye down to
the bottom of the boat and dragging out
a piece of rope began lashing the man's
arms behind his back.
"This is no place to hold a trial," Nostbye whimpered. "You're all excited and
nervous, you won't listen to reason
I
knew what I was doing. The Germans are
going to win. They'd like us if we only
gave them a chance. We've got to be reasonable.
live in a reasonable age. They
!

We

have something new, something that works.
What good does it do to fight? They have
all the guns. You've got to be reasonable
about these things."
They didn't answer, not one of them, as
they reached down lifting him by the armpits and threw him over the side. Their
faces were set as they pulled grimly on
their oars paying no heed to the frenzied
voice shouting from the water, not giving
a second glance when he sank from view.
It was hard going, that trip over the
North Sea so many others had taken before
them. They had to be careful of their small
store of gasoline so they rigged up the
sails and sometimes the wind threw them
back many miles off their course. But even
that was better than the days they lay
becalmed. Yet through wind and rain they

came ever

closer, so close at last that the

submarine periscope moving across the surface of the water in front of their boat
seemed grimmer than ever now that they
had almost reached their goal. It was hard
to lose with victory in sight.

Then thirsty as they were, hungry as
they were, desperate as they were, they
could still cheer when the submarine
emerged and they saw the Union Jack unfurled before their unbelieving eyes. Nothing was as good as the sight of the flag,
the hearty welcome given them, the good
hot coffee sending life coursing through
their frozen veins, the food slowly giving
back strength again, nothing was as good.
And then here he was in London, Eric
Toresen who had scarcely been out of his
native village before, sitting there at the
conference table with men high in the
British combined command. And it was
strange seeing Admiral Bowen among them
so impressive in his uniform and gold braid,
remembering the easy way of him on vacation and how simple and unassuming he
had been. He seemed so formidable now
sitting there tensely as Eric told of the
airfield he had discovered.
Commander Harper, the officer who had
been doing most of the questioning, looked
at him sharply as he finished. "All that you
have told us is very interesting, sir," he
said. "Providing it's true!"

disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffinesa
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
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kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
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give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get

"That I can vouch for, Harper," the
Admiral broke in, and he smiled for the
first time as he looked at Eric. "Harper
is
a decent fellow," he said lightly. "But

Doan's

being
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Pills.

"I'd be grateful to the

an intelligence

officer
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destroys

all

end of

my

days

office th;

he saw Judith. She was in uniform to
looking so brisk and efficient as she ga\
the sentry some pictures. As she saw hi'
the color fled from her cheeks and her ey<

:

widened.

"It—it's not possible !" she said. And si
went over to him and touched his arm

;

though to reassure herself of his realit
Her voice sang then. "You're alive! You'"
!"
alive

England as much as any of
He was getting desperate now,

show you!"

in

Eric said simply.
It was as he was leaving the

to

you. Look
staring at the whistle in Eric's hand. "It's
broken. It doesn't even work. Here, Fll
!"

human nature." Then, serioi
"You know your country like tl
palm of your hand. Would you be willir
to guide our Commandos to that airdrome:
faith

again,

"And

England, too," Eric smiled.

in

"I started ten letters to you."

She

looke

up at^him steadily. "But I never finishe
them." Then as the door opened and h(
father came out she smiled mischievous!
as she straightened to attention.
"Oh, you've found each other, eh ?" tl
Admiral chuckled. But in a moment he w;
brisk again as he turned to Eric.
"Tl
wheels are rolling already. You and I ad
going to Scotland immediately to join rr
son."
It was hard leaving Judith as
soon as I
had found her. Eric looked at her as
he were memorizing her every feature an
putting them in his heart for safekeepinj
But there was a lot he still had to lear

about his beloved.

He knew

that the ne?
his night

morning when he woke from

sleep in Scotland. He hadn't known
a gi
with her. soft smile and gentle eyes coul
be so adorably stubborn until he saw he'
standing there beside her brother.
"I followed you," she grinned. "For
tl

first

time since the war

just

had

I pulled strings,
here." And then j
Eric couldn't find his tongue at all she
wei
on gaily. "Would you like to see the typic;
sights- of a typical Scottish town ?"
He would be leaving tonight with tf

to

come up

Commandos and no one knew what fal
would await him back there in his nath
land. But now he was with her.
So far th
fates had been kind. He was with
he

sitting in the cozy tap room of the
villaa
pub, looking at her, listening to her
voio
.''The truth^'s I tried to forget
you," sli
said at last. "You know the things

you te
yourself—big, attractive foreigner, all ver
well out in his native woods but how
wi
he look in a London drawing room
an
what would he think of my friends. Yo
know, all that nonsense. I tried to for<>t
you.

I tried to tell mvself, 'there
he is i
a town full of girls all looking like Gret
Garbo. He probably doesn't even remem
ber my name."

"I

remembered your name," Eric

sai

gravely.
id

«™"

rP
What

7

0u?,"

else

did

Her

<J

u ' ck

sm!1 e

camf

you remember?"

remember your lying against a tre
with your hat pulled over your eyes, sing
mg, and your brother said you vvere scar
mg the salmon."
I

"What a thing to remember for thre
years about a girl !" she laughed. And the
suddenly serious, "Has it been bad?"
^Bad enough," Eric shrugged.
"It's been awful. I can tell by your
face,
she whispered. "I used to pray for vou an'
Solveig. You're out of it now and some
how things are different. Norway's not si
far

away now.

you belong
Its

only

makes any

Somehow what

to isn't so important

what you're

fighting

countr

anv more
for

tha

sense."

"Yes,'' Eric nodded. "It's a kind of uni
versal citizenship, so we all somehow be
long to the same state because we believ.
in the same thing."
"And that's the important thing," sh<
said eagerly. "And somehow, suddenly
know that you look wonderful along

fishing stream and that you
wonderful in a London drawing room
d that you look wonderful on a British
!"
Ittleship and that you look wonderful
Eric
said,
leaning
citizen,"
•'Thank you,
er and taking her hand.
He was still holding her hand as they
ilked afterwards in the lingering twilight,
ion it would be dark. He would have to go.
"For three years I've been thinking of
''Holding your hand, walkis,'' he said.
in the night-time."
I quietly
smiled.
Judith
"Weren't we silly?"
Va sting three years. But we won't waste
e next three. I have plans. There's a little
ttage in the Lake District, with a tre;ndous garden and no neighbors and the
r

vegian

Jjk

when y° ur Hands have winning

softness"

—

big enough to sail on and " She
jked up as Eric took out his massive
itch and stared down on it. "What's the
itter?" she asked.
"It's late." His voice was guarded. "I
ve an appointment."
"Can I walk you there?" 3he asked.
"I'm afraid not," he said.
<e's

"I have to go
ur." Her voice

back to London

came

in

an

"When

wistfully.

you think you can get there?"
"In three or four da3's," he said. "And
en I'll go to the nearest phone, call up

Bowen and ask

her to marry me."
to spend your
st day in London!" she whispered. Then
riously, "What have you got to do that
?"
II keep you busy for three or four days
"Not much," he said.
"Military secret?" she persisted, and as
nodded, her voice tensed. "You'll take
re of yourself now, won't you?"
"I'll take care of myself," he promised.
Strange the way the memory of a girl's
es and smile and voice could stay with a
'an and be realer than the eyes and voices
iound him. Strange the way it seemed as
she were beside him and that it wasn't
r brother Robert he w as talking to there
the deck of the cruiser taking them toard Norway. Strange the way part of his
ird was working so coldly as he planned
eir coming raid with Robert and Addith

"What

a wonderful

way

:

j

T

;

•

Bowen in the cabin and the other
was back in Scotland with Judith.
Even after the landing boats slipped up

iral

rt

'

the shore in darkness and the men leapt
he was there. Yes, she w~as beside
all through the fast raid on the town's
fenses with every move coming with the
ocklike precision they had planned, strik^jg at salient points with steady destrucpi. Overpowering sentries and radio oplators with their bare hands for they had
J'ders not to use firearms until their mis^Jt.

m

up to a girl, herself, to have nice hands," says Irene Hervey,
one of Hollywood's lovelv Stars. "Jergens Lotion is easy to use and
it does help prevent mortifying roughness. Yes— I use Jergens; and I

'It's

IP

hear the other Stars in Hollywood prefer Jergens Lotion, 7 to

pn was completed
"The whole

--

^"ic

"I thought

3

tiling

took

six

minutes,"

Hollywood's
You have
HAND Care—

said as they finished.

we'd be able to do

it

in five,"

obert nodded.
»

"Remember?" Eric grinned

less.

in the dark"I once said I didn't think you were

Englishman. I was wrong."
"Thanks." Robert grinned back. Then
nsely giving orders to the men who were
finish the job in the town wdien the
I
jgnal came, he beckoned to those chosen
come along to the airdrome,
She was close now, closer than ever as
\- led the way along the salmon stream
jhere he had sought her so often in that
ear, lost spring. AH through the din of
e exploding grenades they hurled at the
rfield and the machine gun fire as they
vept across it dealing destruction, she was
iere. And she brought them luck. Eric
iew that as their work was finished, as he
oked down on the town below them and
,nv it in flames. Everything had worked
rcording to schedule. The townspeople, all
f tnem who wanted to go would be on the
•oats now waiting to pull to sea. Solveig
{Please turn to page 75)
;
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Girls

who
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—

.

live

Who

by

i

Dates "Mrs. Miniver?
Continued from page 22

the clock can't SUFFER
by the CALENDAR!
*

jts^&Sfo*.

—

her table. And a direct hit for she
accepted the invitation to dance. Soon her
long red hair was swinging about her
shoulders in polka time.
"Brother Can she dance," said her partner. "The surprise is
'Mrs. Miniver* is

had she not chosen to
star. She has a natural
rhythm. Ask George
Ayres any of the boys

young girl like Hedy Lamarr and
Dotty Lamour. She's light as a feather on
her feet. She's got instinctive rhythm!"

You

line for

—

!

just a

In a fast six minutes Greer's dance card
filled. But not one lucky partner danced
her the width of the floor before his shoulder was tapped with a polite but decisive

was
and

TF

the days you used to give grudgingly to
pain and depression are now too precious to waste, try Midol.
Unless you have some organic disorder calling
for special care, these tablets should quickly
prove your former sacrifices needless!
But don't regard Midol as just another
-- menstruation's functional

means

of relief for "dreaded days headache."
Its comfort goes farther. For while it is free
from opiates, Midol helps lift your "blues"
and an exclusive ingredient speedily eases

spasmodic muscular pain of the period. To
have Midol when you need it, get it now at
your nearest drugstore.

MIDOL
Relieves functional periodic pain

firm,

"May

I cut

As Greer danced, was she thinking of
another boy in uniform, Ensign Richard
Ney of the United States Navy, stationed
3000 miles away? Of the night they visited
the Stage Door Canteen in New York and
danced the polka, the rhumba, and did a
bit of jitterbugging. Perhaps on this very
night, somewhere far at sea, Richard, too,
was thinking of Greer. Remembering, reliving that glorious weekend in New York.
And the goodbyes, and renewed promises.
Somehow Greer's and Richard's meeting
in New York, at the end of her war bond
tour in the fall, had escaped the columns.
They had managed by

—

—
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Money-Back

of Satisfaction.
material, directions.
Booklet of New Styles and
Information. Write today to

pression

Free
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SEND
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Help Kidneys
If Back Aches
Do you feel older than you are or suffer from
Up Nights, Backache, Nervousness, Leg
Pains, Dizziness, Swollen Ankles,
Rheumatic
Pains, Burning, scanty or frequent passages? If
Getting

remember that your Kidneys are vital to your
health and that these symptoms may be due to
non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles— in such cases Cystex (a physician's
prescription) usually gives prompt and joyous relief by helping the Kidneys flush out
poisonous
excess acids and wastes. You have everything to
gain and nothing to lose In trying Cystex. An ironclad guarantee assures a refund of your money
on return of empty package unless fully satisso,

Don't delay. Get
Cystex (Siss-tex) from
your druggist today.
fied.
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Only 35c.

And
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dinner at a

52nd

—where

little

the

wild and gay. And gave Greer
irresistible notions of dancing.
So back to her hotel to don a filmy
evening gown one she'd bought especially
for a date with Richard. Then over to the
Astor Roof dreamy waltzes a new rhumba step they worked out together a bit of
jive Richard had invented. And it was all
over Richard reporting back to duty, and
Greer to Hollywood. But the best part the
holiday had been all theirs. No press, no

music

ling silver birthstonie ri_„

away from

—

A

hRANTEED RINGS

staying

Stork and Twenty-One. By prearrangement Richard had been granted two
days' leave. They must make the most of
their precious moments. There'd been a
play to see with dinner at a quiet little
English restaurant. Then a long walk up
Broadway, in the dimout. But still Broadway, the throbbing pulse of a great city of
millions of people. Someday after the war,
they said, they'd do a play on Broadway
they hoped. Exciting, treading the blocks,
unrecognized in the darkness. Stopping for
red hots and munching them at 42nd and
Times Square. Planning beautiful plans
of when the war is over. Then Saturday
afternoon.
matinee a ride in the subway
the

for the lark of it.
Russian restaurant

or sparkling white stone ring; or lovely filigree ring with ruby
color set; FOR selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at 25c each*
Send No Money. Order 4 salve today. Post Card will do.

in?"

is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

publicity, no public. Just a soldier and his
girl making every moment of leave count!
Few at the Hollywood Canteen could

have suspected that Greer might not have
been the belle of the evening. That earlier
she'd fingered her $100 ticket and wondered
how she could go without an escort. Like
thousands of other girls, whose boy friends
are in the service, Greer has the same escort
problem. Then a happy thought. Perhaps

A

her agent
telephone call to M. C. Levee.
Of course he'd be delighted. Yes, he had
two tickets and had planned on taking
Frank Borzage, who is to direct "Stage
Door Canteen," as his guest. They'd make
it a threesome.
Three nights later Greer was back at the
Hollywood Canteen by an ovation of requests. This time she passed out sandwiches
at the snack bar
and autographs, too. Her
dancing feet simply couldn't behave as Hal
Grayson's orchestra gave out in danceable
tunes. On the way home Greer and Harry
Crocker, a Los Angeles columnist, who
hails from one of San Francisco's oldest
families, a music lover and globe-trotter,
stopped at Mocambo's for a twirl around
the floor. Dancing is Greer's pet pleasure.
Greer might easily have been a dancer,
!

—

—

—

SCREENLAND

—

become a dramatic
sense of grace an:

Lew

Montgomery,

who've dated her—

not to mention Richard Ney!

George Montgomery?
didn't

know ? True,

And Lew

Ayres:

Greer's private

off-

screen

life has been really private. Th<
world and Hollywood accepts Hollywood'.'
lovely red-head in terms of the delightfu
"Mrs. Chips" and "Mrs. Miniver." Actualh
Greer is one of Hollywood's most glamor-

ous beauties, fun-loving, witty, gay, vivacious. But unless you know Greer personally, you never really know the real Greei
at all. She has no conception of Americar
publicity._ She has the English traditiona
stage point of view. An actress discusse:
her role the plays and the parts she prefers
hopes to play. She may discus:
clothes. She may even be so personal as tc
give a glimpse of her home life. But he>
personal romance never. That is sacrec
unto the individual. That's the way it is ir
England. And America has never botherec
to sit down and tell Greer that the thousands of fans who see her on the screen—
who love her as "Mrs. Miniver" and "Mrs

—

—

—

—

—

Chips" want to know all about her. The3
want to know if her life is happy and ga>
and exciting. And above all her real ro-

mances.

—

Do

they parallel her screen ones ?
So this is the story that Greer would nol
tell
simply because she doesn't understanc
the American point of view regarding publicity. That we are all so much interested
that we simply must know more about hei
even if we have to pry a bit.
Greer was starring in "Old Music"
comedy part which presented a naught}
but nice and very frisky Greer. Out front
sat Louis B. Mayer, Robert Ritchie anc
Ben Thau of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ir
London seeking new talent. All three were
deeply impressed with this delightful girl
After the final curtain, they sent their card:
back stage which arrived on a silver tray
with dozens of others. "No," said Greer to
all of the cards. But the doorman politeK
interceded. "Miss Garson, these three card;
are not from stage-door Johnnies. They are
from gentlemen from a Hollywood movie
studio —- Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."
Greei
glanced again. "Goodness," she exclaimed
Needless to say Greer dined with the
three gentlemen from Hollywood. To Mr.!
Mayer, Greer was a potential M-G-M star
who could take her place in the glittery
star-studded roster of Gable, Taylor, Crawford, Turner. The deal was closed. Greei
came to Hollywood. Until now she had
never had an agent or a publicity man. She
was bewildered at the Hollywood press.
"The personal questions they dare pop at
you !" To all of them, Greer smiled charmingly, but she was completely evasive.
There just didn't" seem to be a romantic
side to write about Greer Garson. In time
and in final desperation it was forgotten
that there might be one.
Nina Garson, Greer's attractive whitehaired mother, was
and is her constant
companion. They lived quietly in a simple

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

house in Beverly Hills, with two
Siamese cats and the French poodles.
Greer was restlessly ambitious. But until

little

the right part

came

along, she

was

to re-

Mr. Mayer saw her as a great
star. She had to be introduced in the right
vehicle. Perhaps she might reduce a bit to
photograph more glamorously. In spite of
her eighteen-inch waist, but broad shoulders, Greer reduced strenuously and between diet and inactivity, she became physically ill. She was weeks in the hospital.
Then came a test for "Toy Wife" which
fell to Luise Rainer. There were other tests,

main

idle.

—

—

—

!

no suitable parts for Garson. Greer
says she "enjoyed the people I met
lividually. But I grew to hate Hollywood
t

rself

lectively."

Then, as is well known, came the role of
a week before her contract
[r;. Chips"

—

is to expire.

And fame

the while in Hollywood, Ben Thau,
executive, attentively escorted
eer and her mother to the theater, to conts at the Hollywood Bowl. The medium
studio business was the fore-runner of
owed personal attraction. There are those
iO insist that he would have much prered to place Greer under contract as
than to see her leap to stardom
-s. Thau

IaII

M-G-M

:

I use

DOES YOUR DEODORANT
SAFELY STOP

AMUD

THE LARGEST SELLING
DEODORANT. IT SAFELY
STOPS PERSPIRATION
AND ODOR.

UNDER-ARM

PERSPIRATION AND
ODOR ? MINE DOES.

—

"Mrs. Chips."
\:ter Greer's American debut, she was
rlaimed whenever she appeared. The phorraphers were now aware that she was
ws. Came endless pictures of Greer on
Air. Thau. Usually her mother
on the other. And because the three'ne seemed so devoted, the news spread

J arm of
is

it wedding bells were in the offing.
Then came the surprise of Greer Garson's

No

Wee.

one

knew

rriage years before to
even her studio. But
:

of

her

secret

an Englishman,
it

explained her

many young cavaliers
who would have made her as popular as

-accessibility to the
_ /

Lamarr.

"Free again, Greer still pursued her policy
personal privacy. Even Garbo's dates
re next day's column's news. But who
Led "Mrs. Chips" was, has been, and is
Hollywood's $64 question. The young men
bo found favor in Greer's eyes were acainted with her reluctance for front page
nance. She considered such publicity
gnified. The}' complied"with her wishes.
IHiere was the handsome young English
^ror who was a frequent dinner guest,
hen Greer did appear at Ciro's and Moj
-f mbo's there'd be her mother and at least
it others along.
"j Greer, who loves the sea, found an adore little cottage at Pebble Beach, a few
-iies removed from Hollywood. She bought
and christened it "Quail Haven" her
h le-away spot for complete rest. For weeks
eer visited antique shops, gathering brichuge mirrors with sea-shelled
:arac,
'ij:.mes, South Sea Island fiber furniture
its furnishings. And weeks on end she'd
-t|>nd at Pebble Beach
lazing and resting
the sea, with her mother, and the poodles,
Go and Qiquot, and books for company.
ft so happened that George Montgomery,
10 was taking Hollj-wood in stride as the
-J" west romantic star, drove down to Pebble
"ach with some friends for a weekend,
ter an early morning dip, George relaxed
•a
the sand for a sun tan and was just
^jteing for a nice snooze when out of noaJiere two bounding French poodles came
J:. ping by, scattering sand in all directions.
J ibbing the sand out of his eyes, George
4:>ked up to see a lovely red-headed girl
Rasing the dogs trying to retrieve their
-| sh. Motivated by her beauty, George took
-J- the chase. When GoGo and Cliquot were
•fjice again in hand George was surprised to
:

^

—

—

i
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NEW... a CREAM DEODORANT
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1.

Does not

2.

No

under- arm

rot dresses.

Does not

safely

PERSPIRATION

irritate skin.

waiting to dry. Arrid can be used

•

jfcicover their owner was no less than Hol-Jixood's Greer Garson. It was fate, he
;ided. Like a movie, Greer conceded.
*They had tea and crumpets at Greer's
ittage which was just next door.
long
idk in the moonlight with the Pacific
nving mist and wind through their hair,

—

A

hen Greer returned to Hollywood she
jnd George's welcome of five dozen red
Friends

noticed

's 5.

to a

large bowls of waterfew Greer would confide,
"They are from that very goodokmg George Montgomery-"'
George and Greer went dancing too.

—and

nl:ng,

Briefly off-the-record. They shied
orn the Hollywood night spots.
Jssian restaurant with a postage

A

!

A

i,

away
small

stamp

floor.
tinv restaurant down bv the
with a juke box grinding out melodies.

right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration

Removes odor from

to 3 days.

1

perspiration,

keeps

armpits dry.
4. Arrid
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—

,

for the service made the two all the mon
inseparable. And then came the day he wa:
to go. Greer did not accompany him to the
station. Instead they dined quietly in hei
garden under the big oak tree. What thej
said to each other, only they knew.

Loretta Young, as she appears In
Columbia's "A Night to Remember," musical comedy-mystery film in
which she co-stars with Brian Aherne.

—

It

was Greer who caught the wedding

bouquet

at

Norma

Shearer's

wedding

Which means she will be the next to marr)
—if you believe in tradition. Norma threw
her arms around Greer and in her owr
happiest hour whispered she hoped it woulc
be soon.
"Mrs. Miniver" was released. Greer anc
Richard shared the joy of its success vie
the long-distance telephone. "I'll be in New
York soon. I'm coming on a bond tour. IT.
get to see you. Try and arrange your sched-

meet me in New York."
was that "Mrs. Miniver" made hei
first date with Uncle Sam. Greer says the
funniest incident on her tour occurred wher
the Chattanooga Choo-Choo choo-chooec
into Chattanooga. The trip had been strenuous, to say the least. Greer wanted to bf
especially vivacious, at her very best. Be
fore her departure her mother had givei
her a box of vitamin tablets. Greer sup
posed they were the usual five-grain. Hei
mother had ordered ten-grain. Greer tool!
five
and ten minutes later all but sue
cumbed, right out of this world. Beads o:
perspiration broke out on her forehead
ule to

So

it

—

Then a red rash. Her studio representativ<
thought she was dying. So did Greer. Bu
she did recover. As she says, she "was th<1
peppiest Hollywood actress anyone eve
regular dynamo." In fact when hei
saw.
appearance at a T.N.T. factory was can
celled, because the government decided thi
13,000 men employees would lose labo
hours in the excitement of Greer's visit—;
she said, "It's for the best. I'm so full o
vitamin sparks, I'd probably have blowr
the place up."
Everywhere Greer was hailed as "Mrs
Miniver" which was breaking record'

A

'

—

up by "Gone With The Wind." Then
was the young soldier, George Fuller b
the Air Corps, who was walking home fron
Tennessee to Boston on leave. He hai
saved his transportation money. But he at
tended one of Greer's bond selling rallie
where she tried to auction her bouquet o
roses. The town had bought bonds to tb
hilt. There were no takers for the roses
Greer walked off the stage a bit ruefully
Young Fuller gallantly rushed up to tb
wings and handed Greer his $18.75 for $
bond. Greer repaid him by inviting him ti
dinner. The next morning he sent her si:
piled

George was certainly a young man who
could keep a secret. To this day he has
never divulged that for months he was the
lucky man claiming Greer's attention.
Greer looks like a painting, at home in
her long-sleeved flowing house gowns of
soft crepes in a flare of unsuspected colors
greens, grape-purples, pinks, flame-reds.
She would have been the darling of France,
had she lived there in the old days of salon
gatherings. Greer loves music, good food,
and brilliant conversation in the drawing
room. She gathers interesting people about
her. Visiting maestros appearing at the

—

concerts, of which Greer
a devoted patron, and Sir Charles and
Lady Mendl, the glamorous Hedy Lamarr,
Reggie Gardner and Norma Shearer.
Greer's cook serves an excellent dinner at
seven thirty... Broiled English style chops, a
mixed grill of lamb and liver, or steak with
mushrooms and sometimes rare roast beef.
fruit salad and light desserts of apricot
upside-down cake, a frosted fruit ice—are

Hollywood Bowl

is

—

A

Then
room done in

typical.

demi-tasse in
soft shades of

the big living

green and eggshell. Greer doesn't drink or smoke. Sometimes she has a glass of wine with her dinner.

Two

big concert grand pianos stand in
one corner of the living room. Greer's love
of good music created a bond when she met
Lew Ayres at the studio. Lew plays several
instruments and before he left for the service he composed delightful compositions. It
was natural that Greer would invite him
home for a musical evening. It was natural
that Lew should invite her on a dancing
date. On this occasion, one of Hollywood's
sleuths spied the pair. Next day there was
mention that Lew Ayres and Greer Garson

74

r

were a "new heart-beat."
"That sounds dreadful
deed," Greer said

—a

"Why, we've only

!

bit

'Heart-beat,' in-

shocked by

just met.

What

it

will

all.

Mr.

Ayres think?"
Lew and Greer never went dancing publicly again. But they enjoyed each other's
company. And in Greer's own quiet way
at home.
In the interim a very good-looking newspaper man, on the Jeffry Lynn type,, loomed
into the Garson attention. He "had a habit
of dropping in at Greer's comfortable home
at tea time. And he accompanied Greer and
her mother to the concerts at the Bowl.
Hollywood believed he was on a mission
of official business.

Then came Richard Ney. Greer met him
set of "Mrs, Miniver." She was in-

on the

trigued by his gay young banter. His enthusiasm. His impetuosity. Fun-loving, he
inveigled Greer into their first date. And
when she found his accepted offer to drive
her home meant dinner on the way, she
laughed heartily at his conniving. Greer
was to find that Richard was not to be put
off. He had a way of dropping around
with a couple of his pals quite unannounced. His sports convertible also had a
way of driving right up to Greer's house.
And when she moved into the new big

—

house in Stone Canyon, Richard came in
very handy with his pals on moving day.
Soon Richard's appearance was a regular
occurrence. Nina welcomed his gay banter,
too. So did the poodles, who approved him
with joyous barking. His reckless determination, his masterful domination first
amused Greer then intrigued her. And before she knew it, she was in love.
Knowing that Richard would soon leave

—

;

—

He said he could not see dis
appointment cross "Mrs. Miniver's" face"
There was Vice Admiral Emory S. Lam
of the Maritime Commission, who intro:
duced Greer to the workers at one of th
defense plants. "This is the first time I hay
ever been on a platform with a movi
queen," he said. "This is the first time
have ever seen a red-headed movie queei
who is T.N.T. herself and in a hot ma
chine shop!" How the workers applauded
Afterwards Greer mentioned some-thin;
to Admiral Land about how exciting
must be to launch a ship. Three weeks late
she received a wire saying, "Your ship i
ready for launching the 'S. S. Smith Thomp
son' at the California Ship Building Yards.
For four weeks Greer made twelve ap
pearances and four speeches a day selliui
bonds. In Washington, D. C, she rested
a hospital under doctor's orders. And the:
came her meeting with Richard Ney
New York which until now has bee:;
fresh roses.

—

:

i

—

|

i>

ii

—

unreported.

The men who know Greer say she is th
most charming and attractive girl they'y
ever met. George Montgomery says she i
not only very beautiful but "most graciou
and fascinating." The service lads at tb
Hollywood Canteen say, "What a gorgeou
girl!

And

brother,

how

she can dance."

;

j

"Commandos
Dawn''

at

Continued from pa
.\ould be among them and soo;
[here to join her, his work dc
But it wasn't going- to be as

I

Ks they neared the entrance
there was a sudden spittin.
Inachine gun bullets whizzed
ducked to safety. Eric re.'
hidden up on the cliff.
"They can pick us off one
tome out," Robert said. "Is tl
jaay we can get down to tow
"We could go back to th
iiown through the road," E
would take us twenty rr
'|t
.hey

> as

;

here and an hour to get

di

road."

"And we'd have to fight c
he airfield by now," Robert
'ransport's due to leave in tv
"He ducked as another hail c
j'lt seems to me they are
above to the right."

*

}
"

*

j

"I know
'There's a

>oks this spot.

i

And

ire.

;

t

i

where they
little

I

a:

grassy sp

Nothing

know how

in

t

I ca

ust a chance that I can
-ibout fifty yards, climb up
jet

round behind them."

1

\
rj

I

come with you," Rol
"No," Eric shook his hea
{.'be done very quietly, and I
"I'll

J

,|iere
,]j

.
;

||
l)?

;.

*

-

--

this bit of

almost reached th
>Sis foot hit a rock which
poward the Germans, striki
so that he wheeled around
Before he could throw his g
nan fired and Eric sank to
.vith a superhuman effort h
self upright again and thre
,But only after the smoke 1
k stumbled toward them v.

were dead.
"All right !" he called.

tliey

£

J

who knows

He had

J

i

Then

iiown he stumbled and fell. Ai
-an toward him he thought it
j
who had come back to him.
Down below the Admiral wt
ie looked at his watch. In t\\
l |hey would be leaving. The inexi
j>f the Commandos brooked no di
:
-

:

i

j

w

.hough among those men who ha
Returned was his son and the
daughter loved. Then a cry went
the people crowding the deck am
:he running figures coming down ti
They were all there, he thought in t
[.exultation. But as they came on be
saw that Eric was missing.
Robert didn't say anything. There
time for words later. Clenched in
iand was the handkerchief with Juc
initials he found in Eric's wallet whe
-iad removed it from the dead man's 1
jpnd as he walked over to the bow o'
Jpoat where Solveig was sitting on
,

{g

•

.

;

i»

:

a

-Bergesen's lap, the sleepy child's head i
his eyes clouded for the first tim>
Only when the boat began gliding
into the harbor did the child stir. "(
house is burning!" she whimpered, lool
back at the blazing town.
"Yes, our houses are burning," ifl
Bergesen said gently. "But we are con
back, very soon. Very, very soon, darli;
And Mrs. Olaf sitting beside tl
looked up at the dark forest above then,
the mountains, her eyes straining toy
the house she could not see.
"Yes," she nodded, and the promise
there in her voice too as it had beei
(Mrs. Bergesen's. "We will come back

tng,

'

-:n-town
JATTER
hounds reported BetU
thur Farnsworth were ex-

sip
k.

'

This was denied. Nexi.|

ette

and Farny were sepaCurrent rumor ha;

icediire.

adopting a little boy. Bettc
uid she should know.
front page publicity
fan mail has increasec

cent
s

There are the usua!
course. But the majority I
.is of all ages and all walks o1
press their great faith in Erro'
:o support him and his films
he's grateful is to put it mildlyi
•^rcent.

o''

gather around
Above, service men at the Hollywood Canteen
cigarettes, and autogracious Greer Garson for refreshments,
fortunate group.
graphs. Perhaps one of your "boys" is in this

ENNIFER JONES

is in

Hollywood but

Hollywood will have to wait to see her.
newcomer, who was chosen to play
Song of Berie spiritual heroine of "The
"untouched"
iidette," is going to remain
the 'cinema city. She will give no interparties, make
ns, attend no Hollywood
Hollvwood friends—until after she has
his

'

>

:

umpleted her role in the picture. 20th is
-ermined that she look the part, which
lie does now, which was the reason she
Wonder how much
it such a great break.
she really is
;e the girl she will portray
'~
real life ? "Wait until her first interview.

a

After picking the winner, Lana Turner joins hubby Steve Crane,
(lucky guy!) to watch the jitterbugs, and becomes a onegal cheering section. Lana's a mean little jitterbug herself.

LADD designed
ALAN
locket for his Susy.
k

that

charming

made

in
contain tiny

It's gold,

four sections. Three of them
pictures of Alan, Sue and her daughter.
The fourth space features a question mark.
baby,
It's reserved for a photo of the new
due in the Spring. What if it's twins, Alan ?

TIERNEY will have to be introGENE
over again.
duced to Oleg Cassini
all

Just as she was becoming used to his U. S.
Coast Guard Reserve uniform, he obtained
official permission to be transferred to the
cavalry of the U. S. Army.

THERE
•

were no tears shed when George
Raft bought up his contract from Warner

Everyone likes George personally.
was impossible to please him. The
studio was willing to try if they could
have only known what it was that George
wanted In "Background To Danger,"
George insisted that they change the script
and make him an FBI man. There was no
reason for this in the original version. But
George wanted it this way. Oh well, so
Bros.

But

it

the author will be surprised when he goes
It won't be the first
to the sneak preview
time that has happened in Hollywood
!

.

iii)
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HERE

are three top-notch
laugh-getters having a swell
time with a swell drink. Pepsiin
Cola's top-notch, too

—

tops 'em all.
taste and
So put it up top on your prosize

gram every

|
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Louis Gets the

Low-down on Lupino!

Continued from page
Ida, that one. Instead of bursting into tears

and holding up production she just burst
into laughter, and held up production. She
simply became hysterical with joy over her
discovery of Mr. Woolley, and before six
o'clock that evening had upstaged him in
every scene. She learned from the hostess
in the commissary that Mr. Woolley always
alone. It's one of his chief peculiarHe just can't bear to have anyone at
his table when he is munching his vittles.
So what does little Ida do? She bribes a
whole batch of extras the next day to plop
down at Mr. Woolley's table and start asieats

ities.
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nine conversations about the weather. Mr.
Woolley was in a cold >rage.
But the Beard is not one to take it without giving it. He found out from Ida's
stand-in that the one thing Ida is fussy
about on a set is visitors when she is doing
a silent dramatic scene. Other times you
can bring in the entire student body of
U.C.L.A. and she wouldn't mind. But she's
as nervous as a deer in a meadow (yes, I
saw "Bambi") when she's doing silent dramatic scenes. So the wily Woolley waited
until one of those scenes came along. Then
he hired a lot of extras to dress up as visiting Rotarians, crowd around Ida when
she was emoting, and drop such audible remarks as "I don't think she's so hot,"- and
"She doesn't look nearly as pretty off the
screen as she does on, does she?"
When I asked Mr. Woolley on the set
one day what he thought of Miss Lupino
he said with tart emphasis, "I like her
better than anybody, because she has the
most ghastly sense of humor I've ever met."
When I told Ida this she said it was quite
the nicest compliment she'd ever had.
in Hollywood have faces
to here these days. Laughter is something weive all almost forgotten. So when
people heard that Ida and the Beard were
screaming their heads off and carrying on
like a couple of insane screwballs over on
stage nine, they drove in for miles around,
in their horse and buggies just to hear
laughter again. (I put in the horse and
buggies just for fun, but in another two
months it won't be for fun.) Ida entertained them by giving them an impersonation of Monty Woolley taking her to the
Hollywood premiere of "The Pied Piper."
"You will doubtless have to talk ever the

Nearly everybody

down
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microphone, Ida," Mr. Woolley told her,
"For a change try to say something pleasant about me. Don't try to be brilliant. Just
something kind. Such as, what a magnificent performance I give."
"I memorized the lines he wrote about
himself," said Ida, doubling with laughter,
"but when we got up to the mike, and
Monty had made his little speech, he very
un-gallantly shoved me aside, and fairly
pushed me into the theater. Somehow or
other,_ I don't think he trusted me. After
the picture he took me to Ciro's, and we
_

jitterbugged like two

mad young

things.

I
overheard a soldier say to Virginia
Zanuck, 'Well, Hollywood is really what
they said it was. Look at that man with a
beard twirling that girl with feathers !'
Just in case you hear stuffy tales about
Mr. Woolley in your bedroom I might as
well take the starch out of them now. Mr.
Woolley, it appears, has a habit of disappearing from the studio, just when the
studio wants him most. The publicity department figured it out that inasmuch as
Ida and he were so friendly on the set, in
an insulting sort of way, that surely Ida
kept up with his whereabouts. So one day
a bright young p.a. asked your bride if
she knew where Monty could be found.

"Why,

of course," lied Ida, thinking it
fine trick to play on her pal,
"he's at my home, right this minute. He's

would be a

wall-papering

my

husband's

bedroom.

It's

a shame, Louis, that Ida has to give

up your beautiful home for the duration.
And just after you both spent so much
money having it done over. She refuses to
it, or sell it, even if she could.
She's
saving for the good days that are bound to
come when the war is over. "Louis and I

rent
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who was a leading showgirl in several New York musical successes prior
becoming one of John Powers' most sought after models, and before her marriage to
playboy Tommy Manville, plays her first screen role in new film, "The Powers Girl."
Bonnie Manville,

to

SCREENLAND

If

you don't believe me, call him there."
Ida promptly forgot the whole thing. But
the press agent called, and what do you
think? A Mr. Ernest Willie, a professional
wall-.paper deluxe was there, and couldn't
believe his ears when the maid called him
to the phone and someone said, "This is the
Twentieth Century-Fox studio publicity department. Would you mind stop papering
Miss Lupino's husband's bedroom, and
come over to the studio for an interview ?"
Mr. Willie hasn't figured it out yet. Mr.
Woolley figured it out all right, and has
threatened to break your bride's neck.

.

ove our home," she told me. _ "I couldn't
to think of anyone else in it. We'll
;ome back to it when we've won the war."
Ida is still putting out songs just as easily
j.nd regularly as most people put out the
whole flock of
fat. She has composed a
in Canada to use in their
hem for the
amp shows. She and Elsie Janis have been
working on several beauties. And she has a
well song which she has dedicated to you,
Louis. But I'm sure you know all about
'hat. I bet you were glad when she bought
hat second-hand typewriter, the Lupino
|iandwriting being something she inherited
Tom the gypsies. Well, I'm proud to tell
lou that the little woman has mastered the
jnachine age, and types so fast we are going
jo enter her in the next typing contest.
She bought that typewriter to write letters to you. She's very proud of you, Louis,
_

jear

|

RAF

.

i<

everybody how you volunteered
Jven before your citizenship papers came
jhrough. She's proud of the way you went
no fanfare,
.bout enlisting in the Marines
10 publicity build-up, not even a picture
n your uniform. She even told me about the
ockroaches you have grown so fond of in
rour little room at the Marine Base. "I'm
proud of the Old Boy," she keeps saying.
Well, Louis, brace yourself, you won't
Ida
ike this, but you might as well know
But it's a
las lightened her hair again.
:|)eautiful golden blonde shade, perfect with
mer violet eyes, and you'll like it, really.
ATien she first arrived in America she was
dizzy blonde
I know how you hated that.
[I was thinking the other day about Ida's

jshe tells

—

:

—

1

Hollywood, and laughed all over
She was brought over to play Alice
n "Alice in Wonderland," remember? A
producer had seen a sequence in an English
picture in which she played a sweet innocent
tlamb, and had decided at once that Ida was
irrival in
igain.

natural for that bit of old lace they were
:ooking up. When, at Ida's suggestion, the
>roducer saw the rest of the English-made
>icture
she was only a sweet innocent lamb
n one sequence, in the rest of it she was a

ill

i

—

scheming murderess

—he

nearly had a

fit,

ind Ida's deal for Alice was as cold as a
lax collector's heart.) I remember you
jialked her into being a brunette when you
-married her. And right away she made a
:errinc success playing frustrated, neurotic
vomen. Give Ida a gutsy role and she'll
give you a performance so perfect it'll
nake your hair stand on end.
But, after all, the girl is young and pretty
^and ambitious. And she's bored to death
ivith those neurotic, tied-up-in-knots women
she has been playing. She wants to be young
ind glamorous and beautiful on the screen,
tor a change, and why shouldn't she? She
thinks the blonde hair will do the trick.
Two things have influenced her greatly
:n her desire to be glamorous on the screen.
j(l) Her fan mail. She read me extracts
from several fan letters. One said, "Miss
Lupino, couldn't you possibly play a heroine
in pretty clothes?" Another said, "I would
liike to see you play a part where you are
oung and gay and made love to by Charles
'oyer." And another, "Why don't you let
ette Davis do all those frustrated women?"
nd still another, "I just saw the preview
)_f
'The Hard Way.' Don't you ever get
ired of playing those neurotic roles? / get
tired of seeing them."
crack I made. I just happened to
(2)
say to her one day on the set of "Moon-

A
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with Jean Gabin dragging her out
of the ocean, and poor Ida looking like a
drenched kitten
"Ida, if you ever get out
of the water, and do a gay picture with lots
of pretty clothes, I'll write a story about
you and call_ it, 'Lupino Dries Her Hair.'
Well, Louis, Ida has not only dried her

tide,"

—

hair,

she's also lightened

Distributed

it.
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Girls! Don't

^

a SLIP

my

that cau*itl

cherished dream of being a dramatic

actress, so I walked out on the idea. Thus
began the legend of Maureen being a
'don't' girl.

"The situation looked black, so I rounded up Earl Luick, Twentieth Century- Fox
costume designer, and together we worked
out the most adorable substitutes a cute
full waist with rounded neck, and voluminous panties that came to the knee, ending
in ruffles of beading and lace. Really, they
were lovely. When we went into the scene
where Tyrone Power and I were escaping

sonally, when I attend a cocktail party I
order lime juice and seltzer, or plain lemon-

ade.

—

—

—

women (men, too) Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent ia
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and $1.05 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet countera
en a moDey-back.guarantce.-Get
today.
sands of

m

Maybe

who

there's a lifted

Not

eyebrow or two,

This is a good time
to brush aside the follow-the-crowd ideas,
for the world is changing, and the new
independence is bringing more freedom

but

at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks 01 gray to natural-appearing shades from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-

cares?

I.

from social traditions.
"Here are some more

'don'ts'. I'm an
won't wear clinging negligees, revealing play suits, nor pose
for 'cheesecake' art. I grew up in a family
with three sisters and two brothers and
there was no false modesty, but there are

actress, not

a model, so

I

SONG POEM WRITERS
lining profit sharing plan.
ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
204 East Fourth St.
Cincinnati,

1

—

from the ship and Tyrone said, 'Drop your
dress, we're going to jump overboard,' I
snapped a hook and stepped out in my
muslin and lace ruffles. Involuntarily, Tyrone whistled. Then, he picked me up and
tossed me into the water. The whistle was
so apropos that they left it in the picture.
Believe me, I wrote a long letter home explaining this scene for I wanted to prepare
them before they saw the picture. They
might think I had deliberately hurled modesty to the winds.
"And just this week," she added, "I broke

—

vow I wore my first bathing suit
new film 'The Immortal Sergeant.'
The director convinced me that a scene
showing me on the beach with Henry

another
in the

Fonda was necessary for the drama's unfoldment. That same day, one of the Los
Angeles newspapers came out with the
story
'Maureen O'Hara dons a swim suit

—

for the first time on the screen'— then

went

RKO

was Mauown private ma-

chine. She then raided
the studio offices and

;

CONCENTRATED

came up with a good
haul of typewriters.

;

thousands during 35 successful years.

Only 50#, all druggists.
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L

Maureen

join the pile

reen's

ointment
properties of this
work wonders in relieving that itch, redness
and angry look it's brought, swift, happy re-

OS

picture,

helped collect more
than seventy typewriters for Uncle Sam's
future use. The first to

risk making surface pimples worse by
picking them. Instead, thinly cover each with
Poslam, leaving some on overnight, if necessary'.
girls can apply
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80

daring.

her share of sending
typewriters off to war.
Taking time out between scenes of "This
Land of Mine," new

Don't

P

would think that garments worn in that
long-ago day would be the cover-up va-

Maureen O'Hara does

Write today for free booklet o

SKIN

to

great-grandmother. See how heavy it is?
the two emerald guards it comes almost to my knuckle, so I'm sure I shall
have to remove it for many pictures."
Maureen laughed. "Once, I would stubbornly have added, I won't appear before
the camera in lingerie. But I can't say that
now. For a scene in 'The Black Swan' I
prance about in my underwear! You

With

BROWNATONE

"TEEN-AGE"

sults

tear

changed to the terrace. He liked the idea
and it added a picturesque touch to the
!

i

Why

riety, but the ones they made for me
weren't that kind, they were revealing and

"Don't think I create issues That's not
I'm not a rebel to spoil a characterization if either drinking or smoking are
needed to establish a role in a picture.
Should I ever be fortunate enough to draw
such a part as Bette Davis' marvelous
Mildred, I would go the limit to make the
character ring true, and believe me, I'd
learn to smoke and drink, sick as it probably would make me.
"Smoking and drinking are two issues
every girl must face," Maureen continued.
"Sometimes it seems smart and modern to
fall in line, easier than being a target. Per-

JO yecvu> you#uji&i

taste.

Anyway, suggestion stimulates the imagination, and often soft materials following the lines of the body, and

Shores of Tripoli' called for John Payne
meet me in a cocktail lounge, so I
asked the director why it couldn't be

true.

I

good

them do\

sheer chiffon yokes and sleeves create a
seductive glamor that nudity would destroy.
"I don't like to remove my wedding ring,
but_ this is no arbitrary point. The studio
designed some clips to cover it that makes
it look like a dinner ring and I wore this
in 'The Black Swan.' This ring is my prize
possession as it belonged to my husband's

scene.

GRAY

certain standards of

"Recently, in 'The Black Swan,' the bath
question bobbed up again; but when I explained how I felt about it, the director
changed the incident. Instead of being seen
in the tub, I emerge from the dressing
room, and neither action nor dialogue had
to be changed for the new version.
"Luckily, I've not had to portray smoking or drinking on the screen, and I hope
I never shall because I don't do either in
personal life. Many actresses, turn to cigarettes as an aid to emotional expression
and it appears perfectly natural for them to
use them in a scene. For me it would be all
wrong. As for drinking, I only hope if I
ever have to make such a scene it can be
champagne or wine, not hard liquor.
"Often such moments in a picture can
be changed. The first script of 'To the
to

• Now,

That!

Continued from page 47

"GOOD BEHAVIOR"

Hi

Do

AM

SCREENLAND
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into details! So, another long letter was
sent to Ireland. This isn't a duty, it is a
heart. While I'm a
courtesy from

—

my

career girl, and married, to my parents I
am still their baby, and I value their approval more than anything in the world.
"As for love scenes," Maureen chuckled,
mischievously, "I don't mind them at all,
and they are very real to me. I easily get
into the emotional mood of my character
and give my all. However, I detest any
mauling before, during, or after such
scenes. Fortunately, most actors are gentlemen, and most considerate. When they're
not, I can take care of myself. I learned
the tactics of self-defense from my brothers
for I was a tomboy, always ready for bat-

I

N/CE
NA/R

N/CE
EYES

tle."

MCE

We

were talking over a cup of tea in the
of Maureen's honeymoon home
which Director Will Price
in Bel-Air,
bought for his bride when they were marThrough the open
ried last December.
windows we could look across the patio
and the tiny formal garden, to the badminton court on the terrace, then up the steep
wooded hill that forms a back curtain. But
Maureen, instead. She
I was watching
offers a surprise for she is different from
what you imagined from her films. She has
the angel face, all right, but she's brimming with brisk assurance and- self-confiliving

room

—

dence she's a blazing
ing embers.

fire,

7EETH

not smoulder-

may be wasted
uses the WRONG DEODORANT

L. these charms

She insists it took her three years to
convince producers she was an actress, not
a type. Especially, a demure, docile type.
She's not that at all. She can be very
earthy, very emotional, and she yearns for
sturdy, meaty roles. Since "How Green
Was
Valley" and her new contract
with Twentieth Century-Fox, she feels she
is on her way. Her current film, "The Immortal Sergeant," is her fifth this year. For
her next, she returns to the
studio to
co-star with Charles Laughton in "This
Land of Mine," a super-production.
Maureen laughs at the Hollywood bugaboo that career and marriage present a
problem, and argues that as men combine

if

she

I
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She does everything in a well-ordered
manner that leaves no loose ends to pick
up later. Best of all, she throws a joyous

gain.
I

No

off excess,

domesticity, so can women. It
depends on the individual woman not
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off the screen they play such an important part in every woman's life. They
have a language of their own, and an

work. After

actress must know how to define her personality by her costume, for consciously or

duction.

unconsciously, what one wears reflects the
mental standard, and the emotional status.
all know that clanking jewelry, a bit of
cheap fur and a spangled gown will picture
a woman of loose morals quicker than
pages of dialogue.

We

\

1

"This has

new

many women
that every

significance today with so
in uniform. I've discovered

man

is

1

|

mass pro-

"During a discussion at the studio the
other day, one of our most popular bachelors deplored the growing tendency among
girls of taking over the ordering of the
meal, deciding the choice of liquor, also
the cigarettes, and even lighting them instead of accepting the courtesy from her
escort. He insists men don't like this growing independence they much prefer, as a
companion, the feminine woman with her
charming dependence. So, girls, we had
better watch our step and not let war service get jumbled up with personal life.
"Will and I live simply, saving every
possible dollar for bonds, but all Hollywood is doing that magnificently. I understand the European situation, and I want
to help my America I've taken out my
first papers for citizenship, so I feel I
really belong.
"We have adopted a little plan I would
like to pass on to other girls. Instead of
serving expensive foods at our small

—
—

meet John Payne when

off duty and I
asked the director if I couldn't wear a
simple dress as John had never seen me
except in uniform. Well, it must have
struck home with audiences, for already
I've received more than three hundred letters saying how wise that girl was to let her
man see her as a SgOinan, apart from her

a uniform doesn't empha-

;

hoping femininity won't

be swallowed up in loyalty to war efforts,
so it is wise to wear the uniform only when
in service. In 'To the Shores of Tripoli'
I played a nurse, wearing my uniform in
most of the picture. In one scene I was to
!

all,

size individuality, it belongs to

SCREENLAND

Will and I substitute cheaper ones,
baked beans, hot dogs, hamburgers,
and such things, telling our friends that
the difference in the cost of menu goes into
war savings. For one thing, we always used
to serve expensive smoked turkeys which
were ordered from near Will's old home in

parties,
such as

the South. The other night a friend said.
'Oh, I know it's an exigency of war, and
I'm for it but I do miss those turkeys.'
present came the
And from everyone
"
!'
chorus,

—

A
on.

'So do I
moment's pause, then Maureen went
"We're both contented with our quiet,

life. I don't need daily orchids or
elaborate gaities, and I don't go in for
hunks of jewelry. Imagine a screen star
without a 'darling topaz' or a diamond, to

domestic

_

her name
"We read a

lot,

Will has his fancy gar-

dening, I have my music, practicing hours
attend concerts and see the
each day.
best pictures." Then, with a surprising
wistfulness, she added, "We try to live
fully and happily. Like all young couples
today, we feel we must cherish every hour."

We

—

SI

—

!
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The

REDUCE
FAT

Continued from page 33
except that the motor
and so did John.

cm
fat people
NEC
have to remain
overweight any longer.
Except a comparative'if
ly few cases, every one
\
*
B
of these thousands of
r^°;
MEN
arms:^\

stupid.)

course,
HIPS-s-

Something New
Safe, Easy, Quick
Are you one
sands, most

—

something new, what modern
science has discovered on reducing foods, drugs and devices.
Here's how you can
reduce scientifically, with new
health and attractiveness
and

—

and

all set

to

wham —

Um-mmmm,

the

bosses

um-mmrwmed. And the next thing Johnny
knew he was deferred until he had finished

or diets.

of these thouof whom have
to reduce by following
food fads, menus, etc.
and
failed? If you are, here's

face,

More than Tyrone Power's. Or Victor
Mature's. Two secretaries had to move out
department to make
of the fan mail
room for John's bags. (Bags of mail, of

:

tried

handsome

kiss
the girls goodbye, when
his bosses' at the studio just happened to
get a gander at his fan mail. It's terrific

J

unwarranted exercise, discomfort

tried to enter the aeronautical school
Institute of Technolin 1931, but he flunked the mathe-

smile on his

-J

— without

feet,

matics entrance examination. That's the
reason he has that passionate admiration
for Major Alexander Seversky, famous
airship designer, because the Major claims
that he himself doesn't know a sine from
a cosine from a hole in the wall. John's a
licensed pilot, but naturally 'he'll have to
take basic training all over again because
there's a lot of difference between a pleasure plane and an Army plane.
Well, anyway, there was John with a

now shows

persons can now reduce quickly and safely

out at fifteen

Massachusetts

ogy

most

that
don't

fell

He
at

Pounds Off Hips,
No Danger
Science

He Leaves Behind Him!

Cirls

CALVES

ANKLES

without unnecessary exercise,
dieting, massage, etc.

"Hello, Frisco, Hello," in which he co-stars
with Alice Faye. So now he plans to leave
in January. He doesn't know where the
Army will send him. He doesn't care. He
couldn't be happier. But what about the
gals? Well, you've still got Roddy McDowall and Monty Woolley to swoon over.
John Payne's about the hottest young
man in pictures at the moment. Last January when he and Anne Shirley called it off
he was getting two thousand fan letters a
month. By October, 1942, his fan mail had
tripled
It certainly answers that old question Does marriage hurt a film star's popularity with his fans? It does indeed.
lot of gals must, have taken hope when
!

:

Endorsed

Simple Directions
Guaranteed Harmless

In

Medical Journals
Illinois

The

"Can be used
quickly and easily."
says:

Michigan State Medical

Journal says: "Gives
advice and instructions." Medical
World says: "Should be
read from cover to cover
before starting any treatment." Journal of American Osteopathic Assn.
says: "Of value to physicians and laymen

"Complete

Weight

Be-

ducer," a wonderful new book,
has just published these marvelous reducing revelations.
No matter how overweight you
may be from non-glandular dysfunctions, these measures will
help slim you considerably in:
a few short weeks. Just follow
the simple directions on general reducing and spot reducing on abdomen, double chin,
hips, neck, thighs, arms, legs,
etc., at once and your reducible

Medical Journal

positive

pounds and inches of excess fat
will go down. down, down
. .
until you soon feel like a different person, with new pep
and popularity.
.

alike."

Also prr ised by many
editors and columnists
all over U.S.A.

.

Send No Money
Examine It

coupon

now.

We

—

send

will

just

mail

you

COMPLETE "WEIGHT REDUCER
5 days' free examination.

When

it

the
for

ar-

rives, deposit $1.98 (plus a few cents
for postage and handling ) with the
postman. Follow its simple instructions

immediately and start reducing. IC
5 days you are not convinced
that this shows you the way to considerable weight loss, pounds and inches,
you may return it and we will instantly
within

refund your deposit of $1.'J8 in full.
Hemember you risk nothing in mailing
the coupon. This is your great opportunity of becoming slimmer and slimmer. So act NOW1

HARVEST HOUSE
70

Fifth

Ave., Dept. B-G88,

New

York

Please send me at once in plain package, for 5 days*
free examination, the COMPLETE WEIGHT REDUCER. When it arrives, I will deposit $1.98 (plus a
few cents for postage and handling) with the postman.
If within 5 days of following its simple reducing instructions, I am not completely satisfied, I may return it and you will refund my full deposit of $1.98.
Otherwise, I will keep it and the deposit will be considered payment in

full.

NAME
Check here if you want to save postage. Enclose
$1.98 with coupon and we ship prepaid. Same

return privilege with
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refund guaranteed.

Anne went to the divorce
matter how crazy you are

courts.

But no

for John, you
won't get him now. Uncle Sam's got him.
Signed, sealed, and practically delivered.
.Every soldier leaves a girl behind him
when he goes off to the wars. Some one to
write him letters, knit his socks, and meet
him at the crack of dawn at the airport
when he comes home on furlough. With
tens of thousands of females panting for
John, I thought it might befun (so we
can hate her with a genuine jealous hate)
to find out the real girl he leaves behind.
The lucky girl who gets the first letter, the
,

wings to wear proudly on her lapel.
John doesn't seem to have played the
field, like Bruce Cabot and John Carroll
and Cesar Romero and George Montgomery. From what I can gather from
conversations on studio sets with everyone
from stand-ins to hairdressers to glamor
girls he doesn't seem to be the type who
makes passes. And definitely, not a chaser.
first

FREE

You need send no money

A

|
|

He's considerably on the serious side. I
mean to imply that John was ever a

don't

A

drip, just sort of quiet and reserved.
minor wolf, perhaps, but not the prowling
_

kind. Instead of playfully pinching pretty
extras, between scenes, John stretches out
in a studio chair and talks about Julie
Anne. Now two and a half years old.
When the Paynes first separated John
was seen out quite often at night clubs and
fancy restaurants with attractive Sheila
Ryan. Ah, a romance, the columnists said,
and made a much of a much about it when
Anne dropped by John's Santa Monica
beach house one Sunday afternoon and
found John giving a party for Sheila. What
the columnists failed to mention was that
Sheila and Anne rushed into each other's
arms like a couple of giddy girls home from
college for the holidays. Sheila and Anne

SCREENLAND

are the best of friends, and have been for
years. When Anne moved out on John, and
John wanted someone to go out with of an
evening, naturally he called up Sheila, the
family friend. (Sheila, by the way is one
of the very few people who knows why
Anne and John separated, a mystery that's
driving Hollywood insane with curiosity-^but wild horses can't drag it out of her.)
Family friends, if you've ever been one you
know, only tide the poor husband over the
first few months. Sure enough, by July, last
summer, John wasn't relying on Anne's
(

friends any more.

own.

(Certainly

He'd found one of

not hard to do

in

his
this

town, with movie stars fairly throwing
themselves at him.) He'd found Jane Russell. Jane's a nice girl, but she's definitely
not the family friend type. All the other
sorry for John and sort of
girls
felt
mothered him, because he was carrying the
torch for Anne. Jane was different.
The John Payne-Jane Russell romance
got off to a good start at the premiere of
Piper," known as Hollywood's
premiere. But the lights
weren't so dim that Hollywood didn't get
an eyeful of the gorgeous Russell and the
handsome John. Hollywood got such a kick
out of it that Jane and John decided to give
them a re-take, and appeared together
again at the bond premiere of "Yankee

"The Pied
first

dim-out

Doodle Dandy." Whew-ew-ew, what a dish,
yowled the wolf pack. Jane didn't even give
them a flicker of her eyelashes. But John
she sort of clung to.
Since July, John and Jane have been
hitting it off pretty constantly. They're not
much on dressing up like movie stars and
going on a pub crawl the way Anne and
John used to do on Saturday nights_ they're

—

more

for the athletic stuff.
roller-skating one night a

—

They like to go
week out at the

Rollerdrome in Culver City. Another night
they like to go bowling. In between times
there's horseback tiding, and tennis, and iceskating. Having been a tomboy since she
was a cbaby, and having been brought up
with a house, full of brothers, Jane can
hold her own, and more, in any sport that
John might care to mention. When John
had his' beach house at Santa Monica (he's
small apartment in town now) Jane
was a frequent guest there, and any alternoon you could find them playing badminin a

ton, volley ball, ping-pong, or dashing out
to the ocean for a battle with the waves.

Those two have more energy than a Boulder
Dam dynamo.

When

the football season started in Sep-

tember John and Jane had a standing Saturday afternoon date. Funny thing, when
Jane was going with Bob Waterfield, the
sensational U.C.L.A. quarterback, last year,
she promised him that she'd be in the
grandstand cheering for him every game he
played in the 1942 season. She kept her
promise all right. She hasn't missed a
game. But John Payne's always with her.
Although you have seen more publicity
stills of Jane than any other Hollywood
personality most likely (some 45,000 of
them have appeared in recent magazines and
newspapers) you still haven't seen her on
the screen. Her one picture, "The Outlaw,"
produced by multi-millionaire Howard
Hughes, has not been released as yet,
though it was made over two years ago.
Seems that the Hays Office didn't approve
of certain scenes where Jane played a
sweater girl of the covered wagon era.
However, everything has been taken care
of now, and the picture will be released
this winter. Jane, in the meantime, hasn't
done badly as a Hollywood movie star
without a single picture to her credit. She
.

'

week (almost

1100 fan letters a

averages

which

as John's),

is

—

John has discovered June Havoc, and is
lelighted with his discovery. June has an
important part in the Alice Faye-John
Payne picture, "Hello, Frisco, Hello." With
ier lively, amusing chatter June, a swell
;lo\vn-to-earth gal, appeals especially to the
strong, silent type. John is completely fascilated. He hovers around her on the setj
aughing more than he has laughed in years,
ind he has invited June to dinner on several
xcasions. But the people on the set say
Ithat romance doesn't enter into it. (They
bould be wrong.) June panics John with
mpersonations of her sister, Gypsy Rose

WHY

HERE'S

_

ten times the
number Ann Sheridan reportedly gets. And
;he has snagged the smoothest-looking man
John, of course.
in town
There have been gossipy bits of late that

many

3.S
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HEAL SO MUCH FASTER
with medicated
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Lee.
If Sheila's the family friend,

and June's
must be Jane who'll be
girl
'the
John leaves behind." But I
wouldn't make book on it. There are those
,vho say, and they are John's friends and
)ught to know, that John isn't the least bit
fun

:he

tn

on

still

s

,i:hose

it

with Jane, that

love

(built

then

girl,

common

in love

who

say,

it's

interests,

Badly chapped, red, rough hands are a
form of skin irritation. Painful tiny cuts
and cracks appear — especially in the
knuckle areas.

a friendship

and that John

with Anne. And there are
and they are John's friends

that John is deliriously in love with
lane Russell, and it wouldn't surprise them
In the least if he married her before leavng for the wars. And there are those who
jsay that Jane is still in love with Bob
Waterfield, and that the Russell- Payne
Iromance is purely publicity.
great humorist used to say, "I only
jtnow what I read in the papers."
version of that is, "I only know what I see
jAnth my eyes."
few nights ago at the
Players on Sunset Boulevard I saw Anne
Shirley having dinner with Eddie Albert,
who seems to be her most constant escort
ihese
nights.
Hardly had they gotten
through the shrimp cocktail before John
Payne joined them. And I have never seen
two people less annoyed by the arrival of

l:oo,

A

'

My

A

third. In fact, Anne beamed. And John
;eemed to regain some of that "lilt" he
jjsed to have when he was courting Anne.

a

The
ike

three of

them were

magpies when

still

gabbing away

I left.

One

night, several weeks ago, I sat in
;:he next booth at the Brown Derby (everybody eats out these nights, you know, no
i:ooks in this part of the world
they're all
Welders now) when John stopped by to say
niello to an old friend. "Are you happy,
John?" the friend asked. "Yes," said John,
f'l'm very happy. I've enlisted in the

—

Army

Air Corps.

I'll

be leaving as soon as the

is finished." "I saw Anne yesterday," the friend continued. "So did I," said
jfohn. "I took her to dinner last night. She's
ine." "Isn't there a chance of your recon:iliation?" the friend inquired earnestly.
'You know, John, I think everybody in
Hollywood is pulling for you two to get
LOgether again." "No," said John, quietly
out decisively, "there isn't."

[picture

John_ and Anne have dined together so
nany times of late that rumors started that
here would be a reconciliation. But when
I asked Anne on the "Bombardier" set her
answer was a flat and decisive "No."
Well, Hollywood is still a pushover for a
"perfect marriage," even after all these years
(

of surprises, so

maybe two

decisive

"NoV

might some day add up to a weak "Yes."
Anyway, snooping around John's studio
the other day I found his Christmas list.
And who do you think headed the list:
Anne Shirley, of course. After Anne's
name, John had written, "something nice."
Jane Russell's name wasn't on the list.
Everyone knows that John was considerably broken up when Anne casually announced to him one night last January, at
Romanoff's, "I'm hunting for a little house
for Julie Anne and myself, John. I'm leav-

you have led, rough, irritated chapned
make this simple rest. Afp'->
frequently day and evening Notice
see how
how soothing it feels. Next day
much better your hands look how much

IFhands
Noxzema

—

—

.

.

frequent washings) use Noxzema themselves and

recommend

better they feel!

Noxzema is

MEN

so effective because

it's

not just

a cosmetic cream. It's a medicated formula
that not only soothes the burning, stinging
soreness but aids in healing the tiny skin
helps soften the dry, rough skin and
cuts
helps restore normal, soft, white loveliness.

—

—

Surveys show that scores of Doctors and
Nurses (who have trouble with their hands from

ing you." He refused to stay in their honeymoon house in the Hollywood hills, the
house where he and Anne had been so happy
for four years. Anne and the baby moved
into a small house in Brentwood. John
rented a beach house at Santa Monica.
John and Anne were married in August,
1937. The young Paynes lived with a flair,
and they were very gay and very, very
much in love. What_ happened to Hollywood's muchly publicized perfect marriage
only the Paynes, and two of their very
special friends know. Careers have a way
of hopelessly entangling the domestic lives
of movie stars. At the time they were married Anne Shirley, following her magnificent performance in "Stella Dallas," was
right up there on top, with all the critics
hailing her as Hollywood's next Bette
Davis. John wasn't doing so well in those
days. He was often referred to, both in

Mr. Anne Shirley, and
well-nigh burned him to a crisp. Then,

print
it

and

out,

it to

as

in a couple of years, John's popularity shot
up like a Texas gusher. And Anne, after a
series of bad pictures, was sort of pushed
aside in favor of other young actresses.
It might have been conflicting careers
with the Paynes, though it's hard to believe
with those two kids who were so unselfishly
in love, and it just might have been that
through no fault of their own, they simply
fell out of love. Or thought they had. Both
of them seem restless these days. With alternate moods of gaiety and sadness. Both

are working harder, and playing harder,
than they ever did before. Which is a sign
that they are trying to forget each other.
John is a sentimental sort of fellow, like
all those boys from Virginia, and Hollywood has a feeling that when he is zooming around in those clouds over Berlin he'll
be thinking about only one girl. Anne
Shirley. After all, movie stars are famous
for saying "No," and not meaning it.
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their patients.

_

Noxzema

is

snow-white, greaseless, non-sticky. On sale
at drug and cosmetic counters everywhere.
35)5— 50 i—% 1.00.
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it for chapped hands,
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BE SLIM!
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REDUCE QUICKLY!
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so pleasant is this new
to take off ugly, dangerthat you will be
fat
Simply take one
results!
amazed at
Herb-Vite tablet morning and night,
eat plenty three times a day. r-.nd follow the directions in the little booklet
"How to Have a Slim Figure." This

So simple,
natural way
excess

ous,

sensible Herb-Vite Method is the product of combined medical opinion and is
absolutely harmless.

ADD NEW CHARM...
ALLURE
FAT, and especially if you
are over 30 years old. don't waste precious time! Get the Herb-Vite Method
today from your druggist or health food
store. If it is not yet in stock, send
If you are

the coupon below for introductory
package. Only $1.0S including booklet
and 60 Herb-Vite tablets, sufficient for
one month. You will be thrilled by
the pounds and inches of excess fat
that you will lose
Don't let flabby fat rob you of love and
I

popularity
. remember that Romance
follows a lovely figure! See your druggist or mail coupon today!
.
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From London

Continued from page 43

DON'T LET

UNWANTED HAIR
YOU LONELY

KEEP

I

Don't be unhappy! Don't worry—
because I can help you as I have many, many
women in the same plight as you*
I too, had the embarrassment of a difficult
superfluous hair problem on face and limbs.
Fortunately I found a way to bring me happiness and I shall be glad to pass this knowledge
on to you just for the asking. Now, no one can
tell by looking at me that I have ever been
troubled with unwanted hair, and if you follow
my advice, no one need know of your superfluous hair problem.
It's all done so simply, daintily, and painlessly that you'll be amazed. Now you may show
the natural beauty of your complexion and skin

when uu marred by hair. So if you have tried
other methods and haven't been fully satisfied
don't wait another day.

FREE— Send No Money
Write for

my FREE

book,

"How

to Overcome the Superfluous Hair
Problem", which gives the information you, want and proves the
actual success of my method.
Also
Mailed in plain envelope.
trial offer
no obligation of any
kind. Address
Madame Annette Lanzette, P.O. Box 4040,
Merchandise Mart, Dept. 473, Chicago.
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DUE TO CAVITY

V^uick, amazing relief! Get
Dent's Tooth Gum or Tooth
Drops from your druggist today
Follow easy directions on box.

/Q TOOTH CUM

DENTSO TOOTH DROPS

come in from the Atlantic crossing. They
bring us mail and munitions and political
visitors straight from Washington while
sometimes the doors slide back to discharge famous film stars who were in Hollywood three or four days previously.
Allen Jenkins, Frank McHugh and Al
Jolson arrived by air freighter recently,
come to entertain the service men and
women and the factory hands. Patricia
Morison was with them and those hours
winging high above the stormy ocean were
the most thrilling she's ever spent. She
had to sleep on the bare floor of the plane
wrapped in two Army blankets but she
was still full of energetic enthusiasm when
she climbed out. The American War Department had commissioned her with a job
and she meant to execute it thoroughly!
In between the concerts and broadcasts
for the troops and the sailors, Patricia
went out renewing her childhood acquaintance with London. She told Quentin Reynolds how she was christened in the
centuries-old Christ Church in Newgate
Street, in the historic city, so he promptly
took her along to see it. There were only
a few charred stones on the spot, scattered
about the bomb-razed ground on which the
grass had begun to grow, and Patricia was
so disappointed she stood there with sad
tears running down her cheeks.
Since transatlantic plane baggage is most
strictly limited, Patricia only brought a
few outfits but as clothes are rationed on
the coupon system, she just wasn't able
to buy herself any more in London. But
Somebody spent two of his own precious
coupons on a scarf as a gift for her, a gailyprinted crepe affair with "Happy Landings"
on a background of Royal Air Force blue.
Did I mention that Somebody is a very
famous pilot in the Eagle Squadron of that
Force himself? And to think that Holly-

wood made

Patricia bring a new insurance
along in her handbag, for twenty
thousand dollar coverage "against any
matrimonial undertakings and the loss of
film work resulting therefrom" as it sets
out Still, she's flying over again soon
policy

!

Merle Oberon flew across the Atlantic
She did some songs at the
Washington Club headquarters of the
U. S. men and women on leave in London
and joined Ben Lyon and Vic Oliver in a
radio feature program. But the real reason
for Merle's visit was a personal one. She
wanted to be present at Buckingham
Palace when husband Alexander Korda
too one day.

SIMPLE EARACHE?

Swift relief from pain due to
superficial ear conditions
with Dent's Ear Drops,
Follow easy directions. At all druggists.

DENT'S

—

EAR DROPS

FALSE TEETH

—

Per Plate,

First

Day

For Thousands of Sufferers
Choking, gasping, wheezing spasms of Bronchial
Asthma ruin sleep and energy. Ingredients in the
prescription Mendaco quickly circulate through the
bloc1 and commonly help loosen the thick strangling mucus the first day, thus aiding nature In
palliating the terrible recurring choking spasms,
and in promoting freer oreathing and restful
sleep. Mendaco is not a smoke, dope, or injection.
Just pleasant, tasteless palliating tablets that
have helped thousands of sufferers. Iron clad
guarantee money back unless completely satisfactory. Ask your druggist for Mendaco today.
Only 60c.

—
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We

We

We

We

—

honeymoon

there.

aged to see the Coward film too. He is
here with the U. S. Air Force Combat
Command he's been a civilian pilot for
years, of course. He was one of the officers
interrogating the American fliers
after they had bombed Abbeville on the
day of the Dieppe raid Gene has one consolation other men away from home haven't
got he can go to the cinema and see and
hear his wife! He watched "I Married an
Angel" three times the same day when he

knight-

Now

stately

Asthma Mucus
Loosened

Sir Alexander and Lady Korda were
present
at
the
most brilliant screen
premiere of the fall, first showing of Noel
Coward's naval film, "In Which
Serve." Can you imagine debonair Noel
Coward, who used to specialize in portraying cocktail hounds and playboys, as the
tough commander of a British naval ship?
That's the role he chose for himself in the
big new production, "In Which
Serve,"
and he wrote and directed it himself, actually going to sea to obtain the proper
atmosphere, and helped by his close friend,
Lord Louis Mountbatten, the King's
sailor-cousin, who now heads our Commando forces. Noel wears short-clipped
hair and an expression of grim determination as the captain whose destroyer is attacked and sunk in the Mediterranean, and
he doesn't look dashing any more when
he's oil-soaked and half-frozen, clinging to
a raft in the water.
All the critics here acclaimed "In Which
Serve" as the finest film of the war
and Noel himself is so pleased with its
reception that he is already going ahead
with the production of another, called "This
Happy Breed." Again he is writing, directing and acting in it himself and composing
all the incidental music. This time he has
chosen an Army theme, written around a
London suburban family and showing their
life from the outbreak of the last war in
1914 up to the present time.
Navy blue and gold were thick at the
"In Which
Serve" premiere, not forgetting Lieutenant Doug Fairbanks of the
U. S. Navy, who had joined a party including the white-haired Countess of Oxford and four British admirals and browneyed Celia Johnson who plays Noel's wife
in the film. Celia has done very little work
in the studios, but she is acknowledged one
of our finest young stage actresses. She's
married to Peter Fleming, the explorer—
maybe you've heard him lecture or reac!
one of his best-selling travel books who
is an Army captain now. They have a country cottage and a baby son and a priceless
collection of ancient porcelain they acquired in China when they spent their

so one morning Merle was among them,
watching her husband being knighted.
Looking strangely unfamiliar in his striped
trousers, black tailed jacket and grey silk
vest, the film producer advanced and knelt
down before the King who tapped him on
the shoulder with the jeweled sword of
chivalry and said, "Rise, Sir Alexander."
At that precise moment, Merle really became her ladyship. The crowd gathered
outside the palace gates, gave her a special

his

royal investitures are no longer
ceremonies conducted with pomp
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6217 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, III. the essential dignity still remains in the
Throne Room at Buckingham Palace
where the King, in his blue naval uniform,
stands on the purple velvet-draped dais and
receives each man as the Lord Chamberlain reads aloud his name from the parchment roll of honor. Opposite the dais are
are

I

I

came out on her husband's

raised tiers of gilded chairs for the relatives of those_
the King is honoring,

was formally accoladed with
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she

arm-

Lieutenant Douglas Fairbanks had a few
brief hours ashore at a certain British seaport not long ago. It was the first time he
had set foot on dry land for several weeks
but Doug looked utterly contented and
even more sun-browned than ever. His ship
had just been formally inspected by the
King, who had recognized him immediately
and given him a special handshake of welcome greeting. Doug observed mysteriously
he had learned a lot of things that would
be helpful when he went back to Hollywood
picture-making again, like Second-Lieutenant Richard Greene, who has become a
first-class shot since he joined the British
Army. Now Greene is hoping they will
teach him to ride expertly, too, so that he
will be qualified for that Western film he
has always wanted to do, but so far they
are only teaching him to mount a tank
First-Lieutenant Gene Raymond man-

AS LOW AS $7.95
I

cheer as

whom
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—

—

—
cently had some leave. They tell me he
rites Jeanette every other day and sends
too.
it regular cablegrams,
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon toured sevGriffen's
al car-loads of Rear-Admiral
round the town when the naval
lilors
ask Force recently took a few days leave
»re in London. Dark-eyed Jessie Matthews
oons favorite sentimental numbers at the
;t-together tea parties on Sunday afterand Mrs. Clive
jons. Elizabeth Allan

PERC WESTMORE SAYS:
WE MAKE UP THE STARS IN HOLLYWOOD...
OUR MAKE-UP WILL MAKE YOU LOVELIER!

rook and half-a-dozen titled girls who
ould normally be making the social headnes form a gang that washes the dishes
id serves the coffee and fried bread for

IRENE MANNING,
currently featured in the

Warner Bros, picture,

"YANKEE DOODLE

velve solid hours at a time without rest,
jnd if you think that glamor depends on
|<pensive clothes alone, you should take
look at Elizabeth in her blue cotton apron

'

led

blue and white spotted scarf
around her soft blonde curls. She's

list

started

DANDY."
50(2 at drug stores
(plus Federal Tax)
Smaller Bize at variety

hd saucy

work on

a

new

picture called

Thousands of Summers," the story of the
jung wives of the R.A.F. fighter pilots
ho took part in the Battle of Britain.
Constance Cummings helps regularly at
Forces club, too. Like most women in
ngland now, she has planned herself a
;fmite wartime outfit with her year's
lowance of sixty-six dress coupons and
le central item of it is a suit. Connie's is
ain grey woolen, man-tailored and finked with a pale pink or blue blouse. Her
f.oves are hand-knitted of grey cotton
ich gloves only need one coupon to be
iven up in the store whereas leather or
lede ones require two. Connie is dividing
;r time between stage and studio now, livig in a hotel since her lovely house in
''helsea was spoiled by German bombs some
pie ago.
red-tiled
house
Vivien Leigh's little
same time, but
j;arby suffered at the
.ivien isn't in town much these days anyway. Since Laurence Olivier got his officer's
j
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Arm

and

bnned that becoming navy blue and

gold,

•Smmission

in

the

Fleet

Air

has been living quietly in a tiny
-Id-world country cottage near to his base.
¥ith her black hair falling unwaved to her
loulders and her skin tanned to golden'ieach, Vivien can spend her time in the

tzM-ollipVCQii

'ivien

;jveed

jofng

slacks

her

and plain

own

skirts she likes best,

cooking and cleaning, be-

maids are impossible to hire since
omen's labor has been controlled by the
Government, and spending long busy hours
Hjk her garden. She grows lettuce and toma>es, since food production is all-important
ause

;if

i

Britain,

i

ew

and not forgetting the fact that

Harry loves nothing better than salad for
jUpper when he can get home from his
for a few brief hours.
Vivien hasn't been making any films
itely because her Hollywood contract preiluded it, but now David Selznick has
enerously given her permission to play
f ie lead in a new British production, called
];uties
{

i

•HThe Mountains Clap Their Hands/' He
as inspired to waive his rights because of
fie stirring theme, that of the gallant young
|l'ugo-Slav students who have fled to their
ild mountain fastnesses and taken to guerilla warfare against the Nazis who hold
"heir cities. King Peter of Yugo-Slavia has
iven the film his royal approval and mem-

y

-

of his court in London are lending
fame of their own costumes, picturesque,
:y|]j|olorful
peasant dresses and upstanding
bers

caps in which Vivien's dusky
eauty should find appropriate setting.
Vivien and Larry were among the guests
t
tall
Michael Redgrave's party he is
erving in the Navy, too, but was granted
fecial short leave to make the film of his

jmite-frilled

—

[tage

si

success,

"Thunder Rock,"

all

about

he idealistic dreamer who seeks sanctuary
ight out of the world on a desolate island
!nd then finds it doesn't work out that
Vay. Mick's parties are always essentially
Bohemian, for his friends are invariably
'eople who do things, so you can rest as-

sured of grand conversation as well as
good coffee in the long white-walled living

room,

high

above

London's

skyline

where he and his slim redheaded wife entertain.
She had to leave us halfway
through, putting on her steel helmet to go
out and do her rota of fire-watching that
night so her great friend Diana Wynyard
acted as deputy hostess.
talked about "Mrs. Miniver," sadly
shaking our heads over those completely
American furnishings Director William
Wyler had in the English country home
and those dashing hot-from-Hollywood

We

which Greer Garson and Teresa
wore so attractively but quite
wrongly. (Greer must have forgotten what
our home-keeping mothers look like since
styles

Wright

been in California!) Still as Wyler
has come over here himself, Captain in the
U. S. Army, on special duties which are
allowing him to take charge of a big official British war film about to go on the
floor, he knows just how we are this time.
He can now understand that there would
never have been a village flower-show for
Mrs. Miniver to patronize. And he appreciates too that she would have been like
the rest of us just then, wearing the trim
olive-green tweed uniform of the Women's
Voluntary Service, busy arranging her
accommodate little children
house
to
hastily evacuated from the cities, fixing
supplies at the local hospital, cooking meals
for the National Defense men or even
training to go and work in the nearest
munition factory.
We're indebted to Jean Parker for one
of our practical new wartime^ winter fashions. Some stills arrived showing her wearing a long-sleeved wool sweater made gay
with glittering beads and sequins stitched
all over. Dress stylists immediately adopted
it as the way to look pretty and still keep
she's

_

#
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dining and dancing. Valerie Hobson
has had a sweater knitted in palest blue,
to go with a long black skirt adapted from
an old evening gown. Clive Brook's tall
blonde daughter, nineteen-year-old Faith,
wears a purple one she made herself. (She
has just taken up Red Cross nursing for
which she trained when visiting in Holly-

warm

wood

last

summer.) Jessie Matthews

likes

a yellow one, trimmed with green, and she
has a sumptuous new evening wrap of rich
emerald brocade. No, she's not been wantonly extravagant. It was once the drawing-room drapes at her old-world home on
the Thames River near London, where she
and husband Sonnie Hale now grow potatoes in the former rose garden, and breed
rabbits on the lawn where screen stars
used to gather for tea before the war.
Margaret Lockwood, who has just finished a crime picture, "Alibi." with James
Mason, belongs to the W.V.S. and serves
every hour of leisure she gets. Her husband Rupert Leon is no longer a business
executive but an Army officer on active
Maggie and her daughter,
service
so
three, live with Mrs. Lockwood, Senior, in
a small modern house near London.
Margaret is starring with Phyllis Calremember him in
vert and Eric Portman
"49th Parallel" last spring? in a period
mystery picture called "The Man in Grey."
Anther new film now being made is set in
the gracious eighteenth century, too, "The
Life of Michael Faraday." He was the fa-

—

mous

scientist to

—

whom we owe

electricity

and he lived in those breathless days when
Napoleon's armies were camped menacingly
just on the other side of the English Channel, twenty-one miles away from our soil,
exactly as Hitler's hordes are massed today.
Faradav is Walter Hudd and his wife is
played by Nova Pilbeam. enchanting in her
boiinet and flounced mantles. You will no-

S5

.

.

!

new air of quiet dignity and reserve in Nova's gentle face, an expression
grief has given her, for her young husband
Lieutenant Penrose Tennyson was killed at
sea only a few months ago. The romance
of the pretty twenty-year-old star and the
man whom so many considered the most
brilliantly promising director in British
films was truly a love story of the studios
and everybody from producers to call-boys
attended their wedding. Then Pen joined
the Navy soon after war was declared and
now his girl-widow acts again on the same
familiar stages where he directed her and
tries bravely to be as gallant and courageous as he would have wished.
These two productions are our only offerings completely divorced from modern
themes. For the rest, the British studios are
devoted to making war-time pictures. Not
tice the

ponderous propaganda films which choke
you with exhortation and bore you with
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There

they have just finished shooting at Ealing,
the story of a quiet English seacoast village
when the Nazis made an attempt at invasion it begins where "Mrs. Miniver"
left off
Even more ambitious is "We're
Not Weeping," which takes you behind the
scenes with the thousands of girls in the
Auxiliary Territorial Service, the girls who
wear the Army khaki and love it.
I went to watch them on location at a
big camp in the heart of the Surrey pinewoods. There Leslie Howard was sitting
in the director's chair with only two elderly male technicians to support him while
he ordered more than a thousand girl soldiers about. Blonde Lilli Palmer is the
star, wearing a surgical plaster on her arm
for she was cut by flying glass in an air

—

lustre.

25<t

their far-too-obvious "messages." Just entertainment films with a background of our
present war conditions, pictures related in
speech and action and even in romance to
the real world in which we are living here
in Britain today.

Calif.

THE GREATEST WEAPON WE CAN
PUT IN THE HANDS OF OUR MEN
IS THE FEELING THAT AMERICA
CARES DEEPLY FOR THEIR WELFARE.
GIVE TO THE U.S.O.

She and Rex Harrison and
Harold French were sitting discussing the
film when a bomb fell right outside and the
blast blew all the windows into the room.
Jade-eyed little Joan Greenwood and
tall, pale, honey-blonde Joyce Howard have
other leading parts. All the actresses had
raid recently.
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ever before, the
grandest stories in the world are being
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adventure in strange lands in which your
own sweetheart or brother might be the
hero . . . thrilling, haunting stories that
send a tingle down your spine, tug at
your heart and hold your interest to the

more
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to take a month's intensive training course
in the Army ranks, exactly like the genuine recruits do, before they were considered sufficiently the type to appear before
the cameras.
You haven't seen Joan and Joyce on the
screen as yet but note the names because
you'll be meeting them plenty in the future. They are both signed up to go to
Hollywood for star-grooming just as soon
as the war is over and they are allowed
to travel there. So is lovely Carla Lehmann,
Canadian-born stage actress. She has been
leading lady for several British men stars
and now she gets her own biggest chance
as the heroine of "Talk About Jacqueline,"
which M-G-M is soon releasing on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Another budding young starlet is the
slender Deborah Kerr, who was in Paul Soskin's film about Free Norway, called "The

Day Will Dawn," and whom

I

saw playing

one of the strangest love scenes ever directed in any studio. Dressed in the fashion
of 1918, she sat beside a hospital bed in
which Roger Livesey, his face completely
swathed in bandages, lay and told her of
his love and actually proposed to her entirely with his hands. His fingers gave a

duties and definitely states he is not interested in picture-making, even if he were
given leave for it, until he has finished his

job on Victory Day.

The Army

is in

David's

you must remember. His father and
grandfather and his two brothers were all
soldiers and really David himself wanted
blood,

to have a military career but got into pictures by accident when he was visiting California. His pretty socialite wife is sometimes in London, taking a brief vacation
from her Red Cross job, but David is wearing battledress with his men and means to
keep it on until the bells of peace ring out
in Britain.

Last time I saw Mrs. Niven was at the
world premiere of "Eagle Squadron," at
the Leicester Square Theatre, a typical
war-time send-off with no decorations save
the national flags and the guests in plain
informal clothes or uniforms. Like lemons
and silk stockings, glamorous evening
gowns have passed into the lost limbo nowadays. Even when the Queen sees a film
in the evening, she wears only a simpk
short-sleeved dinner dress.

The King and Queen and their twe
daughters do keep in contact with all the
latest productions, for they have their owr
private cinema in a green and gold drawing room at Windsor Castle, and here the)
regularly invite soldiers and sailors anc
men, both British and American, tc
a film with them. They've watchec
"Mrs. Miniver" and Chaplin's "Gold Rush'
and our own spy film, "Next of Kin," this
fall.
Sixteen-year-old Princess Elizabetl
loves flying pictures, like most other young
sters, but twelve-year-old Princess Mar
garet prefers something with singing. Shi
thinks Judy Garland is "perfectly lovely.'
Among the Queen's favorite stars i
Valerie Hobson and the Royal Famih
lately watched her with Richard Greeni
in "Unpublished Story," in which they usee
the actual newsreel scenes of the Londoi
blitz as a background for this film of news
paper life. Valerie goes to the studio on he
bicycle every morning now, wearing a thor
oughly patriotic color-scheme of blue di
vided skirt, white jersey and scarlet over
coat. She has moved to a new cottage nea
the Denham lot where she chiefly works
Her husband, Anthony Havelock Aller
is away in uniform now, like John Mill
air
see

and Ann Todd's husband, Nigel Tangye
and Frank Lawton, just promoted to Majo
in the Army Welfare Corps. Robert Dona
is still wearing civilian clothes, to his bit
ter resentment, but he has not been able t<
pass the medical examination for the fight
ing forces. It's asthma, you know recal
how it took him out of pictures for nearl;
two years and almost ended his career un
til he recovered sufficiently to make a come

—

back with "Goodbye, Mr. Chips?"

He

ha

constant care of his health an<
wouldn't be able to stand the strain of ac
tive service life. Bob has just started worl
Islington studios in "Sabotag
at the
Agent," which is exactly the kind of filr
you would guess from the title
to

take

Do
haired

you

remember

Esmond

Knight,

handsome,

who played

curly
in bo't

Hollywood and British films until 1939
Paramount was about to sign him up fo
stardom but he joined the British Nav
and took part in that famous Atlanti
battle

when

the Nazi's battleship, the Bis

perfect

mark, was sunk. One of the shells explode
in front of Esmond's face and now he
blinded for life. With tremendous courag;
he has set out to master his afflictioi
helped by his young actress wife, Franco

captain.

He has learned to read and writ
and is publishing a book of hi
stage and studio memories, called "Seel
ing the Bubble." He has been on the radi
with his life-long friend, Laurence Olivie
in a special "Freedom Pageant" progran
and now he is even coming back to film

piece of subtle acting and there
wasn't a single retake needed.
The film in which this unusual sequence
takes place is "Colonel Blimp," the life
story of a typical English Army officer of
the old-fashioned school. Among the other
players is Anton Walbrook as a German
It

was hoped

that

David Niven

could have taken the star part but Captain
Niven is completely occupied with his Army
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Clare.

again

again.

No

longer

roles, for close-ups

can

he

play

romanti

would betray the

sight

—

!

lessness of his eyes, but he
sinister villainy instead.

is

going to

With

his

essay-

head

shaved and a gruesome scarred make-up,
E-mond enacts a nail-biting Gestapo agent
in "Silver Fleet," all about the Free Dutch
submarines. His performance is so sure
and compelling it would be admirable work
from any actor, let alone a blind man who
had to "feel" his way about the set by
instinct, after having spent several hours
accustoming himself to the position of
'every piece of furnishing by touch so that
he could finally move around before the
icameras with semblance of certainty.
Tommy Trinder, who played with Con-

Inside the Stars'

I

!

stance

Cummings

"The Foreman Went

in

France." will be seen again as a fireman
in "The Bells Go Down," based on the
itrue story of the Fire-Fighting Services in
the London blitzes. One scene shows a
vehicle of the American Ambulance Unit
at work among the falling bombs, a real
one, given to us by the American Red
Cross and donated by the employees of
Saks of Fifth Avenue. The two drivers are
English girls who actually ran ambulances
th rough those heavy raids on the London
docks when the ground was so fiery the
to

:

!

tires literally7 sizzled.

If you like these realistic stories, watch
out for "Coastal Command," just being finished by the Crown Film Unit, who made
the famous documentary of the- bombers,
"Target for Tonight." This time they have
been out with the air men who chase the

!

,

skulking U-boats waiting to attack the conv oys round the British Isles. High-spots
are a genuine attack on one of these Ger4 man submarines by Catalinas and a battle
v|- at
the sea level between one Sunderland
four Junker 88s. Inciflying-boat and
dentally, this film has given the most exciting screen job of the war not to a famous star but to a script girl, little Isobel
yX Pargiter from South Africa, who holds the
;,;]

Homes

Continued from page
string beans,

tomatoes,

celery

Your Hospital and

13

Doctor

and onion.

is as unaffected as any highschool girl her age.
She has red-gold hair, big brown eyes
and a smile to warm the most frostbitten
heart. Whatever she is doing at the time is
"terribly important.'' The smallest fashion
sitting, the tiniest action shot receives all
she has to give. Just now her dancing lessons are "terribly important"
so are her
diction and voice lessons, her piano, and her
new script. She simply bubbles over with
enthusiasm when she mentions any of them.
When she is selling War Bonds, it all but
breaks her heart if her sales mark today
isn't more than it was yesterday.
The Brodells rented their house at first
from Scotty Welbourne, Warner Brothers'
well-known cameraman then Scotty went

her parents and

—

;

war, and they bought it.
"The minute we owned it, we tore loose
and redecorated the whole place completely,
off to

buying new furniture and curtains and having a beautiful time," laughed Joan. "We
bought the next lot, too, and there we have
a big badminton court, ping-pong tables and
a patio for outdoor eating in good weather.
We don't intend to go in for a swimmingpool, even when such things are possible
after the war, because I belong to the Lakeside Golf Club and we can take dips in their
pool. It's fun to take the crowd there."

HOSPITALIZATION PLAN
SICKNESS
Injure

NOW,

your savings

To keep

Howard as a
the continuity, she had to join the camera~i men in the war planes, lying flat in the
Uj space where the bombs are carried to write
her notes, crawling on all fours if she
gDbook for Leslie
i

needed to move.
I met a good many bombs and explosives
Tf
myself the other afternoon when I went to
-j
^ the Islington Studios where Irving Asher
j-

jji

is

making the new

M-G-M

British film,

"Sabotage Agent." They were only property ones though, being used in the reproduction scenes of the great Skoda arms

:
'

factory at Pilseru The art director' busy
y'
supervising the setting was simply called
.1 "Mr. K.," for he is a Czech who worked
for twent} r years until 1939 when
j,. there
...he joined his country's army in France and
was wounded at Dunkirk. Because he still
.'. has
relatives in Pilsen upon whom the
1-4

;

...

Nazis would wreak revenge, that is all I can
you about this gallant old peasant.
Robert Donat is the star, his role that
Z of a British officer sent to Czecho-Slovakia
1 T to sabotage the Nazi factory
he told me
it
J.
reminded him of his part as Richard
aMHannay in "The Thirty-Nine Steps." He did
" a scene at our great war office in Whitehall, wearing military uniform and being
saluted by the sentries as he went up the
steps and inside. Scores of people were
passing all the time but it is such a comn: mplace occurrence nobody looked twice.
Just before I got to the studio, detectives
.1.
'
from Scotland Yard had swooped down on
the building and held a check-up of iden\
tity cards. (These surprise inspections take
place anywhere now they are necessary to
discover
call-up
undesirables
such
as
dodgers, and unregistered aliens who might
possibly be enemy spies.) The usual police
.
cordon had been flung around the lot and
everybody, from Donat and Valerie to the
1

tell

—

,

•

:

.

;-'

—

.

-

They are still in the process of furnishing
the house, adding those special things that
are hardest to find. In the beamed living
room, for example, Mrs. Brodell has just
hung a long-sought Federal mirror over the
fireplace mantel, and is still doing a spot of
gloating over the way it reflects the pleasant
comfort of the long room in its convex surface, from the piano set against the windowed alcove to the arch of the dining room
opposite. Now, if Joan can only find exactly
the right picture to set above her precious
low desk, that room will be finished.
While the painting was going on, this
room was empty except for the piano. The
smell of fresh paint was all but overpowering, and every window was wide open to the
unusual chill of California early morning,
but Joan's lessons must go on. There she
was, day after day, wrapped in an overcoat,
freezing to death, chanting voice exercises.
Joan made the white string rugs for her
own bedroom, which is all-white except for
the slender flower trim on crisscross window curtains and dressing table and the
wide floral headboard of her pretty white
bed. Her spread is a George Washington
spread in pure white. For contrast in the
room, there is a Prie Dicu in dark polished
wood with a lovely blue-and-white figurine
of the Virgin made especially for her by
an old Frenchman refugee.
"Wish I had more time to make things
for my room," she sighed in passing, "but
I'm one of the world's six busiest women. I
go to school four hours every day, do my
movie work, my home work, and take voice,
piano, dancing and diction lessons. It's all
terribly important. None of my teachers
knows how much the others have given me
to learn so each one hands me all the traffic will bear. I won't be a softie and beg
for mercy, so I'm simply buried in work

two make-up girls, had
set which appropriately
represented the headquarters of the Czech
police! Everybody was called separately to

"When I was doing 'The Hard Way'
with Ida Lupino and Dennis Morgan the
family used to tease me by saying that was
my motto. 'Joan does things the hard way,'

the detective's table for personal questioning.

they'd say.

janitors and the
to parade on the

Maybe

I do.

But

I love it!''
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Bake this in a casserole."
The Brodells live in a modest, Englishstyle house in San Fernando Valley, not far
from Joan's home studio, Warner Brothers.
The youngest star of "Thank Your Lucky
Stars" is still a school girl in the home of
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ovie star
<-^L.

all original photos of your favorite stars
and scenes from anv of your favorite recent photo plays, size SxlO glossy prints,
i for SI. 00. 12 for $2.50. Positively
the finest obtainable anywhere. We have
the largest collection of movie photos io

the country. Just name the star or play
you want. Remit by money order or U. S.
2c and 3c stamps.
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to Relieve

'PERIODIC'^

FEMALE
PAIN
And Help Build Up Resistance Against It!
If at such times you suffer pain, tired,
nervous feelings, distress of "irregularities"
due to functional monthly
disturbances start at once try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
so helpful to relieve such distress because of its soothing effect on one
of woman's most important organs.
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—

—

Pinkham's helps
Taken regularly
up resistance against such
symptoms. Also a fine stomachic
tonic! Follow label directions.
For free trial bottle tear this out
and send with name and address to
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
851 Cleveland St., Lynn, Mass.
build

I

FREE
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the Bell Tolls"

Continued from page 49

Akim

doesn't look in a mirror
just looks at Mischka Eagan,
his stand-in, made up to look like him. Then

FORM ^n/c'ii

President.

He

any more.

groans, "My God, how ugly I am!"
July 4— Didn't I say this is the Stanislaus National Forest ? Well, it is. And very

Akim
Don't be embarrassed hy a

undeveloped or sagging

flat,

bust. Do as thousands of otfier women -Hist like yourself
are doing. They J^ave learned how to bring; out the loveliest
contours of their figures, whatever their bust faults. Now
you, too, can do the same . . . safely, easily and positively.

HIGHLY ENDORSED
MANY DOCTORS

BY

Your flat bustline can
be miraculously beautified
into full and alluring
contours. Or, if you are
the pendulous type, it can
be rounded into high and
youthf ul loveliness. All
you have to do is follow
the easy directions on exercise, massage, brassieres,
diet,
given in the
etc.,
great
medically -endorsed
book, "The Complete
Guide to Bust Culture."
Adopt these simple, selfhelp measures at once and
your

bust

will
full,

appear

necks?" asked

wades

and

shapely

.
the proud
.
.
glamorous
curves
which
make you more desirable

Hi an ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

Yois can now obtain this unique boolc by A. F. Niemoeller,
A.B.. M.A., B.S., at a remarkable price reduction. Formerly
S3. SO. Now only $1.98. Guaranteed harmless. Amazing
lifetime results.
1
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•
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HARVEST HOUSE, SOW. 17th St. .Dept. B-316, New York
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Send
GUIDE
CULTURE
TO BUST
plain packag-e. On delivery I will pay postman $1.98
plus fi:w cents i>osl;i^v>. If rml s.it shod I may return
it within ten days and my $1.98 will be refunded.
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Name
I

Address

En-

Akim

hopefully.

ladies are wonderful. La Paxinou
ice creeks, packing her artillery,

The

positively

firm

Looks like the Alps. Today
we're shooting up at 8600 feet. And do we
puff! In a few days we'll climb to 9600
Sokoloff, who is playing
feet. Vladimir
Ansehno, utters his lines one sentence at a
time. We'll get used to the heights, I hope.
"Don't yell out loud," cautions Cooper,
"or you'll start an avalanche and we'll be
buried in snow up to our necks."
"They got some of 'those noble St. Bernard dogs with kegs of vodka on their
beautiful, too.

and Ingrid Bergman, a honey-haired parlor
type, can shin up a precipice like an antelope. This country is all on end, all up and
down, but she says it's flat compared to
where she came from in Sweden.
July 5 This diary is a nuisance. I let
myself in for something! At least I can
skip a few days now and then. We pitched
horseshoes this evening, and Ingrid and
Gary threw them every which way. He told
her it was the mosquitoes that deflected

—

them,.

POEMS WANTED
FOR MUSICAL SETTING f&®tfS£&5?iS?Z&
ject. Don't delay — send us your original poem at once for
immediate consideration and FREE

RICHARD BROTHERS,

RHYMING DICTIONARY.

28 Woods Building, Chicago,

FAL5E
TEETH

6th

111.

YEAR

Buy where thousands have
been satisfied. We make
FALSE TEETH for you from
your own impressions.

90 DAY TRIAL

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

of

Meanest trick of the week: Akim was
asleep under the chuck-wagon and the boys
painted his glasses with black paint. When
up, he thought it was midhad gone blind.
There's an actor, Akim! All our Rus-

Akim woke
night, or he

good. When I rehearse them,
to us Be cruel
Akim cries out "Be cruel
!"
want to be better
Big show tonight in our tent theater.
Tent is on a slope, everyone sits on the
ground, and those in back look high' over
the heads of those down front. Dogs wandered in and out. Terrific outpouring of
kids and hikers from adjoining camps. No
charge, but a donation at the door for
USO. Whenever a member of our cast
loomed on the screen, the cheering could be
heard in the next county. It was all very
chummy.
had free ice cream.
July 6 Snowburn Bill Menzies and I
got snowburned in July, and with ointment
on, we look like Amos and Andy. The rest
are in luck. The light film of grease they
wear for Technicolor make-up saved them.
sians

are

!

:

We

_

SATISFACTION protects you.

SEND NO MONEY

d Material.

CLEVELAND DENTAL PLATE

J. B.
Oopt. 31-B3

CO.

East Sr. Louis, Illinois

We

—

Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from
55c up. Write

today.

Department

W,

Metal Arts Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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WHY GOD PERMITS WAR!
Why does God permit war? Why does He permit cruelty, injustice, pain, starvation, sickness

health and the

and death?

came

Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind
the highest mountains in the world, a young
Englishman named Edwin J. Dingle found the
great mystic opened
answers to these questions.
great change came over him._ He
his eyes.
realized the strange Power that Knowledge gives.
That Power, he says, can transform the life of
anyone. Questions, whatever they are, can be
answered. The problems of health, death, poverty
and wrong, can be solved.
In his own case, he was brought back to splendid health. He acquired wealth, too, as well as
world-wide professional recognition. Thirty years
ago, he was sick as a man could be and live. Once
his coffin was bought. Years of almost continuous

Within ten years,
he was able to retire
to this country with
a fortune. He had

tropical fevers, broken bones, near blindness, privation and danger had made a human wreck of
him, physically and mentally.
He was about to -be sent back to England to
"They are
die, when a strange message came

young

A

A

—

you in Tibet." He wants to tell the
whole world what he learned there, under the

•waiting for

guidance of the greatest mystic he ever encountered during his twenty-one years in the Far East.
He wants everyone to experience the greater

ss

Power, which there
to him.

in the

World's leading

And

today, 30

later,

he

is still

so athletic, capable
of so much work, so

in appearis hard to believe he has lived so long.
As a first step in their progress toward the
Power that Knowledge gives, Mr. Dingle wants
to send the readers of this notice a 9,000-word
treatise. It is free. For your free copy, send your

ance,

it

name and address
physics,
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Los Angeles,

—This

the toughest location

is

Even the mules gasp and wheeze in the
altitude. The crew has to string cables over
peaks, miles of cable, and haul cameras
up the cliffs. Sound men dangle down in
mid-air, hung by ropes, to handle the
!

microphones.

The

creek,

like

boiling milk,

huge uproar, and we

all

makes a

have to make signs,

like playing Dumb Crambo. One moment
you roast in the heat, next moment an icy
wind blows through your shirt. Akim
wears twelve sweaters now. He rides a
mule, called Catastrophe, to go anywhere.
Once, when the mule poked its hoof
through the stirrup and came down, Akim

got off the saddle.
"All right, all right," he

now,

said.

"You want

get off."
hike
are trying to save rubber.
or ride. Tires can't last long on these
mountain roads, for the rocks slash them
to ribbons, and not a wheel turns unless
it's absolutely necessary.

to ride

I'll

We

We

The Tower
outfit.

I

of Babel has nothing on this
said to Gary over the coffee and

hotcakes this morning, "You know, Coop,
you're the only Yank in the cast?"
And so he is. Ingrid is Swedish, La
Paxinou is a Greek, Akim a Russian. The
rest of the cast runs to Russian, Hungarian, Spanish, Sicilian, French, Roumanian, Polish and Cuban. But all are
citizens, or else of Allied nationality. This
corner of the Sierra is a Federal preserve,
so we all have to carry identifications.
The ice maJuly 1 6 Hot as blazes
chine is out of whack, so the crew brings

—

!

some hard-packed snow down by

truck, and,,

put it in ginger-ale, along with some
gravel and tree-bark. The Russians scramble a half mile below to the creek for a
cold dip. The water runs fast. If you get
swept beyond the rope, then what's left of:
you bobs up twenty miles away next month.
Akim broke his fishing rod, so fishes with

we

hook and line. I yelled down the canyon to
him to ask if he got anything. "Three
he yelled up. "All mosquitoes."
asked Cooper if the hunting was any
good, and he said he wasn't out for big
game, so he didn't know. In his film role
he packs a Mauser rifle, a machine gun and
a pistol. When he goes hunting through
the woods he just totes one of those 22bites,"
I

first and went up tht
This being a National Forest, anr
bears being sacred to tourists, he couldn'i
have fired anyway. Cooper says he got hi,fill
of hunting ten years ago in Africa
when he had to hide out from a party o
rhinos. All he wanted was just lions.
He did get four lions eventually. Oni
hunter who came just three days befon
shot a big one, walked over, put a foot oi
its head, and posed like a hardboiled egj
while a friend cranked a 16-mm. camera
What spoiled the film was the lion got up
and finished off the hunter.
Cooper, if he wasn't in the movies, couh

road.

Societies, for his
work as a geographer.

July 10
yet

The bear jumped

Geographical

years

that shack.

caliber rifles that kids get for selling subscriptions.
He ran into a bear last Sunday, he said

been honored by
fellowships

If you have a barrel-stave to sit on, you
can toboggan down the slope in three minutes. If not, you can hike it down in a half
hour. Ingrid is a whizz on the stave. Tobogganing is in the blood of these Swedes.
The Russians are a lot of fun. Six of
them live in a shack and they talk at the
top of their voices. The assistant director
wakes them by rolling down a boulder. It
hits the shack like a torpedo. The dogs
fly out, frenzied, and the Russians after
them in pajamas. Vodka Villa, we call

to

the Institute

of Mental-

South Hobart Blvd., Dept. E137,
Write promptly,

Calif.

SCREENLAND

!

good living in vaudeville, if there
by imitating animal noises,
good at lion roars. He's heard plenty

lake a

as vaudeville,
[e's

them, at night, when they send chills
f
own one's back. One man he envies, he
of Iowa,
iys, is the champion hog-caller
ho can call in hogs from three counties
;vond.

'We've got a tough story, tough country
tough-looking players. Hillside is bare
green, with fire-blackened pines and
brsh rocks. If flowers spring up overlight, we pull up stakes and go where it's
are. Painters spray paint to kill the colors
the Bell
boulders and trees. "For
"oils" has to be in a monotone. Everyjody looks earth-colored. The only hues

ijnd
;t

Whom

ii

Pilars dress, which is dull purple,
Maria's shirt, which is woodland green.
Fhe guerrillas and peasantry look as if
re

id

icy hadn't washed in years. The fire in the
;ive, too, also smoked them up.
July 20 This is a morning off for me,

—

j

nd so back to
ire

being

rather, so

"Dear Diary." Our shoes
Rocks wore off the

resoled.

we're using soles

made

of coiled

and adhesive tape. This granite is
nigh on leather, and we have a propei ty

3pe

who

nothing but cobble
has rebuilt Pilar's
[joes
.vice over. Bergman and Cooper went over
le trail to Kennedy Meadows fishing yes.:rday, and he went barefoot.
"Thought I'd save my shoes," he said.
Seems that when Cooper was a kid in
lontana he played with Indian children,
!nd they never wore footgear except when
ne snow was deep. His feet even now are
Paxinou slipped on
s tough as cowhide.
wet rock, took a header and Rasumny
Wed her from a 40-foot drop by grabbing
jer ankle. Forest fires all around. There's
kind of haze, and the cameramen and I
lan

here

does

for the cast.

He

:

'

re
1

,

'

-

;;

frantic,

for

we

fear

it

will

spoil

the

hotography.
Ingrid has gone to pan gold dirt with
ome of the miners way up the creek.
Vhen the miners get tired of panning, they
o pick-and-shovel work for us.
Cooper, hiking up the back road last
ight, espied a campfire and went over. It
,as an old prospector, pipe in teeth, fixing
p a supper of coffee and flapjacks. They
Cooper learned the old11 into tafk, and
imer was sort of hunting for a job to
lake a stake. He looked content, and it
fas obvious he wasn't going to break a leg
i hunting for work.
"I know the boss of that outfit down
nere," said Cooper. "He'll give you somehing to do. What can you do with a
hovel?"
"Well," mused the old-timer, stroking his
eard, "I could fry a piece of ham on it."
Daybreak, and we were atop
July 22
he peak, waiting for the clouds to lift,
ngrid, looking far down with her binocuars, said, "Tanks. Four of them. They look
ike bugs. I hope the road is wide enough."
It was. It had taken a week of blasting
o widen that road along the precipice.
There were cannons, too, and a file of Army
'

—

neks.

now.
shot the fighting down by

We're ready for some

—We

fighting,

July 2 5
he creek and inside the old mill. We're
'nearly two miles up, and it's a job for the
e| ictors to breathe, to say nothing of their
hoving guns around and hurling grenades.
M 'n the middle of the battle I saw the crew
tare agape at the sky. It was mirages of
t| oeaks and mountains that just w-eren't there
t all.
Beautiful, though; just like paintngs on clouds.
La Paxinou's husband, Alexander Minois, the Greek tragedian^ was our guest at
uncheon. He escaped from Greece, and
if-lhough dressed like an English merchant,
?lvas recognized by a Nazi spy who had
een him act in London. Caught, he was
jiven his choice of being shot or going to
Germany to act in "Faust." Not caring
or either choice, he escaped in the guise
-|j

[

-

l

:

of a fisherman, got to Egypt, and flew by
clipper to New York. The Paxinous would
like to put on "Electra" and "Oedipus
Rex" at the Hollywood Bowl, with their
old friend, Metropoulos, conducting the
orchestra.
The lady acted like a house afire this
afternoon, hurling hand grenades at the
old sawmill, and blowing out its side. In
the melee, Fortunio Bonanova, as Fernando, fell into deep water and rose madder
than a wet hen.
"Great stuff !" I shouted through the
megaphone. "I wish I had thought of that!"

July

28

—Ingrid

wishes this battle stuff

were over and done with. She and Cooper
have to eat hard rye bread and tinned fish
before the cameras, and keep on eating for
hours. This rye bread was shipped from
Hollywood, is as hard as boulders.
But talk of appetites We climb about
all day like Alpinists. The real heroes are
the grip men. They pack heavy lamps and
the dead weight of cameras and sound
equipment. They string cable from cliff to
and set up block
cliff, mount precipices
and tackle.
I'm writing all this by candlelight.
Queerest happening today was when a

You Let
Me PROVE I Con
Will

Make YOU
a NewMan?
ME START SHOWINC

LET

RESULTS FOR YOU

!

woman

For quick results
I

75 years old, passed out
cold in front of the camera. Sturdy old gal,
she had to see our set or bust. And she did
bust. Five of the gang packed her down
to the hospital by relays, and she'll be
good as new in a day or two under care at
tourist,

CHARLES

ATLAS
"Recommend you

for

—

qui
ck re1

sults.'

—

Paramount

recommend

tent hospital.

POUNDS

i\

Pretty good snake talk at supJuly 3
per table. Ingrid was saying she saw a big
snake yesterday. "No harm to 'em," one of
the Forest Rangers remarked. "Right about
here last summer, we killed 140 rattlers.
And not one man got bit. Snakes mind their

W.G..N.J.

(gained 29,
I

\

weigl
r'Did
141. Now 170.'

T. K., N. Y

m

this
I COULD
whole magazine
fill

own business."
Maybe so. But

part of a snake's business
The
is biting. We're taking no chances.
other week a teamster watched a rattler
hillside hole, and made a grab
for the rattles. Bingo He got stung. Seems
that a rattler turns his head around as
soon as he crawls into something and leaves
it there to watch while he pulls all the rest
of himself in. At least this snake did. But
the teamster did finally recover.
Paxinou cooked dinner for the cast tonight.
"dolmas" of stuffed grape leaves
with lemon sauce. She said the leaves were
not up to par, but better luck next time.
The cookhouse was shorthanded tonight.
chefs, three waitresses and a dishwasher quit. They found these peaks too

crawl into a

with

enthusiastic

ports

from

But what you want

—"What

know

is

Atlas

do

!

A

Two

lonesome.
July 31

—This

is

the

toughest location

in history. The cameras and sound apparatus have to be packed way up the peak bit

by

bit.

We've

built a swimming-pool, finally,
killed us, rolling logs and boulders

Nearly
to plug Eagle Creek. Mostly it's the kids
who swim in it. Must be a hundred of them.
A regular day nursery. We're not at the
base camp much, except to sleep.
August 1 Qoudburst, then a terrible
rainstorm all day. A boom like a cannon
shot, and we hear the dam has blown out.
August 2 We're up now on the roughest
peak at Sonora Pass. Boulders roll down,
and a lot of loose earth. Whenever we hear
a rumble, we dive for the hampers and
clap on a steel helmet. More hard fighting.
We had a tank fall into a canyon and explode. All day the cast has been firing
tommy-guns and rifles. As a result, all the
deer and coyotes have lit out for the back

—
—

country. I guess they've spoiled the hunting here for the next ten years.
Six of the extras are gone. Just got

|

bored with acting, maybe.
This was a tremendous battle that raged
violently

all

day.

The

trouble was.

were more spectators than

soldiers.

there

We

SCREENLAND

to

can

ME?"

for
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15

Just give me 15
minutes of your spare
and even
time daily
in that short time I'll

—

RESULTS.

start giving

And

will

it

be the kind

RESULTS

that you
(and anyone else) can
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MEASURE

with a tape

FREE
I myself

BOOK

was once

a

—

97-

pound weakling sickly, half
alive. Then I discovered "Dynamic Tension."

am

holder of the

And now
title.

I

"The

World's Most Perfectly De-

Man!"
"Dynamic Tension" has done
so much for me and other fellows
veloped

trial.

simply ask you to give it a
Let me prove that it can

make

a

that

I

new man

of

YOU,

that

J=nr1

*

it
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_

can start new inches of power pushing out your chest,
build up your shoulders to champion huskiness, put
new, hard, firm muscles on your biceps, make those
stomach muscles of yours hard ridges!
Why not risk a postage stamp? Send coupon for
my 48-page illustrated FREE BOOK AT ONCE!
Address me personally: Charles Atlas, Dept. 652,
115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

CHARLES ATLAS,

Dept. 652,
115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
I want the proof that your system of "Dynamic Tension''
give me a healthy, husky
will help make a new man of me

—
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Biggest scene was when an airplane
swooped upon the guerrillas at the horizon
and blew off the mountain peak. It didn't
really, and the job was done by Jimmy
Rowe, our powder man, who blasted it up
with dynamite. But it was exciting, nevertheless. That done, we trooped down and
consumed twenty-two gallons of ice cream.
Then more fighting, and the gunfire could
be heard at Dardanelles, twelve miles away.
The old-timers thought it was thunder.
August 3 This is the last time I'll keep
a diary! It's a lot of work. But Akim is

—

for a daily item. He gets sunburned
through his make-up, so he goes around in
a sheet, with holes cut to look through.
"Chief Kleagle," everyone calls him.
Another tank had to roll down to the
creek and break into pieces. They'll be good
for scrap. The explosions started brush
fires, and all hands beat them out with wet
sacks. Blackest crowd you ever saw
smoked up, and full of gas and powder
fumes. We ran out of soap, and when a
case of it came in tonight, everybody
cheered, and went for a bath at the creek.
The crew is a bunch of "tough monkeys."

good

They were

all

could find nothing of interest in it by day.
The bears like to raid the bread box
where the rye bread is kept that we must
eat in the cave scenes. The loaves are
wrapped in wet cloths to soften a bit their
granite hardness. Last night the watchman
got mad, and hurled a loaf at a bear.
Beaned, the critter galumphed off, yelping
like mad, and seeing a lot of stars.
said good-bye to Eric
August 10
Feldary, who is to act with Lunt and Fontanne on Broadway. Then we shot a battle
on a bridge over the Tuolumne canyon. It
was higher than the Empire State Building, and made a huge racket when it was

in English makes her read aloud all
the comic strips to get the jist of everyday
talk. Ingrid can't see anything funny in
the strips, but she is studious, and reads the
words aloud at top voice.
Big scare today. The rumor went about
that we'd be here for months and months
to come, and the crew sadly began to stake
out young Christmas trees to take home
for the holidays if they could get any
holidays. Forest Service gave its okay, and
the gang is saving up five-gallon cans to
take the trees home in. I let it build a
little while and then dispelled the rumor

blown up. The cast had to jump fast.
It was a job to find this bridge, and this
location. Menzies travelled some 8000 miles

the studio Labor Day.
September 1 -This makes a blank space;
in my diary. Well, for two weeks we did
nothing but work from morning until dusk
Ingrid is making a movie record of her
doings in these hills.
all take turns
cranking the camera on her. She must be
the only star with a complete film record
of her life, for her father, a Stockholm
artist, began filming the lass when she was
a day old, and kept it up until she came
to this country.
First shot was of her reading "Foi
The Bell Tolls," the copy giver

—We

before he could find just the site we needed,
and just the right hue for Technicolor.
August 12 The battle finished up today,
using all the gunpowder we had left, a
cupful. That was playing in luck. Funny

—

incident tonight. Bill Nelson who owns
these tourists shacks we have moved into
can't abide the gypsy fortune-tellers that

baseball players, prizefighters

too. I didn't

Is the Stanislaus National Forand the river flowing th rough it was
named after an Indian chief baptized by
the Spaniards under the name of Estanislao. In 1826 he was defeated right here by

here. This
est,

man

to

visit

it.

Fremont,

1847, called
and as such it
in

river the Stanislaus,
figures in Bret Harte's tales.
Fifty miles away are the foothills,

this

Bill Terry was rewarded with a movie contract after playing the typical American
soldier in "Private Smith of the U. S. A.,"
two-reeler in "This Is America" series.

Mark Twain

country. When Ingrid visited it last week, the
citizens of Sonora, and the oldest Chinaman, Lum Yat, who is 87, gave her a
Western welcome and dinner. Ingrid
opened her valise to give Lum a signed
photograph, but he beat her to it giving
her one already framed and signed. No

as the Bret Harte and

—

charge, either!

Horace

Greeley

once

rode

along this

precipice in a stage, and the driver sent
the horses ahead on a gallop, frightening
Horace almost to death. When he got
home, weighing ten pounds less, he wrote
an editorial denouncing that driver as the

leading menace on the planet.
August 8 -Bears are a nuisance. One of
them crawled through the screen into
Akim's shack, prowled around a few minutes then crashed out again. Akim paid no
attention to it, thinking it was only a
would-be robber, and went back to sleep.
He said he didn't know what the robber
could find there at night, when he himself

—

90

roam through these
chases them off.

hills

now and

then.

He

i

j

I

I

into

wife.

the kitchen tonight

He

tried to,

and there were

fireworks.

was Paxinou, in the makeup of Pilar,
trying to borrow some fixings from the
It

to cook a fish dinner for Ingrid,
Cooper and myself. And if Ingrid, hearing
the argument, hadn't come in, Paxinou
would have been tossed out.
August 14 Cloudbursts. Thunderstorms,
and lightning on the big scale. The rainy
season in the mountains has begun. Not an
umbrella, a pair of overshoes or a slicker

chef

—

Mud

in the outfit.
lay
torrents.

pours

down

the slope in

We doggo under tarpaulins. We
crawled inside wagons and under them. We
left the rye bread outside to soften a trifle.
Paramount has sent up two circus tents
for an emergency stable, and we hope the
animals won't mind us doubling up with
them. I'm a little upset over Ingrid losing
weight in climbing up and down peaks, so
I make her eat a double portion of potatoes, spaghetti, hot biscuits and ice cream
with chocolate sauce, to make up for it.
Works like a charm, too. The creek has
filled

up

again,

and she swims

in

it.

Her

:

is

getting quite Native Son:

in slang she has

been

sitting

in at the teamsters' poker game, which rum]
'round the clock. She now knows whai
"raise the ante" and "sitting pretty" mean
September 2 Great strike Not gold, bu
an old tire dug out of a snow bank up th(
hills. There's no more rubber soling to b<
got at Sonora for our shoes, but the coh*
bier will cut up the tire and fix us up wit!
some real rubber soles and heels.
Everybody is hoping that we'll be pull
ing for home Labor Day! Nobody is hop
ing harder than Paxinou, who will maki
a bee-line for the nearest manicure parlor
Her fingernails are long and broken anc
they just about drive her crazy. She want
to wash off her dark makeup, too. She say
all she needs now to play Othello is a big
ger pair of ear-rings.
said good-bye to five actors who ar
gleefully
setting home
for
Hollywood
They're "killed," so they mustn't be seei
any more. Akim was the man who sho
them with a tommy-gun in the battle oi
the bridge. Well, there's been a lot of com
ing and going, what with technical expert
leaving for the Army, and substitutes com
ing up.

Do

he saw
a blackened female with ear-hoops and a
gun making a dicker with the chef. "Here's
where I give her the bum's rush," he said

Going

to his

known

English

!

We

_

another tribe. In 1827 this region was explored by Jedediah Smith, the first white

at

of this story."

—

!

—

be back

We

Her

"You can write

it,

all

—

For a course

what you darn please, almost. And if you
get some county printing jobs, you can be
sure of an income. You can be looked up to,
as if you were a judge or a clergyman.
"And do you know how long that paper
in Sonora has been running? Ever since
It's older than any
the gold rush in 1850

know he ever gave newspapering a thought.
I told him that everybody thinks the other
guy's job is pretty good, and then he owned
up and said he guessed I was right.
August 5 We're close to a lot of history

everyone we'd

—

watching the printers. He confided to me
he would sooner be a small-town editor
than anything else.
"You can be important in your com-

studio in Hollywood."
Cooper is serious about

telling

Maria

—

explained.

by

her by Hemingway. He wrote in it, three
years ago, "For Ingrid Bergman the

on to a tarpaulin and shield off noise
from the microphone. Try that atop a cliff
August 4 Everybody has a secret ambition, it would seem. Cooper rode in from
Sonora this morning, and he had spent
half the night in a newspaper office, just

he

«

—

Whom

or sailors or dock wallopers once, and just
eat up rough and dangerous work. What
gets their goat is the wind, for it blows a
hurricane, and it takes four men to hang

munity,"

coach

the

Art

you know what's become of most c
who played with the Moscov
Theatre on Broadway years ago.

actors

They're right here with us in the Siem
Oldest alumnus of all is Vladimir Sokolofi
who plays the guide Ansehno. Akim, Bui
gakoff, Snegoff, Chaliapin, Jr., and other'
were all his colleagues.
The creek, which had been milky whit
hitherto, all of a sudden ran coffee-coloi
So we have to trek to another backgrounc
did a retake of a post-battle scene.
of us galloping on horses, and Paxino
riding hell-for-leather on a cayusi
first,
with shells bursting about her.
Half the cast are down with flu, but ar
nip in the ai
recovering one by one.

A

We

A

Winter's coming. Another month, and tl:
Pass will be as snowbound as the Caucasu
where Akim comes from. "You let ffi
stay here," he says, "and I'll be at home.
September 4 Ingrid gave a birthda
party. Then we went to Kurzi's Camp fc
a Saturday night dance. I celebrated, to*
I have been married 34 years.
"I've got a gift for everybody!" I sai'
standing on a chair. "We'll be home fc!

—

Labor Day. Two more days, and we
pack up. Everybody had a good time in

aj
tl

Sierra ?"

And

everybody shouted: "You bet!"
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Won't Be A Furlough Bride!" by Alexis Smith

Scoop- Private Life Pictures of Dinah Shore
i

BABIES!

!

90 on the

Camay mild-soap

diet!

CINCINNATI, OHIO
"I've

been getting the most

ing compliments about

my

thrill-

com-

plexion," says this happy bride. "It
certainly

when

I

was a lucky day
started the

for

me

Camay Mild-

Soap Diet. In just a little while I
could see such an improvement!
It's

and

amazing how mild Camay is
I just love Camay's fragrance."

Tonight ... 90 on the

CAMAY MILD-SOAP

DIET!

Mildness counts! Work Camay's rich lather over
your face— especially over nose, base of nostrils
and chin. Feel— /ww mild it is! Wonderfully gentle on sensitive skin! Rinse with warm water. If
skin

is

oily, splash cold for thirty seconds.

This beauty care

is

HOW THRILLING
of

based on skin

to see

new admiration

in

you— and

to

those around

the eyes

specialists' advice

— praised by

lovely

hear pretty compliments on your complexion! This may happen to you— far sooner than

you think— if only you'll follow the advice of
so many happy brides; change tonight to the

Camay Mild-Soap

Day-by-da/ shows results! Be brisk with your
morning Camay cleansing— and see the fresh glow
of your skin! Follow this beauty routine twice
each day. It's day-by-day regularity that gives you
the full benefits of Camay's greater mildness.

A little time, a little care...
a lovelier you

Diet.

For skin specialists say many women are
not giving their skin proper cleansing— while
many others are using a soap not mild enough.
That's why we urge you to go on the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet. Take advantage of its greater
mildness.— Camay is mildest of dozens of
beauty soaps tested. Be faithful— see what
thrilling

new

Trade-Mark
Keg. U. S. Pat. Off.

loveliness can be yours!

</<e

^£ild-9ca/>. QUet/

\

!

A radiant
is

Your smile can hold the key to happiness. Help keep it sparkling and
lovely— with Ipana and Massage.

TAKE

A BOW,

world, too.
fill

plain girl,

You

it's

your

don't need beauty to

your date book, to win your share of

fun and attention. No, not if your smile
is

right.

For a sparkling smile can light up
even the plainest face— can take a man's
eye and hold his heart.

So smile— but remember, sparkling

teeth

smile
a key to hearts

and your smile of beauty depend
upon firm, healthy gums.

largely

"Pink tooth brush"— a warning!

Just massage a

little

extra Ipana onto

your gums every time you clean your

That invigorating "tang" means
is quickening in the gum tissues—helping gums to new firmness.

teeth.

circulation

For bright, sparkling teeth, remember:
Gums must retain their healthy firmness.

Let Ipana and massage help keep your

"shows pink," see
may say your gums are

If your tooth brush

your dentist!

He

teeth brighter, your

smile

gums

firmer,

your

more sparkling and attractive.

tender— robbed of exercise by today's
creamy foods. And, like so many dentists, he may suggest Ipana and massage.
For Ipana not only cleans teeth but, with
massage, helps the health of your gums.

Product of
Bristol-Myers

Start today with

I

PAN A and MASSAGE
SCREENLAND

steals the limelight — who but the
with a lovely smile? Help keep yours
bright with Ipana and Massage!
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HEAVENLY MUSIC
TO LIFT YOU TO THE SKIES
"Cabin

OH

in

the Sky", "Taking a

Love", "Happiness
[

fi

"Life's Full

is

O' Consequence",

Sheep", "Honey

in

fhe

SCREENLAND

"Li'l

Black

Honeycomb",

and more honeys

4

Chance on

a Thing Called Joe",

'

*

9

Smart Screen Magazine
*
*
*
Published In

The greatest

space

star of the

this

screen

every month

Paul Hunter,

*
*
*

Publisher

Delight Evans,

Editor

*
abeth

Frank

Wilson,

Carroll,
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Hollywood's

War

MacMurray

In

A

She's the Soldiers'

vVhy

Won't Be

I

He

Double

'School for

Delight Evans

19

Jack Holland

20
22

Romayne

MacMurray

Elizabeth Wilson
Sweetheart! Dinah Shore
Furlough Bride by Alexis Smith

24

as told to Gladys Hall

Dugal O'Liam
Charles Darnton

26
28
30

Petersen

38

Mook

42

A

Charles Boyer
Hurls Laugh Bombs. Jack Oakie

Soyer's

\

Babies
Hurry. Fred

*

Life.

Sabotage." Complete

Elizabeth
/3ig's

Going

Places.

B.

Gig Young

S. R.

in

and

just plain "excellent."

*

M-G-M

rules the raves.

*
*
*

fictionization

happy

the knowledge that preview reports
have branded it "a honey", "a dream"

No. 5

A FEATURE

EVERY STORY
the Editor's

*

ting set to release "Cabin",
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui.miiii
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March,

*

*

And now Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is get-

Staff Photographer

Assistant Editor

to hear the cello-voiced Ethel Waters
singing "Taking a Chance on Love" and
all the other melodies by Vernon Duke.
real
plot, a touch of poetry, too. What a film
it will make, we said to ourselves, lion
to lion.
*

Jean Duval,

Martone,

Tn The Sky" was playing
Broadway a couple of years ago, we went
to the Martin Beck three or four times

When "Cabin

Here was a musical play with a

Art Director

tern Representative

ion

J.

I

The

trio of star entertainers

heading

the cast are Ethel Waters, Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson and Lena Home.

***.

Lena is a find. She is destined

to

become

another Florence Mills.

FULL-COLOR PORTRAITS:
"Keeper of the Flame," M-G-M
Alan Ladd, appearing in "Lucky Jordan" for Paramount
anet Blair, playing in Columbia's "Something to Shout About".

^Katharine Hepburn, starring

in

.

.

23

.

40

Nor must we fail to tell about Louis
Armstrong, Rex Ingram, Duke Ellington and his orchestra, The Hall Johnson

32

choir.

*

SPECIAL PICTURE PAGES: Dona Drake, Alice Faye, Joan Crawford,
O'Brien,
Philip Dorn, John Wayne, Jane Russell, John Carroll, Pat
[Marilyn Maxwell. Spring Fashions posed by Jane

Wyman

and Maria

IMontez.

Betty Boone

Homes. Jean Rogers

1

Forum
Your Guide to Current Films
"Listen, Boys—" and Girls!
Guide to Glamor
Here's Hollywood
Recent Films Reviewed In a Flash

*
*
*

*

14

Josephine Felts

54
55

56

Weston East

*

Paramount's "Star Spangled Rhythm"), by A.

L.

the same M-G-M touch in this adaptation of the novel by
I. A. R. Wylie.

*
*

Paul Hunter. President
mer Kockwell, Vice President and Advertising Manager

are the New
Year's resolutions

How

coming?

D. H. Laphani, Secretary and Treasurer
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blished monthly

Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn
"Keeper of The Flame".

you liked "Mrs. Miniver" and
"Random Harvest", you will recognize

in

Whitey Shafer

paragraphs on "Cabin" for

the moment. Turning to other films, we
recommend emphatically the current

If

7o
(appearing

a Thing Called Joe."

No more

*

59

VERONICA LAKE

by Harold Arlen and E. Y. Harburg.
One in particular is entitled "Happiness

film
is

'

Delight Evans

creen-Town Chatter
Natural Color Cover Portrait of

another excellent musical producby Arthur Freed. The screenplay
is by Joseph Schrank. It is the first film
that has been directed by the talented
artist Vincente Minnelli and he is to
be congratulated.
It's

^
10

Fans'

!

there in "Cabin In

A few additional numbers appear in the
°

from Hollywood
Honor Page

|:Hot

Inside the Stars'

all

tion

[DEPARTMENTS:
;

They're

The Sky".

W

.

SCREENLAND

Well, they were too
tough at that.

—lea.

—

!

The one subject
about which

woman

no

should

live in

doubt!
Continuous action for hours
with safe

new way

in

feminine hygiene!

No woman should be denied the facts
the up-to-date facts about feminine
hygiene! Your married happiness,
your health and well-being may be
at stake, unless you know the truth
Unfortunately, many women who
think they know have only half
and still depend on
knowledge
.
old-fashioned or dangerous informa.

.

.

.

.

They rely on weak, ineffective
"home-made" mixtures ... or risk

tion!

using over-strong solutions of acids
which can so easily burn and injure
delicate tissues.

*

*

*

Today, modern well-informed women
everywhere have turned to Zonitors
the new, safe, convenient way in
feminine hygiene.
Zonitors are dainty, snow-white
greaseless suppositories which spread
and kill
a protective coating

—

.

.

.

germs instantly at contact. They deodorize—not by temporarily mask-

ing—but by destroying odors. Cleanse
antiseptically, and give continuous
medication for hours!
Yet Zonitors are safe for delicate
yet non-poisontissues. Powerful
ous, non-caustic. Even help promote
gentle healing. So convenient; no
apparatus, nothing to mix. At all

—

druggists.
|

|
1

rnrr Mail thiscoupon for revealing bookrKCC«let of intimate facts, sent postpaid
in plain envelope. Zonitors, Dept. 7310A,
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. V.

j

I

Name

|

Address

I

City

State

shows
at top
Ronald Colman playing
the chimes while Nelson
Eddy sings. The two
stars have been giving
Picture

a

of

lot

service

their

men's

time to
benefits.

Right, when Lucille Ball
was teamed with Bud
Abbott and Lou Costel-

at a benefit performance, b-a-d boy Lou insisted on playing baby so
he could sit on her lap.
lo

ACQUAINTANCE" very
OLD
be between
acquaintance there
old

will

Bette Davis and Miriam Hopkins, before
they make a picture together again. There
were arguments morning, noon, and night.
Bette, who is loved by cast and crew, refused to fight with Miriam. But the strain
told on Bette, who puts in a sixteen-hour
day, what with her canteen work and all.
the set wanted to pitch in and
present Miriam with an "Oscar," for being
the actress they hoped never to work with
again They say .Bette found out about it
just in time and begged the boys to be the
good sport she was trying to be.

The gang on

!

SCREENLAND

ABBOTT

and Costello were on the w;

At Holl
they saw a huge crov,
gathered. "Hey, Abbott," screamed Cc
tello. "There's been an accident. Here's
chance for us to try out our first aid." T
boys leaped out of the car and worm
>

to their broadcast recently.

wood and Vine

way through the crowd. There in t
center stood a young farmer. In front
him was a crate of fresh eggs The cro\
was buying up the precious hen fruit,

their

!

fast as he could box it. "Okay, Abbot
said Costello. "Let's get over to the broa
casting station and lay our own eggs!"
(Please turn to page 9)

BU T C H

IT'S the

little

S

AY

things that distutb coura-

geous men. Butch came through a
couple of bombings and never batted an
eye. But when it came to a second date
with Lulu "he wanted out."
It

was

"Sailor,

Beware!"

Lulu was a good-looker. Good
gams, and plenty of "oomph". But when
Sure,

shore leave
to

spend

it

is

short, a

with a

girl

man

doesn't want

men and women would

only realize
how offensive bad breath can be, they
wouldn't risk offending this way. There's
no doubt of it, off-color breath is two

ATTENTION PLEASE!
From

Why

color breath, although

start.

when

Listerine Antiseptic offers such an easy, delightful and

quick precaution? Simply rinse your

mouth with it before any date.
Note how Listerine Antiseptic

freshens

and invigorates your mouth. And how
much sweeter and more agreeable your
breath becomes.

How

it

some

for granted. Put
your best foot forward so that others will
like you. Never, never omit Listerine Antiseptic. It's part of your passport to popularity. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis.

Acts

of the Listerine family that you ought to

and thorough cleansing

it

yields to none,

and

SCREENLAND

the big

may

Before Every Date

Don't take your breath

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for oral hygiene

Fermentation, you know, is held by some
authorities to be the major source of off-

member

cases

be of systemic origin.

Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts bacterial fermentation of food particles in the
mouth, then overcomes the odors it causes.

There's another

the standpoint of gentle

you from the

take a chance

with halitosis (bad

breath).
If

strikes against

LULU

BRING

DONT

S

40* lube

try.

lasts

it

is

many

Listerine

Tooth Paste.

as long os

90 days.

Cheers for the star-studded musical movie, "Star Spangled Rhythm"
and particularly for its bright
particular star, Betty Hutton

—

Madcap Betty Hutton steals every scene in which she
appears in Paramount's "Star Spangled Rhythm,"
even though she has such stiff competition as Eddie
Bracken (below), Victor Moore (right), Bing Crosby
(right center) and Bob Hope (shown at lower right in
screamingly funny shower scene with William Bendix).

.

Hot from Hollywood
.

.

.

.

and now from

Continued from page 6

WARNER

BROS.

comes as

exciting

and timely a
motion picture
ever you've seen

"HAT Hollywood
|

know how

close it

Lnn Sheridan.

As

paper

trade

doesn't

came to being sued by

a rule Annie shrugs her

petty shoulders at petty gossip. But she
ras really burned when it said that Errol

were arriving every day.
romance has been "in force"
pr a lot longer than you think. In Ann's
lyn words, "It's a lie and I've yet to see
single rose. If Errol is buying them for
le, somebody else is receiving them." And
roses
that the

Jlynn's
i.lso,

lat is that.

VHEN
there's
;)ldiers

at

comes to using her bean,
no stopping Bette Davis. The
her beloved Hollywood Canteen
it

ave asked her many strange questions,
be night a couple of them said, "Tell us,
Kiss Davis, who has the prettiest legs in
lollywood?" Without batting an eye, Bette
nmediately
replied:
"My hairdresser,
largaret
Donovan, Jane Wyman, and
larlene Dietrich." (Yes, that's the order
le gave 'em in !)

It's
Mocambo with Capt.
Howard, III, New York socialite.
Ronald Colman, Sue Hayward, George
Ibove,
p,

J.

urphy

at a

;ard

for George's role in

is

benefit

radio

rehearsal.

The

"Bataan Patrol."

NOW.

.

-or will be soon. ..Why
not call your theatre?

Dorothy Lamour at

illiam

pteyiWg

SCREEN PLAY BY JULIUS J. & PHILIP G
Directed by
EPSTEIN AND HOWARD KOCH • FROM A
PLAY BY MUflRAY BURNETT AND JOAN ALISON • MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

SCREENL AND

9

They're All

BIG

INSIDE
THE

"^vfOU CAN STIU

STARS

fattl TO HIS~

a Meatless Day
Party, as suggested here

Give

J

by lovely Jean Rogers

By Betty Boone
an
GIVE Jean Rogers
overcome and

ob-

ested.

right

away

she's

inter-

Things smooth and easy

_

is

re-

"call for ingenuity in selecting
dishes that satisfy appetites as
well as eyes. Half the fun of
getting up a party is making
your table attractive, but you
can't concentrate too much on
color schemes and pretty dishes

issuing the best

of the Autrys.
Watch for them!
They've got all
the songsandf un

and adventure
that made Gene

—

your favorite

cowboy

to

bore her. So she's just the girl
to pick out meatless days for
her buffet suppers.
"Meatless days," says she,

Great news!
Republic

stacle

solid food has its definite apto the party-goer today.
work makes for hearty
appetites.

star!

peal

War

"Mother comes from Sweden
where fish is a sort of national
dish, and her recipes are interesting. So on meatless days, I
like to serve fish. Sometimes it's
sometimes it's
Tonight we have
flounder and cheese, with a few
shrimps as trimming."
{Please turn to page 84)

fish
fish

BOOTS AND SADDLES

THE OLD BARN DANCE

casserole;

platter.

Saiodt star en any meatless menu,
and jean gives you good Ideas lor
tempting, "different" dishes, with

a new recipe

for delicious dressing.

TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS
MEXICALI ROSE
IN

OLD MONTEREY

SOUTH OF THE BORDER

GAUCHO SERENADE
RIDE,

TENDERFOOT, RIDE

SCREENLAND

HOMES

Dedicated to you thousands of

WAVES

and WAACS, Canteen Workers and War
Factory Workers, Ambulance Drivers

and Nurse's Aides who are working
for your country

"Orc Duty.

n

It's

new Cutex
color-right. And it's
.

.

.

the

made by a new fast-drying formula that
saves your precious time. Wear "On
Duty"

in your country's service.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING
NAIL POLISH

:

;

:

:

ONLY

10*

(PLUS TAX)

NORTHAtt WARREN,

NEW YORK

ans rorum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00
In a recent issue of Screenland, Mrs.
Paul Zeller commented unfavorably on
Betty Grable's figure, Olivia de Havilland's
charm, Ann Sothern's age, Barbara Stanwyck's acting, and Rita Hayworth's ability
as a singer.
First, who should be the judge of women's figures, but men themselves? It is an
accepted fact with at least 2,000,000 redblooded American soldiers that Betty Grable's figure is the best in Hollywood. This
would most certainly cause part, if not all, of
the columnists in Hollywood to accept the
fact that Miss Grable is tops in shape and
looks. I saw Miss Grable in person at our
Army camp and couldn't believe any woman could be so beautiful or have so good a
figure.
I don't believe Mrs. Zeller saw "They
Died With Their Boots On," or she cer-

tainly wouldn't have anything but praise for
Olivia's charms. That picture was the story
of the organization from whence the basis
of my present unit was derived, therefore,
all the boys in my troop (I'm in the Cavalry, U. S. Army) were on hand to see
Errol Flynn as General Cluster and Miss de
soldiers see as
Havilland as his wife.
many as seven movies a week, and a star

We

must be tops to pass our judgment. It may
seem strange to Mrs. Zeller,_ but Olivia
passed our judgment in that picture, while
Joan Fontaine did not in "Suspicion."

Academy Award winners
guns with the Army.

don't spell big

I believe that if statistics were checked,
Mrs. Zeller would find that Ann Sothern's
age is so close to that of Bob Sterling's
that it might become very embarrassing

LETTERS

WANTED!

letter to this Forum. Write
All types of letters are welcorae letters of praise telling your
favorites how wonderful you think
they are, or if you were disappointed
in how some star did a particular scene,
write that star a letter about it via
the Forum. If your letter is picked
as one of the best received during the

Send a

it

now

—

month

!

it

will be printed,

doesn't Mrs. Zeller remember Barbara in
"Stella Dallas?"
Mrs. Zeller has also forgotten that there
is something called "box office" which happens to be important to Hollywood producers. We, the public, like to see and hear
Rita Hayworth sing and dance. We've
liked her since "Dante's Inferno" and

"Paddy O'Day." Singing and dancing cona big part of "box office" today,
and Miss Hayworth happens to be BIG
"box office" at this time.
stitutes

Screenland

will

land's Fans' Forum, 205 East 42nd
St., New York, N. Y.

Mrs. Zeller should give, a thought to the
long, hard hours those persons she so
severely criticized work. Acting is their
business, like being a soldier is mine. They
derive their reputation and livelihood from
criticism, but not the type she gave.

TECH. SERGT. ROBERT

L.

GROOVER,

Nashville, Tenn.

for her.

About four years ago, I listened to a
radio performance of "Dark Victory," with
Barbara Stanwyck playing the role portrayed by Miss Davis on the screen. That
radio performance was more dramatic, more
colorful than even the wonderful vehicle
it offered Miss Davis when screened; and

and you

be rewarded with one of the prizes.
Screenland awards monthly prizes of
$10.00; $5.00 ;_ and five prizes of $1.00
each, payable in War Savings Stamps.
Closing date, 25th of month.
Please address letters to Screen-

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00
turned the pages of my favorite
movie magazine, I wondered, why all the
fuss over Gene Kelly? He isn't handsome
to any astounding degree, and except for
pictures and stories that adorned the pages,
I had never seen or heard of him before.

As

I idly

My

So when I went to see "For Me and
Gal," merely for the purpose of seeing one
of my long-standing favorites, Judy GarI wasn't expecting much from him.
Boy, was I due for a surprise Dreams of
Errol Flynn vanished when I watched his
dancing feet and gazed into his twinkling

land,

!

eyes,

"Gee,

and when a girl in front of me sighed,
isn't he cute," I heartily agreed with
(Please turn to page 90)

THE LOVE STORY THAT
One
girl

WAS

UNTIL PEARL

night she found love after years of waiting ...

flier

faced the most desperate

sacrifice

man. The navy's most amazing pre-war

and

at

dawn

America ever asked

secret

probed

of

round-the-world

any

woman-or any

a great and

in

HARBOR

this

startling

love story.

OSALIND RUSSELL FRED MacMURRAY

HERBERT MARSHALL
EDWARD CIANNELLI
Produced by David Hempstead
Scntn

WALTER KINGSFORD
•

Directed by Lothar Mendes

Plot br 01..*' H. P. GorrtH

AN RKO RADIO

SCREENLAND
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AS HE DREAMED OF
FINDING YOU
J

CURRENT FILMS
SELECTED BY

STAR SPANGLED RHYTH M

Paramount

Super music show of the season, a rollicking revue so
crammed with comedy and celebrities you should really
see it twice to get the full effect. Scene is the Paramount studio, with Victor Moore as the gateman masquerading as head of the film factory to show sailor
son Eddie Bracken and pals the sights. Aided and
abetted by Betty Hutton, the studio is turned upside
down and the greatest stars put on a big show. Bob
Hope is master of ceremonies stars include Crosby,
Lamour, Goddard, Ladd, Lake, MacMurray. See it!
;

WHO

THAT jLteudiiliL

:

:

p\

SOMETHING

IS

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

COMMANDOS STRIKE AT DAWN Columbia
This stirring screen drama, based on C. S. Forester's
"The Commandos," depicts the plight of an invaded
nation, and brings Paul Muni back to pictures as a

magic of moonlight, only
It's a pulse-stirring,
heart-catching, unforgettable fragrance because it was blended with
It's

it's

DONE IT?— Universal

This time your favorite clowns, Abbott and Costello,
appear as soda dispensers aspiring to become radio
script writers. Let loose in a radio station where a
mystery play is being enacted, they crash a real murder, and in their efforts to "unravel" it they'll have you
howling, from mirth and suspense. Of course it's
chubby Lou who finally tracks down the killer, after
a bloodcurdling chase. High spot Costello's telephone
booth tantrum. In support lovely Louise Allbritton,
William Bendix, Patric Knowles. Funniest A-C so far

like the

more

lasting!

Norwegian patriot who leads his people in revolt
against the Nazis and after an escape returns to guide
the British Commandos in a victorious raid which costs
his life. Filmed with actual trainees, raids have an
authentic ring. Muni gives a smooth, skillful performance. Anna Lee, Lillian Gish head a capable supporting cast. It's a forceful war document. Don't miss it.
;

youth in mind.

fume tonight!

Wear Irresistible PerYou owe it to him W

he's in love with
self if yet*

you

wont him

. ,

!o

,

and

to your-

be! Enchant-

ing valentine package,

10c of 5

and 15 c stores sver ywhere

LIFE

BEGINS AT EIGHT-THIRTY

20th Century-Fox

A

sentimental comedy-drama about the self-sacrificing
devotion of a daughter for her father, a once-great
stage actor whose drinking brings about his downfall.
Monty Woolley does a brilliant piece of acting as the
bombastic, sarcastic has-been. Ida Lupino wins sympathy with her fine work as his long-suffering crippled
child, who, unable to rehabilitate him, decides to seek
happiness for herself, and marries Robert, Cornel
Sara Allgood, good
Wilde's first important role.
as a wealthy retired actress. An entertaining film.

CHINA GIRL

A

thriller in

20th Century-Fox

which George Montgomery

is

cast as a

cocky American newsreel cameraman in Mandalay,

whom

enemy

try to trick into filming locales helpMontgomery makes the most of the
many opportunities the role affords, but Gene Tierney.
as the Chineie girl he falls for, lacks feeling, though
her beauty is as eye-catching as usual. Lynn Bari is
outstanding as a spy teamed with the burly Victor
McLaglen. The story drags a bit and ends too abruptly, but it has some exciting action-filled sequences
the

ful to their cause.

IRRESISTIBLE upstick
new reds and ruby
tones. The lipstick »ho'

ust

Brilliant
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wiih a soldier overseas...

girl

How much

do you

really
YOUNG AND WILLING

want him back ?

Unifed Artists

The younger generation and those who at
some time have thought of embarking on a
theatrical career will get a lot of laughs out
& this fun-filled comedy about would-be
actors who plot to interest a producer

enough to have him sit through a rehearsal
of their show. It turns out to be the producer's

own

play

—

his

lost

manuscript.

Susan Hayward, Martha O'Driscoli, BarWilliam Holden, Eddie
bara Britton,

Brown are splendid as the
stage-struck kids. Scenes where Eddie is
introduced to the new Stanislawsky acting
method are hilarious. Florence MacMichael
gets laughs, too, as the prissy girl friend
who disapproves of their way of living.
Bracken, James

ARABIAN NIGHTS— Universal

A

screen version of the famous fantasy
about the feud between the Caliph of Bagdad (Jon Hall) and his brother (Leif
Erikson), who has Jon spirited away so
he can become king. Filmed in Technicolor,

Just how much do you miss your
soldier— far across the ocean?

the effect of glittering sands, colorful costumes, spectacular sets is a beautiful sight
which alone makes this movie worth seeing.

you'll pass

Sabu plays acrobat Ali-Bcn-Ali, who saves
Maria Montez portrays Shera,
Oriental dancing girl, whom Jon makes
queen of his harem, which has many curverevealing beauties. Sword-play, riding and
slave market scenes supply thrills, action.
Billy Gilbert and Shemp Howard, as Sinbaad,furnishcomedy. All performances good.
the Caliph.

miss him so much that
up that jeweled bracelet
you've set your heart on? Do you
love him so much that you'll make
your old suit last another spring?

Do you

Do you want him
that you'll walk
sit

back so badly

when you

could ride,

home when you might see a movie ?
Of course you do! So start denying

yourself "extras" and luxuries now.
And buy War Bonds with every cent
you save! War Bonds will help bring

your

soldier back!

War Bonds mean
for

him

both

WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING
HOME Universal
A

lively screen musical

—

with Allan Jones

Johnny a soldier-hero who,
trying to avoid the spotlight, gives the
impression he's a deserter. Jane Frazee is
cast as the singer he loves, and Gloria Jean,
Peggy Ryan and Donald O'Connor are the
talented youngsters who sing, cut rugs, and
make merry while trying to bring the lovers
together. 16-year-old Donald scores a hit
as a comic. The boy's really good and proves
he's capable of giving Mickey Rooney some
keen competition. Allan Jones, Gloria Jean,
Jane Frazee sing, and Phil Spitalny's allgirl orchestra is film's special attraction.
Teen-agers will find this entertaining.

as the title's

right

reinforcements

now— a reserve for you

in years to

come.

War Bonds mean bombers
Germany

over
and Japan— a shorter war!

War Bonds

are a ballot against in-

flation—your insurance

for freedom.

And above that, they're the most cautious and productive investment into
which you could put your money.
Buy bonds.. .for your soldier today!

Here's

what War Bonds

do for You!
1

They

are the safest place in

all

are a written promise from the
United States of America to pay you
back every penny you put in.

2 They

3 They pay you back

S4 for every S3

you put in, at the end of ten years
pay you interest at the rate of 2.9 per
.

.

.

cent.

4 You may

turn them in and get your
cash back at any time after 60 days.

5 Theyareneverworthlessthan the money
you invested in them. They can't go down
in price.

That's a promise from the finanin the world:

cially strongest institution

The United

States of America.

in

YOUR MONEY THE SAFEST WAYBUY U.S. WAR B ONDS REGULARLY!

SAVE

Published in cooperation 'with the Drug, Cosmetic

and

Allied Industries by:

MUM
A
SCREENLAND

the

world for your savings.

Product of Bristol-Myers Co.
1

•

BENEFIT

GOLF MATCH!
Big attraction for Hollywoodites was benefit golf match held at Wilshire Country Club

with all proceeds going to the Citizens' Committee for Army-Navy Relief. Our candid cameraman, Jean Duval, was on hand as usual

New-type Halo Shampoo
banishes dingy soap-film!
luster, the brilliance, the rich natural
THE
beauty of your hair will thrill you once you

have banished dulling "soap-film" with the remarkable new shampoo discovery Halo.
All soaps and soap shampoos, even the finest, leave soap-film on hair, make it look dull,
drab, lifeless. But Halo contains no soap. Its
amazing new lathering ingredient actually removes soap-film from hair the first time you
use it. Hair's glorious natural beauty is immediately

—

And Halo rinses
away completely without
lemon or vinegar.
Halo leaves hair easy to
manage and curl. Banishes
revealed.

HALO

SHAMPOO
j

loose dandruff. Generous 1
10fi and larger sizes.

A

tfo*

f<A

Product of

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co,

Golfers both pro and amateur
participated, but the gallery was
mainly interested in the movie
star golfers. Although the match
was won by a pro, interest was
keen in Bob Hope. Above, Jinx
Falkenburg feeds Hope hot dogs,
while Paulette Goddard laughs,
Left, Marjorie Reynolds caution
Linda Darnell about scoring all
Fred Astaire,
for
the
strokes

REVEALS THE HIDDEN
BEAUTY IN YOUR HAIR

GUA RANTEED RINGS-^^*^

•

Solid sterling silver birthstone ring; I
or sparkling white stone ring or lovely filigree ring with ruby
selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at 25c each.
color set;
Send No Money. Order 4 salve today. Post Card will do.
;

FOR

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, B0X22, W00DSBQR0 MARYLAND.
,

Money Back
If

Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this
use as directed before going to bed
improvement in the morning. In a
few days surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles,
even pimples of outward origin should be gone.
A clearer, whiter, smoother looking complexion.
Sold on money back guarantee at all drug, department and 5^-10<i' stores.
evening

—

—

look for big

CLIP THIS

Glamor gals amused the service
men by acting as ushers, caddies
hot dog merchants. On opposit<
page, reading from top, Dinal
Shore gets a candid closeup c

COUPON

Humphrey Bogart, oi
scorekeeper, takes time
out for hot dogs with his wife
and caddy Goddard wishes Hopi
luck as Bogart backs up twosome
Paulette;

GOLDEN PEACOCK,

Dept. S, Paris, Tenn.
send me trial jar Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme. I want to try it.

official

Please

My name
Address
City and State
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BARBARA STANWYCK speaking:
Star of

"G-STRING MURDERS/' A Hunt Stromberg

"Smiles

•
'

**f 'JUL,

Production, released thru United Artitti

*i

grow big
and "brilliant
in Hollywood.

»

It's

quite

true that

many stars
use CALOX."

A

dentist's

dentifrice—

Calox was created by a dentist for persons

who want the utmost sparkle and brilliance
consistent with absolute safety. Look for
these professional features:
1_

I

'OOlH PO woe"

JZ r%

,

,

Scrupulous cleansing. Your teeth have a
notably clean feel after using Calox.

2.

Complete safety— even for problem teeth.
Calox Powder is a miracle of delicacy.

3.

Especially lustrous polishing.

4„

No

£

5.

strong medication, no mouth-puckering taste. Even children like the cool,
clean flavor.

Made by McKesson

&:

Robbins, Bridge-

port, Connecticut— a laboratory specializing in professional drugs.

SCREENLAND
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THERE'S

A FIGHTING MAN

IN

YOUR THOUGHTS TODAY!

The heroic epic of those valiants

who smashed Rommel in Africa!
And even more* the stirring
story of the human emotions and
.

.

.

passions that flamed in their
blood as they fought on to Victory!

THOMAS MITCHELL
ALLYN JOSLYN

•

REGINALD GARDINER

•

MELVILLE COOPER

BRAMWELL FLETCHER MORTON LOWRY
Directed by JOHN STAHL
•

CtNTURV-FOX
PICTURE

Produced and Written for the Screen by Laniar
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Mary
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The Editor is
conducting a
little

to

campaign

make

Holly-

wood more
Mary Martinconscious! See
"Honey-Chile"
Martin in "Happy Go Lucky"

and

you'll

know

the reason

why

Hi,

Honey Chile!
about time that Hollywood discovered
over again? When you were first signed
or pictures from the Broadway stage as the "My
Heart Belongs to Daddy" girl, you started a small
onflagration in the studios; but since then the fire
Isn't it

ou

all

as gone out.

Why?

be that Hollywood is taking you for
ranted? All because you're such a nice, sincere,
lown-to-earth sort of person who doesn't put on
In act all the time? Outside of that Southern
ccent
which you've been trying to overcome
'ithout success (although why you should wish
drown that sultry drawl with a Yankee twang
beyond me) you save all your showmanship
or screen and radio. Maybe Hollywood can't

Could

it

—

fl

>

nderstand a blues singer

who

is

a perfect

little

lady in private life, with a happy home life and
a husband and baby she brags about. It's that
voice of yours! That strip-tease voice that can
take a hitherto innocuous song and turn it into
the hottest tune that ever came over the air
waves, so sizzling it's been banned ever since. That
voice that doesn't seem to go with the rest of
you at all. But then, I think "the real Mary
Martin" has yet to be revealed on the screen.
When the paying customers see you in your new
naughty-but-nice role in "Happy Go Lucky" they
will start screaming to see and hear more of you,
and then I hope Hollywood will wake up.

—

—

!

HOLLYWOOD

k

The war baby boom is
Three glamorous star;
Brenda Joyce, Veroni
Lake and Jane Wymai
tell you why they belie
i

in

tOth Century-Fox photo

Brenda Joyce and her baby daughter. BeauBrenda, at right, is the wile of Lieut.
closeups contributed by
courtesy of Davy Joseph James, adorable

tiful

Owen Ward. Baby
tot
in

who appeared
"The Lady

Is

with Marlene Dietrich
Willing," and other films.

THESE
INworry,

troubled times of war, fear, and
the inevitable is happening. It has never

The war baby boom is on
Everywhere you hear of maternity hospitals
unable to take any more reservations. Of mothers
failed.

cheerfully having their
babies in conditions that

would have seemed ima year or so
ago. Of young mothers
alone because of impulpossible

sive marriages. Of
homes being torn apart.

On the surface, this may
seem a deplorable

situ-

Deplorable

be-

ation.

cause in so

many

in-

stances there hardly appears to be a chance for

20

wartime mother h(

—

VAR BABIES

:

,

Warner Bros, photo

Veronica Lalte, left, mother of a tiny daughter, has very frank opinions on the problem

war babies, and expresses them freely in
our exclusive story. Jane Wyman, above
with her daughter Maureen, and the wife of
Lieut. Ronald Reagan, also gives her views.
of

normal

lives for the

newborn

in-

The world they

are entering,
would seem, is not one conit
ducive to the harmonious rearing
fants.

of

any

child.

Yet, in times of peace and comfort, the birth rate drops. When
conditions are favorable for children, young married couples apparently aren't so concerned with
having babies. So what is the answer for the fact that war brings
such a complete change?

There seem

to

be two answers

the sudden realization of the importance of the home as an American institution, and the courage of
those directly affected by babies
and war (Please turn to page 73)

THE

year 1934 a movie studio struck a gold mine. Six foot three in
feet. I had no part in the discovery thereof, but I had a ringside seat while they prospected. And the interest on that gold mine has
been reissued to me each unfolding year. The interest amounting to several
million dollars worth. Of laughs. It is because of these laughs that I write

INstocking

this item.

dead end of that year and the lot was cast that a new
should rise and shine. That the lot should be cast so close
to my lap hadn't occurred to me, since the world was already too complicated with favorite leading men I hadn't the time to go to the movies
to see. I did not look upon it as an enthusiastic departure from office and
set routine. But it was for our picture, "The (Please turn to page 78 )
It

was

leading

at the

man

By

Romayne

SHE'S the

SOLDIERS

SWEETHEART!
!

AS SOON

I entered the Green Room at Warne
Studio I knew that somebody most ur
/ \usual was there. Bette Davis was staring with widf
eyed interest, if a First Lady can be said to stare, an
a First Lady can. Ida Lupino, in the bustle of tli
Brontes, was so intent that she failed to scream at tb
people at the next table who were surreptitiously givin
bones to her dog, Lady. Charles Boyer was ogling so har
the vein in his forehead was throbbing, and Paul Her!
reid was actually pointing, and him a gentleman. Olivi
de Havilland, always one to pitch into a good meal whil
it's hot, was so busy rubbernecking that everything wa
getting cold, including her interview.
To my query, "Who's here? Garbo?" the publici
man told me the cause of all the excitement was Dina
Shore, the sing-sing girl, who was making her scree
debut in "Thank Your Lucky Stars." Gasping, "Dina
Shore! Not really!" I sat down, hastily polished m

as

/-\ Brothers

glasses,

and stared

too.

believe me, Hollywood doesn't usually go in f<:
staring. Celebrities are old in this burg. With the got
and goddesses of Mt. Olympus practically in our lap

Now,

'

my lap maybe, but in other folks'
are not ones to get excited over "names." The
jjjjlpest names rarely cause a ripple. (I once saw Priscilla
right through the
i Lane eat corned beef and cabbage
And here we were throwing our necks out of
\ dLunts. )
joint and our eyes out of socket to get a good look at
r
Dinah Shore. In a town as jampacked with celebrities
rt
is an Elsa Maxwell party, Dinah Shore, whose songs
;
>of love and longing have thrilled us to the core, is a
^every
aps)

u

day, (well, not in

we

[

,

jjt

^really truly Celebrity.

^i
f

A

week or so later I met Dinah Shore. She lives in
an apartment house in the center of Hollywood with
:hree other girls and two telephones. (Orson Welles has

u the next apartment but they haven't met. They will.)
The phone rings constantly. Everybody wants to take
-3 Dinah to dinner, or get her to sing at a benefit, or take
an ad in a trade paper, or do something. She was talky5
mg over the phone when I entered, and when she hung
Jp she looked as if someone had just made her a present
;

y.

|

;

-

:.

/

gold at Fort Knox. "That was Mr. Crosby,"
she said ecstatically. "Mr. Crosby wants me to keep score

of all the
for

him

at the charity golf

tournament he and Mr. Hope

are sponsoring next week. All the best golfers in Southern California will participate. Mr. Crosby doesn't
know it but he's a cinch to win if I keep score. I skipped
the third grade when I was in grammar school and I
never did learn to add. But I can subtract."
"Mr." Crosby (Dinah has a nice respectful way of
calling men "Mr.") has been Dinah's schoolgirl "crush"

number of years. No one, according to Dinah, can
ever approach the great Crosby. She says of Bing, "than
whom there is no whomer." Even though she now queens
the juke boxes herself within an inch of Bing's popularity she still thinks that no one can sing like Bing. She
has every one of his records. She'll play them for you
at the drop of a hat. I dropped a hat. and Dinah joyously scampered upstairs for her favorite Crosby album.
When I, a Shore fan, suggested she sing too, she said.
"Nobody sings with the King."
The Number One female blues singer of the U.S.A.
was born in Tennessee, twenty-four years ago, and was
given the very pretty name of Frances Rose. She had
an older sister, Betty, and when her mother died Betty
just sort of took over the re- (Please turn to page 81)

for a

25

and
announced
CRAIG
he went away
camp.
I

ottr

And

engagement. Then

stayed here in
Hollywood, making pictures, going on with my
career, living with my mother and father as I had been
to

I

doing right along.

There was

talk, I knew. There still is talk. Surprised
Here in JHollywood you can't escape talk. I am
always amazed that there can be so much interest in our
private lives and opinions, but that's the way it seems to
talk.

Quite a few people eyed me curiously, a bit incredulously, their eyebrows shaped like interrogation points.
be.

"When do you and Craig intend to get married?"
few of the more outspoken ask me. "What are you

;

plans ?"

"We

have no plans," I tell them. "None at all. Hov
can anyone have? We have respon
sibilities. My father and I are buying a house together
I can't let him down. It would, in any case, be silly of
to give up my career. Craig, too, has family obligations
We love each other, yes but I cannot see why love isn'
proven by self-sacrifice. Love has more responsibilitie
now than it ever had before."
can

we have? How

m

—

I

MM

is great enough, a career, surely we
not give it up and be with him, no matter
'here or for how long?"
"It would be a foolish thing to do," I repeat, "especially
s Craig plans to go on with his career when the war is
ver and we want to be partners at work as well as at
ome. Besides, I think a girl makes a great mistake when
!'
he says, 'Darling, I am giving up everything for you
j'or some day that girl will throw her bean geste back
the man. No matter how much in love two people may
e, they always have arguments and that hunk of selficrifice would be one of the bricks the girl would be sure

"But

lean,

your love

if

why

It

let fly!

j>

"There

is,

also, the question of the type of

man who

ould accept such a sacrifice. Craig, I am proud to say,
ould not. I know that I would be making him very unappy if I did such a thing. It's all very well in the movies,
r in books, when girls go off and live in camps considerig the 'world well lost' and all that. For in movies and
aoks someone always dies and leaves you a fortune with
hich to rebuild your lives after the war. Not so in life.
:'s just that Craig and I think that our Tomorrow is
yery bit as important as our Today.
"What I have not explained to my friends but shall
what we want of love,
that that is
;<plain now is
raig and I. At the risk of sounding pretentious, our

—

NOT

ve is too important for that. Too real anyway and made,
e know, of more enduring stuff than to make snatched
iioments satisfying or necessary.
,Ve want our love to have roots,

time in which to grow
for it to grow in. Per-

abilities,

\d a

home

manencies.

and marthem as they
>>ould have been had there been
o war. I want my marriage to

"What

age

o

is

I

want

of love

to keep

vely Alexis of

ros.'

Warner

"Gentleman Jim"

other big pictures,
refers to wait until the
far is won before marryig the man of her heart,
andsome Craig Stevens,
ictured with Alexis here
ind

x

be right and I am determined to wait until it can be right.
There is a time and a place for everything. Love and marriage, or so I believe, are no exceptions. In war-time love
is definitely secondary in men's minds. It has to be. Well,
I want love to come first. And, again, I am determined
to wait for the time when it can be first.
All around me, girls I know are getting married, having babies. In, it seems to me, a kind of hysteria (hysteria
shouldn't play a part in anything so important as two
people contemplating marriage), with no more thought
of tomorrow than the butterfly which, with one day to
live, doesn't worry about a Tomorrow because it doesn't

have one.
"But he might be drafted at any moment," they fever!"
ishly explain, "so we had to marry
right away
Why did they ? Why do they ? (Please turn to page 72 )

—

Here, he's
the Great
Lover! With

Barbara
Stanwyck in
"Flesh and

Fantasy

BOYER'S DOUBLE
yOU
and

can be certain of one point about Hollywood
is that it's second only to Iowa in the production of corn. This being so, it's certain to sound
like a new crop of maize when we report that we
found Charles Boyer crouching behind a wild wall on the
"Flesh and Fantasy" set, trying to conceal himself from
a young woman
Boyer might safely have mixed with the rest of the
company on the set. No woman would have taken the
unshaven, dishevelled and harried man behind the wall
for the screen's slickest lover. A grip, a juicer, a prop
man or a zombie from the publicity department, perhaps,
but never the top heart-breaker of them all. It simply

1s

that

!

add up.
for that, it didn't
avoiding this particular
didn't

As

seem decorous for Boyer to be
young woman. She was a most

attractive dish. Could, in fact, have been called provoca-

The angle was that she had a pencil in her hand and
was, perforce, a reporter. If there's anything that terrifies
Boyer, aside from discovering a salamander in his bed.
it's a female reporter. Males of the species are bad enough,
in his book, but females are plain toxic.
"A man never knows what to expect from them." he
says. "They ask you the darndest questions and if you
can't answer you're a simpleton. I find it easy enough to
be a simpleton, at times, without any help."
tive.
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LIFE!

The two great inconsistencies in Boyer's personality
are his antipathy for women and his indifference to per
sonal appearance. It is a most disturbing fact to his pub
licity aides and the still photographers that he almost in
variably turns up for an appointment looking as if he'
arrived by parcel post.
His isn't that studied, collegiate carelessness of Mr
Addison Simms of Seattle. It's a definite result of lac:
of time to spend on extraneous matters and a refutatioi
of the theory that Boyer's life is made up of a series o
struggles to fascinate the fair sex.
It would require the talents of a Congressional in
vestigating committee to ascertain how Boyer obtains al
the baroque haberdashery he wears. Nobody in Holly
wood has ever before assembled the different types c
checks on one human body that he has. Nor has anyon
succeeded in wearing as many unrelated colors, most o
them considerably sunstruck, in a single ensemble.
Boyer seems to be laboring under the impression tha
neckties are the subject of a permanent priority. Unquestionably he owns some neckties. No man could liv
through thirty-nine Christmases and not acquire some
whether he had a neck or not. Even wrestlers, and Charle
Atlas, get cravats, come Noel. What Boyer does with hi
Hav
comes under the heading of Minor Mysteries
Met. Usually his shirt is open at the neck, but open p

We

!

r
osed,
rript
'

never confined by a Sulka except when the

it's

demands

When

one.

I'm an actor, and playing

my

part,

I

have

to.

id do, dress carefully."' he says, defensively. "But when
merely a producer, as I am now, or a private citizen,
want to relax. Show me a man who can relax in a

m

and I'll show you a man who's unconscious \"
has the same disregard for Hollywood fustian as
; has for clothes. Although a full-fledged producer with
knotty pine bungalow all his own on the Universal lot,
2 disdains the delights of a private secretary. In fact,
tere s no one in his four-room villa except M. Boyer.
vou telephone, he'll answer. If you knock at the door,
e admits you, in person. That is. if you're a male, he
Imits you. If you aren't, he'll peek cautiously through
te blinds and then probably crawl under his desk until
get tired of knocking, or bark your knuckles, and go

ecktie

He

*ay.

His aggravated gynophobia stems from the habit of
omen of asking him what makes him so irresistible. Not
mvinced that he is irresistible, he naturally finds the
iswer difficult. If, on the screen, he knocks women
inning, it's because the script requires it, he says.
''The writers and directors say whether or not an actor
Its the women.'' he explains, hopefully. "It is mighty
nbarrassing to have someone, especially a woman, fasnating creature that she's likely to be, take it for granted
you infatuate the opposite sex. In my case, it's doubly
because half the time they seem to be staring sug)

lat

estively at
'

Boyer

my

hairpiece.'"'

the least sensitive about the height of his
wears a small hairpiece before the camera,
jt this reporter would .like to go on record as somewhat
jzzled by this affectation. Boyer appears to have as much
air as he needs on his head. It may be that the camera
3es tricks to his admittedly modest widow's peak, but
jrehead.

tat's

isn't in

He

a technical matter, strictly.

And

"I like radio because I don't have to wear the hairpiece there." he says. "I'd as soon wear a hair shirt with
a chain mail belt, but the make-up and cameramen insist
that I need it for the camera, so they have their way."
He insists, with some vehemence, that as a youth in
Figeac, France, he was anything but a glamor boy, socially.
His style was seriously cramped by his shyness.
"Women scared me because they asked questions, but
never seemed to want the proper answers." he says.
In his youth, he was more of an athlete than a ladies'
man. He was the best middle distance runner in his department (acquiring much of his early foot fleeing from
women, old friends say). He was a fine swimmer, a top
ranking tennis player and an exceptional skater. He also

devoted much time to music, at one time having ambitions as a violinist.
He habitually read the great plays of the European

master dramatists. This heightened his interest in the
theater, an interest encouraged by his father. The art of
conversation fascinated him, as it often does those who,
while young, don't have notable luck with it. He took to
locking himself in his

room and acting out

all

the old

plays, with gestures, placing stress on fine conversational

nuances.
In this way he developed his remarkable voice, a mere
croak from which can cause women to swoon in windrows,
like unbalanced dominoes. He labored to eliminate the
Gallic hysteria from his speech and the result was one of
the most saleable sets of speaking tools in the world today.
For the public's information, his voice has the same
vibrance in casual use that it has on the sound tracks.
And he wonders why women pursue him
In his study of the old plays, he paid as much attention to roles not cut to his cloth as to those that fitted
him. He even memorized the feminine lines. It was this
devotion to the mechanics of the play that prompted him
to realize a lifetime ambition {Please turn to page 87 )

here, he's the serious-minded producer hard at
work, in hiding from the love-hungry female horde!

HE HURLS LAUGH BOMBS!
Jack Oakie may look like the laziest man in the world,
but he really does work hard to keep the gag flying

Delectable

Dona
Pert and provocative

Dona Drake

scores in

the torrid Swing Shift

number

in Paramount's all-star musical review, "Star

Spangled Rhythm"

v

•5*

v

#

SWkitey Sclmfer

One

look at the baby dumpling above
Harris
and you'll under*
stand why Alice Faye's career comes
second in her life ! In fact, she threatens
to retire and devote all her time to

— Alice (Jr.)

playing Mama. But Alice's fans all
hope she changes her mind about that
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Alice Faye's first picture since her retirement as
Mrs. Phil Harris and mother of a baby daughter is
"Hello, Frisco, Hello." Advance reports indicate
that sweet Alice has an added something in her
voice, and a brand new, streamlined figure. Facing
page shows her in three musical numbers from her
come-back film, in which she shares top honors

with scene-stealer Jack Oakie and John Payne.

A Paramount
Betty

Marjorie Reyr
Bendix * Jerry Colonna
Walter Abel
Lynne Overman * Gary Crosby
Johnnie Johnston * Golden
DeMille * Preston Sturges * Ralph Murphy and many others of your favo

Picture with William

Rhodes * Dona Drake

Quartette * and Cecil B.

<

Starring

BING CROSBY

BOB HOPE
FRED

MacMURRAY

FRANCHOT TONE
RAY MILLAND
VICTOR MOORE

DOROTHY LAMOUR
PAULETTE

GODDARD

VERA ZORINA

MARY MARTIN
DICK POWELL

BETTY HUTTON
EDDIE BRACKEN

VERONICA LAKE

ALAN LADD
ROCHESTER
Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL

Original Screen Play by Harry Tugend
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School for Sabotage"
stood outside the door a moment before he
could bring himself to ring the bell. There had

CARL

homecomings before, coming home from
from vacations. He knew what it would be like,
that warm coziness and the smell of one of Mama's
good dinners drifting in from the kitchen and Papa
superintending the icing of the beer, just so cold, no
been

college,

colder.

Important to get the right temperature for their

beer. Then after that there
bringing them all together again.
All the Steelmans were great ones for talking. That was
what Carl dreaded. The questions!

own

city's

would be

good Milwaukee

talk, lots of talk,

English with hardly a trace of its native
accent clinging to it. "Let me look at you !" He turned
to Carl holding him at arms' length. "Yes, you look
more grown up than ever after three years in South
in his careful

America."

"To me you haven't changed a -bit," Carl grinned.
"You look just the same, dignified schoolteacher." Then
turning to the doctor, "You haven't changed either. You
sitting in that chair with your newspaper and pipt
the night I left."
"It's the privilege of an old friend of the family.'
the doctor chuckled. "And {Please turn to page 62 )

were

Please turn to Page 66 for com
plete cast and credits of "Schoo
for Sabotage." Copyright 191,3 6j
tOth Century-Fox Film Corporation

Sanders in his most
fascinating role!
Exciting fiction
version of 20th
Century-Fox's latest revealing drama of today offers
the popular actor
in a new guise, with
Anna Sten making

her movie comeback opposite him

It was just the way he'd thought it would be. He
might have known Dr. Baumer would be there sitting

in his favorite chair, puffing contentedly at his pipe.

doctor had been his father's best friend since
the old days in Germany. He was always there for
holidays, celebrations of any kind. There wouldn't
be any reticence because of him. Even now, Henrietta Steelman was as unashamed of her emotion as
ever clinging to her only son.
"Mama," he said, and his voice came a little sharply

The

to hide the aching tenderness in his own heart. "Here,
here! What are those tears about? This is no time
to be crying."
"It's just that

you've been away so long," she

whispered.

There was his father coming up to them, the stern
authority of his schoolmaster's voice deceiving no one
who knew him. Certainly not Carl.
"Are you trying to monopolize our son?" he asked
38

You meet a new and different George
Sanders in this thrilling story, told
from the forthcoming film
Fictionized by

Elizabeth

Picked as one of eight clever men to be enrolled in so-called
School for Sabotage, Carl Sieelman (George Sanders) learns the
devious methods of dealing destruction with lightning swiftness.

B.

Petersen

George Sanders
that of a

by

his

plays a subtle role in "School for Sabotage.'
the cloud of suspicion of Nazism, disowned
disillusioning the girl who is in love with him.

man under

family,

39

i

Lady
in Love
Joan Crawford romances
Philip Dorn in "Reunion in
France," new screen drama
of Nazi-occupied Paris
Lucky Crawford has two dashing leading men

in her latest

movie. Dorn plays her lover, but stalwart John Wavne
steps in, as a daring R.A.F. flier also smitten with her charms.

M-G-M
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GIG'S GOING PLACES!
AS WE grow older

life has a way of beating us down,
and a sort of disgruntled cynicism replaces the
/ \ rainbow dreams of youth. If you succeed, it is
often at the expense of ideals and illusions. If you fail
well, your ideals and illusions go under anyhow.
Today, if I could have a wish granted it wouldn't
be for riches or fame. It would be that Life would crystallize Gig Young as he was the day I met him for his

AA

interview. Fresh, eager, buoyantly riding the first
intoxicating waves of success, reddening in pleasurable
first

embarrassment

a compliment or expression of good
ready smile playing over a
face on which a wisp of a mustache struggled forlornly
will

—

at

diffidently friendly, a

where dignity had no
and a tangled mop of hair that had long since
given up a losing fight to stay combed that was Gig.
Our first meeting took place very shortly after the
sneak preview of "The Gay Sisters" a preview that
changed him overnight from an unknown stock player
into the hottest thing on the Warner lot.
There was a man in Greek mythology whose hearing
was so keen he could hear grass grow and the wool on
sheep. He had nothing on studio executives when it comes
to hearing audience comments on a previewed picture.
The studio hands out cards at a preview in an effort to

to give dignity to a countenance
place,

—
—

get the audience to write in their reactions. The cards
merely ask "Did you like the picture? Which players
did you like best?" If people fill in the cards they generally answer "yes" or "no" to the first question and
ignore the second entirely. This time, out of 49 cards
received at the studio, most of them liked Barbara Stanwyck, many of them liked George Brent, some of them
liked Nancy Coleman and Geraldine Fitzgerald but ALL
of them raved over Gig Young.
Yes, Mr. Young had arrived. But back of that over-

—
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night leap to fame lay four bitter years of disappoint
ments, frustrations, sacrifices, and heartbreaking devotio
to a singleness of purpose.

Gig had gone home one night, happy in the knowledg
he had a very modest stock contract and could eat reg
ularly. He awoke the next morning feeling pretty muc
the same. But what a whale of a difference a few hour
make Irving Rapper, the director of "Sisters," calle
his home. Gig had gone. Irving told his wife to have Gi
get in touch with him as soon as possible. Mrs. Youn
was sure something was wrong that Gig hadn't com
up to their hopes and his scenes would either have to b
re-shot or he would be replaced in the picture.
!

—

Totally unaware of the tumult that was raging abou
him, Gig arrived at the studio. Word had got aroun
the lot of the preview and people who had barely noddei
to him as he left the night before, rushed up to slap hir
on the back when he came in next morning.
The cutting department was busy re-editing the filn
to give him more footage and a new "Cast of Characters
sheet was being readied, to read "Gig Young by Him
self" for Warners was re-titling him
giving him fo
his own name, the name of the character that had mad
him famous. At the same time, I am sure, they wer
offering thanks to Allah. For here was no studio-mad
star the public would have to be forced to accept, but on
of those miracles executives pray for
a star whom th
people had discovered for themselves.
Born Byron Barr in St. Cloud, Minn., his childhoo
was uneventful. While he was in high school his fathe
gave up a prosperous canning business to take a positioi
with the government in Washington, D.C. Gig finishe
his schooling there, at Tech High.
The depression had caught his father and college wa
out of the question. He got a (Please turn to page 71

—

—

—

Featured now in Warners' epic, "Air Force," Gig Young has his best role to date.
He's still getting fan mail tor his performance in "The Gay Sisters." Exclusive photo
below shows him at home, with Mrs. Young. Left below, no publicity picture, but the
real thing
Gig bicycles to work. Left, on location in Florida for "Air Force," with
company mascot. Far left, facing page, "shooting" a beauty on the lot between scenes

—

Jane Russell borrowed her
big brother's shirt but
forgot the slacks. Well,
that's

our

story,

anyway

When are we going to see you in "The Outor wouldn't you know? Your soldier and sailor
jjnds, whose pet Pin-Up Girl you seem to be,
jp asking us when your picture will be released.
L

jane!

ill,

how

about

it,

Producer

Howard Hughes?

HPS ON THE
HIT PARADE!
Carroll's grin can be accounted for by the fact that
is giving him a real chance to sing, as well as to
act, in the forthcoming special, "Hit Parade of 1943." The
romantic department is not neglected, however glance
to the left and watch John making love to pretty Susan
Hayward, the film's heroine, in the special Carroll manner.

John

Republic

—

V

S

BEST I

BOMBARDIER
Pat has been "upped" in rank from any he enjoyed in previous service pictures! He plays first a major, then
a colonel in RKO-Radio's big Air Force movie, "Bombardier,"
in which he is featured with Randolph Scott. The love interest
in the film is in the capable hands of the young and handsome
newcomer, Walter Reed see scene at right with Anne Shirley.

The popular

—

1

rt

Born in Iowa, Marilyn Maxwell started her career as a dancer, then sang with
orchestra. Touring with the Hollywood Victory Caravan, she
attracted attention of M-G-M studio, which signed her to a long-term movie

Ted Weems'
contract.
first

—

%

The

rest

is

motion picture

screen history
role in

—or

will be,

when

the fans see Marilyn in her
stars Robert Taylor.

"Stand By For Action," which

fflQr^ Says:
girl a good beret," says piquant Jane, who is featured in Warner Bros.'
"Princess O'Rourke," "to top a good trim suit or two, and she'll be happy !"
Below, Jane's smart navy blue dress worn with a white vestee, with two large

"Give a

worn at either side of the jacket, and her white disc beret set at
the back of her head. Left, the same beret, topping an oatmeal wool dress, with
beautifully cut shoulders, slim skirt. The white pique collar has a shoe-string tie.
glittering pins

Suits for Sprin.
give this girl a big white bow for her head, and a row of smaller bows at
her throat, and she'll have that crisp come-hither look!" Below, Jane's pet top-

"And

piece, just

an enormous,

stiff,

immaculately white bow, above a white flannel
The square neckline is closed with a large pearl

coat-dress cross-barred in blue.

button. At right, Miss Wyman's new spring dress of heather-colored sheer wool.
The top and tiered skirt are accented with bands of braid, and two bows at neckline.

Maria Montez unleashes her
try

the

sul-

charm on a collection of
first new Spring clothes!

The smouldering beauty of "Arabian Nights"
turns her attention to clothes, for a change! Miss

Montez models, below,

a dinner and dancing
bodice of deep violet sequins, and
violet and green flowers. At left,
apple-green wool, lovely with Maria's red hair,
has interesting self-fabric treatment on the
shoulders and controlled darts at the waistline.

frock

with

matching hat of

of spring in Maria's applewith high pockets embroidered
At left, her "Patches"
; flower-colored beads.
ed because it is made from odd ends of bolts
K/aria chose tones of greyed violet to set off
it. Her hat, a spanking stitched profile beret,
e shirred bag of the same tone as the body
Deeper tone gloves complete the costume.
e.

far left: signs

piece

wool

suit

-

sheeT
eeves.

wool in Easter yellow, fringed

The

large off-face beret

is

at neckbright blue.

KrrlHuiif

fash inn

photo*

•>(

Maria Maiilr: by Witlingrr-Srl/«"••

the ilnu
Company. Hiss Montr;, currentlit in" Arabian Sight*." OHd next
in tnirersal's "Whitr Sara;ie."
/'iii.

.4 1/
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LISTEN,

BOYS-

and GIRLS!
The Truth about Beauty! Now
you can see everything that
happens in a beauty course

By Josephine

are no beauty
THERE
Sorry,
girls, it's
^
Goldwyn-Mayer, in

Felts

any more
For Metre

secrets
true.

artistic collabora
tion with the Richard Hudnut Salon, ha
told all
well, nearly all : how a lady make
.

.

.

her eyes so large and dark, her lips so re(
her figure so slender and attractive. An
many other things as well.
Never mind. In this amazing miniatur
film, "Listen Boys," it all looks pretty won
derful. Maybe they won't believe it. Beside:

After her Success Course Mary Louise Feitner looks like this!
In the circles you see the difference knowing how, can make
Below are two of the Hudnut classes in make-up and exercise,

;

so much we can learn ourselves
as to what goes on in a beauty
,)urse how to exercise for a slender waist
,e secret of having- and keeping a lovely
iroat line; how to apply make-up to look
and how to find and keep
most glamorous
lovely skin. So much, that none of us
uere

is

-om

it
:

GUIDE TO GLAMOR

;

e

;

Here's to

going to mind at all. We're going to
pleased, as a matter of fact, and take

prettier,

all

those

little

things that help

more pleasant people to have as

make

us

friends!

e hint.

So

if

you ever have

felt

that

you were

rather drab heroine on your own little
age, take heart. You can, if you wish, be
glamor girl. Step for a moment into
lary Louise Feitner's place and let's see
hat happens to you.
You know, of course, that you cannot

charming self under any
you are carrying ten to twenty
ccess pounds around with you. This is
lother way of saying that you want to
*ve a figure as well as a face to be proud
that you want to be fit as well as fair,
eauty is far and away more than just skin
•ep. You make up your mind then that you
e going to do something about yourself.
You know, too, that you have to be
althy, to begin with. So you go on a senyour ^most

>

mditions

if

;

diet You drink lots of fruit juices,
lean
meats.
eat fruits, vegetables,
- eavy
starches, sweets, pastries are defitely out of your life.
You go in for regular specific exercises,
les designed especially for you. Some of
ble
)u

em you take while

in the

beauty angle

which we will describe in a moent. Excitingly enough you find that excise can be fun and that lots of it can
put right into the regular work you do,

isition

hether it is at home or in the office. And
m learn to walk.
Not because the
Yes, lady, you
tion board says so but because you want
You walk briskly and far. You save
•es and gasoline and your figure all at the
me time. Here is just another case where
is patriotic to be pretty. And very much
lorth your while. More than this, you
am hmv to walk. For good posture is one

WALK.

.

.

the

most important

of

beauty

assets,

lien you hold yourself erect with your
mmy where it should be, your shoulders
iwn, your chin in and your head held
gh with a brisk pull up, behind your ears,
•u find that you not only look more grace1 but actually have more energy to walk,
slouch never was becoming to anybody.
Then you learn what beauty preparakis do the most for your skin, how to
lect them and how to apply them to get
e greatest benefit from them. You develop
•od beauty habits,
a simple, effective
auty routine you follow regularly each
y with other special things you do peros once or twice each week.
In studying about make-up you learn
e basic things, of course, as how to powr. how and where to put your rouge, how
use a lipstick for best and longest lastresults. But you also learn how to play

Here

down

is

to

A

glamor foursome, DuBarry make-up in
some lovely, pink plastic containers.

a beauty preparation that gets
principles: a clean, clear skin.

CLEANLINESS

WORKING hard? So that fatigue shows

it is a fine meal, very like
a powder. When you mix a iittle water
with it in your hand or a shallow dish, it
stirs into thin paste. Spread this over your
face and throat, avoiding, of course, the
area just around your eyes, and let it dry.
When it is nearly dry, scrub it off, using
your fingers in a rotary motion, as energetically and firmly as you can. Off with it,
will come the dry hard cuticle skin that
forms on faces and gives them a cloudy
look. With it, too, more often than not,
will come off many deep-seated impurities.

in your eyes ? Try a bit of camouflage
by giving your eyes the advantage of clever
make-up. A creamy smooth mascara, such
as Maybelline, will give your eyes a deeper,
lovelier look. Brush it on the upper lashes.
Then before the mascara dries, press the
lashes up with your brush, tilting your head
back. This will give them that curly look.
Even if you think your lashes are quite
dark you will probably find that the ends
are paler than the rest of them, so that
when these ends are dark the lashes will
look their full length and surprise even
you. Brush them later with a dry brush
to remove any excess and they will look
lovely.
entirely
natural and excitingly

is basic, and one of the
most satisfactory cleansers in the world
is the
Special Cleansing Preparation by
Richard Hudnut. As you can see from the

picture above,

;

your good points,

how

to

camouflage

A

ur bad ones.
bit of the art of the
eater comes right down into your real,

All dressed

ery-day

your

life!

learn how important the right hair
can be to you even a little bit about

up

favorite,

in

Fine new cleansing cream with lanolin,
a softening smoothie your skin loves.

a brand new package

versatile,

tissues.

soft

You
.'le

j

:

•w to design your own hair style. If a
etty nape of the neck is something you
ve but nobody ever told you about, up
"eeps your hair off it and from then on
u can turn your back on people, prettily,
you have pretty eyes but it hasn't been
entioned much of late, you learn how to
ake them look so much larger, darker,
ore exciting, that nobody can ignore
em.
Then there is this little matter of poise,
thout which almost no one can be
arming. You find out how very much the
iy you handle yourself, how you sit,
and, greet people, has to do with poise.
{Continued on Page 89)

Tissues are making their bow in
a new dream flower box that looks like
a garden dream. It will brighten whatever
spot you put it in: bathroom, guest room,
or kitchen. Have you learned the latest
beauty tricks with tissues? Here are some

POND'S

your favorite movie stars use: crumple a
tissue and with it brush off excess powder,
just as you did with your powder brush
when brushes were easy to buy set your
make-up by patting your face with a folded
dust on
tissue soaked in skin freshener
your dry rouge with some crumpled tissue.
Tissues will do a great many household
chores for you, too. They save towels and
hankies, wipe knives and razors and glass.
;

;

IANOLIN

is a magnetic word these days.
I— Everybody loves lanolin! And here is
Miner putting it into a wonderful new
cleansing cream. Result? A product which
smooths your skin while getting it clean.
There is a double advantage to this for it
combats the chapping and drying effects of

changes in temperature which can make
your skin uncomfortable as well as being
trying to beauty. It helps give your skin
more glowing freshness and smoothness
than you have known. Miner's Cleansing

Cream with

lanolin is a liquefying cream.
melts quickly on the skin, goes right to
work and is extremely easy to use. No
stretching or pulling of your skin either.
It
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Bette Davis, substituting for Gary Cooper, who was to have made the
presentation, hands a critics' award to Greer Garson and Walter
Pidgeon, co-stars of "Mrs. Miniver," while Dame May Whitty stands by.

Russell's beaming face shows how proud she is of
Uncle Sam's) two service men
Roz's brother, Sgt. Henry Russe
photo above, and hubby Lieut. Freddie Brisson of the Army A

Rosalind

I

—

TOO

i/ere's

authentic to be ignored is our source
informs us the Stanwyck-Taylor
separation will be announced in the near
future.
Maybe before this even reaches
that

print.

We

hope

it's

wrong.

We

hope

we'll

have to

eat our words. But even their
closest friends have been conscious of the
widening breach. If it happens, it will be
because they have struggled intelligently
and with dignity, yet to no avail. Certainly

hollywood
Gossip by

Weston

East — Candids by

Jean Duval
Left,

Norma Shearer

and her husband,
Marty Arrouge, smile
they
listen
to
Chester Morris spin
a tall yarn at the
as

there hasn't been the tiniest bit of scandal
attached to their names. Recently they filed
a petition in Superior Court to adopt their
stage names and discard their present legal
ones. Bob was born Spangler Arlington
Brugh and Barbara's real name is Ruby
Stevens.

Bette Davis asked
have
WHEN
Young
"Old Acquaintance,"
to

in

Gig
Gig

Hornblow,

was walking on air. For years he struggled as a desk clerk, waiter, car hop. In
the daytime he went to dramatic school.
Someday, he promised his wife, he'd make
good and give her everything. Gig won't
be in Bette's picture. He's joined the
Coast Guard instead. His wife is looking
for a job she can fill. Even movie stars are
no different than you and me at times like
this. (Editor's note: Gig's fans shouldn't
miss Dick Mook's good story about him in

Loy's

this

Reggie GardinerNadia Petrova nuptials. Greer Garson
and her mother also
attended

the

wed

ding,

below,
and,
they are shown chatti n g with Arth ur
Jr., Myrna
ex-husband.

—

issue.)

NN SOTHERN

celebrated Christmas
on December 26th and there was a

John Garfield got a

reason. It was Bob Sterling's first
rs leave since the Air Corps put him in
rantine. Not a single present was opened
Bob arrived. Bob brought back so
il
ny requests for autographed photographs
Ann, she spent half the day signing
for the boys in Bob's division. Inciitally, Bob passed his mental and physical
(no pun intended),
s with flying colors
rling is now on his way to being an

when he and
ing
Bette Davis, founders
of
the
Hollywood
Canteen, visited the
canteen's kitchen,

>d

m

'per.
irl

5

Andy Devine's crack and we promised

:m "no

names mentioned,"

if he'd let us
certain leading man who builds
his height on the screen, was being dissed. "That guy wears so many lifts in
shoes," wheezed Andy, "when he takes
n off at night, his ears pop because of
change in altitude!"

it!

A

NLESS word
this,

.

here

is

gets out before you read
the first announcement that

Jimmy Cagneys have adopted a baby
Over a year ago Jimmy and his Billie

pted

little

Jimmy. He's red-headed and,

iderfully enough,
ious "father."

really looks

Now

like

his

there is a little girl

Cagney household, as yet unnamed.
Jim is so thrilled with his family, a
d tour is the only thing that can budge
away from home and those he loves.

:he

i

lesson

hand-kiss-

in

Chef

and

Milan!

greeted Bette in the
old world manner.
Right,

Navy

Ensign

Bob Stack had some
fun showing glamorous Dolores Moran
one way of keeping
her lovely chin up.

REMEMBER
we'd

tell

last month, we told you
you more about the unknown

Jennifer Jones, chosen to play the spiritual
heroine in "The Song of Bernadette."
promised to keep her secret but now it can
be told. Originally, to retain the illusion
that she was untouched by the world, Jennifer was denied all Hollywood dates, all
interviews. Then someone allowed the press
to get to her. When they asked her she
couldn't lie. So she told them she was hap-

We

pily

of

married to an actor. Also the mother
children. "Bernadette" in real life

two

unlike the heroine she will portray. But
doesn't matter. She's such a fine actress
she'll make you believe her just the same.

is
it

Wait and

see.

husband, John Hertz, Jr., returned to Hollywood from
a long absence, and were welcomed by Charlie Morrison,
at Mocambo (standing). No, Myrna's not returning to screen.
ind her
fter

out of
what you
MAKE
Lamarr's newest friend
this

will.

Hedy

Dolores
married to Joseph
is

Now Dolores is
Cotten and Joseph is Orson Welles' close
friend. What's more, when Orson asked
Hedy out on a date, she bought a new
gown from Adrian and took Dolores
along to help pick it out. "Just friends,"
says Hedy about herself and Orson. "Oh,
yeah?" is Hollywood's answer.
Cotten.

—

for him,
WATCH
Barry Sullivan He's

His name is
dark, and a
cross between Clark Gable and Walter
Pidgeon. Not bad, what? Barry hails from
girls.

tall,

the theater. He's just been given the role of
the psychiatrist opposite Ginger Rogers in

"Lady In The Dark."
Ann Sothern and Cesar Romero were a pretty steady two-some around the
town's gay night spots before Cesar left for Coast Guard duties. Above,
watching the floor show at one of the popular Hollywood night clubs.

Left,
when Dinah
Shore and George

Montgomery

in-

dulge

fa-

in

vorite

pastime

that

Candids by
Jean Duval

Hollywood

—

gin

rum-

my — at Dinah's
home, the two have
a good time trying
to out-cheat each
other.

Below, Virginia Maples, 20th
Century-Fox's pret-

and comedian Phil Silvers
get a bang out of
ty starlet,

that well-known
American institution, "the funnies."

think
WHAT
where Dinah Shore

of this? In the South
hails from, they jes
about her heart. But

yo'all

ask a lady
Dinah's been seeing George Montgomery
three times a week and getting long distance calls from Lieutenant Jimmy Stewart.
So Hollywood keeps askin' Dinah,
"How come?" Poor Dinah, she just gasps
and moans, "Why, tha's like kissin' and
tellin.' " Personal to Dinah: "Why, honey
chile, who's tellin'?"
don't

IN "Thank Your Lucky Stars" Eddie Canwears a thick dark wig. Every day
Green Room, he'd sit opposite JackCarson. Try as he would, Jack couldn't
think whom Eddie reminded him of. Then
one day, Raymond Massey walked in and
tor

J

in the

sat
it

down

is,"

at

Cantor's table.- "T.hatJs

who

screamed Carson, while Eddie and

Massey looked bewildered. "You two look
enough alike to be twin brothers." And so
they do especially sitting down!

—

EVEN

Madame

didn't know
istered at her

Ouspenskaya

herself

the Kit Kolvin regdramatic school was the
mother of Olivia de Havilland and Joan
Fontaine. Once before when Mama appeared in a local production, she used the
name of Meg Sheridan. She's bent on having an acting career, without the aid of her
two famous daughters' names. When questioned, Olivia had nothing to say, except
that it was all news to her. Joan wouldn't
come to the phone when we called her.
But she wasn't in the audience when "Kit"
made her debut in the school play.

THE

gossip

that

Rita

Hayworth

was

burned when Vic Mature made the New
York night spots with K. T. Stevens is as
phony as most rumors. For years Vic has
been a visitor at K. T.'s father's (Sam
Wood) home. Vic spent weekends with
I

Woods when

they lived at Malibu. They
of Vic's friends he wanted
Rita to meet. They may not look the part
together, but Vic and K. T. feel like sister
and brother toward each other.
the

were the

first

EXACTLY

one week to enjoy his new
fatherhood was all the time allotted to
John Beal. The day he brought his wife and

new baby home from the hospital, his draft
board sent for him. Recently John staged a
wonderful comeback in "Edge of Darkness"
opposite Ann Sheridan and Errol Flynn.
For years the Beals had hoped and prayed
for a baby. Life suddenly seemed so full, so
rich. Now John is in the Army Air Corps.
Like so many fine young Americans, who
have loving wives and beautiful babies, John
is glad to be cast for a role in the biggest
production of all time staged by Uncle Sam.

HHIL TERRY

is back under contract at
a good deal, at least much
better than his original one several years
ago. But he didn't sign for that fabulous
'

M-G-M.

It's

sum rumored around Hollywood. By the
way, Joan Crawford now has Phil being
managed by her own representative. Joan
also got Franchot into this same set-up,
where he still happily remains. For a long
time, too, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., had the
same representation. Speaking of Doug,
Jr., Hollywood friends have just received
snapshots of the new baby. Yes, proud papa

was holding
58

it

in his

arms.

Edmond
O'Brien,
Nancy KellyV- -exhubby, who gets
his
big break in
"Tonight and For-

ever," the

Durbin

Deanna

film,

above,

with Claire Trevor
at a popular night
spot.

When

William

Sgt.

Haines

returned to Hollyfurlough
his
pals gave a

wood on

party for

him.

Right, the

"Sarge"

and Joan

Blondell.

that

—

SUSAN TUCKER HUNTINGTON
of New Canaan and

New

York

Her engagement to Aviation Cadet
Warren Albert Stevens was announced September 9th. Her Ring
(at right) is set with an emerald,
Susan's birthstone, shining either
side of the exquisite diamond.

/arren has gone South to train
Wa,
an Army flyer, and Susan is hard at
work at the Delehanty Institute taking
the course in "Assembly and Inspection"
as

so she'll be ready to step right into a vital
job on an airplane production line.

and nuts have a
on my
extra
being
I'm
"so
Susan,
says
face,"
"Drills, bolts, screws

leaving grimy smudges

way of

fussy about getting

my

skin extra clean.

Pond's Cold Cream suits me just fine. It
helps slick off every tiny little speck of

—

and afterwards
dirt and grease
face feels soft as a glamour girl's."

machine

my

Use Pond's yourself— and

see

why Susan

"grand." You'll see, too, why warbusy society women like Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Jr., and Mrs. W. Forbes Morgan
says

it's

it— why it is used by more women and
than any other face cream. Ask for the
you get even more for your
larger sizes
money. All sizes are popular in price. At
beauty counters everywhere.

praise
girls

—

^^^^^^
8ttSa

l

\Mr

LEARNING TO DO A JOB THE

NEEDS—

At her bench at the Delehanty
U. S.
accurate holes in metal castings— a process she'll
use often when she starts her war job. "Warren would be surprised if he could
see how mechanically exact I'm getting to be," she says.
Institute,

Susan

drills precisely

\

t
r Aei Steve**a
Cadet
1

Married ^
^J^mio
I
Just as

;his pat*

,f^goger**

*

^ny

She's Lovely!

'SHALL

I

COPY SUSANS SOFT-SMOOTH
COMPLEXION CARE—

SEND HIM YOUR LOVE, TOO?"

Susan asks Jupiter

— sym-

Use Pond's Cold Cream as she does
every night and for daytime clean-ups.

pathetic wire-haired terrier.

After a grimy day in

the school shop,

it's

derful to feel frilly

First, Susan smooths Pond's all over
her face and throat. She pats gently, with
brisk little pats to soften and release dirt
and make-up. Then tissues off well.
Next, Susan "rinses" with more softsmooth Pond's Cold Cream and tissues it

wonand

feminine again. Susan,
in

her sweet pink negligee,

is

bewitching with her

big dark eyes,

She uses Poun/s!

and flower-

all off again.

lovely Pond's complexion.

"My facefeelsgra/uf/'shesays.

no accident so many lovely engaged girls use Pond's!

Ws

SCREENLAND
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RECENT FILMS
REVIEWED
IN A FLASH!
RANDOM HARVEST —

M-G-M. James Hilton's great love story becomes a memorable moRonald Colman
Garson
and
tion picture. Greer
give splendid performances as the gallant actress
whom
she befriends,
soldier
and the shell-shocked
iiuan Peters, brilliant newcomer, gives an outranks with
film
standing performance. This
"Goodbye Mr. Chips," in interest and importance.

HONEYMOON—

RKO-Radio.
ONCE UPON A
You won't want to miss this Ginger Rogers
teamed for the first time with Cary Grant, and
Ginger as an
lioth give grand performances
American girl married to a Nazi baron, Cary as
a newspaper man. Between them they expose
the baron and further the cause of democracy,
not to mention eupid. Has witty, original dialogue. Good entertainment.
!

—

CASABLANCA—Warners.

With a front page
an exciting spy plot, and excellent perthis is a "must."
cast
formances by a superlative
Humphrey Bogart plays a cafe proprietor in
French Morocco who, under the guise of cold indifference, helps refugees to escape from the Nazis.
It's fast, suspenseful stuff with Bogart at his

title,

—

best. Beautiful Ingrid Bergman
girl he loves. Claude Rains, Paul

seen as the

is

Henreid

in cast.

WE SERVE — United Artists.
Magnificent war drama — produced, directed, writCoward — records the exIW WHICH

ten, starred in by Noel
ploits of a British destroyer, Torrin, and her
heroic crew in the historic battle off Crete.
Tremendously moving, this is truly an inspired
opic. Mr. Coward and his fellow players are
t,uperb.

JOURNEY POR MARGARET
about

M-G-M. W.

two young
L. White's best-selling book
British blitz victims, has been fashioned into a
best
line, if weepy film. Robert Young gives his
performance as the sympathetic correspondent
Marchildren,
the
bring
to
efforts
valiant
whose
garet and Peter (Billy Severn), back to Amerappeal,
ica with him provides scenes of powerful
particularly little Margaret O'Brien's— amazing
outbursts.
emotional—

—

7IAPFY GO XiUCK Paramount. Gay, spontaneous movie fun! It's one long, hearty laugh
irom the time Mary Martin and Betty Hutton
Powell
urrive on a Caribbean isle and meet Dick
and Eddie Bracken. Mary's fortune hunt for
reRudy Vallee and Betty's frank pursuit of acluctant Eddie lead to hilarious situations,
companied by smart new songs, delightfully sung.
The Hutton-Bracken team

is

sure-fire for explo-

sive comedy. See this.

1 MARRIED A WITCH Cinema Guild-U.A.
Triumph for Veronica Lake, this picturization
treat for

of Thorne Smith's last novel is a rare
as a
those who enjoy film fantasy. Veronica,
incarnalovely ghost, returns to haunt the 1942
caused her
tion of the man (Fredric March ), who
Its all fine,
to be burned at the stake in 1670.
imaginative fun. See it by all means. Susan Hay-

ward

in cast.

LOVELIER ColumYOU WERE NEVER
and Rita Hayworth stage a joy-

bia. Fred Astaire
ous reunion in this super-duper dance and music
show. Rita, as an icy South American beauty,
Fred as a Broadway hoofer stranded in Buenos
Aires. Jerome Kern tunes, played by Xavier
Cugat's orchestra. Tops among the musicals.

former fiancee, Betty Grable, to team up with
again. Has Carmen Miranda at her merriest;
Cesar Romero in smoothest dancing form. Harry
James' orchestra plays the hit tunes.

his

him

WHITE CARGO

M-G-M. Hedy Lamarr in her
brief costume as Tondeleyo, little terror of the
tropics, is chief attraction of this drama of white
men disintegrating in the brutal climate and boredom. Hedy gives a sizzling performance as the
halfbreed who drives her victims to distraction.
Walter Pidgeon, good as the tough overseer who
is immune to her charms. Hedy's dance alone is
worth admission price. Richard Carlson, fine.

MY

EILEEN

SISTER
Columbia. The screen
version of the long-running Broadway play is
one long laugh, as it pictures two sisters from
Columbus, Ohio, in the Big City, their struggles
to succeed as writer and actress. Rosalind Russell
gives her gayest performance as the big sister,
with Janet Blair a bewitching Eileen. Brian
Aherne

in

is

it,

too.

Don't miss

ROAD TO MOROCCO

this.

Paramount. Bing and

Bob are on the road again. This time it leads to
Morocco where they meet Dorothy Lamour, a
princess, and very seductive in Oriental raiment,
who throws over her sheik for Crosby and Hope.
If you liked the other "Road" films, don't miss
seeing this it's funnier than the first two. It's
tuneful, gay will put you in a cheery mood.

—

;

WAKE ISLAND

Paramount. This stirring
screen drama of the Marines' heroic stand, based
upon actual records, will move and thrill you

—

as it sweeps to its terrific climax the "defeat"
of a handful of gallant men which was really
a triumph of fighting courage. Brian Donlevy

and William Bendix head a superb

LUCKY JORDAN

cast.

Paramount. Alan Ladd

is

featured in this exciting film about the regeneration of a gangster chief who deserts when he
can't buy his way out of the Army and gets

mixed up with Nazi agents. He hands them over
FBI and returns to the Army when his
dormant patriotism is aroused. Ladd gives a
smooth, convincing performance. Helen Walker
heads a fine supporting cast. Has suspense.
to the

NOW, VOYAGER

Warners.

Women

will like

of suppressed desires, in which the
inhibited daughter of a domineering mother
fights for the freedom to live her own life. It
is the best Bette Davis movie in a long time.
Paul Henreid as the lover, Claude Rains, as her
doctor, and Gladys Cooper, tops in a fine cast.
this

drama

FOR ME AND MY GAL

M-G-M. A sentimental filmusical about the old vaudeville days,
with Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, George Murphy
as troupers touring the sticks with an eye on
the Palace. Sone-and-dance acts are well done.
Old favorite tunes will bring back memories to
oldtimers and thrill youngsters. Judy gives a
knockout performance as the girl who gives up
boy friend Gene (also a hit in his role) because
he's unpatriotic. You must see this fine film.

MRS. MINIVER M-G-M.

Jan Strutter's book
about the British wife and mother who could
"take it" has been made into a great motion picture. It's a masterful message of courage and a
fundamental lesson in fortitude. Greer Garson
rises to heights in a poignant performance.
Walter Pidgeon is splendid as the husband.

THE BLACK SWAN

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

riproaring adventure movie with Tyrone Power
in the lusty role of the daredevil captain. Maureen
O'Hara is the gorgeous heroine.

story of the late George M. Cohan's life is a
triumph for Jimmy Cagney,
great screen show.
perfectly cast as the showman, coloring a clever
role with his own inimitable zest and humor. AilAmerican entertainment to stir you to tears and
excite you to cheers. Walter Huston, Joan Leslie,
Jeanne Cagney, Rosemary DeCamp, Irene Manning, Richard Whorf in cast.

2'0th Century-Fox. If
vou want sheer escapist film fare, here's your picture. Raphael Sabatini's swashbuckling yarn of
piratical practices in the Spanish Main make a

ONE OF OUR AIR CRAFT

Korda-U.A. This war

film,

IS

MISSING—

based on

facts, tells

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE—

the thrilling story of an English bomber crew
that is forced to bail out over Holland after a
raid on Germany and shows the courageous
friendly Dutch people assisting the men in hairraising escapes to England. Eric Portman, Godfrey Tearle, Hugh Williams, Bernard Miles are
fine as the air men. Realistic, convincing. Don't

old farmhouse,

miss

slept.

it.

SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES
Century-Fox. Gay and glamorous musical,

2 0th
in

all

dazzling color, will delight followers of this spectacular type of entertainment. The frothy story
concerns the efforts of John Payne to persuade

60

Warners. This

A

Warners. Jack Benny and Ann Sheridan prove a
piquant team as Mr. and Mrs. in this amusing
picturization of the Kaufman-Hart stage play.
Ann and Jack, a city couple, run into comic

when they buy and remodel an
where Washington reputedly once
This will give you some hearty laughs.

complications

THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES

Sam

Goldwyn-U.A. This splendid screen tribute to a
fine American has deep emotional appeal, stressing the private life of the Lou Gehrigs rather
than the excitement of his public career, but the

—

—

most rabid baseball fan will enjoy it. Gary Cooper
a great performance as Gehrig. Teresa
Wright, as Mrs. Gehrig, and Babe Ruth, as him-

gives
self,

excellent.

also

The great American

sport

glorified.

THE PALM BEACH STORY

Paramount.

—

foursome Claudette
Vallee, Mary Astor—
all give sparkling performances, so don't miss it.
It's about a wife who leaves her husband because
he's not a big success even though she loves him.
After much confusion, they're reunited.
This

hilarious film's
Colbert, Joel McCrea,

star

Rudy

NIGHTMARE

Universal. A mystery thriller
about an American gambler (Brian Donlevy) in
London, who becomes involved in a murder and
tangles with Nazi spies when he seeks food in
the home of a British girl (Diana Barrymore).
Donlevy capably handles the role of the gambler.
Diana's performance, while good, might have
been better if she had been less wooden.

STREET OP CHANCE

Paramount.

A

baf-

mystery melodrama about a man who is
accused of a murder committed during the time
he was a victim of amnesia. Burgess Meredith
gives a splendid performance as the man who
learns he is a hunted man when he regains hi:
memory. His sweetheart of his amnesia days
(Claire Trevor) is guilty of the crime. Simply./
told and packed with suspense.
fling

CAFADES REVUE

ICE
Republic. An ictj
revue featuring Ellen Drew and Richard Denning
as the lovers; Barbara Jo Allen (Vera Vague)
and Jerry Colonna as the funsters and the in.
ternationally famous skating stars of the "let
Capades" troupe in dazzling skating performances. It has Vera Hruba, graceful blonde skater,
and Lois Dworshak, whose hot skates just aboul
melt the ice when she does her jitterbug number.
;

THE AVENGERS

Paramount. Based on

th<

Commando raids in Norway, it recounts the ad
ventures of an English journalist, who is para,
chuted in the vicinity of an enemy sub base tt
locate its exact position, so the RAF can bomb it
out of existence. It is slow paced and the record
ing is poor, but newsreel shots of actual raids
heighten the interest of the tale. Hugh Williams.
Ralph Richardson, Deborah Kerr head cast.

THE NAVY COMES THROUGH

RKO-

Radio. This film, which pays tribute to the mer
of our Navy and Merchant Marine, will stir patri.
otic emotions. George Murphy plays a lieutenant
who, forced to resign his commission because ol
an unfortunate mishap, re-enlists as a gob ant
becomes a hero. Pat O'Brien, good as the C.P.O
The ship's encounters with enemy U-boats suppl;
action and thrills.

THE GLASS KEY

Paramount. Like movii
mysteries? Then don't miss this film version oi
Dashiell Hammett's novel about a political boss
(Brian Donlevy) who is suspected of murder, an(
his faithful lieutenant's (Alan Ladd) efforts
clear him. Ladd portrays a variety of emotion;
and does them all splendidly. Suspense is good
Veronica Lake is in it, too.

FLYING TIGERS

Republic. Exciting melo
exploits of the Americai
Volunteer Group, those intrepid airmen who
before Pearl Harbor, patroled the skies ove
China. A good straightforward story centers oi
(Johi
the courage of the Squadron Leader
Wayne at his robust best), his resourcefulnes:
in keeping his outnumbered planes in the
and his romance with a nurse, Anna Lee. Johi

drama based upon the

Carroll

is

good as the cocky, daredevil

THE HARD WAY

Warners.

flyer.

Ida

Lupin,
this adult drama of theatrical life ii
the role of a coldly ambitious girl who crave
fame not for herself but for her younger sister
Joan Leslie lends freshness though little dramati.
fervor to the ingenue role. Dennis Morgan a
the man in the case is sufficiently suave am
handsome to carry off an unbelievable part.

dominates

THE

FOREST

RANGERS

Paramount

Spectacular forest fires and a parade in Frontie
Day style are the thrilling sights of this story o
a Forest Ranger who tries to find those guilty o
setting

Murray

in

fires
is

seen

Picayune
as

the

Canyon. Fred Mac
Ranger and Paulett

Goddard and Susan Hayward as the
All performances good. See it.

girls in hi

life.

THE MOON AND SIXPENCE — Vnite>
novt
Artists.

W. Somerset Maugham's famous

of the great artist who lived and loved so ruth
has been made into an absorbing motioi
picture, with George Sanders in the role of th
middle-aged painter and heart-breaker who find
fulfillment at last in Tahiti with a native giri
Herbert Marshall and Doris Dudley also giv
outstanding performances.
lessly,

THUNDER BIRDS— 20i7i

Century-Fox. A ro
mantic movie about the training of Allied Nations
Thunder Bird Field. Most of th'
action concerns Preston Foster's determination ti
make a flyer out of a British cadet (John Sutton)
despite fact that the student wins his girl awa:
from him. Story is weak, but Sutton convincing
air cadets at

Gene Tierney, stunning.

Every

girl

w

should have a lovely

1

this

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux
SCRFENLAND

Toilet

says
charming

Soap
61

"

"I'm sorry, Papa." Carl turned away.
have a job to do."

The

"I

hall in the downtown section of the
patriotic display of the many

town made a

flags hanging along the walls and dominating the speaker's platform. But the
swastikas hanging beside them cast ominous
shadows over them. Ernst Reiker was
speaking as Carl came in.
"Here in this country we are the representatives of the master race !" His voice
rose in the old way Carl remembered when
he knew the man in South America. "We
are the representatives of the Fuehrer. And
we know no matter how rotten a government is we have been taught it will not
fall of its own weight. Strong hands are
needed to push it over. And ours are those

hands!"
Carl's voice rose with the others in a
frenzied chorus of Sieg Heils. Then as they
subsided he pushed through the crowd to
Reiker's side. "Excellent speech, Ernst,''
he approved.
"Thank you very much." The other's cold
smile came. "Come, have a beer with me."
Then as they sat down at a table with the
foaming steins in front of them, "I've been
making a swing around the country holding
meetings with key men in the local Bunds.
I'm through. I will be leaving very
soon."
"Going back to South America?" Carl
asked.
"Germany !" the other whispered mysteri-

Now

ously.

scene from "School for Sabotage" in which she makes a brilliant
comeback as Frau Reiker, with Dennis Hoey, who portrays Colonel Taeger, a Nazi officer.

Above, Anna Sten

in

a

School for Sabotage
Continued from page 38

"You haven't been home in over ten
years." Carl looked surprised. "What good
could you do the fatherland there?"
"I'm not the only one they're calling
back." Reiker became suddenly confidential.
"Special work. Sabotage. They've put into
operation in Berlin the best School for
Sabotage the world will ever see. And
they're collecting their best men for training in it.
are to
Suddenly he stopped as the doors swung

We

besides,

I

never miss a dinner when your

mother has turkey."
Only small talk at

first. But later as they
dinner table the more serious
conversation came, the way it always had

sat

at

the

since Hitler's rise in Germany,
"Where else," Julius Steelman demanded
with quiet satisfaction, "except here in
America can a family get together for a

reunion like this ?"
"Yes," the doctor nodded gravely. "We
should give thanks we are all good Americans."
family." Julius gave
"I can speak for
his son a sudden penetrating look, a look
that made Carl wonder just how much he
won't forget it, will
might have heard.

my

"We

we, Carl ?"
Carl didn't answer. He tried to look as
if he really meant it as he grinned at his
father.

"Hey, didn't I send you a belt last Christmas?" he looked accusingly at the old one

was wearing.
with a silver buckle," Henrietta
smiled. "But he won't wear it."
Was Carl only imagining things, or did
his father look suddenly uncomfortable ?
"There's no belt like this one," Julius
protested. "It's something more than a belt.
In my class all I have to do is to take it
off and I have no trouble with my little
roughnecks."
"You know, Papa," Carl said, "there's
r-ne thing I .never could understand. Why
you, a professor at Heidelberg University,
"are satisfied to teach a grammar school
here in Milwaukee."
"That's easy to explain," Julius said
slowly. "I am helping to build America.
Today's children are tomorrow's citizens.
his father

"Yes,

You, Carl, you were in my class. Look at
you now, a fine lawyer for a mining comnany. Yet even now you remember this
belt. Not because you were afraid of it but
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because you respected the authority it represented. That is why I'm satisfied to teach
children. None of my students will ever
become Bundsters, barbarians \".
There, it had come at last, just as Carl
had known it would. The issue couldn't
be avoided any longer.
"Not every member of the GermanAmerican Bund is to be condemned," Carl
said, trying to keep his voice under control.
"Those of us of German blood who are in
the Bund believe in its principles." Then
as the others stared at him he took the
plunge. "I've given up my job in South
America. From now on, all my time will
be devoted to German-American affairs
right here in the United States. Tonight I
am attending a Bund meeting."
"You're a member of this Bund?" His

—

mother demanded, appalled.

"Some of the country's leading men belong," Carl parried.
"Why don't you answer your mother?"
his father thundered. "Are you a member
of the Bund? Is that why you came here?"
"Yes, Papa," Carl nodded. "I I wish I

—

make you understand."

could

"Understand ?" His father looked sudold. "Understand what ? A bunch of
hoodlums using free speech to undermine
everything America stands for? And you
denly

lending yourself to this

disgrace,

in

this

where your Mother and I have made
our home! Why have you joined? Explain,
city

please."
"I have nothing to explain," Carl insisted

stubbornly. "I'm doing what I think is right.
I must leave now or I'll be late."
"Carl !" His father rose with him, the
sternness in his voice changing to pleading

hand on his son's arm. "Your
mother and I want you to stay here. We
want you to have nothing to do with this
as he put his

Bund.

who

will be destroyed with all those
are a part of it."
It

is another
scene from the picture
showing Anna Sten with Andre Chariot,
who also plays one of the Nazi officers.
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open and plain-clothes men and police rushed
into the hall and stood guard beating back
the frenzied Bundsmen. Carl's eyes quicklyturned to a door left unguarded. "Ernst
Quick!" he whispered. "This way."
Pushing Reiker before him he fought his
way through the milling crowd, his fist
knocking down a policeman who tried to
stop him. They managed to reach the door,
run through the storeroom beyond to the

window overlooking a narrow walled

alley.

open, Carl beckoned to Reiker
to follow as he jumped the short distance
below and they had almost reached the end
of the alley when a plain-clothes man
blocked their way.
"Run !" Carl shouted as the warning came
to halt. Clambering over the wall, he looked
back once and saw Reiker lying there, the
detective bending over him.
It wasn't until the next day he dared to
make his cautious way home again. "The
police are after me," he said tensely as his
mother opened the door. And though his
father was standing there he didn't say a
word as Carl came into the room.
"Papa knew what he was talking about,"
Henrietta sobbed. "You should have listened to him. Throwing away your career,
all you've worked for, and they'll put you
in prison too."
"No, they won't," he said. "They haven't
caught up with me yet and they won't. I
have come to say goodbye to you. I'm going

Pushing

it

away."
His father gave him a long, penetrating
look. "The best, the most sensible thing
you can do is go to the police," he said.
"Tell them you made a mistake. There is
justice here. You'll do it, Carl, you'll listen
to

me?"

"I'm being true to my birthright," Carl
answered.
"You speak like a blind fool!" His

father's fist clenched as he took a quick
step toward him. "Like those madmen who
have swallowed such a mass of indigestible
garbage the poison of it has twisted their
brains !"
"I wish there was a way to make you
see." Carl tried to keep his emotion out of
his voice but it was useless. "But as there
isn't, just let it go at that."
"No, we won't let it go at that!" the
old man's hands trembled as he began unbuckling his belt, and Carl realizing what
he was going to do backed away.
"Don't do that!" he said sharply.
"No, Papa!" Henrietta cried wildly. "No,
!"
Papa, please
The answer came in that stinging lash
!"
across his son's face. "I am doing it
Julius sounded coldly controlled as he struck
again. "Why don't you stop me?" he de-

manded. "You're bigger than I am." Then
as the whip stung again, "But you can't,
can you?"
Only when he reached the street outside
did Carl break.

He

felt as if his

very heart

was crying as he wiped the tears from his
eyes. But there was no time to think of
that now. He had to get to New York fast.
There was a man there it had become more
imperative than ever that he see.
There was nothing to show that the man
Carl faced in a bare furnished room a few
days later was an important official and
patriot. Craig even looked different away
from the dignity of his office.
"Did you get here without any trouble?"
he asked.

"Had
nel,"

a

bad moment

Carl grinned.

at the

Hudson Tun-

"New York

is

some-

times almost as hard to get in as out of.

Why

do you want me. Chief?"
this fellow?" Craig asked giving
him a passport, indicating the picture on it.
nodded.
"That's
Ernst
"Sure,"
Carl

"Know

Reiker."

"Was," Craig corrected. "He's dead.
We're not letting out the information,
though."

George Sanders

helps Poldy Dur

make

her

escape from the Nazi detention camp in
this exciting and thrilling scene from the
forthcoming
m "School for Sabotage."
I

,
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"When Reiker died Hitler lost a very
capable agent," Carl said.
"No, he hasn't." Craig took another passport out of his brief case and handed it to

Carl. The name on it was still Ernst
Reiker but Carl's picture had been substituted for the dead man's. "We doctored up
Reiker's passport for you. It's vitally important you go to Germany in his place.
From what news had leaked out the School
for Sabotage is training the best men they
can get their hands on and the results are
aimed directly at the United States. We
want to know what they're doing over there,
what their exact plans are. That's your job,
Carl. That is why you are going to Ger-

many."

"When do
"It's

all

I leave?" Carl asked.
been arranged," Craig

said.

"There's a ship leaving for Hamburg tomorrow morning. You'll be smuggled down
into the coal bunkers. Any question?"
"No." Carl stared straight ahead thinking of his father's agony that last time he
had seen him. How different Julius would
"There's one
feel if he knew the truth
thing that digs kind of deep, though. My
!

family."

"What you're doing is bigger than one's
personal regret," Craig said quietly. "But
don't worry about your folks. I'll keep an
eye on them. I promise."
"Shall I contact you before I get out of
Germany with the information?" Carl
asked.
"We can't run the risk of hearing from
you." Craig snapped the lock on his brief
case. "You'll be on your own. But I'll be
waiting for you when you get back."
"Chief, you're what I'd call an optimist!"
Carl grinned as he rose to go.
The plans had been well laid. Less than
two weeks later Carl reported to Kapitan
Kranz of the German Naval Intelligence
in Berlin. And that same afternoon he wa?
enrolled in the class just beginning at the
School for Sabotage. It was there he met
Gebhardt, Eichner, Zellerbach, Burkhardt
and the rest of those seven men, chosen
with him as the eight in the class to be
most "honored," the eight that were to be
sent first to sabotage the United States.
There was a feeling of importance among
them that set them apart from the rest of
the school, gave them a certain comaraderie
of their

own, very much as the nobility

"
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Hardly waiting to say goodbye to the
others, ignoring their amused glances, Carl
hurried out into the street with his package.
He caught up with her just as she was
disappearing around a corner.
"I beg your pardon," he said. "But didn't
you forget something in that shop?" And
then as she gave him a puzzled look, he

might draw away from the masses. But
Carl was amused to see that for all that
they had their petty annoyances too. Their
ration cards held no more coupons than
any of the others and Zellerbach was torn
between choosing a pair of shorts or gloves
the day Carl accompanied him and Eichner
to a small department store.
Then suddenly Carl lost interest in the
girl
ties he had been looking at himself.
was standing at the next counter, her eyes
glowing as the saleswoman furtively showed
her a pair of silk stockings that she had
obviously been saving for her. If Carl had
ever seen a prettier girl, certainly he had
never felt as he was feeling now that it had
become a matter of utmost importance to
know this girl, to meet her.
"Do hurry please, Frau Schuster," she
whispered, "before the wife of some important party official sees them. It was kind
of you to call me."
"They're the last real silk ones in all
Berlin," the saleswoman assured her as she

smiled ingratiatingly as he held out the
package. "This?"
"Why no, I " Soft color flooded her
face as she stared at him. "Oh no, Herr
"Reiker," he smiled. "Ernst Reiker. And
you're not going to say you can't accept
a gift from a stranger, are you ?" His smile
deepened. "That your mother told you not

A

wrapped them

up.

"There you

are.

—

to ?"

"She did!" Her smile met his at that
and Carl took heart.
"That proves a complication." He shook
his head in mock ruefulness. "A girl should
always heed what her mother tells her. But
if you had lunch with me, and you told
me your name, and I saved this box until
the coffee, we wouldn't exactly be
strangers any more, would we?"
"No truthfully," she agreed.
"The truth at any price, then." He took
her arm. "I know just the place."
Everything was ersatz about that lunch
except the girl. He had learned a lot about
her by the time they were drinking their
coffee substitute, that her name was Helga
and she was Austrian, and that she'd pretended to be ill at the office so that she
could go to the store and buy those stockings when the saleswoman phoned her about
after

Your

clothing ration card, please." Then as the
girl gave it to her, her voice sharpened.
"Fraulein Lorenz, I'm sorry, but you've
already used up your year's stocking allowance. See for yourself."
"But but those others were cotton!"
the girl protested.
"It makes no difference." The saleswoman
retrieved the package. "It provides for two
pairs of stockings and two you've had."
The girl's smile looked as if it had been
pinned to her face. Losing out on a pair of
stockings was a major tragedy in Germany
and Carl was determined that girl was going to have what she wanted, and as she
turned and left he took her place at the

—

—

counter.

stockings off my card,
Fraulein," he said. Then as she hesitated,

"Take the

silk

"It's legal, isn't it?"

them.

Above, Judy Garland singing some of the
war songs from her picture, "For Me and My
Gal," to twenty-five thousand people on the
the Los Angeles Victory House.
steps of

me

_

.

Carl
said, "but I think I know the yearning in a
young girl's heart for a pair of silk stockings, especially when she has legs as pretty
as yours. I just couldn't resist the impulse
to act the good samaritan. I hope I don't
"I

SCREENLAND
1

—

meet

hope vou don't think

brash,

his fate."
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!

"I couldn't be so ungrateful," she assured
"But you make very light of your

him.

CAST

Herr Reiker. After all, you had to
give up your tie."
She had noticed him in the store then
just as he had noticed her. Carl couldn't
hold back his quick pleasure as he laughed.
"A tie is uncomfortable in times like this
anyway," he said. "It makes a man too
conscious of his neck. And as for sacrificing
a tie, I'll have gotten much more than I
sacrificed if you'll just think of me as
he stopped himself just in time "as Ernst,"
he concluded.
They seemed very far away from wartime
Germany walking in the nearby park, sitting on the bank of the lake and throwing
precious breadcrumbs to the swans.
"I hope my employer doesn't see me,"
Helga laughed. "Was it very wicked of me
sacrifice,

him

I

was

(Copyright 1943 by Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation)

Produced by Lee Marcus. Directed
by Edward Ludwig. Screen Play by
Aubrey Wisberg. Original Story by

—

—
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rable spring

sisters,
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they
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last.

an unpleasant feeling you'll go
heaven anyway," he smiled.

believes the truth here."

"Perhaps some day they

Strong Grip
Won't
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She gave

a long level look as if she were wondering how much of his banter she could believe herself. "What kind of uniform are
you wearing?" she asked.
"Special duty." He looked at his watch.
"You're a little saboteur. Look how you
kill time when I'm with you. I'll be late for
school. You see, I'm a cadet for the School
for Sabotage here in Berlin."
"No wonder you were so certain you'd
never get to heaven." Her voice came
mockingly giving him no clue to how she
really felt.
"Do you mind," his eyes became as inscrutable as her own, "if I try to make a
little bit
of heaven here for myself on

him

earth ?"

"You can try!" Her laugh came as he
pulled her to her feet. For a moment there
was that impulse to take her in his arms.
Then with a gay salute he turned and left.
It was like coming into darkness after
sunlight, going to the school that afternoon,
like sitting with death after that interlude
of having been more glowingly alive than
he had ever been before. For it was with
death the teacher dealt. Horrible, treacherous death moving with lightning quickness,
dealing destruction with things looking so
innocent no one would be suspicious of
them.
Carl was thoughtful that evening as he
went back to his hotel. A woman was waiting in his room, a woman who looked at
him sharply as he came in.
"I'm sorry," she said. "I thought
must be in the wrong room. I'm looking
for Herr Ernst Reiker."
So it had come at last, the first danger
as Carl had known it must. But his voice
gave no hint of his concern as he answered.
"I'm Ernst Reiker," he said.
She looked at him, her eyes blazing with
suspicion now. "My husband?" she asked

—

Mebbe your
Hollywood

.
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.
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coolly.

"I appreciate your disappointment." Carl
his voice sound casual. This was

made

worse than he had bargained for. "But I
hope you'll understand. I'm assuming your
husband's

identity

for

his

best

interests.

Ernst was arrested in America," he flung
out vaguely. Then as she looked at him,
"You don't know?" he asked as if surprised
that she didn't.
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"I don't." Her unpleasant voice grated
harshly. "I think I shall have to take steps
to secure this knowledge elsewhere. You

SCREENLAND

Dennis Hoey
Sig Ruman

Ludwig

Mr. Steelman
Helga

unpleasant feeling?" she repeated.
"Yes," he nodded. "It only leaves me a
lifetime here on earth to get to know you."
"You don't think you'll get to heaven,
then?" Her amused eyes challenged him.
"You're an Austrian," he pointed out.
"I'm a Nazi, aren't I?"
"Shhh!" Her voice was as bantering as
his own. "Suppose somebody heard you?"
"They'd think I was joking," he said.

"Nobody
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find such a

move on my

part very emno other course open."
"Oh, yes, there is," Carl said softly. Before she realized what he was doing he had
taken a gun out of his pocket. "Here is
barrassing.

There

is

a very effective course, guaranteed to persuade anyone to keep a secret for a very
long time.
"You wouldn't dare!" she protested. Her
voice rose in hysteria. She could have been
a mad woman facing him, with her protruding eyes staring so wildly.
"There is no need," he smiled reassuringly as he put the gun away again. "Our
interests are joined. Yours to your husband's, his to mine. Just give me twentyfour hours, then you'll learn everything.
You know the kind of work your husband
was doing, the sort of dangers he encoun-

We were working together."
She looked at him doubtfully. "How can
even be sure you weren't responsible for

tered.
I

his arrest?" she asked.

"Surely you can wait another day to find
out?" Carl said in the way of one arguing
with a child. "Then if you're not satisfied
with the story I give you, you can do as

you please."
"I'll give you

until nine o'clock

tomorrow

morning." Her voice rose stridently as she
turned to go.
He waited at the window until he saw
her walk down the street, turn a corner and
disappear before he dashed downstairs and
hailed a cab. Less than ten minutes later he
was sitting on the opposite side of the desk
from Colonel Taeger, one of the Gestapo
Chiefs.

"Cadet Ernst Reiker from the School
Sabotage?" The Colonel studied the
card which had been brought in to him. "I
don't see what business you have here. The
Gestapo has no direct influence on the affairs of the school, unless"—his sadistic
eyes flashed hopefully—"you have come to
denounce somebody ?"
"That is it exactly." Carl's voice assumed

•for

just the right tone of reluctance. "I have.
my wife."
Taeger was all attention now as he
stroked his moustache excitedly. "Ah
That's a very fine gesture, Herr Reiker."
His voice was blandly approving. "Has she

My—

been expressing unfavorable comments
about the Fuehrer? The army? Our ally?"
precisely, Colonel," Carl admitted.
here to guarantee my own security.
see, I'm afraid my wife's erratic be-

"Not
"I

am

You

s

might jeopardize the fatherland's
by involving me in embarrassments

avior
iterest

might be difficult to explain."
"What do you mean by your wife's eratic behavior?" the Colonel demanded.
•The things she says about the Fuehrer!"
-

was

voice

'art's

righteously

"Speak the language of the Heart

indignant.

with

About Reichmarshall Goering and Herr
k ebbels and the Leader's other assistants,

—"

^bout

.

"Then your wife does

,

criticize the

soft,

confiding HANDS','

gov-

(rnment," the Colonel said.
"In her more irrational moments," Carl
dmitted. "I'm afraid she's insane. I saw

mental decay when she was
South America."
no room in the Reich for the

jidications of
,-ith

me

in

"There

is

hysically or mentally deficient," the Colosaid," emphatically. "Here in Germany
are building a race of supermen. Your
bife, Herr Reiker, should be put away.
Yhat is her obsession?"
"I am." Carl managed to look unhappy.
She denies I'm her husband"
"That's bad indeed." Taeger shook his
<ead. "She is more than a borderline case,
pparently. She is a menace. It will be
k finitely' to your interest to have her put

i

el

,-e

i.way."

know how much," Carl
taking his hat he bowed his
hanks and left, leaving the address that
lad been found among Reiker's papers,
eeling that the hysteria Reiker's wife had
.hown would work in his interests when
he was taken into custody.
Still the next day he wondered if somehing had gone wrong, when as he was
caving the school he received the urgent
ummons to report to Taeger. But the
nan's first words put his fears at rest,
frau Reiker had been everything he had
eported. absolutely an uncontrollable maniac, the Colonel assured him, and had been
aken to a sanatorium. Then came the real
-eason for the summons as he handed Carl
a paper. It was the complete record of the
:ime he had spent with Helga. from the
noment he saw her in the store until he left
"You

agreed.

;

don't

Then

ier in the park.

the accuracy of this report?"
Colonel asked as Carl finished read-

"You admit
che

ing it.
"Yes,

accurate all right." Carl looked
indignantly. "A very fine job of
snooping.
is to be congratulated for
nicking his nose so thoroughly into my

at

it's

him

Who

Dusiness ?"
"You find

the thought objectionable?"
Colonel laughed in that way of a man
amused at another's escapades. "In that
case it would be advisable to exercise
greater care in your acquaintanceships."
"You mean it was Fraulein Helga Lorenz
being observed and not me?" Carl looked

jthe

his

amazement.
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"Precisely, Herr Reiker." The Colonel
became his old blustering self again. "She
is suspected of being involved in a danger_

ous underground movement."
"But that's impossible." Carl looked incredulous. "Why, she's just a little typist,
sweet, pretty, unsophisticated, as innocent
as a child. You've only to see her yourself."
"I mil see her." The Colonel's mouth
f ghtened grimly. "When you've given me
proof to make the interview effective. I
want you to continue where you left off. It
should not be difficult. You will befriend
her, make love to her if necessary, and try
to find the proof of our suspicions concerning her. Is it understood?"
"Of course, Herr Colonel." Carl gave the
party salute. "Absolutely."
Helga was even lovelier than he remembered, that night as he came to call on her,
and though Carl's trained eyes swept the
room in a casual way that still missed
nothing, there was no sign, even the slightest, that the Colonel's suspicions of her had
been true.
"Would vou like some coffee ?" she asked
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Making Yourself Over
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—says Mrs. Ansil

Fulis, Detroit,

Overweight Business

He knew what she meant when he took
advantage of her absence in the kitchen to
search the room more thoroughly and found
the wax candle hidden under a pile of napkins in a bureau drawer, the wax candle
that for all it looked so real turned out to
be a tube with a tightly rolled sheet of
paper inside. He was reading the message

Mich.

Girl

Becomes Slender Beauty!
They told Ansil
Fults she'd always
be big and for
years she believed
it.
But she got

came in, the message warning all
Germans loyal to the country that had
once been Germany, about Nazi perfidies.
There was no doubt at all now that she was
a member of the underground.
"Where did you get it?" she asked in a
small voice, the color draining from her
face. "I didn't think you'd spy on me,
as she

tired of being
decided to
the DuBarry

tired,

try

Success Course.
The result waist
and hips now slender, legs slim and

—

graceful, a peaches and cream complexion and a gay

new

Ernst."
"I want the others," he said. Then at her
quick exclamation, "I must destroy them.
Helga! You don't realize what you are
doing, the risk you're running. Let me have
them, please." He waited until she had
opened another drawer, until she came back
with more of the cylinders. "And you'll
promise, no more ?" he asked.

spirit.
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to Mrs. Fults

37 lbs.
7" less

Lost

Waist

I

Abdomen 7" less
6%"less

Hips
Thigh

after she had taken his hat. "Real coffee,
I mean. Brazilian. I've been hoarding it for
a very special occasion." Then as he lifted
his eyebrow in mock disapproval her laugh
came. "I'm as good a German as you are,"
she said enigmatically.

6'/2"less

"I promise to do what is right." She
looked at him with the question in her eyes
he couldn't answer. "Drink your coffee," she

said listlessly. "It's getting cold."

The question was gone from her eyes
when he saw her the next day. Only the
silent accusation was there, that loathing
she didn't try to conceal. For it was in
Colonel Taeger's office he saw her again.
had had to report her that evening before when the Gestapo man stopped him
as he left her apartment and demanded
the package he was carrying, telling him

He

her apartment had been observed through
highpowered glasses for days, that they
had seen him find the candles. After that
there was nothing for him to do but denounce her to the Gestapo, pretend that he
had been working for them as Taeger had
requested.

After

Before
"My husband is as proud
as I am," says Mrs. Fults.
"I simply cannot thank
you enough for all the DuBarry Success Course has
done for me. I regret I
waited so long to start."

Be

Fit

The Colonel had been questioning her
before Carl was brought in and at first
there had been hope in her eyes when she
saw him, a hope that died as he repeated
the story he had told the night before, the
story that took every chance to establish
innocence away from her.
"If," she lifted her head as bitter words
came, "if this is the way men crucify each
other and debauch trust with treachery, if

German way

and the kind
impose on the free
peoples of the earth, then I thank God I've
been able to do the things I've done!"
"Take her to the detention camp !" Taeger thundered, and Carl's fists clenched
as the officer's hand stung against Helga's
soft cheeks. "She leaves for Dachau tonight.
They'll make her sing another tune there."
Tonight! It left little time to get the
things he would need, to accomplish what
he must do, the highpowered car he would
need. But just after dark he had climbed
the wall into the courtyard of the detention
prison and his luck held as he eluded still
another sentry and got into the garage. Two
cars were there. It was quick work to puncture the gas tank of one of them making it
useless so that anyone leaving would have
to use the other car. And he had just finished tinkering with that one when he heard
footsteps approaching and made his hurried
escape.
He breathed a sigh of relief as he climbed
into his own car again, quickly snapping
on the ignition as he heard the prison gates
open, managing to hold an even distance
between his own and the car that drove out
It was when they were out on the country
road, a safe enough distance away, that
he switched his car sideways on the road
and stopped_ it so the other could not pass.
Then he seized the gun he had concealed
and ran to the car just stopping behind him.
"Get out !" he ordered the two guards sitting in it. "Touch your guns and you're
dead men." And with the gun menacing
them there was nothing to do but obey.
Then, not turning his head, with his
eyes still on them, he spoke again. "You
too, Helga. Get in that other car quick.
this

is

of life

the

you are trying

of life

to

_

And you men, flat on your faces. Move a
muscle and I'll trademark you with fifty
slugs apiece."
Still covering them he backed after Helga
to the other car. By the time the guards
had gotten to their feet and reached their
own car he was a good distance away.
"Ernst, I don't understand," Helga said
then.
"That doesn't matter right now." His

crooked grin came. "Just pray we make it
I've got everything arranged. There's a
barge tied to the south shore of the river.

The captain

will cast loose

and

drift

down

with the current as soon as you're aboard.
Don't ask questions, don't answer any.
He's been paid and he isn't curious."
"Why have you done this for me?" she
asked softly.
"I got you into this mess." He didn't
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Don Ameche, Janet Blair and Jack Oakie, who appear together in Columbia's "Something To
Shout About," seem to have found that "something" in this scene from the picture, above.

SCREENLAND

take his eyes off the mirror above him, the
mirror which showed that tiny speck that

was the other car gaining on them down
the road. "Helga, I had to denounce you.
If I hadn't, the man who had been watchyou would have denounced both of us.
in
I couldn't take the chance. I've got a job
to do. Someday I hope I can tell you about
"

lot of things."

about a

it,

"Someday

I

hope you

will,"

she whis-

pered, her voice radiant.
"And don't forget !" His smile came.
"When that day comes I'll find you, whereever you' are."
"I'll be waiting," she said simply. Suddenly her voice rose in terror. "They're

gaining on us, can't we go any faster?"
"They've got more speed than we have,"
Carl said grimly. "Their car is supercharged,
can do up to a hundred if necessary."
He glanced at the speedometer. It showed
almost seventy-five. "I'll try to get another

1

out of her."

'(mile

The explosion came

as the other car inspeed. Carl had done his work
well with that time bomb he had installed
in it that had been set to go off when the
car's speed reached seventy-five. He looked
back over the road. All that was left of
the pursuing car and the two men in it
^were these fragments strewn across the

creased

its

rj

Iroad.

am

"Boy,

I

glad I paid close attention

he gloated.
There was only time for a quick farewell
near the river, for a brief embrace. Then
Tithe boat cast off and Carl was on his way
back to Berlin again, the city he would
soon be leaving now.
The summons came just before dawn one
morning. Carl and the seven others chosen
| for
the dangerous mission to the United
States were driven to the harbor, taken
boat. There was time for thinking
on a
on the days it took to cross the Atlantic
for doing what he had to do here. There
too many Allied ships to be en. were
dangered by its position in those waters.
Only Carl heard the muffled explosion
the rubber raft they were using to
y as
land on the coast scraped the sands.
The others were too intent on reaching
sound coming from
t shore to hear the faint
the explosion under water. Only one who
had been listening for it would hear it or
notice that faint film of oil settling over
the grave of what had once been a subito teacher

!"

U

;j

j|

marine.

The
;

rest of the story

NEW.. -a CREAM DEODORANT

became a wartime

The man who approached them

as
they were hiding the raft in the sand, the
man they thought they had bribed with
three hundred dollars and short changed
him forty of those dollars at that, the arrests and the quick trial.
It was after his own arrest that Carl
faced Craig again in his office.
saga.

was

"It

work,

fine

Carl,"

Craig

said,

holding out his hand.
"I got the breaks," Carl smiled.
"More than you know," Craig assured
him. "We intercepted a coded radio message
boat which brought you. It must
to that
have come just as you were_ landing. It
ordered your immediate execution as a spy.

U

Somebody had tipped them off."
Carl was more thankful than ever now
he had done his own sabotage on that submarine. For if it hadn't been wrecked,
it

wouldn't have been just his

own

life

would have been forfeited, but the
of thousands of Americans.

"Any ideas?" he

"A

couple,"

that
lives

it.
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then. "I'm a reasonable
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he said

man. I'm more
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—
I don't want to be one of those swine!"
"I know it's going to be unpleasant to
be publicly pilloried as a traitor and
saboteur," Craig agreed. "But it's still your
job. You'll give state's evidence. That means
you'll have to postpone seeing your family
for a while."
"I hope the court-martial reaches a verdict, but fast!" Carl said, managing that
rueful grin.
They did reach a verdict fast and the
sentences were carried out still faster. In
record time six were executed. Only two
were alive, Burkhardt and Carl Steelman,
who were both sentenced to long prison
sentences.
Then again Carl faced Craig and was
told he was to be allowed a quiet visit to
family.
Only then did the Chief
his
tell him that Julius knew the truth, that
Craig himself had gone to Milwaukee to

a homecoming to her. "I'm proud to wear
it," he said.
"Tell us of your adventures." The doctor
spoke for the first time. "You must have
had a very exciting time. A pretty girl

him when he heard Julius' concern over
his son had made him so ill he was dying
of a broken heart. But he had made the

"That's a fine piece of work, my boy."
"I knew you'd be interested, Baumer."
Carl wheeled on him. "Since you're number
eight on the list."
."What's that you're saying,
Carl?"

but

tell

father promise to tell no one, not even his
wife.
Julius had recovered quickly now that
he knew his son wasn't a traitor but a hero.
And he'd kept his promise, at least half of
For though he hadn't told Henrietta
it.
knowing how women will talk, he hadn't
been able to keep his news from his old
friend and the good doctor had been just
as overjoyed as he was.
So it was right the doctor should be there
again when Carl came home, should see
Henrietta's face when she saw her son and
ran into his arms. And it was then Carl
saw the belt his father was wearing.
"The belt I gave you," he smiled. "You've
got it on."
"Yes, it's a very good belt," Julius said
as Henrietta hurried into the kitchen. Food
always seemed the most important part of

Walkinq,

more

workinq

.

a qirl must

suffer less

maybe ?"
"Yes, there was a girl," Carl said.
"You're lucky to be home, eh, Carl?"
Baumer nudged him in the old hearty way.
"It's wonderful, Julius, what your son has
been doing for our country. You should be
very proud."
"Proud!" Julius* laugh filled the room.
"If I swell up any more they can use me

man

for the fat

in the circus."

said. "What I'm going to
will make you swell up like
balloon. I brought back with me

"Papa," Carl
tell

you now

a barrage
the name
country."

"Wonderful

Julius' face

every

of

!"

Nazi

Baumer

agent

in

leapt to his

the
feet.

went white.

"This !" Carl said tersely and before the
doctor knew what was happening he had
taken a pair of handcuffs out of his pocket
and snapped them on Baumer's wrist.
For a moment Julius looked as if he were
going to spring on the man he had thought
his closest friend, the man whose paid-for
information to Germany had almost caused
Carl's death. Then he relaxed as his wife
came to the door.

"Come, everybody, eat!" she announced
cheefully.
plates, Mama," Carl said.
her in his arms and gave
her that special hug. She was wonderful,
that mother of his Helga was a lucky girl,
having her for a future mother-in-law.

"Only three

Then he took

!

!»
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Beautiful Adele Mara, who danced and sang with Xavier Cugat's orchestra before the
movies discovered her, and who played Rita Hayworth's sister in "You Were Never Lovelier,"
has been signed by Columbia for an important role in "Reveille With Beverly.'
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Gig's

Going Places!

For Beauty in a Blackout

Continued from page 42
Ford agency work-

job in the office of a

by day and studying at the Phil Hay(jen School for actors at night.
What did you study?" I asked.
"Dancing." he answered briefly, and
jthen grinned and added hastily, "but I still
ing

Be n't dance."
I
'Don't say that,'
"with musicals coming
-"
ain
-

,k

"Oh,

can sing,

I

admonished
back

into

him,

try
JANET

BLAIR,

STARRING

my*W.B.N.C."
IN

"SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT"

— A COLUMBIA

PICTURE

vogue

he averred, and once

'

inore qualified his statement by adding,
for my own amusement and the audience's

lamazement."
When nothing in the way of a theatrical
career presented itself in Washington
when he was bored nigh unto death with
pam shafts, connecting rods, valves and
when he was finally 21 he lit
pistons
nut for Hollywood with the warnings and
denunciations of his family ringing in his

—

—

ears.

He arrived in the film capital like many
.mother hopeful aspirant broke and friendJess. Gig may often be broke but he'll never
_e friendless long. That grin of his would
oreak down even Scrooge's reserve. He got
a job in a filling station and had soon
become close friends with one of the cusmers a young chap almost as broke as

—

—

t<

Gig.

"Why

don't

you go

to

the

Ben Bard

School of Acting?" his friend, Bill
mer, asked.
"Xo dough," said Gig.

"Maybe

they'd

Bill

tuition,"

let

Ham-

you work for your

insisted.

Gig applied at the school and was given
paintthe course in exchange for labor
ing back drops, shifting scenery, etc. Then
a small
lie got a job as night clerk in

—

—

Culver City ten miles away.
attended school during the day and
went on duty at the hotel at S :00. He
in

:iotel

He

worked

until

5 :00

the

in

morning,

8:00 and then back to the

until

slept

Says Janet

Blair:
follow
tv if y° u

school

again.

One day he passed out cold in the class
room. It was the first time in his life he
had ever fainted. Then he realized he had
been having trouble waking up mornings.
Perhaps I'm passing out in my sleep," he
thought. He sat down on a divan and relaxed, tipped his

*°

Holly.ood

maM

S

name

rtB?sso»»

n.B.N-C. That

Woodbury

for ~

Cap.
Beau'Y N.ghl

„

head back and promptly

fainted

He had

to leave the school. His friend
called for him one afternoon. "Got
a bow tie?" he asked. Gig shook his head.
"Well, come along, anyhow," his friend
ordered.
Bill

He

drove Gig to a night club in Beverly
Hills, and introduced him to the maitre d'
hotel. The latter agreed to try Gig out for
a few nights as a waiter. The first night

was slack and Gig did all right.
hired permanently and gave up his
at the hotel.

business

He was
foli

Three months
.

when Gig had

later,
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in-

advertently spilled a glass of cold water
lown the bosom of a lady customer (who
ook it very good-naturedly), the maitre d'
Jntel summoned Gig. "You'll never make a
aiter," he prophesied mournfully. Then
his voice took a firmer tone, "You'll have

WOODBURY COLD CREAM

go," he announced.
Another friend of Gig's owned a small
station. "You can work here until
ou find something better," he offered. "No

tc

filling

regular hours. Just whenever you're not
out looking for a job, come around."
week later he sold the place and the old
familiar problem of eating cropped up

A

Get Woodbury Cold Cream today.
Big

again.
Bill

was working

drive-in

restaurant.

around there

visiting.

"Would vou

economy

generous
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Gig used to hang

as
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like to
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the manager finally asked him,
would be better to have him
there than loafing around the

Why

work here ?"
figuring

it

working

place.
"I'd like it very
gratefully, "if you
be off nights.
I'll

I

Won't Be

—

—

Rose." It was
the first job he had ever had where he was
paid for acting not much, it is true, but
he was paid and had, at long last, become
a professional.
Almost his entire first week's salary went
to pay back money he'd borrowed to live
on, so meals around the Young household
in the perennial "Abie's Irish

—

continued skimpy and irregular. When he
drew his second week's salary he paid what
bills he reasonably could and blew the rest
"I've a friend who is a
in on
whiz at making a feast out of nothing,"
Gig grinned. "He came over and fixed up
were all
a meal that was a banquet.
starving. Just as we were ready to sit down
my agent called and told me he had signed
a contract for me at Warner Brothers and
we got so excited none of us could eat 1"
He has been at Warner Brothers a year
groceries.

We

now and played bits in "Dive Bomber,"
"Navy Blues," "One Foot in Heaven," "The
Male Animal," "Captains of
and "They Died with Their
But it wasn't until "The Gay
he really got a part a part

Clouds"
Boots On."

the

Sisters" that
that enabled
him to prove that his faith in himself was
justified.
he is featured in the big

—

Now

"Air Force."
There is drama and pathos

special,

—the

in Gig's early

in the service,

for the girls of my generation, if
of love the pampering we once took as our
due. When our men come back from war
they won't be dancing attendance upon us
to the exclusion of all else. There will be a
World to be rebuilt. It is going to take
more than soft dalliance to do it.
I know all the arguments in favor of
being a war-bride. They are, the majority
of them, colored by emotion. They simply
mean that you want to snatch a slice out
of time, come what may, for romance. And
by so doing, the argument continues, you
are supposed to be proving a Great Love.
I'm sorry, I don't go for it I cannot see

girl

we want

!

why

a Great Love

is

not proven by self-

as well as by self-indulgence. It
is these rare things, isn't it, these precious
things, that we save and protect and put
away for the future?
At any rate, what I am getting at is
that this is not what Craig and I want of
marriage a furlough for a honeymoon.
Because of the brevity of time there would
couldn't be happy,
be a mental barrier.
not really happy, facing that imminent

—

We

leavetaking.
I don't want
that!

my

marriage to begin

like

have never been married but I am
that the First Year is the hardest.
Adjustments to make, and so on. I would
I

told

be afraid to make that first year still harder
by trying to make a pattern of it, broken

igsaw puzzle, as it might be.
have done everything right
so far. Conventionally, I mean. He asked
my mother and father for my hand in marriage (while I hid behind the kitchen door,
my knees going like castanets). We announced our engagement in the old-fashioned
way. We like to do things that way. We
want our marriage to be like that. We
want our wedding to be planned for, and
in church. I want to have bridesmaids and
into bits like a

Craig and

j

I

a matron of honor. I want to wear 'something old, something new.' I want to have
an organ play the wedding march and have
rice and old shoes thrown at us as we drive
away. I want a honeymoon and a house to
come back to and Craig to carry me across
the threshold.

more stable?"

So we are trying to think of this postponement of our plans as just a longer engagement than we might otherwise have
had. That makes it seem more as it would
have been more as if Craig had just had
to take a trip on business, so we had to
wait a little longer. Then, when he comes
back, when peace comes back, we can start
together and go on from there.
That, certainly, is what / want of love,
as I think I have made clear to keep it as
it was before Craig went away. To keep it
safe and secure until he comes back again.
And if I want to keep it secure and unchanged I, like every other girl with a man

He

shook

pily.'

We

And

of

how

that's

I

feel."

The dining room
know
what Gig was thinking but I know my
lapsed into silence.

emptied and

own

still

thoughts.

we

I

sat there. I don't

was

thinking,

"If

Gig

could only go through life as he is today
If Joshua could only make the sun stand
!"
still again
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To

to
not,

fly

married.
.

"In her book, 'Cross
Creek,' " he remarked, "Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings says, 'It is more important to
live the life one wishes to live, and to go
down with it if necessary, quite contentedly,
than to live more profitably but less haphis head.

she gets and like

—

—

And

it!

she

is

certainly

going to have to work for it, in the hope
that it may remain unchanged and unwounded.
I think any girl who says goodbye to her
man in the service must prepare for a
change in him, and should begin to prepare
for it the day he leaves. I think she must
begin to ward off the threatened change
the day he leaves, not later on, when it
may be too late. Letters are the only way.
They are, in fact, the only things we have
to use in lieu of spoken words and demonstrations.

sacrifice

Las Vegas on borrowed time
somehow, fit into our pattern.
would
Besides, look around Hollywood and you
find that the marriages that were done the
right way, even in peace-times, are the
ones that last. Deanna Durbin and Vaughn
Paul did theirs so beautifully. I do admire
them for that.
I'm sorry, I just do not agree that wartime marriages make it easier for the men.
But even if I did agree, even if I wanted
to marry now, there is still Craig to consider. And he feels as I do, that it would
be harder for us to be separated if we were

Hollywood

must work for it.
Matter of fact, it's presumptuous for any
today to be saying what she "wants"
of love. She is probably going to take what

I don't think it is ever going to be the
storybook thing again. It is too bad for us,

kind of drama you
find in stories about the town. But, in the
first flush of success, with his head in the
clouds, his disappointments and heartaches
are forgotten and the past has changed from
a dismal gray to a soft rose. He hasn't yet
learned to dramatize himself.
"Whatever made you want to be an actor
in the first place?" I asked.
"I don't know," he confessed. "I can't
remember a time when I ever wanted to
do anything else."
"But when the sledding was so rough,"
I persisted, "didn't you ever feel like giving
up your acting career and trying something
life in

Furlough Bride!

Continued from page 27

much," Gig answered

can fix my hours so
I'm studying at the
Pasadena Community Playhouse."
So Gig worked days and nights again.
It seems that once a week the Playhouse
holds auditions for parts and anyone can
"read." Gig read so well he was not only
given the part but a fellowship as well.
But hard luck dogged his footsteps. The
misgivings of his boss at the night dub
were not without foundation. Gig mixed
up more orders at the drive-in than he
got straight. "They weren't unreasonable,"
he cheerfully admits. "If you only bawled
up a few they didn't say anything but
when mistakes got to be chronic they made
you pay for the stuff. Of course, as soon
as you paid for something it became your
property and if you couldn't sell it to someone else you could always eat it."
At the end of two months he left the Pasadena Playhouse with a bride a charming
girl he had met there. He got a job in a
little theater production of "People at Sea."
When that folded he got a part in another
the role of Abie
little theater production

A

is

The whole purport
to make him feel

of

my

letters to

that he

is

Craig
a part

still

of things here in Hollywood; in the picture
business as well as in my life and heart.
I talk about the picture business to him.
I tell him what pictures are in production,
who is in them, what goes on on the sets.
I mention who I saw in the Green Room
Ann Sheridan, Gig
at luncheon that day
:

Young, Brenda Marshall, whoever was
there, and what they said to me and what
I said to them. I tell him about the plac^
I go to. I go into details about my work at
the Hollywood Canteen. Talk like this, even
on paper, keeps it all fresh in his mind,
keeps his interest alive, gives him "conCraig has very definite ideas, sticks
to them, is not easily swayed. Just the same,
tact."

vivid and intimate I make the
the less likely he is to change his
interests, or to feel out of things.
No, not what we want of love, I think,
but what we have to give to it, of wisdom,
and strength, and patience.
Another thing I try to give Craig is
responsibilty. Much the same responsibilities

the more
home talk,

he would have had if he were here and we
were together during this period of our
engagement. I write him about my plans
for buying a radio-victrola for our future
home. I discuss it with him, the makes I
like best, the comparative prices, the things
I will have to go without if I do buy one,
think about it? I talkand what does
about buying records. "Have you heard

HE

any lately that you would like to add to
your collection?" My idea being for him
to get the idea that there is no reason why
he should stop adding to his collection of

1

records.
I give

him responsibility for me. When
problems come up at the studio, I ask his
advice, tell him I will not make any decision
until I hear from him. There are so many
things I wouldn't do without consulting
him if he were here. I still don't do them
without consulting him. And he knows
that I don't, I see to that!
So I say again, I want of love
have always wanted of it. I want

what

I

to be
the first thing in our lives, a shared thing,
that will take deep roots and grow, and continue to grow. This being so, I can wait
for it. I shall do more than wait for it,
And believe in it. Ami
I'll work for it.
it

pray."
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Hollywood's

War

The

General' keeps

my hands

Continued from page 21

—

American mothers those brave women.
For some time it has been the common
assumption that Hollywood stars are never
too anxious to have babies. Yet they, too,
the

'Little

Babies

working

overtime

are joining the parade. The Hollywood war
babies are not conspicuous by their absence.
Let's look at the record.

the famous mothers whose husin the service, three stand out.
These three are Brenda Joyce, Veronica
Lake, and Jane Wyman. And they are only
a cross-section of the change going on today
change that is stripping
in Hollywood.
away much of Hollywood's falsity and substituting solidness and reality.
Brenda is the newest mother. Her husband, Owen Ward, is a lieutenant in the

Of

all

bands are

A

Army.

"When

the

selves,

told me
didn't say to ourhad
a child now.'
a baby and the war made

war came," Brenda

"Owen and
'We can't have

one day,

I

We

always wanted
our decision even more imperative. I knew
that above all else I must have his child. I
think that every girl in love with her husband feels this way. It's love that gives a
woman courage in these times.
"Now that our child has come, we still
are unafraid. I think war puts every woman
to a test. By daring her to have a child it
makes her see what stuff she is made of. I
know that our baby will get along all right.
I know it because I have faith in our country and what it is fighting for. If I didht
believe in our fight, I certainly wouldn't
believe in having a child. Any mother who
has a baby in these times is merely expressing her faith in America. And in its destiny.
After all, why shouldn't children be all
right in these times? Parents should feel
that because of their children the fight that
is

waging must be won

at all costs.

very important to have children now. The whole world is conscious of
"I think

it's

them these days. It is for them we are fighting to assure them a safer, happier place
in which to live. And even in war, there is
enough freedom in America and
still
wealth, comfort, and normality to make the

—

—

—

happy. Then, when the war
there will be even more opportunities for them."
By the time you read this, Brenda's husband may just have had enough time to say
"Hello" to his hew child. Brenda has not

lives of children
is

'

over,

overlooked this possibility.
ago, she prepared herself

Many months
for

such

an

eventuality.

EXTRA -SOFTENING ! Hinds is an
extra-creamy emulsion of true skinsoftening ingredients.

"Even though things will be lonely and
hard with Owen away from the baby and
me," Brenda remarked, "I know I can manage. The child will give us both something
look forward to, to tie to, to believe in.
A baby is a wonderful, tangible thing. It is
an anchor for parents. It also helps mothers, especially, to forget their own troubles
and problems because with a child to work
for, to protect, and to raise there is little
time to think of themselves. Motherhood

WORKS

has always meant an unselfish state to me,
and I think the whole world needs unselfishness these days.
"Now that the baby has come, I plan to
take a small house near the studio, get a
good nurse, and go back to work. The mere
fact that I'm going to continue working
does not imply at all that I'm essentially a
career-minded" girl instead of a mother. But
in these days when so many mothers are
working to keep a home for the future, I

FAST! Even one application

gives your red, chapped skin a softer,
whiter look.

to

EFFECT LASTS! Hinds
of
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help protect your skin through work
and soapy-water jobs.

You better be proud

my hands—

DOES GOOD!
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Actually
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1

—

I

!

feel that I

my

though,

should do my part. Naturally,
first thoughts and considera-

tions will be for
"I think all

my

interested

only in giving their children a proper start

That takes most of their time. But
mothers also have a job to do for the fain life.

That job is morale.
her husband know
that things are going well at home. She
must write often and be loyal and cheerful
and affectionate. To accept the inevitable
and what may come with dignity and
courage is a woman's responsibility in this
war. That, and to build with him a solid
home when the war is over.
"Our life today Owen's and mine has
reached its most wonderful moment because

thers of their babies.

let

—

—

—

WAS

THAT

ME,

all

right

to taking a laxative.

!

Especially,

when

came

it

used to punish myself with

I

the worst-tasting medicine. And how that stuff
would weaken and upset me Aside from its awful taste, it was just too strong!
!

THEN

ADDED INSULT

I

to injury! I went to
the other extreme and

started taking

what

||

was

just

me

we knew when we wanted

child.

—

planned our marriage on

We

certainly

to

would never

—

anything not even a war interfere. I
can truthfully say that we are facing the
future unafraid and with hope. Our baby
has taken away our fears and has given us
confidence in the life we eventually hope to
let

relief.

too mild!

Lake,

whose

husband,

John

Army, has been

a mother
now for a little over a year. She has had
opportunity to see concretely how the war
will affect her and her baby, Elaine.
I talked to Veronica just after she returned from her very successful bond tour.
The one thing I wanted to find out was
what she considered the most significant
and how
difficulty facing a war mother
she faced it.
"My difficulty was trying to be certain
that Elaine would be given the best care
and that I'd be able to give her the same
kind of life she would have if John were
home," Veronica explained. "Elaine has
been under the constant care of a competent
person when I have been unable to be with
her. I have always given definite instructions to be followed in case of any emergency. I haven't left that important detail
to a stranger. You see, I have tried tocombine acting and also be with John, so it has
been a bit confused. Yet, I'm not unlike
Detlie,

thought it would
be easier on me, but it
It

schedule and

Veronica

laxa-

tive. I

failed to give

We

lead together."

turned out to be a

"namby-pamby"

of our baby.

have the

is

in the

—

FINALLY, ONE OF THE GIRLS at the plant put me
wise to Ex-Lax Now, there's a laxative for you
tastes just like swell
It's such a cinch to take
chocolate. And it does its job so well — without
knocking you out Ex-Lax is not too strong, not
too mild — it's just right!
!

.

.

.

!

Ex-Lax

is

effective

—

but effective in a gentle

—

way! It won't upset you won't make you feel
bad afterwards. No wonder Ex-Lax is called:
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As a precaution, use only

as directed,
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any war mother. Most mothers by now, I
think, have worked out their own particular
problem by sending their children to schools
or to day nurseries. At least, such is the
case with mothers who have to work. Their
problem is one of self-support and of not
losing sight of the fact that the baby must
supersede everything else.
"In these times, though, there is a great
danger confronting most mothers. They are
so busy that they may be inclined to forget
to give their children plenty of love and
affection. They should, I think, go out of

shower attention on the child.
also a danger in this a danger
of being so affectionate that a child becomes spoiled. I have tried to give Elaine
all of the love and care and still teach her
the importance of discipline. And of_ good

their

way

But there

to

—

is

My

job in this connection is one
it sounds, for, like other
mothers, some days I'm inclined to be too

manners.

that isn't as easy as

tired to be good company for Elaine, and
other days I go overboard in indulging her
every whim.
"I do think that mothers in America
today are doing a fine job, however. They
are not only more concerned than ever in
raising well-mannered children but they

are also able to bury their fears and do
their work without complaint. I think all
feel as I do that the children are a challenge
to mothers, a challenge to their capabilities
alone during a crisis.
in meeting problems
Mothers believe now that if they fall down
on the job of raising a child, they are falling down on their husbands who are away
fighting. No woman wants to feel that she
man beis making that mistake, for every

—

—

7021 Santa Monica Blvd.,Dept.667, Hollywood, Calif.
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and baby

home

of

the maktomorrow

lie

home for which our country is at war."
Veronica wasn't kidding when she told
Paramount after she had finished "I Married A Witch" that she was going to come
back to Hollywood only when she was ab-

the

child.

war mothers are

Every mother should

lieves that in his wife
ings of the American

SCREENLAND

solutely needed.

"How can I
my pictures?"

be too much concerned about
she asked. "My place nowwhen it's possible is with my child and
my husband. John and I always planned
to be together while we could. Having
Elaine has also made the few times that
John and I have together more important
because she has given us our first realization of what makes a happy, normal

home. As a

—

have tried to devote
to being a wife as a mother.
I think every woman believes in balancing
the two jobs. And when she shows no favoritism
either to husband or child
think that in these times especially, she will
find that her husband will return this love
more fully to both his wife and baby."
as

result, I

much time

—

—

When I asked Veronica what she thought
about the number of war babies being born,
she thought for a moment and then replied, "I think it's a wonderful thing that
so many babies are being brought into the
world. Naturally, the question of having
these babies should be given every thought.
They should be given every advantage possible after they are born, and they shouldn't
be brought into the world if conditions
at home are unsatisfactory. No womar
should consider only herself and have a
child without first thinking if she can properly care for it. But I think, as a general
rule, most young people are getting married
today to get as much happiness as thej
can. And the motivating reason for having
babies is that the wife feels she wants tc
have something of her happiness and tha'
of her husband's to build her life arounc
when he

returns.

"That's

how

feel.

I

Elaine, I have faith
have no fears."

As long

as I havt

and courage. And

Wyman is

probably the most famou:
Hollywood because Maureei
Elizabeth was born about two years ago
It was indeed a time when it took courag

Jane

war mother

in

to bring a child into the world.

Jane knows from experience now hov
her baby has meant to her. Witl
Ronald Reagan away, she found exactb

much

important Maureen was to her ant
necessary a child was to a mothe
whose husband is away at war.
"All the time Ronnie was away," Jan
told me on the Warner Studio set of "Prin
cess O'Rourke," "I would only have to loo!
at Maureen and be reminded of him. In hej
I see so many of her father's traits. It i

how
how

like seeing him in person. I hope all th
countless women whose husbands are awa;
at war have found as much comfort in thei
children as I have found in Maureen. I an
sure that if I didn't have her, the time
gave her would be centered more or less c
myself. This would tend to give an exag
gerated importance to some of the problem
with which we are all faced. While Ronni
is away I try to do all of the things I kno\

he'd

want me

to do.

With my war wor

other work, I am pretty busy. Ther
too, the knowledge that I have a double re
of being both fa
sponsibility to Maureen
ther and mother has given me a dcepc
sense of responsibility. In doing all I ca
to bring Maureen up the way I think sh
should be brought up and the way I kno\

and

my

—

—

Ronnie would want her raised, I also fe<
am doing something for him too.
"Having Maureen is like having a pal
of Ronnie here and that's a wonderful, com
forting feeling when those lonesome hour

that I

that all

women know

creep in."

Jane has had to combat that lonelines
probably more than any other Hollywoo

——

discarded her
var mother. And how she has
on to other
ears is well worth passing

"Other Wives

nothers.
bear
"I try to put fear out of my mind,
root of many evils. I think
>f any sort is the

Ronnie down if I were to
become engulfed in fear. I
hink it would be cowardly and weak of
Ronnie being
nc. I always like to think of
nvay on a trip. Like a location trip. Only
t

would be

. . .

hearmy story

letting

illow myself to

HOW A YOUNG WIFE OVERCAME
THE "ONE NEGLECT" THAT ROBS SO MANY

location trip is on unlimited time and
can only look forward to his coming home
date.
without actually knowing the exact

•his
[

•

never for a moment think otherwise. My life, our way of living, the way
[we run our home— everything has continued in just the same way, except that I
have cut corners financially a lot. I like to
have everything fairly normal so that Ronhome
inie can have a mental picture of the
and life going on in it as it was when he
picking
left. When he returns then, it's just

"But

MARRIAGES OF ROMANCE

I

up where

we

tenI. Slowly, my husband's love arid
derness had changed to ... a frozen
strangeness. Then neglect. I spent long
evenings alone. One grim night, driven

to despair, I left

my

unhappy home

.

.

.

left off."

asked Jane what she thought
labout bringing babies into the world, she
didn't fumble for an answer.
"As long as a child can be provided for,
given a good home, good education, brought
up with good health as a useful American
'citizen, there is never a wrong time to bring
children into the world," Jane said positively. "Yet, if a family is destitute, if there
is any hereditary illness in the background,
child
it seems wrong to bring an innocent
.into the world with three strikes against

When

I

as many patterns
as there are persons to fill those patis there to say, who is there to
terns.
have the divine right to say that it is either
right or wrong for a child to be brought

ihim.

to

However, there are

life

Who

world at any time? A negative demight rob the world of one of its

:into the

cision

greatest benefactors. Even in peace time the
future isn't exactly secure.
"As to whether it's important to have
babies now especially," she went on, "that
has to do with the individual and the individual's particular case. For example, if
a man is going away to war, a woman
might badly want to have his child left behind with her. But she might not be in the

—

necessary financial position. She might have
to go right to work. Having a child would
mean having someone to take care of it all
day long, money for doctor bills, and other
problems to settle. She'd have to make a
fairly good salary to handle all this. Also
being away at work all day long would rob
her of the job of being with the child. I
know, because I'm away so much of the
time myself. But, of course, in picture work
you do have more time, as a rule, to be at
home since it isn't consistently as confining
as the jobs of other workers.
"On the other hand, I know of a couple

2.

My

when
a

back to Mother's was in

ticket

I

little

had to

ran into an old school chum, a widow
older than

I.

I couldn't bluff her. I

my

bless her, she opened
dear, a loving
saying, "So often,
carecan't overlook one neglect

tell.

And

my

by
husband
eyes

my hand

.

.

.

{intimate perlessness of feminine hygiene

sonal cleanliness).

3.

told me, "use

leaves
cide. It cleanses thoroughly, deodorizes,

you

feeling dainty."

Cheek

aren't in a position to have a child. She
will have to go to work. But they think it
is important for them to have a baby. 'It
gives me that much more to fight for and
look forward to coming back to," he told
me. She wants the child because it will be

who

Lysol

is

this

with your Doctor

NON-CAUSTIC — gentle and

proper dilution. Contains no
free alkali. It is 7iof carbolic acid.
EFFECTIVE a powerful gertnicide, active in presence of organic matter (such

efficient in

—

as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREADING
Lysol solutions spread and thus virtually search out germs in deep crevices.
ECONOMICAL— small bottle makes almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine
hygiene. CLEANLY ODOR disappears
Lysol keeps full
after use. LASTING
strength indefinitely no matter how

has for him she
can share with his child and that's all-important to her. So again I say, individuals
must decide for themselves. If it's right
his child. All the love she

—

—

right it will work out. If I had
it to do over, I wouldn't hesitate for a moment. The war has taught me how terribly

really

"Many modern wives," she

a gentle yet thorough method of feminine
hygiene— Lysol disinfectant." She explained
how Lysol is so gentle it won't harm sensitive
vaginal tissues. "Just follow the easy directions," she advised. "Lysol is a famous germi-

often

it is

—

uncorked.

precious a child is."

And there you have the ideas of three of
Hollywood's most prominent war mothers.
They aren't unlike you or you or you because they are in pictures. They have the
same emotions, the same fears, the same
hopes.

They

love their

men

as

much

as

you

they have as many sacrifices to make, too. But they share with you
the two predominating characteristics of all
mothers of today courage and faith. They
will never lose either. Neither will you!

love yours.

And

—

4 Well,

said-I

I

tore

op

that ticket.

And

just as she

to use,
find Lysol disinfectant easy

so economical. Wives, don't
dim your happiness!

For

let

"one neglect"
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Here are scenes from "Silver Skates," Mono
gram's big new production, showing, above
and left, Belita, one of the world's greatesfigure

lead

skaters

and

Ice

Follies

star,

who

ha:

skating sequences, with partner Eugene

in

Turner; top left, Jo Ann Dean and George
Stewart; top, Jo Ann with Shyrle Martinson

SCREEN-TOWN
CHATTER
AMONG

other things, gas rationing has
launched the Hollywood good neighbor
policy, and how
On Salt Air Avenue ii
Brentwood Heights live the Fred MacMur-l
rays, the Gary Coopers, Cesar Romero and',
the Walter Langs. They can't drive to'
night clubs or theaters, so they take turns
walking to each other's houses. Believe il
or not, they carry their own sugar for after?
dinner coffee. On Sundays they pool their
<•

!

menu

for

day and

the

all

eat

together

Luckily for them in these times, that ole
one about "love thy neighbor" reallv pavs
off.

JUST

rumors once
wonder Linda Darnel
Alan Gordon (a presa
or Pev Marley (a cameraman)
to put a stop to the

and for all,
doesn't marry

agent)
Half her

a
either
it's

spent in denying these enisr-getting awful h
tired of it. Strangely enough, she'd like tc
get married and have a home of her own.
Here's hoping she waits for the right mai
and doesn't allow Hollywood and annoying
gossip to influence her. Personally, wt
think she'll wait.
life is

gagement rumors. Linda

76
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George Murphy is taking an awful
from Bob Taylor. For his role in
Bob's new picture, George had to let his
beard grow. He did and a mighty growth

POOR

ribbing

it

was,

BUT—

it

came

in

grey!

George,

in his early thirties, has never had
a grey hair to his name. Of course, on the
screen you can't detect it. But Bob Taylor
now refers to George as "Montey Woolley

who

is

Murphy."

WHO

is the handsome young man so
often seen around with Jane Wyman?
Everyone is asking and Jane says it's too
silly a question to even answer. We'll answer for her, just to disappoint a certain
few Hollywoodians who dote on dishing the
dirt. The young man in question is Neil
Reagan, brother of Jane's husband, Ronnie.

"Silver Skates," super screen ice show, has
quite a gathering of skating cuties. Sorry we
can't run all their photos, but Emily Smith,

and right, and Nancy Rush and Catherine
Guy, below, give you an idea of what this
skating movie offers besides Kenny Baker, Ted
Fiorita's band, and Ellen Drew as heroine.

left

MY

TO HEAR

MAN"

should indeed be Alice
Faye's theme song. She wasn't kidding when she said she was going to spend
every possible spare moment at Phil Harris' side, regardless of where his band is
playing. Alice has a fine nurse for the baby
and she's planning to make fewer pictures,
to give her more time with her Phil.

i

Dennis

Morgan

tell

it,

ifs

really very funny. Recently, Franchot
Tone called to tell Dennis that Mrs. Tone
was giving a party. Dennis was just about
to say that he'd be de-lighted to be there,
when Franchot continued: "J was just
I

you'd send over your little
When Dennis recovered he
learned that the party was being given for
Mrs. Tone's younger sister! No wonder he

wondering
boy and

was

"I'M SORRY," said Betty Grable, "but I
have to stay here behind the snack bar
and serve." It was at the Hollywood Canteen. The soldier, who had asked Betty to
dance, stared at her wistfully and didn't
budge. "I guess you didn't understand,"

if

girl."

surprised.

I

WHEN
handed

special delivery letter was
to Bette Davis, she read it and
then started to shriek. "What is it?" exclaimed her director, Vincent Sherman.
"Another Academy award?" "Much better
than that," Bette retorted, "I got a C book
from the ration board!"

Betty repeated. "I'm not allozved to dance.
I have to stay here and serve." The soldier
continued to stare. "Oh, well," he sighed.
can't I?"
"I can dream

—

^
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— o show thai
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playing at Henry Miller's Theater
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ft

Vr

spot— now

in

New

York,
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MacMurray

A

In

Hurray!

Continued from page 22

This, little
all

maiden

forlorn

Rues the day that
she was born.
Never learned the
simple truth
For perfect coiffures,

USE GRIP-TUTH!

when they

Gilded Lily." So I figured with a discounting estimate "everything happens to us."
They said they wanted an actor who
didn't look and act like an actor at all.
Someone right out of this world. Every
agent in town brought in dozens of new
faces. Some were very pretty faces, too.
The director, the writer, the producer and
monuments of patience and
the star,
strength, watched them all. Weeks later the
four of them announced that they had
picked the right man. They were joyous
and exhausted. Then the right man arrived.
He said his name was MacMurray. Fred.
He picked up a magazine from my desk
and went to the far corner of the room to
sit. While trying to type I was distracted
continuously by the right man not knowing
what to do with his long legs. I had^ several
good looks. He didn't look sensational. I
thought he was anything but handsome. He
looked like a big moose to me. His name
went on the dotted line. They took his pictures. They sent out his history. They went
so far as to say he was the find of the time.
That was just before the picture started.
I was script-girl and it was my duty to
say to the players "Do you mind if I hear
you with your lines ?" It was then my duty
to sit down and rehearse them until I
thought they were ready to go before the
director.
The star of the picture was
Claudette Colbert, a real honey. She is one
of those people upon whom you can always
depend to be letter perfect. I had no_ worry
about her. And I was prepared to give the
new find my undivided attention when I
asked him if he knew his lines.
"SURE!" he barked and looked at me
as if he wanted to punch me in the nose.
"Well, let's hear 'em."

first start?" If anybody else ha
had the audacity to refer to this earne

person
words,
violent.

the

modern Hairtainer

—

its

spring

teeth hold every type of hair-do in place.

Hairtainers give you that secure feeling.
Especially good for defense workers whose
loose strands of hair must be held in place.
Sold at all leading beauty salons, department
stores and chains. Card of two small, or card
of one large retainer: 25c.
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LOOK
IOYEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades— from
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does —or your money back. Used
30 years by thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone
guaranteed
harmless. No skin
needed, active coloring

easily tint telltale
lightest

it

is

agent ia
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
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on a money-backguarantee-GetBROWNATONE today.
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If

You Suffer Distress From
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#^ FEMALE
WEAKNESS
And Want To Build Up Red Blood
If at such times you suffer pain, tired,
nervous feelings, distress of "irregudue to functional monthly
disturbances
start at once
try
Lydia E. Pinkham's Compound TABLETS (with added iron)—so helpful
to relieve such distress because of
their soothing effect on one of woman's most important organs.
Taken regularly
Pinkham's help
build up resistance against such

larities"

—

—

—

—

symptoms. Also, their iron helps build
up red blood. Follow label directions.
For free

trial bottle

tear this out
to

and send with name and address

the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
853 Cleveland St., Lynn, Mass.
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nervous

fidgets

said. He was a whopper. Yes, he certain]
was a winner Oh, no, he wasn't. He was
nervous wreck again, who the next dz
called me to get what he said was "tl
!

hideous report of last night."
They took more pictures of him. The
sent out more history of him. They signe
for more years. When his picture canto Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, where he w;
born, they put his name up in letters
couple of feet high. They claimed him i
their hero and devoted a section of the

him

paper to him. They went to town ar
favored him with Fred MacMurray cap

Fred MacMurray

all

it had been meant to be kept a
from the new find that he was not

pulling for

him

to the bitter end.

was, finally, put up to the star. She
said calmly, "Let's wait a little while
longer." It seemed that Claudette Colbert,
already such a brilliant star and fine
actress, with the courage to sit there and
watch and help a new leading man get
broken in, was just wasting her time. But
Miss Colbert happened to remember that
she too had started once. And she held on.
The nerve-wracking part of it all was
that he kept asking vie to tell him the
truth. How was he? He was rehearsing
his lines one awful day when he asked
simply, directly, and without effort for
cheer, "Are they
as terrible as I am
It

ALL

SCREENLAND

overalls,

Fred MacMi-i!

He

brought it all up to 01
office and we handled it with affectionai
interest. "Aren't you thrilled ?"
I
ke)
screeching. "It shows you're a success-'
!"
Aft(
why, this is only the beginning
much argument I persuaded him to let it
have the two pages of the ad framed fc.
his dressing room. It turned out a wondei
ful, mighty, imposing wall piece. Sever;
years later I visited his dressing room. Tl
ray gloves.

some

within the radius of their delighted expectations. But the feelings of those in charge
were- extraordinarily obvious and were
dispatched in looks, weary shakes of heads,
and in conferences behind various pieces of
scenery and upholstery. The idea that
money was adding up to production costs
and that they of course would have to replace him and start all over from scratch
was an aggravating prospect, since, during
his short adventure with us, Mister MacMurray had won all of us on the set by his
complete attitude of purpose and we were

— ON THE SCREEN

—

Surely
secret

c

ari

Diligently, sincerely, he spent time wil
the dramatic coach at the studio. He playe
small parts in studio plays. They bolstere
him by telling him to keep up the goc.
work that he was improving some. Bi
nobody wanted to spoil him by telling hii
how really good he was. He went ahea
with patient resolve. And with it all was tl
heartening' surety that he would neve
never be the type of actor who'd chew v.the scenery, even as time went on. Whe
the picture was previewed the audienc
wanted to know who the new guy wa
Natural as an old shoe, they said. "Gn
us more pictures with a guy like that," the

time.

for

test

his

confusion
collected

Came the ominous reaction. The le
down. The star, the director, the produa
all became ill. The new discovery didn
collapse. He used the time out for stud

!"

lose

excitement and
had become calm,

convincingly natural

The first few days passed only because we
knew there would be a tomorrow and because we believed the find of the time was
bound to

the

doubts,

he?" he asked.

is

"Terrible

I

evidence, I should become that optimisti
And, as I listened for flaws in the ne
find's speeches, I realized that I was fa
becoming the nervous wreck, while li

hobbled over.

"How

painii

saw myse
boogey-me
away. I developed the opinion that even
body else was crazy. That he was supei
wonderful. It was a bad omen, people sail
that right under the nose of such tormentin

.

I

those

just

would

at the helm, steering all those

"Okay," he barked with the same ferocity.
"But let's get over there in the corner
where nobody can hear us."
I became Miss Colbert "feeding" the new
find the star's lines and he was his own
natural self. My boss motioned to me and

BRUSH AWAY

in

probably

have becon
Suddenly at that very moment

I

became miserably indignant.

:

GRIP-TUTH,

me

before

monument
.

to

fame was

still

in the plac

he had put it. Under the sofa! "Sure I lilthey were wonderful to do all that fc
it
me," he said. "But how can a guy bra
like that?" You know the story from ther
He has gone a long way. The studio learne.
to hear the famous last words, quickh
"We'll give you such and such if you'll h

—

MacMurray for a picture."
I saw the first fan letter he ever rt
ceived.
was sitting in our office, his fe<,
desk, and said pleasantly, "Oh, I gc
on
a fan letter today. That is, it says
us have

He

my

m

name, but there must be some mistake."
"Probably," we all agreed, with ov
tongues in our cheeks.
His pockets began to bulge with fa
mail.
asked,
ters ?"

When we

stopped seeing them

"What's the matter?

No more

VI

le

1

"Aw, I just forget to bring them," h
kept saying. What he didn't add was tli£
he'd have looked pretty silly carrying
couple of barrels around since, in the shot

!

!

outnumbered those of
Gary Cooper, who had the highest rating

time, his fan letters

the studio. What before looked like a
hurried and non-triumphant exit became a
steady march to good work. It was during
those first few pictures that the crew gave
MacMurray to understand in no uncertain
terms, that should he ever change and get
grandly proud, or too big for his boots, we
wouldn't be able to bear it.
At the start of the second picture with
us, our Mister MacMurray revealed a huge
talent for kidding. Should time have been
permitted for research investigation, he
probably would have been found down in
the archives of history as the original who
put tacks on teacher's seat. It would all
start with a tickle on the ear, usually when
there was a group of people close so that
I'd hit every other one in the eye. Then
he'd trip me with one of those gigantic feet
and grab me just as I was about to land
on the floor. This was usually at the moment the director was screaming for me to
bring him the script. I would open the
script. To the wrong place. Mr. MacMurray having taken care of that. Then the
"right guy" would jump over and open the
book to the proper place, having marked
it with a stick of gum or a piece of candy
at

LocLna a douMe

Ever have days when you wish you could run away
from your other self?
For weeks you go along singing, smiling and working
at school
like a soldier. There's lots to be done
and the Canteen ... at home, where you've taken over
K. P. for Mom. Later at Service Dances
where you're a regular, you look all crisp and Bhining.

—

"I know everyone's counting on me," you
"But what can I do?"
Peg

certainly are slipping !" I would swear to
get even with him which led to me chasing him around the set usually falling into
somebody's lap or into an expensive prop.
This went on during the entire six pictures
we all did together. But I was fighting a
losing battle. Because the crew was on his

difference until

silly

lugging

worth a try? And how! You'll learn that
made to stay soft
Kotex is more comfortable

—

in use.

Like the 4-ply double-duty safety
center. And the flat, pressed ends
I of Kotex that don't show because

it

,

J

!

happen just that quickly.

The other day when somebody said, "I
like the MacMurray type best, what about
realized that

I

hadn't seen that big

moose for some time. I called him
"Can I come over to see you?"

lovable
up.

at

"Sure!"
I arrived on the set and waited until he
finished a scene with Rosalind Russell and

understood all over again why they say
he can steal a scene right out if he wants
to. If I had taken up the matter with Fred,
he would, of course, have said I only
listened to such talk because I am prejuI

all

your

That's

why more women choose Kotex

bring it tomorrow."
Lillian, Fred's lovely wife, came up to
visit us on location where we were making
another picture. It was the Easter following that Christmas. She brought with her
the present. "For heaven's sakes, Fred, give
it to her. Yourself. Now. Before you lose
it again," she said.
"Lily," he said, in a conference that
went on directly over my head as if I was
the little girl who wasn't there, "let's go
buy some Easter flowers and pin them on
the Christmas present." And- only because
Lily was there to carry out the threat did

I

they're not stubby.

From now on you can be
best every day of the month

I'll

you?"

that snowball sort

Now your confidence never misses a beat.
Because Kotex has those patented
improvements no other pad can offer!

gotten to bring it. "I could send it over,"
he said, "but I want to give it to you, my-

it

None of

of softness that packs hard under pressure,
no wrong side to cause accidents!

Mr. MacMurray unlocked his car. But we
didn't find the present. Because he had for-

—

—

Is it

up here?" he blustered. "It's in the car, of
course. Come on, let's go over and get it."
He yanked my arm. In the parking station

self

you try Kotex sanitary

Banish that Double

A

look

And

she adds brightly:
8 o'clock sharp !'^N
"Don't forget

napkins.

beautiful
He bought a dog for hunting.
animal that showed a marked interest in
eating up his garden instead of following
shots. So Fred decided to get rid of him.
He asked me if I wanted him. He then
asked a dozen other people the same thing.
But it was no easy matter parting. The
last I heard, the dog was still with him.
The day before Christmas Mr. MacMurray came up to our office and announced in a detached sort of way, "I have
brought you a present."
I

straight! It's comfort that makes
know how big a

you

tells

begin.

the difference! You'll never

—

"Where is it?"
"Now, wouldn't

there's that

excuses for tonight.

we would both grab for, He would
mumble in my ear, "My, MY, sis, you

side

—

your other self.
Double
you that you cant keep going! Your confidence
does a dim-out and you call Peg to make

Then

Telling

which
then

7

liie.

than

other brands of pads put together!

"AS ONE GIRL TO ANOTHER"
is a swell booklet that
explains a
life

. . .

contacts,
.

.

.

girl's

private

gives tips on social

do's

good grooming
and

don't's for

"those days'.' Quick send

your name and address

on a postcard

Box

to P. 0.

3434, Dept. S-3,

Chicago, for your copy.
It's

FREE

diced.

"I

have been very lonesome for you,"

(* T.

I

M. Ree. O.

S. P»t. Off .)

started.
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He surveyed me with narrowing eyes
that implied I had told a fine fib. "Now,
don't give me that lonesome business," he
said. "You know you just came over to

—

'pump' me you're a writer now! But you
already know the story of my life. And

!"
it been dull
was, as usual in somebody else's
chair not knowing what to do with his
feet. Pretty soon they were across my lap.

my, hasn't

He

—

He had just added to the numerous worries
of the script-girl by betting with her that
he had carried the cigarette in his right
hand instead of his left. He had his fist out
for the quarter they had put up. She paid
off.

Then he looked

slyly at

me,

ber ?"

Oh,

yes, I

remembered.

"Remem-

was then I had
discovered MacMurray's amazing faculty
for knowing detail. I had instructed him
It

to enter the room with
while he insisted it had

an envelope open,
been closed. The
director compromised and took the scene
both ways. Although MacMurray usually
did not stay with us to see the day's work
on the screen, he was there that night,
tired but brightly waiting to see the outcome. Sadly, I lost. I handed him the
quarter. "Oh, no!" he said. He made me
give him the quarter the following day in
the presence of the entire troupe. Thereafter
whenever the director would check with
me on positions of props, Mr. MacMurray,
with ears put, would pop up from nowhere
and bounce the quarter up and down in the
palm of his hand and say, slyly, "Remember, honey ?"
He is trying not to be a too-enthusiastic
father, but he was pretty proud that that
morning he and his wife had taken their
little daughter, Susan Carole, two and a
half years old, with them to see a friend
:

"Keep your hair shining,
sparkling— the way HE loves to
see

it.

How? By

every shampoo!

using Nestle Colorinse after
don't you try it tonight?

Why

off at the air port.

They stopped

vlBp

-

"'

"Nowl Has your

for break-

It was Susan Carole's first introduction to dining out. "I must say," the very
young lady's father said, with a vigorous

fast.

nod

his

head, "that she behaved very
course you know he couldn't be
prejudiced a bit when he tells you that not
even when she was a few days old and just
that big, did Susan cry like other babies
cry "She was always quite remarkable
in things like that," he assures you.
MacMurray is as he looks— steady, sincere. No more handsome than that
firn
time I saw him. And real. That he should
have risen so consistently has been a bit
pride to us. And when, at another studio, we
.pf

well."

Of

had a story that was right up
his

studio

said

man would

his

they regretted, but

alley,
the'ir

busy—he was booked ahead
two years we said, "Nobody

be

—

for the next
could be that good." Oh, no? Lately his
contract has given him time between pictures and he likes to squeeze time in for
hunting, fishing and tooling leather.
Best of all, MacMurray is still not over-

powered by

his

success.

There has never

been the time when he has ever tried to
give anybody the impression that he has
the world by the tail. His dressing room
on the set is still his make-up kit. His
ninety-five cent kit finally fell apart after
six years of faithful service. His wife replaced this with a fine, handsome one. "It

took me some time to get used to such a
fancy one," he says. He still gobbles his
doughnut and coffee on the set at the stroke
of nine in the morning as he slaps light
make-up on his face. Also during this he
will be going over his lines to himself.

He

Mostly out loud.
is something to see. He
will be in the lights before you can blink

an eye and he'll be saying, with his customary twinkle, "I'm ready! Where is
everybody ? !"
His fans still say, "Let's have more pictures with
in letters.

MacMurray." Thev tell him so
reads them himself. With all

He

the things changing so rapidly there's one
thing none of us need worry about. MacMurray. You can bet he won't change!

hair ever looked lovelier?

Look at all those glowing highlights—and the new, richer tone in your hair.
Colorinse has rinsed away the dull, drab soap
film— made your hair softer, silkier, too.
Colorinse isn't a permanent dye or a bleach.
And— it won't rub off! It's there to stay—
'till your next shampoo.

•y

1

you'll

"Here's a glamour tip
want to know. For

lovelier hair, use Nestle

Shampoo,
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stores

First

the

picture of the four

leading

romantic

young men snatched from obscurity by producer Sol Lesser
in the
movie, "Stage Door Canteen," in which forty

roles

most famous stars of the entertainment world play
William Terry,
Fred
Brady and
Michael
Harrison
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in

of the
support. Lon McAllister,
up the happy foursome.

their

make

to play

She's the
7

Soldiers

Sweetheart

Af/CE

HA/R

Continued from page 25

MCE

sponsibilitv of looking after Dinah. Betty is
now married to an Arm}' doctor and has

with beautiful blonde curls and
years
a little bov named Petey, who is two
>li and takes special delight in breaking
silver cups.
jfr the handles of Aunt Dinah's
\\hat Petey could do to an "Oscar!"
Dinah's childhood was just like any other
high spot
normal little girl's childhood.
of it was when she wore her first grown-up
dress and appeared as the Japanese ambassador's wife in a Tom Thumb wedding. "I'll
i

little girl

EYES

MCE

A

inever

forgive

Japanese ambassador's wife," she says. Her
father, the proprietor of a chain of department stores in Tennessee, was eager that
she go to Vanderbilt University and become
a social worker. At Vanderbilt she discovered she had a voice people liked and she
soon became the leading light of the college
glee club. When her voice suddenly changed
from soprano to contralto she was quite
annoyed. "I think it was due to cheer-leading at football games."
Between her junior and senior years at
Vanderbilt she spent a summer in New
York. She decided then and there that she
wanted to be a singer, come what may.
"Daddy said if I'd come back to Nashville
and finish college he'd let me go back to
New York the following year, if I still

•

TEETH

them for making me the

charms may be wasted
if

she uses the WRONG DEODORANT

wanted to. I still wanted to, all-right!"
Dinah descended upon New York in 1938.
one was impressed. The best job she
could land was as an unpaid singer on a
local radio station. For two years she sang
for free

I

and

LASTING: Keeps underarms sweet and
dry up to 3 days.

I

No

•

I'M

—

SPOILING ALL

MY

GENTLE: Non-irritating contains soothing emollients . . . it's skin-safe, after-

DATES

on unsponsored programs. "I had

shaving safe.

a roommate who was always getting inI envied her Novited out to dinner.
body ever invited me out. I almost got out
of the habit of eating for a whole year. I
guess that's the reason I enjoy eating so
much now." She didn't want to appeal to

,

How

,

•

-

1

'

I

'

'

i

-

Daddy collect and told him I was
come home. As a singer I was a
he'd send me the money I'd come

"I called
ready to
flop.

If

home and be a social worker."
But Dinah has a very understanding

He

sent the money all right, but he
her that he was convinced she'd
make a better singer than a social worker,
and she'd better try again.
After that, things started jumping^ for
Dinah. And they've been jumping ever since.
NBC hired her ("I nearly fainted when I
saw real money") as jive diva on its Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street
program and when Dinah's torchy voice
lit into le jazz hot, believe me, people turned
up their radios. Then "Mr." Cantor hired
her for his radio program. (She's still under contract to Mr. Cantor.) She recorded
Yes, My Darling Daughter which promptly

father.

QUICK:

!

her father, for fear he'd tell her to come
home, so Dinah's eyes got bigger and bigger, and her waistline thinner and thinner.
Then came that never-to-be-forgotten
black New Year's Eve. An agency had told
Dinah that she could make $25 by singing
at a special entertainment, so Dinah recklessly spent her last dime on the bus to get
back to her apartment to dress up. But
when she got there she found a message saying the engagement had_ been canceled.
When the bells began to ring joyously for
New Year's Dinah began to bawl. It was
all too much to bear. On an empty stomach.
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Joan Crawford a Good Housekeeper?

Phillip Terry. But
"Superb, supreme, the best," says her husband,
in another
dish-washing
and
glamour
let her tell you how she combines
of a servantdescription
her
thrill
to
You'll
article.
great Silver Screen
Hollywood in the big
less, rationed, war-minded

also told

March

issue of

Silver Screen
Get your copy today.

—

sold half a million copies. The swanky Wedgwood
at the Waldorf Astoria signed
her to sing for their smart guests. What
with phonograph records, juke boxes, radio,

Room

SCREENLAND

Only 15 cents at your favorite newsstand.

—

!

night clubs, and now the movies,
right up there in Big Business.
It

was

while

Linda Darnell,

glamorous

20th

Century-Fox star in "Loves of
Edgar Allen Poe," uses G LOVER'S.

HOLLYWOOD

teaches you to look lovelier with
treatment, with

GLOVER'S famous MEDICINAL

massage, for Dandruff, Itchy Scalp and excessive
Falling Hair. You'll feel the exhilarating effect,

Ask for GLOVER'S at any Drug Store.
Send today for this Complete Trial Application
of GLOVER'S famous Mange Medicine and the new
GLO-VER Beauty Soap Shampoo, in hermetically
sealed bottles. Test the Glover's Medicinal Treat*
merit, yourself Complete instructions and booklet,
"The Scientific Care of Scalp and Hair," included
FREE Send the Coupon today
instantly/
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GLOVER'S, with massage, for

DANDRUFF, ITCHY SCALP
and Excessive FALLING HAIR

was singing

she

Wedgwood Room

Dinah

that

one

of

is

at the
Dinah's

dreams came true. "When I was a child,
and later when I was at Vanderbilt, I used
to day-dream a lot. I always saw myself
being utterly charming and too, too beautiful in a white fox coat. Someday, I used
to sigh, I'll buy my dream coat. One afternoon when I had finished a rehearsal at the
Wedgwood Room a salesman came up to
me with the most beautiful white fox coat
across his arm I have ever seen. It simply
took my breath away. 'I don't want you to
buy it, Miss Shore,' he said smoothly. 'I
just wanted to show it to you. Would you
like to try it on ? My, my, it fits perfectly
I have a client who is most eager to buy
it at once, but if you have a special date
tonight I don't mind your keeping it over"
night and wearing it'
Dinah said yes, she did have a special
date, and she took it to the apartment and
showed it to sister Betty. Betty said, "It's
sort of impractical, isn't it?" Dinah said
yes, but not to worry because she had only
borrowed it for the night and back it would
go tomorrow. And then her "date'' arrived,
took one look at Dinah in her white fox
and exclaimed, "Dinah Shore, in that coat
you are the most beautiful thing I've ever
seen !" "Why, I'm so glad you like it," said
Dinah demurely, and added, with a side
glance at sister Betty, "I just bought it

The "dream coat" was stolen from
Dinah's Hollywood apartment two weeks
ago. She wasn't too upset. White fox is too

'A

vGood Housekeeping y

GLOVE

R'S *

impractical, and much too frivolous for
these serious times.
Dinah's ambition is "to be a normal girl."
She is very suspicious of phonys. "I can't
stand people who don't talk straight.' And

GLOVER'S, 101 W. 31st St.. Dept. 663, New York City
Send Trial Package, .Glover's Mange Medicine
and GLO-VER SHAMPOO, In hermetically-sealed
bottles, and Informative booklet. I enclose 23c.

Name

most wary of Hollywood. "I keep telling
myself not to believe any of this. Hollywood will never turn me into a glamor

Address

girl."

THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED FIRM
IN THE UNITED STATES SELLING

Her

great "enthusiasm" (second only

to Mr. Crosby) is the armed forces. And
the armed forces, as you well know, are
equally enthusiastic about Dinah. She has
been elected the "Sweetheart" of more
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To Be Set to Music

^Publishers need new songs! Submit one or more of
jL.your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub,iect.
Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
FIVE

STAR MUSIC MASTERS,

685 Beac o n Bl d g„ Boston, Masi,

Now She Shops
ft

Carry
"Cash And
Painful Backache
Without

Many

sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly;
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out_ of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep

and energy, getting up

nights, swelling, puffinesa

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is eomething wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills;
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.
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she'd refuse to sing for a soldier. Several
nights a week she sings at the Hollywood
Canteen, where the boys gather around and
ask for their favorites. Sundays and holidays always find her visiting a nearby
camp. Dinah feels that singing to the
soldiers is her part toward the war effort.
All young soldiers, it seems, are in love
with Dinah Shore. One reason is, perhaps,
that she is around their own age. Also, she
is one of the few singers they actually
know. When Dinah has finished singing at
a camp she doesn't whisk herself off home,
or to an officers' club. She greets the boys personally, "My name's Dinah, what's yours?"
She eats with them in their mess hall, she
talks with them, dances with them, and
takes messages to their girls back in town.
"No soldier has ever said anything off -color
girls who aren't beautiin front of me.
ful have an advantage over the girls who
are. The boys don't consider us out of their
reach. The boys are never in awe of me.

We

They always
very much."

call

me Dinah—and

I

like it

Dinah has a way of singing that makes
each soldier think that she is singing to
him, and to him alone. And naturally that
goes over big with the boys. They like
that torchy "intimacy" in her voice. It makes
their toes curl.
one.

They

When

the

like to feel that they're

she

sings

Cole

Porter's

You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
is under the illusion that she

every soldier
is

singing

When

I

it

to

him

alone.

asked Dinah

how

she got that

SCREENLAND

the

famous

resort,

"Coney

a

film

Island."

intimate quality

in her voice that causes
in love with her, she explained, "I just relax. I stand there at the
microphone and I slip off
shoes so I'll
all

males to

fall

my

A

camps than she can keep count of and she
is prouder of this honor than any bestowed
upon her. She'd cut her tongue out before

Choice of the

about

In

be perfectly comfortable. I cross my fingers,
I close my eyes, and I think of somebody I
love very much. Maybe my Daddy, maybe
Petey."
"Sometimes," I suggested, "don't you
think of Jimmy Stewart?"
Dinah blushed right up to the roots of
her hair, and I want to state here and now
it was refreshing to see someone in Hollywood blush. "Lieutenant Stewart and I
aren't having a romance," she said. "I date
him when he's in Hollywood, but it isn't
a romance. It's a friendship. Hollywood is so
silly. Just because you date a man doesn't
mean you're having a romance with him."
Dinah met Jimmy Stewart (Lieutenant
Stewart to Dir.ah) when they both did a
broadcast.
week later when she was
leaving the broadcasting station in New
York a mczsenger boy handed her a wire
it was from Jimmy telling her how much
he liked the song she sang that night. After
that it was wires and more wires. When
Dinah sings Jim, one of her favorites, I just
bet she isn't thinking of Petey.
Recently,
Dinah has been having a
"friendship" with tall, blond and handsome
George Montgomery. It's a Hollywood

today."
(V Guaranteed

Betty Grable and George Montgomery
romantic scene from their co-starring

Canteen friendship. Seems that George was
bus-boy at the Canteen one night when
Dinah sang there. Between songs George
was introduced. He asked to take her to
the Brown Derby for a bite after the show.
Ever since then Mr. Montgomery has found
it convenient to do his bus-boy chores on
.

the nights that Dinah sings.
The other day she and George were
standing on the busy corner of Vine and
Hollywood Boulevard, waiting for George's
sister to finish her shopping.
bunch of
kids recognized George and descended upon
him for autographs. One little girl, who
never takes a chance on missing anything,
asked for Dinah's too, but paid no attention
when she wrote it down. The kids were
halfway down the block when the little girl

A

suddenly looked at her autograph book and
"Dinah Shore! It's Dinah Shore!"

shrieked,

There was quite a commotion after that.
Even a few salesgirls from the Broadway
store joined in the excitement.
"What's the matter with me?" said
Dinah. "Nobody ever turns an eye at me
until they know it's me!"
"Mr." Warner Brothers will attend to
that, Dinah.

—

a
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He

Hurls

Laugh Bombs!
Continued from page 31

i

never realize they're poor sports. But not
the boys in uniform. Although they're playing the greatest game in life, with all their
cards on the table, they never let you know
that would spoil the game. Wherever
it
you go you hear their laughter, and that's
the finest battle-cry ever raised."
Something told me Jack was thinking of
joining up. "Well," he admitted, "I see guys
leaving the studio every day, and it makes
me want to go along with them. With me,
it would mean leaving pictures for good.
I've got a one-track mind. If I went into
the Army and came out in one piece I'd go
into a different kind of business. So far as
that's concerned, I'd probably have to by
that time. The motion picture business
changes every day, and the chances are I'd
find it had passed me by. But the only thing
that's worrying me now is how we're going
to keep up the fun that's so needed today.
Humor is more valuable these days than
it has ever been in this country."
As to the Avar work he was doing aside
from entertaining, Jack was proud to say
"You oughta see me at the Hollywood
Canteen! I'm a bus-boy there. I suppose
the boys are disappointed because I'm not
Betty Grable or Gene Tierney or Lana
Turner, but just the same they ask for my
autograph. The other night I wrote my

—

John Henry something like fifty times,
which is really something for a guy who is
definitely not on the glamor side. So far, as
I'm not such a hot bus-boy, I hadn't done
very well there. There's a rule that you
have to replace all the dishes you break,
and already that had cost me $8.95. But,
anyhow, I said to myself, 'Oakie, old boy,
here's where you economize. You can snitch
a sandwich at the Canteen.' My mistake. I
carried at least a thousand sandwiches to
other guys that night, but I never did get
one myself. Uncle Sam's boys sure do eat.
But that's fine, and I'm all for it, even if
I do fall away to just a few hundred
pounds."

As he took a notch in his belt, I fell to
brooding over his earlier statement that if
he went away to war and came back from
it he would go into another walk of life.
It was impossible to imagine him in anything but acting. What, for instance? To
be sure, he long had been Mayor of Encino,
and an even more brilliant political career
might stretch before him. Or the great business world might open wide its door to him.
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Patti-Pac

Masters of Make-Up Since 1864

CAKE MAKE-UP

HANDS CHAPPED ?
HERE'S

NOT ONLY SOOTHING RELIEF-BUT

FASTER HEALING

_

But,
_

somehow,

I

couldn't see

him

as, say,

a noiseless soup tycoon. Doubtless he would
hate to be shut up in an office. It seems he
has suffered from claustrophobia ever since
that day when, as a blue-eyed, goldenhaired child, he accidental^ locked himself
in the jam closet. Far better that he be a
man of the open. Perhaps his field would
prove to be the green field of alfalfa. Besides getting a ride, he would look well on
a truckload of the stuff and balance it
nicely. Yes, that might turn out to be it
Jack Oakie, the Alfalfa King.
Meanwhile, the air-conditioned comedian
wasn't thinking my way. He was engrossed
in the subject alwaj^s nearest his heart,
humor, and the immediate problem of keeping the gag flying.

"Y'know," Oakie assured me. "I wish
Rogers were alive. We haven't one outstanding wit like him. Will Rogers would
have been dynamite to the enemy. That's
one reason why I believe in hurling laugh
bombs."

Housework often

causes red,

chapped hands. Help protect
and heal them with Noxzema.

Men— Don't let chapped, irritated skin

make work

able. Here's

miser-

quick relief.

Clinical Tests Show Quick Results!
• If your hands are badly chapped, do as scores of Doctors
and Nurses do — use Noxzema Medicated Skin Cream.
Noxzema is not just a cosmetic cream— it contains soothing
medicinal ingredients that aid in healing tiny skin cracks. It helps soften and
helps restore normal
smooth skin
white loveliness to red, rough, irritated
chapped hands. Scientific clinical experiments show how fast it works—
definite improvement often seen over-

—

night! Noxzema is greaseless — nonsticky.On sale at drug and cosmeticcounters. Get a jar today! 35?, 50?, $1.00.

SCREENLAND

VTatch children smile with relief
when soothing Noxzema is applied to tender, chapped skin.
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TEETHING PAINS
RELIEVED

QUICKLY
Jean Rogers believes

your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rubafew drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
.

/HEN

that half the fun of
getting up a party
is making your table

the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby

attractive. Left, Jean
is

from your

it

for

the canher buffet

supper, and on opposite page she is
shown sipping coffee.

specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy

lighting

dles

druggist today

HAND'S

DR.

TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

it

on the gums

FOR YOUR CLUB

!
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Continued from page 10

SALE

ON BOOKS

HOW

would you like to read 52 outstanding books every year FREE?

In Liberty Magazine each week
included a condensed version of
ular best-selier. Many of the
about books novels, mystery

non-fiction

—
—appear

in

Liberty

there

is

a poptalkedstories,

week by

week.

These are abridged right from the origthe
in
lost
is
version. Nothing
inal
process. All the drama, emotion, action
and suspense are retained.
These books come to you free in Liberty,
addition to a full menu of short
in
serials, articles, verse, departstories,
ments and cartoons. There is no advance
in

price.

Don't take a chance on missing one of
these great books or a single issue of the
new, bigger and better Liberty. Have it
delivered to your home by U. S. Mail.

To new subscribers who act promptly we
are making a special offer the next 20
issues for only $1.00. Send the coupon
today and get 20 big books in condensed
form as part of the new Liberty Maga-

—

zine.

FISH CHEESE DISH
of flounder (skinned on both
sides). In a large skillet put V& cup cream
or top milk, salt, pepper and one bay leaf,
cook over low flame from 5 to 7 minutes.
thicken
Remove fish into shallow pan.
gravy in skillet with teaspoon of flour, add

Two

Now

cooking sherry to taste. Pour over fish,
sprinkle with Kraft Parmesan cheese. Place
under broiler till golden brown, which will
be in 3 or 4 minutes.
"Mother's fish steak and onions must be
tasted to be appreciated. For this, we use
mackerel, which is cut into portions. Put
as many sliced onions as you need for your

dinner into very hot oil; let them cook
slowly enough to cook through and brown.
Remove from fire and make a border of
them on a hot platter, which you keep hot
while preparing the fish. Use salt and pepper on your mackerel, nothing else. Put the
for only
fish, flesh down, in your onion pan
a minute. Turn it skin side down for 3 minutes. Turn it again on the flesh side and
finish cooking. It will bea rich brown and
have a wonderful flavor."
Vegetables and salad expect to star on

any meatless menu, and Jean makes colorbuffet
ful pictures of the platters on her
table. Today she had a cauliflower in Hollandaise sauce set in the center of a huge
divided platter, other divisions filled with
diced carrots, diced beets, string beans, red
kidney beans, and corn, with quarters of
fresh tomato in between.

LIBERTY, Box SC-3
205 E. 42 Street
New York City

HOLLAND AISE SAUCE

Name

Place in double-boiler 6 tablespoons butter (or butter substitute) and 2 egg yolks

Address
City

84

filets

State

and

Add

briskly until butter is dissolved.
tablespoon flour, juice of l 2 lemon,

stir
1

/

SCREENLAND

1

cup milk and season with nutmeg, pepper

and

salt.

Stir constantly until sauce
custard.

is

as thick as

Rolls, celery and olives have places on
Jean's buffet and her salad bowl contains
romaine, celery, radishes, green peppers,
tomato, slivers of cole-slaw and sliced hardcooked egg. Jean has an unusual French
dressing for this salad. She has found it so
popular that she keeps a jar of it in her
refrigerator. I think you will find it
interesting.

FRESH SALAD DRESSING
can Campbell's Tomato Soup
2 cans Wesson Salad Oil (measure from soup can)
1 can vinegar (measure from same
1

can)

y2

cup sugar
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of Gulden's Mustard
Dash of Worcestershire Sauce
Put an onion at bottom of jar and add
entire mixture.

"When

serving a meatless meal,

it's

al-

ways wise to concentrate strongly on desserts," said the young leading lady of "Mr.
Justice Goes Hunting," the

M-G-M

picture.

never use up our sugar
rations, since neither of us take sugar in tea
or coffee and we seldom have desserts for
ourselves, except for fresh fruits or sherbet.
If you use as little sweetening as we do,
you'll have plenty of the precious stuff for
your parties.
"For a big party, I like to serve a variety
of desserts. Tonight we have apple pie with

"Mother and

I

:

I

cheese, apple strudel, a good coffee cake and
some of our favorite lemon cheese caKes.

"The lemon cheese recipe is an English
lone; in spite of its name it contains no
;cheese The 'cakes' are really tarts, but you
can use this filling also between layers of
white or sponge cake. Double this recipe if
yoa are serving more people, or halve it if
your group is small. The mixture can be
made up and kept in the refrigerator until
!

jyou wish to use

it.

LEMON CHEESE CAKE
Grated rind and juice of 2 lemons
2 to 3 ounces of butter (or butter
substitute)

cup sugar
2 beaten eggs
Blend together, put in pan and stir continuously over low heat until it boils and
thickens.

COFFEE CAKE
2 tablespoons Crisco
Y>

cup sugar

•34

cup flour

The

recipe for Shropshire Apple Johns is
well-known than that for the Apple
Strudel Jean served, so she gives you this

less

SHROPSHIRE APPLE JOHNS
4 good cooking apples
1 3^3 cups pastry flour
Yz teaspoon Calumet Baking
der

%
Y

Pow-

teaspoon salt
cup Crisco

4 cloves

Honey
Butter
Peel and core the apples. Sift dry ingredients together. Work in Crisco until a fine
crumb. Gradually add water to make a stiff
dough. Roll out to J4 inch thickness. Divide
pastry into 4 squares, place an apple in center of each, fill cavity left by removing core
with honey, 1 clove and dab cf butter. Wet
the corners of the pastry and pinch together.
Bake for 40 minutes at 350 degrees. Serve
with cream and brown sugar.

In spite of her demurely simple hostess
of blue-gray and the ribbon bow in
her blonde hair, Jean Rogers looks what
she is, a charming sophisticate. Her house
suits her
nothing of the little red-ridinghut or French pastry villa about the dwell-

gown

2 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
Y% cup milk
Y> teaspoon Burnett's vanilla
Cream Crisco and sugar, add beaten egg
yolk and sifted dry ingredients alternately
with milk. Add vanilla. Fold in stiffly beaten egg white. Spread Yz mixture in deep
greased pie-tin.

FILLING
cup brown sugar

2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 cup walnuts
2 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons Crisco

Mix all ingredients thoroughly and
spread Y> over the batter in the pie-tin. Add
ithe rest of the cake batter and spread remainder of filling over the top. Bake in a
moderate oven (350 degrees) from 45 to 60
minutes.

—

ing of M-G-M's young actress.
In the newer section of Beverly Hills, her
California
modern house opens on a
glassed-in patio so that even in cool w eather
Jean can enjoy her sheltered terrace.
There's a water-lily pond in the center of
the patio, very decorative when the lilies
are in bloom.
"But what a hazard to strangers in the
dim-out!" laughed Jean. "We used to have
the patio lamps lit every night, but now
that no lights may be shown, people are
always blundering into our pond on moonless evenings. I'm thinking of having it out:

lined in phosphorescent paint."

Jean and her mother coveted the house
for a year before they actually moved in.

Hair
OFF
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hair
even
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Nothing
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simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
I

had ugly
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couraged. Tried

.
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My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual

success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
oblieation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. CL Boi

4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. E-22, Chicago.

DESIRE
Be

irresistibly

DROPS
alluring

with the

lingering enchantment of this
fascinating perfume. One
lingers lovingly for hours

drop
.

.

.

beckons to romance like an unflame.

deniable

Full

size

bot-

prepaid or SI. 32 COD.
Directions FREE. One bottle FREE
if two are ordered. Sent in sealed plain wrapper.
BULC0. Inc. Deal 115-C. Boi )>(, Times S: Sta.. New Yuk.
tle

98c

Free for Asthma

During Winter
If you suffer with those terribleattacks of Asthma

when it is cold and damp if raw. Wintry winds
make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the
;

very last if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe: if you feel the disease is
slowly wearing your life away, don't fail to send at
once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of
a remarkable method. No matter where you live or
;

whether you have any faith in any remedy under
theSun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered
for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today for this
free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address.
2SS-K Frontier Bldg.
Frontier Asthma Co.
Buffalo. New York
462 Niagara Street
:
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one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
do all of these 4 important things
for your hair.
will

Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as It rinses.
4. Helps keep heir neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
in
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it,

I

knew

I

'Oh my dear, that's exactly
was going to say You must be
'Why, how did you know I liked
psychic
Bach or Steinbeck or blue plums or
whatever is mentioned? I'd swear you're
psychic
'My dear, you look psychic tonight. I notice people with psychic powers
often wear blue or whatever she has on.'

wanted

find her psychic.

what

some

of

which Jean

is
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We

And so on.
"When you

are ready to play the game,

you say 'Darling, I'm going to prove to
you that you're psychic. Leave the room
:

" 'Darling" leaves the room. The rest decide that whatever she mentions second
will be the object.
she returns, she,
'Is it the lamp?' You
says (for instance)
say: 'Not quite, but you're warm. Let's all

When
:

now

concentrate harder !' She picks out something else and whatever it is you all exclaim 'But how did you know?' 'Thereyou are psychic what did I tell you?' etc.
She is sent out to see if she can do it again.
This keeps up until she catches on or the
crowd gives it away. It's really terribly
amusing, except to the victim."
For a young crowd that likes to laugh,
'Musical Cup' is a less boisterous version of
cup and
the old favorite 'Musical Chairs.'
saucer is passed from hand to hand as music
is played. Whenever the music stops, the
one holding the cup is out of the game, the
object being to stay in the game to the end.
"Quotations" is another game popular
with Jean's guests. For this, each guesl
thinks of a quotation and draws his conception of it on a sheet of paper. Then the
drawings are exhibited and a prize won by
the person guessing the most quotations. A
sample quotation might be: "How far that
or "Ever
little candle throws its beams"
your best friend won't tell you."

is

:

—

A

taining her guests, unless she is inviting
those few intimates who prefer conversation
to games, or who insist on playing bridge.
Jean has ideas for games in reserve and
brings them out as occasion demands.
"I collect games the way some people collect stamps," she remarked. "The other
night we played 'Psychic' at a friend's
house and had so much fun with it that I
intend to try it soon. This game calls for
special planning. You decide on the victim
early in the evening and pretend at once to

—
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PSORIA

SUFFERERS

IGOOD NEWS! Our exclusively NEW METHODS of
[EXTERNAL APPLICATION of "EN-EX" makes it
I possible for you to have a NORMAL APPEARING
(SKIN! Use "EN-EX" (a liquid) for 30 days! Just

WINNERS

brush it on. Progress shown Day by Day or Money
iBack. (No "reasons." Nothing to return) in 30
days. Hundreds have succeeded. WHY NOT YOU?

1
|

of the

JANE WITHERS

PRIZE CONTEST!

—

Curious facta about Psoriasis, etc.,
Free Booklet
that every sufferer should know, sent loithfirst order.
J

.00
Bottle

NO STAIN.
ENOUGH

NOT GREASY.

IN

MANY CASES.

Send currency or M. 0. or sent C. O. D. "EN-EX" Co..
67 6 Society for Savings Bldg C leve land 0. WRITE TODAY!
.
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Good News
FREE

.

for

Related Ailments
Clinic,

H388 Elms

Blvd.,

Excelsior Springs, Mo., is putting out
an up-to-the-minute, 122-page book on
Colon Disorders, Piles, Constipation and
commonly associated chronic ailments.

The book is illustrated with charts, diagrams and X-ray pictures of these ailments. Write today a postcard will do
to above address and this large book
will be sent you FREE and postpaid.

—

—

six prize-winners,
all

Colon Sufferers
BOOK— On Causes And

The McCleary

hearty congratulasincere
contestants,
other
the
tions. To
thanks for your frank and charming contributions from Jane Withers herself, Republic

To the

Pictures, producers of Jane's picture, "Johnny
Doughboy," and the Editor of this magazine.

were overwhelmingly in favor
of casting Jane in more "grown-up" roles.
Most

letters

FIRST PRIZE-WINNER: ("Irish Colleen" costume):
Marilyn DeWolf, 35 Dodge Avenue, East Haven, Conn.

SECOND PRIZE-WINNER:

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids

Excess acids, poisons and wastes in your blood
are removed chiefly by your kidneys. Getting up
Nights, Burning Passages, Backache, Swollen
Ankles, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness,
Circles Under Eyes, and feeling worn out, often
are caused by non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles. Usually in such cases,
the very first dose of Cystex goes right to work
helping the Kidneys flush out excess acids and
wastes. And this cleansing, purifying Kidney
action, in just a day or so, may easily make you
feel younger, stronger and better than in years.
An iron clad guarantee insures an immediate refund of the full cost unless you are completely
satisfied. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose under the money back guarantee so get
Cystex from your druggist today for only 35c.
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Susie Russo,

THIRD

101

Jackson

(Jane's favorite dress):

St.,

PRIZE-WINNER:

Buffalo, N. Y.

(Accessory

set;

bag,

mittens,

Council

Grove,

"beanie"):

"Jimmy" Crampton, 629 Columbia

St.,

Kansas.

FOURTH,

FIFTH, and SIXTH PRIZE-WINNERS:

(shoulder-strap bags):

Catherine Ward, 124 Park Avenue, Prescott, Arizona.
144 Pearl St., Portland, Maine.

Geraldine Matthews,

Eva Berube, 26 Daniels

SCREENLAND

St.,

j

while we select an object in it. We'll all
concentrate as hard as we can on it and
you will be able to tell us what we're thinking of when you come back.'

—

Slate

—

!'

and overflows with books. A curving white
altostair leads to the bedrooms above
gether a most compact and livable house.
A good hostess puts thought into enter-

WORLD'S LARGEST

!

—

spotlessly white with crimson touches in knobs and handles of stoves,
refrigerator,
drawers and closet doors.
There are red seats on the chairs that surround the glass breakfast table, and red and
white curtains at the windows.
The den is done in old blue and yellow

goo ds

I
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light and bright even on dull
Jean uses soft colors in her living
ranging from blues and wines to a

The kitchen

a pure, odorless hair rinse,
12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
sell toilet

saw

is

linen and glass,
using.

It is

At stores which
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cheerful yellow. There's a tapestry paper
in her dining room that makes an effective
background for her mahogany furniture.
Before the war, when they lived in Boston, Jean's mother used to make frequent
trips abroad, most often to her home country of Sweden, returning with treasures of
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or bleach.

time

was too

The house

4 Purpose Rinse
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didn't."

Amazing

This

but
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HAIR
When You Use

first

cautious," confessed Jean.
"I said I'd think it over, and next day when
I went over to claim it, some less cautious
soul had snapped it up. This time, Mother
had a hunch it might be available again.
Don't know what she based the hunch on,
but we drove over and there it was
didn't stop to think twice, and are glad we
it,

Salem, Mass.

:

Boyer's Double

Life!

Continued from page 29
suffering group of people,

and become a producer. It was a release
for theories gathered in his noggin for
the last couple of decades.
It has been said of Boyer by those who
should know that had he not become an
actor, he would have been one of the greatest of directors, but he is inclined to question this. The women, he says, would have

it

into his

own

sets,

with the

aid of his young pals, selected the plays and
players and directed the output. In the
beginning, he attempted, naively, to confine the casts to male players, but finding
that production, and popularity, would be

curtailed if this system were
pursued to the bitter end, he capitulated
and took in some girls.
At that time he was more interested in
directing and producing than in acting, but
it soon became obvious that he would have
to act, too. It was after he began regularly
seriously

treading the boards of the Theater du Boyer
that the custom at the box office ceased
to be confined strictly to youth, but showed
a gratifying sprinkling of adults. With the
quickening of grown-up interest, Charles
appropriately increased prices and, to his
sincere astonishment, the adventure proved
a fiscal bonanza.
The Theater du Boyer reached its greatest peak of usefulness immediately after
the first World War when the youthful
impresario, touched by the plight of Belgian
refugees marooned in France without means
of supporting themselves or returning to
their homeland, decided to turn his gold
mine over to them. He staged a series of
plavs which ran over a period of several
months and turned the entire proceeds over
to the unfortunate neighbors. So considerable had the fame of his enterprise become
that he raised a huge sum and earned an
official note of gratitude from the late King

Albert of Belgium.
If

the

enterprise

brought

relief

to

theater. As it turned out, he was
not allowed to produce, once he made the
inevitable trek to Paris, but was virtually
hurled into acting and sedulously kept

French

theater. Charles

designed the interior, built the

brought fame

him, he might have gone on to empyrean
heights as a producer and the savior of the

defeated him. He never would have been
able to direct women. The answer to this,
!"
of course, is "Haw
Bover, pcre, was a comfortably fixed
machinery dealer back in Figeac. He also
was deeply attached to his artistic son and
when Charles began brooding over the restrictions of a comparatively rural environment, Boyer, pcre, turned one of his storage houses over to his son and invited him
to convert

it

to an individual. Boyer became a sort of
Gallic Orson Welles, a white hope of the
French theater. Had it not been for the
fatal habit of women of making a fuss over

a

there.

UNDER YOUR ARMS!
NONSPi a ill protect* your good

Parisian sensation. In him the
of France, and the visiting school
teachers, seamstresses and librarians, had
discovered that intangible something that
later was to make him one of the highest
paid movie stars in Hollywood. One never
has to hit a Frenchman in the back of the
head with a bung starter to call his attention to a good thing when it shows up,
begging to be exploited, and within a very
few weeks producers of standing and importance were deluging him with plays.
In spite of his shyness, Charles was never
distinguished by his stupidity. He realized
that, whether he exactly approved of himself or not, he had something marketable.
He also sensed that it was an extremely
a

women

something and that it would have
to be handled with extreme care. Woman
appeal is a quality that can be strangled in
exploitation with practically no effort at
all and Boyer proposed to make sure he
made the most of whatever it was he had.
His first step in protecting his talent was
delicate

to select the right vehicle for its expression.
The result of this profound thinking was
a play called "LTnsoumise." Boyer didn't
write it, but he had a hand in its preparation and when it was ready for presentation,
he was ready for the big money and permanent recognition. The play proved to be
both a drawing room and bank vault sensation and almost immediately the French
cinema began making advances to the young
man from Figeac. Highly susceptible to the

\

winter uooletis against under"

After several minor roles, during which
his progress was watched with extraordinary care by himself, Boyer suddenly be-

came
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attraction of money, Boyer began making
French pictures and soon his abilities had
attracted Hollywood's interest and he was
definitely on his way to the large income

brackets.
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all
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girls,

only the cameraman. Ann Miller and Linda Darnell,
hands when the cameraman wanted to "shoot them.
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Doctor's 4-Way Relief

His original appearance in Hollywood
was for the purpose of making French
versions of American pictures. His two
most celebrated, in this category, were "The
Big House" and "The Trial Of Mary
Dugan," rather grim productions, but capable of making the best of his unique equipment, nevertheless. One day, while producers were trying to understand why it

Acts Instantly

was that a grown man from France couldn't
speak English whereas little boys, six years
old, from England spoke English, Boyer
suddenly surprised and delighted them by
addressing them in excellent Anglo-Saxon.
He had been secretly studying the language ever since embarking from France
and keeping his enterprise a secret_ until
such time as it could be expeditiously
revealed. Ostensibly this was the time, because before nightfall he had been cast in
"The Magnificent Lie" with Ruth Chatterton.
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turned out to be the sort of doctor who
unwittingly spreads confusion in a bewildered world. His feminine audiences
couldn't decide whether, as his patients,
they would get well and thus flatter his professional vanity or remain bedfast and enjoy him. It all made for a great deal of
perplexity, but the role made him what
he is today, or what he was when he madehis decision to subordinate his charm to his
broader ambitions.
After "Private Worlds" Hollywood, running true to form, began hurrying him.
The inevitable desire to mine all the gold
in a personality in the shortest possible
time prompted producers to begin throwing
scripts at Boyer with the enthusiasm of a
carnival visitor pegging senile eggs at a
man who will not be
Senegambian.
hurried, Boyer had small patience with the
avarice of his sponsors and refused to increase the tempo of his life an iota. The
result of his attitude was that he made
comparatively few pictures, but those he

made were memorable.

WANTED
SONG POEMS
made.
Phonograph
Kn

impression

indelible

first

A

• You help win the war

for

his

"Private
in
audiences
American
on
Worlds." He played a doctor and, while a
most decorous practitioner in the script, he

He scored heavily in "Love Affair"
not because of his work, he says, but because of the unique skill of Director Leo
McCarey. He still speaks of Mr. Mc Carey
with sincere awe. Followed "Appointment
For Love," "Back Street," "All This, And
Heaven Too," "Hold Back The Dawn,"
"Tales Of Manhattan" and "The Constant
Nymph." In all of these his reputation as
the most lubricious of smoothies grew and
soon, too, did his bank deposits and his
antipathy for women.

He is not prepared to admit as much,
but there are those who insist that he became a producer as a means of lessening the
distaff pressure. Only the fact that he will
not immediately go all out for producing,
but will continue to appear in some of his
own pictures is cited by those who shudder
at the thought of his leaving the screen
(and these include the fiscal heads of many
practically none of
studios,
are female) as proof that he is not
altogether allergic to acclaim.
In view of his obvious timidity in the
presence of women, the fact that he married one of the most fascinating actresses
in the world, Pat Paterson, is something
of a phenomenon. There have been various

Hollywood

whom

accounts of his meeting with and wooing
of Miss Paterson, but most of them,_ he
says, have been ninety-eight percent wishful thinking and two percent fact. The
meeting was normal, his infatuation natural,
and his decision to make her Madame
_

Boyer

He
on

inevitable.
insists that the courtship

was based

more

than_ the

something

streamlined

moonlight

orchids
that the

practical

and air-conditioned
more impressionable

SCREENLAND

Jack

Benny

arriving

wife,

Mary

Livingstone,

year-old

Joan.

Jack

in

is

New
and
in

the

York with
daughter,
Big

City

his
six-

to

jam-packed schedule of personal
appearances at some Eastern Army camps.
fulfill

a

historians write about. In fact, he says, he
reversed the antique adage that the way
to a man's heart is through his stomach

and courted Miss

Paterson, a thorough
cosmopolite, through her own gastronomic
urges.
The explanation for this lies in a fabulous
cook employed by Boyer at the time he
met Miss Paterson. He was such an
artiste as could prepare the delectable viands
of his native France as none since Escoffier.
Miss Paterson enjoyed a reputation as a
gourmet and Boyer, smitten to the point of
chicanery, took to inviting her and her
friends to dinner and setting a special
bonus for his chef for each dish that captivated Miss Paterson's fancy unduly.
It worked, he says, after the manner of
a man who has brought off an historic
coup. Not only did Miss Paterson succumb
to his courtship, but she insisted that after
they were wed, Henri should continue as
part of the Boyer charm. That's why Henri
moved right into the amalgamated menages
and remains there today, a white-capped
and starchy-aproned Eros, watching over
the progress of love from the market to
the famous esophaguses of his employers.
The Boyers are not socially minded,
probably because being socially minded
would involve neckties. They spend most
of their time in their Brentwood home

where Madame Boyer

assists her husband
with his worrying. He is one of the most
profound worriers in Hollywood, outranking even Jack Benny and Gregory
Ratoff in that field and it is Madame
Boyer's function to see to it that he worries neither too much nor too little. If he
worries too much, he will not sleep well
and if he worries too little, he also will
not sleep well, The latter circumstance is
accounted for by the premise that if he

!

hasn't

a woman should have to captivate men, "I
would be presumptuous to talk of such
things. I am not an authority on women.
The man who says he is is either crazy
or soon will be. Virtues in some women arc
appalling in others. What may be fascinating in one might be repulsive in another,
although I refuse to say that I have ever
seen a repulsive woman (try to corner a
citoyen like THAT). Beauty captivates
sometimes, intelligence at others, but if I
should have to make a flat statement, I'd

had enough problems to beleaguer

him, he will begin to worry about the insignificance of his place in the cosmos and,
thus, won't sleep anyway.
Madame Boyer realizes that while a certain vague fatigue in his eyes is beneficial
to him in his role of the great lover (makes
the women feel it's his soul and not his liver
that's upset), too much of it is likely to
result in his being offered the role of The
Phantom Of The Opera, or something

To

avoid such a conhandles the
worry throttle, tending it with rare judg-

ghastly like that.
tingency, she, so

ment and

to

Gives a Tiny Tint

Removes

is the more desirable
That works with simpletons and
wise men alike, whereas mere beauty is

quotient.

efficiency.

this
dull
film

restricted to the first category."
Boyer's sincerity in his production venture is rather inspiring. He is convinced
that a man who could accept his destiny
as that of a great lover lacks character.
Although he realizes that his tremendous
fascination for women (on the screen only,
he insists) has made him a rich man, he
longs to be remembered as a producer, not
well, a charmer.
a sedu
"There is much to be done in pictures,"
he says, "and I want to have a part in
doing it. I'm not certain that I have found
the medium I'm looking for in the episodic
pattern, such as 'Flesh And Fantasy,' but
I believe it's a step in the right direction.
I feel that the medium is definitely more

Unfortunately, she is not in a position,
to follow him onto the set, or into his
studio bungalow, and it is there that he
now contrives most of his worrying. He
has an able assistant in this department
in Director Jules Duvivier of "Flesh And
Fantasy."
Both are slightly tetched on the matter
of details and the smaller a point is, the
more it seems to worry them. They have
been known to spend hours brooding the
various angles of a thirty second' shot that
in all probability will end up in a flash
of the back of Miss Barbara Stanwyck's
neck. Incidentally, Miss Stanwyck is the
i>nly person on the "Flesh And Fantasy"
set capable of routing them out of their
brash and rollicking female, she
gloom.
has a quality of forthrightness that apparently overcomes most of Boyer's inhibitions. In fact, she had scarcely made
her appearance on the set before she
shocked everyone present, including M.
Duvivier, by addressing Boyer as "Chuck."
Boyer was seen to waver under that
first blast and to pass a slightly palsied
hand over his famous eyes, but he rallied
gamely and has since accepted Miss Stanwyck's eccentricities with signs of amused
pleasure. Miss Stanwyck continues to employ the salty dimunitive, but her charming gall has not become epidemic. The
remainder of the company, with the exception of M. Duvivier, still address the
great lover as Mr. Boyer. Duvivier sticks
to the formal, Gallic "Sharks." The betting odds are rather one-sided that "Chuck"
will not become a vogue in Hollywood.
It is not the intent of this piece to brand
Boyer as a forbidding personality. On the
contrary, he is a most pleasant man. He
talks freely and has a habit of smiling
slyly while talking. He regards all wit
with interest and some with apparent
amusement, but he is not a raconteur, preferring to discuss matters out of which
he may be able to derive some volatile fuel
for worrying purposes.
"My friend," he says, when asked what

—
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of concentration have
made him highly efficient at the Scotch
game and many of Hollywood's more widely publicized linksmen have trudged home
in the gloaming, after a round with him,
dazedly considering their chances of touching the studio for a quid to carry them
over until the next pay day.
His formality on the set is apocryphal,
but it stems from a highly developed sense
of the rights of others to privacy and not
from a superiority complex, which would
be as foreign to him as a crease in his
pantaloons. It is amusing to hear him
address as Miss Garbo, Miss Colbert, or
Miss Fontaine a beautiful woman who,
but a few seconds before, had been acting
as his accomplice in raising the fire hazard
is
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how, gives you that self-conis such an important element.
We mentioned the beauty angle a moment ago. This is a beauty secret that has
become justly famous, and no secret any
more. If you haven't tried it, it is high time
vou did. "You lie down with your body in a
straight line, your heels about forty-five
degrees higher than your head. It is a wonderful way to relax, a very mild form of
standing on your head, and it pinks your
cheeks up in a very natural and pleasant
way. When you apply your beauty preparations and then relax in the beauty angle,
you get extra value from the creams. This
Tust knowing
fidence which

because of the increased circulation of
blood in your face and throat. There seems
to be good medical authority in support of
the value of the beauty angle. Notice, too,
that when you are lying in this position the
is

on your
"down." This

pull

facial

muscles

is

the muscles an extra "lift."
"Wait a minute,'' I hear you say. "What
is there in this for me? I don't have time
to go to a beauty salon and take a course
!"
like the one Mary Lou took
all this is
about
things
nicest
the
One of
that there is hardly a thing in the course
you cannot do right in your own home,
with guidance. Over fifty thousand other
American women have proved it by using
the DuBarrv Home Success Course to direct them. It takes a little extra stamina,
of course, to do things by yourself instead
of in a class, but who said you didn't have
a little extra stamina

SCREENLAND
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"up" not

a welcome change. This is
also why it is so valuable to lie down in
the beauty angle when giving yourself a
mask treatment. It helps the mask to give
is
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Who

this

is

guy? Whv, he's Fred Astaire!
R. J. TSIRCH, Woburn, Mass.

read something in your Screenthat riled me. Of
course, I'm just a sailor, but I am one of
just

I

town Chatter department

the biggest movie fans in the country, so
I'll have my little say right now.
You said you hoped that 20th CenturyFox would wait for Cesar Romero to return after doing his Coast Guard duties for
Uncle Sam before they make another
"Cisco Kid" picture. O. K. so Romero is
good as Cisco. So what ? There is one actor
in Hollywood who can play the Cisco Kid
just as well as Romero.

His name
in countless

Duncan Renaldo. He appears

is

numbers

He

of Republic

Westerns

—

a versatile actor a good
actor. I've seen him play a dashing vaquero,
a humble peon, and a desert sheik. I've also
seen him play an old Mexican servant in
the "Zorro" picture that starred John Carroll. He was convincing in every role and
has countless fans back in Mississippi.
G. E. PACE, SEA 2 C, Moscow, Idaho

every year.

is

—

Don't get me wrong I like the current
trend of the movies to flying pictures.
There is one question I would like to
ask, though,
is it that the American
pilot is always cocky, sure of himself, and
a know-it-all? Then his lesson is always
learned the hard way and he is snapped
out of this wrong attitude by one of his
closest buddies having to make an exit out

WHY

of this

life.

From what

I have heard and seen of our
U. S. flyers they are able to take orders
and carry them out efficiently.
So now I am asking if we could please
have a new order for flying pictures showing what the American aces are reallv like.
ROSEMARIE DELIE, Chicago, 111.

appreciate the loyal way Miss Savini
in behalf of her screen favorite, John Payne, in a recent issue of
Screenland. But doesn't Miss Savini think
it unfair to criticize 20th Century-Fox so
severely? Remember, those are her opinI

came forward

Hollywood. Two grand guys, Lieutenants Jimmy Stewart and Clark Gable of the U. S.
Air Corps, had a reunion recently, and told each other how Army life agrees with them.

Huddle

Army

in

Fans'

Forum

her. Gene Kelly is, as we girls put it, very
"cute."
I'm tired of the movie hero who saunters
across the screen and does nothing but look
handsome. Gene is no slushy pretty boy.

dances like

and has a sparkling
of his own. He
Fred Astaire, and sings to de-

is

natural,

and

charm

light the ears.
Hats off to a

grand show and a grand
guy Gene Kelly, for the picture was his
from start to finish.

—
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Monongahela, Penna.
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Instead, he
personality

school teachers, on the
are known to harbor a
screen,
thought which does not breathe understanding and tolerance. Never could it be suggested that their ideas might possibly be a
prejudiced, or that they might be
little
disgusted with the world and things in
general.
The Hollywood powers spend millions of
dollars so that their stories might be technically perfect as to era, dialect, and social
custom, yet they cling to some formula
types which are either a case of out-moded
drama, or else just a matter of not knowing
what goes on in this world of flesh and
blood and human weakness.
EDITH ZITTLER, Chicago, 111.

mother.

EACH

ever stop to think

how

the movies

are responsible for many general impressions, some reasonable, but many groundless? The matter of switchboard operators,
for example. Because the movies portray
them as scatterbrains and comics, there
are many people who have embraced the
opinion and cling to it. Waitresses are usually portrayed as inattentive and wisecracking, another popular fallacy.
On the other hand, show girls are almost
invariably represented as having hearts of
purest gold, and putting three or four
younger sisters and brothers through school
and rushing home each night to a sweet old

TO FRED

magic

tlif

way

his

ties

body

Makes you keep time with each

flies,

fall

and

rise-.

He's the lantern-jawed guy with the smile
debonair,
slender young torso and fast thinning
hair
And he dances so gracefully through the

A

thin air,

it

quite impossible to please ail

how we

In order to show you
I

fans differ

that John Payne has never
pulse soar, while, on the other

must confess

made my

I think Victor Mature is something
rather super.
Be patient, fellow fan, your idol will get
the breaks you desire for him in time. And,
by the way, what was wrong with the meaty
part he had in "Week End In Havana"?

hand,

GLORIA LEE JONES,

Why

Springfield,

111.

name

of something or other
a moustache on Walter
Pidgeon in "White Cargo"?
There is a time and place for everything,
in the

they

did

inflict

but as far as I could see neither the picture nor Walter's face called for the ap-

pendage

!

not only detracted from his good looks

— more important—

it

killed his "oomph"
like an entirely

He seemed

and expression.

different person. I was reminded vaguely
of some one was it my uncle who lived in
the gay nineties? Or one of the Marx
brothers ?
Anyway, I trust the decoration is not to

—

eyes,

The expressive hands and many

find

the fans.

but
feet,

He's the big-eared guy with the soulful

'Tis sheer

would

It

He's the nimble guy with the twinkling
His lively heels tap out a beat;
To do as he does is no mean feat,
And yet he does it so doggone neat.

concerning Mr. Payne. 20th Century

ions

be permanent.
Incidently, speaking of Walter, if Hollywood plans to make a picture based on
"Pass the Ammunition," I hope he will get
the role of the fighting parson. He would
be perfectly cast.
Also, I should like to see him opposite
beautiful Ann Harding, who made such a
splendid comeback in "Eyes In the Night"
His dark masculinity would complement
her blonde fragility to perfection.
RUTH KING, Cranford, N. J.
PRINTED

IN

THE U.S.

A. BY

THE CUNEO PRESS, INC

—

.

the coasts of the Seven
Continents today there's scarcely a
square foot of sand where free children

On

all

can play in peace.

On

every sea of the Seven Seas ships
and men are heing sent to the bottom
by torpedo and gunfire.

In a dozen conquered countries
people are starving. American soldiers
our soldiers American women and
our own people, are in conchildren
centration camps taking orders from

—

—

the brutal Japs.
Better drop those rose-colored glasses

and look

at the facts!

A desperate struggle

is

ahead of us

We must outmatch our enemies, plane
for plane, ship for ship,

and gun

for

gun, otherwise our own country wnl
take its place on the long list of defeated nations.

Our

choice

is

a simple one. Fight

—

Man

or help those who are fighting.
a gun or pay for that gun. Drop a
bomb or pay for the bomb. With War

Bonds. With every single nickel, dime

we

or dollar

can.

Join the Pay Roll Savings Plan,
whoever you are, wherever you work.
Let your employer set aside 10% of
your pay every payday. Each time
your savings amount to 318.75, you
get a bond worth #25.00 in ten years.
That's the way we Americans will do
it. We won't sit back indifferent.

We

won't "wait and see"

until

there's nothing left to see.

"Do

now"

it

slogan.

So

It's later

let's

is

do

a

good American

it!

than you think!

DO YOU KNOW:
•

When you buy WAR BONDS, you're

saving,

BONDS

not

giving!

Series

E

WAR

are worth 33'/3 percent more
You get back $4 for every

in 10 years!

$3 you invest!

• These

BONDS, when

held to ma-

turity (10 years), yield 2.9 percent per

year on your investment,

compounded

semiannually!
• Joining a Pay Roll
makes savings easy!

can have enough money to do a
you'd like to do, and to
buy the many things you'll need after
the war is over, if you save enough in
War Bonds every pay day

•
Savings

Plan

• Joining your bank's Victory Club (it
works like any Thrift or Christmas
Club) is a convenient way to save for
War Bonds for those who aren't members of a Pay Roll Savings Plan.

You

lot of things

NOV

•

!

You can start buying WAR BONDS

by buying
10 cents.

War Stamps

for as little as

10% in War Bonds

"When

you're doing a bang-up job you want a

bang-up smoke and for anybody's money you
can't buy a better cigarette than Chesterfield.

Try them yourself.
as Mild

WHERE

.

.you'll find Chesterfields

and Cool as the day

A

CIGARETTE

is

long... and Better-

COUNTS MOST

Its Chesterfield
pynghi

19-13.

Uggett & Myers Tobacco Co,

X,

WITH KAY KYSER AT AN ARMY CAMP!
IETTE DAVIS' CHALLENGE TO AMERICAN WOMEN
Exciting Fictionization of

"Assignment

in Brittany"

.

.

.

that's the

way you

will

look

if

you use a MINER'S make-up base. LIQUID,

CAKE

or

prefer.

CREAM

.

.

.

choose the type you

MINER'S make

Any one

of them will

all three.

keep your complexion

fascinatingly smooth, captivatingly flawless

and glamorously fresh— all day
Try your favorite today
skin-glorifying shades

—

.

.

.

in

long.

one of

70c to $1.00.

Masters of Make-Up Since 1864

six

!

...the

Crowd

your smile win you friends and
happiness. Help keep it sparkling
with Ipana and Massage.
Let

Take

heart, plain girl—and

The popular
best-looking one.
ity

take as

girl

isn't

as

personal-

beauty—

and a bright^ flashing, heart-winning
smile can be your talisman to charm.
So

smile, plain girl, smile!

follow a Lovely Smile

you are proud
teeth
sparkling
remember,
to show. But
depend largely on firm, healthy gums.
bright, sparkling teeth that

Not

a shy,

timid smile— that fades almost before it's
born. But a big, appealing smile that
turns heads, captures hearts— that's an
invitation to romance!

For that kind of a smile you need

Massage a

If there's ever a tinge of "pink" on your

tooth brush,

see

your dentist!

He may

say

little

extra Ipana onto your

every time you clean your teeth.
Circulation increases in the gums, helps

gums
them

Don't ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

always the

Charm and

many bouquets

smile!

will

to

new

firmness.

Let Ipana and massage help keep your
teeth brighter, your

smile

gums

more sparkling and

firmer,

your

attractive.

your gums have become tender and sensitive, robbed of exercise by creamy
foods. And, like many dentists, he may
suggest "the helpful stimulation of Ipana

and massage."
For Ipana not only cleans your teeth
with massage, it is designed to help
the health of your gums.

but,

Start today with
Product of
Bristol-Alyers

I

A hit attraction— that's the girl with a
sparkling smile! Let Ipana and massage
help keep your smile lovely!

PAN A and MASSAGE

SCREENLAND

!

:!

*

*
The greatest

Paul Hunter,

star of the
screen

*

"Du Barry Was A Lady" has

*
*

started

Publisher

Delight Evans,

something.

Editor

*
Or

rather, it has re- started something
is the quest for the composite
American Beauty. Artists have been

—which

*
*

taking pilgrimages to the M-G-M set
to see the parade of pulchritude that
is passing before the camera.

Elizabeth Wilson,

Frank

the merriment of
the occasion, and
cheers for the roster of talent that
has produced this

*

Jean Duval,

Assistant Editor

with raves about

*

iiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!tiiiiiiiiinilii

1943

April,

Vol. XLVI,

The Editor's Page

Red

Skelton, LuBall and Gene
Kelly are stars in

Delight

With Kay Kyser at an Army

cille

Dana Andrews' Design

O'Brien,

"Rags" Ragland, Zero Mostel,
Dorsey and his Orchestra.

Tommy

Wacky

for

in

Brittany."

19

Jack Holland

20
22
24
26

Elizabeth Wilson

28

Sydney Valentine
Gladys Hall

Women

Living

Private Life of Betty Hutton

"Assignment

Evans

May Mann

Camp

Everybody's Daughter. Diana Lynn
Bette Davis" Challenge to American

the procession
which includes

Complete

fictionization

Elizabeth

Petersen

30

Faith Service

33

Maude Cheatham
Ben Maddox

52

Dangerous"

23

Portrait of a Pixie. Geraldine Fitzgerald

Career

Girls

No. 6

A FEATURE

EVERY STORY

song-comedy.

Virginia

Staff Photographer
{K^iiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimn

Technicolorful

*

Carroll,

Art Director

Marion Martone,
They all come back

J.

Western Representative

Can't Cry!

Salute to a Sailor! Ken Howell

B.

34

FULL-COLOR PORTRAITS:
Lana Turner, appearing

Humphrey
Roy Del Ruth directed.
Arthur Freed produced.
Irving Brecher wrote
the screenplay.

Goddard,

Paulette

Cecil

Nancy

M-G-M's

in

"Slightly

Bogart, playing in Warners'
"Action in the North Atlantic"
starring
B.

in

"Reap

DeMille's

the Wild

production for

32

Wind,"
Paramount

40

Hamilton adapted and
Wilkie

Mahoney con-

Fontaine's War Time Wardrobe,
Mike O'Shea, Barbara Stanwyck, Red Skelton, Theo Coffmon, Inez
Cooper, Clark Gable, Kay Williams, Mary Elliott, Janice Carter,
Glamor Gets a Workout, William Terry, Robert Stack.

SPECIAL PICTURE PAGES: Joan

additional

tributed
dialogue.

But back

to the
composite American
Beauty. It turned
out they selected the
following features of
the Du Barry girls

*
pert and perfect
.
Aldridge's profile
Hazel Brooks' legs . rounded and symmetrica
ditto
Kay Williams' arms
delicate and angular
.
Inez Cooper's hands
Georgia Carroll's eyes . "Drink to me only..."
lips you love to touch
Natalie Draper's lips
glory as a crown
Mary Jane French's hair .
Venus with arms
bust
.
.
Aileen Haley's
Ruth Ownbey 's hipa . . . hip hip hurray
perfect pedals
Theo Coffman's feet
shapely is the word
Dorothy Haas' ankles
.
embraceable
Eve
waist
Whitney's
.
Eve
.
.

Kay

.

.

1

*

.

.

*

.

6
8
10
14
Betty Boone

16

.

.

!

*

DEPARTMENTS:
Hot from Hollywood
Fans' Forum
Honor Page
Your Guide to Current Films
Inside the Stars' Homes. Anna Lee
Quick Change Face-Saving

Josephine Felts

54

!

If therefore you wish to spend an
evening with a perfect composite,
go see "Du Barry Was A Lady", best

Guide
Here's

to

Glamor
Weston

Hollywood

East

55
56

Natural Color Cover Portrait of JUDY GARLAND,
"Presenting
in
Lily
Mars," for M-G-M

Starring

musical of the year.

*

Your composite legs will move to the
rhythm of the Cole Porter songs.

Recommended by

*

the composite American lion,
j>g£

4
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Broadway's Sensational Musical

RED

Comedy

is

M-G-M's

biggest

musical screen entertainment

5KELT0N

now— with
more pretty girls
more peppy dancing
AN0
more P u sm ^ rn y tnms
n MpAnnn
RfcD'HcAUtD
more FUN and funsters
LUCILLE BALL {han you ve ever seen before!
'

'

It's Gene Kelly! You brought him
*and his tap-happy feet to stardom in "For Me and My Gal"!

m

s

0N

T

°MMY

Meet Zero Mostel — and

Al*b

.

R*ic*o

laugh!

Screen debut for the comic sensation of N. Y.'s night spots!

"etro-GLL

•

ft*-.-..

"Red" Skelton and gorgeous redheaded Lucille Ball "double-dood
it"!

They're really terrific!

Chuckles and

jive

from dead-pan

Virginia O'Brien. Hear her sing
Cole Porter's "Friendship

Stop — look— and listen 1 Tommy
Dorsey— his trombone — and his
band! What music! Hold tight!

Siinej
-

"Do

Right:

the

conception

Du Barry

Love You!'

"Friendship".

.

" Salome "

"Madame. Like

Your Crepes Suzettes".

Varga, Esquire's
famed artist, paints
his

I

Barry

of

Was

SCREENLAND

"Om

a lady". "I Lo»e

An Esquire Girl"

girl.

I

me, Mary, do you know anything about those thingumajigs that many
women use now instead of sanitary pads?
LOUISE: Tell

MARY: I certainly do. I use Tampax myself
and if you don't Til give you credit for less
intelligence

than I thought you had.

LOUISE: Well, of all things,
surprise me! I had regarded
servative about new ideas.

MARY: Right you

are Louise, but this

of sanitary protection, Tatnpax,
to

us

Mary! You
you as con-

is

a

women and I'd be stupid not to

new form
real boon
use

it.

me, Mary, is it true Tampax
doesn't show, that you are not conscious
of wearing it and that it eliminates other
nuisances that go with the wearing of

LOUISE: Tell

external sanitary pads?

MARY:

It is all true, emphatically. It really

seems too good to be true, but I now realize life
can be worthwhile even at "those times" of
the month!

LOUISE:

What started you on Tampax, Mary?

I have a friend, Jeannette, a registered
nurse whose word carries great iveight with
me. She said she uses Tampax and so do many
She emphasized what a lot it
other nurses
means to women from both the psychological
and the physical standpoints . and now most

MARY:

.

.

.

.

of the

girls in

my

Tampax was
worn

internally

office

perfected

and

.

swear by Tampax!

is

by a doctor to be
used by mil-

now

lions of women. It is made of pure surgical
cotton compressed inro one-time-use ap-

No

no odor. Easy
Regular, Super,
stores, notion counters.
Introductory box, 20^. Economy package
of 40's is a real bargain. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
plicator.

pins,

Three
Junior. At drug
disposal.

no

belts,

sizes:

Ginger Rogers and her hubby, Marine Corps
Briggs, are pictured at
Pvt. John Calvin
Ginger's Beverly Hills home during their
four-day honeymoon, which was brief because
the bride had to resume work in the title
role of "Lady In the Dark," and her hand-

some groom had to return

SIZES

Accepted for Adver-

REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

tising by the Journal of the American
Medical Association

3

to his

Marine Base.

IF HOLLYWOOD gasped when Joan
Crawford suddenly married Phil Terry,
you can imagine the shock when "33-year'

old Ginger Rogers said "I do" to 22-yearold Jack Briggs. (Norma Shearer and
Sue Carol Ladd really started something.) Less than a week before her marriage, Ginger was dancing at the Players
with Phil Reed at least some call it danc-

—

observe them you'd have thought
they couldn't go through life another moment without each other.

ing.

To

WHEN
Richard

a

referred to
as Richard Whorm,
a wire. "I don't mind the

local

columnist

Whorf

Dickie sent him
wriggling," he said, "but
!"
look out
starts turning

—

S

when a Whorm

GREENLAND

IT
I

HAPPENED

received a wire

to

Veronica Lake. She

from a

soldier

who was

having his first furlough in six months.
The wire read "I'm arriving in Hollywood today. I haven't seen a beautiful
:

woman

in six

months before

months and
I

see

it

will be six

a beautiful

woman

again. Please could I meet you and do research for a dream!" Veronica had him
over to Paramount for lunch.

TODAY'S

twosomes: Susan Hayward and

Carroll, looking strange but serious.
Nelly Hart (Bob Sterling's baby sis) and
Jimmy Stack (Bobbie_ Stack's little
William
acting romantic-like.
brother)
(he's so dignified these days) Lundigan
and Martha O'Driscoll, caring how they
look and looking like they care. George

John

Montgomery (acting like George Montgomery) dining with Dinah and looking
like "Shore" fire. Alan Curtis and Belita,
not acting like they were on ice. George
Brent keeping secret rendezvous with Ilona
If it's a secret, how do we know?
That's our secret.

Massey.

!

!

!

YOU W/INT
REMEMBER YOU

F0

Fans* Forum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

My

is not a glamor boy.
never be classed as the bestdressed man in Hollywood. He would probably never be selected by the dewy-eyed
cuties as the Adonis with whom they would
like to be marooned on a desert isle. As
far as I know, he has never won an
Academy Award. But that's okay, Wallace
Beery, let 'em have their old "Oscars," as
long as your doting fans have you

favorite actor

He would

When this squint-eyed, lovable old cuss
blusters across the screen, pants' legs sagging, lank hair escaping from his disreputable hat, something seems to tug at my
heart-strings. When he passes the back of
one grimy hand across his eyes and blinks
rapidly, I surreptitiously pull out my lace-

PERFUME
The glamour that dreams are made of
captured in this unforgettable perfume.
Wear it like a smile ... to lift the heart

and

stir

the imagination. Spicy, flirtatious.

Perfume

Irresistible

cocktail
cially

.,

.

as stimulating as a
as lasting as it is lovely! Spe-

packaged
10c at

is

for Easter.

all

Sand

10c stores

Everybody likes to receive letters
and the movie stars are no exception.
The players like to hear what you fans
think about their latest roles and are
even curious to know how you like
their new hair-dos. There's no surer
way of getting your letters before your
favorites than by having them printed
in this Forum. You would be surprised

edged hanky and wipe away a sympathetic
tear. When he murders the king's English,
I forget that I went to college.
Villain or hero, the character comes to
life when played by this master artist. No
matter how unimportant the picture, it becomes great and vital and filled with meaning, with Wally Beery at the "controls." So
you go right on being yourself, Wally we
wouldn't trade that endearing, homely mug
of yours for all the glamor boys in Holly-

to see

wood
MRS. H.

and help bring Victory so much nearer.

grateful the stars are for
not only praise, but
constructive criticism is even more appreciated. If published, your letter may
win a
Savings Stamps prize to

—

R.

BIERHORST,

War

Shreveport, La.

whip-text to stay on longer
m-o-o f h-e-r , , 10c
. s

.

,

heaven's name doesn't Claire
Trevor rate in big time productions ? She's
been up on top for a number of years, but
they've got the nerve to' class her as queen
of "B" pictures when she should be playing
ading lady in only "A" films. Claire has
proven that she can play different types of
roles, and very effectively, and still she is
given leads in only "second rate" features.
It may be that the success of a lot of "B"
films are due primarily to the acting skill
of such stars as Miss Trevor. Why don't
the producers give her the break she deserves, after so many years of fine work?
In my opinion, Claire ranks with such stars
as Lana Turner, Betty Grable, Rita Hayworth and should be given parts as important as these girls play.
PVT.
A. CHESNA,
Camp White, Ore.

Prizes: first, $10.00; second, $5.00; and
five of $1.00 each, payable in War
Savings Stamps. Closing date, 25th of

month.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS

,

$1.00

mam
8

EACH

Lately, I've been missing someone very
that's to be expected, because he
my favorite boy friend. I'm sure the name

much, and
is

Please

in

RAYMOND

SCREENLAND

—

you on your next Bond purchase

start

$5.00

Why

how

your comments

SECOND PRIZE LETTER

IRRESISTIBLE umicx
Brilliant new reds and ruby
tones. The lipstick that's

Reach

The Stars

!

use

How You Can

Here's

address

letters

to

Screen-

land Fan's Forum, 205 East 42nd

New

St.,

York, N. Y.

—

familiar Jimmy Stewart. He has been
gone for some time now and I'm lonesome
is

but I'm very proud, too, because he's helping a favorite uncle of mine to keep 'em
flying

How many countless dates we had at the
movies Gosh, how I thrilled to that lazy
drawl and felt my knees get weak while I
watched that funny face twist into a shy
!

little-boy smile.

Despite the competition, and there was
certainly plenty of it, I always felt he was
strictly
boy friend and someone pretty
special. After all, didn't he send me an

MY

autographed photograph

?

So this is just to let him know that I miss
him and can hardly wait till he'll be back
again for those Saturday night dates at our
neighborhood movie. Until then, Keep 'Em
Flying, Jimmy
LOWIS BOERS, Miami, Fla.
(Please turn to page 12)

i

REMEMBERS

..COURAGE YOU CAN'T HELP CHEERING,
IN MEN YOU CAN'T HELP LOVING

PEARL HARBOR
IT

COMES
TO YOU

FROM

PRODUCED BY

MEN WHO LOVED 'MARY ANN'— THE FLYING FORTRESS:
ARTHUR
JOHN GARFIELD GIG YOUNG -HARRY CAREY- GEORGE TOBIAS
KENNEDY - JAS. BROWN JOHN RIDGELY SCREENPLAY: DUDLEY NICHOLS
...AS THE

*

•

-

•

11 UK
PRODUCTION

SCREENLAND

9

Force" is a
thrilling screen
"Air

-the story

of a Flying For-

tress

and the

heroic feats

of
the

her crew in
war of the Pacific

10

Introducing John

Ridgeiy, who
makes his role of
brave

pilot of a

Boeing B-17 both
gallant and be.
lievabfe. Ridgeiy
is

star material

'MRS. MINIVER ROSE

mill

beautiful, of course.

Probably the loveliest

by Revlon
It's

...

or

nail

enamel and

by anyone

lipstick color

else. But,

beauty alone

quality that counts, now, in everything
lasting quality

is

not

you buy. And,

behind beautiful colors

the world's most famous

ever created

name

that

enough these days.
the superb

it's

makes

in nail

enamel

.

.

.

and

lipstick, too!

BIG PICTURE
n THt KING
.

THt C0WB0Y5
THE
15 ON

chance to enter America's heart, and I am
doubly happy because I believe that this
young man will not go Hollywood and be
a star one night and a has-been the next
I hope to see his name leading the list of

Forum

Fans'

Continued from page 8

leans" then?

That

just about put her out again until

"Manpower" saved her. But then she was
thrown back into "The Lady Is Willing."
Honestly, I don't know if it's Marlene's
fault or the fault of her producer, but she
is going out just as fast the second time as
she did the first if she doesn't stop making
punk pictures.

Personally, I love Dietrich. She is the
ultimate in glamor and beauty and charm.
But the public cannot tolerate her as an
ultra-ultra

glamor

girl.

They want her

in

action films, opposite handsome, important
leading men, acting!
I would like to see what she could do
with a really grand part for a change instead of the trite material she has been
getting lately.
CHRISTIAN, Chicago, 111.

HENRY

Yesterday, on the screen, I saw an actor.
Not just "an actor," but a young man who
really rates the title. I saw him capture and
hold the audience's interest and never for
young actor who
a moment let it go.
carried the weight of the picture's success
or failure on his slim shoulders and came

A

A

young man
an inextinactor who packs more

through with flying

colors.
like

whose mere glance burns
guishable

and

SMILEY BURNETTE in

some day, and I am
young man? He's
Alan Ladd, and he spells Dynamite!
box-office

There ain't no justice!
Marlene Dietrich, who came to us in a
flash in "The Blue Angel" and "Morocco,"
followed it up with "Desire," and then went
out for two years after "Angel," is the best
example possible.
There she was! A fighting hell-cat in
"Destry Rides Again." The picture and
Marlene were both huge successes, which
was fine, but did she have to go and make
"Seven Sinners" and "Flame of New Or-

fire.

An

dynamite with his smile than Joe Louis does
with his fists. True, he's not a great lover
like Jean Gabin, but I would not trade one
of his dimples for all of Gabin's love scenes.
He may not have Victor Mature's body,
or Errol Flynn's face, but the talent this
young actor has in his little finger, neither
of them have in their whole bodies. The
low, mysterious voice of this young man
has more sex appeal than ten Boyers, including his French accent. I am happy that
Hollywood finally gave this young man his

sure

I

favorites,

Who

will.

is

this

RUTH LERMAN,

Roxbury, Mass.

My

childhood was spent in France. The
France where beauty and romance
walked serenely, hand in hand! When
France fell, I wept as others did.
Here in the security of the United States
I wondered about the country of my childold

hood, never could I fit the new pattern of
things to the old France. Then I saw the
picture, "Reunion."
Here was the land I once knew so well,
but a dark new France where every move
was stealthy. Friendship was a dead word.
I saw the heart of a wounded country,
the spirit and body of that country in the

form
I
all

Joan Crawford.
the strange shadowy France with
stealth and treachery in the person

of

saw
its

of Philip Dorn, a fine actor.
Joan portrayed the now no longer familiar
country,
heart-broken,
little
a

ashamed, unhappy and a

little

lost

—

lost

because those professing to be her lovers
were but her enemies yet through it all

France was

—

there.

MARIE THERESA DURAND,
Cuyahoga

Falls,

O.

Usually after attending such a superspecial show as "Mrs. Miniver," I feel no
inclination to see another cinema the following week or two. There is too much of a
let-down. But a few weeks ago I saw "Mrs.
Miniver" and the very next night went to
"Talk of the Town" and I experienced no
disappointment whatsoever. It was delightfully humorous and yet
what a subtle lesson for all stuffed shirts was divulged as
the story ran its swift-moving course I sat

—

!

next to a wealthy church

preachment of "business

member whose

business" often
in debt to him.
And did he squirm! And the town's most
aristocratic lady was all smiles and bows to
everyone in the lobby after the show. Yes
sir! It was a wonderful movie, acted so
realistically by Cary Grant, Jean Arthur
and Ronald Colman. This sort of play, although sugar-coated with humor, will accomplish as much to further the war effort
and democracv as "Mrs. Miniver."
MRS. CHARLES MYERS, Lexington, Nebr.
is

makes him inhuman to those

IDAHO
with BOB NOLAN AND
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

VIRGINIA GREY

HARRY J. SHANNON
DICK PURCELL and
THE ROBERT MITCHELL
BOYCHOIR
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

ONA MUNSON

It's

•

•

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
12

A

scene from "The Spirit of '43," Treasury Department short filmed by Walt Disney, showing
who works for Hitler, urging Donald Duck to spend for the Axis, but
duck, tells Don how important it is to save to pay income taxes.

Zoo+ie, zoot suit duck
Scotty, a wise Scotch

SCREENLAND

DO YOUR

BEST .

.

.

AND

THESE are simple obligations,
to our country, to our
at the front,

No

matter what your job

—

give
ployee, war worker
your best all of the time.

and to ourselves.

—housewife,

it all

men
em-

office

you've got ... do

That means keeping strong, keeping healthy.
This job's going to take every bit of stamina we
can muster. And health is your greatest asset.

But

as

you work, don't

great equalizer.
forth.

Make

it

forget to play. Play

part of your

Go places. Meet people.

—

life also.

is

the

Step

Cultivate old friends

and make new ones lots of them. And try to be
at your best always. Look your neatest. Be your
sweetest. Swap a smile for a tear. Trade a laugh for
a frown. Don't let down. Keep smiling. Keep going.
That's the way the boys at the front would like it.

111

As

a safe, efficient

household antiseptic

for use in a

thousand little emergencies, Listerine Antiseptic
has stood pre-eminent for more than half a century.
In the later years it has established a truly impressiverecord against America's No. 1 health problem, the
ordinary cold, and its frequent attribute, sore throat.
It is hardly necessary to add that, because of its
germicidal action which halts bacterial fermentation
in the mouth, Listerine Antiseptic is the social
standby of millions who do not wish to offend

needlessly in the matter of halitosis (unpleasant
breath). Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

——— ——
Arthur

JMurray Dancers

Say "Active

Women

T^eed

Jbese Action Qirdles"

fm& GUIDE
CURRENT FILMS
57

SELECTED BY

AIR FORCE Warner Bros.
Exciting entertainment that is also an excellent fictional account of recent American history in the making, this saga of the Flying Fortress nicknamed the
"Mary Ann" by her courageous crew begins on December 6, 1941, as the big bomber takes off on a
"routine training flight" to Hawaii. The heroic adventures of the "Mary Ann" from Hickam Field and
Wake Island on to Manila and Australia after thrilling
brushes with the Japs, are stirringly set forth by
director

Howard Hawks and

his splendid cast includ-

Harry Carey, George Tobias, Gig

ing John Garfield,

Young, and John Ridgely. Magnificent photography.

THEY GOT ME COVERED Samuel Goldwyn-RKO
Bob Hope as a nitwit newshawk on the trail of Nazi
saboteurs

— can

No, you

can't, for

you imagine the comic complications?
only Hope could commit the hilarious blunders that lead him into the nest of spies and
safely out again. Uproarious climax has the inimitable
fellow rounding up the ring single-handed, and you
rolling in the aisles. Fun is surprisingly slow in spots
for a Hope film; but Bob, Dorothy Lamour as his
long-suffering girl friend, Otto Preminger, Marion
Martin, cute Phyllis Ruth are on their toes every minute. Watch the very lovely newcomer Lenore Aubert.

SHADOW OF A DOUBT

Universal

This gripping mystery drama, packed with shivers, was
directed by Alfred Hitchcock, master of suspense, so
you'll probably see it from the edge of your seat. It's
about the daughter of a typical American family who
idolizes her "visiting" Uncle Clwrlie until his strange behavior makes her suspicious. She discovers that the uncle
for whom she was named is the hunted "merry widow
murderer,"^ who will stop at nothing to save' himself.
Teresa Wright, fine as the horror-stricken girl Joseph
Cotten, splendid as the charming, yet terrifying Uncle.
Macdonald Carey and Patricia Collinge lend fine support.
;

THE IMMORTAL SERGEANT

A
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Girdles

Jpre

Knitted o/,„

'

war

realistic

war drama about

20th Century-Fox

the exploits of a handful
of- heroic soldiers
a British scouting patrol lost in
the Libyan desert. Henry Fonda is at his best as the
Corporal who takes over the command when the Sergeant dies. Thomas Mitchell is fine as the Sergeant
whose memory guides the inexperienced Fonda in decisions and encounters with the enemy. It's a man's
movie, but it has a love story for the ladies, told in
flashbacks, showing Fonda's thoughts taking him back to
happier days, particularly his romance with Maureen
O'Hara and incidents with a rival, Reginald Gardiner.

—

—

,

THE POWERS GIRL United Artists
Those far-famed long-stemmed American beauties of
the John Powers model agency are further glorified
in this romantic musical which features Carole Landis,
George Murphy, Anne Shirley, and Dennis Day, in
addition to a collection of the Powers pretties. In the
unsympathetic role of a ruthlessly ambitious model,
Miss Landis scores and the voice of Mr. Day is as
melodious as his song numbers permit; but George
Murphy over-acts as the photographer who finds big
sister Carole photogenic and little sister Anne lovable.
;

Amusing Alan Mowbray
•Send

10c in coin or stamps lor Arthur

Real-Form Girdle Co., Dept. S,

Murray Dance Book.

358 Filth Avenue. N.Y.

plays the

John Powers

part.

—— —

waited for a
dinner date- I'd starve!
"If

THE CRYSTAL BALL

I

United Artists

gay and romantic farce in which a beauin the heart
tiful but poor girl from deep
attorney,
of Texas tries to win a handsome
widow
a good catch, away from the wealthy
Paulette
he is planning to marry. When

A

Goddard pinch-hits for Madame Zenohia,
phony crystal gazer, and gets Ray Mil-

a

land in the fortune-telling booth, she fixes
things up— for herself—by giving him mysher campaign.
tic advice that helps her in
Sparkling performances by Paulette and
Milland, and Virginia Field rates special
mention as the dashing widow and so does
forget
the capable supporting cast. See it and
your troubles for a little while. If you don't
have troubles, see it anyway— for the fun of it.

Alice: You should have plenty of comeand
hither, Joan darling. You have looks
personality, but one thing dims your lucky

Joan: The only dates in my life are those
on the calendar. . but the fellows stand
in line to take you out! What's missing in
.

my bag of tricks?

TENNESSEE

star— and you don't even

know what

it is!

M-GM

JOHNSON

is entertaining as well as instructive. It's the story of
Andrew Johnson, only U. S. President ever
Heflm
to face impeachment charges. Van
gives a forceful portrayal as the Vice-Presi-

Here's a screen biography that

dent

who became

President

when Lincoln

assassinated, and who fought to carry
out his predecessor's policies regarding the
conquered South. The movie points out that

was

Alice: That's the

way underarm odor

fools

you, Joan— you can offend and never know
it! Even with a daily bath, you can't be

now, as then, unity must prevail Film's
highlights are the impeachment trial, and
the fights from the Senate floor. Lionel
Barrymore, convincing as Thaddeus Stev-

sttre— that's why I use Mum!

through
(later) Alice is right- and I'm
bath
taking chances! From now on-it's a
to

remove past perspiration, and

Mum to

prevent risk of future underarm odor.

Johnson's political adversary; Ruth
Hussey, good as Johnson's understandingmate. It's definitely a picture for grown-ups.

ens,

SILVER SKATES

A

Monogram

screen musical on ice, packed with entertainment for everybody young and old.
The financial problems of an ice show and
the romances concerning its members make
up the story that introduces spectacular
skating sequences and solos by wizards of

the blades

—

:

Belita,

"Ice-Capades"

star,

her

partner, Eugene Turner, the champion figure
skater, Frick and Frack in some of their
riotous comedy routines, those accomplished
kid skaters, Irene Dare (10) and Danny
Shaw (11) and the graceful skating chorus.
Tenor Kenny Baker, fine as the band leader
Patricia Morison, good as the show's producer and the girl Kenny loves. See it it's
entertaining— a good tonic for tired nerves.
;

—

every
Play safe with daintiness-every day, after
bath, use Mum! You'll like Mum for-

Speed -Takes only 30 seconds to smooth on
Mum! Can be used even after you're dressed.
Safety-Gentle Mum won't irritate underarms,
fabrics,
even after shaving. Mum won't injure
Laundering.
of
Institute
American
the
says
Sureness-Mum guards charm all during your
today!
business day or evening date. Get Mum
•

•

•

-Mum

For Sonitary Napkins
thousands of women use

it

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

is

this

so gentle, so safe

important way,

SCREENLAND

that

Product of Bristol -My er

too.
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EXCITING NEW
MAKE - UP" BRINGS

Any Shade

to

of Hair

There's no short-

age of hospitality
Don't waste time envying the woman whose
hair is lovely and glamorous. With just a little
time— right at home— you can bring your own
hair "to life"... make it sparkle with radiant
light and youthful color!

with Marchand's exciting new "Make-Up" Hair Rinse! After your
shampoo, dissolve the delicately tinted Rinse
in warm water and brush it through your hair.
Then ... prepare for a surprise! All trace of
soap-film has disappeared. Your hair is thrill-

and good

cheer, says gracious

Anna

Lee,

your Spring Lun-

cheon Hostess

It's all so easy, too,

ingly alive

— color-bright

So safe

!

.

. .

Can't

again!

harm your

it

does so

much more

for your hair.

Marchand's "Make-Up" Rinse comes
different tints for every color hair.

Many

Anna

Charming

hair

Marchand's "Make-Up" Rinse is not a bleach!
Not a permanent dye! It goes on and washes
off as easily as your facial make-up. Made
with Government-approved colors, Marchand's
Rinse is as safe to use as lemon or vinegar.

And

By
Betty Boone
Lee,

the

star of United Artists' 'Un-

conquered,"
her

home

is

pictured

in

for the first time.

right, with her two adorable little daughters. Below,
decorating her table for
her special Spring Luncheon for Screenland readers.

At

in 12

stun-

be had

by employing a
"warmer" or "cooler" tint than the shade
which matches your hair ... Try it today!

ning

effects

can

SHORTAGES

of this and that
during war time are bound to
confront any cook, whether she
is Mrs. American Housewife or the
cook who presides over a movie star's

Marchand's

kitchen.

Anna Lee

thinks it especially fitting
she should have a cook from
Czechoslovakia while she's making a
picture of that harassed land— the
Arnold Pressburger production of
"Unconquered."
break for the publicity department," she agrees, with a
little toss of her gold-brown curls.
The cook can look on an empty
sugar bin, egg basket or butter dish
without wrinkling her calm brow. "If
not one fine food, then another," she
says,
"in this country of plenty."
Which is the sane and intelligent way
to look at it.
For example, Anna Lee's idea of an
interesting menu for a spring luncheon
that

gak'-fft HMRUINSE

A

6 Rinses— 2 5 «
2 Rinses-KKAt all If r a it Counters
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF GOLDEN HAIR WASH
Copyright 1943 by Chas. Marchand Co.

FOR VICTORY

is

BUY MORE

WAR

SONG POEMS

BONDS!

Braised Grapefruit

Artichokes

WANTED

"Trifle"

Tea

To Be Set to Music

"To

braise
grapefruit,"
explains
Anna Lee, "you pour maraschino over
the fruit, then place it in the broiler

^Publishers need new songs! Submit one
more of
^.your best poems for immediate consideration. Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
*FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS, 60S Beacon Bid;., Boston, Mass.
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Welsh Rarebit

Green Salad

Screenland

until

slightly

it's

"My

idea

of

brown, and serve

good

rarebit

you make with beer, but
eggs, butter

and

cheese.

is

this

My

at once.
the kind
also takes

cook substieggs and

tutes another rarebit, if short of
butter, which is quite delicious.

"For each person served, you spread a
half slice of bread with mustard and brown
remove, cover with 3 tablein a hot oven
spoons of sharp cider, lay on a quarterinch slice of Kraft American or Cheddar
cheese, cover with a thin slice of lean bacon,
;

return to oven until cheese

is

melted.

THIN CREAM SAUCE
(for artichokes)

tablespoon butter or olive oil
cream
1 cup milk or
Ys teaspoon white pepper
flour
1 tablespoon
Y2 teaspoon salt
Melt butter in saucepan, add flour and
mix well add cold milk slowly, stirring
1

;

smooth and creamy; add salt and
pepper and boil about three minutes.
until

If you prefer fruit to green salad for
luncheon, a novel way of serving this is
the Salad of the Ancients.

SALAD OF THE ANCIENTS
Fasten together two animal crackers with
toothpicks. Join two round crackers in
same fashion for wheels. Across toothpicks
place one long wafer (saltine) making the
small cart. Place a leaf of Romaine or
lettuce, with skirt trailing on the saltine
and fill with fruit salad.

"A molded

gelatine looks pretty in these
observes Anna Lee, "and if you
decide to serve them with sandwiches, cut
carts,"

the sandwiches in triangle and make them
into pyramids at the side of the salad."
If whipped cream isn't among your
scarcities, Anna Lee recommends that you
serve a dessert of mock egg on toast.
For this, cut angel or sponge cake in
Cover with layer of whipped
squares.
cream, flavored with Burnett's vanilla.
Place half a large yellow peach, pit side
down, on the cream. Or you can substitute
ice cream for the whipped cream.
"Trifle," as you probably know, is a
British dish calling for sponge cake, moistened in sherry wine, covered with light
custard and dotted with strawberry jam.
Anna Lee suggests gingercake topped
with marshmallows as a substitute, and
offers angel gingercake.

ANGEL GINGERCAKE
cup Crisco
Ya cup molasses (Brer Rabbit)
1 level teaspoon soda
Yt.

Ya teaspoon cinnamon
Yz cup sugar
lYs cups Swansdown flour
cup boiling water.
Cream shortening, sugar and cinnamon,
add molasses, add flour and soda sifted together. Mix thoroughly and add boiling

Y

Hands

Your War-Busy
can be Lovely

1
1

easy

follow the
if you
Cutex Method

When you

^

girl.

national glamour

do get a

wght

or an on
saw a wrench

30Cutexmmutesaweek..^e

°

^

P
e erV

^

are

never

^

fingers

leisur^-^S Jfor 1943 woman power!
in

tW

6 rays
2. Deftly

*»Pf

to

War-Lady Fingers

^faS.»"»-»W"'";
Remove* »'"'

and.oaWruv;
Emet> Board

1

water last. Set marshmallows on top and
put back in oven until they brown.
If the meat shortage has hit your neighborhood, an excellent substitute for meat
dish is spaghetti with pitted ripe olives
instead of meat balls. Plenty of tomato
and cheese used in place of meat in any

spaghetti dish

is

welcomed by any family.

An

unusual and excellent luncheon dish
in an "R" month is oyster dumpling.

OYSTER DUMPLING
good sized oysters, pour over them
some lemon juice, season with salt and
pepper and stand in cool place while crust
is baking. Roll puff paste very thin, cut
into 4 inch squares, and brush with egg white.
(Please turn to page 64)

(plus tax).

economical aac

(
vr

Uis tax) .

Jvew^orW
tfortham Warren,

Select

GUTEX

.

A woman

cries out

.

.

.

her husband is

a hostage going to his death! But the firing squads ... and the hangman's noose . .
the rifle butt and the barbed wire cannot will not .
crush the spirit of a people!
.

,

.

One
ies

of the greatest stor-

of our time becomes

one of the greatest
tures of all

time!

pic.

.

.

Throbbing with the fury of
emotions beyond words!

SIR CEDRiC

HARDWICKE

•

HENRY TRAVERS

Directed by Irving Pichel
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•

•

LEeTcOBB

Produced and Written

•

DORRIS BOWDON

for the

•

MARGARET WYCHERLY

Screen by Nunnally Johnson
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And you have
besides

I'

quite a

amour. Going

few other

mind
Your idea

things on your

fishing, for instance.

of a perfect get-away-from-it-all

is

a fishing trip to

your native Wisconsin, with a fellow you used to go to
school with, he's in the drugstore business.

you're not Dennis Morgan, you're Stan

Up

there,

Mpmer, who

happens to be in the movie business.
No for an Adonis you don't act the part at all.
Instead of campaigning for your new picture, "The
you went shopping for
Desert Song" Morgan Sings!
presents for your five-year-old daughter, who remarked
as she saw you off for New York recently, "Goodbye,
Daddy, how I love you, what will you bring me?" And

—

—

—

like any other proud and doting father, the handsome
Mr. Morgan from Hollywood lost his head in the toy
department.
Well, if I've blasted the fond illusions of your faith-

ful fans, Mr. M., I

An Open

Letter

DENNIS

MORGAN

to

YOU'RE no Glamor Boy!
the screen you

ARE

look like one, and on
But after meeting you I

have come to the conclusion that your real personality
is a cross between Cagriey and Tracy with overtones of
Allen Jenkins. And I mean that as a compliment.
never, I must admit, one of my favorite
For one thing, you are just too good-looking for
comfort. Me, I'm the Cagney-fan type. For another
thing, you are almost always cast as a man with
romance on his mind, and not much else. Now I know

You were

actors.

that

was

miscasting.

You

can't help the

way you

look.

so sorry, please.

But when they

hear you in "The Desert Song" they will get

'em

back.

all

You

one.

am

see and"

Dennis Morgan started
as a singer, but he'd
rather

act.

He does

both in his new film,
"The Desert Song," with
Irene Manning. See him
sheik costume with
in
his leading lady at top
of page. Meet the real

Morgan

in

this

Letter from the

Open
Editor.

EVERYBODY'S DAUGHTER
Diana Lynn, just turned sixteen,
is Hollywood's baby bombshell

By Sydney Valentine

ON THE

Diana Lynn is "everybody's
but in real life she is typicall)
"everybody's daughter." Which means thai
this youngster, just turned sixteen in the midst oi
remarkable and sudden screen fame, is as totally
different off screen as she is on.
In movies, Diana's success has been at little sis
tering it all over the place. Remember "The Majot
and the Minor"? She wa:
Rita Johnson's snippy, littk
know-it-all sis who con
nived against big sister ti
take Ray Milland awa
from her and give him t<
screen,

little sister,"

Though a

starlet,

Diana

still

attends Paramount studio school

Ginger

Rogers.

Well

(Please turn to page 62

BETTE DAVIS' CHALLENGE

WOMEN

TO AMERICAN
YOU

can find the time to do important
SHE can! Here, Hollywood's First
Lady tells other women how she does it

—

things

"pNRIOR

to the Hollywood Canteen," Bette Davis
L/told me, "I never had a minute. Since then, I have
had as much time as I had before. Which has been
I
a revelation to me about what can be done with time.
It has taught me that there is no such thing as not being
able to do things if you really want to do them.
"I don't believe it is possible to find a really busy

person who will turn you down on anything. The women
who say 'sorry, just too busy' are, nine times out of
ten, not busy at all. They are the. ones who windowshop, who say 'Let's have lunch, run into Magnin's and
see what's new.' Or, as a young woman I know incredibly told me the other day when I asked her to
stand by at the Canteen, 'Darling, any day but today.
You see, I have a date with a fortune teller !'

women

would
some quite dreadful way. Women,"
the Davis voice was a sharp spike of scorn, "who are
very busy doing nothing. It is possible, you know, to
"It

is

like this," Bette said bluntly, "I

like to penalize in

be exceedingly busy doing nothing.
"Or the women who say, 'I'm not the Club type. I
can't sit with other women and sew bandages.' Horrifying, isn't it, a remark like that ? When you think of the
wounds for which the bandages are rolled or sewn.

By Gladys Hall
"Many

of. us,

tainly one,

even here in Hollywood, and I'm cer-

We

had what

I call rather private careers.
kept them private because (a) we thought it good business or (b) wanted them to be that way. You couldn't
pay me to make a personal appearance tour if I were

starving.

"This town of Hollywood has always been magnificently generous with checks.
all have sat at home
and signed our names to slips of paper with potent purchasing power. But that isn't enough, now. It is still
going on, but added to the gifts of money we must now
make the gift of ourselves.
can't stay in our cosy little worlds.
can't
sit down and think what
want to do. It doesn't
boil down to the question of whether you enjoy doing
the job there is to be done, or not.
"Mind you, there are exceptions. No person is needed
in the war effort badly enough to make the sacrifice of
home things, the neglect of small children worthwhile.

We

"We

And no

WE

We

one but a very healthy person should go into
war work and try to maintain a home, a job or both at
the same time. For physically, it isn't good. Physically,
you can't expect to be in good form if you try to carry
on three major jobs. But (Please turn to page 60 )

—

—

DANA ANDREWS'
DOESN'T

seem so long ago since

this writer first

ITmet Dana Andrews. Yet it must have been over six
years. At the time, Dana was just another ambitious
and talented kid with hopes and dreams, playing various
and sundry roles at die Pasadena Community Playhouse
while he waited for his break.
The other day, I paid another visit to Dana. And what
a study in contrasts! He had just moved into his new
home in Sherman Oaks, a suburb in the valley. And as
for his career, stardom was no longer around the corner.
It

was

here.

Dana's home

is nestled among the green hills. It is
a 20th century Colonial type. It isn't a tremendous mansion. Rather, it's a modest house but one that can be
called unusual because of the careful thought and plan-

ning that went into its building. The entrance hall is
not large, but it is distinctive because of the wallpaper
that decorates the walls.

Of

the toile colonial style,

it

gives out a delightful

room

warmth and

color.

The

living

solidly covered with

a dark maroon rug. The
walls are white borders with a middle section of pale
blue and most unique. But the den and the kitchen
are the top features. The den is not mammoth, but it
has great charm. It features a row of windows overlooking the garden on one side plus a fireplace whose
size staggers the imagination. It is the perfect den
manly, comfortable, livable. As for the kitchen, it is
done in chartreuse and Chinese red.
"The kitchen," Dana began as he took me on a tour
is

—

of the house, "was my idea. I wanted this -special combination because I hate a dull-looking kitchen. Mary,
my wife, wasn't too sure at first about chartreuse and
red for colors, but now she likes it." He started to lead

me to another room. "Now, I want to show you the
oddest thing about the house."
"It was the wallpaper
on the ceiling in the guest

—

—

New male

rave

in

Hollywood, Dana Andrews, gives

first,

Star of 20th Century-Fox's
"Ox-Bow Incident" is pictured here with his wife (right
and below) and his baby daughter Katharine (facing page).
exclusive

home

interview.

bathroom downstairs. The paper had a black background
with large floral designs in pastel colors. "Mary wasn't
at all convinced that wallpaper was a good idea for the
ceiling in a bathroom, especially paper of this type,"
Dana went on, "but now we're both crazy about it. When
I got the idea for decorating this room, I wasn't too sure
what I wanted. The day Mary and I went to the store
to see the wallpaper samples, I had on a yellow shirt
with a red tie and I wore a blue coat. The outfit wasn't
as outlandish as it may sound. Well, the man in the store
took one look at me and dragged out his most colorful
and I do mean colorful paper. I know he thought, 'Anyone who wears such an outfit must want a lot of color
have the same floral motif in our
in his wallpaper.'

—

We

bedroom,

too."

"But Mary was right about the badminton court,"
continued, taking me outside. "She thought it

Dana

wasn't necessary.

I

thought we'd have a

lot of

fun with

DESIGN

Well, we built it and we've used it only once. That
one time proved to us that the wind that comes down
the hills and across the court is not conducive to good
badminton. Now I'm going to have to tear it up or else
build a hot-house on it."
Such is a sketchy view of one of the smartest homes
in town. Yet it's more than just a house. It's a place
built by love and by sacrifice and hope.
"Ever since Mary and I were married," Dana re-

it.

marked as we finally settled ourselves in the den, "we
wanted a home of our own. You see, I wanted one
especially because I had never (Please turn to page 66 )

for

LIVING

PRIVATE LIFE

BETTY HUTTOI
By Elizabeth Wilson

Knock, knock, who's there? Oh, pardon me, kids, U't only
me, Betty Hutton. These pictures are the first ever made of
la Hutton at home, a very nice apartment in very nice Beverly Hills, where she lives with her mother and stepfather.

HUTTON'S arrival in Hollywood some ten
BETTY
months ago was one for the books.
was definitely
It

She had more trunks than a road company of
"Lady in the Dark," and furthermore they were filled
with clothes, and not with bricks, as were the trunks,
one time, of a now famous comedienne. Orchids simply
shrieked outrageous wealth on her shoulders, and across
her arm (Betty was annoyed to find California having
June in January) was a mink coat that was luxurious
class.

to the point of ecstasy.

Hollywood

dumps, but not nearly so far in the
would be ten months later, perked up
immediately, and asked a million questions about Miss
Hutton. The wolves and the super salesmen rose in a
body from the bar at Ciro's and bribed the elevator boy
for her phone number. Not that it did them the slightest

dumps

bit of

in the

as they

good.

The Paramount boys
little

dove to get

girlish lisp the nearest

they got a load of

sort of expected a frightened
and inquire in a sweet

off the train

all

m-m." And when Miss Hutton

said, in

anything but a

want a penthouse, please," the boys went
into a horn pipe and sang Happy Days Are Here Again.
Miss Hutton didn't mind seeing her name in print. After
reading about the fabulous Miss Hutton in all the columns
and trade papers for weeks (some of the yokels even
got her confused with that other Miss Hutton, the one
who married Cary Grant) Hollywood was completely
impressed with Betty, and said, in a voice tinged with

girlish lisp, "I
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When

bus line to the Studio Club.
that elegance they went "M-m-m-

!"

awe, "That Hutton girl has more money than brains
That was all as Betty had planned it. When she arrived
in Hollywood, practically an unknown, Betty Hutton
was flat broke. But she knew exactly what she was going
to do. The brain beneath that mop of curly blonde hair
is one of the best brains in show business. For nights
Betty had lain awake in her New York apartment, not
a penthouse, planning this "entrance" into the Promised
Land. "If your entrance is good," figured Betty, "you
don't have to bother about your exit." In the most breathlessly stunning clothes Betty planted herself at the Mocambo or Ciro's every night, right where the producers
would have to stumble over her on their way in and out.
Paramount had signed her for the spot of the comedi-

enne

in

"The

Fleet's In," starring

Dorothy Lamour.

If

they didn't like her, they took great pains to explain to
her, they were under no obligations after the picture
and she could just pack her bags and go back to New
York; but if they did like her they would pick up her
option and talk salary. Now Betty never went to college
(or one of those convents movie gals always seem to
have gone to in their studio biographies) but she knows
more about psychology than any Ph.D. And she certainly
knows how to apply it. "When you are making deals,"
says Betty, "it is better to let on that you have money.
The minute they think you haven't got anything they
assume you are a bum and they want to cut you down.
When I arrived in Hollywood I owed $10,000 on that
grand duchess wardrobe. I hate to owe money, but I
knew I could pay it back in time. That $5,000 mink coat

exclusive photographs
most dyHollywood's
if
namic new blonde at home!

First,

Dream
STARRING

LUCILLE BALL

Lovely
IN

"DU BARRY WAS A LADY," AN M-G-M PICTURE

I

-well. I

I

was paying

for

it

on the

in-

talment plan, fifty bucks a week."
When the Paramount executives
aw the rushes on "The Fleet's In"
hey knew they had a new star in the
naking, so they called Betty in to disuss salary. With the mink coat, two
nstalments overdue, slipping casually
rom her (Please turn to page 85 )

You can have her Cameo Skin-Tone
AS TOLD TO LOUELLA PARSONS,
famous Hollywood Commentator:

"A

puff full of glamour from

my

big

box of Woodbury Powder— I'm ready
for camera or conquest," says Lucille
Ball. "This new Woodbury Natural shade
gives a

cameo skin-tone

dazzling-fair,

—

petal-smooth,

with Hollywood

is

right!

directors,

— by

discovered 5 complexion colorings.

process.

blended

nattering shades to glorify each type.
Flick

on your Woodbury glamour

shade. Instantly, your complexion

seems smoother,

And

softer,

more youthful.

frasrant flower-fresh

Woodbury

clings like a magic aura.

Woodburv Powder

Working

Woodbury

new

—Woodbury

a wonderful

Color Control

Powder

almost transparent!"

Clever Lucille Ball

Then

50c, 25c, 10c a box.

today? Make

is

Why

only

Sl.tX).

not wear

it

his heart beat faster.

WOODBURY POWDER
(3oW (3mtiom
song on her home
work to Betty; she
loves it. However, she can't sing without dancing so she gets a double workout, top photo.
Above, practicing her
recording set. Singing

hit

isn't

BEAUTY BONUS... NEW Matched Make-up
Now
pet

with your $1.00 box of Powder, you also
Lipstick, all in a stunning set.

Rouge and

All just right for

your coloring.

All three for

$1 00. Hollywood Type Chart in every box.

—
!

New

York, from Ireland, four years ago.
her marriage to Mr. Edward
Lindsay-Hogg. She did Shaw's "Heartbreak House"
on the stage. She came to Hollywood six months later,
or three and a half years ago. She made "Wuthering
Heights" and "Dark Victory." She caused a stir. From
the Front Office to the ranks of the extras ran the
whisper, "A new star!" Bette Davis advised, "Watch
her!" Her best friends are Olivia de Havilland and
Ida Lupino. Without known precedent is the fact that,
even for publication, "Liwy" and "Idesy" talked more

came
SHE
One year

to

after

about Geraldine than about themselves. Then she disappeared
She went back to Ireland and had her baby. Master
Michael Lindsay-Hogg, now aged two. As far as the
public knew, she had retired.
She came back to Hollywood, made "Shining Victory."
Following which, she remained off the screen for nine
months. In other words, she has been going into periodic
retirement ever since she arrived.
Time and again, people have wondered, what has become of Geraldine Fitzgerald ? What has happened to her ?
Something eery about it, the way she comes and goes
materializes, vanishes, is here today, gone tomorrow
!

!

herself, Geraldine said, laughing. "All my screen
appears to have been spent—off the screen. Well,
most of it. I am always 'in' pictures, seldom on the

Of

life

screen."

Why? What gives with Geraldine? Let us, first, as
a good detective would, examine the clues.
She cannot be "squeezed." (Explanation follows.)
She is supposed to have gypsy blood in her veins, is
a tinker.
She lives in Boris Karloff's house. In the furnace
room, Geraldine reports, there is a bust of Boris that
lights

up

not afraid of anything that has to do with money.
her. She said so. Eight cups a day is
moderation in tea for Geraldine.
She does not like poetry. This could be put more

She

Tea

is

will kill

she detests it.
also detests writing letters.

strongly

;

She has, therefore,
no pen, no paper, no desk at home. If one does get a
note from her, it is because someone has sent her a gift
or has had a death in the family, and it's as likely as
not to be written on a piece of Kleenex or a fragment of
the envelope one has just sent her.
She hates being kidded. (Please turn to page 82 )

She

Candid closeup of the fascinating,
unpredictable Geraldine Fitzgerald

By Faith Service

PORTRAIT OF

A PIXIE
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Take

toss your head, laugh
Learn this lesson from
the movie stars who, no matter
how rough the going, dare not
break down and indulge in
it

it.

off!

the

blessed

relief

of

tears!

By

Maude
Cheatham

A

good

cry

has always

been woman's way of

re-

leasing emotions. Linda
DarAell, at left, can weep
for a scene in a picture
(Columbia's "City without Men") but she practices the chin-up policy
in private life. So do the
stars on facing page: Bar-

bara Stanwyck, Joan Crawford, Teresa Wright,

Mar-

lene Dietrich, Lucille Ball.

CAREER
movie star will
EVERY
road before success

you there's a long, rough
won. And the first thing to
on the chin. Take it, toss your
tell

is

learn is to take it
head, laugh it off for career girls can't cry!
Many begin the climb to screen fame but few have
the stamina to hurdle the obstacles and win out. Talent
alone won't do it. Neither will beauty. It requires determination, a super-perseverance, a bulldog tenacity. I
doubt if there is another career that makes as heavy

—

demands.
Bette Davis

will tell you most emphatically, that her
the result of hard work and a rigorous selfdiscipline. In the beginning, everything was against her
she was self-conscious, her voice was too high, and she
lacked beauty. When the stage oracle, Eva La Gallienne,

success

is

GIRLS

flatly told her, "You'll never make an actress, so don't
waste your time," the door seemed to slam on her Magic
World. But Bette is made of stern stuff, she doesn't
give up. She didn't weep and wail, but with a newly
awakened spunk and determination, she vowed to show
them.
Said Bette, "My greatest luck is having Ruth Davis
for my mother. Without her, even with my ambition
and persistence, I doubt if I could have reached my
goal. She is always back of me, giving me sound advice,
and handing out homely platitudes that pop into her
mind and help me in crucial moments.
"The day I told her I wanted to become an actress,
Mother listened quietly until I was exhausted with my

intensity, then said, 'All right,

if

that

is

what you want.

CAN'T CRY!
But remember, it is the ripest fruit the birds pick at!'
"These words," continued Bette, "come back to me
to face false rumors, disappointments, and the various
heartaches this business brings. I say to myself, remember, you are in the public eye and if you don't want
to be a target, stay out of the limelight. You knew there
was no glory without hard work, and hard knocks.
Either put up with it or get out, but for pete's sake,
don't cry! If you can't master your own emotions how
do you expect to become an actress? But be sure you
learn from each experience and don't go on making the

same mistakes."

was put to a severe test. She had.
steadily to complete three pictures so as to enjoy
Hampshire home. Then,
a restful vacation at her
Recently, Bette

worked

New

on the Rhine." she was
and to help put over the
Stage Door Canteen in Hollywood. She admits her
heart sank. She was very tired, she needed a rest, but
she couldn't sit down and cry about it.
"The world is at war," said Bette. "We can't stop
to pamper ourselves, and if I can help swell the sale
of Victory Bonds to the tune of a few extra millions,
that will be better than a dozen vacations."

just as she finished "Watch
asked to go on a bond tour,

Joan Crawford's good-looking husband. Philip Terry,
and I stood for an hour in the French railway station
on the "back lot" at Metro-Goldwyn-Maver studio,
watching Joan and Philip Dorn make a scene for "Reunion." When it was finished (Please turn to page 68 )
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LKely

Joan, currently starring
20th Century - Fox's "Jane
Efie," selects her new Spring
cBfhes with special care. Her
dfiies as nurse's aide, in addition
t<ffiher movie acting, keep her
toff busy to be coddling an
orate wardrobe. So, for her
atBance Spring dinner costume,
sMk chose this long-sleeved dress
combining plain and printed
faaric.
corsage of the twotolled red roses and green leaves,
cup directly from the pattern
arp padded lighdy, is posed on
shoulder of the black crepe
boaice to accent the neckline.
irjE

FONTAINE'S
i

A

WARDROB]

dm

I

J

|

1
1

Ingenious trimming highlights the best of the new dressy suits, whose lines
facsimiles of ancient
are as simple as WPB! Joan's black wool, below, has
The
chess pawns embroidered in colors on the front of the brief jacket.
black suede bag has Joan's initials boldly outlined in gold. Tweed ensemble
and leaf green are
for Spring, at right, has a jacket in which royal blue
paler green.
closely interwoven, and Joan wears it over a tailored frock of
Her knitted turban combines the two colors, and other accessories are brown.

Exclusive photon
of Miss Fontaine

ft;/

20th Century-FoJ' (ttudiOH.

MEET MIKE O'SHEA!
Edward Michael Patrick Joseph O'Shea,
born on St. Patrick's Day, was a bellhop, tobacco planter, band leader, burlesque bit player, and radio actor be-

Hunt Stromberg picked him out of the Broadway cast of
"The Eve of St. Mark" and assigned
him to the lead opposite Barbara
Stanwyck in "Lady of Burlesque"

fore Producer

KING

of

Red Skelton rules with a wit of
iron the court of beauty in "Du
Barry Was
Lady," in which
he dreams he is King Louis

A

XV

Red is surrounded by gorgeous gals,
including the two at the left resting
tired tootsies after a dancing
number: Theo CofFman and Inez
Cooper. Red has a different technique,
however, with one of those beautiful
but dummy girls see bottom of pages.
Window shopping for romance, boulevardier Skelton finds his model woman.

their

—

HIS

of the greatest honors of my life," said Lieut. Clark Gable
graduation on Jan. 6 from Army Air Forces Flexible Gunnery School atTyndall Field, Fla., fulfilling an ambition he had
expressed when he enlisted in the Army as a private last August.
An ace aerial gunner, agreed the men who took the training with
the ex-movie idol, and an ideal type to sit at the trigger of a
.50 calibre machine gun sending hot lead at enemy aircraft.

"One

after his

GREATEST
ROLE!
Carrying
belts of

two businesslike
machine gun ammu-

on his

shoulders, Lieut.
took all his
assignments at Tyndall Field

nition

Clark

Gable

with enthusiasm. Up at daybreak for a full day which
progressed from classroom
lectures via range firing to

manning
mounted

a

machine

gun

in a turret on a
.bomber, Lieut. Gable had
training
praise for the
force and for the type of
young men taking it. He departed from Tyndall for an

AAF

unnamed
for the

post

still

anxious

combat duty he

seeks.

Number Three Lovely
these

at

Mary

coming

Elliott,

left.

to look

months
Spotted

is

a

year ago in a restaurant by
director Mervyn I.eRoy, Mary
politely declined a movie contract until she had gained more
acting experience. After a year
in stock and a road tour in leading role of "My Sister Eileen,"
Mary reported to Hollywood.
See her in her first role wirh
Judy Garland in "Presenting
Lily
is

Number Two Beauty
watch on her way up

to

the

ladder of Hollywood fame
at right,
is Janice Carter,

gorgeous recruit from Broadway musical comedies who
plays the role of a showgirl
supporting Barbara Stanwyck in "Lady of Burlesque," Fiction version of
film is in our next issue.

Mars."

a former

Mary,

Kay,
model.

like

New York

—
rj^ tjg

^

^>

Brcxl

no longer
the masseuse to
limber them up. They're
doing it the hard way
and find to their surprise

Movie

starlets

call in

it's

fun. Grace

MacDon-

right

and top

ald,

at

on

page,
facing
does acrobatic stunts on
the lawn in front of her
dressing room at Universal Studios, inspired
no doubt by her scenes
right

opposite Charles Boyer
in "Flesh and Fantasy."

A

before joining the

Corps when he

Army

offered to be thi
adagio partner of little Jane Frazec.
Crawford's final film for duration is
"Keeping Fk," a documentary'short.
Jane is featured in Universal's
newmovie, "Rhythm of the Islands."

GLAMOR
Gets

Crawford gave himself a work-

our. just

Workout!

William Terry was an
until he appeared as the
character in the
documental

U.

A

film,

"Private Smith,

Now

he's the hero of Sol Lesser

S.

feature, "Stage Door Canteen
playing the role of a young soldi
on his way to foreign servic

who
the

finds glamor and romance
popular meeting place f

service

"PRIVATE
SMITH,

U

S.

A,"

Becomes

"CORPORAL

DAKOTA
GREEN"
in

"STA<
50

•OR

CA

men

right off

Broad wa

ENSIGN

ROBERT
STACK

Bob
in

is

doing a grand iob

an assignment

he

He

is
is

for

which

eminently prepared.
instructor in aerial

gunnery at a Western Naval
Air Station after finishing
head of class at the
Pensacola training school.
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ALUTE

TO A SAILOR!
By

What the Navy has done

Ben Maddox

for
happened
WHAT'S
Here

to Hollywood's
the sort of inside Hollywood story
that is true. Screenland is proud to reveal it
as a tribute to the United States Navy. Because the
Navy may turn out to be the making of your own
boy-friend, or brother or son, too.
When Ken Howell enlisted away back last Spring
as a sailor, with no attempt to rate fancy trimmings or
a commission, he deliberately left everything behind
him. Nothing but the best luck he's ever known has
followed him ever since. He not only went away to
"come home" vindicated for Ken was too full of
but
vitality and curiosity to be anything but a rebel
exactly as the song went, at last his lonely days are

first sailor,

is

—

—

He looked

for love in vain in Hollywood. Thanks
to what the Navy has done to and for him, he's even
got the One Girl to return with him when he gets back
over.

and to Hollywood's

first sailor?

BEFORE

on the screen.
Take it from me, they can beam

Brown Derbies
Ken (compared

tables in the

incredible

young men

at the luncheon
these days over Ken. The
to the other Hollywood

has weathered a series
a runner-up
so far as he's gotten to date.
to Anthony Adverse
Today, fighting for his America, he's still living every
moment to the hilt, as vividly as before, but now with
a flaming purpose and gratefulness spurring him on.
Don't let his youthful face fool you. He's done more
adventuring and romancing than almost any fellow
twice his age. You remember Ken as that handsome,
blond movie actor who was right on the verge of all
that fame Hollywood deals out to the determined. As
Jack, the eldest son of "The Jones Family," he'd
romped through seventeen of those comedy-dramas
concerning the typical family-next-door. He was the
of

real-life

he is that
experiences that

his age,

—

!)

make him

pivot for their frantic actions, and in the inevitable
chase Ken's enthusiastic daring always downed the
villains. His screen parents would sigh with relief at
the fade-out. "Isn't he cute!" gasped countless impressionable young females throughout the land. The
bulk of the fan mail pouring into 20th Century-Fox
for the Joneses was definitely aimed at Ken.
You can guess that he could have been terribly

In Hollywood itself Lana Turner, Deanna
Durbin and Judy Garland in turn looked, liked, and
languished. Ann Rutherford's vivacity snagged her a
millionaire beau, but not Ken. Martha O'Driscoll had
to go with Stirling Hayden, as second choice. The
younger girls about town such as Bonita Granville
despaired and plunged elsewhere on the rebound. Anne
Shirley said you must come (Please turn to page 78
spoiled.
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Ken Howell

As the

juvenile

Family"

in

the "Jones

Ken

series,

Howell

romped through seventeen of
those comedy-dramas concerning the typical American family-next-door.

He was

consid-

ered one of Hollywood's most
promising young players. Below, in his last picture for the

duration,

"Scattergood Rides
High," which he finished be-

fore

enlisting

in

the

Navy.

Today

Ken Howell is a
and a splendid sample of young American manhood at its finest. One of
sailor,

the first things the Navy
did to him was to cut his
hair. See picture, center below, with hostess at Navy
Reception Center. Directly
below, at home on liberty.
Bottom of page: Ken training
first phase as a sailor
at Boot Camp, San Diego,
Cal. Ken is sailor running
in front group of three, in
first picture; directing fellow sailors in second picture.

—
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Three lively ladies who have
complexions of very different
types,

all

of them beautiful

By Josephine
smooth,
THOSE
plexions you see

Felts

comon the screen

flawless

and frequently off it, are not always from Nature. Some of them, of
course, are just plain gifts, but more of
them are cultivated by their possessors
out of time and care and patience.
All of us start out with lovely skins,
start out by living
on milk; but also because we haven't
yet exposed that skin our mothers love

maybe because we

Rita Hayworth has one of those young eye-catching
whose complexion seems to glow! "You Were Never
lier," you'll agree with the title of this fine Columbia pi

touch to all sorts of destructive
treatment.
Let's say at once, because it cannot
be said too often, that no matter how
your complexion looks right now at
this minute
as you are reading
that by giving it regular daily care
with the proper cream or creams you
can make it look fifty percent better
almost immediately. It may still be a
long way from looking as you'd like it
to. You have to keep at it, but it will
look better almost at once.
And now that it's a war time Spring,
with clothes and what there is of
fashion going in for that slick and uncomplicated look, a smooth, uncomplicated skin is more important
than ever.
to

*°.A.

—

—

You may

be going to wear your

Good for you It is
the face under it that counts and
that is pretty much up to you. Restyle that complexion of yours.
last year's hat.

!

it suitable to wear with the trimness
of the new, tailored air in clothes. You
should, and can have a lovely complexion,
one that suits you beautifully!
You will want to give it intelligent daily
care, first to keep it as sweet as it is. Then,
you will want to repair any damage that
has been done by carelessness in the past
by wrong things done or just by the ticking
off of minutes by the clock. Then, you will
want to know what to avoid doing.
The clear young skin, such as Rita Hayworth's, needs just a little attention to keep
it lovely. But it needs that attention regularly. You may want to experiment to find
exactly the cream for you. Perhaps it will
be a cold cream; perhaps one of those allpurpose creams that you find soften and
smooth your skin at the same time that
they keep it clean; ones that, in addition,

Make

GUIDE TO GLAMOR
For that winning smooth look, choose all your
beauty accessories with forethought and care

help smooth out any fine lines before they
have a chance to become permanent. Some
one-cream girls even use their pet cream for
a very light foundation before powder but
you will find, we think, that it pays to
have a foundation cream for this special
purpose.
skins," such as Rita's
Sothern's can, in strict economy,
get along with a minimum of creams. But
this means more care than ordinarily must
be used in choosing them.
The word lanolin crops up more and
more frequently today as an ingredient
in the making of creams. This is the substance which seems to have an uncanny
way of "smoothing" the skin. Some people
think it penetrates the pores, others that it
softens the surface skin only. Whatever
a smoother,
it does the effect is the same

These "Twenty-ish

or

Ann

:

softer look.
If

more
this

your skin is inclined to be dry it is
in need of a cleansing cream with
precious smoothing quality than the

young skin inclined to be oily. A liquefying
cream for cleansing does the job well for
the oily skin. Both types are available, and
the well-trained sales girl in your favorite
drug or department store can help you make
your

selection.

over-thirty complexion needs more
don't let the lovely old lady of
eighty-six with the perfect skin who "never

The

care.

And

put anything on it" fool you There are
such skins just as there are people who
live to be one hundred and three, but they
are not usual.
Qeansing cream of course is basic, for
beauty is built on cleanliness but there are
other essential creams. Every "over-thirty"
skin needs one of these specially made rich
creams to guard against the wrinkles into
which laughter lines grow.
Speaking of laughter lines and the delicate area around the eyes
there are eye
creams made with just this in mind. These
are unusually very rich and very pure
creams, highly concentrated, unperfumed,
put up in small jars. Use them only around
the eyes, for economy's sake.
In addition to smoothing down, the "overthirty" skin needs pepping up. This should
be done by using a stimulating lotion or a
stimulating cream. If a stimulating cream is
your choice spread it on in a thin film,
and if it smarts and tingles a bit, that's
fine! This tingling means it is doing the
job it is supposed to do on your skin. Be
careful to avoid coming close to your eyes
with it.
good idea is to spread on your
eye cream before using the stimulating
one. This keeps the stimulating cream away
!

;

—

Revlon turns match-maker with clever
and nail polish ensembles.

lipstick

about a girl's hands that
them such a barometer of morale ? Perhaps it is that they are right under
our eyes all the time. You can't really get
out of sight of them, unless of course you
keep your hands behind you or sit on them,
which slows things up considerably.

THAT

is

it

these days when we need to
keep our spirits up, a manicure with good
polish, the kind that stays by without needing to be renewed too often, assumes such
importance. Hands should always look well-

why

is

groomed and

A TRICK

of the moment, beloved of the
the matching of lips and
fingertips
and to take the gamble out of
it,
Revlon has attractive plastic case lipsticks to match its smartest shades. The
color to see is Revlon's superb Mrs. Miniver
Rose, a full-blown rose-red to make hands
appear whiter, lovelier than they have ever
been. More conservative is another popular
Revlon shade, Windsor, delicate as baby
ribbon. For evening sophistication try Raven Red, a rich, black-red that sparkles
like rubies on your fingertips. And remember, if you want that smooth as silk look,
stars,

velvet

This is the
with matching face-powder
beauty news from the makers of the famous
Jergens Lotion. It is a combination package
containing a Velvet Make-up cake fitted
snugly into the top of Jergens Face Powder.
You may select your own powder shade

from

five fashion-right skin tones.

IIGHTLY

sponged on, Velvet Make-up
I— cake leaves the skin looking smoother

;

always match your

lipstick

and

nail polish.

Advance suggestions for
Mother's Day shown by
because

it

Easter and
Irresistible.

helps hide tiny blemishes. Fol-

lowed by a filmy dusting of face powder in
a shade specially blended to harmonize with
the make-up cake, it gives the face a dewy
freshness. It is not only a protection against
dust and grime but all day make-up insurance you'll be very glad to have.
that we have Spring on our
NOW,
with Easter and Mother's Day

.

being more and more recognized is the
foundation cream. The point to remember
about it is that it is so much more than
just a foundation for powder. True, it
longer,

Twin Makemake-up cake

Jergens

is

is

last

is

new

tidy.

from the sensitive area.
Another type of cream whose importance

makes your make-up

below

up, the exciting

!

WHAT
makes

A

go on

smoother, look better; but it actually protects your skin. The best foundation
creams
{Please turn to page 69)

PICTURED

is a neat new
powder and make-up cake.

"Jergens Twin Make-up"
trick

with

minds
loom-

ing up in the foreground, it is time to lay
plans for amusing little presents to send as
greetings these special days. You want to
make a choice, of course, and Irresistible
has an exciting array of gay packages to
select from. For Easter both Blue Waltz
and Irresistible perfume have bunnies on the
yellow and green packages. For Mother's
Day the design is a lacy frou-frou one. red,
blue and white with carnations. It is really
quite charming. She'll like the fragrance
and it will serve as a reminder of your
thoughtfulness for her, long after the an-

niversary

is

past.

t 'I

HOLLYWOOD

HIKES
:.

/

Gossip by Weston East
my words, there are going
be
MARK
romance rumors about Ann Sheridan

Candids by Jean Duval
IT

always
go over the

governmentsponsored show soon to be filmed on the
Warner lot. Before induction Earl did a
turn in Ann's personal appearance act.
They became great friends. Nothing more.
So of course she'll be seeing a lot of him
in Hollywood.

KINDA

went mad. Ann's delight and
embarrassment only added to the humor of

and Earl Oxford. The singer
~"This

Is

The Army,"

is

touring in

the

I

that

the

cute gag Walter Huston pulled
on the "Mission to Moscow" set. He's
so proud of his director-son (and so is
Olivia de Havilland) instead of his own
name on his set chair, Walter had them
paint, "John Huston's Father."

PRACTICALLY

every producer in town
has a job waiting for Frances Farmer,
as soon as she recovers from her illness.
Not in years has anything touched Holly-

wood

as much as the plight of the fabulous
Frances. Only a very sick girl could have
behaved in such fashion. Literally thousands of letters have poured in from loyal
fans. Such devotion will do more than even
medicine toward restoring Frances to her
rightful place again.
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ISN'T

rehearsed acts
Recently, Ann
Sothern made a personal appearance at one
of the nearby Army camps. As she made
her entrance her flimsy net dress caught on
a nail and partly tore away from the belt.
Ann stood there helpless. Then quite
calmly two soldiers walked out from the
wings, whipped out their sewing kits and
proceeded to repair the damage. Of course

to

the

best.

place

the occasion.

IRENE DUNNE' was

too much of a lady
to say anything, but she had a good laugh
all by herself. As you know, Irene is now
one of M-G-M's big stars. Years ago she
'

made one movie on

the lot, "The Secret of
Blanche." They were nice to her,
but no one exactly rolled out the red carpet. When she signed her contract this
time, one of the top producers said: "This
is the first time you've ever been on this
lot and we want you to love it every moment. If there's anything you want or need,
just ask for it because we want you to be
happy too." She who laughs last couldn't
have been more amused.

Madame

—

The newlyweds Ginger Rogers and Marine
Corps Pvt. Jack Briggs—at Ciro's, above.
Below, Janet Blair, who really can sing,
clowns it up a bit in prima donna style,
while
Herbert Marshall plays the piano.

St

!

Randolph Scott greets a friend at another
table at Ciro's, above, but his companion,
Pat Stillman, has eyes for only handsome
Randy. Right above, despite those rumors,
the Robert Taylors {Barbara Stanwyck) are
seen together at popular night spots.
still
Bob's beard is for his "Bataan Patrol" role.

THE

Bob Hopes

recently spent an evening

at the Ray Millands'. When it came time
to leave, Mrs. Hope went upstairs to get
her coat. As she came down, she caught
her heel and fell all the way to the bottom.
Bob, sitting at the gin rummy table with

RED

SKELTCtt

x

HE romance between Hedy Lamarr and
Orson Welles lasted just long enough to
get a feeble start. They say Orson got
annoyed at Hedy arriving in time for dessert, when they had dinner dates. Which
usually was followed by Hedy wanting
to go home long before midnight. Well,
Orson doesn't look very unhappy. And
Hedy and John Loder have really gotten
off to a fine start. They met at the Hollywood Canteen. John isn't a "genius" (much
to Hedy's relief). But John is quiet, kindly
and well-mannered. John has a little girl
and Hedy adores her. Hedy's little boy
thinks John is plenty special. So all's well
I

car to you) are _.iving 'em nuts out at
M-G-M. Red drives it through buildings,
on sound stages, into dressing rooms.
While doing a scene for "I Dood it," Red
threw a canvas over the car and left it
standing nearby. When he wasn't looking,
the boys removed the car and substituted
a group of old boxes. Then they took ham-

mers and began pounding away through

Ray, looked down at his wife (who wasn't
hurt), went right on playing as he casually
!"
cracked, "She'll do anything for a laugh

the canvas. Next they squirted it with a
fire hose. Poor Red almost lost his mind,
before he could get to them and put a stop
to the destruction. Red really turned red
when he discovered it was a gag.

NEVER

TERESA WRIGHT

I

that ends without Welles

be said that Ann Sheridan
is at a loss for an answer. The newspaper men gave her an awful session, despite her denials that Errol Flynn is nothing more than a friend. Just before she got
off the plane that brought her back from
Mexico, Ann developed a stiff neck. A typical reporter, with typical questions about
ErroL met Ann as she got off. She was
nice to him but he persisted. Finally he
asked, "How did you get that stiff neck?"
"From looking out the plane window,"
!"
cracked Ann, "trying to find Errol
let it

got married before
Eddie Albert could wangle an introduction. He was about to meet Nancy Coleman
at long last and then the Army called
Nancy was really disappointed.
him.
Especially since (despite those silly columnists' stories) she's only been out with
Charlie Chaplin once in her life. Despite
personal press agentry, Nancy isn't enI

gaged

to
right this

Tonio Selwart

either.

So

step

way, gentlemen. Nancy is still
heart-whole and fancy-free. It couldn't happen to anyone sweeter.
lovely

Left,

Ann

Ciro's
with one of Hol-

ot

Miller

lywood's "most
eligible"

— Blake

Garner.

Right,
Lou Costello, Jr.,

christened.
From left: Pat
Costello, Lou

is

brother and
stand-in, Mrs.

Sr.'s

Abbott and Bud,

Father Joseph
Burba ge M rs.
,

Lou Costello and

pappy

Lou.

of radio
and screen took

Stars

part

show

in

for U. S. troops.
Left. Red Skelton
doing his bit,

while Dinah Shore

and Ginny Simms
wait

their

turn.

Bud Abbott watches as
Right,

Judy Garland
fixes

Lou Costel-

Too bad
about Judy's sop-

lo's tie.

aration
a v e

from

Rose.

ISN'T

Marlene's daughter starting out
rather early, pulling publicity stunts on
herself? Recently, Maria announced her engagement to Richard Haydn, the inimitable
Professor Carp of radio fame. Maria is
eighteen, Dickie almost twice her age. He
still has to return to England and serve his
country. When the news broke in the daily
papers, Hollywood yawned politely and
turned to Dogwood and Blondie. Wonder
how Marlene would like having a son-inI

law who impersonates fish?

had fun

>re

to gogsters

nd
Kyser
ey waited
at

bit

<eir

mand

Per-

for

our

'seas.

Kay

Bob not

arned

to

best jokes
—Bob told Kay he
wouldn't because all
eal

his

his

gags w?re Hopestale, anyway.

lessly

John
WHEN
Hollywood

Huston arrived back in
unexpectedly,
Olivia de
Havilland couldn't contain herself. Then,
when John presented her with a wonderful
Airedale named "Shadrack," Livvy
went balmy. Her pet, the first she has ever
owned, completely rules her life. She won't
accept dinner dates because she has to rush
home to feed him.

Warner
WHEN
Hay ward would

Bros, learned that Louis
be home for a week's
furlough, they arranged for Ida Lupino to
have the time off. So Ida and Louis had a
glorious time together. He's expecting overseas duty soon, so their goodbye wasn't
too happy.
last request from Louis
asked to have his name eliminated from all
future copy. He feels he's a soldier now
and as such, deserves no more publicity
than any of the other boys wearing Uncle

A

Sam's

colors.

IIOLLYWOOD

certainly has changed
B.G.R. (before gas rationing).
Paul Henreid and his wife travel around on

>>

Moorehead,

:jnes

Cagney and
ohn Farrow, Lt.
imes

Commander

of

the

Navy, acceptthe New York

British

ing
Film Critics'

— Miss

Awards

Moorehead

for her role in "The

Magnificent Ambersons,"

Cagney for

"Yankee

his

Doodle

Dandy," and Farrow
for

"Wake

Island."

since

They get fifty miles to the
Most humorous sight of all is the
George Murphys skating to their Beverly

de luxe scooters.
gallon.

Hills market. Believe it or not, their skates
have red stop lights attached to each heel.
Even the dignified Ronnie Colman drives
an Austin. So does Laird Cregar, and as
Jack Oakie says, "On Laird it fits very
!"

well

ON'T

you love the one about Fred
Allen asking Peter Lorre who his best
friends in Hollywood are? "Oh, I go
around with Boris Karloff, and Bela Lu?osi," answered Peter nonchalantly. Then
Fred wanted to know what they did with
r\

L/_

their time.
said Peter,

"We work

for the Red Cross,"
ten quarts of

"we give them

Fred couldn't have been more
mpressed. "But isn't that impossible?" he
cried. "Why, you couldn't live and give
ten quarts of blood a day !" "But vou don't
understand," answered Peter quietly. "We
Dlood a day."

*

don't give our blood!"

DANDY SCOTT
The Andrews Sisters
(Laverne,

Patti

and

Maxine) gang up on
Bob Hope
don't

—
— at

feel sorry for him, he

loves

it

the

Command

Performance for our troops
which was made up
of
top
Hollywood
and radio talent.
The girls' songs and

Bob's gags were
short-waved abroad.

*
A

—

guy that's
agent Henry

lucky

what
Wilson

is.

to "keep

His Job

is

an eye on"

and escort that gor-

geous creature,
Alexis Smith, to all
the social gatherings.

Alexis

is

the

client,

ens,

Craig

who

Stev-

now in
service.
Did
is

the
you say "nice work"?

over the 38 age

limit,

Astaire ranch, Randy is raising beef. He
intends turning it all over to the government. Hollywood only sees him when he
has a picture to do. Fred Astaire is raising
sheep. He and Randy are planning to build
a huge refrigerating plant together. Yes,
Freddie's lambies will be turned over to
the government too.

C HE

denies it firmly, but her Victorville
observers are sure that Priscilla Lane
is going to have a baby. Pat hasn't
been
well. So she moved into Yucca Loma,
Gwen Behr's charming ranch where Pat
first met John
Barry. Incidentally, John
still lives there and Pat does a magnificent
job of not seeing him, when their paths
happen to cross. It's rather amusing to
John, who has a new heart interest and
long ago forgot that he and Pat were supposed to have found the perfect romance.
More later about Pat. Remember we
«->

warned you.

WISITOR

of the month: You should
have seen the Hollywood stars stand in
awe, when a luncheon was given for Sister
Kenny. This great woman's method is the
wonderful cure for infantile paralysis. A
picture of her life will star Rosalind Rus-

"

sel.

girl

friend of his ex-

is

so he won't be called for active service.

But Randy is doing his share just the same.
On his huge ranch that adjoins the Fred

When Roz made

a nice

little

speech

and presented Sister Kenny with the Distinguished Service Medal from the local
chapter of the Infantile Paralysis Foundation, for once La Russell stumbled for
words. She was tliat touched.

LUNCH-BOX INSPECTION

at gate of the

plant where Barbara works as a calibrator
on sensitive instruments. She is wearing the
blue coverall and safety snood designed for

the employees.
says.

coming to her

BARBARA

IS ROMANTICALLY LOVELY with her wide-apart eyes, serenely
parted hair and white, flower-like skin but she's also today's American girl, energetically at work 6 days a week in a big war plant!

—

BARBARA'S RING— is

"We

love the outfit," she

The saucy blue snood

is

mighty be-

bright, soft-smooth face.

"MY SKIN

needs special care these days.
Snowy-soft Pond's is my favorite cleansing

Cream," says Barbara.

charmingly

feminine, a sparkling solitaire set with a
small diamond either side, in a delicately
engraved platinum band.

BARBARA SHEETS, captivatingyoung

Barbara says,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Sheets,
is engaged to Joseph V. Mellor
uniting

—

—

two well-known Long Island families.
"Joe expects to be in the Army very
soon," Barbara says, "so I'm more than
ever glad I have a war -production job to do."

Even though she works hard
hours

— she

finds time to

for long
keep pretty. As

"When you get up at 6 a.m.
and work all day with only Yi hour for
lunch your face deserves a little pampering.

And — it's

lovely

Creaming makes

how

a Pond's Cold

tired skin feel."

She slips Pond's over her face and throat
and gently pats to soften and release dirt
and make-up. Then tissues off well. "Rinses"
with a second Pond's creaming. Tissues it off
and
again. This every night without fail

—

SCREENLAND

"for daytime slick-me-ups, too," she says.

Use

this lovely soft-smooth

You'll see

why war-busy

cream yourself.

society leaders like

Mrs. John Jacob Astor and Mrs. William F.
Dick use it why more women and girls use
Pond's than any other face cream. All sizes
are popular in price ... at beauty counters
everywhere. Ask for the larger sizes you

—

—

get even

Yes

gaged

—

more
it's

for your

money.

no accident so many lovely en-

girls use

Pond's!
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Spencer

Betty Davis' Challenge

To American

Glenn

Tracy,

Morgan and

Dennis

Anders,

others of the bright brother-

hood do their bits.
There was the matter of choosing the
right people to head the different departments. The matter of watching and seeing

Women

Continued from page 25

is kept spotlessly clean. At
times Bette has the responsibilities of
general hostess. You know what can happen
when any group of people gather under one
roof to serve a common cause
Keeping
everyone happy and in harmony, seeing that
credits and honors are divided evenly
more

that everything
all

ill-health,

let's

face

it,

is

sometimes used

by neurotic women

as an excuse for conducting their lives as they did before Pearl
Harbor. It can't be done. Besides, if the

desire is there, you can go beyond your
physical strength. True, you may and probably will shorten your life by five to ten
years. Could be! And too bad. But the
lives of thousands of boys are ending in
their twenties. You must be in very bad
shape indeed in order to be able to shirk

maintain what our allies, the
still
"
Chinese, call 'face.'
Bette Davis ought to know. She has the
right, none more so, to berate women who
slack, alibi themselves, pull their "cozy

and

over their heads like eiderdowns. For the schedule of fair-skinned,
108-pound, three-job Miss Davis would put
a Spartan woman in a rest home
To list the things she finds time and
energ; to do is, in itself, a. formidable task.
Let's take one of her leisure days mark
you, a lc-yire day. (Which means when she
not in production; when she is, the
is
little

lives"

—

studio would tell you, "resting.") It begins
at 7 A. M. with breakfast in bed, her one
concessio i to her personal comfort and
health. Immediately her tray is removed,
she gets her mail and daily calendar from
her desk. There are a thousand and one
requests for financial assistance. There are
invitations to fly to Fredericksburg, Va.,
to open the Dog Show, to Florida to
open the Flower Show. There are reminders of various civic matters in which
she participates. The most pressing letters
Miss Davis answers herself, sets aside
others which can be handled by her secretary. She then maps out her day, each

hour, half hour with its appointed task.
With the very big business of her
career to be carried on, the multiplicity
of detail to which she attends, the "little
things" sue does not neglect are downright astounding. "Call Kempy, have her
.

Gladys Hall" is an item
endar. Kempy being a maid
to get for your reporter. "Call
about tests." Mary Quirk is
call

on her
Bette

caltried

Mary Quirk

a girl with
movie ambitions in whom Bette took an
interest and for whom she arranged a
screen test. When the test failed to bring
results, Bette had it run for her, realized
the girl's hair had not been properly done
nor the right make-up used, saw to it that
another test was given. Quite a few people
start things; not so many follow through.
Bette is a starter-of-er and a follow-

W

anger
through-er. Another item, "Talk to
about statuettes." Translated, it means that
in Springfield, Mo., where she stopped on
her recent bond tour, a most beautiful
wooden statuette was given her by a local
wood-carver. Inscribed, "Your Third Oscar

the Bond Drive." Bette
—and Thanksimpressed
by the workmanship
was touched,
Since brass should
—and got an
be used
for

not,
for this year's
not use wooden ones in their

idea.
of priorities,

because
Oscars, why
place? "Call

Wanger" was her reminder

to herself to check the idea with President

of the Academy Walter Wanger. "Family
for dinner" reads another item. In the thick

of her prodigious activities, Bette does not
neglect family. Nor has "Farney" (her husband, Arthur Farnsworth) ever been known
to complain of the way his home is run.
For before her day's appointments begin,
Bette takes time to go over the menu with
her cook, gives gardener his instructions.
Mail attended to and the day planned,
Miss D. allots an hour to the telephone.
Everything that can be disposed of on the
-

60

'

phone is, and duly crossed off the list.
Appointments begin at ten. They include
conferences at the studio, with her producers, with her director. There is usually
an interview at noon, perhaps two or three
others spotted throughout the day. There
are costume fittings for her next picture
(you ARE bearing in mind, are you not,
that this is a "leisure" day?). There are
photographic sittings to be made, or okayed.
And there is, morning, noon and night, the
business of the Hollywood Canteen which
Miss Davis, with John Garfield as her
first lieutenant, conceived, organized and
•

launched.

So much for the days when she is not
"shooting."
But she almost always is
shooting. On the first of last February,
she started "Now, Voyager." "Watch On
The Rhine" followed almost immediately.
"Old Acquaintance," almost as immediately, followed "Watch On The Rhine."
conscientious craftsman, Bette studies
her scripts, develops her characterizations,
works them out to the last gesture and
mannerism. She really "sculpts" a performance with heart and hand and brain.
Yet at some time between these pictures,
she did a bond tour. And in addition, the

A

Canteen
Facts and figures may bore you. If so,
sorry. But there is no better way to tell
you of the labors in which, also with heart
and hands and brain, Miss Davis is involved than to say that during the first
month of the Canteen's existence, the boys
in our armed forces packed away 4000
loaves of bread, 50,000 half pints of milk,
400 pounds of butter, 1500 pounds of coffee,
1000 pounds of cheese, 2500 pounds of meat,
70,000 oranges, 30,000 gallons of orange
juice, 75,000 packs of cigarettes, 100,000
pieces of cake, more than 150,000 sandwiches with the prerequisites of pickles, relish and mayonnaise in large quantities.
There is food to be gotten. Someone has
to see to it that the provisions, donated
though they are, and generously, come in
steadily and in sufficient quantity. There
must be entertainment for the men. Music
and dancing is what they want, what they
Kay Kyser,
get. The big name bands,
Tommy Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Rudy
Vallee and others, millions of dollars'
worth of hot rhythm is donated by the
big names. But, after all, they can't stroll
in at odd hours. Programs and dates must

be arranged.
Important, too, that such songbirds and
masters of ceremony as Dinah Shore, Betty
Hutton, Ginny Simms, Bob Hope, Eddie
Cantor and their illustrious ilk are on hand
to perform with the bands.
There must be girls for the boys to
dance with. There are. Girls the boys can't
themselves believe they hold to their palOlivia de Havilland, Betty
pitant hearts
Ann Sothern, Deanna Durbin,
Grable,
Greer Garson, Ann Sheridan, Lana Turner,
Alexis Smith, Carole Landis, Gene Tierney,
•

:

Marlene Dietrich, Rita Hayworth, Joan
("This is worth dying for," one of
the boys remarked, fresh out of Lana Turner's arms!)
There was the initial job of providing
Leslie.

for the Canteen. The building to be
abandoned old thing, dilapidated,
which had to be completely rebuilt and refurnished. How? The Unions and Guilds,
forty-two of them, did this. Bette as
President is a sort of jack-of -all-trades.
Bus boys to be gotten, Humphrey Bogart,

a

home

found.

An

Raymond Massey, Cesar Romero, John
Garfield,

Basil

Rathbone,

Gig

SCREENLAND

Young,

!

—

Davis

responsibilities.

up to Bette to keep enthusiasm for
Canteen running high, in addition to
her regular duties going down to the Canteen and doing whatever else is needed
while she is there. Once she even took over
the check room, when the girl on duty
failed to show up. All has to be managed
It is

the

—

diplomatically

—

intelligently

—

speedily.

The

Canteen can never be off Bette Davis' mind.
"Gee, you seldom see her," a young
Marine told me, "but you sort of feel that
she's around, everywhere."

And the laborers, plumbers, carpenters,
upholsterers, electricians, studio artists and
Bette knows them by
cartoonists, grips

—

name and calls them Joe and Jake and John.
To them she is their "boss lady" genuine
proof and appreciation for what she's done.

—

How

does she do

of time,

which

tions, does she

is

it ?

How

said to

DO

in the name
its limita-

have

it?

"So many people," Bette laughed, when
pressed the question, "spend so much time
saying 'I haven't got time' when they do
what they say they haven't time to do in
the time they are saying they haven't time.
"Another point to remember is that
things never, somehow, take as much time
as you think they will. Recently, I was
rather upset about the way things were
I

going at home. I'd been walking m_ and
out of the house for weeks without giving
usual attention. I'd been away on
it its
a bond tour. I called the servants in and,
in ten minutes, got it all straightened out
and functioning smoothly again. There are
lots of little things, the kind of things we
put off for days, thinking, 'I just haven't
time.' Such as, in my case, autographing
pictures, putting them in envelopes for mailing. Again, it actually takes ten minutes

stop wondering, 'Will I have the
the time. It's silly to go
around looking a rag, whining, 'I haven't
even time to put on make-up' when to put
on make-up takes, by actual count, six
minutes. You can take an hour off for
legitimate shopping, for necessary manicures and shampoos. Discipline the old boy,
Time, and he extends himself, amazingly.

when
time

?'

I

and

TAKE

_

"But what

it

all

amounts

to,

really,

is

earth do you read so
many books?' I am often asked. The answer is 'Because I want to.' I've noticed,
haven't you, that if women want to get
their figures down to certain measurements,
they will, they do. If a woman wants to
attract a certain man, she does it. Once
we have the desire, we have time whipped.
"There are tricks and short-cuts, of
course. For example, people don't write
things down enough. It is astonishing what
you can do if you make lists or memos. Not
long ago, I messed up two dates completely.
They were the ones I hadn't listetl If you
are a very busy person, the one thing you
have time for is remembering.
do

'How on

desire.

NOT

You

don't

need

to.

Give your

memory

Aid by making lists. Cross things
off as you do them and you will be amazed
at what can be done.
"To cut your life into departments, as
First

they do with school periods, is a tremendous
help. You can't do everything at once, no
one can. And if you try, hopeless confusion
results. I've licked that. I departmentalize

my

life

when

I

to dark. For instance,
here at the studio I don't have

from dawn

am

SlVi.Jo^e// as

irme

9 out

of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap because
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thinking wildly, 'Gad, I should be
doing so-and-so at home !' because what I
had to do at home is done. And vice versa.
"One of the busiest men I know, a tycoon
in the business world, a man of huge enterprises, has never been known to say 'I
haven't time.' He has his life organized.
"Bob Hope^-is doing one of the greatest
war-effort jobs of anyone in the picture
industry. When I asked him, shortly before
the Canteen opened, whether he would be
Honorary Chairman of the Entertainment
Committee and added, knowing that his
activities are those of ten men in one, 'We
won't ask you to do a thing,' he did first
radio broadcast of the season from the
Canteen. He's got time. He is a perfect
to be

example of what

am

I

talking about.

can't possibly repeat it often
enough, the desire. It is, also, the ability
to forget our precious selves.

"It

is,

I

"Millions of women in this country today
could be doing more than they are doing,
but they have got to change their way of
living. They must, for one thing, give up
their social life. But literally. For that IS
the straw that would break the camel's back.
If you take on this kind of a program, war
work plus your other job, or jobs, you
must try to get to bed by ten (I do) you
;

can't

mix

parties

and drinking

;

you simply

cannot plan a regular social or even a regular home life. My husband and I, it seems
to me, haven't seen each other for months.
Between his business and mine, evenings
alone, which I love, sitting down and chinning over a couple of drinks, discussing
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IFcolor,
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_
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and larger sizes.
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which everyone knows is my life, I've completely given up this year. I can SMELL
don't know when I'll get there
again. And pretty selfish of me now, it
would be, to greatly care.
"Small things, these, to give up. Too
small to mention, really. I do so only to
make examples of what I mean; that we
give up the things we like to do,
the things we were accustomed to do, and
to have. Because our war is not right here,
because the bombs are not actually dropping,
many women are wrapped in a false and
it,

but

I

.

MUST

—

damnably selfish
sorry, but I must say it
sense of security. It is so minor, what we
are doing here, compared to what women,
in other countries, are having to do.
At that, Hollywood, I am proud to say,
is doing more than any place in the country.

The majority of girls and women here
are reversing their lives more completely
than women in other places. Girls accustomed to riding in limousines are going to
the Canteens in busses. Long trips, many
of them; not enough seats, often. Girls
who have done nothing with their hands for
years are washing dishes, emptying garbage
pails, scrubbing, carrying trays, doubling
in brass by stepping from the kitchen sink
to the Canteen stage, to give out with a
song and dance. Marlene Dietrich has been
wonderful, she really works with her hands.
Mary Gordon down there, scrubbing around,
is something to see and to admire. I could
pay such tributes by the dozen.
"There are three women with us in the
Canteen who have

your plans for the future can become shattered possibly gone forever! Should
easily

OUT! Two

things I also love,
swimming and riding my horse I haven't
been on my horse for months and the surface of the pool has long been unruffled.
Butternut, my farm in New Hampshire

books,

haven't lost their

lost
spirit

their sons.
of service.

"The day after the funeral of
Don, who died in the line of duty,
E. Brown was at the Canteen, on
making sandwiches from three

They

her son,

Mrs. Joe

schedule,
to nine.
all I could manage to

'You're terrific' was
say to her. 'We're glad you're here.' I'm
afraid I had tears in my eyes when I said
it.

She
"It

didn't.

renews your faith in human nature

Everybody's Daughter
Continued from page 22

Diana, who up to that time had been the
sweetest little thing in 'teen-age clothes

around the Paramount lot, registered what
is known as a "smash hit" in the movie
racket with such

was

great

to

that

—

Aldrich film?

was postponed the whole kaboodle
just so Diana could be in the Sturges
film. Since this all happened before "The
Major and the Minor" was released, Diana
became the first girl who, without beingseen on the screen, had a whole picture
Well,

it

—

back all for her sake.
So Diana went into "The Miracle of
Morgan's Creek." Yep, as a little sister.
set

And she's typAnd what can that be?

Hutton's this time.

Betty
ically

li'l

sisterish.

Well, ask anyone you meet. Everyone has a
excepting,
maybe, a little
little
sister
"Aw, they know too
sister. The answer

—

:

!"

much

Diana in the Sturges picture.
fresh and world-wise. Outspoken
and ready to give advice at the drop of an
interrogation point. You might call her
brash.
But, at home and around the Paramount
That's

She

lot,

is

Diana

is

anything but that. She never

puts a fresh or blunt phrase forward. In
fact, she's of the quiet type. And you'd
think she was her worst critic. When
some of the boys in the publicity department pointed out that she certainly had
copped the reviews on "The Major and
the Minor," she replied, quietly, "I read
them. They were good, but I don't know

why."
Right after Miss Lynn made her big
click in this Rogers-Milland movie, when
the front office fellows knew she was going
to create a sensation after the film came
the press department hustled the
out,
youngster into a portrait gallery. Glamor
portraits were to be made. She received
careful ministrations by experts in coiffure,

make-up and wardrobe.

The next
Diana

day, elated portraiteurs lured

in to see the finished products.

She

stared, blank-faced, at the array of lovely
pictures before her. Someone asked, "Don't

you

like

Diana

'em?"

shook her head.

much too pretty."
Which is why Hollywood

"They're

is

betting to-

day that this little girl isn't ever going
Hollywood. To the folks on movieland's
inside, Diana is "Everybody's Daughter,"
meaning that she's the sort of sweet, unspoiled little girl every dad and motheris proud to have.
The movie business is all one big land
of mystery to Diana. She doesn't know the
language of the business, nor the tricks
of the trade because she never grew up
even though she's
in the show business
Los Angeles born and "reared." Nor did
Diana ever seek a movie career. The mo-

—

vies sought her.

You
ture

in us, after all

then,

SCREENLAND

that the

"She's yours, sir."

told:

What happened

when things like that, big things, happen.
"You think, your heart thumping, 'Stuff
!"

boom

a

Preston Sturges said: "I want that little
lassie for. my next picture."
It so happened that Diana had meanwhile been established in the Aldrich series
(this one being "Henry Aldrich Gets Glamor") as Henry's girl friend, taking the
place vacated first by Mary Anderson who
went o.i to Broadway and then by Rita
Quigley, who wasn't available. Paramount
was about to start another Aldrich opus,
but the Sturges chance was so swell for
a girl whom the studio decided was going
to be one of its next big stars, that Sturges

see,

this

girl was in a picShe was Dolly Loehr
doubtless remember her.

little

once before.

and

you'll

.
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The

New

film was "There's Magic in Music,"
and Dolly created no furore outside of
giving Paramount executives the idea that
perhaps she might develop into something
worthwhile some day. She was sweet and
pretty and she could certainly play the

under-arm

Cream Deodorant

piano.

Playing a piano was what got her into

safely
I

that movie. If mothers want an example to
point to when daughter starts grumbling
about why to keep practicing music lessons, Diana Lynn is it. Her mother is a
concert pianist and teacher. Diana, naturally, was put to playing the piano almost
before she could read and write. She really
loved music, spent six or more hours a day
at the instrument.
Eventually, the girl joined the Los Angeles Junior Symphony Orchestra when it
was first formed. She was eleven at the
time, became the pianist. When Paramount
planned "There's Magic in Music,"
Susanna Foster-Allan Jones starrer about
the Interlochen (Mich.) Summer Camp
Project for juvenile musicians, talent scouts
went to this junior symphony for young
musical geniuses.
There wasn't, at first, any role for a
pianist, but, when one of the young girl
violinists was asked to audition at Paramount, Diana, being a helpful child of thirteen, offered to go along and accompany.
After the violin playing, someone asked
Diana to play something on the piano. She
then four weeks went by without anydid

Stops Perspiration

A

Does not harm
shirts. Does not

1.

2.

dresses, or

men's

irritate skin.

No

waiting to dry.
right after shaving.

—

Can be used

thing happening.
The studio then called Diana, said there
might be a part for a pianist. Could she
brush up on the Greig Concerto? Diana

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4.

never batted an eye. She said she could.
Her mother, hearing of her daughter's
affirmative reply, was aghast. The concerto
was too much for one so young. But Diana
went to work. Paramount had given her
two weeks. At the end of one week, Diana
telephoned she knew the piece.
"Knew it" was right She played the
whole thing from memory. Amazed, the
studio set her at once for the picture.
Her part was built up. Then came a con!

_

tract.

To whip up interest in this picture, Paramount sent Susanna and Diana (then
Dolly)

on a tour of the country. Until
Diana had never been on a train,
never East of Yosemite National Park.
Back home, Diana went into training for
future film roles. The training ended when
she got her "The Major and the Minor"
role. With that, she got her new name.
Reason Dolly too childish for a future
adult star; Loehr too hard to pronounce
or spell correctly.
this trip,

:

That's the story of Diana Lynn to date.
career story is just beginning. Her
part in "The Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
is, in movie parlance, "fat." What she was
in the Rogers-Milland film, she's more of
in the Sturges story. She'll probably go
ringing down the corridors of filmland as
the freshest little sister in movie history.
Just don't let all that impishness and
know-it-all attitude fool you, though. She's
every inch "Everybody's Daughter." And
like all good little daughters, she's planning
to go to college. What's she going to major
in? You guessed it music.

Her

—
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is an enthusiastic home-maker.
'done over' three houses since I've
been married," she confided.
This one is a stately white Colonial
house with evergreen trees in front and
rare white birches in back. When she
bought it, she fell in love with its beautiful
exterior, but the inside depressed her, it
was so dark and forbidding.
"First I had all the walls and woodwork
then I went in for white
painted white
carpets and rugs and white or pastel upholstered furniture. I've always adored
one of my London houses had
white
a white bedroom that I've transported
here, and in spite of huge cleaning bills I
loved it," she told me.
She changed the dark mantel and fireplace in the big living room to gleaming
white, and chose pale turquoise, soft greens
and yellows in the furnishings. But the
sunroom is the pride of her heart.
"When I first saw it, I thought: 'Horrors, I shall have to use this for a storeroom. It's quite impossible !' " said Anna
Lee, "but after I'd thought it over, I suddenly had an inspiration. The floor was
of cement. I covered it with a string rug,

Anna Lee

"I've

A M

—

very heavy and deep. The rug comes from
Casablanca, and I was fortunate to get
it,

it's

so right.

The

three walls that are
glaring. I

windows looked ugly and
discovered some material that
back wallpaper and is limp and
all

used to
uninteresting in its normal state. This I had stiffened
with an oil preparation, stenciled in a
lovely pattern of green bamboo and made

SCREENLAND
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into curtains for the entire wall space. In
the moonlight, to come into the room is
like coming into a bamboo grove."

The

furniture is bamboo, upholstered in
greens, and the lamps are made of
glass blocks with parchment shades.
Mahogany shines darkly in the great
white dining room, where the quaint corner
cupboards hold our hostess' collection of
china pieces from ancient English inns.
white stairway leads from the entrance
hall to the square hall above, from which
open most of the bedrooms.
The transported white bedroom is a vast
apartment carpeted in white, like the rest
of the house, instead of the mushroom that
lined the London floors. The white satin
bed,, rimmed in blue, is duplicated for
Anna's small daughter, Venetia.
"This used to be my study, but Venetia
begged for it. She feels she should graduate from the nursery now that Carolyn
is nine months old," commented the mother
of the three-year-old Venetia.
The nurseries include a second-floor,
screened-in but roofless balcony where the
children can take their sunbaths, or play.
Venetia has a small teepee there, Indians
being her current interest. Carolyn is a
little young to discuss her hobbies, but she's
a sturdy, dark-eyed small person, a bit
scant of hair, which makes her look like
a boy, great contrast to the dainty Dresdenshepherdess Venetia.
When groups of intimate friends go to
Anna Lee's house, conversation and music
are likely to be the entertainment. She and
her director-husband, Robert Stevenson,
are not avid players of card games, don't
know how to play gin rummy, and avoid
and then, with larger parties,
bridge.
Anna Lee has a variety of parlor games.
soft
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Dana Andrews' Design

wyn

At the end
again—and

marriage was

start collecting architec-

to

designs from magazines and to put
away part of my salary each month toward
did incorporate some of
the house.
these designs we had saved in our place, but
why, I'll
we forgot one essential item
tural

We

—

never know.

"While we were dreaming about the
house, we also decided we wanted to have
a baby. Well, the architect finally went

work on our home when we had enough
money saved up, construction began just
before the priority deadline, by the way
and then we found that we were going to
to

—

be proud parents. And there wasn't a single
place for the nursery!
just had forgotten about it. It was too late to build an
room,
and
can't
extra
we
even add one
now since the house is of such a design
that any addition is impossible. So I guess
Katharine, our new daughter, will have to
take over the guest room when she advances beyond her present very youthful

We

stage.
really a great feeling, though, to
that we have our own home and a

"It's

find

baby

—

no nursery."

at last, nursery or

NO' one deserves good fortune more
than Dana. His career hasn't been an
easy one. Neither has his life. But now,
it's smooth sailing. His work in "The Ox-

Bow Incident" is so excellent that the
powers-that-be at 20th Century-Fox took
one look at Dana in that picture and said,
"This is it Dana Andrews is to be built
for stardom." His performance in "Crash
Dive" hasn't hurt his career any, either.
To prove that the studio wasn't simply
issuing a stock publicity phrase, Dana has
been signed for the lead in the coming big
!

picture,

"The Eve

Dana

a genuine example of a family
has been a father for nine years.

is

man. He
His son, David, was born during his
marriage.

And

here

and yet shows

is

what

a story that

a

really

to feel independent. I owe much
present good fortune to her."
It was some time later that Dana met
Mary, his present wife. After going together for over a year, they began to
think of marriage. She and David got
along beautifully. She believed in Dana as
strongly as his first wife had and was
very sympathetic with his interests because
she, herself, was a promising actress. There
was no problem except the problem of how
they were going to live.

my

of

—

The solution to this problem came about
in an unusual way. As a matter of fact,
the story of Dana's career has no parallel
in Hollywood history for its uniqueness.
While he was working at the service stapeople had told him that he should
be in pictures. Well, he wanted to work in
_

tion,

pictures all right, but he wasn't going to
go gaga every time someone pulled that
tired old line. One day, the owner of
the station said to him, "I think you should
be in the movies." Dana merely smiled.
"No, I'm serious," the man stated firmly.
"So serious that I want to make a proposition to you." Dana showed no great interest as he replied, "Okay, what is it?"
"Well, I play hunches," the man said, "and
I've a hunch about you. I'll pay you $50
a week that is, my partner and I will
and transportation expenses if you'll concentrate on getting a job as an actor. Forget
singing for the time being start acting."
"What's the catch?" Dana asked.
"No catch. Just business. When you
begin to make $50 a week, I won't pay you
any more. If you make over $100, you'll
pay my partner and me twenty-five per cent
of everything over that amount. You see,
it's just a business deal. Agreed?"
Dana agreed. Immediately, he went the
round of agents. Some came to see him

—

—

perform

Mark."

of St.

was made

I

is

first

tragic

fine

and

courageous father Dana is.
When he came to California from Texas,
he met a girl who saw in him more than
just a fellow who was nice-looking. She
liked his singing voice and she believed
in him believed he had great talent. When
everyone else was trying to get him to
resume his former job as an accountant
a job he hated she encouraged him to take
up singing and to try his hand seriously at
acting. Dana needed this impetus and thus
began the career that has. since carried him

—

—

at
Pasadena Community PlayThen he met Mary. But he had
to accomplish something first. One night,
an agent came back to see Dana after a

house.

show.

He

said,

"Too

bad.

teeth

took one look at him and
You were good, but your
need a lot of fixing." The next day,
went to his Santa Claus and told him
the agent had said.

Dana
what

"Okay, get your teeth fixed," his benefactor replied. "I'll pay the bill." And he

did— to

the tune of $1000.

A

few months later, Dana was signed to
a contract by Samuel Goldwyn and eventually had that contract shared by 20th
Century-Fox. The man had loaned him
about $7000. At this writing, he will realize
about $20,000 on his investment in Dana in

to success.

seven years.

This first marriage was a happy one.
That happiness seemed complete when
David was born. But just before the boy's

When Dana signed with Goldwyn, it
looked as though he and Mary could finally
get married. But the studio advised against

second birthday, Dana's wife died suddenly
of pneumonia. Her death came as a great
shock and could easily have been the end
of many things for him if it hadn't been
for his mother-in-law.
"I was sure I would have to take any
job so I could support David," Dana told
me. "It seemed as though any ideas about
a career were ended. I even thought for a
while that I would have to put him in a
home. Then my wife's mother suggested
that David and I live with her.
were
glad to accept. She was and is a wonderful person. She was not only a mother
to David, but she was a mother to me.
And she, as my wife had done, prompted
me to go on with my work. So I took
a job in a service station during the day
and worked on my acting and singing at
night.
were with her for over three
years.
had a part of the house to
ourselves and she always saw to it that

the marriage "We want to build you romantically," they said to him. "We want
you to be seen with the glamor girls." So
Dana and Mary waited -and they went out
together as usual. He never once stepped out
with a glamor girl. Finally, he was called
in to the studio and was told, "It's no use.
You won't go with the lovelies, so you
might as well get married. You'd better

—

—

We
We
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We

—

—

Goldwyn first, though."
Dana rehearsed the speech

see

"

for days that
he intended to deliver to Goldwyn. But the
day he walked in to see him, a certain section of the studio suddenly caught on fire.
Over the clang of sirens and the noise of
firemen shouting, Goldwyn cried, "Want to
see me, Andrews?" Sensing that this wasn't
the time to explain why he wanted to get
married, Dana said, "It can wait. I'll beard
the lion in his den later." To which Gold-

wyn

"

to be heard, Dana got his story out. Goldtold him to wait a couple of months.

for Living

Continued from page 27
really had a home. My father was a
minister and we moved around a lot. So
the first thing Mary and I did after our

—

—

yelled back,

"Beard me now!"

Well, talking as loudly as he could so as

of the two months, Dana asked
got permission. He and Mary
immediately arranged for a church wedding. Then came another blow. He was

was going into "The Westerner"
and he was to let his hair and beard grow.
The church wedding was canceled and
a home ceremony substituted. Dana was
hardly the usual bridegroom with a three
weeks' old beard and hair trailing over his
neck. This was bad enough, but when he
reported to work for "The Westerner,"
the director took one look at him and said,
"There are too many beards in this picture. Cut yours off
and also cut your hair."
And thus Dana and Mary were married.
They moved into a little apartment in
Beverly Hills and began to save their
money. Here their present home took shape
on paper. And here the sacrifices began.
Sacrifices
that
were necessary because
Dana's salary was small and because he was
paying off his benefactor to the tune of
told he

—

-

—

twenty-five percent, his agent took the cus-

tomary ten percent, and his mother, sister,
and a younger brother in Texas had to be
supported. His father had died only a short
time before, and they were dependent on
him. His other six brothers were able to
care for themselves and help a little.
Mary handled the budget from start to
finish in those days. She had a regular
budget book with pockets in it for various
expenses for clothes, entertaining, and the
like. If they spent too much on entertainment for one week, they weren't allowed

—

_

anything the following week.
"We also watched our bill when we ate
out," Dana told me. "One night, we passed
by Chasen's, an exclusive restaurant. We
didn't know much about it, so we asked
the doorman if anyone could eat there. He
said it was open to the public, so we walked
in.
We took one look at the menu and

walked hurriedly

out.

"The next

day, though, I kept thinking of
all the items I had seen on that menu. So
I raided the clothes section in our budget
and bought some fancy food. Mary made me
make up the deficit the next week, however.
"Now we have a business manager. He
allows us $25 a week for household expenses, and I get about five extra for spending money."

"Yes, but you usually have to get more
from me before the end of the week," Mary

she came into the room.
"Well. I've had to lately," Dana said
lightly. "After all, we've got the house to
pay for and the rugs and the furniture
"If the furniture ever is delivered," Mary
said, as

—

interrupted.
I

(They hadn't all the furnishings when
saw them as deliveries were being held

up because of the present conditions.)
"At least the baby is paid for," the proud
father said.

Dana showed me a letter from his business manager. It showed how much he had
saved and had put in the bank and what a
fine and sensible client he was. But the letter closed with the remark that the new
bills had left him with about $78 in the
bank. "All of our savings are on paper, it
seems," Dana explained. "I did resort to
one extravagance

lately. I'd been waiting
for years to buy good clothes. I had especially wanted this, but I could never afford it before." He went into the closet and
took out an English trench coat. It was the
last to reach this country
a beauty.
"I'll buy something like this, and yet I'll
walk blocks rather than pay twenty-five
cents for parking. Mary's almost as bad in
her economizing. She'll buy nice clothes
and then will spend about $1.98 on house
dresses. Of course, they alwavs look nice.
She also did all of her own work until the

—

baby came.

Now we

also our housekeeper."

have a cook who

is

—
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America's
Dana and Mary

are seldom seen at night

clubs. Thejr don't care for night

life.

They

don't feel that they get enough pleasure out
of such entertainment to warrant the prices
that are asked. Instead, they entertain at
home with simple parties.

Because home
Dana and Mary,

so much to
sure that they are

means

life

I

feel

one couple Hollywood can't break up. Their
formula for happiness is simple and effective.

"In the first place, Mary gave up her
career because I don't think two careers in
the same family can ever make a happy
marriage," Dana said. "And she made the
sacrifice willingly. Then, too, I have nothing to be ashamed of in my past, nothing
to cause Alary any uneasy moments. She
was the only girl with whom I went out
before we were married. I did not want
publicity by being seen with other girls. If
I had, I'm sure that I would have hurt
Mary terribly. I think such publicity will
hurt any Hollywood marriage eventually.
"Mary and I do get along together
beautifully. I am not kidding you when I
say we hardly ever argue. And one of the
main reasons we don't quarrel, I must admit, is because Mary is *so understanding."
(Mary had left the room while part of
this discussion was under way.)
"Several times when Mary was expecting
the baby," Dana said, "I had to go out.
And occasionally I got in late. But she
never was hurt or annoyed. I told her where
I had been and how sorry I was for being
late. It never occurred to her to question
"

me.

"She was mad once, however. A short
while after the baby was born, I had to go
to a stag dinner for Darryl Zanuck. I expected to be home early, but after the dinner, John Sheppard, Tony Quinn, and I
went on to a night club, planning to stay
only a short time. While we were there,

FINEST

Cigarette

trying to sell
decided to help
her sell them, so we introduced her to a
few of the stars present. I got in quite late.
But I told Mary all about the evening at
once. She was annoyed because I hadn't
come home and taken her with me to the
night club. She was very right. I should
have come back for her. I was glad she
knew what I had been doing, though, for
the next morning several gossip columns
carried the reports that I had been out
with a young lovely 'and what did it
mean?' If Mary hadn't known the truth,
she might well have worried.
"I have always been honest with Mary.
I want no happiness other than with her.
And I think that any actor is a fool who
expects his wife to condone his actions just
because he happens to be in the public eye.
Some Hollywood actor-husbands get the
idea that they are the big cheese and that
their wives are only the 'Missus.' I don't

"I don't mean that my ideas about raising children should be taken as advice."
Dana said. "I don't think any actor has the
right to set himself up as an authority. But
my system has worked for David.
"Whenever he doesn't want to do any-

feel that

way. Mary is as responsible for
success as I am. She has done a great
deal for me. Fortunately, she is interested
in the acting business and gets a big kick
out of what I have done at the studio. In
the same way, I am interested in what she
are each a part
does around the house.

born."

my

likes little Katharine. "but not
<(
cries," he adds quickly. "I'm
looking forward to the day when she grows
up so I can play with her, but she'd better

we met

a young girl

tickets

to a

benefit.

who was

We

—

We

work. I think this is another
big reason why we get along so well together and why we have the understanding between us that we do. In short, we're
working for each other."
of the other's

—

At

moment, David came downstairs
to Dana. David is very proud of

this

to talk
his father's

work in pictures, but he has
been taught never to brag to any of his
friends,

he

is

that

"My

father's a

impressed

Dana

gets

movie star!" Yet

primarily with the fact
—
to make love to so many

glamor girls on the screen.
David is a fine, well-mannered boy. and
a credit to his dad's idea of raising a child.

SCREENLAND

thing, I try to

show him how

he

silly

is.

'Suppose I refuse to do my
work what would we do then? We'd just
become bums.' That type of reasoning usually has effect. I seldom have to raise my
voice to him when I reprimand him. They
say that every father raises his child as his
father raised him. In that respect, I'm different. My father was very strict. I believe
reason is better than strict discipline. But.
of course, I was quite a wild kid and one
who needed being yelled at and who also
could use a good tanning regularly.
"In bringing up David, I have tried to
answer every question he has asked me
and that includes the age-old problem of
explaining to children how babies are
I

tell

—

him,

—

_

David

when

she

(

not be as independent as she is now."
He acts properly masculine about his
new sister, but the day Mary came home

from the hospital; his manly indifference
took a back seat. David stood out in the
yard watching for the arrival of his new
babv sister with field glasses.
Such is a picture of a Hollywood family.
And such is the picture of a success story
that is a pleasure to tell. Dana can no more
miss having happiness in his home than he
can miss having success in his career.
His birthplace seems to be a potent indi-

—

cation for his future. He was born, believe
(Miss, standing
it or net, in Dont, Miss.
for Mississippi, of course.)
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came the Saturday before the show opened,

Career Girls Can't Cry!

and they told me they didn't need me. Unyou've heard these words four times
in a row, you can't grasp the terror they
less

Continued from page 35

My

the three of us walked to her dressing room,
and I asked her if career girls ever cried.
"Definitely, they shouldn't," Joan answered, ruefully, "but I'm a career girl
and I've wept buckets of tears when I'm
hurt, or disappointed, or things go wrong,
the tears burst out. But credit me with this
I have it out alone, sa7is audience. After
the sting is washed away, I get mad, then
I'm ready for all issues. To battle, if necessary, and career girls must learn to hold
their own or be submerged."
Joan's hardest lesson came early in her
career. The studio had bought "A Free
Soul" for her, then it was given to Norma
Shearer. She was completely crushed, and
to herself, wildly declared she'd give up
the whole thing. She was too ambitious
to be patient, to wait for success, and she
cried all night.
"Toward morning," said Joan, "it came
to me that I must learn to leash my emotions, must not give way to disappointments
or I'd never get anywhere. I vowed then
and there that I would not be beaten,
that I'd fight to the finish to reach my goal.
"I have no false pride when it comes
to furthering my career. For instance, I felt
that George Cukor didn't like me. He once
directed a part of a film I was in and
cruelly picked on everything I did. Then
came 'The Women' which he was to
direct, and I had set my heart on the role
of Crystal. This was right after the 'Poison
Box-Office' stories, and I needed a good
picture terribly, so I went to see Mr. Cukor,
willing to beg, if necessary. He was wonderful, and when he said I could have the
part, I was so happy I couldn't speak, but
I was scared stiff, too. At the end of the
first day I had to find out how I stood, so
I asked if I was pleasing him. He looked
at me for a minute, then said, 'Don't worry.
You can play anything.' Believe me, that's
the sweetest praise I ever had."

—

"No, I don't cry when things go wrong,"
Barbara Stanwyck, as we talked in

said

her dressing room following her love scene
with
Charles
Boyer for "Flesh and
Fantasy."
"I've been so much alone that I've learned
not to give in to my feelings," she continued. "After all, life is an individual experience, and I meet my disappointments
and troubles by myself. Now that I have
someone to whom I can turn, I won't seek
sympathy because I don't want to go soft.
career girl can't do that, either. If she
is bucking the competitive world to win
a place, she must take what comes standing up. There's no place for the clinging
vine today.
"Action, furious action is my cure-all,
and the excitement seems to lull the pain
of the hurt. When I'm disturbed I jump
into the car and drive for hours, by myself, fighting back to normal. During the
year I wasn't on the screen I played a
wicked game of tennis, taking my venom
out with furious assaults on the ball. Oh,
yes, I get over anything quickly for I
can't stay in an emotional upheaval. I must
straighten it out or I would go under.
"My outstanding experience was when

A

—

I
wanted the role of Stella Dallas. I
wanted it more than anything else in the
whole world. My career was unsteady, I
needed something decisive to bring me back
and I was confident this part would do it.
Sam Goldwyn didn't believe I had boxoffice appeal, and too, he had set his heart

on finding an unknown actress

whom

he

could build up. Months went by with nothing settled.
"Joel McCrea and I started a picture,
'Internes Can't Take Money,' and he felt

68

certain

that this role of Stella
Dallas was made for me. He was under
contract to Goldwyn, so one day he barged
in on Sam when he was sick in bed, and
urged that he give me a test. Joel must
have been persuasive for Goldwyn gave his
consent.
were in the middle of our
picture but the director arranged to let me
off for a day for the test.
"Anne Shirley wanted her role as badly
as I did mine, so both of us, keyed to the
highest tension, spent the day making tests
of the most difficult scene in the picture
the party sequence. It was easy enough
for us to shed real tears and we wept for
hours. At four o'clock the next morning
my agent called me up to say I had the
part. I was so excited that I phoned Joel
at that unearthly hour and I'll admit I was
pretty teary as I gasped out the news.
'Stella Dallas' offered my most harrowing
experience, but it also turned into my
greatest triumph."
as

as

I

We

bring.
money was gone, I was absolutely hungry, and terribly frightened. Of
course, I cried cried for hours. Then I

—

remembered about not getting discouraged,
being persistent, never taking no for an
answer. So the next morning at 8 o'clock I
went to the office of Ziegfeld's representative, the one who hired and fired, and
waited

all day long, hoping to see him.
the third day when he left, I followed
him. After three blocks he turned and
angrily told me to stop bothering him, to
go home, that the show didn't need me.
"I turned and walked down Fifth Avenue.
I remember it was just a quarter to six

On

my

and

world was sinking beneath me.
cry, I was too stunned. There
seemed but one thing to do to end it all
to commit suicide. This may sound melodramatic now, but it was stark realism at
that moment. When I reached the next stop
signal I looked for a big car to throw
myself under. None came, and at the
next stop, only shabby cars were in sight.
didn't

I

:

Suddenly,

I realized that

even in

my

black-

In her slow, caressing voice, Marlene
Dietrich said, "I was a child of troublesome
times and brought up to meet adversities,
and without whimpering, too. My childhood
felt the sting of Germany's readjustment
after the last war, and I saw tragedy and
horror at every corner. You grow stronger
under such conditions. By necessity you
learn emotional control, and become master,
not the servant, of your feelings. It is
resisting the wind that makes a tree sturdy
human beings profit by a like training.
"When I came to America in 1930, it

est

seemed like paradise, yet to my amazement,
everybody complained about the depression.
couldn't understand it no beggars in
I
sight, the markets running over with food,
laughter happiness. How I loved it, and
now that I'm a real American, I love it
even more.
"As a career girl I do not cry. I learned
early that it is a waste of energy, and confuses you just when you need clear thinking. While I am ambitious and love my
work, it never gets me down because I
have other interests that are more vital to
my happiness. Sometimes my personal life
brings tears, but never my career.
"A career is hardly a personal matter
because you are always working for someone else and you can't let them down.

picture brought new griefs. I had one line
of dialogue, the setting was a florist shop,

—

—

When I first came to Hollywood I was
working for Joseph von Sternberg he had
given me this great opportunity and I had
no right to fail him by becoming discouraged. Last year I had a terrible experience
when I broke my leg during the making
;

of 'The
time as

Lady
if

I

Is Willing.' It looked for a
must leave the picture, but

would not

fail Mitchell Leisen, one of the
directors in pictures. I didn't take
time out to feel sorry but concentrated on
learning to walk with a cast on
leg.
I practiced for hours and hours before
the mirror, and I overcame other obstacles,

I

finest

my

Within a few weeks I went back and
completed the picture, wearing the cast, and
no one knew it. The doctors complimented
me, saying I had taught them a lesson as
to what can be done with a broken leg.
Now, if I had not had stern training with
difficulties in my youth, I probably could
not have done this."
too.

"Career girls have to weep," announced
Lucille Ball. "What other panacea is there
for the anguish their early struggles bring ?
/ know.

began

my

career by being fired
from the chorus four times in succession
after weeks of rehearsing.
"The fourth was the crushing blow. All
my hopes were pinned on 'Rio Rita' and I
thought I was getting along okay. Then
I

hour

was going dramatic;

I

a swanky limousine to be

my

wanted

I

climax

!

Then

laughed. I was weak and shaking, but
I leaned against a railing, and laughed
and laughed. This turned the tide."
After a slight pause, Lucille went on,
"I decided to quit trying to be a show
girl and find another job, and within four
days I became a model. Things went well
after this and I'm proud to say I became
one of the most successful models in New
I

York.

"Then came Hollywood, and
and

I

was

thrilled until

say these words

—with

my

first

someone said, 'Just
a strong Cockney

—

Cockney accent my eve! I hadn't
the slightest idea how to do it. I made
several stabs, then Director Mark Sandrich,
bless him, said he'd change the dialogue
around and have someone else take over the
Cockney.
made the scene and I was
pleased. Next day I discovered they had
called in another girl to do that line and
I was out of the picture. I was always
grateful to Sandrich for saving 'my face'
before the other players, for at that time,
the experience would have ripped my pride
wide open.
"We learn by experiences," added Lucille. "In the acting profession we should
always sympathize with new players, for a
word of encouragement at the right moment may become a mountain of strength."
accent.'

We

"I've been too lucky for tears," Teresa
told me. "Everything has come to
me on a silver platter, and I still can't
believe all this has happened in four years.
The real preparation for my career was
that Father and I being alone, he insisted
on my forming my own opinions, making
my decisions, and being positive in knowing what I wanted. This has been valuable,
for it saved me from getting into spots that

Wright

bring unhappiness.
"I'll

fight

for

my

principles,

or

my

and I'll give up my career
rather than push them aside. I love acting,
but I'm not burning with ambition to become a great star, or a world figure. In
fact, I want a peaceful, harmonious life,
and besides acting I want a home and
children.
These are necessary for my
convictions,

happiness.
"My stage career," Teresa went on, "was
brief, but glorious. Sam Goldwyn saw me
in the Broadway play, 'Life With Father,'
and offered me a role in his film, 'The
Little Foxes.' The chance to play with
Bette Davis and Herbert Marshall won
me over, and everything turned out beau-

—
tifully.

After

;

this,

made 'Mrs. Miniver'

I

and 'The Pride of the Yankees,' and now,
Mr. Hitchcock's 'Shadow of a Doubt,' all
offering me exceptional roles. Now, tell
me, could I cry with such luck?
"So far, my chief troubles," she added,
"come from warring against the glamor
publicity campaign. I'm not glamorous, and
I feel silly trying to be. Neither am I the
show girl or the sweater type, and I refuse to pose ior pictures along that line.
Recently, I've received many letters from
fans saying they are glad I'm just myself,
depending on my acting to win laurels. So
I

feel justified in

knew what

I

my

stand. I told

you

I

wanted!"

Seventeen-year-old Joan Leslie started
acting at five, grew up in vaudeville, but
insists she hasn't missed a single day of
girlhood happiness.
Of course, there were good and bad
breaks; one-night stands, dirty hotels, poor
food, and hours and hours of rehearsing
before she gained her enviable stardom in

Warner Brothers pictures. But it never
occurred to her to cry. Everyone in her
world was doing the very same thing, and
without grumbling.
Today, her only complaint is that there
time! Still a minor, Joan
isn't enough
must have four hours of schooling each
day, besides dancing and singing lessons,
and special dramatic training. This doesn't
_

_

leave many play hours. But to Joan, all
she
this preparation is thrillingly exciting
sees it as steps toward becoming a truly
great actress!
Then there's Universal's fiery Latin,
Maria Montez, who has a pet formula
that balks the tears. Said Maria, "My
test came during the making of 'Arabian
Nights,' in Technicolor. Most of it was
filmed on the desert with the thermometer
batting out 115 degrees. When I began feeling sorry for myself, or ready to complain
about getting up at 5 :30, the long hours,
hard work, and devilish heat, I'd just say
to myself, 'So, Maria, you zvanted to be in
pictures!' That shut me up!"

—

j
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4 Aids

to Beauty

•

Quick Change

in

Just

One Cream!

Face-Saving
Continued from page 55
and make it easy to
remove your make-up later.
Vanishing creams make good foundations
but for a dry skin it
if your skin is oily
will be wise to use the more creamy foundations. Foundation lotions are the perfect
answer for the over-thirty, very dry skin.
One star who is famous for her complexion
always mixes a fairly heavy foundation
cream she likes with a few drops of foundation lotion. This gives just the creamy yet

soften your skin, too,

I

;

j

i

WOMEN who

use Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream don't need any

Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream: (1)
thoroughly, but gently, cleans your skin

it

(2) it softens your skin and relieves dryness; (3) it helps nature refine the pores;
(4) it leaves a perfect base for powder.

excellent
foundations for that cool, mat finish to your
skin. Most of them are tinted somewhat, so
be sure that they match not only the consistency of your skin but the color. They have
the great added advantage of covering small
blemishes and making your skin look

smoother than

are

all

these troubles

— brings

glowing new freshness to your skin!

Send

for

your generous tube

Mail coupon for a generous tube of Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Cream! Try it and see
how much smoother and fresher your
skin looks after just a few applications.

Helps these 6 skin troubles

The various cake make-ups, while not
course,

quickly helps

other cream for the care of their skin.
For just think! Every time you use Lady

lasting consistency she likes.

actually creams of

have unsightly blackheads? Is your skin
a little oily? Is it rough and flaky?
Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream

one 4-Purpose Face Cream
ends need for other face creams

My

your skin too dry? Do you have little
due to dryness? Are the mouths of
your pores distended by dirt? Do you

Is

lines

4-PURPOSE FACE CREAM
Lady Esther,

I

"

7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, I1L
Please send me, by return mail, a generous tube
of 4-Purpose Face Cream; also 7 new shades of
face powder. I enclose 10j< for packing and mailing.

it is.

early in the year to speak of summer, but while we are on this subject of
foundations we should mention that some
of the sun screen lotions make excellent
foundation creams. If you do not want to
tan this year if, instead, you want to keep
a soft, pink-and-white skin, a sun screen
lotion worn as your daily foundation cream
It is

—
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;
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amount

state

(Government regulations do not permit l*«

under your powder will make an amazing

.

—

offer in

.

of difference.
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'Assignment

in Brittany

Continued from page
trundled off to

be

a hospital

bed.

Then

he had seen Corlay in the bed next to his.
The shock had stunned him. He knew the
reason for the bandages concealing his own
face as he stared at that other face that
feature for feature, line for line might have

been his own.

That was why he was chosen, because of
remarkable likeness. It was impera-

that

WHAT A SUCKER

BOY,

WAS when

I

it

came

to

taking a laxative That stuff I used to take tasted
terrible. And it used to knock me for a goal
I'm
a pretty husky guy, but it was just too strong!
!

!

LATER

TRIED

I

laxative

another

which was sup-

posed to be very mild.

And that's when I made
my second mistake All

tive for the British to have a secret agent
on the Brittany Coast, a man whose presence there would not be suspected by the
Nazis. For months every boat leaving
England had run the gauntlet of German
submarines. They had to discover the base
from which the U boats operated, the base

hidden in one of those innocent

little

fish-

ing villages dotting the coast. But which
one? British Intelligence had been unable
to find it and they couldn't bomb all of
them. St. Deodat, Corlay's native village,
was near the coast. An alert man living
there could discover many things.
He had been thorough, Colonel Trane,
in readying Metard for the job.
surgeon
had even reproduced a facsimile of the birthmark Corlay had. He knew everything
there was to know about Corlay from his
own and Trane's questioning, knew his
friends, his acquaintances that there was an
old servant Albertine in the house and an old
man, her cousin, who helped about the farm.
Knew that there was an invalid mother
that, and this was the part Metard liked
least in the whole business, there was a
girl, Anne Pinot, Corlay's fiancee.
"To the south is the Pinot farm," Trane
told him. "You won't have to look far for

A

!

medicine did was
to churn me up inside
the

and leave me feeling
worse than before. It
was just too mild!

;

FINALLY, I
of

GOT A BREAK!

One

my buddies

me

off to Ex-Lax
bought myself a
box. It tasted swell— just
like good chocolate

tipped

and

I

!

And

it

worked

better

than anything I'd ever
used. Ex-Lax is not too
strong, not too mild . . .
just right!

it's

Ex-Lax

effective

is

—

but effective

—

in

a gentle

way! It won't upset you won't make you feel
bad afterwards. No wonder Ex-Lax is called:

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM" LAXATIVE
As a precaution, use only

as directed.

YOU HAVE A COLO
AND NEED A LAXATIVE —
If

It*s

particularly important

when

you're weakened by
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saw the thin spiral
of smoke drifting from the chimney. In
that house lived the girl who loved Corlay,
the girl he must deceive. He turned and
walked quickly to his own home.
The door stood open. He walked into the
big square room, saw the old peasant
woman in her starched Breton cap and
apron staring at him. Albertine, of course.
Her eyes were glazed, frightened. Had she
top rising over the trees,

discovered he was an imposter already?
"Well, Albertine, I'm home," he said.
Even his voice had become Corlay's after
those weeks of practice. "It's me, all right."
"I thought you were a ghost!" The
fright didn't leave her eyes. "Where have

you been?"
"Belgium,

Dunkirk."

He

followed her

into the kitchen, his eyes watching hungrily
as she ladled some soup from the pot
swinging over the open fire, as she cut
thick slices of bread. "I got to Brest in a
French boat. I was ill. When I recovered
there was the Armistice and I began to

walk home. How's my mother?"
"The same," she said heavily. "When
she wakens I'll tell her you're home."
When he finished eating he went up-

to be set to music.
offer

your fiancee."
Metard looked to the south, saw the roof

to his own room. From the things
Corlay had told him it was as familiar as
if he had indeed lived in it since he was a
child. He felt safe, and suddenly very tired.
Even as he tugged at one of his heavy,
muddy peasant's shoes he sprawled back
over the bed asleep.
stairs

(
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to see the gaunt, distinguished
staring at him from the doorway, Corlay's mother. The corded veins in
her thin wrinkled hands stood out and her
eyes were hostile.
Had she guessed? He knew what he
would have to do in that event. One old
woman's life meant nothing against the
importance of the task before him. It was
for her the fear came, not for himself, as
she slowly put on her glasses, as her stare

old

woman
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came more

intent than ever.

Then without

a word she turned, her cane tapping her
defiance as she slowly hobbled away, not
even speaking to Albertine who was coming into the room with fresh linen.
Albertine looked at him. For the first
time her eyes softened, almost as if in
spite of herself she pitied him.
"Your mother is upset about the war,"
she said.
_

_

me because we lost this
reached for the right approacl

"She blames

He

time?"

to the riddle.

"She is angry with all the young men."
Albertine seemed ill at ease. "She— she
hoped she would never see you again."
All that afternoon Madame Corlay did
not speak as Metard worked with the old
man in the fields, though he saw her eyes
follow him in that strange, wondering way
as_ she picked berries from the raspberry
thicket. Then when she saw she was being
observed she took up her basket and started toward the house.
"Leave the basket," he called. "I'll bring
it in with me."
"You'll bring it!" She looked amazed.
"Thank you," she said. But he sensed doubt,
suspicion. And it was as he watched her
slow progress that he also saw the girl
coming toward him. It was Anne Pinot!
She was small, and very young. She was
pretty, but it didn't seem to matter to her.
Shorn of vanity and coquetry alike she
was pathetically childlike in the severe
black dress that had seemed designed
solely to try to conceal every line and
curve of her lithe young figure, but instead
revealed it.
"Albertine told me you were home," she
said, and there was something about her
awkwardness as she looked at him that
touched Metard profoundly and again he
felt that distaste of having to pretend to
be her betrothed. "Bertrand," her voice became suddenly determined. "I must tell you
I
at once I
She faltered "I didn't
"
think it would be so hard to say." Just as
suddenly as it had come all the resolution
fled from her voice.
"Anne," he said. But his voice seemed
to terrify her. She ran, but she could not
run as fast as he. When she stumbled and
almost fell he caught her in his arms.
"Anne, what's wrong?" he asked.
"My father died the first week of the
war," she said, and at his exclamation of
condolence he felt her stiffen in his arms.
"But even if he were still alive," she went
on steadily, "I would disobey him. I'm not
going to marry you, Bertrand."
It was
so startling he couldn't help

——

showing his surprise. Then immediately he
became the secret agent again. He must
calculate what Corlay's reaction would be.
"Well, that makes my welcome complete,"

he

said.

"You never loved me!" A flush swept
over her pale face. "You don't have to
pretend. I know all about it, Bertrand."

He didn't try to stop her as she walked
away. The life of Bertrand Corlay had not
been as simple as he and Trane had
thought.

What

story did

Anne know

that

would make her greet him like this?
In a way it was easier facing the hoshe felt in all of them, much easier
having to trade on an affectionate
welcome with hypocrisy and deceit. But
their aloofness left him wondering. He
must find out more about Bertrand Corlay.
tility

than

"Re-establish

yourself in the village,"
told him. "You know the routine, a drink at the Inn, casual gossip at
the village store."
Metard left as soon as the silent eveninar

Trane had

—

.

meal was finished. He was thinking over
the description of Corlay's friends, their
names, when he saw the anemic-looking
young man standing on the bridge looking
at him with that expressionless stare.

Who

couldn't identify him from
any of the descriptions that had been given
to him. He was afraid to speak, even more
afraid not to. But the man with the dark,
bitter eyes took the initiative away from

was he? Metard

him.

"The conquering hero
words came.
"Neither
afraid."

conquering

Metard

felt his

!"

His

nor
way.

mocking

hero,

I'm

"Well, that's a surprise. A new Corlay
has returned." The man smiled grimly.
"Humility should give a new tone to your
manners. You're on your way to the Inn,
I suppose. You must be anxious to get
there."

Metard shrugged as he began walking
again and the man fell into step beside
him. It was only when he saw his dragging leg that recognition came. Kerenor
the cripple, of course! Kerenor the school
teacher.

"I'm going to be present at the tender
reunion," he went on darkly. "Like it or
not I'm going to be there."

Metard would have felt more comfortif he had met those antagonistic aloof
glances that came as he walked into the
Inn without the sardonic Kerenor beside
able

A group of men at the bar barely
acknowledged his greeting. One of them,
an older man with a mourning band around
him.

sleeve,

and

left.

German
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any

friendliness at all.
the girl came in, the dark, vivid
girl with the full mouth and the laughing
eyes. There had been no mention of another
girl in Corlay's life, none at all, but her
whole manner was possessive as she smiled.
"Bertrand!" For the first time there
was a welcome for him. "I'm so glad to
see you. I just got back myself. I was in
Paris, but now," her quick smile came, "it
seems more suitable for me to be here."
"I think he knew you returned this morning," Kerenor said. "I think he followed
you here."
"Jean, really!" She laughed placatingly.
"Things are hard enough as it is. We're
three French people meeting after a long
time. Can't we be friendly?"
"No !" The word was almost a shout.
Then Kerenor's voice softened as he turned
to her. "Don't have anything to do with
him, Elise. You're too good to know him.
You're so friendly to everyone, kind to
everyone, that it's up to me to protect
felt

"War

put down his unfinished drink
Strange that it was only from the
officers scattered about the room he

his
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turned the same."
Metard was determined to egg the man
on. For the first time he was getting real
information, useful information. "I'm very
interested in this
said lightly.

portrait of

myself," he

"Oh, you're very interested
Kerenor's
voice shook. "Well, interest yourself in
!"

You don't mind getting Elise talked
about. You hang about her, run after her,
this.

in spite of Anne, in spite of all the decencies. Well, you won't hurt her. Not
while I'm here to stop you."
glared
balefully, then he turned and limped away.
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"Our

friend is very bitter," Metard said
low voice. "Am I as bad as that?"
She took a quick step toward him, grasping his arm, her eyes no longer able to

in a

conceal their passion.
"To touch you again! To talk to you,"
she whispered. "My darling, is it still the

T*1NGE

SATIN-FINISH

same with you?"
"What do you think?" he smiled.
"Sweetheart!" She glanced around the
room. "I have so much to tell you. To-
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—
The usual place."
him. Where had Corlay
been in the habit of meeting this girl?
"Must it wait until eleven?" He was
stalling, trying to hold her there until
he could get more information. But as
the hard-looking middle-aged woman with
the bunch of keys dangling from her belt
proclaiming- her the owner of the Inn came
into the room, her eyes darkening as she
saw Metard, the girl quickly turned away.
"Shhh, there's Aunt Marie," she cauThat

"Meet me at eleven."
Suddenly he had an
usual place
idea where he might find the answer. Elise
must be the cause for Anne's bitterness,
he decided as he went to the Pinot house.
Anne looked frightened when she opened
the door. "Why are you here?" she demind is
manded. "Please, Bertrand.

The

!

My

made

up.

"We

I

must

don't want to talk about it."
talk about it." He walked into

the room. "All day long I've been puzzling
over it. And I think I can guess what's
troubling you. You've heard some gossip

me and Elise."
"No gossip." Her head

about

lifted.

"I

know

about you and Elise."
"What do you know?" he asked, delighted at her defiance. Now at last he
might learn the things he had to know.
"That we were seen at the Inn? Or did

anyone say we met in other places, outside
the Inn ? I insist that you answer me, Anne.
Our marriage isn't something to be dismissed lightly."
"Do you think it meant nothing to me?"
Tears clung to her lashes. "I wanted to
love the man I married and my father
me that would come after our
told
marriage. If I didn't love you then at least
I felt I could. I was happy. And then I
found out you'd lied to me, that you were
laughing at me. I was so ashamed."
"What did you find out?" he insisted.
"Anne, I must know. Did you or anyone
else imagine you saw Elise and me meeting secretly? If that's it, tell me. Name
the place.

Where?"

"Very well, Bertrand. After you went
war I helped Albertine clean your
room. I was dusting and I found the panel,
I found the poems. I hoped they were about
me so I read them. The day you told me
you loved me, that same day you wrote

to the

a

defiant.
after eleven when Metard reached
the dovecote, and Elise was waiting. Her

CAST

baffled

tioned.

poem to Elise."
Her voice broke and

she turned blindly

and ran from the room. Her despair moved
him but he did not try to comfort her. He
acted as he knew how Corlay would have
acted, slamming the door behind him. Once
outside he ran to his room.
It was in the bookcase he found the
hidden panel which formed the false back
of a shelf. He glanced through the poems.
"Why, Elise!" He chuckled admonishYou're not only
ingly. "Why, Bertrand
a bad poet. You're a bad boy !" He tensed
!

as he turned the page. Here was the verse
he was looking for, the poem that told him
Bertrand and Elise met in the ruins of the
castle, near the dovecote.
He picked up his hat just as he heard
the sound of a motor stopping outside.
Rushing to the window he saw the German
staff car outside. Had they come for him?
Galvanized into action he stuffed the papers
back into the panel and rearranged the
books before he hurried to the door. Albertine had just reached the top step
carefully carrying a tray with a glass of

hot milk and biscuits when they heard
the loud knocking below.
Boches," Metard whispered.
"It's the
Then as she stiffened he took the tray from
her. "See what they want."
Madame Corlay was sitting at the piano
which held the place of honor in her room
she called to him to come in, in
answer to his knock. He saw her glasses
lying on the table and remembered how
twice she had put them on to study his

when
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and her voice was quite loud and

Eleven o'clock.

night.

"

It
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arms went around him, her
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sounded reproachful. "You've been in
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Paris enjoying yourself."
"Don't sulk." Her light laughter came.
"I have to do what they tell me to. But
never mind, darling. It's our turn now.
Out of the whole village they picked us
to help them because we're smarter than
the others. Those Berliners, they knew
helped them win, now we'll be rewarded."
"We will, eh?" Metard took the cue.
"Much reward I'll get. Stuck here in St.

We

I

pierre

Aumont

\
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Deodat

the supervision point for all Brittany!" Elise pointed out.
"All right, but that's not what I want,"
he protested. "What would you say if I told
you I'm aiming for the most important post
in Brittany? I know about the submarine
"It's

base."
"St. Lunaire?"

face the better. Deliberately he walked over
to the table and set the tray down hard
on the glasses. She looked at him as she
heard the sound of the shattering glass.
"It was useless to break my glasses,
Monsieur." Her voice came slowly, coldly.
"I don't need them to see that you are
not my son."
Before he got over the shock of it Albertine burst into the room. "They want
rooms For soldiers !" she announced.
"I'll see them," Metard announced. But
as he reached the door he stopped. Framed
in the doorway was a German officer.
Metard stood tensely as the man quesmany rooms
tioned Madame Corlay.
many servants? And
in the house?
!

How

How

man ?

he asked looking at Metard, and
Metard fixed his eyes on her as she hesitated. Only when she spoke did he feel he
could breathe again.

"He

is

my

"The house

son,"
is

have to do," the

Madame
inadequate

officer said.

Corlay
but

Then

it

said.

will

as the

other German came up the stairs, "We'll
return in the morning. The house must
be vacated. What is your name?"
"Bertrand Corlay," Metard said.
The other officer looked up sharply.
Then he turned to his companion.
"This farm will not be suitable, Captain." He stressed the negative but he
smiled sardonically as he turned back to
Metard. "Sorry we inconvenienced you,
Corlay," he said. "Get on with your work."
Neither of the three stirred until they
heard the door close behind the German,
until they heard the sputtering of the motor
and the car driving away. Then Madame

Corlay turned rigidly to Metard.
"Who are you, why are you here?" she
said.

"One takes the opportunities one finds
to fight the Nazis," he said simply.
"I wish that could be said for my son."
Her mouth twisted. "You saw how they
acted

when they heard

his

name. You

Bertrand. You even talk and
move like him. It is only in the little
things you are different. That's how I knew
you weren't my son when you offered to
carry my basket for me. You have kindness,
something Bertrand couldn't even understand." Suddenly she turned to Albertine.
"No milk tonight." She went to the corner
cupboard and took out three delicate liqueur
glasses and a crystal decanter. "Brandy."
"But this is the very last of the brandy,"
Albertine protested.
"When a son comes home one celebrates."
Madame Corlay filled the glasses, giving
one to each of them. "To our war !" she said,

you look

like

Her

what you want

that's

voice quickened. "If

do everything

I'll

for you. Now, stop being angry.
Our time is slipping by. Hans is taking
me back to Paris tonight." Then at his
exclamation, "Don't start that silly jealousy

to get

this

clung to

He

Picture)

Copyright Loew's Inc.

Henri

lips

his.

BRITTANY"

Captain Metard
Bertrand Corlay
Anne Pinot

was

it

!"

again
"This

was going to be a memorable
night," he said dramatically. "I was going
to love you as you were never loved by
anyone. But not now !" He backed away
as she came closer. "Another man might

you go from his arms straight to Hans.
But his name's not Bertrand Corlay."
Ignoring her frantic appeal he walked
away. Only when he was near the house
did his smile come. He had got the information he was looking for. Then he heard
a girl scream and the smile froze on his
face. It came from the woods back of the
let

Pinot farm.

Another scream came as he dashed into
the woods. Then in the moonlight he saw
her and the German soldier who held her.
He made a quick lunge, leaping on the
man from behind, his powerful hands went
around his throat and there was a sickening sound as the German's neck broke.

—

"You you killed him !" Anne whispered.
"What are you doing here?" he asked.
"They took my house." Her teeth were
chattering so she could hardly talk. "We
to go. Marie went to Albertine but
I couldn't go with her to your house. I
was going to the village and then just as
I was crossing the field

had

—

"It's

all

right,

Anne."

He

put his

arm

around her as she faltered. "It's all over.
You're coming home with me."
Suddenly she began to sob, her face
pressed hard against his rough coat. "He
might have killed you !" she sobbed. "He
might have killed you!"
The next day he was on his way_ to
the small town just outside of St. Lunaire,
to the pub owned by Big Louis Basdevant
whom, Trane had told him, he could count
on for help. It was the next day before he
got there and gave the pass word. Big Louis
opened the door for him and took him to
a room back of the bar and closed the
_

door.
"I want to get into St. Lunaire,"

Metard

said.

"Sailing a

man

to England

is

one thing."

his head. "St. Lunaire is
another. It's restricted. All civilians moved
It might_ be
out. Every road guarded.

Big Louis shook

possible to go around the breakwater in a
boat. But very dangerous."
"I was told Big Louis never worried

about danger," Metard said.
The other considered that for a moment.
Then he smiled.
"All right. I'll get my boat ready," he
said. "You'll have time for a nap."

"

.

Metard

didn't

know how

long-

he

!

had

when the knock came at the door
and opening it he saw a little girl staring
at him with frightened eyes.

fell for

slept

"My
"She

"Yep,

mother sent me," she whispered.
you must go away."

these hands on the

said

He followed
woman behind

saw the
him to go,

her into the bar,

motioning to

it

Sweetheart Shift!"

the fishermen in front of it, saying
nothing, only their eyes urgently pleading
he take her advice.
"What's happened?" Metard asked.
"You are in danger here, Monsieur,'' the

saw

woman

said.

"Go while you

can.

This

is

our business."
mine," Metard said. "Others like
come expecting friends."
"That's right." The woman nodded. "He

"And

me

will

should know. Tell him, Jules."
The fisherman nodded. "Two days ago
two Englishmen came here. Big Louis
sailed with them the same night and he
also took young Rochet from the next
village
land."

to

join

Frenchmen

the

in

Eng-

He

looked straight at Metard then.
"Today I was in St. Malo. There I saw
prisoners behind barbed wire and among
them were the two Englishmen and youngRochet."
Suddenly he stopped talking as the door
was flung open and Basdevant stood there.

'Smooth and pretty after using
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Behind him was a German sergeant. The
screamed as jules pulled out his
knife and lunged toward the German as
Metard and two of the younger men grappled with Big Louis. Picking up a knife she
ran toward him.
"I did not lose my husband and two
brothers in the war to have another man
grow fat from their murders !" she cried.
"Even though he is my own brother!"
It was Metard who stopped her.
"Don't worry," he said as Louis' frantic
eyes went from him to the sergeant lying
dead on the floor. "You're not going to die
yet. I can use a Hitler lover like you.
You're taking me into St. Lunaire, past the
guards. If you make one false move, I'm
going to blow your beart out! Do you

woman
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say, grease
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soft

and pretty
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dirt.

can be!

understand that, Louis?"
Louis understood. But Metard kept his
wary eye on him as he spoke to the sentry
at St. Lunaire, explaining the stranger

who had come to help him
away the rations promised him.
Even when the sentry took them to the

was

his cousin

carry

Major's house and

"Ah, Basdevant,

them there to be
hand did not leave

left

questioned, Metard's
the revolver hidden
I

in

his

pocket.
see you,"

wanted to

the Major said genially. "Lieutenant Eberhart reports you landed a big fish for us

He was

tonight.

taken to

St.

Malo

as

usual ?"

were
perspiration
of
the saloonkeeper's face. Then
telephone rang and the_ Major
reached out his hand to answer it Big Louis
suddenly leaped toward him. "He's a
But he didn't finish the sentence. Metard's
bullet found its way to his heart. Before
"Yes."

rolling
as the

Beads

down

—

the Major could draw his own gun he
lay sprawled across his desk, dead.
Metard ran to the window as he heard
the excited steps outside. Vaulting into the
street he kept in the shadows as he made
his. way to the seawall. Suddenly in front
of his startled eyes a submarine emerged
from the dark water. As he watched
fascinated the seawall itself opened and the

headed straight for it. He bad
found the base at last.
But his work wasn't finished yet. He
had to go to the man. in Mont St. Michael,
the restaurant keeper named Plehec, who
was able to send wireless messages to
London. It took another day to reach him
to arrange for the message he had written
in code and signed with his name to be
sent as soon as Plehec could manage it.
Then as Etienne, the man's young nephew
who was to show him a short cut across
boat
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the sands back to St. Deodat, was leading
him out of a back door he heard a familiar
laugh. Walking softly to the door he peered
through the crack at the hinges. Yes, it
was Elise, and she was with her German.
She had not gone to Paris after all.
Anne's voice was the first he heard when
he came home the next morning.
"You're back, you're back!" Her voice
was singing and again that resentment at
having to deceive her came as Metard's
arms closed around her and he felt her
smooth young cheek against his unshaven
face. He saw Madame Corlay's anxious
eyes looking at the girl and knew the deception disturbed her too.
"You are a hero." Anne looked up with
eyes misting with happy tears. "I told
Kerenor what happened the night I came
here. He is sorry for what he said to
you. He went with me to the Cure."
"I told you not to do it, child," Madame
Corlay said sharply. "I begged you to
!"
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"This

is for me and Bertrand, Madame."
Anne's smile couldn't be dimmed. "No one
else. Remember, Bertrand," she turned to
him again, her hand slipping into his.
"Sunday is St. Deodat's Feast day. The
Germans have given us permission to celebrate it and I, well, I have told Monsieur
le
Cure he could announce our banns.
What's the matter, Bertrand?" she cried

as

she saw his face.
"Nothing," he said.
.

He

got up abruptly

door. Only when he
got there did he see the squad of German
soldiers and the officer entering the gate.
He knew it was hopeless even before
they took him away, before Elise faced him
in front of the Germans in the swastikahung office and denounced him as a British
agent, showing as proof the letter she had
just received from the real Bertrand Corlay, the letter he had been able to have
a friend smuggle across the Channel for
him, the letter saying he was lying injured
in an English hospital.
"Where did you get that?" Metard was
determined to brazen the thing through.
"I never wrote that letter."
The door opened and the fishermen who
had been in Basdevant's pub that night

and walked

and

his

seeing

to

sister

him

the

came

that

in.

night

They all denied
German had

the

been killed even when the officer lashed
his whip.
"There, now are you satisfied?" Metard
demanded as they were taken out again.
"I have nothing to conceal."
"I think you have," Elise smiled. "Bertrand Corlay had a birthmark on his back."
Metard pretended to protest as a soldier
ripped his shirt off but it was all he
could do to keep from grinning when he

them with

saw Elise's flabbergasted eyes staring at
the birthmark. He was almost beginning to
think he would get away with it when the
boy Etienne was brought in. He would
have counted on him most of all but it
was the boy who betrayed him, identifying
Metard as the man who had brought the
message to his uncle, the message they
had found on Plehec that same night when
they arrested him and which they had
decoded. Well, maybe the boy was bitter,
Metard thought grimly. After all, his kinsman had been killed by a firing squad.
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Calif.

For two days they questioned him.
Metard's body was swollen and raw from
the beatings he had received. Then on
third day something was thrown in
through the barred window of his cell, a
wad of paper no bigger than a pea. When
he had unfolded it he saw on it only that
one word, Courage.
He knew it was Sunday only because
the church bells were ringing. As the
door of his cell opened he felt he could
not endure another beating. Then his eyes
stared as he saw a big Breton in peasant
clothes standing there and beside him a

the

Scree nlan.d

Metard looked again at the priest
and almost fainted. It was Kerenor. He and
the other loyal French in the town had
risked their lives to save him. Without a
word Metard put on the priest's cassock and
hat Kerenor had concealed under his robe.
The guard who had been killed had
priest.

not been discovered yet as they

way through

made

the prison, guarded

their

now by

the Bretons.

"You won't be noticed," Kerenor whispered. "It's our feast day and there are
plenty of visiting clergy in town."
They went into the church, passed in
back of the kneeling congregation to a
small door which led to a long passage.
Only then when he knew he was safe did
Metard sag and Kerenor and the Breton
carried him the rest of the way.

When

he woke again Metard found him-

lying on a pallet in a room without
windows or a door. He thought Kerenor'
coming had been a dream and that he was
still in his cell when he saw the rough
stone walls. Then he saw Anne.
She was sitting on a box beside him, her
face worn and tired but looking lovelier
self

than he had remembered it.
"Where is this?" he asked.
"The cave under the church," she said.
"How long have you been with me?"
"Two days and three nights." She smiled.
"You're safe here. No one but the Cure
knew about these caves. He told Kerenor."
"Anne." His hand went over hers. "You
know now that I'm not Corlay." Then as
she nodded, "I didn't enjoy wearing his
shoes. Forgive me."
"There is nothing to forgive." He felt
her hand stiffen in his. Her small head
went up in a proud gesture. "It was part
of your mis! Ion to deceive us. But there's
something you must understand, too. I
pretending. Whatever I said,
did, thinking you were Bertrand, it wasn't love. I was trying to
make myself feel something because of
my father's wishes."
"Anne." He pulled her closer. "That
night in the woods, was that Corlay? That
morning at breakfast when you put your
hand in mine before everybody, was that
Corlay?" Then as she didn't answer his
voice rose in that new happiness sweeping
over him. "Anne, answer me!"
"What are you trying to make me say?"
she asked desperately.
"That you love me," he said. "Not Corlay. Me." Then as she still hesitated his
arms went around her. "I love you," he
also

was

whatever

I

said.

"Thank you for trying to be kind." She
away from him. "You needn't have."
He laughed as he pulled her down to
him again, as his mouth found hers.
pulled

"You're all the kindness and every lovely
thing in the world," he said. And when
he kissed her she relaxed in his arms and
music from the church above drifted down
to them.
"It is the Mass," she whispered. "The
might be kneeling
solemn High Mass.
there taking communion." She took his
hand and held it against her cheek. "I,
Anne," she said slowly, "take thee, Pierre,
for my lawful husband to have and to hold
from this day forward."
"For better, for worse." His voice lifted
above hers. "For richer for poorer, in sickness and health till death do us part."
And somehow it was as if they had really
been married, there in the caves under the
church.
He got well quickly after that. Then one
day when he knew he would be well enough
to leave they both turned startled as they
saw the secret door opening in the wall
and the boy Etienne stood there.
"I had to betray you, M'sieu," he said.
"Or I would be shot."
"What a loss that would have been,"

We

Metard

said dryly.

"

"I couldn't let them kill me." The boy's
eyes pleaded for understanding. "My uncle
told me, the wireless came first. For when
he was killed I was the only one who knew
where it was. I had to stay alive, he told
me, even if I had to testify against you.

Others will come, he said. You must be
here to help them. When I told the Cure
I alone could lead you to the wireless he
sent

me

here."

Anne then. "Go home,
"God keep you safe."

Metard looked

at

darling," he said.

"Let me come with you," she urged. "If
anything happens to you I want to share it."
"No, I'll come back to you," he said.
"When we've rid the world of this poison."
Kerenor was waiting as they went outside the church. He went with them as
they made their careful way to the place
where a boat was hidden. Then quickly
Metard told him all he knew. If the Commandos did not come the next night to
St. Lunaire he would know they had not
got the message through. Then it would
be up to him to get the news to the British.
Kerenor, the schoolmaster, was now a
spy. His head lifted in a new proud way,
as he pushed the boat holding Metard and
the boy into the water. Then he turned and
walked away. He, the cripple, would be
able to fight for France now as all the
whole young men had not done.
Kerenor thought he would be going to
St. Lunaire alone, but at the end Etienne
and Anne came with him. For the Cure
had warned them the Germans had discovered their part in the plot and were
searching for them. Their only hope lay
in contacting the Commandos and returning to England with them. None of the

knew fear as they made their secret
way through woods and over marshes and
three

had risen above fear.
There was a new certainty in both the
man's and the boy's faces but Anne's face
held the radiance of a girl going out to
meet her bridegroom.
The Commandos had come before them.
As they looked down on the harbor they
saw the flares and the flames. Then came
the sound of explosions and the great wall
sagged. But they had to hurry now if
they were to leave with the victorious Commandos. Their only hope lay in swimming
shifting sands; they

out to the rafts the returning Commandos
were trying to reach too. Then Kerenor
saw something, the machine gun nest covering the boats and men trying to reach them.
"Keep close to each other," Kerenor
whispered. "Swim out to the boats. They'll
pick you up."
"But you," Anne looked at him anxiously.
"You can't swim. What are you
"God be with you," Kerenor said. "If
you get to England promise me you will
never stop working for France."
France
much more beautiful the
name was, how much more he loved her
than when all had been peaceful and good.
His heart was strangely tranquil as he
crept up the slope as he brought the gun

—

!

from

Captured by Her
Evening in Paris Make-up
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His

Fair target for the delightful devastation

And

found
the three gunners before they had time to
turn around. Then quickly he ran forward

of Evening

taking his place at the gun, directing it
now against the Nazis, clearing the way
for all of them there in the water, the
whole, strong men who would keep on
fighting for England and for France. He
had only a few moments left to live, Jean
Kerenor, the schoolteacher, but to him his
whole life was justified in those minutes.
Anne's strength began going as they
neared the boats. Suddenly she felt she
could not go on. Then she felt arms holding her, first Etienne's, then other arms
reaching down for her in the black waters
and lifting her to the boat, and then those
other arms, those remembered arms she
knew even before she opened her eyes.
And it was like coming home, lying there
in Metard's arms.
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Alan

Ladd was

re-

cently inducted into
the U. S. Army and
is shown at left be-

sworn in by
Major Arthur Davidson. Ladd, who is
ing

married

to

Sue

Carol, actors' agent
and former screen

star,

announced

they are expecting their first child
within a short time.

Alan Ladd photo by
International. All
other photos on these
pages "by Jean Duval.

SCREEN-TOWN CHATTER
publicity boys at Paramount can
THE
hardly wait until they film a certain scene

for "So Proudly We Hail." In it Paulette
Goddard gets slapped by Veronica Lake,
yanked by the hair of the head by Claudette

Colbert and later on Claudette slaps her
again. Don't get us wrong, the girls have
been getting along. But any time you give
a female and especially an actress, a chance
to sock another actress brother, that's a

—

field

day

Glenn Ford and Eleanor
hear you've been looking
Powell
at houses and pricing rugs and drapes.
Weston East is getting grey and crabby
from answering (or trying to) questions
about you two. Please get married soon,
so we can all go back to our Victory
:

to

Wc

stamps. Even Hollywood is beginning to
get bored with wondering and waiting.

she

Temple wasmobbed by service men when
at Hollywood Canteen, below.

helped
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in this world are two
young men who are going to be very
lucky. The studios need them to fill in for
Alan Ladd, now in the Army, and Gig

O

Young who

enlisted in the Coast Guard.
In a year's time these two actors have
really carved out a place for themselves.
They're going to be missed on the screen
and by those who know them to be the
grand guys they are.

TYRONE POWER

PERSONAL

Shirley

C OMEWHERE

breathed a huge sigh
of relief just before he went off to join
the Coast Guard. His sister, whose husband
is overseas, is going to live with Annabella
for the duration. The sister is expecting a
baby and Annabella couldn't be more de'

lighted.
this will

Together with her screen work,
keep Annabella so busy she won't

have too much time to
for Tyrone.

feel

her heart- aching

TWICE

married, oftimes rumored engaged to Gene Markey, to this officer
and that officer, to Greg Bautzer (Lana's
former boy friend) to this play boy and
that millionaire, Carole Landis has finally
done it again. She is now the bride of
Captain Thomas C. Wallace, a Pasadena

boy, who is one of the original members
Eagle
of the R.A.F.'s first American
Squadron. When the bride comes home
from London, she's going to find a magnificent new dressing room suite waiting for
wedding present from
her at the studio.
her bosses.

A

GINGER ROGERS

received her

first

wedding present from Betty Grable.
It was a box containing a pound of butter,
a dozen eggs, a pound of sugar and a can
of

coffee.

"What?"

cried

Ginger,

"no

meat ?"

The unglamorous looking gal tweaking Lou Costello's nose, below, is Veronica Lake. Yep,
it's
Ronnie all right, getting back at Lou for heckling her at his Bandbox Cafe.

!

—

!

how servicemen
clamored for Rita

See

Sothern looks so sad when Robert Sterling whispers sweet words to her? Ann's cameo pendant and earring set
was a gift from Bob a family heirloom so it must be love.

Wonder why Ann

—

—

local

Roz told Cary Grant. "So
profar I like it much better than any
duction. I hope to do retakes !"

A

the girl

her eighteenth

wolf (wearing a derby hat) sitting
of her dressing room door

on

Having

John Payne departed for the
Jack Oakie gave the "hottest"
party Hollywood has ever seen. Someone
threw a lighted cigarette on the awning
of the apartment below. Every fire engine
in town answered the emergency call. John
said goodbye in a blaze of glory. Well
service,

in front

anyway

!
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sister.

WHEN

birthday dancing with Fred Astaire.
She still doesn't know who did it, but someone went over to the prop department and
dragged out an old stuffed mangy wolf
they've had kicking around for years. When
Joan came back from lunch, she found the

J

KENNY BAKER

worker was Betty's

a late call that day, Betty played good
Samaritan and saved sister Marjorie a bus
ride.

OAN LESLIE celebrated

!

session.

should have seen the eyes pop at a
defense plant, when one of their
co-workers arrived in a big shiny car
driven by Betty Grable. They didn't know

motherhood has done
anything but dull Rosalind Russell's
famous humor. "It's my first B (for Baby)

I

dish-washing

YOU

APPROACHING
production,"

Hayworth's autograph
Hollywood
at the
Canteen, above. Right,
Rita helps Kay Kyser
get set for a Canteen
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Continued from page 52
Johnny and me and get in
crowd (when she was Mrs.
Payne) and Cesar Romero said you'd find
Ann Sothern and the glamor actresses

over and
with our

visit

exciting.

But although Ken was as good-looking,
and certainly as well-balanced as Mickey
Rooney, Bob Stack, Bob Sterling and
Jackie Cooper, his contemporaries, he never
telephoned back. He was that rare phenomthe one attractive young man in
ena,
town who didn't want to be in with the
Right People.
What was he doing away from the
prescribed spots as soon as the cameras
stopped grinding? Plenty! Literally, half
the time living the joyous life of Riley,
sampling all the fun that those who
struggled for Hollywood notoriety automatically missed. The other half of his
time he was battling for his breaks. But
stubbornly, in his own fashion.

When

Joan Crawford,

his favorite star
because she symbolizes Hollywood to him,
invited him to dinner at her home and,

WATCH

dance in your hair. Yes— brighter,
lovelier hair can easily be yours when
you use Nestle Colorinse. Try
it tonight— after you
\

shampoo.
'
..
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<a0^^*"'

rinses

^
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Ken and the other guests Lana,
the Ray Millands, and a prominent editor
to her private theater he was delighted
that Joan had gone to all the trouble of
renting his latest film as the evening's
entertainment. Next morning he sent her
a corsage of baby orchids, with a sincere
thank-you note. He hasn't seen her since;
he didn't want to make something out of
her thoughtfulness. If they are to be friends,
that will be in the cards.
He never cultivated the idle rich who
hang around the fringes of Hollywood,
partying and flattering the ambitious youngsters. He never could get a kick out of
maneuvering, of taking advantage of folks.
The only producer's wife he knows is_ Mrs.
Hal Wallis, nee Louise Fazenda, wife of
the No. 1 Warner producer. He adores
Louise because she is so down-to-earth,
so real. He had the chance to prove himself an excellent young actor at every studio
in town except Warners.
later, led

his eyes shine with admira*

tion as myriad highlights sparkle and

11

COLORINSE

away dulling

soap film * adds lustrous
highlights * makes your hair softer,
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off! It's there to stay—"till your
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When "The

Jones Family" finally disagainst another of
his crises. If he could depend on anything
before he got into the Navy it was a good
To the fans he was so familiar as
crisis
jack that all the casting directors viewed
him only as that harum-scarum-but-nice
boy. Spring Byington, whom he is proud
to count as a friend, Was the beloved Mrs.
Jones and in the same career fix. But
Spring has a theory that one reaps what
one deserves, provided one sticks to mastering each step, and so with her encouragement Ken continued to bank on being
sincerely himself. Today Spring has a'longterm contract at M-G-M and Ken has
everything he wants, demonstrating that
she was mighty wise about both of them.
He nearly beat her to the Metro contract,
at that. To establish that he wasn't merely
a handsome young juvenile, he enacted a
banded,

Ken was up

!
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fellow who went wrong for a "Crime
Doesn't Pay" short and so brilliantly that
he was within inches of signing at Culver
City. When he didn't, he went to Universal
and further evidenced he was no innocuous

boy by topping the Dead End Kids at their
toughest. He persuaded Columbia he should
be the city slicker who'd give Jane Withers

COLORINSE
2
5

rimes for
rinses for

25t

At 5 and 10/ stores
and drug stores

her first kiss, out-foxing the naive hero,
Jackie Cooper. Then he was the meanie
who drove Henry Aldrich nuts at Paramount, lingering also to be the guy the
tune I Don't Want To Walk Without You,
Baby was written about in "Sweater Girl."
And then as the love interest in the best
of the "Scattergood Baines," at RKO, he

emerged a full-fledged leading man.
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So there was the Ken Hollywood knew,
pre-Navy. Paramount and RKO were
dangling promising contracts. The big
build-up was to be his last Spring. And
he'd reached there without handing a line
to a single soul.
He quit pictures cold. Just as, at an
earlier phase, he'd left the- ways in which
he was reared. But how much had happened
to him in that interval
I can only hint at the complexness of
Ken's personal life for while he is honesty
itself when you talk to him he is the
antithesis of Victor Mature's sort. Ken has
instinctive
good taste. Sketchily, he's
always been the center of excitement. Mary
Pickford picked him as the "most beau-

baby in Los Angeles when he was
"My mother also won a prize for
her Siamese cats," he hastens to add whenever that incident is brought up. At age
four the highlight was a fire.
playmate
handed him a match and wondered aloud
what would occur if it were lit and applied
to the pile of expensive children's books
being collected for Ken. They were stored
in the family garage
fortunately, no car
was inside to go up in the flames. At five
he made such experiments as the one with
the garden hose and the neighbor's front
room rug. Ken wanted to see how far the
hose would reach, and what would happen
if he then turned a flood of water on.
His insistent aliveness drove him perpetually. In school he easily made A's,
tiful"

three.

A

;

but he was the teachers' pest rather than
pet because he invariably asked why, why,
why ? That his curiosity has taught him
much is belied by his innocent face
He sampled all sorts of public and private
and military schools. At fourteen he got
a whipping for starting to smoke it didn't
stop him. He quietly rolled the family car
out to the curb before whisking off for
adolescent necking parties at fifteen. His
mother contended he had sense enough to
take care of himself, treated him like an
adult, and this did much to make him one
long before his years did. His father, a
;

Los

Angeles

ear

specialist,

was

very

authoritative. Ken, able and aggressive, accepted that challenge. He would not go
to any stuffy old college.
wanted life
and love then and there, with no cramping
family fussiness.
So he willingly paid the price for that
privilege. From age sixteen on he earned
his own way. He stayed up as late as he
wished, and learned he enjoyed going to

He

He

drove ninety miles an hour
at the sheriff's house
(talking so fast) until he decided he preferred winning a safe driver's award annually. After he progressed to a job in an
insurance office he fell in love with a girl
working there. He not only turned up
where she lived with her aunts every evening for an entire year steady, but he convinced her she should buy a Ford jointly
with him. He said they should get their
vacations at the same time and go to
Catalina. The aunts never quite revived

bed

early.

and stayed overnight

—

crisis arising when Ken demanded
know why they suspected him. If they
didn't, why was a chaperone required?

from the
to

It was while firmly wooing this girl that
he got his first taste of dramatics. They
joined "The Two B Club" and starred in
Ken discovered he
the amateur plays.

Why

Hollywood at that point.
shouldn't he have glory,, too ? He told his

wanted
girl

she should look like Joan

Crawford,

favorite movie star. Ultimately they
had their church selected and wedding plans
were buzzing and he was possessed by his
He gave up
craziest notion. The movies
his

—

—

!

!

!

!

job for extra work. And he
support a wife on that So he
broke up with Marguerite.
Hollywood was across town and a whole
new bewildering world. He had no good
it was all the slow, arduous kind of
l uc k
climb. Extra, then bit player, parts in
plays where he prayed he'd be noticed.
Sharing boarding-house rooms with eager
nobodys, splitting apartment rents. Going
hungry for days. Learning that he was
extravagant by nature, that he had to
build his own credit at banks. But he never
his

office

couldn't

—

once went back to his father for help. He
stuck to his independence. And, naturally,
it was complicated by the love affairs he
had. Money didn't matter in them he
was young and impulsive and charming at
the drop of an eyelash.
From each packed chapter he emerged
wiser. Gradually he was known as a dependable young actor. He bought a new
car every four months, a baby grand piano,
always the best of radio-phonograph combinations. And he learned fast. A few
rounds with glamor girls and he admired
them but chose the far more relaxed girls
out of pictures as his companions.
His trip to Europe just before war
started there was typical. Ken dashed off
between "Joneses." He took $600 when he
left New York. He went in style on the
Bremen, and as soon as he hit London
ducked from the tourists and asked a bobby
where a good boarding-house was. In Paris
he had a champagne supper at Maxim's,

—

where the fabulous Merry Widow was wont
to reign, and made his headquarters a
ninety-cents-a-day hotel in the Montmartre.
England, France, and Italy Ken mixed

—

with the people.

From

a fifty-room castle

up the Thames, thanks to a Mayfair

intro-

duction, to a flirtation at Brighton Beach,
from the gondolas of Venice to residence
for two glorious weeks in a 13th century
palace in Florence with its art treasures

and quaint carnivals. Rome, the Vatican,
Capri, and he wound up with a Lido crossing back on the Roma where a shipboard
romance as-ever-was had its temporary intrigue value. His total expenses in Europe
averaged but four dollars a day, and that
included all transportation, food, lodging,
and entertainment over there
As he shunned the blase Ritz Bar in
Paris, so did he avoid the artificialities of
Hollywood. Ken soon realized fun is spontaneous, and spotlights are dull once you've
'

!

taken your bow. So last winter he was
romancing a stunning brunette from Long
Beach. They could really dance on the
Hilton Roof there. They could do the
beaches in slacks. Having taken apart a
model-T Ford he'd bought for the purpose
(while a Packard stayed gleaming in his
garage) he'd reached the stage of owning
a sleek Mercury convertible. It was all
black, with all the chromium removed to
give it a custom-built effect. His wardrobe
bulged with well-tailored clothes for pictures, and he went around in cords and
sweaters or sun-shorts, the better to tan in.
He couldn't be dragged to Ciro's, nor did
he want to live where picture people were
supposed to live. Instead, he rented a small,
wood-panelled bachelor home at the only
beach where he would have no illustrious
actor neighbors. And what fun he had

lay
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all yours
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it

would be
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you, proud and sure of

dedicating the Camp's new "Day Room"
with
that your gang worked so hard to furnish. Then the Prom
Dick. And a War Stamp Corsage for every girl

yourself
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.

your own special idea!
But right now you'd trade a ton of triumphs for an ounce of
confidence! Other girls manage to keep going on
.

.

.

why can't you?
.
.
and you pour
.
in bursts your forgotten house-guest
out your woes. "Looking for sympathy?" she asks.
but Kotex sanitary napkins will! Because
.
"That won't help

these days

.

Then
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.

Rise and Shine
That's
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more comfortable"

they're
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learned that Comfort and Confidence and Kotex go

how you

together

Because Kotex is made to stay soft while wearing
touch.
different from pads that only feel soft at first
None of that snowball sort of softness
that packs hard under pressure.

And Kotex does

things for your poise,

pad, alone, of all
leading brands, has flat, pressed ends
that don't show because they're not

too.

For

stubby.

this

And

for

still

more

protection,
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Kotex has a 4-ply safety center
and no wrong side to cause accidents
Now you know why more women
choose Kotex than all other brands of
pads put together! It's the modern
comfortable

way

to keep going

—

every day!

Keep Going

in

Comfort

imme-

there
You had to make friends
diately with his cat (he had a succession
of cats named Boots). Then his super
automatic record-changer was sure to be
going. He had a library of both jive and
classic equalling his library of good books.
He owned an 8 and 16 mm. movie
camera, with projectors and home sound
equipment, and took dramas featuring the
neighboring high school gang (instead of
himself, which is customary Hollywood
procedure) He edited and titled these pictures to the kids' amusement. He's never
had a music lesson (he wouldn't sit still

wishing you could
to have

.

.

.

.

.

.

your life? The day that was

- with Kotex */
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a lot

—

—

and study anti-toxins. Learn to help my
fellow men." That now seemed important

musical, romantic, reading, or philosophizing before his fireplace or popping down
to the surf. Ken never had a boring moment

to

between roles.
But sign the kind of contract he'd worked
to win? Last Spring he didn't, because he
had reached what he wanted and he knew
he couldn't accept it I
He thought long and hard. It would
only be a matter of months before he'd be

when I said I was crazy to get at a piano
they sent a gang of us to the grandest
private home and when we got through
jiving I also found the art of conversation
isn't dead." Shortly he was revealing his

Why

called up. And why delay?
fool himself with a sample of
have no lasting reality until the

STANDING

all

day at

—

who have no

—

there's

organic disorder calling for special
an easy, effective answer. Midol!

Midol does more than merely relieve
"dreaded days headache". It brightens blues
reduces miserable depression. And because of
an exclusive Midol ingredient which acts directly against the typical spasmodic pain,
muscular suffering is swiftly relieved. Yet Midol
contains no opiates; take it confidently each
time you need it. Get Midol at any drugstore.

MIDOL
Rejieves functional periodic pain
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The Clean, Odorless

He

has

new

a

stride

in his

sailor

suit,

pride than he ever did his expensive Hollywood tweeds. His sailor hat was back on
his blond head. "This angle," Ken informed
me with a grin, "practically means the
all shove off properly once we're
brig.
up and have hit the deck, but we sailors
maintain these hats look jauntier pushed
back. 'Square your hat, sailor!' is the

We

constant cry at Boot Camp, where you
get your basic sea training.
"Of course, all this is an absolute change
for me. What a time I'm having! It's contrary to everything I knew. I was such an
all-out individualist. Now I've learned to
join with others for a common cause that

bigger than any one of

us.

I

was sad

that first day when they shaved my head,
but I recovered.
"I was first shipped to San Diego. There
isn't a spare second once you hit Boot
Camp. All I wondered was when the next
muster would be." Up at 5:30 A.M. and
then standing in line for chow, for all the
processing. Marching for hours, mastering
the sailors' knack for knots, continual cleaning up. For four weeks a fellow is restricted
to the camp. So the $21 a month Ken
earned at first went entirely for tooth-

paste and cigarettes and postage and such
incidentals. He didn't get the $50 today's

make.
he went out on a scullery, dump,
or garbage detail (everyone has to do this)
he might return to find his entire company moved. By asking everyone he ran
into he found that everybody else and
everything had moved to another section.
"One learns not to ask questions, except
enlistees

When

CO.

N. Y.

™Scratchinq
Cause
ft

He

secret.

which he wears with far more genuine

is

AMERICAN FOTO STAMP

to

looks marvelously fit. Lithe, broad-shouldered, he was
called a perfect specimen by the Navy
examiners. When he was asked how he
acquired a fourteen-inch difference between
his slim waist and wide shoulders he did
not say by smoking since he was fourteen

remain a military

duties, many girls and women now find functional discomfort of menstruation a more
serious problem. Yet for most of them
those

care

try

what could
war proves
victorious? "I did the only thing that was
logical," Ken told me when I ran into him
recently. "I settled up everything. Closed
away everything. And enlisted as a sailor."
Exactly where is he today? That must

a machine, working harder at a desk, or
giving hours each week to service organization

Way to

for

A

sheer necessities."
sailor, of course, must have his clothes

immaculately clean. "Which means a terproblem for a guy at first! We wash
them ourselves. Our bunk must be changed
with clean linen and all the clothes in our
sea-bags must be folded in the regulation
manner. That was apt to take two hours.
Then we'd have a four-hour guard duty
from 12 midnight until 4 A.M. in the middle
of our night." After the first month come
the liberty passes, but they may be switched
rible

_
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found I could qualify either for the Signal
Corps or as a Hospital Corpsman." Stiff
intelligence tests passed, he again went into
one of his self-reliant conferences with him-
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hottest of boogie bases. Whether waxing
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"The Navy has the world's finest doctors,
we think. I could learn about emergency
operative

technique.

Peer into

SCREENLAND

test

tubes

him.

He
letters

Navy

began describing the U.S.O. in his
to the family. "They understood

He

choice.

felt

it

would please the

family if he went into the medical branch.
And he wanted to please the family, now.
Sometimes even a truly kind boy can forget
a family in the rush for success in Hollywood. The nature of the picture business
makes for too much thinking of self and'
not_ enough of others. "No time
can't
do it today
sorry, but I've a call from
a studio and I've got to rush .
gotta
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

get

more

."

Pressing, rushing,
nervous ambition seems so essential.
Ken's father showed me some of these
letters, glancing every little bit at the service star which is mute evidence of how
much Ken is missed in that household.
"What could, be more useful than helping
my fellow men, as you. have done ? Maybe
I used to claim school was too boring for
me. But you should see me studying now
This is different, perhaps. Anyway, we're
becoming first and foremost men of war.
Secondly, we Hospital Corpsmen are fulfilling a need. You'd laugh about my nails
they're so clean and sterilized all the time!''
When he joined the Navy, learned to
think of others, to think of his own family,

Ken,

sleep.

through

.

.

saw what a real
American family can

letters,

honest-to-goodness
be.

Another week and

his father

was

reading,

mad

about my 'new position in life.'
I feel like a doctor already
My principal
duties at present are to keep the patient
comfortable, see that he has water, take
his temperature, see that his medicine is
by his side and keep his bed neat and clean.
As I progress toward my next rating, I'll

"I'm

!

watch operations and learn minor surgery.
On board ship I'll eventually have charge,
I

hope, of part of the ship's hospital. I

now

have eleven patients to handle, with the
help of another Corpsman who, by the way,
seems to have disappeared at present! I
now feel a part of the Navy and am so
anxious to get out and 'do something' along
with the others. And I hope I can be a
fine Corpsman, fine enough to heal their
wounds and treat correctly. You have no
idea how they depend on us. I've had my
eyes opened to what men can be like during
war time. None of the wounded ever express a regret at being shot up. I am never
going to forget what I am learning in the
Navy: all men need to become human
beings, to be really aware of one another.
Van Loon says, 'We are all passengers on
this planet, so why don't we help one another, and learn to get along?' I wonder
why all this slips from us when peace is
once again upon our funny world? Well,
I am continuously dumbfounded by the little
kindnesses sailors show to one another each
day. If civilians
as these men do
for philosophy."

would
I'll

live

and cooperate
no need

bet there'd be

When

I mentioned having seen his father
he pulled out a letter he wis saving.
"Can you imagine," he muttered, "he signed
himself 'Dad.' He always seemed so reserved

to

Ken

when

I

was

little."

this Navy son
very much pleased to learn from
that your whole soul is in the work
as now assigned. You are extremely fortunate that you are so mentally constructed
as_ to see the need for this attitude, other-

His father had written

"I

am

you

wise you would be very much disturbed.
The country needs more boys like you who
can, for the time being at least, forget the
inconveniences the emergency presents and

-

!

put everything one has into the now. Such
boys get places, and I am very proud that
my son has the stuff it takes for halfheartedness never won anything and it
will not win this war we are unfortunately

Time now is the decisive factor, and
when it's over over there I hope sincerely

Anne Shirley
IN RKO-RADIO'S

in.

will be spared to return proudly holding your head up, realizing you have done

you

your duty to your country

faithfully.

^Bombardier"

IB

The

handed me your letter of
yesterday. I am happy as I get the spirit it
presents. Keep up the good work, Ken;
mail

man

just

that's the attitude that will merit recognition. It's possible you will receive much
more than you can possibly give. With
love,

Dad."

treasures that letter! Sometimes a
father and son are too much alike to appre-

Ken

ciate

one another at

w

first.

George O'Brien is now greeting new
recruits at the Navy's Boot Camp in San
Diego, and he gave Ken a glowing talk on
what his new phase would mean. When he
left for San Pedro, where he began in the
ultra-modern Naval Dispensary there. Ken
didn't have time to say goodbye to George.
But he hasn't forgotten his good advice.
"Do you know a fellow feels important
in the Navy," Ken went on when we got
together, "i" never did when I was working
in pictures. In Hollywood you never know
whether you'll ever get your due reward.
Just being a good actor won't do enough
for you. Now I've no car, no flock of
clothes, none of the luxuries any more. But
a sailor has something better— a feeling of
^

Try

kinship.

"There

Navy

in the
doesn't keep

a sense of competition

is

that's keen.

The Navy

vou supposing, as Hollywood did me. Here
they have the honor system for everyone.
You know that nobody can cheat, that personalities don't enter into your ratings except when you deserve a raise. Your
average sailor has his head tucked into a
book of an evening, is perpetually preparing for oral and written exams. The grade
you make is what represents you, and so
you enter whole-heartedly into the comSailors aren't snobs about their
respective ranks, either; we just know a
fellow has earned his rating."
Ken has found his family and a new outlook on life, but that is not all. What do
you suppose has also happened? Once he
said goodbye to everyone and everything,
and was in the very middle of the strenuous
schedule at Boot Camp, he received a
letter. From a particularly attractive redpetition.

_
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.Tru-Color Lipstick, cre-
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new

Max
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Marguerite Thomson. She
wasn't famous, and she wasn't a fan. By a
strange coincidence (true love never runs
smooth) she is his original sweetheart,
the one before any of his Hollywood

named

head

Factor Hollywood.

BROW NETTE

a new courtship. She sent him home-made
fudge. When she came down from Los
Angeles the first time Ken's liberty was
affected by a switch in liberty orders, and
she had to roam around for hours and

never see him that week-end because he
couldn't even phone out of camp ;
He didn't lavish any movie actor
flourishes. All he offered her was sailor
Ken Howell. That was all she'd wanted in
the

first place.

in his

way

wanted

It

took a complete change

of life to

make him

to share everything

realize he
with Margue-

rite.

She has no knowledge of Hollywood conbut she has a faith and love for
Ken that the years have deepened. No
matter what is in store for him with the
fleet, she'll be waiting. She knows he was
ditions,

unpredictable, goofy, overly-imaginative, but
so honest.
It was a lovely wedding, simple and inMarformal and impressive. Because

stick test.

on through

every lip-

Lovely reds, glamorous reds, dra-

matic reds, exclusive withTru-Color Lipstick
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brownette or redhead beauty. Smooth

chapters

With no more certainty about his future
than his innate belief in himself, he began
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ture,
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guerite's parents aren't living, and Ken's
family wanted to start the two of them off
right, it took place at his father's house.
There was a background of ferns, flanked
by large floor bouquets of white chrysan-

themums,

for the minister. There were
thirty-six guests, and a lot of nice presents.
Marquerite and Ken dripped happiness. Ken
called the tin cans tied to the car pure corn,
but would have hated to have departed
without 'em. He wears a plain gold band,
too, for it was a double ring ceremony.
When he put out his right, rather than his
left hand, for her to put his ring on his
finger he even admitted to himself he was

nervous
Being Ken, he winked at his
bride during the ceremony. And when he
was back on duty,_someone duly remarked,
"He looks like a Bromo-Seltzer, effervescing all over the hospital!"
Ken never wanted a home, pre-Navy. But
he's bought a little California cottage at his
favorite beach for his bride to wait in. As
she unpacked the things he'd expected to be
!

Portrait

stored for the duration, she also experienced
gratitude to the Navy.
"Afraid to take a chance on marriage in
these days ? Not Ken and I !"
tender
smile crossed her lips, deepened the blue of
her eyes. "Ken is a man, and what more
does a woman want? He doesn't duck decisions.. He doesn't follow the line of least
resistance. I don't know a thing about
Hollywood, myself, but I know Ken isn't
one of those hammy types because he isn't
moody nor easily discouraged. He hardly
ever mentions studio problems; he says a
man's work is but a part of his life. He has
never had to 'stay in character' when he's
been on a picture." She tried not to look
out at the vast, enigmatic Pacific Ocean
which stretched deceptively calm as far as
we could see. "I love him," she said.
When Ken returns from his Navy days
he'll not be alone as he was when he left
Hollywood. He'll be ready for its rewards
because he has done his duty to his country,
and to himself.
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GRIP-TUTH, the modern Hairtainer
its spring teeth hold every type of hair-do in
place, give you that secure feeling. And these
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of blackheads, dry up surface pimples. Brings
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delighted or money back.
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always

thinks

people

mean

it,

and

sad.

book, and lost in

and

please,"

it,

it.
She directed "Trim
forgot where she was.
to she found that the

She is, however, far from humorless.
She thinks funny things are very funny.
A few days ago, she dialed a number on
the telephone. She thought she was calling
her dentist. When she gave her name the
doctor said cosily, "How's Baby ?" Well,

When she came
barber, misunderstanding, had cut it short.
She didn't mind. She is singularly impervious to the things that put most girls
in a tizzy. It is now shoulder-length, and

my

The prima donna is not in her. On the
day of our interview I was, unavoidably, an
hour late. Any other star would have
walked out on me fifty-five minutes before
or would have been sitting on her dignity
when I arrived, burning me in effigy. Geraldine was sitting on her feet, drinking
coffee, absorbed in a book, and as amiable

word, thought Geraldine,

man

I

know

the

think I knew hi_n this
well! It developed that she had, by mistake, dialed her infant son's pediatrician.
Sbe is, at first glance, a conventionallooking girl. Slender. Quiet. Air of breeding.

and
day

but

I

didn't

Fair skin. Nice hands

Russet hair.

Wears bright

colors as, on the
lunched, sage green gabardine
slacks, a blouse of striped blue and white,
a jewelled belt. When you look at her
longer, and closer, her hair has orange
lights and her eyes have green lights.
(This is reporting, not rhetoric.) Her best
friends are still "Livvy" and "Idesy." They
insist that she looks like a "mad poet."
feet.

we

They say

that when they go to call on
Geraldine they take a butterfly net. They
further insist that there is no one like
her in the world, not anywhere.
Mad or sane, when you are with her,
you do get an impression that anything
may happen. Not from what she says or

does. Just

from —

Come to think, though, in the course
of conversation sbe will, and did, remark,
"I had a psychic last night." "So?" you
answer, in the same matter-of-fact way,
you hope. "I used to have them a lot,"
she continues, companionably, "but tbe
other night, just as I was going off to
sleep, I suddenly knew that, in the morning, the baby's nurse would awaken me
to

tell

me

that

we had

better

call

the

doctor because Michael's bee sting seemed
to be getting worse. Nurse was so surprised when, the next morning, before
she had said two words, I took the pillow
off her face and said, 'Quite all right,
Nurse, call him.'"
Then, too, Geraldine has a friend who
"separates" herself. But there, we won't
go into that. It is beyond our powers, which
are merely mortal.
She dislikes being called "Fitz."
She can't bear to be bored. It makes
her physically ill, actually nauseated. She
avoids it by boring the borers. "I start
telling them long stories about myself, beginning with 'Now, when I was four
They never come back."
Having always worn her hair long, she
sat in a hairdresser's one day, a few
months ago. She was, as usual, reading a

—

SCREENLAND

charming.

as anything.

She likes clothes if she doesn't have to
shop for them. Also she has a dream
version of herself. In this dream, she sees
herself as much taller than she is, and with
bright red hair "like Nancy Coleman's."
Since, in her mirror, she never comes up
to her dream version she is apt to be
casual about what she wears. Also in her
dream, she has terrible rows with people
"because, waking, I am rather gentle."
She is a fan of Ginger Rogers and Barbara Stanwyck. She said, "They are incredibly

skillful

at their

craft."

happily married, very. "My love
life," she informed me, with a mischievous
grin, "is okay. Sorry
Doesn't make copy,
does it? I asked my husband if, for the
sake of glamor, he'd mind if I dreamed up
a little scandal. He said that he would."
These are the clues in the Fitzgerald
case. Now sit in with us over the luncheon

She

is

!

in
the Green Room at Warner
Brothers, where Geraldine, released for the
day from the set, her feet still tucked under
her, put the clues together and made the

table

pieces fit
"I have been going into periodic retire-

ment," she said, "but I won't do so any
longer. Circumstances that could not always
be avoided were responsible for a couple
retirements.
Contract problems
the
of
which, me being me, were also unavoidable,
account for the others.

"When I first came to Hollywood, I
had a contract speci fying that I give the
studio six months of the year, take the other
six months to go home to Ireland, or do a
play. But when I could no longer go home
and,

as

my

free

summer which
so

I

is

time always fell in the
not the season for plays,

couldn't do one,

"When

it

it

came time

was no good
to sign a

to

new

me.
con-

'Forty weeks a year.'
wouldn't like that,' I told them.
"I didn't want the forty weeks because

tract, the studio said

'No,

I

to be beholden. I don't like
be bounden. I am positively neurotic
about what I call being 'squeezed.' Bycalendars,
time tables, clocks, specified
numbers of days, weeks, months, years,
on a piece of paper. It gives me a kind of
mental claustrophobia.
"If someone said to me, 'I'll give you
a million dollars if you will tie yourself
up for ten years,' I couldn't do it. I genuinely could
do it. I would languish.
I would not do good work.
I

don't like

to

STARS
UT HOLLYWOOD'S
YOU TO

LEAD

The Joy
a
Owning
f

NOT

"What I would really like is to have
no contract, no document, nothing in writing, just make a picture here and there,
when, as and if. Having at least one foot on
the ground, however, I know that is not
possible, is not business.
"I said, then, 'Why don't you let me
go?' 'No,' the studio replied.
"I said, 'Why don't I do two pictures a

when

year,
tures,'
I

Canary

r

f

i

t

your time?' 'Four picthe studio came back at me. 'Two,'

said.
" 'Two,'

it

suits

'Four,' 'Two' it went,
like a fast game of table

'Four,'

back and forth,
tennis.

"All this time, months were passing.
Nine months, to be exact. The time came
when something had to be decided. I would
not budge from the 'two pictures.' At last,
'All

right,'

the studio said,

'two pictures,

with an option on a third.' All right,' /
said, 'so long as I may make a third, also,

wherever

was

I

may want

to

make

it.'

So

it

In addition, the studio brought
smiles to my rosy face by allowing that I
could do radio work and theater, too.
"Now I feel that I have the best working contract in town. I feel," Geraldine's
hand made a gesture, describing limitless
space, "free," she said.
"It may, you know, be my gypsy blood,"
she continued, "I am supposed to have a
settled.

lot of

gypsy blood

mother's

side.

in

my

veins.

The women

of

From my

my

family

have some very curious qualities. I have
for instance, no sense of possessions. Possessions, in other words, have no possession over me. I do not want to own a house,
or furniture, or any small objects most
women collect, and cherish. I do not want
to

own

anything.

Or

anyone.

Or

z /
VERONICA LAKE

More and more,

stay in

one place too long.
"Since I am, of course, inconsistent, I

and

"STAR SPANGLED

RHYTHM" a

Paramount

Picture

the stars are taking canaries into

homes. Started as a pet fad,
today are Hollywood's hobby sensation!
Wherever the great of filmdom gather, you are likely
to hear some golden-voiced canary lifting spirits anew
with his enchanting song.
their hearts

their

canaries

like pictures. I buy pictures, modern ones.
I like jewelry, too, and have some very
lovely pieces, gifts from
husband.

my

"But for the most part things, as such,
leave me disinterested and indifferent. I
have been given a new dressing room here
at the studio, and I have never seen it. I
believe it is very nice. But I make up in
the make-up department and I can sit down
anywhere.
"I have no sense of comfort at all. Not,

A

canary takes but little care, and gives
matchless hours of loving companion-

Follow the lead of the Hollywood
and let a canary keep your heart
buoyant amid the worries of these tryship.

as other people commonly consider
comfort. I will sleep on anything so long
as it is possible to lie down. Merle Oberon
once told me that she always travels with
her own sheets and pillow-slips. Adorable,
I thought, but
/ wouldn't notice.
"At my house you are sure to trip over
the baby's toys. But it is always warm
and there is enough food. Beyond this, I
do not try to go. I like people to be amiable.
I can't stand a clean house and glum faces.
Odd, I think, how often the two seem to
go together. I love Boris Karloff's house
because of the garden, the beautiful informal garden which is the work of Boris'
heart and hands, a gypsy's garden.
"My mother used to say that we were
'tinkers.' When I was growing up she often
used to say, 'Now we have another tinker
in the family.'
that

Starring in

stars,

is,

ing times

!

—

SEND FOR

FREE

BOOK ON

Every lover of pets will
want French's superb
new book about Canajust off the press. Specially
some in fullcolor of famous Hollywood stars
ries,

posed photographs

—

—

with their Canaries. Pages of
human-interest stories about the
only pet that sings. Send for FREE
copy— TODAY! Simply mail
coupon with

MAIL THIS COUPON
FRENCH COMPANY
MUSTARD STREET

THE
2
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ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Send me "Keep a Sonp

CANARY -

SCREENLAND

Your Home" FREE

Slate1

A

in

Narne_

City

OWN

OF CANARY OWNERSHIP

Addres

name and address.

"My

maternal grandfather was a terrific
connoisseur of fine furniture and pictures.
But they drove my grandmother mad. Collections, she said, suffocated her. When
grandfather died, she auctioned them off,
all of them, regardless of value or price.

THE JOYS

THE

Paste on penny postal card

and

mail)

ONLY PET THAT SINGS
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The gypsy

How You Can Have

Here's

&

a more attractive

lovely

BUST LINE
(Instantly)

strain comes, as I said,

from the

distaff side."

But, Geraldine explained, she is not posabout her gypsy blood. "An authority on gypsies," she said, "once told me
that I look exactly like a blonde gypsy.
Then she asked me my mother's maiden
name. I told her, Richards. I added that

itive

my

CALLOUSES
m
Ilk

PAIN, BURNING or TENDERNESS
on

said

the

Stop foot misery! For painful
callouses, burning or tenderness on the bottom of your

been.'

"The Pied Piper," Geraldine added,
"remember ? Well, legend has it that of the
people who' followed him into the mountain,
those who came out on the other side were

"But

in design and texture,
softer than before.
Heart shape. Thin Scalloped Edge. Do not
come off in bath. Sep-

630%

— since

go back

ried.

you

Isn't

arate Medications included for removing
callouses. Costs buta
few cents a treatment.

it

you should have marbeing 'bounden' and 'beholden'?
contract?"
"No. No, you are only bound in marfeeling as

Super-Soft

New

I do not like to
follows that I do not
like anything to possess me."
"Strange, rather," I suggested, "that,

to

New

pressureoff the sensitive spot;
give you speedy relief.

"It is, at any rate, an interesting hypothesis. It would account for me, quite
simply, in many ways.

possess anything,

get the

feet,

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads.
These thin, cushioning,
soothing pads instantly lift

named Green!

all

of your FEET?

DOCTOR'S NEW
QUICKER RELIEF!

mother's name was Green.
Authority, 'but Richards
and Green are gypsy names, and have long

mother's

'Ahh,'

BOTTOM

Sold everywhere.

do,

that

Insist

on

Dr

Scholl's?

A

own wish, actually. That is
That is not, you see, being bound
at all. If you do not love, you do not
marry. If you do not love, you do not
stay married. Or I would not. So that is
riage by your

D^Scholls lino pads

different.

An

attractive full Bust Line is a short cut
to glamour, poise and more self-assurance.
If your Bust Line makes you self conscious,
try the new (special up and out) Peach
Cupbra. Use it for a week. If you are not
delighted, send everything back and your money
wil. be refunded. Write now. SEND NO MONEY.
Se'-'d only your name and address and size of your

(St *a whether small, medium or
heavy). When you get your Peach Cupbra with direction oooklet of postman only $2.39 (not a cent
more). (Plain wiapper). Read your direction booklet and wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you
ola

orassiere.

'

are not delighted with your now lovelier figure, send
back. It is guaranteed to please you. Join the
hundreds of women who enjoy a lovelier figure with
Peach Cupbra. Please print name and address

it

clearly. Write.

Party Peach Co., Dept.

SU

3

72 Fifth Ave.

N

Y.C.

very different. With a child, too. You are
bound to your child, also by your wish.
He does not ask to be born. These are
the things of tenderness, of the blood and
of the heart, not of pen and ink and paper,
of calendars and time-tables and schedules. There are no time limits set on them,
nor laws laid down.
"Besides, I think I am like my mother,
who was also a tinker. My mother let her
It was quite extraordinary.
that none of us left her, in
spirit. That is the way it is, and the way
it will continue to be,
I hope, with my

children

The

'go.'

result

is

son and me."

"But all this," I said, "this freedom, this
daring to say 'No' to contracts, this last,
long absence from the screen, doesn't it
frighten you? What has it done to your
career?"
"It doesn't frighten me in the least beI am not afraid of anything that has

cause

to do with money. Not caring for possessions, I have less use for money than
many others. Nor am I afraid of absences
from the screen. I feel that /
an actress.

am

Since no one and nothing can take from
us what we are, I can always wait.
"No, really, I am not afraid. And I
really don't know whether my absence has
hurt my Hollywood career, or not. But
this I do know
it has not hurt me at all,
my absence. I have not been marking time.
have accomplished as much in inner
I
growth as I would have done in years of
playing roles that squeezed me. As much?
Oh, more, much more.
"During those months I did, among
other things, a play in Santa Barbara.
part so perfect for
'Lottie Dundass.'

—
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Give

Your Feet An
Ice-Mint Treat
Get Happy, Cooling Relief For
Burning Callouses Put Spring In Your Step
Don't groan about tired, burning feet. Don't
moan about callouses. Get busy and give them an
Ice-Mint treat. Feel the comforting, soothing coolness of Ice-Mint driving out fiery burning . . .
aching tiredness. Rub Ice-Mint over those ugly
hard old corns and callouses, as directed. See how
white, cream-like Ice-Mint helps soften them up.
Get foot happy today the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.
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FOR MUSICAL SETTING
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ject. Don't delay send us your original poem at once for
immediate consideration and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY.

RICHARD BROTHERS,

I

my

Gentle Geraldine whose eyes at the moment,
Gentle Reader, did not look exactly gentle,
"not a victim," she said. "My 'pixie' aura
probably misleads people. But pixies, you
know, are grim little people. They can
wield bludgeons in their two-bit hands.
"Also, while I was off the screen, while
the contract controversy was waging, I
went to New York to see about having
'Lottie Dundass' rewritten for the stage.
I want to do it in New York. And I will

do

it,

too,

one of these days.

Screen land

Woods Building, Chicago,

III.

Your Hair Is
Gray or Graying
AND YOU FEAR DANGEROUS, MESSY DYES

Amazing Vitamin
Discovery Gives

New Hope

Now at last there is hope for men
and women who endure gray and
graying hair.Extensi ve tests prove
an amazing vitamin discovery
can actually check graying hair

went

am

28

If

A

off like a bomb. Nozv I know
what I should do. I have constantly played
on the screen, the victim of other peoples'
characters. Always I have been the victim.
In 'Lottie Dundass,' I was the victimizer.
heart," said
I
a victimizer in

me,

,

today. Dept. W, Metal Arts Co., Rochester, N.Y.

and in manycases actually restore

much of the gray hair to its original natural color when the graycaused by a lack of these vitamins. This remarkable vitamin is
brought to you in PANATES.
Different from ordinary treatments, PANATES includes not only the anti-gray
hair vitamin, but also wheat germ oil vitamin E activator as well. PANATES is not a dye ... it actually
is a valuable vitamin food supplement. It works by
supplying anti-gray hair vitamins from within, literally feeding the color back to the hair through the
is

hair roots.

The full 90-day PANATES treatment, including 90
wheat germ oil capsules, is only $4.79. A 30-day trial,
including 30 wheat germ oil capsules, is only $1.79.
If C.O.D., postage is extra. Send for either size on the
positive guarantee of results or money back. Or write
for convincing information. No cost or obligation.

PANATES COMPANY,
gan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Dept. A-217, 310

S.

Michi-

"In 'The Gay Sisters,' I had a part 1
very much. I steal my sister's man.
I am corrupt and gay, and do not care. I
am a victimizer. It suits me very well.
like

'Watch

On The

Not corrupt

Rhine'
time,

this

This, too, suits

me

I

am

but

BRAINS-^

liking,

with

too.
calibre.

very well.

"So

I think," said Geraldine, "I feel that
shall not 'retire' again. For any reason.
There is no longer any compulsion to do
so, or any necessity."

I

LOOKS- Ofc

But who knows about Geraldine, including Geraldine herself? Who can tell?
A pixie is not much of a 'sitter' for a
portrait, or for anything else. That is why
they are exciting, no doubt, because they
are half-seen and heard, and half-imagined

—and

CLOTHES-^

wholly unpredictable.

Wacky

Private Life

of Betty Hutton
Continued from page 29
shoulders, Betty signed her first long term
contract.
And then the most amazing thing happened to Betty Hutton! She moved right
out of that swanky penthouse into an unpretentious house near the Planetarium. She

turned in her snazzy car, second only in
flash-appeal to the red number driven by
Lana Turner, for one more conservative,
and less gasoline-consuming. She stopped
going to Ciro's and the Mocambo every

my

raise,"
night. "I had my contract and
said Betty with a delightful gurgle. "Now
I could live like I wanted to. I didn't have

SHE

USESTHE
—

as well as
In your new war job
in romance
you already have two
strikes against you if you trust your
personal freshness to anything but an

—

to impress anybody."
Don't tell me that Betty Hutton is a
bounding bit of blonde fluff, a dynamic
screwball who doesn't know enough to come
She knows enough to
in out of the rain
come in out of the rain, all right, and
being a big-hearted girl she'll drag you

effective

!

in,

too.

The

night I met Betty she was tearing

into a delicious steak at Lucey's. "I never
get enough steak," she said. "When Mother,
Marion and I lived in Lansing,
sister
Michigan, we didn't have enough money
to eat meat regularly. When I joined Vincent Lopez I used to order steaks three
times a day. Vincent called me Steak House
Hutton. Some of those steaks must have
been pretty tough, but I've never seen one
yet I couldn't eat."
Betty wore beautifully tailored slacks.
She still has the grand duchess wardrobe,
and paid for too, but now that she's a
movie star she frankly admits that she
prefers slacks. "I'm sick of night clubs,"
she added, "but when I do go out at night
like
simple, black, well-fitted dinner
I
clothes. But
taste in clothes hasn't always been so good," she gave out with another of her gurgles. "You should have

my

I first went to New York,
was fourteen years old. I had makeup smeared all over my face, you'd have
thought I was about to hang from my teeth
in a circus. And I had on every color of

seen

when

perspiration-stopper.

The new Odorono Cream is! It
contains an effective astringent no other
leading deodorant gives you
stops perspiration and odor up to
.

.

.

three days.

Get wise! Get ahead! Get Odorono
Cream!

39tf

(plus tax) for a big, big

jar.

The Odorono Company, Inc., New York

NEW ODORONO CREAM CONTAINS AN
NOT FOUND

'REVEILLE
A

me when

EFFECTIVE ASTRINGENT

ANY OTHER DEODORANT

IN

WITH BEVERLY'

lively fictionization starring

Ann

I

the rainbow, blouse,

suit,

bag, shoes, stock-

Only Carmen Miranda could have gotten by with my hat.
And ten-cent store bracelets way up to
ht'rel I thought I was pretty snappy until
I looked around and saw that all the smart
looking New York women wore black. As
soon as I could get some money, I wore
ings, nothing matched.

Miller

in

the

big

April

issue

of

Silver Screen
Get your copy today. On

newsstand for only

sale at your favorite

!5<

black, too."

Betty had been out on the Paramount
in the Valley where she is working in "The Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
since eight that morning, and every morning for the past three weeks. The ride
home by bus at night is long and wearing.

Ranch
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The Marvel
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New

Q

Haven, Con"iT]f

—
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the other stars I know would have
rushed right home, and had a tray and
an aspirin in bed. But here was Betty,

All

fresh as a two-year-old. Her vitality is
the envy of Hollywood. She throws back
her head and she fills a room with laughter
that comes" right from the soles of her
Five minutes with Betty pick you
feet.
up faster than an unexpected check. When
I told her how wonderful it was to find a
star who was not all tied up in knots, and
who wasn't suffering from complexes and
inhibitions, she said, "Honey, I'm afraid

I'm not within myself! No two ways about
it, I guess I'm just a show-off."
After her success in "The Fleet's In"
Paramount put her in "Happy Go Lucky"
and "Star Spangled Rhythm" where she
pepped things up considerably. The way
she sings He Says Murder, He Says in
the former, and I'm Doing It For Defense
in the latter, is a gloom-chaser if I ever
saw one. With a personality so vivacious
and refreshing Betty could well spend the
rest of her cinema days taking falls with
Eddie Bracken and putting over songs in
Paramount's better musicals. But Preston

writer-producerParamount's
Sturges,
director "genius," decided that Betty Hutton was an actress, as well as a personality,
so he not only asked for her for his next
picture ("The Miracle of Morgan's Creek")
but wrote the part especially for her. Which
is a compliment indeed.
About her broken engagement to Perc,
the handsomest of the Westmore beauty
salon brothers, Betty said, "Perc was more
fun than any one else I had ever met. He
had a wonderful sense of humor and we
had grand times together. I could relax
with him and, believe me, after a strenuous
day at the studio, knocking myself out trying to be funny, it was certainly a relief to

—

have a date with a

sweet and

man who was

considerate and completely un-complex. I
was enjoying being in love with Perc.
"Shortly after I started going with him
he became a private in Uncle Sam's Army.

There was something about that uniform I
suppose— anyway, I was carried away by

'BRUSHMm

the emotionalism of the war. And when he
proposed to me I was pleased and flattered

m
IO YEARS

and very much in love. Soon after we announced our engagement, he was sent to

Camp
fornia.

at borne, you can quickly ana easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
or your money back. Used for 30 years by thoufloes it
sands of women (men, too) Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent ia
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and S1.G5 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
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on a money-backguarantee..Cet BROWNATONE today.

KIDNEYS

MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there ia something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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When

I

became engaged

to

him

didn't think of marriage as immediate.
"Perc was going away to war. If

YOUNGER

• Now,

Roberts in the northern part of CaliI

he

hadn't been I might not have been so sure
of my own heart. In fact, I wasn't. Because
when he was released from service, with an
honorable discharge, and returned to Holly-

wood, and marriage was

inevitable, I

found

that I wasn't sure enough.
"I felt it was fairer to Perc, and to myself, to break a formal engagement at once.
I don't believe in letting things drag on and
on. I returned his ring and tried to explain
my feelings in the matter. He understood
and that's all there is to it. Although it
sounds corny, we are still very good friends.

My

family

is

crazy about him.

of fact, he's quite the nicest

As a matter

guy

Lansing
where she
always been
her Kitten
bruised and
to

where
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I've ever

known."
Paramount's most promising young star
was born in Battle Creek, Michigan, February 26, 1921. Soon after Betty was born,
Mrs. Hutton, who had become the sole
support of her two

NO

daughters, moved
there were factories

POEMS WANTED IMMEDIATELY
TO BE SET TO MUSIC.
NO CHARGE FOR MELODIES. MARKETING SERVICE
MASTER MELODY MAKERS

P. O.

little

find work. Betty has
she calls
close to her mother

could

— and

—

she remembers still her
bleeding fingers when she re-

turned at night from the factory. "Some
day," the child would say with tears in
her eyes, "I'll see that you don't have to
work so hard. I'll get you a fur coat and
an automobile and a maid to do your work."
Betty kept her promise.
At the age of eleven the youngest of the
Huttons started her singing career. When
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the cops weren't looking, and they had a
way of turning their heads at the right
time, she would sing popular songs of the
day in cafes and on street corners. Then
she'd take up a collection. One Saturday
she cleared a good $10. "We had meat for
Sunday," added Betty.

I

Betty was very sensitive about a scar
she had on her face when she was a kid,
the souvenir of an enthusiastic baseball
game. "With that scar and my strawcolored hair I was awfully unattractive,"
she said. "Marion was the beauty. When
the boys came to call their eyes would
nearly pop out when they saw Marion.
They just looked right around me. Marion
would smile sweetly, without even lifting
a finger, and the boys would swoon. I'd
knock myself out to be entertaining. I guess
I learned then that if I was ever going to
get people to notice me I'd have to make

a

and

felt his stare...
felt like

lot of noise."

Betty tried to crash Broadway when she
was fourteen. But no one would believe she
was twenty-one, and no one would give
her a job. A kindly old fellow in a booking
office advised her to go back to Lansing,
start her singing career there, and then
when she was more experienced return to
New York. He loaned Betty the fare home,
and Betty decided that life was over for
her at fourteen.
The winter she attained the ripe old age
of fifteen she was given a chance to sing
at a local Lansing hotel. Her first night
she got a "break." Dining at the hotel
that night was Vincent Lopez. He heard
Betty sing, and was so impressed with her
freshness and enthusiasm that he offered
her a job singing with his band. The next
week she opened at the Fox Theatre in
Detroit. Betty admits she was a disappointment to Lopez, but he was a tenderhearted guy and didn't want to fire her.
year later when he signed for an engage-

A

ment

at the

Casa Manana

in
Billy

Don't let Poor Complexion rob you of romance!
• It's awful to have to draw away from closeups
feel ashamed of rough, blemished or
"broken out" skin. Do something about it!
.

. .

tip from nurses and try Noxzema.
You see, nurses were among the first to discover how effective Noxzema is as a complexion aid. That's because it's not just a cosmetic cream. It's a medicatedformula that does
2 important things: 1
helps smooth and
soften rough, dry skin. 2 helps heal externally-caused skin blemishes. And it has a
mildly astringent action.
Thousands of girls who'thought it was just

Take a

—

No

to go out and sort of warm up the folks
for the big acts to come.
"The orchestra began to play and I
bounded onto the stage and grabbed the
microphone," Betty told me. "Gee, I was

so

many

people

their

faces.

How

busy shoving food
can I compete with
groaned. So I decided

soup and salad? I
I might as well cut loose and make so
much noise they'd have to notice me.

The more
The pink

desperate
slip

for

I

got the bolder

I got.

me tomorrow anyway,

slammed the mike and it went
I just had to raise
my voice and sing at the top of my lungs.
Not bothered with a stationary mike I
leaped about the stage, and at the end
of my song I grabbed the curtain, and
using it as a rope, I swung right off the
thought. I

off

with a crash, so

stage a la Tarzan."
In the next few seconds Betty aged ten
years. New York audiences are as sophisticated as all get-out
(they really
aren't, but Betty thought so). Would they
hiss

and

boo

all

this

corny

monkey-

business? She didn't have to wait long
for her answer. The audience proceeded
to beat the tables with their knives, stamp

and yell and scream for more.
Betty had to sing again and again. The
next morning Billy Rose called her to his
office, and said with a smile, "Young lady,
you're in. Don't change a thing. But I
have one request. Please don't tear down
their feet

my

new

club!"
And out of the whole thing came Hollywood instead of death.
nice

if

you don't notice your
is smoother, softer,

skin

lovelier!

Get Noxzema at

any drug or toilet goods
counter and start using
it today! Inexpensive trial
size;

also

35

p,

at any price

stiff! Everyone was busy eating, and
didn't even bother to look at me. I've never

seen

a delightful powder base,
for just todays. Then see

finer fit

scared

in

bad luck to have poor complexion, have
been delighted with the way Noxzema has
helped improve their skin. Why not try
it yourself? Use it as a night cream and as
their

New York

he took Betty along.
Rose was
opening the place, and he had signed a
dozen or more great entertainment stars
for his show, stars with big names. Betty
discovered to her horror that she was
slated to open the show! It was her job

I

screaming
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With Kay Kyser
At An Army Camp
Continued from page

Dorif be a Hide out

use
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for him. That's why this band is such a
success. Everyone in it is having a grand
time and all of the time.

—

—

Hide-It
SEE

"Well look who's here!"
interrupted himself. "It's Georgia Carroll.
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So Georgia had worn her blonde hair in
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• Blondes with glorious shining hair
stand out in a crowd
...they are looked at

But if
your hair has light
and dark streaks in
it, or if it's a drab
straw-like color —
you become "just another" blonde!
Use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash to
give your hair that lustrous spun-gold sheen!
When you see what lovely effects you can
get youll be thrilled! And remember this:
with Marchand's, you yourself can control
the actual degree of lightness you desire.
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is not a
dye! It's easy to apply and it does wonders
for your hair. Use it, too, to lighten hair on
arms and legs
At all drug counters.

and admired
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fettle

—trying to

memorize words when the bus pulled to a
stop in San Fernando Valley near Chatsworth. Who should get on but Lucille
Ball!

"Hiya,

"Here
worry

I

—

fellahs,"

said

Lucille

gleefully.

am, curl pins and all. But don't
I'll be set when we get to camp."

Lucille's pale red tresses
for her "Du Barry

—a

Was A

—

new

color

Lady" and

were pinned in
"Best Foot Forward"
round finger curls all over her head. She
wore a pale yellow scarf of chiffon for
cover. And she hung a dress on a hanger
along with the bright orange coats of the
band boys on a rack in the back of the
bus. So she too would look fresh and unwrinkled when we arrived at camp.
I
script.
Here's
a
Lucille.
"Here,
whipped it up for us to do this afternoon.
See what you think of it?"
While Lucille studied the script, I asked
Kay if he had actually written the script.
All of the movies' funny men are kneedeep with writers gag-writers, who think
themselves bald seven days a week trying
to think up gags and clever scripts for the
comedians.
"Sure I wrote it," Kay said. "I write
most of my stuff. I don't have a staff of
whose sole duty
writers. I hire one man
is to find jokes for me. The rest of it
arrange on the run."

—

—

—

SCREENLAND

POWDER BASE

Makes skin look smoother.
Holds powder amazingly long.
Large jar, SI. 00 at Drug and
Dept. Stores. Purse size at 10c
counters-or send us 10c and
shade wanted (Light, Medium,
Rachelle, Brunette, Sun-tan).

CLARK-MILLNER SALES CO.
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443, Cbicago

Neglected Cases
Are Dangerous
FREE BOOK— Facts on ColonChronic Ailments
Fistula, Fissures

and Rectal Abscess are

common

complications. Other ailments or
conditions may be associated with
neglected Piles. Our new 122-page illustrated
book also explains mild, institutional treatment. Contains thousands of references, including those from your section. Sent FREE.
reflex

Write today

McCleary Clinic,
Mo.

to

488

Elms

Blvd., Excelsior Springs,

she's

—

them."
Georgia was in a pretty

BLONDE ?

.

M-G-M

—

of your income

Are You Content
to be "Just Another

.

for

featured in M-G-M's "Girl Crazy." You
see her smiling at you on the billboards,
in the toothpaste, bridal, beer and all sorts
of ads.)
"Well let's see. You've got to do something!" Kay said. "Say, can you sing?"
"A little," Georgia admitted.
"Okay! You think of the words of two
songs and no matter what_ you do the
band won't let you down if you'll sing

—

something

save

a halo with a crimson red shawl draped
most effectively on her head and on the
shoulders of a smart pale green velvet suit.
"I have never done anything besides
model and act in pictures," Georgia smiled.
"Most of my acting has been show-girl
entrances with my lines left on the cutting
room floor," she added with a sigh.
(Georgia, as you know, was New York's
top model when Hollywood sent for her.
She was in "Ziegfeld Girl," a "Navy Blues"
Sextet girl for Warners, in "DuBarry

Was A Lady"

PERFECT FOR

these trips."

"Everybody happy ?" asked Kay, as fresh
as though he'd had eight hours sleep,
which we knew he hadn't. There was much
yodeling, good-natured ribbing and betting
on a ball game between Kay and his men.
The bus left Sunset and Vine. We were
on our way.
"Georgia, what can you do when I present you to the men at Gardner Field?"
Kay asked Georgia. The Army camps like

HIDE-IT

conceals pimples, birthmarks,

—

-i

your charm.

spoil

Isn't

!

SKIN-BLEMISHES

rary or permanent blemishes

she beautiful
"Kay always invites a film celebrity
along," Ishkabibble informed, brushing that
long strand of bangs off his forehead. "A
gorgeous girl dresses up the show and
gives the men in uniform a break.
"Kay's had Linda Darnell, Marlene
Dietrich, Carole Landis, Ann Sothern, and

Gosh

HOW

VANISH FROM SIGHT!
No need to let either tempo-

Ishkabibble

—

BE SLIM!
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excess

ous,
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ALLURE
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your
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the coupon below for introductory
package. Only $1.98 including booklet
and 60 Herb-Vite tablets, sufficient for
one month. You will be thrilled by
the pounds and inches of excess fat
that you will lose!
If you are

let flabby fat rob you of love and
popularity
remember that Romance
follows a lovely figure! See your druggist or mail coupon today!

Don't

.

.

.
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New York
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"NO CANADIAN ORDERS"

Name

—

!:

"How can you do all ot tins? You 11 have
a nervous breakdown or something," I persisted. Sully Mason had just related their
schedule for the past week. I didn't see
how it was humanly possible for any one
man to have so much energy. For example
On Wednesday, Kay flew into town from
Chicago just in time to rehearse and then
go on the air for his broadcast. He'd wrtten
the script for most of it on the plane
flying in. After the broadcast he and his
men had taken a bus for San Diego to play
at a naval hospital the next day. They'd
given four shows in San Diego and returned
that night. Early Friday morning they put
on a show for the Douglas Aircraft plant.
Friday afternoon Kay was on a plane bound
with his band for a ship just back from
the Solomons with thousands of men who'd
been in combat in the Pacific. Saturday
morning he was back and the band rehearsed new numbers, made a recording,
made an appearance at Victory House to
sell bonds, played at the Hollywood Canteen for five hours of solid dancing, and
this morning we were on our way. By
nine that night Kay would just make a
train for San Francisco, where he was
scheduled on the morrow to speak at
Henry

Kaiser's shipyards. The band would
follow the next day by train to play at
naval bases and shipyards in the Golden
Gate area. They had to be back in Hollywood on Wednesday for their own broadcast. And the next day, Thursday, they
were starting Kay's new picture, "Right
About Face," at M-G-M, with Arizona
Army camps scheduled for the next Sunday.

"There's

was

nothing

to

surprised, for he

it,"

Kay

said.

—
—

who'd wiped out a machine gun nest of
Japs at Tulagi. A hero in the Solomons.
There he was with his two legs strapped
in casts. And he said, 'Gee, I never thought
I'd shake hands with you, Kay Kyser.'

my eyes," Kay continued.
privilege and great honor to

Tears came to
"It

was

my

shake hands with him. An American hero
"No one has any idea of the heroism.

Of the will and the relentless effort and
work of everybody, everywhere to help
win

this

war.

2000
once

men

all

In

the

you

shipyards

working on one

ship.

see

Where

it took months, a year to turn out
that ship, now they are doing it and doing a 100% job in mere hours. You talk
to any one of those men and you feel more
humble at your own effort"
"But what about your health and vitality ? This constant traveling and lack
of sleep?" I asked.
"All anyone has to do is obey the general principles of health. Eat right. Drink
plenty of water and fruit juices. Be sure
that one's body is functioning normally
every day. That is all important. Some
people neglect or don't take time to bother
about their health. Naturally, they get
sick. I make up for sleep as I travel. And
I've only had one doctor bill in the two
years I've been keeping up this hectic
schedule. Once I got a cold. I couldn't talk
above a whisper. I went to see a doctor for
something for my throat. That was the
only time."
"And the expense of taking an entire
band all over the country?"
"That's doing my job," Kay replied. "We
work enough broadcasts and make pictures
to have traveling and expense money."

Kay

didn't go farther. Or he might have
that he pays the band members a
full salary. They all have families and responsibilities. Kay personally foots the bills.
Since the Kay Kyser-Ginny Simms ro-

said
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was downright hum-

ble in attitude. "It's the greatest privilege
entertaining the men in
I've ever had
service," Kay continued
as the bus joggled
along at 35 per on a desert road towards
the north of California.
"At the Naval Base hospital in San
Diego the other day, I saw a young lad

—

I

Rings enlarged
to

show

enclose 10c to cover moiling.

Name

details
Street

and

No
SS4-43

Cify

have broken up, Kay
engaged in another. It's
my personal opinion that he is still deeply
in love with her. It was Kay who made
Ginny the star she is today. Ginny was
a music marm giving the home-town kids

mance
hasn't

seems

to

seriously

in Fresno,

California, lessons at fifty cents
an hour when she heard Betty Grable singing with Ted Fio Rito's band. Ginny
headed for Hollywood and talked Kay into
giving her an audition with his band.
"Kay wasn't enthusiastic about a girl
vocalist," Ginny once told me. "He'd never
had a girl singer. And he wasn't in favor
of one."
But Kay took one look at Ginny and
simply couldn't get her off his mind. He
kept remembering her and finally sent for
her. She had never taken a singing lesson.
But from that day a series of lessons, in
singing, diction, clothes, grooming, everything that Kay could do to make the world

Ginny Simms-conscious began. He brought
her up from obscurity to fame as the No.
1 band's soloist, featuring her equally with
himself, sharing co-star billing and personally supervising special arrangements for
Ginny. Kay's new girl vocalists are given
_

the same billing as any band vocalist. But
you miss the trimmings that built up a
Ginny Simms.
Kay's rumored dating Pat Dane, whom
he has only barely met, and many of the
town's glamor girls. But on the whole they
are phony publicity dates dreamed up by

—

columnists.

Kay might be
man were he not

considered a very lonely
so busy. He is the despair
of his colored housekeeper, a Miss Lucille
Wicks, who exclaims, "That man with all
his rustle and bustle will be the death o'
himself yet."

The

room

Kay's modest little
apartment on the Sunset Strip could not
be mistaken for other than a bachelor's.
living

in

It's not his etchings that greet the eye
but the bedlam of papers and manuscripts
and mail everywhere. The general confusion
is not at all confusing once you get "hep."
For Kay explains that the sheet music is
kept on the sofa because that's the music
department. The easy chair is the manuscript department. The table is the script
department. The top of the piano is the
letter department. The bench by the window is the press department. Table records
are stored on the divan. And Lucille is
warned not to touch a thing because Kay
can put his finger on any manuscript or
album of music in the dark, according to
his system of systematic orderly disorder.
Since Kay introduced Jingle Jangle
Jingle, one of the first hit songs of the

—

fighting men, I asked him how he happened
also introduce the greatest war song
of them all Praise the Lord and Pass
the Ammunition, which is an all-time
favorite with the boys at camp.
"Frank Lesser wrote Jingle Jangle
Jingle," Kay said. "One night in Detroit
Frank called me long distance. Said he had
to

another song he wanted me to hear Praise
the Lord. He sang it on the wire. I wrote

down the words and hummed the melody
back to him. Got my arranger out of bed
and we worked out an arrangement, then
sang and played it back to Frank in Hollywood. Next night we put it on the air."
He Wears a Pair of Silver Wings and
Who Wouldn't Love You are also favorites
the boys call for when Kay and his band
appear. Incidentally, Kay's records topped
sales

all

over

others

for

1942.

back to Lucille Ball and
asked if she thought she had the script
memorized. Lucille nodded and rehearsal

Kay

called

—

the narrow aisle of the
along.
"Now I'll start the show like this." Kay
said. "Ish'll come out and greet the men

was

in

bus, as

order

in

we bumped

89

!

say, 'I might look dumb. But what I
lack in ignorance I make up for in stu" And the rehearsal was on.
pidity
Several hours later we neared the flying
could see the helmeted guards
field.
with their big guns. Kay said, "Wait'll
you see the welcome we'll get here. We've
got Tommy Jones, who used to play the
trumpet, and Eddie Shea, who used to beat
the drums, both members of our band, now
stationed here. Harry Babbitt wondered
how Tommy and Eddie would look in uniArmy life had treated them?
forms?

"Gable was a model

and

'

!

We

How

We

were passed in. The door opened
with Tommy and Eddie jumping in. An
exchange of hellos and "How are you boys"
back-slapping and "How'd you take the
trip?" "Gardner Field has been talking

—

ace shot to begin with," he
said. "There were plenty of younger men
than him, who weren't as tough when it
came to training. Gable was chosen by the
class to give the graduation speech. His
delivery was tops. There were about 5000
women who invaded the field to get a
glimpse of Clark doing his stuff. Well, on
graduation day, after he'd given that speech,
those women broke through M.P. lines,
trampled and mobbed generals and took
over the field to get to Gable. The M.P.'s
were so overcome that they just stood and
gawked at Gable too! If those moviestruck women had been the enemy, Gable
wouldn't have had a chance nor the rest

—

haven't a fiddle and we busted the
the way up. What have you to
offer us by way of instruments?" Kay
quipped.
"Just so long as you forgot your claristanding joke
net," Tommy laughed.
with Kay's band is his individual clarinet
playing. Seems Kay felt he should play an
instrument. Without letting anyone know,
he purchased and took lessons on the clarinet. When he debuted, playing in the key
of C, the boys squelched Kay—but good.
He's never tried to impress them since.
Lucille inquired as to the whereabouts
of the nearest ladies' powder room, which
in an
proved to be some miles distant
captain quickly
officers'
club house.
painted "Ladies" on a white card, fastened
it onto the "men's room," and stood guard
while Lucille changed her dress.
"Guess you folks are hungry," a young

"We

drum on

A

_

—

A

men!"

of the

_

of nothing else for three weeks, since the
notice was pasted on the bulletin board."

huge plane hangar was filled with
cheering men when Kay and the band
reached the stand. Such cheers and such a
greeting! And what a show!
Kay called up his two ex-band members and said, "Quit raidin' the band. So
we can keep playin' the camps." When
the cheers subsided, Kay said, "It is indeed a privilege for us to come and play
not you
are cheering you
for you.
us." And there was real sincerity in those
few words, simple as they were.
"Beat them down for these hep-cats,"
Kay said, and the band went to town.
Then Kay began: "I've got a special

But no! You wouldn't want

So

it.

girls

.

.

.

fifty dollars

officer's

Jap

a feast

!

What

food

!

Baked ham,

candied yams, fresh sliced pineapple, lettuce
salad with french dressing, sliced tomatoes,

mayonnaise, fruit jello with whipped cream,
three kinds
celery,
apple-sauce, olives,
of bread, plenty of butter, coffee, cream,
milk, ice cream and fresh baked macaroons,
apple butter, jelly, jams and condiments.
Capt. Roberts said the flying cadets were
up early and trained hard. They could well
put away such a meal. Lucille Ball, who
actually tries to gain weight, really put
away a man-sized meal.

Coming

from

Miami,

Florida,

Capt.

Roberts had only to mention that he had
been stationed at the same air base with
Gable and a battery of questions beset him.

Kay called to a visit"do you know why a
a girdle? Because he slips up

is

like

!"

wife,

from behind. And

takes

a Yank

to bring

men
tell

the house._ Kay says
don't like dirty jokes and
they do like them
'em

down

—

—

provocative.

Spotting an M.P., Kay shouted, "Look,
an M.P. smiling." After the laughter had
subsided, he added, "You must be new
here." The M.P. didn't mind at all and
got the biggest kick because the joke

was

on him.
"I've brought a lovely girl up here with
today," Kay continued. "I'm going to
ask her to sing for you fellows. She's
never sung before. And she's not rehearsed
with us. She'll be so surprised when I ask

me

course she's not hearing all I'm
saying on the loud speaker and we haven't
already got the arrangements in mind."
Georgia stepped on the stand. Her gorgeousness panicked the men. And Kay said,
"Everything's in good shape now!"
her.

—

—

Ishkabibble, they began the act they had
rehearsed in the bus.
Kay introduced Lucille formally to Ish
and said, "For goodness' sake, Ish! You've
been introduced to the glamorous Lucille
Bail. SAY something!"
Ish: (flustered) "SKINNY, isn't she!"
Kay "Ish Go back and sit down !"
Lucille
"No, no
I think he's nice."
[Warming up to Ish and running her hand
through his hair] "Such beautiful bangs.
:

!

!

Oh—you

beautiful Ishkabibble."

[Very embarrassed and blushing]
"Brother! If I were only a wolf!"
Ish left the stand. Kay carried on, makIsh:

ing love to Lucille with every man in the
place wishing he was in Kay's shoes
Said Kay: "Lucille, I know I'm not the
handsomest man in the world. And I may
not be the most romantic, but you can't
have everything!"
could
"I know," said Lucille, "but

YOU

have something!"
"Just a rninute, Miss
can't talk that way to me. I'm
Kay Kyser. I've got backbone!"
held you
Lucille: "I wondered
together."
So the skit went merrily on. For two
solid hours Kay and the band gave a
show. At the conclusion Kay came off the

Kay:

Ball

[Sharply]

You

!

WHAT

wringing wet.

stand

Of

—

Georgia sang Dearly Beloved and

Em-

He

stepped behind

Took

off his wet
can of water for
a shower, and stepped forth fresh and
immaculate to shake hands all around.
Lucille and Georgia discovered the field
mascot a plump blue-eyed pup named
Geronimo. While the girls talked baby talk
to the cute puppy, the pup's two owners
stood joyously by. They were even photographed with the stars. "All because they
own a stray pup," less lucky men remarked.
"A sergeant's stripes don't mean a thing!"
It was about dusk as we walked out of
the building. Kay and the girls had posed
for candid camera shots by the hundreds.
the show's
"Well, now you can relax
over," I said to Kay.
"That's what you, think," he laughed.
"Now we're going out and meet everyone
and do another show."
"Another show?" I gasped.
"Didn't you know that_ any time anyone in entertainment business sticks his
nose out of his own house he's on on
for a show. You have to make people
laugh always be on your toes in show

an improvised

This brought
while the

it

!"

he doesn't

What

!"

"Hey Lady
ing

pat of butter," Ishkabibble said. "Boy you
gotta get in the Army if you want to eat

chow."

to hear

I'll tell it. If I say anything you
haven't heard before, I'll give you

him down

real

—

We

joke.

When she came to Embrace
sweet you could hear deep sighs
and groans and moans over the hangar—
especially when she sang Come to Mama
Come to Mama do!
Lucille Ball, her red hair beautifully
combed, sparkling and as glamorous as
picture queens should be, came out. She
received an ovation. Then with Kay and
braceable You.

me my

:

A

remarked.
"Sure enough we are. We can hardly wait
to get a look at a real piece of cow and a
officer

Never com-

soldier.

An

plained.

curtain.

clothes, used a sprinkling

—

—

—

—

business
It

—

!"

was dark when everyone climbed back

The officers and men couldn't
thank Kay enough. "This gives the men
something to think about and talk about
and write home about for weeks," the
officer in charge said. "It's been a real
privilege having you with us."
"That's where you're wrong," Kay said.
"The privilege is ours, Sir. For having
into the bus.

the honor of entertaining the men who
are giving their all and are prepared to
give their lives for us here on the home
front."

Endless hours later the bus rolled back
Los Angeles. Kay had a split ten
minutes to make the nine o'clock train to
San Francisco on his way on another
mission of good will and morale for our
into

—

fighting

forces.

he completes "Right About Face,"
he's asking to be sent over there, and down
there, and up there, to entertain our men

When

John Carroll, star of Republic's big musical comedy, "Hit Parade of 1943,"
here doing one of his numbers with some of the lovelies of the film's glamor
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a fine mild soap. And Camay is milder than dozens of
other beauty soaps. That's why we say, "Start the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet tonight." Do this and soon your mirror
will likely tell

her over your face— especially over nose

Day-by-day shows results! Be brisk with
your morning Camay cleansing— and see

Feel— how mild it is! Gentle on
Rinse warm— and if your
oily, splash cold for 30 seconds.

your skin glow! Follow this routine twice
daily. Day-by-day gives you the full benefits of Camay's greater mildness.
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FOR YOUR NAILS
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stay that way for a very long time
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— without chipping.

durable lacquer gives you this special advantage in wear
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Chen\u manicure
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